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SUMMARY AND USER GUIDE

"l111 lihindhook conitains niomiiniationi, analyw%'. and 0 References These are included at the hac'k

!re~oinuineiid~i ns intended to help in the design or section to identify the source for the

pr.ocu|iceiit of imagery interpretation equipment. The conclusion cited in the text. or to identity a

material ot thr On tpe that Is specitik to imnagery displays Sources of information. The letter ratings acc

appears In three •s•etons: ing many of the references are described it

1.3.

* Section 3.0 O)pttalc Imagery Displays Tliere are several ways the reader can Iocate m;

a particular topic within this handbook:
0 Section 4.0 lectro-Opiical Imagery Displays

0 Tables of Contents These appear at the f•c

¾ * Sction 5.0 Special Imagery Display Topics book and at the beginning of each majoi
Some contain black edge marks to aid in fi;

Two other sections contain information of a more sections listod.

general nature:
0 Cheklists for Specific Displays Section

0 Section 6.0 Workstation Design for each major equipment category. tht

S features the designer should consider and td

* Section 70. Facilities or figure in which these are discussed.
gI

The material in these sections falls into five categories: * Index -An index is provided that permits er
to the subject matter contained in the handl

0Recommendations These indicate, as precisely as

possible, the best design for a display feature. They * Cross References-Many cross references art

are printed in bold type at the front of sections where in the text to facilitate locating other

they appear. material.

* Supporting Analyses and Data -These indicate the The other two sections of the handbook co

basis for each recommendation and allow the designer following material:

I to decide lthe applicability of a recommendation to a

particular situation. In some cases, these analyses and * Section 8.0, Glossary, contains definitions ol

data can also be used to help decide if a certain the technical terms used in the text. I

display feature is worth what it will cost. italicized the first time th:y appear in eac
and whenever they are defined within

0 Scales and Nomographs--These are included to facili- Section 8.0 also lists the abbreviations and c

tate conversion between units used in engineering and factors used throughout the text.

those used when describing the human operator of
the display. 0 Section 1.0, Introduction, provides a summ,

imagery interpretation process for the bene

0 Tutorial Material-This 6a general background material designer who is not familiar with this toph

included for the benefit of a reader unfamiliar with a summarizes sources of trouble in other dir

particular topic. suggests some techniques for evaluating new
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 PURPOSE

The goal of this handbook is to provide, in a concise * Reduced training costs
form, information, analyses, and recommendations use.
hi! im the design and procuremnent of imagery interpreta- 0 hIproved utili/ation of persmnnel
lionl equipmlent.

0 Fewer accidents
When the interpreter and the equipment are made more
compatible through the successful application of the • Fewer errors due to equipment misuse
information and principles dis.cussed here. benefits will

occur in the following areas: 0 Increased operator acceptance of the display

0 Improved system performance 0 Improved understanding of cost/benefit design trades

1.2 ASSUMPTIONS

The analyses and recommendations in this handbook are assumed to have a normal visual system, possibly

based on two assuimpt ions about the display user. through the use of corrective spectacles.
Because these apply so frequently. Ihey are generally not
repeated. They are: 0 Shirtsleeve environment -The display will be used in a

normal office-type environment. As a result. no

* Normal visual ability Unless the topic under discus- allowance need he made factors such as arctic
sion deals specifically with the impact of abnormal or clothing or a pressure suit. This assumption primarily
limited vision on display design, the display user is affects display dimensions.

1 1

C-)
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

J 1.3 CONTENT

"Tie design informn.io,, analyses, and recommendations 0 Tutorial Material
in this handbook are contained in five sections, 3.0 This material is included both for the benefit of a
through 7.0. These five sections fall into two groups as reader unfamiliar with a particular topic, and to
follows: provide a consistent terminology for use when dis-

cussing design recommendations.
* Sections 3.0. 4.0, and 5.0 contain material specific to

imagery display equipment. 0 References
These indicate the source for the data or conclusion

Sections 6.0 and 7.0 contain more general informa- presented in the text, or they identify additional
lion that applies both to imagery display equipment sources of information on the topic. References are
and to most other situations that involve a human listed at the end of each section. The letter ratings
operator. Because this material has been presented so which follow many of the references are described in
thoroughly in other sources, only summaries appear Section 1.4.
here. If more detail is required, the references listed
in each section should he consulted. One that appears There are several ways to determine the location of
frequently, the lhuman angineering Guide to E.lquip- mattrial on a specific topic within this handbook. Thiese
ment Design, edited by Van Cott and Kinkade are:
(available from the U.S. Government Printing Office)
will be particularly useful. 0 Tables of Contents

Two tables of contents appear at the front of the
handbook. The first lists the major sections and

The material contained in Sections 3.0 through 7.0 falls includes black index marks at the edge of the page to
roughly into five categories: aid in' locating sections. The second lists every

numbcred section in the handbook. A table of
I Recommendations contents also appears at the beginning of each major

These indicate, with as much precision as possible, section. When the section. is long, these also include
the best design for a particular display feature. To index marks at the edge of the page.
make them easier to locate, they are printed in bold
type at the beginning of eao. section. 0 Equipment.Feature Lists

Section 2.0 lists, for each class of imagery display
. Supporting Analyses and Data equipment, the specific features the designer should

These serve three purposes. First, they provide an consider. These lists also identify the section or figure
indication of how much support exists for a particu- in the handbook where design information on each
lar recommendation. Second, they allow the reader to feature can be found.
decide whether a recommendation developed for all
imagery displays is also correct for a specific device * Index
and application. Third, they can be used to help The last section contains a complete index that lists
decide if a particular display feature or refinement is the location of terms and concepts discussed in the
worth what It costs. text. In addition, it lists the terms defined in the

glossary.
* Scales and Nomographs

Each of these illustrates the relationships among 0 Cross References
s•veral variables. In most cases, one variable is a Extei.3ive cross referencing is used within the text to
physical unit commonly used in engineering and indicate location of other relevant material.

another is a corresponding physical unit commonly
used when presenting information about the human Technical terms that are defined in Section 8.0, the
operator. As a result they can be used to reduce the glossary, are italicized the first time they appear in a
work involved in applying the design recommenda- section and are also italicized when they are defined in
tions to a specific piece of equipment. the text.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.3 CONTENT (CONTINUED)

) Standard metric units are used wherever possible, fol- approximate. both the metric and Lnglish value have
"lowed by the nliglish equivalent. Conversion values are been rounded, making the conversion differ slightly
included in S.ction K.tJ. W•he the values given are only front the exact value.

1.4 EVALUATION OF REFERENCES

"Tlhe approach in preparing tlis d•.cunient hIas been to 0 X Reliability of the data is unknown, usually
work from original rcsearch reports whenever these were because it was obtained front a secondary source that

available. Secondary sources, and conclusions and did not adequately describe the original experiment.
recommtnendations presented without supporting data in Most data obtained from handbooks fall into titis
otlxer handbooks. have been used only when better category.

itniOrmnationt was not available.
0 The absence of a letter ratine means that no

"The research suntnmari/ed in ttis document. though evaluation was performeJd, eithzr because of limita-
always the best available, varies widely in quality and in tions on resources or because it was not appropriate
relevance to the topics discussed here. in order to to rate tlte reference.
provide the reader withI soute ittdication oft htw much
reliance cant be placed in eaclt set of test data pre•;e|ted. Some of the factors that affect the reliability and
one of tit, followitg ratings has been assigned wlenever relevance of a set of experimental data to a display
possible to the stud,, in whiclt the data was collected: application are discussed in Section 1.8. In addition, it is

very ;mportant to keep in mind the impact of task
"* A -lighly reliable data from a well designed and difficulty. both in the test situation and in the work

conducted experiment utilizing an adequate nutber situation. In general, a difficult task is much more
( ) of subjects front a population representative of the sensitive to variation as a result .f viewing conditions

potential display user. These values are higltly titan is a sitmple task. As an example. a subject will be
unlikely to change. able to read large higlt-crntrast letters at tlt' sante

constant tigh rate over a much larger range of viewing
* B- Probably reliable data. but improvement in tlt, conditions than if the letters are small and have low

datn' collection process is desirable. Tltese values will contrast. Similarly, a target search test in which all the
probably shtow only small changes. targets have been specially selected to be difficult to see

will result in a performance loss under viewing condi-
"* C- Fairly reliable data, but tlte shortcomings of the tions that would not cause a measurable change with a

experiment, at least for the present application, may test made up of randomly selected targets. As another
be seriou. Witlt additional testing, these values might example. the benefit from viewing imagery in stereo is
change, though probably not drastically. likely to be too small to measure when averaged across

many randomly selected targets, but given sufficient
"* D- Data from a small experiment that miglht better be time it is possible to find selected targets and to ask

called a pilot study or preliminary test. Also, data selected questions about those targets that would be
that may not exactly apply to the topic under extremely difficult to answer without stereo. As a result.
consideration. These are included only because no the question "is stereo useful?" has a mean.ingful answer
otlter data on tlis particular topic are available, only in the context of a specific application.

() 7-
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.5 THE DISPLAY USER'S TASK

"The goal in dec..ribing the imagery interpretation process In addition, he may be familiar with the target. The

in this section is to provide the display deý;gner with quality of tile coverage of each known target may
better insight into tile problems and needs of the display also be cataloged for use in case of a future
user. requirement to retrieve imagery showing this target as

it appeared over a period of time.
Most of the material in this handbook applies to imagery
displays regardless of thei, purpose. This section. how. 0 Interpretation of a new target--When a new target is
ever, is limited to tihe interpretation of imagery to obt-in found, it is studied in whatever detail is justified by
information of military significance. When reading this its importance and by the lime available. Important
section, it is well to keep in mind that the precedures or difficult to interpret targets are likely to be
followed in interpreting imagery vijry from one organi/a, discu;ssed with supervisory-level interpieters and per-
tion to the next and that even within a single organiza- haps %ith experts on the particular type of target
tion there are likely to be several variations. As a result, involved. This may result in several individuals using a
even though the statements made here are very general, single display in quick succession.
thtre are sure to le many excep:ons to them.

0 Reporting a new target-- Once a new target has been
Imagery interpretation can be d':-ided into several identified, v report on it must be prepared. This may
general categories. However, these do not always occur, be in written form, or it may be composed on a
Wt.ey may be combined, and they do not nccessarily camputer terminal and entered directly into a data
follow the sequence in which they are described below, bank. In some organizations, the report goes through

several stages of editing by" stipervisory personnel
SQuality check-When the imagery reaches the inter, prior to being released. The content 'of a typical

.- ~~~~pretation facil;ty, there may be a quick sca t report is dmsrbdblw

-.
ddetermiese 

tile quality. The factors of nterest includearget:, ~~~~approximate ground resolution, the specific ground 0Mensuration-hdiesosfdtalinaart

areas cov-,red, and whether these are obscured by may be measured as an aid in identification or for
ground fog or clouds, inclusion in a report. This is generally done on a

comparator, and the imagery dimensions may be
0 Search- Viewing the imagery in order to find new converted to ground dimensions by a computer

• -. targets is known as "search." The search might be for connected to the comparator. The measuremerts may
any reportable target, or it might be limlted to one be made by the interpreter, or by an lndividz.u! who
specific type of target. The search might be per- specializes in operating the comparator.
formed in two steps, tile first very rapid and directed
toward finding only very high-priority targets, and 0 Detailed analysis-In some cases, the interpreter will
the second slower and more thorough in order to be perform a thorough and detailed analysis of the
certain thit all targets have been found. The search development or the current status of one target or a
might involve either a small or a large area on the class of targets, or on some more general topic. This
ground or on the imagery. It might be completed in often requires the interpreter to make use of imagery
minutes or it might require many days. The latter collected over a period of time.
case is generally more important in terms of man-
power utilization. Figure 1.5-1 summarizes one The basic items required in order to interpret imagery
approach to search. are the imagery itself, a display on which to view it, and

a statement of specific interpretation task to be per.
* Surveillance- It is sometimes necessary to view a formed. A number of other items are usually provided

known target on the imagery in order to report any also. These are grouped loosely under the term "col-
changes that have occurred. The interpreter may lateral materials." They may exist in the form of hard
de!pend on a written report to learn what was on the copy, for example as a piece of paper or film, or even as
prior imagery, but he may also have a copy available, a reduced size image in a microfiche storage and display
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.5 THE DISPLAY USER'S TASK (CONTINUED)

device. Alternatively. they may he stored in an elec- 0 If the target is important and the time and imagery

tIronic data base fbr display to tihe intelpreter on| a ate available, information about the status of this
computer ternminal. 1he ktnds of material itnlved ground feature aL. it appeared iii previous coverage
include the following: (where it was not reported)

0 Infornatiton on any known targets involved. in text 0 The location of the target relative to prominent
ftorni, pertips on a comput.tr printout or a cathode ground features, such as cities, roads, and rivers
ray tube ((WRT) display. 1 his inf'tinmation intciudes the
name ajn code number of each target, its geographic 0 A description of the important features of the target,
coordinates, the number of the map on which it including its size and its important features.
appears, a description of any prominent geographt,:

features, and a description of the target and its status 0 A count of the number and type of order-of-battle
as it appeared on previous coverage. It may also items, such as aircraft, ships, or ground vehicles
include the anticipated location of the known target present

on tie new imagery.

Speed requirements vary widely. A report on critical
SSMaps of appropriate scile. which may or may not be targets may be required within a few minutes or hours

annotated to show known t,,gets. after receipt of the imagery, while several days or even

weeks may be available to search for routine targets.I Some indication of the geographic area covered by
the imagery to be viewed, generally in the form of a The map and the imagery will usually be viewed with the
map overlay, same orientation. Since the preferred orientation forI - viewing the imagery is fixed by the need to have any

* If available, special background material. such as large obliquity fall away from the ob2rver, and by a
photo keys that show the kind of target being sought, gener',l preference to have shadows fall toward him, it is
or perhaps a report that a particular kind of target is seldom possible to use the map with its normal
suspected of being present in the area covercd by the orientation of north at the top. Because a single frame of
imagery. imagery may cover an area at the edge of a map, it is

sometimes necessary to use two or even more maps at
* Report forms, either in hard copy or in the form of a once. A place to display one or several folded maps

cathode ray tube (CRT) display if the report is'to be within convenient visual acces. of the imagery display is
fed directly into an electronic data base. therefore a very desirable feature.

A report prepared by an interpreter on a new target will In most organizations, the interprcter will make frequent
usually contain the following information: use of imagery coordinates. These are usually based on

an X-Y, or Cartesian, coordinate system with the
"* The target name and code number, if these have been reference point at some specified mark or -dge on the

assigned imagery. Typicil units are centimeters measured to the

nearest tenth. The interpreter assigned to check several
"* The imagery on which the target was found, generally known targets on new coverage may be provided with

in terms of imagery frame, roll, and flight numbers their predicted imagery coordinates and hence will need

to locate each of these coordinates on the imagery. A!so,
"* The date the imagery was collected the imagery coordinates of each new targe, found will be

included in the report as an aid in finding it again on
"* The imagery coordinates of the target that imagery. The most conmmon method of locating or

determining a pair of imagery coordinates is by means of
"" The latitude and longitude of the target, usually a transparent grid overlay. As one might expect, on

0 measured on a map many displays this is very cumbersome. An. automatic
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.5 THE DISPLAY USER'S TASK (CONTINUED)

coordinate readtlut device would be h:. !pfitl but would Figure 1.5.1 below. It is also used by some interpreters

have to be sery simple and reliable to compete with the io mark the known targets on a frame, and by some to
grid, even as cumbersome as it is, divide a large search area into several smaller areas,

theieby decreasing the chance of missing a portion of

•The importance of specific ground features varies over the assigned search area. A grease pencil, besides being

both time and geographicarea. As a result, a ground inexpensive and easy to obtain, is easy to apply, easy to

feature that is a target in one time aiid location may not see. and easy to remove from the filn. The pioblem for

be in another. This makes it very difficult to) obtain a the designer is that the grease pencil wax may be

consistert, operationally useful definition of just what a transferred from the film to a .urface that must be kept
target is, and interferes seriously witli attempts to clean, such as a gla.3 platen used to hold the film flat.

measure the impact of a new display on target detection
performance. Probably the best available definition is In some image interpietation facilities, the problem of
that a target is anything that should be reported. grease pencil wax getting on the display has been

elimitnated by the use of felt-tip pens containing ink that

As Figure 1 5-1 describes, many interpreters search for can be removed with a special solvent. This do•s no,

targets in a manner that requires access to mark the eliminate the need for the interpreter to reach the film

imagery area being viewed. In a complex display, area being viewed in order to mark it. A device that

providing this access can be a serious problem. automatically ket ps track of and returns the imagery to
"any one of several locations, as commarldcd by the user,

SAn itenm impo~rtant to many interpreters that can create would eliminate this problem also, but only at consider.

a problem for the display designer is the grease pencil. able expense.
Its use in annotating suspect targets is described in

"1. j-
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.5 THE DISPLAY USER'S TASK (CONTINUED)

NOTE In many fdclihttes, qgieie p~tnciti
t.av" been epla,,cel t)V felt tip nnidketi. IF OBJECT IS VERY

INTERESTING. IM.
MEDIATELY STUDY
IT THOROUGHLY

ITHIS IS NOT COMMON)

SEARCrH CICL IUSPECT

STAR IMAGERY SUSPECT OFFRAME YES
ON LIGHT SUSPECT OBJECTCOPED

TABLE 
OBJECT 

WITH 
?O ] E

GREASE
PLNCIL N

'a) !N

(b)
ERASENOr• CIRCLEO

WT Al/ >G -- I _CONTINUE TC STUDY OBJECT,
DIS ITA YES CHECK REFERENCE INFORMATION,

CIRCLED POSSIBLE CONSULT W;TH OTHER
1 SUSPECTI TARGETJ IINTERPRETERS, ETC.

OBJECT (requires 0.5 to 8 + hours)BRIEFLY"" 
"

IMAGERY ON THERE ANY ERASE YES PREPARE
LHTCIRCLES CIRCLE ATREPORT

Figure 1.5-1. The Grease Pencil Method of Search. There are several differences between these two parts of

While there are numerous variations in how search is per- the search process that may contribute to their being
formed, the method illustrated here is followed, in a very performed separately. They require somewhat different
general way, by many interpreters. A major feature of display conditions, with (b) usually involving higher mag-

the process shown is the division of search into two parts. nification and, in some cases, stereo. Part (b) also differs
The first, part (a), nvolves the careful viewing of a large in that it often involves consultation with other inter-
area of film to find possihle targets, each of which is cir- preters, while (a) is essentially solitary. Finally, it may
cled with a grease pencil. This continues until several cent- simply be easier for most individuals to retain for a period
imeters to several meters of film, depending on the indi- of time the mental attitude required for only one part of
vidual, have been searched. Then part (b) of the process, the process, rather than switching frequently between
the checking of each marked object to determine if it them.
really is a new target, is performed. This is an iterative
p•ocess, with most of the possible targets eliminated
immediately and others being checked several times
before being either eliminated or accepted as a previous:y
reported or new target.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.6 CHARACTERISTICS OF IMAGERY

The releatnt chiaiatewtsttcs of the imagery to be used on Most film includes a border that contains essential

"a display will normally b- included in thle procurement int,)rniation such as the frame and roll number and small
secifIcation for the display. Ilence. this section is marks that serve as reference points for determining film
limited to a general summary of the possible kinds ot coordinates. On some film, a data block containing
inagety, plus a review of special problets sometimes. collection system flight parameters such as time and
encountered. altifude in coded tirin is also present.

The most common type of imagery is black and white. Film is otten very difficult or even impossible to replace,
or aclromnatic, silver halide film ,en!ritive in the visual so it is important that the display not damage it.
region of the spectrutm. Others include: :olor, or Scratches and overheating are the two most common

chromatic, fihtn1 nonsilvem halide film; 1im sensitive to problems. This does not mean, however, that the film
radiant energy outside the visible spectrum: and dcec- will necessarily arrive at the display clean and undam-
Ironic signals, usually recorded at some point otn aged. In some organizations, at least part of the film will
magntmic tape. representing either radiant eneigy in arrive with grease pencil marks or with splices where
various paris of the electromagretic spectrum or a portions of frames have been removed. Splices can be
special signal such as a radar return. Al1len resolution is particularly troublesome when made with poor quality
particularly important. most filn is viewed as a positive tape. which can result in adhesive sticking to parts of the
transparency contact printed frtom the original negative, display. All display parts that come in contact with film

should therefore be suitable for cleaning. Another

Typical nominal film widths are 70 numn 2.8 in), 125 potential problem with tape splices is their thickness.
num (5 in). and '30 trin (1) in). Exact dimensions for which can interfere with the action of mechanisms such

"typtil achromatic films, and film reels, can be fcnd in as a vacuum platen.
military specification MIL.-F.32G. Film mnaý arrive at the

display in a roll, or web. of up to 300Or (1,000 ft). Most roll filn has a tendenc) to curl, usually toward the
tlthough much shorter rolls are more common. It may emulsion side. The amount of curl varies with many
also arrive as a film chip which will vary from a few factors, including the amount of tension on the film. In
centimeters to a meter or so in length. One advantage of addition to the obvious requirement to keep film flat
chips is that they reduce the distribution problems when and in the object plane of the display during viewing,
several interpreters must view the filmn on a single roll, film curl must be considered when allowing for clearance

between the film and parts of the display. (See Section
1 8 .7.)
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1.0 INTHODUCTION

1.7 PROBLEMS WITH PROTOTYPE DISPLAYS

One wia to obtain a better dipl.,v is to avoid tile operator will probably need pencil, and ashtray within
features that led to difficulties %ith earher designs real while hll.nig into the display. and s(nine -nay even

Ilence this section ptiivides a %t1nv111ra r of' soime ift tile want space i" ii a coffee cup. One of th l' best w;iy% to

prohlevs thai hase occulted, both with prototype deteriline if a plamied display is comipatible with thii
imagery displays arid with oither kinds tit' equipmient. tqierator's hodil di vine'isbn is by building a c-irdb•rard

or plywood morckup. 1le evaluation of .uch a nmockup
Many of these problems occur, at least in part, because should ini.hde a realistic range of body si, es (Scction

the display designer and tile displ4y user have very 0.1I.1) and individuals fatmiliar with imi-agery interpreta-

different points of view. Tire designer by necessity is tiori work.
intimatels familiar with tihe inner wurkings of tile.

display and is likely to he very concerned for its success. Somne displays, parttcularl> those intended for special
To tile interpreter, a new displa. is only another 'tool to purposes such as precise miensuration or for cuniparing
be used to perform some task lie is probiably perforrning different pieces of iiiagery, require , c:treful and lengthy
with l•air success already. As a result, unless the potential setup that can he ruined by die accidental nrinipulation

advantages of a new display are both large and iminedi- of the wrong control. Since these devices are operated
ately obvious, tie will have vetry little tuolerance for primarily while lIorking into the display, the tendency to

complicated controils or for repeated equipment failures. not look carefally at each control before using it

nor is lie likely to be very impressed with promises that increases the chance of error. This was a particularly bad

any operating difficulties lie is experiencing will he problem in the case of a comparator which required up

corrected on future production models. to half an hour to set up one fraine of imagery, after
which a certain pushbutton had to be depressed once for

C'arrying this idea a little further, it is useful to contrast eacht of the dozen or so pointings to be made.
proper design practice with what sometimes happens. Unfortunately. depressing a pushbutton adjacent to this

( ) The correct starting point for the design of a display is a one, which differed from it only in color and labeling,
description of the display performance requirements and required that the whlole process be restarted. The
of the display functions to be controlled by the addition of interchangeable plastic overlays that would
operator. This list of functions should be used to allow tihe operator to depress only the pushbuttons
determine the operating controls and secondary displays required during each phase of the operation would
required and these in turn should be used as the basis for eliminate this problem, but they are undesirable because
desip-:ng the control electronics and mechanics. In one they dtmand additional operating steps and they might
complex imagery display this sequence was reversed, become lost. A more elegant sol,.dion would be to
After the optics were selected, the control electronics position the controls in separate groups so that such
were designed, after which a set of controls was added. errors would be unlikely (Section 6.3.1). Other
The rc',;ult was a display so difficult to learn to operate approaches would be shape coding (Section 6.3.2), the
that the only successful user was an interpreter who saw use of completely different kinds of controls (Section
tile controls as a challenge. 6.2), or the use of 62vices that preclude inadvertent

operation.

It is easy when designing a display workstation to treat

the operator as a rigid manikin and to ignore all the A similar, though less serious problem occurred in a
actions he will be performing and all the materials he stereo display in which magnification and image rotation
will be uing. For example, the workspace must be for each optical train were controlled by identical,

adequate not just for tile range of operator body sizes adjacent knobs. In this case, accidental rotation of the
expect.d (Section 6.1), but also for many changes in wrong knob caused a moderate increase in setup time,
body position to maintain blood circulation and reduce and when the setup was difficult tended to cause a large
fatigue. Space is also required for displaying maps and increase in frustration level. Since knob location was
for reading and writing on computer printouts. The limited by mechanical restraints, the easiest solution

would have been shape coded knobs (Section 6.3.1).
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.7 PROBLEMS WITH PROTOTYPE DISPLAYS ('.;ONTINUtD)

New attacltmernts. or perfol' lnice requirenments hobody "tIld-downs" are pieces of plastic or rubber. often in

remembered to tell tile de•,gl iet about, can be a the shape of rings, tr at are commonly used to hold film
problem. In ont, case, a new light table held roll film flat flat ,n a light table. On rare octcasions, these are
ei.)lrgh to cleat the sarirplt microscope provided to tite inadvertently left on the film when it is translated. with

.lesigrrr, but %%hitl a riew oh)ective lenS %ith a short the result that they pass through the rollers at the end of
issu'king distanct' %%as added to the mircros.ope mounted tihe light table and are temporarily wound with the filin
on tile pototlype light table, it lieque 'tly caught on the on the fihn reel. One prototype display included a light
edge of the i'n. A simiklr case occurred when the table on which su.ih horld-downs were to he used. A
designer ot a vacuum platen intended to hold roll filmn problem existed because it also contained delicate
flat for viewing was pro'tided with a clean, uncut siample coomponents that mnight have been danmaged if the
film to use while building the platen. lie was apparently hoid-down. Irad been left in place while the filmn was
,lt auare that the plateir would also have to work with moved.
filin that had been cut and taped back together. In
addition to the surface irregularity caused by tile For frequently repeated tasks, it is important to avoid
thickness of the tape, slight misalignment of thlL two Ion,-, complex procedures. Loading roll film into a
ends of film at the taped joir.t increased the auwnurt of complex display is a task that often violates this rule.
curl in the film and interfered with the action of the One very sophisticated display was seldomin used, largely
platen. It was also never established whether it would be for this reason. In another display. a prototype in this
pessible to remove grease pencil wax without causing case. elimination of film theading by installing a
damage to the delicate optical surface of the platen (see permanent leader that was attached with masking tape
Section 1,5). to tile end of a roll of film being loaded was not a very

successful solution, because it was a difficult procedure
In ,li:plays intended for viewing a moving image, which to perform smoodily.
includes almost all imagery displays, a frequent problem
is irregular, or jerky, motion at low velocity. As is
discussed in Section 3.10, tolerance for such variation in Devices that work well in one application or location
tile velocity is extremely low. may not in another. For example, toggle switches work

weil in many situations, but when mounted on the lower
Excess acoustic noise is likely to be a problem in any front edge of a light table, they must bc provided with
display in which air is required for cooling the imagery. guards or they will be broken off by tile arms of the
Because of the kind of noise they make, it is likely to be interpreter's chair. Pu~ibuttons are also useful. but if
a ,erious problem whenever an air compressor or vacuum tile,, are located near where the display user may rest his
pump must be used with the display. elbows, they are likely to be activated accidentally.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.8 EVALUATION OF PROTOTYPE DISPLAYS

A normnal step tit the development of a new% displlay- %istie * Letire conducting tile evaluation, think thlroughlithe
const r u' tiin of a plo tot> IV LUt F1itat %:anl be esal nate .1 dat a an at si prt ice ss to deter mine In w thle re' ult s
to cstanlish wihether the display Is, usetul and it) iust he presented tin order to allow making tile
deter mine %%flat inodidfica Iio ns S1011 ld e mad& InI p10- ne cessary maniiage men t decisiniis.
duction unit,. One part otit such ant eslitn is
engineering testinu. 1his should determiune it tontitact *Rather thLn ;Ittempltillg to mneasure absolute perform-
specificitioris such as image qualityi. koimiipatibilily ss tlil ance: level on lthe new display, design tile test as a
different 1,111 su/es, arid 1limts. onl surface tenlipelaturtes comparison between thle new display and lthe current
haw beeni met. ft gooi d cinstr iuc thin practice has% beef) miridel it is intended ito replace.
followed, anid if rel iability is likely to hie acceptable.

* C'ondulct an ipe rational eval uatimi only on a properly
Another part of tile evaluation is thle deterroiralaioli of functioning .display'. Interpreters will have a very low
just hiiw suitable thle display is for us*- tin ail operatinlg tolerance tbr equipment that is difficult to use
work environmlenlt. That is. will I*, improve work outpult" becatlse it Ilas been poorly constructed. or that keeps
% ill it improve opera tor Coimfort so thiat thle Sallie hbreakin g downi.
onutput rate ;:at-. he mainittained for a honge r period of'
litlie*. Is it compatible with all phases of lthe work 0 Provide e~acht user with sufficient training to ensure
operation" l.)oes it imlpoise arty new requiremuents onl the that the display is not rejected because someone
work situiation attd are ithese acceptable') I% it dif!`icýll ito didniit know 110w to operate it.
learn tuo operate. so t Itat pi' soniird will requ'~ heme nt uise
trainlinig! Doi the operators find it acce pl ~ile? Ifin it. carl 0 Infoi rmt eaichi operator in perso n. not just by memio.

thle problem-, be easily corrected? Are there any changes about ltle purpose of thle display arid his role in
ito tile operator interface. such as tlie reioc'atiiin of a evaluating it. '3esides reducing confusion. this will

) con'rIol, that wouild :nake it easier to use?! make tile operator more enthusiastic about the
evaluation. thloughI not necessarily more satisfied with

Tile evaluatiin of whlether tile display is suitable for tile tile dispIlay.
operating environment call be conducted at many
different levels. One approach is to add a tag sayiqg 0 Establish a schedule showing who will use the display
"New Equipment Please Evaluate" to the display and and when. This will help ensure an adequate number
!eave it in the hall next to the interpretation worK area of users, arid anl a('nquate range of work tasks.
with the hope someone wiii come along and use it. At
thle other extreme, in bothl information obtained and 9 Wien selecting thle work tasks to be performed on the
cost, is a formal test program in whichl selected display. keep in mind that more difficult tasks are
interpreters are first trained it) operate tlile display, after more sensitive to differences between viewing condi.
which their performance is measured while tlley use the tions. For a general purpose display, a representative
new display, and any competing displays, with test work task shlould provide the best indication of the
imagery and tasks carefully selctied to represent thle operational performance that would be obtained with
normal work situation. the display. However, when testing time is limtited,

task itemis specially selected to be very difficult will
Thle secondJ approach provides a much hetter basis for be more effective in dezrminining if one display is
deciding whlethler a new display is worthwhlile, and better thlan another.
should be used witen, possiHe. If the available -ources
limit the evaluation to something closer to lthe First 0 If work performance is to be.- measured, be sure that
approach, then at a mlinimumn it is necessary to establishl all operators are aware that the intent is to evaluate
sufficient controls over wlho uses tile equipment and equipment, not personnel, and that their performance
over the method of data collection so that the results are scores will remain confidential.

ininigful. Whatever approach is used, the following
( ) ,idelines should be followed:



1.0 iNTRODUCTION

1.8 EVALUATION OF PROTOTYPE DISPLAYS (CONTINUED)

0 When feasible, brief the test subjects on the outcomrte cedures to dctermine the margin for error in the
Sottests in which they participated, results and the probability that the differences

observed were due to chance variation ii tihe data.
, [I)terrnine tile data to he collected from the manage-

ment decisions for which they will be used. For Since prototype displays often represent an improve.
example, a deision on whether or not to buy a ment in thie available adjustment range of features such
production quantity of the display being evaluated as image luminance or image translation velocity, they
requires difftrent information than a decision on can he used to obtain valuable information about tihe
whether a spvcitic feature of the display should be operational use of these features that will help set
incorporated into a future model. requirements for future displays. Prototype displays

* .should be provided with test points and scales that
* Establish a formal procedure for data collection. If would make it possible to obtain such information

the data must he limited to operator opinions, ask without modifying the display. For example, tlte knobs
specific questions covering each area in which infor- that control luminance, magnification, image rotation
mation is required, not just general questions such as and similar functions, in addition to their normal
"Whit did you think of it?" labeling, should include a scale that would allow their

precise setting to be recorded. These need not be
* If data must be limited to operator judgments, calibrated, since this can be performed in the field.

require tihe operator to use the display to perform Test points should be provided for signals from the
realistic tasks before asking for tile judgments. This' operating mechanisms for functions where visual access
,will provide him with a tuch better basis for making to the control settings is difficult and for controls (such
a fair appraisal of the display. as joysticks and track balls) whose nature prevents the

use of scales. Test points should also provide access to
* Use a sufficient number of operators, from a suffi- signals related to functions that change rapidly during

ciently wide range of organizations. as is required to use, such as image velocity. Such test points would have
obtain meaningful results, made data like that shown in Figure 3.10-9 much easier

, - ., !to obtain.
* Whenever possible, use established st:otistical pro-

JJ
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SECTION 2.0 CHECKLISTS FOR SPECIFIC DISPLAYS

When the designs or procurement specifications are the display characteristics that should be considered,
being prepared for a display system, it is useful to have a plus the section numbers where specific design rccom-

Slist of the display features that should be considered. mendations or supporting data can be found. In a few
This section provides several such lists. More than one of cases a display characteristic is listed here so that the
these lists will apply to most displays. For example, a designer will be reminded of it, even though it is not
microstereoscope mounted on a light table and intended discussed elsewhere in the book.
for viewing color imagery would involve the following
lists: Sections 2.1 (which applies to all displays), 2.2, Screen and aerial image displays are defined in the
2.4. 2.7, 2.10, and 2.11. introduction to Section 3.0, and binocular and biocular

displays are defined in Section 3.7.1. These and any
Because of the complexity of many of the design other terms that are unfamiliar can probably be found in
recommendations contained in the later sections of this the glossary (Section 8.0) or the index.
document, the lists given here are limited to identifying

2.1 ALL IMAGERY DISPLAYS 2.1.11 Is the display field larger than can be effectively

used? (Section 3.5)
2.1.1 Is the image luminance adequate for best vision,

even when the film has the maximum density? 2.1.12 Is the displayed image at the best viewing
(Sections 3.2.6, 3.2.5) distance for the eye? (Section 3.6)

2.1.2 Is an adequate luminance control and control 2.1.13 Is the focus range adequate? (Section 3.8.1)
range provided? (Sections 3.2.6, 6.2.1)

2.1.14 Is the focus mechanism adequate? (Section
2.1.3 Is the illuminant spectral distribution adequate 3.8.2, 3.8.3)

for best achromatic vision? (Section 3.2.7)
( )1 2.1.15 Is the minimum non-zero image velocity ade-

2.1.4 Will temporal variation in image luminance, or quate? (Section 3.10.3)
in light reaching the eye from any other part of
the display, cause noticeable flicker? (Sections 2.1.16 Is the maximum image velocity adequate?

- , 3.2.10 and 4.2) (Section 3.10.3)

2.1.5 Are all sources of glare and veiling luminance 2.1.17 Is the entire range of image velocities free of
eliminated or at least easily shielded by the noticeable jerk? (Section 3.10.3)
operator? (Sections 3.2.12, 3.2.13)

2.1.18 Is the image velocity control system adequate?

2.1.6 Is the quality of the displayed image as good as (Section 3.10.4)
necessary given the available imagery quality?
(Section 3.3) 2.1.19 Does the image velocity for a given control

input remain nominally constant as magnifica-
2.1.7 If possible, is a binocular viewing capability tion is changed? (Section 3.10.4)

provided? (Section 3.7.2)
2.1.20 Can the image be rotated as required? (Section

2.1.8 Is an adequate magnification range provided? 3.10.6)
(Section 3.3.1, 33.2)

2.1.21 Does the relatiornship between image translation
2.1.9 Are aberrations excessive with a static image? control input and image translation directions

(Section 3.4). With the image moving at anti- remain constant with image rotation? (Section
cipated velocities? (Section 3.4.4,3.4.5,3.10.3) 3.10.7)

2.1.10 Is the display field sufficiently large? (Section
"X. 3.5)

2.0-1
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SECTION 2.0 CIECKLISTS FOR SPECIFIC DISPLAYS

2.1 ALL IMAGERY DISPLAYS (CONTINUED)

2.1.22 Does vibration degrade the quality of the 2.1.31 Are personnel made aware of all haards that
display image? (Section 3.11) cannot be eliminated? (Sections 6.8, 6.5)

2.1.23 Are the physical dimension' of the display and 2.1.32 Does the display generate sufficient noise to he
tile operator compatible? ISections 0.l1, 6.1.1) hatardous? (Section 6.6.4) To interfere with

c1miulnication? (Section 6.6.4) To cause oper-

2.1.24 Are all control types appropriate? (Section 6.2) ator diwcomfort? (Section 6.6.5)

2.1.25 Are all controls and displays in the appropriate 2.1.33 Are all requirements for preventive main-

relationship to each other? (Section 6.3) tenance, including the maintenance schedule.
made obv;ous to the operator? (Sections 6.9.1,

2.1.26 Are all controls and displays in appropriate 6.9.11)
locations? (Sections 6.1.4. 6.1.5.6.3.1)

2.1.34 If there is any reason to know display operating
2.1.27 Are secondary display parameters adequate? time, has a meter been provided?

(Section 6.4)
2.1.35 HIas adequate provision been made for repair?

2.1.28 Are adequate scales provided to show control (S&ction 6.9)
settings? (Sections 6.3.4, 6.5, 3.7.3, 3.8)

2.1.36 Are adequate operating and maintenance

2.1.29 Does the combination of control and display manuals provided? (Section 6.10)
choice and layout plus labeling make the
operation of the display obvious with minimal 2.1.37 Is film support and hold down adequate?

training? (Sections 6.2, 6.3, 6.5) )

2.1.30 Are all possible hazards eliminated? (Sections

6.6.4, 6.b, 6.9.9)

2.2 BINOCULAR DISPLAYS

2.2.1 Is the interpupillary distance (IPD) range ade- 2.2.7 Do the images to each eye match in luminance?
quate? (Section 3.7.3) (Section 3.7.9)

2.2.2 Is the interptupillary distance (IPD) setting 2.2.8 Is there an adequate differential focus range?
displayed? (Section 3.7.3) (Sections 3.8.1, 3.8.3)

2.2.3 Are the images to each eye registered ade- 2.2.9 Is the differential focus mechanism adequate?
quately? (Section 3.7.4) (Section 3.8.3)

2.2.4 Will differences in images to each eye cause the 2.2.10 Is the differential focus setting displayed?

image to appear excessively curved? (Section (Section 3.8.3)
3.4.5)

2.2.11 Does the eye convergence angle approximately

2.2.5 Do the images to each eye match in viewing match the viewing distance? (Section 3.7.4.2)
distance? (Section 3.7.7)

2.2.12 If there are small exit pupils, is the eye relief

2.2.6 Do the images to each eye match in quality? adequate for display users wearing spectacles? -")

(Section 3.7.8) (Section 3.9.5)

2.0-2
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SECTION 2.0 CHECKLISTS FOR SPECIFIC DIEPLAYS

2.2 BINOCULAR DISPLAYS (CONTINUED)

Q ' " 2_13 If there are small exit pupils, is face clearance 2.2.15 If there are small exit pupils, i% the eyepiece

adequate? (Section 3.9.6) elevation angle reasonable? (Section 6.1.3)

2.2.14 If there are small exit pupils and a chance 2.2.16 If there are small exit pupils, is the eye height

spectacles could contact the display, canl suitable? (Section 6.1.2)
scratches result? fSection 3.9.3)

S2.3 BIOCULAR DISPLAYS

2.3.1 Are distortions excessive? (Section 3.4.5) 2.3.3 Is the luminance adequate? (Sections 3.2.6,
3.7.1)

2.3.2 Does the registration between tile images to

each eye vary excessively as the head changes
position within the exit pupil? (Sections 3.7.1,
3.7.4, 3.4.5)

2.4 AERIAL IMAGE DISPLAYS WITH SMALL EXIT PUPILS

2.4.1 Is the eye relief for display users wearing 2.4.4 Is the eyepiece elevation angle reasonable?

,( ,spectacles adequate? (Section 3.9.3) (Section 6.1.3)

2.4.2 Is face clearance adequate? (Section 3.9.6) 2.4.5 Is the eye height ruitable? (Section 6.1.2)

2.4.3 If there is any chance spectacles could contact
the display, can scratches result? (Section
3.9.3)

2.5 SCREEN DISPLAYS

2.5.1 Is the screen shielded from ambient illumina- 2.5.4 Is the distance to the screen appropriate?
tion? (Sectior 3.2.13, 4.4.2) (Sections 3.6.5, 4.3.10)

2.5.2 Is the screen tilted slightly to prevent the user 2.5.5 Is the focus control adequate? (Section 3.8.4)
from seeing a reflection of his face or shirt?

(Section 3.2.13) 2.5.6 Is the screen size appropriate? (Section 3.5)

2.5.3 If reflection may be a problem, is an antireflec-

tion screen used? (Section 3.2.13)

2.0-3
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SECTION 2.0 CHECKLISTS FOR SPECIFIC DISPLAYS

2.6 ELECTRO-OPTICAL IMAGERY DISPLAYS

2.6.1 Will the resolution of the camera remain at over the operational range of signal strengths? )
adequate levels it moving imagery is viewed? (Section 4.4.1)

(Sections 4.3.7, 4.4.2)

2.6.14 Do high luminance levels in one part of the
2.6.2 [lave adequate precautions been taken to pro- display area significantly degrade the contrast

tect the camzra from damage by intense light in adjacent low-luminance areas? (Sections 4.0,
sources? 4.4.2)

2.6.3 Hlave adequate precautions been taken to pro- 2.6.15 Do the normal variations in displayed color fall
tect the camera and the ('RT from excessive within acceptable limits for the intended appli-
electron beam currents? cation of the system?

2.6.4 Has the range of the camera's linear response to 2.6.16 If both color and black and white images are to
luminance been matched to the range of lumni- be used, should separate displays be provided?
nances expected in its operating environment? (Sections 4.0, 4.3.8, 4.4.2)

2.6.5 Are the color response characteristics of the 2.6.17 Is the difference in resolution between the
camera matched with its intended use if color center and edges of the display within the limits
imagery is to be generated? required by the intended use of the system?

(Section 4.0)
2.6.6 Is a three-or a four-tube color camera necessary

to maintain resolution in color imagery? 2.6.18 Are the geometric distortions of the image
(Sections 4.0, 4.1) within the limits allowed by the intended use of

the system? .

2.6.7 Is the matrixing of the color signals matched to

the intended use of the imagery? (Sections 4.0, 2.6.19 Has the relationship between line width and
4.1) line spacing been set with proper consideration

for the intended use of the imagery? (Sections

2.6.8 Have the quantizing levels been selected to 4.4.1,4.4.2)
match the intended use of the imagery? (Sec-
tions 4.0, 4.3.6, 4.4.2) 2.6.20 Does the design ensure that line pairing will

remain within acceptable limits (Sections 4.0,
2.6.9 Is the deflection angle of the CRT the mini- 4.4.2)

mum which can be used? (Sections 4.0, 4.1)

2.6.21 Has the effect of raster size and viewing
2.6.10 Is there a possibility of better utilization of distance on the visibility of the scan lines been

available bandwidth through the use of higher taken into account? (Sections 4.0, 4.4.2)
order line or line/dot interlace techniques?
(Sections 4.0, 4.2) 2.6.22 Has the system been designed to have approxi-

mately equal horizontal and vertical resolution?
2.6.11 What display aspect ratio should be used?

(Sections 4.0, 4.4.2) 2.6.23 Does the faceplate require special design to
prevent the scattering of light through internal

2.6.12 Does the face of the CRT need to be protected reflections? (Section 4.4.2)
front ambient illumination? (Sections 4.0,
4.4.2) 2.6.24 Is the variation in luminance between the

center and edges of the display within the limits
2.6.13 Is the luminance produced by the display linear required by the intended use of the sy•-tm?

with respect to the strength of the imput signal (Sections 4.0, 4.4.2)
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SECTION 2.0 CHECKLISTS FOR SPECIFIC DISPLAYS

2.6 ELECTRO-OPTICAL IMAGERY DISPLAYS (CONTINUED)

, ) 2.6.25 Is tile image produced by the display free of provide maximum intepretability from the fin-
unwanted motion? ished image? (Applies to line-scan image gener-

ators) (Section 4.3.12)
2.6.26 Will the signal-to-noise ratio of tile displayed

image be large enough? (Sections 4.0,4.3.3) 2.6.29 Is the level of jitter in tile printer within
acceptable limits? (Applies to line-scan image

"2.6.27 Is there any X-radiation hazard from the generators) (Section 4.3.12)

display? (Section 6.8.2)
2.6.30 Is banding within acceptable limits? (App!ies to

2.6.28 Hlas the point spread function for the optical line-scan image generators) (Section 4.3.12)
line-scan image generator been selected to

2.7 LIGHT TABLES

2.7.1 Is tile siie of the illuminated area adequate, but 2.7.4 Are the 'minimunm and maximum film speeds

not larger than required? (Section 3.2.1 .I) adequate? (Section 3.10.3)

2.7.2 Is the film loading access adequate? (Vsetion 2.7.5 Is the film translation control adequate? (Sec-
"7.1.2) tion 3.10.4)

"2.7.3 Is the support mechanism for roll film designed 2.7.6 Is the general light table configuration suitable?

for easy use and to minimize the need to (Sections 6.1.1, 6.1.2)
"support the film reel in an exact position during
loading?

2.8 TUBE MAGNIFIERS

2.8.1 Is the device sufficiently small and light to be 2.8.4 Is the distortion within reasonable limits? (Sec-
easily used? tion 3.4.5)

2.8.2 Is it possible to change the focus easily? 2.8.5 Will it scratch the film?
(Section 3.8.2)

2.8.3 Is an adequate focus range provided? (Section
3.8.1)

2.9 COMPARATORS

2.9.1 Is image positioning precision adequate? (Sec- 2.9.4 Is the recticle likely to obscure the edge with
tions 5.3.2, 5.3.5, 3.10.5) which it is being aligned? (Section 5.3.8)

2.9.2 Is the maximum image velocity adequate? 2.9.5 Is there significant parallax that might cause a
(Sections 3.10.3, 5.3.2, 5.3.5) measurement error? (S,.ctions 5.3, 5.3.8).

/ 2.9.3 Is the reticle easy to detect when viewed against 2.9.6 If color imagery or a colored recticle is

imagery? (Section 5.3.8) involved, can this introduce any measurement
error? (Sections 5.2.6, 5.3.7)

2.0-5
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SECTION 2.0 CHECKLISTS FOR SPECIFIC DISPLAYS

2.10 STEREO DISPLAYS

2.10.1 Are the ttw )optical trains adequately aligned ? 2.10.5 Can tihe two images he differentiAlly rotated as
(S•ction 3.7.5) required? !-ction 3.10.6)

2.10.2 If the operator cannot repositiobn the image 2.10.6 Can tihe two images he differentially magnified

before one eye relative to the other, are the two as required? (Section 5.1

images properly registered? (Sections 3.7.4, 5.11
2.10.7 Is the precise positioning capability for setting

2.10.3 If the two images are separated by different up stereo adequat,.? (Sections 5.1, 3.10.4)
colors, as in an anaglyphic display, will the
color difference cause a differential focus prob- 2.10.8 Is anamorphic magnification required to reduce

lem? (%ectiotn 5.1.4) the distortion between memhers of a stereo
pair? (Section 5.1)

2.10.4 Can the two images be interchanged as

required? (Section 3.10.6)

2.11 COLOR DISPLAYS

2.11.1 Is the image luminance adequate? (Sections 2.11.6 If colors must be determined precisely, is the

3.2.8, 5.2.3. 5.2.4) illuminant spectral distribution correct? (Sec-
tion 5.2.4.7)

2.11.2 Will displacement of image details of different
colors cause a problem? (Section 5.2.6) 2.11.7 If colors must be determined precisely, is it

possible to provide an artificial surround of
2.11.3 If colored targets must be detected, will tihe optimum luminance and with a neutral spectral

illuminant spectral distribution yield the best distribution? (Sections 5.2.4.3, 5.2.4.4. 5.2.4.5)

possible targm: contrast? (Sections 3.2.9, 5.2.3)
2.11.8 If colors must be determined precisely, is the

2.11.4 If colors must he determined precisely, is the set of matching colors made of the same
magnification adequate to enlarge the target to material as the target, thereby reducing the
an acceptable size? (Section 5.2.4.1) impact of variations in viewing conditions and

differences among observers? (Section 5.2.4)

2.11.5 If colors must b_ determined precisely, is the
luminance adequate? (Sections 5.2.4.2, 5.2.4.3, 2.11.9 If colors must be determined precisely, can the
5.2.4.4) target and matchir.g colors be viewed side by

side? (Section 5.2.4)

.4 )
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SECTION 3.0 OPTICAL IMAGERY DISPLAYS

When discussing cer~ain display If'alures, it is helpful to are not necessarily identical for an aerial image

divide imagery displays into two categories, scrcen display fS.ction 3...4).
) displays and aerial iauzgve dis/pays:

0 An aerial image display may incorporate a small exit
0 In a screen dislqav, the optical element closest to the ptupil, which fixes head position, while a screen

eye is a diffusing surface, or screen, on which the display may not (Sections 3.3.1, 317.1).
image is formed. and vicwing distame is equal to the
eye-to.screen separation. Typical screen displays are 0 Screen displays are by necessity limited to t'.e
front and rear projection screens and cathode ray resolution achievable with the materials that make up
tubes (('RT's). the screen: aerial imagery displays are also resolution

limited, but the limit is generally not so directly
* In an aerial inuage display, a refruactie element is obvious to the display user (see Section 3.3).

nearest the eye. As Figure 3.0-I explains, the i'ewving

distance in an aerial image display is defined only by Three terms. object, itwg(ger'r and image, are used in this

the rearward projection of the light rays entering the handbook in ways which, though correct, are not always

eye to the point in space where they formn an image followed in common usage. In an optical imagery display

which is usually, though not necessarily, virtual. the ith/ect is, by definition, the iinagery being viewed.

Typical aerial image displays are the microscope. the The display forms one, or more, images -f the object

magnifier, and the cathode ray tube (CRT) or (imagery), but the one discussed most frequently here is
projection screen viewed with a magnifier. the image defined by the rearward projection of the light

rays entering the eye.
As far as the user is concerned, these two kinds of
displays differ in the following ways: A fourth potentially misleading term is image quality, As

used in this handbook, it refers specifica!ly to the
• Viewing dislar.. or correct eye focus distance, is quality of the display image, with an implicit assumption

fixed by thr. screen distance in a screen display, but in most cases that the display and not the imagery is the

- varies with focus setting in an aerial image display limiting factor. The term "image quality" is often used
(Section 3.6). elsewhere to refer to the quality of imagery, but it is not

used in that sense here.
* For nonstereo binocular displays, the images viewed

by the two eyes are identical for a screen display but

:I

(-)
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SECTION 3.1 VISUAL PERFORMANCE

An adequate analysis of an iinaery display must iiclLdd., include a range of boilt sies and contrasts, informatior
a description of the Visual ability of the intendet display on visual performance when both of these parameters
user. The purpose of ,:e present section is t) surnnitriie are varied is much more useful to the designer. Many
die best available data on !his topic. Because so in;.mv measurements of this type have I;een made and some of
different factors can influence vision, the test conditions the more useful data are summarized in S..ction 3.1.4 for
used in collecting each set of Jata are described in some norw.yclical targets and in Section 3.1.5 for cyclical
detail, targets.

Sction 3.1., includes data on visual performance inAthorouglh understanding of how tile visual system cto

functions would also make a major contribution to tile which the luminance variation follows a sinusoidal

design of imagery displays. lloever. it is usually not distribution. This type of target significantly simplifies

sufficient to substitute a simple dest-ription of the visual the analysis of a display or visual performance test

systemn. For example, it is seldom hclpful to analyze situation because, although the size and contrast of the

display image quality just in terms of the size of the target are changed by the optical elements present, the

photoreceptive elements in the retina, luminance distribution in tile image remains sinusoidal.

Visual performance is often measured with cyclical
Most of thle data inl this section describes thrcslrM visual targets such as gratings. Tile two characteristics usually
perforinance. That is, it represents the smallest or lo~west considered important in describing a grating, in addition
contrast object that carl be seen in a given situation. to tile shape of the luminance distribution, are spatial
When applying this data to an imagery interpretation froqmwmy and contrast. Recent data, sumarized in

situation and cotrst necessar dato sumarze inindtattn
situation, it is necessary to keep in mind that the Section 3.1.6, suggest that for sinusoidal gratings with a
important features in any piece of imagery are not allver sal o vrylowcotrst nr s i pobbl tat low spatial frequency (below about 2 cycles per degree)
very small or very low conrtrast, nor is it probable that and containing a total of less than 3 to 5 cycles, the total
tile intelligence value of imagery features is uniformly number of cycles present may be more important thar
distributed across whatever continua are used to quail- the spatial frequency. This effect is also evident in
tify size and contrast. Therefore, althougl; improving a Section 3.1.7, which illustrates visual performance for
display so that an object 5 percent smaller can be seen targets that can be described in the same terms as
will certainly increase tile amount of infoimation that cyclical targets but which are much more like the edges
the display user can extract from the imagery, it is in real imagery because they include only one cycle or a
generally not possible to assign a number to the practical fraction of one cycle. The full impact of this type of
value of this increased information. data on analyses of display parameters such as those

discussed in Section 3.3 has not yet occurred."!.
The measurement of visual performance has undergone a d

lengthy evolution, much of which is illustratLd by the Strikingly missing from this sequence is an adequate
data summarized in Sections 3.1.3 through 3.1.7. treatment of the impact of photographic and other noise

on vision (Ref. I). When the imagery is photographic
Until recently, most measurements of visual perform- film, the principal source of noise is grain. (Noise in
ance have involved either size or contrast, but not both. electronic displays is treated in Section 4.3.3) In grain.
With a few exceptions, researchers measured either less imagery, the ability to resolve details in the imagery
ability to resolve detail in small, high-contrast targets, or increases with magnification up to the limits set by the
to distinguish contrast in a very low-contrast, relatively modulation sensitivity of the eye and the modulation
large target. The first of these abilities is usually referred transfer characteristics of tile display. (See Section 3.3.)
to as visual acuity and the second as contrast threshold. However, because the inteiference due to grain also
As Figure 3.1-12 illustrates, visual acuity is simply the increases with magnification, the actual performance
reciprocal of tbe size of the smallest resolvable target in limit and possibly even the optimum shape for the
arc minutes. modulation transfer function (MTF) of the display may /

be quite different than predicted by an analysis in which
Because the imagery display user must resolve edges that grain noise is not considered. "

-
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SECTION 3.1 VISUAL PERFORMANCE

3.1.1 STRUCTURE AND OPTICS OF THE EYE

Thiis section sUmmar/es many of the physical and display designer. I[ye pupil site is tieated briefly here,
optical charak terisi:ics o" the eye important to lihe but the more conmplete cov rage is in Section 3.2.3.

VISUAL CORNE VIS'IAL
FIELD FIELD

AQUEOUS -IRIS
HUMOR

PUPI LENS

H.UMOR -MSCLE
SMUSCLE-- 4

-SCLERA•"OPTIC DISC 0 1R T N: (IBLIND RETONA

- FOVEA •CHOROID

OPTIC NERVE --

Figure 3.1-1. Structure of the Human Eye. A horizontal The nerve fibers that connect the receptors to the brain lie
cross section th;ough the right eye is shown here (Ref. 2). on 'ie inner surface of the retine and pass out through the

retina at the optic disc. There are no receptors in the optic
Light entering the eye is focused on the retina by the two di -, resulting in what is referred to as the blind spot (Fig-
refractive elements of the eye, the cornea and the lens. ure 3.5-7). Individuals are seldom aware of its existence.
The spaces between these elements and the retina are
filled with nominally clear fluids (Ref. 3) tnown as aque- The optic axis, on which lie the optical centers of the
ous and vitreous /umor. The area through which the light cornea and lens, and which is the common axis of both,
can enter the eye, the pupil, is limited by a membrane exists only in thaory. This is also true of the visual axis, or
known as the iris, which lies on the surf,.ce of the lens. line joining the fixation point to the fovea. It occurs
The iris changes the size of the pupil in response to several because in a real eye (unlike the schematic eye in Figure

J variables, including illumination (Section 3.2.2). 3.1-4), the cornea and lens do not share a common axis
(Ref. 4). As . result, the optic and visual axes can only be

The retina contains twco types of photosensitive receptors, estimated. A common estimate of the optic axis is the line
the cones and the rods. "the cones differ from the rods in perpendicular to the cornea and centered on the entrance
that they operate at higher illumination levels, provide pupil of the eye (Ref. 4). A comparable estimate of the
better spatial resolution and contrast sensitivity, and pro- visual axis is the line connecting the fixation point to the
vide color vision. Thc rods are more sensitive to light than center of the entrance pupil. Surprisingly, in most !ndivid-
the cones and contribute to vision primarily at illumina- uals the best estimated optic and visual axes differ about
tion levels much lower than are provided in imagery dis- as shown here. A typical value is 5 degrees (Ref. 4).
plays.

3.1-2
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SECTION 3.1 VISUAL PERFORMANCE

3.1.1 STRUCTURE AND OPTICS OF THE EYE (CONTINUED)

- - )Figure 3.1-2. Accommodation. The distance from the

LIGHT FROM cornea to the retina is essentially fixed. Therefore, in order

DISTANT for bundles of hght rays arriving at the eye from different
OBJECTCORNEA distances to be in focus on the retina, the refractive power

RETN of the eye must change. This change in power is caused
by a change in the shape of the lens and is known as
acco'ifltpldation. The accommodative range .f the eye and
the reduction in this range as the lens harden, with age are
covered in Section 3.6-1.

Accommodation is usually expressed as the change from
infinity focus, in diopters, which is the same at the inverse
of the distance from the eye in meters (I/im). For exam-
ple, an eye focused on an object at 0.25m (10 in) is said

LGRT FROM to be accommodated 4 diopters (1/0.25 = 4). An eye
NEAR focused on an object at infinity is said to be exerting zero

accommodation. The resting state of the eye generally
involves a diopter or so of accommodation (Section
3.6.2).

3.1- I
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SECTION 3.1 VISUAL PERFORMANCE

3.1.1 STRUCTURE AND OPTICS OF THE EYE (CONTINUED)

OBJECT AT
INFINITY

t ' RETINA
OBJECT AT n n,

/ i" ~INFINITYI.- \I I I

I0
•~F° I I

- S
FF N NN'

H H'

NEAR
OBJECT RETINA1• - RETINA

SNEAR It I
08 OJECT

F N

II

H H'

SIMPLE LENS IN AIR EYE (f1= 1.00 #n'f 1.33)
(i =fn' = 1.00)

F,F' - FOCALPOINTS

HoH' - PRINCIPAL PLANES
N, N' - NODAL POINTS

n. n'.' INDICES OF REFRACTION

Figure 3.1-3. Review of Ray Tracing in a Simple Lens and rather than a thin lens, and second, the index of refraction
in the Eye. This figure is included to illustrate how the of the media inside the eye is not the same as the index of

basic rules of ray tracing, which can be found in almost refraction of the air outside the eye. As a result, the
any text on optics, apply to the complex optical system srhematic, or idealized eye shown'in Figure 3.1-4 must

"* of the eye. Tracing the paths of light rays as they enter contain a separate principal plane and nodal point for the
the eye is more c ,nplicated than for a simple lens in air entering and emerging light rays.

, ffor two reasons. First, the eye must be treated as a thick,

3.1-4
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SECTION 3.1 VISUAL PERFORMANCE

3.1.1 STRUCTURE AND OPTICS OF THE EYE (CONTINUED)

P RETINA

H. NTi GULLSTRANDCORNEA _____

A OGLE MIL-141 (Ref. 7)
N'F- (Ref) (Ref. 2) FAR NEAR
Fv -15.6 -1559 -15.31 -12.96

1/ -17.0 -17.13 -16.78 -14.66

I f v--' I , 2221.89 22.42 19.58h I , ,,.42 1.54 1.47 1.70
--'h- 1.5 1.86 1.75 2.03

h P - 3.54 3.60 3.20
h. n 7.1 7.30 7.11 6.62

n 7.3 7.62 7.39 6.95

I 24.3 24.75" 24.17 -

(all distances in millimeters)

"RANGE IS 21-26 mm

F.F' - FOCAL POINTS

H ,H' = PRINCIPAL PLANES
N.N' NODAL POINTS Figure 3.1-4. The Schematic Eye. The parameters for
P - IRIS, OR REAL PUPIL several different schematic eyes are illustrated here. The
I = ANTERIOR FOCAL LENGTH Gullstrand schematic eye No. 2 is one of the earlier ver-
II' - POSTERIOR FOCAL LENGTH sions. It is still the most commonly used. Ogle suggested
IV = ANTERIOR VERTEX FOCAL LENGTH that data now available on the eye should allow deter-
I - AXIAL LENGTH OF EYE mination of better values for a schematic eye and pre-

sented the one listed in the first column. Both it and the
NOTE: EYE SHOWN FOCUSED AT INFINITY. schematic eye given in MIL-HDBK-141 (Ref. 2) differ

slightly though usually not significantly from the Gull-
strand No. 2 eye.

E ANTERIOR Both the Ogle and MIL-HDBK-141 schematic eyes are for
E FOCAL an accommodation distance of infinity. The Gullstrand

SPOINT, F No. 2 eye includes values for two distances, infinity and aU 1. near distance of 8.6 diopters.
0 15.6
U.
>" The lower left-hand part of the figure shows the physical

dimensions for the Gullstrand No. 2 eye, focused for
u. 77 infinity. The refractive index of the lens is the effective

6.8 0.7 5 E average value. Actually, the refractive index increases
E - CORNEA toward the center of the lens.

w0 I.~l,LL 3.1 Z 111 = 1.376,
LU 0

M10.0- " -AQUEOUS
< ( n = 1.3361

4 31.6 '< \
0>.L -LENS

D 6.0- '~(average n
) =-1.413)

U

U. 17.1 - VITREOUS
(n = 1.336)

\..

0
S-RRETINA

D ~~ POSTERIOR
.9 n-FOCAL

•- POINT, Fo
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S1 SECTION 3.1 VISUAL PERFORMANCE

3.1.1 STRUCTURE AND OPTICS OF THE EYE (CONTINUED)

Caldies o RnEA Figure 3.1-5. Reduced Schematic Eyes. Frequently a
in mi.Iwneters) CORNEA RETINA reduced, or simplified, schematic eye provides adequate

H computational precision. A typical application is deter-
%mination of retinal image size. The two examples illus-

Itrated here reduce the infinity focused eye to a single
.F I N I F' refracting surface, the principal plane, H, with a single

S1nodal point, N, at its center of curvature.
I

1.67 5.55 Note that these two reduced schematic eyes are nearly
identical. The Emsley version, with a refracting power of

"+- --- 16.67 22.22 111 60 diopters, has an anterior focal length of 1/60 =
0.01667m, while the Ogle version, with an anterior focal
length of 17 mm, has a ref racting power of 1/0.017 = 58.8

EMSLEY 60-DIOPTER (Ref. 8) diopters.

CORNEA RETINA
H

"F N F'

1 -225.6 Ij. I-- -,,. 02 .

OGLE 17-mm EYE (Ref. 9)

"OBJECT AT
' INFINITY

RAY TRACE EXAMPLE I

F. F' - FOCAL POINTS

N = NODALPOINT

H - PRINCIPALPLANE

3.1-6
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SECTION 3.1 VISUAL PERFORMANCE

3.1.1 STRUCTURE AND OPTICS OF THE EYE (CONTINUED)

Figure 3.1-6. Eye Center of Rotation. The center of

ENTRANCE CENTER OF rotation of the eyv is approximately 13 mm behind the
PPLROTATION front surface of the cornea (Ref. 10). which places it

approximately 10 mm behind the entrance pupil of the
eye. As a result, eye rotation results in movement of the
eye pupil. The imp.oct of this movement i; treated in Fig-
ures 3.5-13 to .15.

3.0 mm

13mm

Figure 3.1-7: The Eye Pupil. The display designer must
ENTRANCE PUPIL be concerned with the entrance pupil of the eye rather

than the real pupil. The entrance pupil is the dark aper-
REAL PUPIL (iris) ture that can be seen when looking into another person's

EXITPUPILeye. As this figure illustrates, the entrance pupil is larger
EXIT UPILand closer to the cornea thzn the real pupil (Ref. 11). If

CORNE I Ithe diameter of the entrance pupil is x, the diameter of
CORNEA 10 11the real pupil is 0.8.ýx, and the diameter of the exit pupil

is 0.93x.

I With the exception of Figures 3.1-1 and -4. the term "eye
pupil" as used in this document implies the eye entrance
pupil rather than the real pupil. In particular, the eye
pupil data in Sections 3.1.9 and 3.2.3 apply to the eye
entrance pupil. Unfortunately, the distinction between
real and entrance pupil is not treated in many of the stud-

I I ies used in these sections. and it is necessary in many cases
to assume that the authors intended the latter.

3.04 mm

-. I 3.6 MM

3.7 mm
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SECTION 3.1 VISUAL PERFORMANCE

3.1.2 UNITS THAT DESCRIBE THE IMAGE

It is customary to characterize the elements that make the quality of an image. Recent examples of some
up an image in terms of their sie and contrast. This importance include tile optical power spectrum (OPS)
section illustrates some of the more important units that (Ref. 12) and tile modulation transfer function area
have been used to define these parameters. Subsequent (MTFA) (Ref. 13). While these may be very successful
sections utilize as few different units as possible. for their intended purpose, there is as yet no data

available on these units that serve to define the

"A major activity in display development has been the capabilities of the eye, and therefore they are not
search for a single universal figure of merit that expresses included here.

A)

Figure 3.1-8. Visual Angle. From the point of view of The three objects are not, however, completely equivalent.
/the display user, it is most useful to define the size of an Because they are different distances from the eye they

object in terms of the visual angle it subtends at the user's require different amounts of eye accommodation to pro-
eye. In the illustration, for example, the thr~.E objects, A, duce a sharp image on the retina. In addition, because the
B, And C, are different sizes but because their size to dis- apparent size of an object depends on several factors in
tance ratio is constant, they subtend the same visual angle addition to retinal image size, they may be perceived as
and produce nearly the same size retinal image (Ref. 14). being different in size (Ref. 15).
As a result, they are essentially equally visible.

.7
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SECTION 3.1 VISUAL PERFORMANCE

3.1.? UNITS THAT DESCRIBE THE IMAGE (CONTINUED)

C - I CYCLE OF TARGET

0 0 0 S - TARGET SIZE

""C SSCALES BELOW BASED ON
SS ASSUMPTION THAT C' 2S

'111 i I I I 1II11I 1 I I III! I1 I1 I I I

100 30 10 3 1 0.3 0.1

SIZE, S, OR WIDTH OF A HALF CYCLE (mIlliradians)

I I tt t I 1 1 1 I tI 1i 1I I 1 I I Ill l1 I I I

300 100 30 10 3 1 0.3

SIZE. S, OR WIDTH OF A HALF- CYCLE (arc minutes)

I l lI I I11 1 I I IIII11 I i I 1111 Ill I
0.03 0.1 0.3 1 3 10 20

SPATIAL FREQUENCY (cyclps, C, per mm at 250 mam)

0.1 0.3 1 10 30 100
SPATIAL FREQUENCY (cycles, C. per degree)

( ..) Figure 3.1-9. Size Units. The dimensions conventionally The size of a noncyclical target, such as the diameter of a
used to define the size of three kinds of targets used to disc or the gap in a Landolt ring, is sometimes treated as
measure visual performance are illustrated here; many if it is equivalent to a half cycle of a cyclical target. There
more kinds of targets are included in Figure 3.1-11. is no adequate theoretical or experimental justification

for such an association of data from these two kinds of
Many different sets of units can be used to characterize targets.
the visual angle subtended by these kinds ot targets. In
this document, spatial frequency in cycles per degree is However, it happens that much of the visual performance
used for cyclical targets, and size in arc minutes is used for data summarized in this document plots conveniently on
noncyclical targets. Following the convention used in a graph in which the limits of the size axis for cyclical and
modulation transfer function plots, spatial frequency noncyclical targets correspond in just this 2 to 1 fashion.
increases to the right. These limits are therefore used, but only for sake of con-

venience in plotting the data, not because such an associa-
In order to facilitate comparisons among different sets of tion between data from the two kinds of targets has been
visual performance data, similar scales are used wherever established.
possible in the figures in the remainder of Section 3.1.

3.1-9
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SECTION 3.1 VISUAL PERFORMANCE

3.1.2 UNITS THAT DESCRIBE THE IMAGE (CONTINUED)

10;- 10 1

i .. 4K ~~4 TIr-
2 -I2 L

b L2LI .1 IL1 L1.f1J1.. L2
DISTANCE OR

S0.1

0.1 DISTANCE

Lt - TARGET LUMINANCE

Lb BACKGROUND LUMINANCE

o1 MAXINMUM LUMINANCE

.. 1 01.1 L2 ' MINIMUM LUMINANCE

LO = AVERAGE LUMINANCE = (L + L2 )12

Cm = CONTRAST AS MODULATION (Ref. 16)

Cd - CONTRAST FOR DARK TARGETS (Lt <Lb)

CI - CONTRAST FOR LIGHT TARGETS (L, > Lb)

10Cr - rONTRAST RATIO

1.03 AD = DELlA DENSITY

0.01

0.01o (L-L I - L2 (LI - L2)12

Cm L+L .
Lt + Lb L1 + L2  L0

C.m. Cd w CI

0.01 0.01 1.01 Cm Cd - C1

C +C 1 10 +-

C Cd C

0.001 m

Cm. Cd CI C. r AD- I _CMr TI/- 
a.

,I•,/" . ~ ILt - Lb° •Lb - Lt Lt -bLb "ELt LogjlO -Lt~t Note: Tcontasobtain estvtpercent contrast,s 1/otatmultiply by 100,

LbL Contrast sensitivity is 1 /contrast.
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SECTION3.1 VISUAL PERFORMANCE

3.1.2 UNITS THAT DESCRIBE THE IMAGE (CONTINUED)

Figure 3.1-10. Contrast Units. When two areas close to As this figure illustrates, the conversion from one set of
each other have different luminances, the visual system units to the other is straightforward. In order to facilitate
discriminates beiween them on the basis of their relative making comparisons among the sets of visual performance
luminances. R'•lative luminance, or co•ltrust, has been data in the remainder of Section 3.1, only one contrast
expressed many different ways. A few of these are sum- unit, Cm has been used wherever pussible. This is not
marized here. Equations and nomographs are also included meant to suggest that Cm is always the best contrast unit.
to simplify conversions between units.

A new type of contrast unit, not plotted here, is some-
The contrast of cyclical targets is usually given in terms of times used for special targets such as those treated in Sic-
Cm, defined as illustrated. Some authors refer to Cm as tion 3.1.7. This is the ratio of the luminance difference to
contrast while others use the term ,nwdulation. It has been the average scene luminance (Ref. 40). In theory this is an
suggested that to be strictly correct the term "modula- excellent unit for this kind of target. Unfortunately, the
tion" should be applied only to a sinusoidal or quasi- value of this contrast unit varies not just with luminance
sinusoidal luminance distribution (Ref. 16), but this dis. but also with the ratio of target area to scene area, making
tinction is generally ignored, application to situations where this area ratio does not

hold very difficult. If this contrat unit is used more con-
Different equations are given here for contrast with dark ventional units should be reported also in order to allow
as opposed to light targets. This follows the convention the results to be compared with other work.
used by most authors, which is to avoid the use of nega-
tive contrast values.

0
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SECTION 3.1 VISUAL PERFORMANCE

3.1.3 FACTORS IN THE MEASUREMENT OF VIUAL PERFORMANCE

,,Nlany different mletho)ds have been used It) measulre The advantage o)f the subjective technique is that more

visual pertortoance and to describe the measurement data can he collected in a limited amount of time. The
results. This section describes some of•the more common relative valves obtained by a particular subject are
timetlods. generally valid, but the ahsolute values depend heavily

on his personal definition of "visible." Differences
One important aspect ou these dilTeretnt trethdods is the between individuals are therefore large, except when
kitd of test target used. Typical kinds are described in they have practiced together in order to establish similar
thdefinitions of "visible." Comparisons from one labora-

Another aspect is tihe success criterion or means used to tory to the next are necessarily difficult with this
determine whether the target is visible. The two princi- technique.
pal categories are as follows: The advantage of the objective technique is that it does

* Subjective The target is always present, though not not depend on the subject's personal definition of

necessarily visible, and the test subject decides "visible," increasing the likelihood that different sub-

whether thie test object, or some critical detail in it, is jects will give comparable results. In addition to facilitat-

visible. ing comparisons among different studies, this makes it
SObjective - The s tis not certain of the status of easier to use the data in analyzing an imagery display.

However, performance differences among individuals can
the target and must make some response, such as

* stating its location or orientation to prove that lie can still be h-.rge, and experienced individuals will usually
perform better than naive ones.

sceeit.

Figure 3.1-11. Vision Test Targets. Some of the many orientations and a forced-choice procedure is used
targets that have been used to measure visual perform- which the observer must state which orientit". ,s most
ance are illustrated here, along with the dimensions com- likely. A practiced observer may be able to -,':nme the
monly used to define their size. As is discussed in Figure orientation consistently, even when the ring is much too
3.1-9, size, S, of a noncyclical target is sometimes taken small to be seen as a ring and appears only as a fuzzy
as being equivalent to a half cycle of a cyclical target, blob with one side slightly flattened.
but there is no demonstrated basis for such a
correspondence. The highest spatial frequency grating that can be seen in

Not only do the differences in shape lead to different val- a display is often referred to as the resolution, or resolv-
ues of visual performance for these targets, but so do dif- ing power, of the display. One of the most commonlyues f vsua perormnceforthes taget, bu sodo if- used gratings is the USAF tri-bar target (Ref. 17). It
ferences in the success criteria used for each. For example, u serin s is theF-bar target Rf t 7e tthe criterion for a point target is the ability to detect it. consists of a series of three-bar targets of the type illus-
For a light target below a certain size, this is independent trated here, with each horizontal/vertical pair smaller byo a factor of 21/6, or about 12 percent. A basic problemof target size. For the two-point target, the task is to with this type of target is that it requires the user to
determine if one or two points are present. The separa- judge which is the smallest set of three bars that can be
tion, S, required for the viewer to report two points resolved. Besides the obvious problem of possible dif-
rather than one depends on his knowledge of the target. ferences in visual ability among observers, there is the
The separation will be less if he knows that the onlypossitesaretionwillbe orss two penoi s rther thanife sy difficulty of establishing a criterion, or definition, ofpossibilities are one or two points rather than if he is resolvable. The best accepted criterion is that the spacesimply shown a scene and told to report what is present. must be visible for the entire distance between the bars.

For the line, the Landolt ring, and the several kinds of A criterion that yields higher resolution values is that

cyclical (grating) targets, the criterion may be to indicate three bars must be visible. If the tri-bar readings are to

the orientation of the target or it may simply be to represent the effect of display astigmatism (Section
determine whether the grating is present. For the Snellen 3.4.3), an additional restri.tion is that both horizontal

detemin whthe th grtin is resnt.FortheSnelen and vertical bars must be viewed at the same focus
letters the usual task is to report which letters are setting.
present. For the vernier target the task is to align the setting.
two lines and for stereo acuity it is usually to adjunt the
two objects, typically vertical bars, until they are at the The variation among individual observers in tri-bar read-
same distance. Checkerboard targets arw generally pre- ings is often large. Values in excess of two steps, or
sented in sets of four with equal overall size but with about 26 percent, are common (Ref. 18). Training can
one of the four incorporating larger elements. The sub- reduce this variation considerably. Training in this case
ject's task with this target is to name which of the four apparently means that the group of observers develops a
has the larger sized elements. common visibility criterion, which may not be shared by

observers in a different group. If one group is buying the _
The situation with the Landolt ring is similar in the usual display and the other group is selling it, th;s difference
application where the ring is known to have one of four can lead to. problems.

3.1-12
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SECTION 3.1 VISUAL PERFORMANCE

3.1.3 FACTORS IN THE MEASUREMENT OF VISUAL PERFORMANCE (CONTINUED)

S POINT OR DISC

GRATING

k- L-LJ LFL SOUAREWNAVELINE (BAR) LUMINANCE FOR

2U
LUMINANCE FOR

i,•_• L.__...•GRATING

BkI\J J'\.I SINE-WAVE
GRATING

DISTANCE

VERNIER

I 25C 
USAF TRIBAR

-~-I t~~c 2 POINTS OR DISCS s N NCOBB 2.BAR
1.5C TARGET

T -V .--c (koeing bar)

5S SNELLEN LETTERS OBJECTS AT
2 DISTANCES

0.-s <2 (see Section 5.1)

a 0 1 -02

I LAN DOLT RING
5 s(LANDOLT C)

DIMENSIONS:

S - TARGET SIZE

L - LENGTH

IN = WIDTH

C - ONE CYCLE OR PERIOD,

,CHECKERBOARD OR TARGET SEPARATION

a - LATERAL DISPARITY DUE TO

DIFFERENCE IN DISTANCE
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SECTION 3.1 VISUAL PERFORMANCE

3.1.3 FACTORS IN THE MEASUREMENT OF VISUAL PERFORMANCE ICONTINUED)

I I I I I I

6/120 (20/400) 6/60 (20/200) 6/24 (20/80) . 6/12 (20/40) E/6 (20/20) 6/3 (20/10)

SNELLEN ACUITY AT 6M AND (20-It) REFERENCE DISTANCES

II I I I I I I II I1 I I
003 0.1 0.3 1 3

VISUAL-ACUITY (1/S or 2/C)
I 1 1 1 11I I I I I I I I I I I I

20 10 3 1 ,0.3

SMALLEST VISIBLE TARGET, S OR C/2 (arc minutes)

Figure 3.1-12. Visual Acuity Units. The preferred way In clinical practice it is common to use the Snellen frac-
to describe the minimum size target that can be seen is tion. This is supposed to be the ratio of the viewing dis-
in terms of the visual angle it subtends at the viewer's tance used in the test situations to the viewing distance
eye in units such as arc minutes (Ref. 19). Unfortunately at which the smallest target the patient can see subtends
many other units are also in use. One is visual aczdty, an angle of 1 arc minute. The numerator of this fraction
which is usually defined as the reciprocal of the target is often taken as 20, even though the test distance is 6m,
size (S or C/2 in Figure 3.1-11) in arc minutes. One or even 14 in, rather than 20 ft. This 'Jnit should not be
implication of the visual a-uity unit is that normal vision used in vision research (Ref. 19).
corresponds to 1 arc minute. This is not generally true.

LUMINANCE IfL) Figure 3.1-13. Comparison of Acuity Measures. This
higure illustrates, though with considerable oversimplifi-

10.2 10"1 1 10 1O2  10 10 cation, the very large differences that exist among some
10 I I of the measures that define the ability of the eye to

resolve small targets (Ref. 20, X). Minimum separable
5.0 acuity is based on the gap size in a Landolt ring target as

shown in Figure 3.1-11. Vernier and stereo acuity are
alsu defined in Figure 3.1-11. Minimum perceptible
acuity is the smallest width dark line that can be
resolved.

1.0 •-MINIMUM SEPARABLE

5 0.5
E

N

LU
0 0.1
I-

0.05 VERNIER

STEREO

•'• •,,,"- MINIMUM

PERCEPTIBLE
0.01R L 

E

0.005 I I I I I I I

,210 10" 1 10 102  103  104 105 )
LUMINANCE (cd/m 2 )
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SECTION 3.1 VISUAL PERFORMANCE

3.1.3 FACTORS IN THE MEASUREMENT OF VISUAL PERFORMANCE (CONTINUED)

- D TARGET SIZE (arc minutes)
TARG[:l DESCRIPTION

DETAIL OVERALL

DISC 3.9 3.9

C LANDOLT RING 4.0 20.'0

II COBt3 2-BAR 4.0 12.0

I LINE 1.2 20.8

DOTPATTERN 1.0 42.5

GRATING 3.9 42.7

e PRINTED e 2.2 15.8

SCRIPT 3.2 35

U P S E R TESTCHART LETTERS 4.0 20.1 _J

BACKGROUND LUMINANCE (1L)
0 10 100 500 1 10 100 500 1 10 100 500 1 10 100 5000.2 , 1 , 1 1 I -T i I I I I I

I - DETAIL JUDGED VISIBLE
COMPARISON THRESHOLD CRITERION:

---- -F TARGET JUDGED PRESENT
DATA FROM 2 SUBJECTS: g
OTHER STUDIES 0.2 SECOND EXPOSURE;

0.1 LIGHT TARGETS

0.05 %
UJ

%

2 I

0.0 .(Ref. 22, X) i

0%

o %

fRef. 23, X) IL

\ II UPSER

0.01 i!Aef. 24, X) I

0.005 _ _ I _ I I I I I I I I I I
3 30 300 1500 3 30 300 1500 3 30 300 1500 3 so 300 1500

BACKGROUND LUMINANCE (cd/m 2 )

Figure 3.1-14. Visual Performance with Different Tar- do not exceed a modulation ratio of 2 to 1.
get Shapes. The effect of target shape on the minimum
modulation at which nominally equal size targets are Comparison data for similar results from three other stud-
judged visible is illustrated in the three right-hand por- ies are included in the left-hand part of the figure.

tions of this figure (Ref. 21, B). Most of the differences

3.1-15
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SECTION 3.1 VISUAL PERFORMANCE

3.1.3 FACTORS IN THE MEASUREMENT OF VISUAL PERFORMANCE (CONTINUED)

Figure 3.1-15. Effect of Target Shape. It would be
useful to have a method of describing target size that
wculd indicate whether a target should be visible regard-

•U less of its shape. These test data illustrate the kind of
_J -problem that occurs (Ref. 25, C). Subjects adjusted the

0.3 AREA OF BAR size of a single dark bar until it was barely visible. As
length-to-width ratio increased, threshold expressed as

Ui bar width dropped sharply, but expressed as bar area, it
remained relatively constant, implying that area is the
preferable way of describing target size. Other research

WITH -BAsuggests that area and perimeter combined provide an
W H OF BAR evn better description of target size, at least for simple

M •shapes such as single bars (Ref. 26). Unfortunately, this
approach has not yet been successfully applied to the

•E o.ý.o• more complex target shapes involved in image
interpretation.

SL • LENGTH WDHV

0.1 ' 10 100 1000

TARGET LENGTH-TO.WIDTH RATIO (LIW)

3.1 -o6
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SECTION 3.1 VISUAL PERFORMANCE

3.1.4 NONCYCLICAL TARGETS

) This scc:tion sununarites selected visual perfurince
"data 'ifor two common type% 01 iioncv.'ci i.,l targets.

Figure 3.1-16. Contrast Sensitivity for Ui•x Targets of
1.0 , D,,, , Different Sizes., In the study summarized here, highly

LIGHT DISC TARGET trained subjects were required to state which of four
4 TRAINED SUBJECTS time intervals was most likely to have contained a light
0.3-SECOND -XPOSURE A disc target (Ref.27, B). Exact target locition was known.
260-cd/m

2 (75-4L) BACK3ROUND ., The evenly illuminated background was very large. View-

l ing was binocular. The three curvet represent different
Svalues of P, which is the probability of target detection.S0.1 corrected for chance.

Sj Additional data from this lab summarized in Figures
Z ,,/1 3.1-42 and 3.2-30 illustrate how target detection success
o0 100 improves with increased target exposure time and with

.- -background luminance.
0001 . Nearly 50C,000 contrast threshold measurements have

4 0.99-.-- ,,.,

•" 0.90 been made using this experimental pi-ocedure. There is
0.50 . no known report of variability in performance either

within or between subjects (Ref. 28). Such infornsa-
tion is important when estimating the significance of

( 1 the visual performance change that results from a
,0.001 ' , variation in viewing conditions. At present, the only

300 100 30 10 3 1 0.3 available variability data are those summarized in

TARGET SIZE (arc minutes) Figure 3.1-17

(_)

3.1-17

(2-76)
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SECTION 3.1 VISUAL PERFORMANCE

3.1.4 NONCYCLICAL TARGETS (CONTINUED)

1.0 ......................... ................ Figure 3.1-17. Variability in Contrast Sensitivity forA:1E -A:0... 4 TRAINED SUBJECTS Disc Targets. Three studies, identified here as A, B, andE-C, provide the very limited data available on variations in
U - 31 UNTRAINED SUBJEC IS contrast thresholds for viewing situations such as those

SB: T TO 100 SUBJECTS represented in Figures 3.1-16, 3.1-19, and 3.2-30.
I,-,

Z C: 50 SUBJECTS All the results summarized here illustrate the threshold00.1 range for approximately the middlp 90 percent of the
- rpopulation. In addition, they all are based in part on
0 curves fit visually to the data, and they all include both

r between subject and within subject variation. The varia-

B tic n between subjects is usually much larger than the
A t variation within a single subject. All three studies

0.01 C involved binocular viewing.

In study A, contrast was increased until the subject
could state the location of a square dot target, or the
orientation of a Landolt ring (Ref. 29,C). Because the
differences were small, data for the two target shapes,
and for both light and dark targets, were combined. The

n.ool.......................... ...... , . background subtended 17 degrees and, for the data
300 100 30 10 3 1 0. shown here, had a luminance of 4 cd/m 2 (1.2 fL). These

E Sare the data used to obtain the population range esti-
TARGET SIZE (arc minutes) I mate shown by the two broken curves in Figure 3.1-19.

In studies B and C, the target was a light 4-arc-minute
disc that appeared for 0.2 second in a known location
and at a known time in a large 340-cd/m 2 (100-fL) dis-
play field. Hence, these conditions are very similar to
those in Figure 3.1-16. In study B, which was conducted
in the same lab as the study in Figure 3.1-16, the subject
adjusted the luminance of the disc to the point where it4was barely visible (Ref. 30,C). In study C, the luminance

4 of the disc was increased by the experimenter until the
subject reported that he saw the target (Ref. 31,C).
Neither study included trials in which the validity of the
subject's responses was checked by presenting a disc of
zero contrast.

These three studies all suggest that contrast sensitivity
between and within subjects will vary by a ratio of at

1. least 2.5 to 1. It is also striking that for the two studies
conducted in the same lab, study B and the study sum-DARK LANDOLT RING marized in Figure 3.1-16, the lowest contrast at which

2 Uany of the subjects in study B considered the disc barely
140--cd/m (40-fL) BACKGROUND visible yielded a 90- to 99-percent chance of detection
3-mm PUPIL; when the subjects were forced to guess when the target

•. 0.1 MONOCULAR VIEWING occurred.

I-
Z 0.6 0.80

5 a00.01

Figure 3.1-18. Visual Performance Measured with
I; Landolt Rings (Ref. 31a, B). In this study, Landolt rings

were displayed to subjects at six different modulations,
and the minimum detectable gap size was measured. P is

0.0011 ,... . ,,. in . s..u i the probability of naming the orientation of the gap,
300 100 30 10 3 1 0.3 corrected for chance. The axes of the graph are the same

SSMALLEST VISIBLE TARGET (arc minutes) as in the previous figures in order to facilitate
comparisons.

3.1-18
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SECTION 3.1 VISUAL PERFORMANCE

3.1.5 CYCLICAL TARGETS

QThis section sunariice the best available visual per-
tormance data for cyclical targets.

OBJECT-PLANE SPATIAL FREQLIENCY (cycles/rm at IX or 250 mm)

0.03 0.1 1 10 20
I I II I I 1 1 I 1 1 111 11 1

SIZE OF YCYCLE (arc minutesl
300 100 10 1 0.3

1.0 11.0 00

I
I I

ESTIMATED BEST CURVE FOR I i

"* LUMINANCE AT LEAST .
50 cd/m

2 
(15 fL)I

* FIELD SIZE AT LEAST 5 /

0.1 /
E U / -- OIL

/ , .1.

/ / (" z
,O / /0 0

o / i ,.-

- 0.01 f// /
LIMITS FOR -, /90% OF 1% %.,,

POPULATION J,, - " / 0.01 0.01

0.001 I, I I I a ' l I 0.002 0.002
0.1 1 10 100

SPATIAL FREQUENCY (cycles/degree)

Figure 3.1-19. An Average Contrast Sensitivity Curve In order to provide a better basis for making compari-
for the Eye. This curve, sometimes referred to as the J sons among different sets of visual performance data,
Curve, is the best currently available summary ot the the "population limits" portion of this curve is included
ability of the eye to resolve cyclical targets in terms of wherever possible in other figures in this document.
both contrast and spatial frequency (Ref. 32). It is a
very approximate visual fit to the better visual perform- The population pr-formance range illustrated is derived
ance data summarized in Figures 3.1-20 through -28. As from the only known study in which visual performance
many of the figures in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 illustrate, was measured in terms of both target size and modula-
there are many factors that can prevent achieving this tion for a large group of subjects (Ref. 29, C). The target
performance level, particularly in the region below a used in this study was a disc, rather than a grating. The
modulation value of 0.01. test results are iummarized in Figure 3.1-17.

0

3.1-19
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SECTION 3.1 VISUAL PERFORMANCE

3.1.5 CYCLICAL TARGETS (CONTINUED)

Figure 3.1-20. Contrast Sensitivity (Ref. 33,B).
OBJECT-PLANE SPAIIAL. FHEOUENCY The test conditions were:

(cycles/mm 4j 1 X or 250 mm)
003 0 1 03 I 3 10 20 0 Sinusoidal grating; vertical or horizontal

. I I'l- 1 11 V-11 1 ýý - 1 Up to 17-degree-wide by 1 1-degree-high field (mini-
SIZE OF 1!'2 CYC'.E lirc nh'uI.e mum of 10 cycles)

300 100 30 10 3 I 0.3 0 Incandescent illumination
1.0 - . 10 lcd/m2 (3f1L)

RANGE FOR 0 Surround not defined
T 2 UBJCTS0 Binocular viewing

030 Criterion - Subject had to state orientation.
03 0Two subjects

(r0.03
I-
0

00

0,0011
0.1 0.3 1 3 10 30 100

SPATIAL FREQUENCY Icycles/degree)

OBJET-PANE PATAL FEQUNCYFigure 3.1-21. Contrast Sensitivity (Ref. 34,C).

(cycles/mm at I X or 250 minIetetcndtos ee

0.03 0.1 0.3 1 3 10 20 0 Vertical Sinusoidal grating
r r 11 I . I I I 110 4-degree-wide by ?' degree-high field

SIZE OF 1/2 CYCLE (arc minutes) 4 CRT display
300 100 30 10 3 1 0.3 * 4.8 c/m 2 (1.4fL)

1.ý 0 Dark surround
- 0 Binocular viewing

* Criterion-Subject had to adjust contrast to just
0.3. visiblp.

0.1

~0.03 /

0 .1

00.013

0.0031

0.1 (13 1 3 10 30 100

SPATIAL FREQUENCY (cycles/degree-)

3.1-20
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SECTION 3.1 VISUAL PERFORMANCE

3.1.5 CYCLICAL TARGETS (CONTINUED)

-") Figure 3.1-22. Contrast Sensitivity at Different
OBJECT-PLANE SPATIAL FREQUENCY Luminances(Ref. 35,B). The test conditions were:

l(cycles/mm at 1X or 250 mini
003 01 0.3 1 3 10 20 0 Square-wave 2-bar Cobb target; dark bars

I I T I, l I Incandescent illumination
SIZE OF 1/2 CYCLE lirc minutes) , Luminance shown on figure

300 100 30 10 3 1 0.3 * Binocular viewing
1.0 .. 0.17-second exposure time

* Criterion - Subject stated target orientation; curves
= RANGE FOR show probability of right minus probability of wrong03 9 SUBJECTS answers equal to 50 percent.AT LOWER * Nine subjects

LUMINANCE

0.1
E

• 0.03 BACKGROUND
SLUMINANCE /

0 cd/lm2 ; (WL:
U0.01 65019), 

/380 (931 )/
%-.m -•

-.- /
/

0.001
0.1 0.3 1 3 10 30 100

(•) SPATIAL FREQUENCY (cycles/degree)

Figure 3.1-23. Contrast Sensitivity at Different
OBJECT-PLANE SPATIAL FREQUENCY Luminances (Ref. 36,C). The test c-nditions were:

(cycles/mm at IX or 250 mm)
0.03 0.1 0.3 1 3 10 20 0 Sinusoidal gratingof ,, .,, I I I I , 1 1•1 1 1 * 2-degree-diameter field

SIZE OF 1/2 CYCLE (arc minutes) • Green CRT, P31 phosphor
300 10 30 1( 3 1. 0.°3 Luminance varied; sei figure labeling (3 to 1000

1.0 .................. trolands corresponds to a luminance range of 0.25 to
RETINALILLUMINANCE3.110 cd/m2 or 0.07 to 33 fL, viewed with a natural N'

(trolands-see Figure 3.2-14)pupil)
0.3 0 30-degree equiluminous surround

* Single eye, 2-mm pupil
0 Criterion - Contrast increased until subject said he

0.1 3 could see grating.
3/•�* Data reported for one subject

- //I

0.03 10 /

z 100/
0 1000 .

0.0013/

0.001

0.1 0.3 1 3 10 30 100

SPATIAL FREQUENCY (cycles/degree)

3.1-21
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SECTION 3.1 VISUAL PERFORMANCE

3.1.5 CYCLICAL TARGETS (CONTINUED)

Figure 3.1-24. Contrast Sensitivity at Different
OBJECT-PLANE SPATIAL FREQUENCY Luminances (Ref. 37,C). The test conditions were:

Icycles/mm at IX or 250 mam)

003 0.1 0.3 1 3 10 20 0 Sinusoidal grating
0 4.5-degree-wide by 8.2-degree-high field

SIZE OF 1/2 CYCLE (,dc minutes) 0 Monochromatic green illumination, 525 nm
300 100 30 10 3 1 0.3 * Luminance varied; see figure labeling [the luminances

1.0" RE TIAI LLUI B .I I n I Ie D m0.h(0.15)..E-I11.81,ETINAL Lrequired to produce the test conditions with a natural

(trolands--see Figure 3.2-14) pupil, in cd/ 2 and (fL) are: D-0.5(0.15), E-6(1.8),
A-000D F F-1C0O(10) and 1200(350)

0 0.09 . 0 Dark surround
B - 0.09 0 Single eye, 2-mm pupil, projected into eye
C 0.90 Criterion - Subject varied contrast to bracket levelSat which grating was just perceptible.

01E F-go ANOne subject

5900 A

0.03
Z

0 / i

0.003- s,

0.001

0.1 0.3 1 10 30 100

SPATIAL FREQUENCY (cycles'degree)

Figure 3.1-25. Contrast Sensitivity at Different
OBJECT-PLANE SPATIAL FREQUENC Y Luminances and Field Sizes (Ref. 38,C). The test condi-

(cycles/mm at 1X or 250 mim) tions were:

003 0.1 0.3 1 3 10 20I'll . . ... I.I.I.I.. ... . . ....... . Square-wave grating
SIZE OF 1/2 CYCLE (arc minutes) 0 2- by 2-degree field at 7m (23 ft) or 12- by 12-degree

300 100 30 10 3 1 0.3 field at lm (3 ft)
1.0 ................ "........ "�............ .�. .0 Incandescent illumination

LUMINANCE 0 Three luminance levels

cd/mi2 (fL): • 18- by 18-degree surround, probably equiluminous
0.3 .0 Binocular viewing

L = 1.4 0.4) Criterion - Subject reduced contrast to minimum
M = 9.2 (2.7) where he still could see the lines.
H = 110 (32) 0 One subject

,;:.•, q FIELD SIZE; ,

r :0.03 -LUMINANCE: 2

0- 12° L

n0.01 H

0.1 o 0.3 1 3 10 30' 100 .)

SPATIAL FREQUENCY (cycles/degree) -

V Aj

}: t 3.1-22
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SECTION 3.1 VISUAL PERFORMANCE

3.1.5 CYCLICAL TARGETS (CONTINUED)

SFigure 3.1-26. Contrast Sensitivity for Monocular

OBJECT-PLANE SPATIAL FREQUENCY and Binocular Viewing (Ref. 39,C). The test conditions
Icycles/mm at IX or 250 min) were:

003 01 0.3 1 3 10 :0
I '' 'l _ Iv , ý ý I. I. . I I I,-, l rl 0 Sinusoidal grating \:

SIZE OF 1/2 CYCLE (arc minutes) 0 2S by 1.3-degree field
300 100 30 10 3 1 03 C2b 3de fie

1.0 CRTdisplay1 80cd/m (25fL)
* 12-degree equiluminous surround
* 2.8-mm pupil; accommodation fixed with atropine

0.3 0 Criterion - Subject adjusted contrast to just
/ res.olve grating.

/ 0 One subject
EO0.1
E1The ratio of the monocular to binocular threshold modu~a-
g / tion was approximately 1.414.

M 0.03 To evaluate the impact of using a display that would split
zMONOCULAR the illumination between the two eyes, the contrast sensi-

0 BINOCULAR tivity for one eye was measured at two illumination levels
001 B L/and a single spatial frequency, 30 cycles/degree. The con-

,v / trast threshold at 40 cd/mi was 1.17 times the threshold
"- /7 at 80 cd/mg, indicating that binocular viewing is advanta-

0.003 geous even if the illumination is limited.

% •..~ --..

0.001
0.1 0.3 1 3 10 30 100

SPATIAL FREQUENCY Icycles/degree)

3-

3.1-23
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SECTION 3.1 VISUAL PERFORMANCE

3.1.5 CYCLICAL TARGETS (CONTINUED)

Figure 3.1-27. Sine-Wave and Square-Wave Contrast
OBJECT-PLANE SPATIAL FREQUENCY Sensitivity (Ref. 40,B). The test conditions were:

(cycles/mm at IX or 250/mmli

0.03 0.1 0.3 1 3 10 20 0 Sinusoidal and square-wave gratings (see figure labeling)
I I .. .. .... . I ....... . . ...... .1 - 6- by 6-degree field

SIZE OF 1/2 CYCLE (arc minutes) 0 Incandescent illumination

300 100 30 10 3 1 0.3 70cd/m2 (20fL)
1.0 ..- "1 .............. 0 Equiluminous surround; size not specified

0 Binocular viewing

VIEWING DISTANCE 41 Criterion -Contrast reduced until subject reported
0.89m (35 in.) grating disappeared.

0.3 . Probably one subject/

/ Contrast sensitivity for the two kinds of gratings is very
0.1"/ similar except at spatial frequencies below 2 cycles/degree,

AA / where the sinusoidal grating is less visible than the square-
"SDAL GRATING /wave grating.

B = SQUARE-WAVE GRATING /
0.03 -/A

/zI-z /S0.01 -

0 U0)3

0.001,
0.1 0.3 1 3 10 30 100

SPATIAL FREQUENCY (cycles/degree)

OBJECT-PLANE SPATIAL FREQUENCY
(cycles/mm at 1X or 250/mim)

0.03 0.1 0.3 1 3 10 20
1~~~~~ ~~ F lv 1iii I I I II i I,

SIZE OF 112 CYCLE (arc minutes)
300 100 30 3 1 0.3

1.0

VIEWING DISTANCE
0.3 0.35m (14 in.)

/

0.1
E

U A - SINUSOIDAL GRATING /
0,03 B SQUARE-WAVE GRATING / /

U 0.01 A •

0.003 /

0.01 A ,. ,/ ,,
0.1 0.3 1 3 10 30 100

SPATIAL FREQUENCY (cycIes/adgree)

3.1-24
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SECTION3.1 VISUAL PERFORMANCE

3.1.5 CYCLICAL TARA3,ETS (CONTINUED)

Figure 3.1-28. Sine-Wave and Square-Wave Contrast
OBJECT-PLANE SPATIAL FREQUENCY Sansitivity (Ref. 41,B). The test conditions were:

Icycles/ram at I X or 250 mam)

003 01 0.3 1 3 10 20 0 Sinusoidal or square-wave grating, switched on and offI I I" .. -. I .. ... 1. ......... 1111 at 0.5 Hz

SIZE OF 1/2 CYCLE (arc minutes) • 10- by T0-degree field
300 100 30 10 3 1 03 0 Two viewing distances, 2.8m and 0.6m (9 ft and 2 ft)

1.0 used to obtain an adequate spatial frequency range

*White CR1 display
*500 cd/ml (145 fL)

0.3 30-degree equiluminous surround
0 One-eye viewing; 2.5-mm pupil; atropine used to fix

/ accommodation

0.1 i0 Criterion-Subject adjusted contrast so that grating
EIl , was barely visible.

u 0 Two subjects

0.03 SINUSOIDAL As in the previous figure, contrast sensitivity for sinu-
0 GRATING / scidal and square-wave gratings is very similar except at

0 / spatial frequencies below a few cycles per degree, where
U 0 0 1  // the sinusoidal grating is relatively less visible.

SQUARE.
0.003 WAVE \

GRATING " -

0.001
0.1 0.3 1 3 10 30 100

SPATIAL FREQUENCY (cycles/degree)

( )

/

3.1-25
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SECTION 3.1 VISUAL PERFO)RMANCE

3.1.6 NUMBER OF TARGET CYCLES VISIBLE

Several studies demonstrate that if the number of' cycles to establish what the critical number of cycles is, but 10
visible in a target is less thant some critical number. .;sual is certainly a safe value.
performance is reduced. The data are not ye, adequate

Figure 3.1-29. Effect of Field Size (Ref. 41,C). in this
OBJECT-PLANE SPATIAL FREQUENCY study, the number of target cycles visible was controlled

Icyctesimm at IX or 250 mm) by fixing the size of the field. These data came from the
0.03 0.1 013 1 3 10 20 same study as the data in Figure 3.1-28. The test condi-

tions were:
SIZE OF 112 CYCLE (art minutts)

300 '100 30 10 3 1 0.1 0 Sinusoidal grating switched on and off at 0.5 Hz
1.0......................0 Square field; size on figure

0WieCRI display
0 500 dlmz(145 f L)

* 30-degree equi luminous surround
0.3 0 One-eye viewing; 2.5-mm pupil; atropine used to fixed

accommodation
/0 Criterion - Subject adjusted contrast so that grating

0. IL was barely visible.
SIZE /0 One subject
(degrees):/

<0.03

0~ 22

0.003

0.01

SPATIAL FREQUENCY (cycles/degree)

3.1-26



SECTION 3.1 VISUAL PERFORMANCE

3.1.6 NUMBER OF TARGET CYCLES VISIBLE (CONTINUED)

Figure 3.1.30. Relative Efftect of Number of Cycles and
_ _Spatial Frequency (Ref. 42,C). These graphs illustrate

E . ,test data averaged over two subjects and four test condi-
FIELD SIZE 2.7 tions, as follows:

I-Idegreesl:•' 0.83

c- 0.1 7.6 * Vertical sinusoidal grating
z" S Three field sizes, as shown
o0 0 CRT display
U) 0.01- • 9. 3 cd /m," (2.7 1fL)

• Dark surround in conditions B and D; equiluminous

surround in A and C
4> 0 Monocular viewing with natural pupil< 0.001 . :

0.01 0.1 1 Criterion-In conditions A and B, the subject switched

TARGET SPATIAL FREQUENCY manually between the grating and a uniformly lumi-
(cycles/degree) nous display and adjusted the grating contrast to theminimum value that could be distinguished from the

uniform field. In conditions C and D, the subject

E , switched between the test grating and a standard grat-
S-0.83 ing that had a contrast, Cm, of 0.1 and filled the field

2.7 with 1.5 cycles. In this case, he adjusted the test grat-
0.1 FIELD ing contrast until it was subjectively equal to the con-

SIZE trast of the standard grating.
Z
0 (degrees) :o 0.0r1 Because the data shown here were averaged over four very

_ _ _ _different sets of test conditions, they cannot be compared

on an absolute ba-is with other studies. Separate contrast
> 0.00sensitivity curves for the four test conditions were
> 0.01 1 1 10 reported for one of the two subjects. These were very

similar in shape to each other, and to the curves shown
TOTAL NUMBER OF CYCLES here, but were shifted vertically so that the lowest con-( ACROSS THE TARGET trast, Cm, values were as follows:

A - 0.01
B - 0.02
C - 0.03
D - 0.02

The two graphs show contrast sensitivity first as a func-
tion of spatial frequency and then as a function of the
number of cycles present. The curves for the three field
sizes appear to fall close together in the high spatial fre-
quency region in the first graph, tnd in the low number of
cycles region of the second. This suggests that although at
high spatial frequencies it is the spatial frequency that
determines visibility, when less than about 3 cycles of the
target are present, visibilitv becomes highly dependent on

1.0_ _the nil-,ber of cycles. Interpretation of these data is
1.0 I complcated by the fact that the target was switched on

and off, making it similar to a fl;.-ker task.
0.3-

E 0.1 LUMINANCE

cd/m 2 ; (fLl Figure 3.1-31. Effect of Number of Cycles in Target
0.03 - 1(Ref. 43,B). Two test subjects were used to measure the1W(0 minimum contrast, Cm, at which a vertically oriented

Z 0.01 - _sinusoidal grating containing a variable number of cycles

0 6000175) was visible. The grating was displayed on a CRT and had

0.003 - a minimum height of 1 degree. Spatial frequency values
of 2 to 7 cycles/degree are included in the upper curve and

.001- I1 to 5 cycles per degree in the lower curve. According to
00 5 10 1 the report, contrast threshold did not vary with spatial0 5frequency over this frequency range. Performance did

NUMBER OF CYCLES VISIBLE vary with the number of cycles visible, reaching a maxi-
n ;m somewhere between 5 and 10 cycles.

3.1-27
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SECTION 3.1 VISUAL PERFORMANCE

3.1.6 NUMBER OF TARGET CYCLES VISIBLE (CONTINUED)

Figure 3.1-32. Effect of Number of Cycles in Target
OBJECT-PLANE SPATIAL FREQUENC*V (Ref. 44,C). In this study, the target consisted of either

(cycles/mm at IX or 250 mml two bars or a row of bars that filled the 9-degree display
0.03 01 0.3 1 3 10 20 field. The other test conditions were:

SIZE OF 1/2 CYCLE (arc minutes) * Square-wave grating containing light bars 3.8 degrees
300 ... .. .. 101 3 0.3 long, oriented 45 degrees left or right of horizontal

1.0 32-cd/m 2 (9-fL) background
* 0 0.5-second exposure

0 Criterion - Subject said he could see the bars on half
0.3 the trials.

/ 0 One subject

E 0.1

TARGET SIZE: / /0.03 / /
ZE

O.0t 15Y90 //

X9WIDE

0.003 %% /

0.001 1.

0.1 03 1 3 10 30 100

SPATIAL FREQUENCY (cycles/degree)

Figure 3.1-33. Effect of Number of Cycles in Target
•MASK (Ref. 45,D). In this study, an 18-cycle sinusoidal gratingMS was displayed on a CRT, and the number of grating cycles

was varied with a mask. Viewing distance was not con-
trolled, and the scene luminance and number of test sub-

1 iNCYECLEv jects were not reported. Visibility was measured in terms
1C L of the signal-to-noise ratio required to obtain consistent
SINE-WAVE reports from the subjects that the target was visible.
GRATING

TV DISPLAY

0.08 I I
VIEWING DISTANCE

O NOT FIXED

u, 0.06

wm
0

0.020,0

C I

0 5 10 15 20
CYCLES VISIBLE THROUGH MASK
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SECTION 3.1 VISUAL PERFURMANCE

J.1.7 SPECIAL TARGET SHAPES

Although the targets used in the experiments described like any of these targets are rarely encountered by the
in Sections 3.1.3 through 3.1.6 have considerable appli- display user. Several recent studies utiliiing targets tntlcni
cation in the theoretical analysis and testing of imayery more sinnilar to the edges that an imagery display user
displays, objiects with a luminance distrihution exactly might actually be viewing are sumlnarited here.

test conditions were:

LMAX * Vertir.ally oriented sinusoidal grating or edge.

GRATING * 2.9-degree-wide by 1.4-degree-high field
_L 0 Incandescent illuminationMIN * 75 cd/m 2 (22 fL)

LAIAX 0 Large equiluminous surround
EDE Single eye viewing; artificial pupil, sire not reported,

EDGE projected into eyeSLMIN 0 Criterion - Subject adjusted contrast until target
was barely visible.

0 One subject

OBJECT-PLANE SPATIAL FREOUENCY The spatial frequency of the edge target was taken as the
Icyclet!mm at IX or 250 min spatial frequency of a grating with an equal luminance

0.03 0.1 0.3 1 3 10 20 gradient. The upper illustration shows, to scale, the
I�, . ....... . ....... .. 1. luminance distribution of two targets with numerically

"SIZE OF 1/2 CYCLE (arc minutes) equal contrast and spatial frequency.
300 100 30 t0 3 1 0.3S.... 1 ,0 " . . ..... ... ---- . . . . ... ,.. . . •,v

0.3 /
/

E 0.1 I/

<•0.03 /,/

I-I

zEDGE/ /

U 0 .0 1  /
GRATING x -

0,003 ., I

0.001
0.1 0.3 1 3 10 30 100

SPATIAL FREQUENCY (cycles/degree)

(31)
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SECTION 3.1 VISUAL PERFORMANCE

3.1.7 SPECIAL TARGET SHAPES (CONTINUED)

Figure 3.1-35. Effect of Target Shape (Ref. 47,C). The

GRATING 
L- test conditions were:

V Lo * Vertical sinusoidal grating containing 0.5, 1.0, or mul-
12 tiple cycles; luminance aistribution is illustrated;

- L pattern was switched on arid off dt 0.5 Hz

SNLOA* 1.degree-diameter field

-IGEA L ~ * BR inoclaryiwn2A L0  • Luminance not specified
• 5. by 5-degree equilhminous white surround-L A • Binocular view ing

LO * Criterion-Subject adjusted contr3st to make patterr'
B AR barely visible; results were the same for 50-percent

LIO L L2 probability of seeing measured objectively at selected

L1 L2  
spatial frequencies.

CONTRAST. C. 2L • Three subjects

Unfortunately this report does not include a clear state-

OBJECT-PLANE SPATIAL FRE2 UENCY )mert of how the contrast of each type of target was cal-

0.03 0.1 0.3 or 3 1 2 culated. The upper illustration, which is drawn to scale,

. ,-,.I,,I shows the most likely relative luminance distribution for

SIZE OF 1W CYCLE (arc minuie$) the three types of targets when they have numerically

300 100 30 10 3 1 03 equal contrast and spatial frequency.

1.0

0.3 /

.)0.1 
/Ii -

j

SINGLE BAR

o

0.01 DOUBLE BAR

0.003

0.001
0.1 0.3 1 3 10 30 100

L SPATIAL FREQUENCY (cycles/degree)

'.5.
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SECTION 3.1 VISUAL PERFORMANCE

3.1.7 SPECIAL TARGET SHAPES (CONTINUED)

•) Figure 3.1.36. Effect of Target Shape (Ref. 48,C). The

CAUSSIAN test conditions were:

BAR * Dark vertical baý with a rectangular or Gaussian lumi-
nance distrioution (Ref. 49)

* 5.5-degree-diameter field
* CRT display

RECTANGULAR 0 100 cd/my (30 f L)
BAP 0 Surround not reported

* Binocular viewing
* Citerion - Subject adjusted contrast to make bar

barely visible.
"1.0 I I , i =i=''= 0 Two subjects; figure illustrates an approximate visual

fit to the data.

_Z The upper illustration, which is drawn to scale, shows the
relative luminance distribution of the two targets when
they have numerically equal contrast and spatial fre-

S0.1 quency. Contrast is defined here as the luminance differ-
U)ence across the target divided by twice the luminance

averaged over the entire display field. When the contiast
GAUSSIAN is low and the bar fills only a small portion of the display,

0 BAR contrast is approximately equal to Cm as used elsewhere
Q 01 in this document. An exact conversion to contrast units
0 used by other authors is very difficult (Ref. 50).
00.01

Z RECTANGULARI-
BAR

0.. 0001 1 i III I I I, l I 1,, 1111131

300 100 30 10 3 1 0.3

EFFECTIVE BAR WIDTH (arc minutes)

3.1.3
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SECTION 3.1 VISUAL PERFORMANCE

t 3.1.8 TARGET ORIENTATION

A number of* studies have demonstrated that targets observer are easier to sec than targets oriented obliquelyI oriented horizontally or vertically relative to the (Ref. 50). Two typical studics are summarized here.

Figure 3.1,-37. Contrast Sensitivity as a Function ofOBJECT-PLANE SPATIAL FREQUENCY Target Orientation (Ref. 52,B). Test conditions were:
(cyclcs/mm at I X or 250 mm)

0.03 0,11 0.3 1 3 10 20 0 Sinusoidal grating

S IZ OF /2 CCLE(arcminues)0 CRT display
SIZEOF 12 CYLE arc inuts) Single eye viewing; 2.8-mm pupil

30 0 0 0 310................. .3........ Criterion - Subject adjusted contrast to threshold level.

03

CC0.003 / RETAIN

0.0011
0.1 03 1 3 10 30 100

SPATIAL FREQUENCY (cycles/degree)

> ~Figure 3.1-38. Minimum Visible Size (Ref. 53,B). The
U -t-- test conditions were:

a DIAMETER (mm): 0 Square-wave grating filling display field

LXL 0 -3,1, 0 ncadesentillumination
0Rtnlilluminance of 100 trol~nds (equivalent to view-

1-50 -20 n0a -c/mo 2-f L surface with a natural pupil)
0Single eye viewing; pupil projected into eye

40 Criterion - minimum size at which subject could cor-
rectly report the grating orientation

* Two subjects

0 ~30- _ _ _ _ _

~U

I1.0
D~ 4 _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _



SECTION 3.1 VISUAL PERFORMANCE

3.1.9 VISUAL PERFORMANCF AND EYE PUPIL SIZE

A vital part of the analysis of an imagery display of the pupil. This unit is known asspecific resolution or
depends on the relationship between visual perfornance as the coefficient of specific resolution.
and eye pupil size. (See Section 3.3.) Wllen the eye pupil
is small, vision is limited by diffractun effects, and when Visual performance varies both with pupil size, as is
the pupil is large, it is limitcd by the optical quality of illustrated here, and with scene illumination, a topic that
the eye and the capability of the retina. The most useful is reviewed in Section 3.2. As scene luminance decreases,
data on this topic are summarized below. Considering pupil size increases, thereby partially compensating for
the importance of this relationship to the design of the reduction in available light. There is a very small
displays optimally matcheJ to the eye, there is surpris- amount ef evidence that the normal variation in pupil
ingly little test data available, size with illumination follows a function that yields the

best compromise between the amount of light reaching
In the analysis of an optical display, visual performance the retina and the aperture effect of the pupil, thereby
as a function of pupil size is usually expressed as the resulting in the best possible vision at any scene
srmallest resolvable target size multiplied by the diameter luminance level (Ref. 54,D).

25, 1 1 1 1 OBJECT-PLANE SPATIAL FREQUENCY
tcycleulmm at IX or 250 mrm)

0 0.03 0.1 0.3 1 3 10 20
20 GRATING SIZE OF 112 CYCLE (arc minutes)

CONTRAST Cm: 303 100 30 10 3 1 0.3

_J I 0.016

A C E

1- 030.3
PUIPUPIL DIAMETER (mint

5-A -0.25/

3 - ' I ' I 4 5 6 E - 4 .. .

oCol /
~0.03 /

PUPIL DIAMETER (nrm)

3 GRATING 1 00 /

- . CONTRAST, Cm: 
's"•_ 0 - 0.01 0 .02

U 0.020.003.

"•..~ . " _ For dashed lines
25 0 1 ...... ... see Figure 3.1-19.

F 0.1 0.3 1 3 10 30 100
0.20- SPATIAL FREQUENCY (cycles/degree)

E 2

z
0

~ 15 Figure 3.1-39. Visual Performance in Terms of Target
V0.33 Size and Contrast (Ref. 55,C). This is the only known

Woto- study in which visual performance was measured with
such a wide range of pupil sizes and with targets that
varied in both modulation and size. Although it is im-

5- possible to be certain, the data summarized here are
apparently based on three test subjects. The test
target was a square-wave grating with a slight curve to

SIthe bats. Luminance was 1,500 cd/m 2 (430 fL). The
00 1 2 3 4 5 6 pupil was a metal aperture placed in front of the eye.

PUPIL DIAMETER (mm) The target surround was dark, which probably reduced
performance (Section 3.2.12).
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SECTION3.1 VISUAL PERFORMANCE

3.1.9 VISUAL PERFORMANCE AND EYE PUPIL SIZE (CONTINUED)

Figure 3.1-40. Visual Performance in Terms of Target
Z 3Size. The two studies summarized here used high-

contrast test targets. The relative effect of pupil size on
vision was nearly identical in the two studies here, and in

r two others that used comparable test conditions but less
S2 Rei. 57) adequate control of the amount of light that reached the

"retina with different pupil sizes (Ref. 56).

Re 58- - .eThe test conditions for the study summarized in the upper
LU curve in each figure were (Ref. 57,B):.J
• J 01 Two light bars (Cobb target) with a square-wave lumi-
2 0 1 2 3 4 5 6U 0 nance distribution

PUPIL DIAMETER (mm) 0 Incandescent illumination
_ Retinal illuminance of 150 trolande (equivalent to view-10 ing a 10-cd/m 2 or 3-fL surface with a natural pupil)
* Metal pupil 15 mm in front of eye pupil

Z 8- 0 Criterion - Subject adjusted target size to make bar
0_ separation just visible.

.(Ref. 57) 0 Three subjects

0 6 6 The test conditions for the study summarized in the lower
u)E , curve in each figure were (Ref. 58,8):

"4 (Ref. 58) 0 Square-wave g, ating filling display field
u)E 0 4-degree-diameter field

C Incandescent illumination
2- Retinal illuminance of 1,000 trolands (equivalent to

viewing a 1 10-cdim 2 or ý2-fL surface with a natural

0 pupil)0 ,, I I I I ! • S urro und prob ab ly d ai k

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 d Single eye viewing; pupil projected into eye
PUPIL DIAMETER (mm) 0 Criterion - minimum size at wh;ch the subict could

ccrrectly report the grating orientation
* Two subjects, except only one for the largest pupil

OBJECT-PLANE SPATIAL FREQUENCY condition (indicated with a dashed line)
,cyclwlmm at IX or 250/mm)

0.03 0.1 0.3 1 3 10 20 A luminance level 10 times lower reduced performance
r r '" ' -" ..... . . . .... . . . . .. .. .Ib u t h ad little if a n y im p ac t o n th e re la tio n sh ip b etw ee n

SIZE OF 1/2 CYCLE (arc minutes) performance and pupil size.
300 101 30 3 1 0.31.0• ::'T,, -,;;-, "- ,,

E 0.3

I.-i-

Z PUPIL 5 -8- /
0•0.03- DIAMETER 3.8 ••./(-O.03 D(mm): I.E 3 Figure 3.1-41. Effect of Pupil Size on Contrast Sensitiv-
0) 2 ity (Ref. 59,C). The test conditions were:

Lu 0.01 c Sinusoidal grating
= "%" •2- by !.3-degree field

s • CRT display with green phosphor, PI
0 .oo3 % ,/ • 100 cd/m 4 (30 17L)

F dh li Equiluminous surround
For dashed lines 3 Accommodation fixed and natural pupil dilated with
see Figure 3.1-19.

0.001 0 . ..3.1 .3 . 10. 30. 1 drugs; artificial pupil sizes as shown
0.1 0.. 3 3 10 30 100 0 Criterion-Subject adjusted contrast to just resolve

SPATIAL FREQUENCY (cycles/degree) grating.
0 One subject
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SECTION 3.1 VISUAL PERFORMANCE

3.1.10 FACTORS THAT REDUCE VISUAL PERFORMANCE

( i) CAUTION: The data in Sections 3.1.4 through 3.1.9 may overestimate visual ability in applied situations.

Most of the data presented in Sections 3.1.4 through reduction in search performance with a nonuniform
3.1.9 were collected under ideal laboratory conditions, background is at least partially due to the fact that

That is, the ba,:kground was uniformly luminous, the time is lost looking at objects visually similar to the
subjects were familiar with the appearance of the target target being sought (Ref. 63).

and knew where and when it would appear. aad viewing
time was uatally not severely restricted. Imagery viewing 0 Introduction of noise Noise, such as grain in a
conditions are seldom so favorable, and the minimum photograph or electronic noise in an electro-optical

target size or contrast that can be seen, the time required display, creates a nonuniform background, and in

to perform a visual task, or the number of targets missed addition can obscure the target directly. The effects

are accordingly increased. This section lists a few of the of noise in electro-optical displays are covered in
factors that can cause such an increase and summarizes Section 4.3.3.
the available test data. The total reduction in vision
associated with a particular set of viewing conditions, 0 Lack of experience with the viewing situation

relative to vision under ideal conditions, is sometimes Subjects required to state whether or not a disc target

referred to as tile field factor (Ref. 60). was visible required 2.0 times as much contrast on

initial trials as they required when experienced (Ref.

The following viewing conditions and situations genei. 63,X). Unfortunately the author of this statement did

ally result in, or at least are associated with, a reduction not indicate in the report of his follow-on research.
in visual ability: summarized as study B in Figure 3.1-17, whether the

subjects in the latter study fell into the experienced

* Reduction in luminance -Typical reductions in visual or inexperienced category.
( ) ability with a reduction in luminance ate shown in

Figure 3.1-42 and in several figures in Sections 3.1.6 0 Lack of knowledge about the target shape and
and 3.2.6. orientation- In the study summarized in Figure 3.5-3,

subjects were more successful in locating a target

* Reduction in time available to look at or search for when they knew its orientation than when they did
the target- One study showing the reduction in visual not. Orientation information would probably be less
ability with reduced target exposure time is summa- important for extremely familiar objects. Familiar
rized in Figure 3.142. The impact of time on this cbjects should also be easier to find, or visible at
kind o" very simple visual task is likely to be lower contrasts, than unfamiliar ones. There is some
considerably less than in a complex imagery search discussion of this in Figure 3.1--1I.
situation. Figure 3.5-2 shows represeutative data for
search performance as a function of time. 0 Reductio, in information about when a target will

appear- Elimination of the signal warning that a
* Introduction of a nonuniform background-If the target was about to appear in a study, such as

luminance in the area around the target is not described in Figures 4.2-17 and -42. increased the
uniform, the target will be more difficult to see; if a contrast threshold by a factor of 1.4 (Ref. 64,D).
search task is involved, the target will be more

difficult to find. Unfortunately there are no known 0 Displacement of the target from the fixation point-
data that provide a direct comparison between visual As Figures 3.5-10, -11, and -12 illustrate, visual
thresholds for uniform and nonuniform backgrounds. ability in the peripheral visual field is worse than at
However, Figures 3.1-44, -45, and -46 below provide the fixation point. Contrast thresholds for disc targets

limited information about visual performance with a 1.5 degrees fiom the fixation point were 2.6 times

nonuniform background, as does Reference 62. The the value at the fixation point in a study similar to
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SECTION 3.1 VISUAL PERFORMANCE

3.1.10 FACTORS THAT REDUCE VISUAL PERFORMANCE (CONTINUED)

those described in Figures 3.1-16 and -42 (Ref. 65,X). 0 Redction in the reward for a correct response,
At 20 from the fixation point, the inJcrease was 4 relative to the penalty for reporting the wrong object
times the value at the fixation point. (These data are as a target-The probability that a particular object
probably from the study illustrated in the upper that looks sort of like a target will be reported as a

*graph of Figure 3.5-12.) target depends heavily on the relative values of the
rewards and penalties for making a correct or

*Reduction in the information about target location -- incorrect report of a target, or for missing a target.
In most of the experiments described previously in For example, if all correct responses are rewarded and

*Section 3.1, the subjects knew the exact location of there is no penalty for wrong responses, the subject
the target. Contrast thresholds increased by a factor will be more likely to guess and hence will have a
of 1.3 when the disc target appeared 3 to 4 degrees lower threshold than if hie is penalized for reporting
on either side of the fixation point in studies such as objects that are not targets. Because each individual

*those summarized in Figures, 3.1-16 and -42 (Ref. assigns differ.,nt relative values to tangible things, like
.64,X). Target exposure duration in this study was not money, and to intangible things like criticism or the
reported, but it must have had an effect on the knowledge that a particular test response was correct,
results. Additional studies on this topic in which these rewards and penalties are never fully under the
visual search was involved are summarized in Figures control of the experimenter or employer. In simpie
3.1-43 and -44 below. experimental situations, it is sometimes possible to

reduce the impact of this variable on the results by
* Reduction of the rate at which targets appear- forcing the test subject. to make a choice between

Presenting disc targets in a situation like tha, several alternatives. For example, in the study in
described in Figures 3.1-16 and -42 at an average rate Figure 3.!-16, the subjects had to choose which of

of one per 15 minutes, rather than one per 10 to 30 four time int,:rvals contained a target, while in studies

seconds, increased contrast thresholds 1.2 times (Ref. B and C in Figure 3.1-17, they judged when the target
64,D). An extreirely low target rate makes the visual was visible.
task a vigilance task as well. The many factors thatI affect vigilance have been extensively studied (Ref.
66). The rate at which new targets are found in most
imagery search situations is very low.
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SECTION 3.1 VISUAL PERFORMANCE

3,1.10 FACTORS THAT REDUCE VISUAL PERFORMANCE (CONTINUED)

") .Figure 3.1-42. Effect of Luminance and Time on Con-

trast Sensitivity. In this study, which is from the same lab

1.0 .as Figure 3.1-16, subjects attempted to determine which

U 1.0 - SECOND DURATION of four time intervals contained a luminous disc of the

- oindicated size and duration (Ref. 67,1). Performance was

4 worse at lower background luminances (Section 3.2.6)

Cc and with shorter target exposure durations.

Z
S0.1 The data shown here are probably based on a success

-Oprobability, corrected for chance, of 0.5. However, this is

0 not certain from the available reports.

In
C BACKGROUND

z LUMINANCE
0.01 cdlm 2 (fLl:

3.4( 1.34 l ( 101 ... ,,,
340 (100)

0.0011= l.

300 100 30 10 3 1 0.3

DISC DIAMETER (arc minutes)

1-( 0 ,

LIGHT DISC TARGET
340.cd/m2 O1WfL)

4. BACKGROUND

a TARGET

DURATION
X (seconds):

X 0.01

0.01

0.1
1.0

0.00 ...... * I..... . ... • l •... 
'

300 1 00 30 10 3 1 0.3

DISC DIAMETER (arc minutes'

C)
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SECTION 3.1 VISUAL PERFORMANCE

3.1.10 FACTORS THAT REDUCE VISUAL PERFORMANCE (CONTINUED)

(a) - Figure 3.1-43. Contrast Sensitivity in a Search Situa-

TARGET DISC tion. In this study, subjects searched a 32-d4gree-diameter
CONTRAST, Cm: field with a uniform luminance of 42 cd/m 2 (12.4 fL) for

a single 13-arc-minute-diameter light circular disc (Ref.
95 0. 0 68,C). As part (a) illustrates, the higher contrast discs

90 were found rapidly, while an apprecioble number of
-90 lower contrast discs had still not been found after 30

I.. /seconds of searching. The vertical scale in this figure
S 0.075 matches a complex probability futiction and has no/ 100-percent value.

0 0045 In part (b), the disc size and contrasts are shown on the
4U Csame coordinate system used in Figure 3.1-16. Thestudy described in that figure used a similar disc target,

0 1 130 but the subjects knew exactly where it would appear
0 6 12 18 24 and only had to decide within which of four time
SEARCH TIME (seconds) intervals it occurred. In the study described here, the

1.0.. .....0 . . . ....... .... requirement to search for the target disc made the disc

(b) much harder to find. Other data from this study, not
illustrated here, showed that increasing the size of the

TIME FOR 75% TIME FOR 90% field, or decreasing its luminance, also made the disc
E DETECTION DETECTION more difficult to find.
U (seconds): (seconds):

o]1.5 -, "3
3--'" 7

11--' -28

U0.01-
0 = ONE OF THE FOUR DISC CONTRASTS ( )

0.001 I .. . I.......

300 100 30 10 3 1 0.3
TARGET SIZE (arc minutes)TARGET__ SIZE_(arcminutes) _Figure 3.1-44. Effect of Background Clutter. In this

1.o, ...... ..... .... . study, subjects searched for a single dark Landolt ring
"located in a uniform density area of at least a degree or so
in a photograph of an aerial map (Ref. 69,X). The overall

S LANDOLT RINGS diameter of the ring was 10 arc minutes. The subjects
U DETECTED (percent): were not required to state the ring orientation. The illumi-

nation on the photograph was nominally 1200 lux (110
/ footcandles). The density variations in the photograph

M 0.1- 0100 were not constant across different ring contrast condi-
o | tions, since lower ring contrasts were obtained by com-

pressing the total density range. This should have made
w the lower tontrast rings easier to find than if the full range0

083 of densities had been retained. The search area was 27
067 degrees square.

.01u In order to simplify the comparison of these data with the

results of other studies, success in finding each size and
contrast target with 120 seconds of search is shown here

18 SUBJECTS on the same coordinates used in Figure 3.1-16. Most tar.
get rings were lonated in much less than 120 seconds. The
report does not make it clear whether search was allowed

S0.010 . . to continue beyond 120 seconds.:•300 100 30 110 3 1 0.1
TARGET SIZE (arc minutes) The data shown in this figure are the same as the iree-

search condition in Figure 5.4-2.
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SECTION 3.1 VISUAL PERFORMANCE

3.1.10 FACTORS THAT REDUCE VISUAL PERFORMANCE (CONTINUED)

).0 Figure 3.1-45. Forced Search in Background Clutter.

.. •This figure is based on the same general test conditions as

LANDOLT RINGS Figure 3.1-44, except that the 27-degree-square test field
E DETECTED (percent): was broken into 144 2.3-degree squares and the subject

D E cwas given 0.65 second to view each (Ref. 69,D). (Figure

99 98 95 5.4-2 is based on the same study.) Thirty-six of the 144
0 * * * squares contained rings. Three sizes of rings, 5, 10, and 20

c 0.1 99 93 70 arc minutes in diameter, were used. Under these condi-
Z • 0 0 tions, the reduction in performance was even greater than
U 96 59 16 in Figure 3.1-44.

I-0 0 0

0

0.01
5 SUBJECTS

0.001[ . I......,.... ....I.. .- ,
300 100 30 10 3 1 0.3

TARGET SIZE (arc minutes)

Figure 3.1-46. Contrast Sensitivity in a Photographic
LIGHT ARROW TARGET WITH LOCATING LINES Image. In this study, a light arrow was projected onto 1

of 32 uniform density areas on the projections of six
black and white amateur-type snapshots (Ref. 70,C). The

77 approximate shape of the 0.5-degree-wide arrow is shown
here. To help the subjects find the arrow, it was located in
the open center of a cross formed by four lines. The pro-

,ij jection screen luminance with no film present was 34
cd/m 2 (10 fL). The 32 uniform densit areas ranged in
luminance from about 0.1 to 28 cd/in (0.03 to 8 fL).
.The I~minance increment of the lines was constant at 3.4
cd/m (10.0 fL), while the luminance of the arrow was set
at different leve!i io cover the threshold range.

The arrow and lines appeared for 2 seconds, which report-
I edly gave the subjects about 1 second to find the four" • ';Ilines and 1 second tosuythe aro.The sujcsfir.t

I i. -"indicated whethier they could see the arrow and then gave
, , " .their best estimate of its orientation. Preliminary testing

S.was used to establish the ratio between the threshold con-
__-________..... ______ _ ,trast for seeing the target and for establishing its orienta-

tion. After this, only orientation responses were required
and these were used to calculate the threshold for seeing
the target.

CONTRAST (Cm) REQUIRED FOR ARROW TO BE
R1EPORTED VISIBLE 50 PERCENT OF TIME = 0.017 The thresholds given here were approximately constant

) CONTRAST (Cm) REQUIRED TO DETERMINE ORiEN- over 9 ,background luminance range of about 1 to 28
TATCONTRAS 0 PERCEN ERE THAN CHARNCE OR09d/m (0.3 to 8 fL). A further reduction in background•-_TATION 50 PERCENT BETTER THAN CHANCE =_0.029 luminance to 0.1 cd/m 2 (0.03 fL) increased the required

contrast by a factor of 10 times.
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SECTION 3.1 VISUAL PERFORMANCE

3.1.10 FACTORS THAT REDUCE VISUAL PERFORMANCE (CONTINUED)

Figure 3.1-47. Contrast Sensitivity in a Simulated Work
SCREEN -Task. This study illustrates an attempt to estimaie con-

trast thresholds for tasks more similar to normal work situ-
ations than the typical laboratory experiment (Ref. 71,C).
Subjects attempted to detect light 2.6-arc-minute discs
centered in uniformly luminous circular display fields as
thewe moved past the subject's workstation. Display field
size was not given, but was probably several degrees. Sub-

-•. -- -jects responded by depressing a pushbutton below each
display. This part of the task reportedly did not limit

/ -~ performance.

New display fields appeared at a rate of either 1 or 2.5 per
second, which gave the subject an average time of either 1

GZ-Z or 0.4 second to study each field. Contrast thresholds

.obtained in this manner were compared with values using
the same size disc and the same exposure times, either 1

LARGE of 0.4 seconds, but with the target disc appearing during
ROTATING one of four intervals as in Figure 3.1-16.
WHEEL

2.6-ARC-MINUTE CONTAINING
TEST DISC IN 50 DISPLAY

0C T DISPLAY FIELD FIELDS

O RESPONSE

PUSHBUTTON

CONTRAST THRESHOLDS RELATIVE
TO STATIC DISPLAY:

I display field per second = 6.0 times increase

2.5 display fields per second - 7.2 times increase ( I
I
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SECTION 3.2 ILLUMINATION

Adequate illumination is esse Itial itf tile user is to take su•nury of photometric concepts and techniques. The
full advant:ige of an imagery display. Proper specitica- following aids are of particular importance when display
tion of illumination must include quantity, spectral luminance must be measured:
distribution, and spatial distribution. The available infor-
mation on user requirements in each of these areas is
treated in Sections 3.2.6 through 3.2.13 below. illuminance (Figures 3.2-14, -15, and -16).

The requirement to specify illumination implies a need 0 A discussion of photometry as it applies to imagery
to be able to properly describe and measure it. Because a displays (Sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.4, and particularly
certain amount of confusion exists in these areas, Figures 3.2-21 and -22).
Sections 3.2.1 through 3.2.4 are devoted to a brief

3.2.1 PHOTOMETRIC CONCEPTS

Light can be described as radiant energy traveling in the Ilhunmdnance, formerly called illumination, is the
form of electromagnetic waves and having a warekngth luminous power per unit area (density) incident upon
proper for evoking a visual sensation (Ref. I). In this a surface. Units are lux and footcandles.
document the spectral range for light is taken as 400 toI 700 nm, even though if tile energy level is sufficient. L in is the luminous power per unit solid angle
wavelengths adjacent to this region will also evoke a leaving, passing through, or arriving at a unit surface
visual sensation (Ref. 2). area in a specified direction. The surface area is

defined in terms of the apparent area as viewed from
The term radiometry applies to the measurement of the specified direction. Common units are candelas

radiant energ), and the term photometry to similar per square meter (cd/m 2 ) and footlamiberts (fL).
measurements when the spectral region measured has Conversions among the several luminance units in use

been weighted according to the sensitivity of the eye to are included in Figures 3.2-!4, -15, and -16.
energy at each point along the spectrum, using the curve
shown in Figure 3.2-2. With the exception of the Luminance is the most frequently used of these quanti-
treatment of infrared and ultraviolet energy in Section ties in imagery displays. Like the response of the eye to
6.8, this document is concerned only with photometry. a luminous surface, the definition of luminance involves:

Techniques for measuring and describing light are 0 The apparent size of the luminous surface

described in numerous sources (Ref. 3). This section is 0 Tile angular size of the bundle of light rays reaching
•i therefore limited to two factors of particular importance the sensor from a single point on the surface

in the photometry of imagery displays, the spectral
response of the sensor and the geometric limitations on 0 The direction in which the light is traveling
the energy it accepts. For the special problem of
electro-optical displays a third factor, the temporal The term brightness has been used to refer both to
response of the sensor, is also important (Section 4.2). luminance and to the visual sensation associated with a
The most important radiomnetric and photometric terms given luminance. Preferred usage at present is to restrict

used in this document are listed below, the tern .brightness' to the latter meaning.

* Radiant power, also called radiant flux, is the time Luminance measurement is complicated in some situa-
rate of flow of radiant energy. Typical units are tions because tile size of the bundle of light rays that
joules/second or watts. reaches the sensor of the eye, the retirna, is controlled by

the size of the eye pupil, which varies with luminance.
. Luminous power, also called lUhnnous flux, is radiant The impact of this on display luminance measurement is* ( power weighted according to the spectral sensitivity discussed in Section 3.2.4.

of the eye. The basic unit is the lumen.
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SECTION 3.2 ILLUMINATION

3.2.1 PHOTOMETRIC CONCEPTS (CONTINUED)

Figure 3.2-1. Spectral Senmitivity of Retinal Receptors.
As this figure illustrates, the dark adapted rods are much
more sensitive to radiant er ergy than the cylCs over most

0 10o of the visual spectrum, and have their peak sensitivity at a
RO- slightly shorter wavelength (Ref. 4). The cones outside

>". the fovea have a very similar spectral sensitivity.

P UJ 1 The range of luminance over which the eye functions is
V z normally broken into three regions (Ref. 5):Z"U

Z

SL Photlopic- Luminance more than 10 cd/m 2 (3 fL);
S0.01 FOVEAL vision primarily with cones, although the rods may

<C N contribute in the periphery.
-J
X~: Mesopic-Lurrinance of 10*3 to 10 cd/m 2 (3 x 104 to

o.oon1 3 fL); vision with both rods and cones

I I I - Scotopi'-Luminance less than 10-3 cd/m 2 (3 x 10-4

400 500 600 700 fL); vision with rods only

WAVELENGTH (nml Vision with imagery displays depends almost exclusively

on the cones, although at some luminance levels the rods
may contribute in the periphery.

The distribution of rods and cones across the retina is
treated in Section 3.5.2.

A!

Figure 3.2-2. Relative Contribution of Different Wave-
-LUMINOSITY FUNCTION RANGE FOR lengths to Luminance-the Luminosity Function. The

FOR 1931 CIE STANDARD 37 SUBJECTS contribution of radiant energy at each wavelength in the
OFSERVEP (Ref. 6.8) visual spectrum to the sensation of brightness is known as

relative luminosity and is generally defined in terms of a
1.0 - standard observer. The most commonly used standard,

' 'the 1931 CIE Standard Observer, is described by the solid
o-0.8 curve in this figurs'. It was adopted by the CIL' in 1931

0 and is basi.J .n data from several subjects with normal
Z 5 ' '

0.6 color vision and a 2-degree target size (Ref. 7). The 1931
.J ICIE Standard Observer is described more fully in Section

5.2.1.3 and in most books on color (Ref. 8). The values
W 0.4 " plc~ted here are generally identified as3A• tristimulus_> o
" 1 \ values for an equal energy spectrum in such sources and

,, 0.2 -%% in Figure 5.2-7. Since this curve describes the relative
X % % - contribution of different parts of the spectrum to the

S-" sensation of brightness, it also describes the correct
400 500 600 700 relat;ve sensitivity across the spectrum for a sensor used

to measure luminance.WAVELENGTH (nm)

The range of relative luminosity values obtained for a
different group of 37 similar subj3cts is shown by the
broken curves and provides an indication of the amount
of variation that can be expected among individuals.

k)
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SECTION 3.2 ILLUMINATION

3.2.1 PHOTOMETRIC CONCEPTS (CONTINUED)

Figure 3.2-3. Relationship of Radiant and Luminous
(a) Energy. This figure shows how spectral plots of radiant

O IREF. 9 and luminous energy can give a very different indication
.1 -COLOR TEMPERATURE OF of the relative importance of energy in portions of the

INCANDESCENT LAMP 2360 - visual spectrum.
(degrees Ke~rinl:

d 1.0 The spectral output of a lamp is usually expressed in
S// terms of relative radiant energy at each wavelength across

0 o the visual spectrum. The contribution to image luminance
>" 0.8 J of the energy radiated in different parts of the spectrum
X is better illustrated by the relative luminous energy out-

6500 put at each wavelength. This is obtained by weighting the
,0.6 /"radiant energy output by the' luminosity curve for the eyeW

- -...... --- .. illustrated in Figure 3.2-2. Pairt (a) of this figure shows
-0. relative radiant energy and hlminous energy' produced by

S0.4 "• / an incandescent lamp at two (olo)r tenl)eratures. Part (b)
shows similar data for a fluorescent lamp.

0.2
-, The solid curves in these illustrations represent only rela-

tive luminosity, not color; adequate representation of

0 color requires weighting of the radiant energy by two addi-
400 500 600 700 tional curves, as is described in Section 5.2.1.3.

WAVELENGTH (nm)

RADIANT ENERGY

- LUMINOUS ENERGY

"(i 1 I I I I

i.0 FLUORESCENT (Ref. 10)
i-- PLAMP

S0.80

.= 0.6 I
zI
LII
> 0.41 I

L 0.2 A

0 MI
400 500 600 700

WAVELENGTH (nm)
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SECTION 3.2 ILLUMINATION

3.2.1 PHOTOMETRIC CONCEPTS (CONTINUED)

LUMINOUS
SURFACE

LENS PHOTODETECTOR

LUMINANCE SENSOR

0 - HALF THE ACCEPTANCE
APERTURE ANGLE

a - HALF THE FIELD ANGLE

Figure 3.2-4. Luminance Sensor Configuration. Lumi-
nance measurements must be made with a sensor such as
the one in the upper part of the illustration that accepts
light only from a limited area that is traveling in a limited

PHOTO DETECTOR range of directions. This can be contrasted with the
ilflwninanL ! sensor illustrated on the left that accepts
essentially all the light that reaches a given surface area,

LIGHT FROM regardless of the direction from which it approaches.
MANY DIFFERENT•

SOURCES A luminance sensor is characterized geometrically by two
factors, 6 and a, defined as illustrated. So long as the
photometer is operated with the luminous surface being
measured in focus on the photodetector aperture, these
are directly equivalent to the angular field size and
entrance aperture of a display device. It is convenient to
define the entrance aperture of the photometer in the
same units as for a display: numerical aperture (NA) =
sine (Figure 3.2-18).

There are many common situations, such as when the
luminance of a large uniformly luminous surface of very

U low collimation (Figure 3.2-52) is being measured, in
which the focus of the luminance sensor has little notice-
able effect on the luminance reading obtained. (Reference
11 treats the problem of focus in luminance sensors.)
However, in the display luminance measurement situation
described in Figure 3.2-22, correct sensor focusing is

ILLUMINANCE critical.
SENSOR

3.2-4
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SECTION 3.2 ILLUMINATION

3.2.2 PASSAGE OF LIGHT INTO THE EYE

(The eye pupil constricts with increasing scene lumi- nance and retinal illuminance. If an artificial pupil is in
"nance, reducing both the angular size of the bundle of use, the retinal illuminance is calculated directly from
rays entering the eye and the illuminance on the retina, the equation E = AL.
This effect must be considered in display design because
in some cases the eye pupil is limiting and in other cases There are many variables, in addition to luminance, that
it is the display exit pupil that is limiting. This difficulty affect eye pupil size. Figures 3.2-7 and 3.2-8 show
also occurs with the data on visual performance at typical data for two of these variables.
different luminance levels in Section 3.2.6.

Light that enters the marginal portion of the eye pupil is
Retinal ilumiwnance (E) is expressed in terms of the less effective in evoking a sensation of brightness than
tmland (Td). Tlis is defined as the scene luminance (L) the light that enters at the center. There is some
in metric units (cd/nl2), multiplied by tile pupil area (A) indication that this phenomenon, known as the Stiles-
in square millimeters. Expressed as an equation, E = AL. Crawfird effect, is related to the directionality of the
As an example, a retinal illuminance of I Td would be cones in the retina (Ref. 12). For pupil diameters larger
produced by a pupil area of 1 1rai12 and a scene than 2 or 3 mam, the effective retinal illuminance is
luminance of I cd/mn2. or by a pupil area of 10 mm2 and reduced sufficiently that the loss must be considered in
a scene luminance of 0.1 cd/m2. precise work. Figure 3.2-10 shows the appropriate

correction when using the equation E = AL, and Figures
Knowledge of pupil size is a prerequisite for calculating 3.2-1 I through .16 include the best available correction
retinal illuminance. The best available data on the s;ze of when the natural eye pupil, rather than an artificial
summarized in Figures 3.2-5 and .I I below. Charts are pupil, is the limiting aperture.
also included to convert directly between scene lumi-

FigSN Change in Pupil Diameter With Scene Lumi-
SCENE LUMINANCE (11) nance. CQ1siderable new data on the variation in eye0 4pupil size with scene luminance have become available +_

10"4 10-2 10 2 0 10 since the last summary curve was published in 1955 (Ref.8 1- - R. I I I I 113). Average values reported by six different experi-7 A- -- • rnenters are illustrated here (Ref. 14,X). All six sets of

1 data were collected using an extended visual field and at
S6 least five subjects.

Lu 5The mean curve, M, was fit to these data visually. The
I" averaging was performed at each ntegral value of scene=U 4 SJETS: " XSSUBJEC luminance expressed as log cd/mi with each set of test

A - 52 c data contributing according to the number of subjects
3 - C- 10_ L tested. Curve M is shown in large scale in Figure 3.2-11 (9/g" .F=40 SM (Ref. 15). /

C6 M) = WEIGHTED These data are based on young and middle-aged adults.
I R -M 6 I MEANIHE Older individuals will show less increase in pupil size with1 Ma decreas2 in luminance (Ref. 42).0 S, I I L I i I I I

10 -4 10- 2  100 102  104

SCENE LUMINANCE (cd/m 2)
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SECTION 3.2 ILLUMINATION

3.2.2 PASSAGE OF LIGHT INTO THE EYE (CONTINUED)

Figure 3.2-6. Rate of Pupil Size Changes. The eye pupil
requires several seconds after a change in scene luminance
to reach its final size (Ref. 16,B). The change is faster

6SU.JETS when the light level is increased than when it is decreased.

E 6 - More recent data suggest that in some situations pupil size
Mr does not change as smoothly; as is illustrated here. In one

study the pupil initially went through a period of alter-
"4 - nate dilation and contraction before reaching its final size

4 •(Ref. 17,X).
DARK---* LIGHT

0 3 6 9 12 15

TIME FROM LUMINANCE
CHANGE (seconds)

Figure 3.2-7. Monocular Versus Binocular Pupil
SCENE LUMINANCE (fL) Diameter. Over a considerable range of scene luminance

10-4 10" 2  100 102 104 levels, the eye pupil diameter is less when both eyes
are illuminated than when only one is illuminated

8 (Ref. 16,B).

[OPEN

gOPE

I:2 SUBJECTS

010-4 10-2 00 102 14

SCENE LUMINANCE (d/m
2 )

Figure 3.2-8. Effect of Target Distance. The pupil of the
VIEWING DISTANCE (meters) eye contracts as the target being viewed moves closer. This

is apparently due to the accommodation of the eye,
0.1 1 10 although convergence may also be involved.

W

I-. w~ ~~~~~E 1.0 RE.1, (C : --I 0.8
4
E 0.6

w 0.4
>

0.2

'Al II I l I I i It I I I I I

10 1 0.1

VIEWING DISTANCE (diopters)
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SECTION 3.2 ILLUMINATION

3.2.2 PASSAGE OF LIGHT INTO THE EYE (CONTINUED)

1.0

LL Figure 3.2-9. The Stiles-Crawford Effect. The relative0 contribution of light entering various parts of the pupil in

Sevoking a sensation of brightness is illustrated (Ref. 20)., 0.6Ti
z This is commonly called the Stiles-Crawford effect after

SU Cits discoverers. Retinal illuminance in the test situation
3 SUBJT was 45 Td.

co 0.4
F A This decrease in sensitivity of the eye occurs in the cones
FOVEA, FIELD and not in the rods (Ref. 21). It is therefore appropriate

to co, rect for it only when cone vision is involved.
-W 0.2w
cc

NASAL TEMPORAL
I I I I I I I I I

4 2 0 2 4

LIGHT ENTRY POINT ON PUPIL
(mm from center of Pupil)

30 1.0

EFFECTIVITY-" 0.9 Figure 3.2-10. Correction for Stiles-Crawford. Because
E2 RATIO r_ 0 of the Stiles-Crawford phenomenon (previous figure), the
E true pupil area should be replaced by the effective pupil
- area when calculating retinal illuminance. The best avail-

W0STRUE 0.8 ; able expression for the ratio between effective and true
AREA - area, sometimes called the effcctipiti• ratio, is (Ref. 22,C):

AREAEFFECTV 0.7 1 - 0.0106 d2 + 0.0000419 d4,

S AREA where d is pupil diameter in millimeters.

0 I -- 0.6
0 1 2 3 4 5 6

C.)
wPUPIL DIAMETER. d (mm) u.
U.
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SECTION 3.2 ILLUMINATION

3.2.2 PASSAGE OF LIGHT INTO THE EYE (CONTINUED)

SCENE LUMINANCE (fL)

0- 103 10-2 10-1 1 10 102 10 14
8 I I I 1I I T --

S!I - RANGE OF AVERAGES

FROMO6STUDIE ES40

S= WEIGHTED AVERAGE• , FROM 6 STUDIES,

S125 SUBJECTS 30

B (Figure 3.2-5)

E (
o 5 BEST ESTIMATE 20

W OF TRUE PUPIL
" '"SZ4Fgre325 ,

=LEFFECTIVE 10
PUPIL SIZE/

3FOR CONE 8

VISION 6 #

(Figure 3.2-10) 5

24 ( )
2

1 I I I I I I I I , 1

10-4. io-
3  

10-2 10"1 1 10 102 10 14 0

SCENE LUMINANCE (cd/rn
2

)

Figure 3.2-11. Eye Pupil Size el a Function of Scene Figure 3.2-10, are included. Because the Stiles-Crawford
Luminance. The pupil size function of Figure 3.2-5 is phenomenon occurs only in cones, it is not appropriate to
illustrated here (Ref. 15). Both true size and effective size apply, a correction for it much below approximately 0.1
corrected fcr the Stiles-Crawford effect, as described in cd/rn2 (0.03 fL).

3.2-8
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SECTION 3.2 ILLUMINATION

3.2.2 PASSAGE OF LIGHT INTO THE EYE (CONTINUEDI

, !Figure 3.2-12. Comparison of Alternative Pupil Size
SCENE LUMINANCE IfL) Functions. The best previously available summary curve

10-4 10-2 0 102 4 describing the relationship between eye pupil size and
8 10 10 scene luminance was published by de Groot and Gebhard

-RANGE OF AVERAGES in 1952 (Ref. 13). It was based on eight studies but only
7 35 test subjects. It is compared here with the curve from

FROM 6 STUDIES Figure 3.2-5, which is based on a total of 1 25 test
E * WEIGHTED subjects.

6 MEANS
wLU

LU FIGURE 3.2-5

*4

"3 DEGROOT &
Z GESHARD
0.

2

10-4  10-2 100 102  104

SCENE LUMINANCE (cd/m 2)

SCENE LUMINANCE (fWL Figure 3.2-13. Impact of Alternative Pupil Size Functions
00 11 12 1 on Retinal Illuminance. The relationship between retinal

10 10 2 illuminance and scene luminance using the de Groot and
Gebhard pupil size function and the pupil size function

-Jfrom Figure 3.2-11 are compared here. Both curves are

<The upper curve in this figure is the same as the upper

410 curve in Figures 3.2-15 and -16.

SBEST AVAILABLE CURVE
(Figure 3.2-11)

LU
4Z DE GROOT &
< 2 - GEBHARD

(Ref. 131

.10 1.

- 100

S10-1 100 101 102  103 104  105

SCENE LUMINANCE (cd/rn 2 )
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SECTION 3.2 ILLUMINATION

3.2.2 PASSAGE OF LIGHT INTO THE EYE (CONTINUED)

Figure 3.2-14. Conversion of Three Scene Luminance
Units to Effective Retinal Illuminance. The relationship
among the three luminance units is:

1 cd/m 2 . 0.292 fL = 0.314 mL

I fL - 3.426 cd/m 2 - 1.076 mL
"21 mL - 0.929 fL = 3.183 cd/m 2

Retinal illuminance is scene luininance in cd/m 2 , multi-
plied by ye pupil area in mm . Effective pupil area,
correctedfor the Stiles-Crawford effect, is used here
(Figure 3.2-11).
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SECTION 3.2 ILLUMINATION

312.2 P'ASSAGE OF LIGHT INTO THE EYE (CONTINUED)

RETINALENELLUMINNNCE TdI

AREA (mm2) x LUMINANCE (cd/rn2) x EFFECTIVITY RATIO
1104ur 32-1 (Figure 3.2-10)
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SECTION 3.2 ILLUMINATION

3.2.2 PASSAGE OF LIGHT INTO THE EYE (CONTINUED)

SCENE LUMINANCE 01.)
102 103  0
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SECTION 3.2 ILLUMINATION

3.2.3 IMAGE LUMINANCE IN DISPLAYS

This section describes tile several factors that determine particular light source and microscope are combined.
image luminance in an imagery display. Ani understand-
ing of these factors is particularly important for an aerial The derivation of the equations used in this section is
image display such as a microscope if one desires to available in several sources and will not be repeated here
predict the image luminance that will result when a (Ref. 23).

ILLUMINATION IMAGERY VIRTUAL
SOURCE IFILM) IMAGE

IN OBJECT DISPLAY EYE
PLANE

Td e,

i "E LTfTdTA

"Ld= Ls Tf Td:

E = RETINAL ILLUMINANCE (Td)

Ld = EQUIVALENT LUMINANCE OF IMAGE IN DISPLAY (cdlm2
)

L' = LUMINANCE OF SOURCE (cd/m 2 )

Tf = TRANSMITTANCE OF IMAGERY (film)
Td = TRANSMITTANCE OF DISPLAY

To = TRANSMITTANCE OF EYE

A = AREA OF LIMITING PUPIL, EITHER THE EXIT PUPIL OF THE
DISPLAY OR THE EYE ENTRANCE PUPIL (mm 2

) (corrected for
Stifes-Crawford if appropriate)

Figure 3.2-17. ElemeAts That Determine Image Lumi- The illumination source as treated here includes both the
nance. The elements that determine image luminance lamp and whatever diffusers and condensers are used to
and retinal illuminance in a virtual image type display distribute the light across the object plane. The source
are illustrated here. As is explained further in the next luminance, Ls, is therefore the luminance of the imagery
two figures, if the eye pupil limits the amount of light support surface, rather than the luminance of the lamp
entering the eye, it is appropriate to calculate display filament as is used in some treatments of display illumina-
image luminance, Ld, directly. If, on the other hand, the tion. A full description of the illumination source also
display pupil is the smaller, it is necessary to determine includes collimation and coherence (Section 3.2.11) and
retinal illuminance, E, and then use the charts at the end spectral distribution (Section 3.2.7).
of Section 3.2.2 to convert this value to 3n equivalent
luminance as seen with the natural pupil. Similar factors operate for a projection screen display.

However, such displays are almost always designed as a
complete unit, making it adequate for most purposes to

The transmittance of the eye, Te does not appear in these simply specify the screen luminanre when no inmagery is
equations because it is already included in the definition present in the film gate (Ref. 24). Specification in terms
of troland (Td) as the unit of retinal illuminance. of location on the screen is important, particulariv for

high-gain screens.

3.2-13
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SECTION 3.2 ILLUMINATION

3.2.3 IMAGE LUMINANCE IN DISPLAYS (CONTINUED)

OBJECT OBJECTIVE
(IMAGERY) LENS
PLANE

0.5 pdM PdM
NA n nSIN0 7-00 NA nNUMERICAL APERTURE

200 -HALF THE ACCEPTANCE
500 NA APERTURE ANGLE

M P - DISPLAY EXITPUPIL
DIAMETER (min)

400 NA M - DISPLAY MAGNIFICATION
Pd M n - INDEX OF REFRACTION 1 FOR

MOST IMAGERY DISOLAYS

Figure 3.2-18.1 Numerical Aperture. The angular size of exit pupil size, and display mi.gnification are related by
the bundle of light rays that is accepted by the display thE equations shown (Ref. 23). These relationships have)
objective lens is generally expressed as the nld?:wrical aper- considerable impact in the figures that follow.

ture (NA), defined as illustrated here. Numerical aperture,

Figure 3.2-19. Equations for Determining Display Image object (imagery) unaided. The result is an increate in the
Luminance. The equations shown here can be used to amount of light reach ing the retina equal to the ratio of
calculate the on-axis luminance of the image in an aerial the two pupil areas, Ped .2p eu 2

imtage display with a large (Case 11) or small (Case 1ll)
exit pupil. (Similar viewing situations appear in Figure In Case Ill, the display exit pupil is the limiting aperture.
3.2-21.) eliminating the effect of variations in eye pupil size on the

amount of light reaching the retina. As a result, it is neces-
Case I is included for comparison and applies to unaided sary to first determine the amount of light reaching the
viewing, as occurs when film oun a light table is viewed retina in terms of retinal illuminance, and to then use this
directly, without optical aids. It also applies to viewing a quantity to detern.'ne the luminance that would produce
screen imnage, in which case the luminance of the screen this same retinal illuminance when the eye pupil is the
image is L0. limiting aperture. This latter conversion can be made most

easily with charts such as Figures 3.2.14, -15, or .16.
The transmittance of the eýye, Te. must be added to all
equations defining retinal illuminance, E, unless E is given In Case III, the amount of light reaching the retina is
in some unit that includes Te sich as trolards (Td). reduced boath by the transmittance of the display, Td, and

by decrease in pupil size from Peu to Pd. The display
If the display has an exit pupil larger thin the eye, as in pupil diameter, Pd, can be replaced by the expression 500
Case 11, then the eye pupil :s limiting and, as a first NA/M, wheie NA is numerical aperture and M is magniti-
approximation, the object luminance, Lo, is reduced only cation (Figure 3.3-2.) As a result, whenever display mag-
by the transmittance of the display, Td. If Td is consider- nificdtion is increased with no increase in numerical aper-
ably less than unity, there may also be an increase in eye ture, the image luminance cdecreasas by the squiar of the
pupil diameter relat~ve to the diameter when viewing the magnification.

3.2-14
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SECTION 3.2 ILLUMINATION

3.2.3 IMAGE LUMINANCE IN DISPLAYS (CONTINUED)

CASE Ia UNAIDED VIEWING, SMALL PUPIL CASE lb UNAIDED VIEWING, LARGE PUPIL

~~CASEIII AIDED VIEWING, EISLA PUPIL LIMITING

WHERE: E~ . RETINAL ILLUMINANCE UNAIDED ITd)

CASEI1: Ed - 1f~L P 
2

Ed 4 d 2T, - EYE TRANSMITTANCE

Ed Td I (2/e Td - DISPLAY TRANSMiTTANCE

LO OBJEC-C (imagery) LUMINANCE (cd/rn I
Ld , Td Lo 0 d/e) Ld - EFFECTIVE DISPLAY IMAGE LUMINANCE (.dlm2

CASE I II: Ed '- !Td LoPd 2 
(KSC) Peu - EYE PUPIL DIAMETER, UNAIDED (mm)

Ed Td 5dTd(00 NA\ 2  
Ped ' EYE PUPIL DIAMETER USING DISPLAY (mnm)

Eu 2 ,2( M /d - DISPLAY EXIT PUPIL DIAMETER (mm)
Peu Peu

Kc - CORRECTION FOR STILES-CRAWFORD EFFECT
L. MUST BE FOUND FROM* REQUIRED WITH LARGE PUPILS (Figure 3.2-10)

FIGURE 3.2-14,4.5, OR -1B
( NA =NUMERICAL APERTURE

J -. DISPLAY MAGNIFICATION

Figure 3.2-19. Equations fo~t Determining Display Image Luminance (text on preceding page)
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SECTION 3.2 ILLUMINATION

3.2.4 PHOTOMETRY OF IMAGERY DISPLAYS

A ntutimh.er olf w.'tl ptn blmls tu sit lite pro p.It Ih w•dlio)n. A monlre I In I•totoi matheimat ical Ireatmltent

Il"aU"IrIC 1 iiI.'Ill ItiiInma nc I I•in ilii etor dlspl - . Tclh- of ithe pry ci ,le% imll ved can be l und ini w, c'ral soutlrces

Iniquets lI'r dhiling with a few ot thlie are d,'%',h bed an Iin el. 21).

LUMINOUS
SURFACE

3-mm APERTURE I

17.mm FOCAL
LENGTH LENS

250 mm- -18.24mm )

Figure 3.2-20. Artificial Eye Photometer. One of many when the exit pupil is smaller than the sensor pupil, it is
sensor configurations suitable for measuring display image necessary to correct for the relative areas of the two pupils
luminance is illustrated here (Ref. 25). It is convenient, (Figure 3.2-21).
though certainly not essential, that it approximately
matches two dimensions of the eye, the eye entrance In theory, one could avoid building such a sensor and
pupil diameter and the eye focal length. As illustrated simply make a pupil area correction to measurements
here, it is focused for 250 mm (13 in), which means that obtained with the common telescopic luminance sensor
for the applicatioi illustrated in Figure 3.2-22, it would supplied with most photometers. Such devices usually
be placed 250 mm from the illumination source. When have an entrance pupil in excess of 10 mm. Unless this is
used to measure image luminance in a microscope-type reduced by the addition of an aperture, the large differ-
display, if the uaiformly luminous area being measured ence in pupil areas will make the final image luminance
extends well beyond the field of the sensor, exact match- value very sensitive to measurement errors. Also, the large
ing of sensor focus distance to image distance is generally variation in sensitivity across the entrance aperture typi-
not critical (Ref. 26). For some applications it may be cally found in this kind of sensor will necessitate a correc-
safest to determine the importance of sensor focus tion factor akin to that used to correct for the Stiles-
empirically. Exact positioning of the microscope exit Crawford effect in the eye. That is, as with the eye, light
pupil within the sensor entrance pupil is essential. entering through different parts of the entrance pupil of

this type of sensor contributes differentially to the meter
If this type of sensor is c&,ibrated against a standard lumi- reading obtained.
nance source, then to determine display image luminance

3.2-16
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SECTION 3.2 ILLUMINATION

3.2.4 PHOTOMETRY OF IMAGERY DiSPLAYS (CONTINUJED)

* CALIBRATION: 3-mPPL PHOTOMETER

CALIBRATION METER READING OF 100SSOURC. ] ,,._ •• 343 cdlmn2 1100 f LI
I~~~~~ L• L• -- • _ "11(•)2(343) TM2435Td

METER SCALE FACTOR
S• 3.43 cd/rn2

• CASE I - UNAIDED VIEWING. 24.25Td

SCREEN =70 13.431
- 240 cd/rn2 170 fL)

* CASE II - AIDED VIEWING; PHOTOSENSOR AND EYE PUPILS LIMITING:

: • •-•l =70 13.431
= 240 cdlrn2 (70 fL)

S• CASE III - AIDED VIEWING; DISPLAY PUPIL LIMITING

S• RETINAL ILLUMINANCE

- 70 124.25)
•" - 1698 Td

SCENE LUMINANCE TO
IMAGELUMIANCEOBTAIN THIS RETINAL
IMAGELUMIANCEILLUMINANCE WITH A

-USE FIGURES 3.2-14. -15, -16 NATURAL PUPIL IS IN
TO FIND EQUIVALENT FIGURES 3.2 -14, 15, & 16

Figure 3.2-21. Display Image Luminance Measurement. When the display exit pupil is smaller than the pupil of f
Proper use of a photosen~sor such as the one in Figure both the sensor and the user's eye (Case Ill), the meter
3.2-20 is best explained in terms of specific examples such reading must be converted to retinel illtiminance in •
as those illustrated here. Assume that the photometer is trolands (Trd). To determine the image luminance, which
calibrated to obtain a meter reading of 100 with a typical is defined as the luminance of a surface viewed with a
standard luminance source of 343 cd/mn2 (100 fL). A natural pupil that would yield the same retinal illuminance,
meter reading of 1 then correlsponds to a luminance of conversion charts such as those in Figures 3.2-14, 15, and
3.43 cd/mn2 (1 fL) and a retinal illuminance of 24.25 Td. 16 must be used.

Luminance measurements for a source such as a projection Noticeably absent here is a discussion of the case where
screen (Case I) can then be made as with any photometric one of the two pupils, either the eye or the photosensor,

. telescope. For a virtual image display such as a microscope is larger than the display pupil while the other is smaller.
S• that has an exit pupil larger than 3 mm and larger than the Although the treatment of the data in this caefollows
,,I natural eye pupil at the display image luminance in use the same princioles as above, it is perhaps simpler to

(C~se II), the image luminance is again simply read directly change the siz,• of the photosensor pupil and recalibrate.
from the meter.



SECTION 3.2 ILLUMINATION

3.2.4 PHOTOMETRY OF IMAGERY DISPLAYS (CONTINUED)

PARTIALLY COLLIMATED ILLUMINATION UNCOLLIMATED ILLUMINATION

OBJECT
LUMINANCE

DISTRIBUTIONS

MICROSCOPE
PLUS

EYE

EQUIVALENT
APERTURE
PHOTOMETER

LARGER
APERTURE 9
PHOTOMETER

NOTE: NUMBERS ON METERS ILLUSTRATE DIRECTION OF CHANGE IN READING, NOT THE AMOUNT.

Figure 3.2-22. Potential Errors in the Photometry of a As this figure illustrates, several factors determine whether
Luminous Surface. Knowledge of source luminance is a significant error will occur, particularly the collimation
necessary to determine display transmission and to be able of the illumination source (see Section 3.2.11).
to predict the image luminance that will result when a
particular display is used with the source. These are pri- All the factors that should be controlled in any particular
marily problems with microscope-type displays, where measurement situation cannot be covered here. However,
the illumination source is often interchangeable, rather so long as the collimation of the source, specified in terms
than with projection displays that usually are built with of numerical aperture, is not significantly less than the
the illumination source integral to the display, numerical aperture of the display, then it is generally suf-

ficient to simply use a photomensor with a numerical aper-
One of the least recognized sources of error in measuring ture smaller than that of the display.
source luminance is failure to match the numerical aper-
ture of the photosensor, defined as in Figure 3.2-18, to It should be noted that the effective numerical aperture of
the numerical aperture of the display that will be used a photosensor in this application varies with its distance
with the source. As a result, the angular size of the bundle from the source. This is controlled by specifying that it
of rays that contributes to the measurement is not the must be in focus for the source distance.
same as that which contributes to the luminance of the
image.

3)
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SECTION 3.2 ILLUMINATION

3.2.5 IMAGERY TRANSMISSION

( ' RECOMMENDATIONS:

In the absence of more adequate data, base display image iuminance calculations for achromatic imagery

an a density value of 1.6.

As Figure 3.2-17 illustrates, the luminance of the Other things being equal, sampling over a smaller area
displayed image is reduced by the absorption of light in will yield a wider range of density values. Therefore, if in
the film being viewed. The proportion of the incident order to provide enough light for worst case situations, a
light that passes through the film is known as trans- value at the upper extreme of the measured densities is
mittance, T, and is usually expressed as log I /T, or used, a smaller aperture wfl yield a higher density and a
density. The relationship between the two units is demand to provide more light.
illustrated in the next figure. Film densities are routinely Onaprchitouehevrgedstyvrte
measured, and limiting values for most kinds of ridm are Onae aproactha yils to eseth avionReraerdensity overthen

pulse.However, these values provide little g-idance iaeae htyed etvso.Rfrigt eto
published.slydeinr 3.5, this is estimated rather arbitrarily as 2 degrees.

for he isply dsign r.For a display magnification range of 10 to 100 X, the

Imagery density values used to calculate display image crepnigdsac nteiaey n ec h
luminance should meet s--veral criteria: most appropriace densitometer sampling aperture is

"* They should describe target areas as they appear on abu0.to10m (Fgr353)
The best available imagery density data for black andimagery processed exactly. as it will go to the white imnagery is illustrated in Figure 3.2-24.

interpreter.

( 0 They should be measured over a meaningful area on The problem of density is considerably more complex
the imagery. with color than with black and white imagery. At least

C seven different types of densities for color transparencies

"* They should include a reasonable proporTtion of such are in use (Ref. 27). To be useful for specifying
areas on the imagery. ilumination requirements. the type of measurement

used must reflect the spectral sensitivity of the eye, as
It is not appropriate to simply measure the average opposed, for example, to the spectral sensitivity of
density over an entire frame because at any one moment duplicating film. A special weighting factor to take

the display user will be looking at a small area that may account of the spectral transmission of the illumination

have a density much different than the average. It is also source may also be desirable. Although data on maxi-
possible to sample too small an area so that one is mum density range is available for most color films, no
essentially measuring the density of individual objects. data of the type shown in Figures 3.2-23 and -24 are

known.

~. - ~ --



SECTION 3.2 ILLUMINATION

312.5 IMAGERY TRANSMISSION (CONTINUED)

____0______1__________ Figure 3.2-23. Transmission and CN.rsity. The expression
IC for display image luminance in Figure 3.2-19 includes a

term for the transmiss~on of the imagery. Imagery is
0 -4ugI T usually described in te~rms of density, which is related to

T transmission in the manner illustrated here.

-0.1.

0

Z

10.01

0.001. ''I III

0 1.0 2.0 3.0

DENSITY (D)

MINIMM TRNSMISIONFigure 3.2-24. Imagery Density Distribution. The onl,/
MINIMM TRNSMISIONknown imagery density data collected with an aperture

0.1 0.03 0.01 0.003 size useful for estimating display image luminance are
4 II IfIII illustrated here (Ref. 28,D).
U) 0.5-mm APERTURE

W0 These measurements were made within the immediate tar-
ir 3 get area of I1I randiomly selected operationally realistic

I- targets imaged on high-quality 3414 aerial film. Normal
Uo 2 exposure and processing were used.

uo For the 0.5-mm aperture, each target area was mcanned
manually and the maximum density obtainable wasZ recorded. These values for the 11 targets are plotted in the

0 upper graph as a histogram. For the 0.01-mm aperture,

MAXIMUM DENSITY IN TARGET AREA dlensitometer and the density at each of several thousand
points was recorded. The points for a single target were
plotted as a histogram and the point where a smooth

MINIMUM TRANSMISSION visally fit curve would reach zero frequency was taken as
0.1 0.03 0.01 0.003 tle maximum density for that target. This procedurc

1 .0 11 1 111111pusually eliminated several extremeiy high-density values.
Z 0.-mmFinally, these value~s were converted to macrodensities to

0. 0.5-mmTURE correct for optical effects at the small aperture.

0 The upper graph shows the number of targets that had
ow06 eaich maximum density when measured with the 0.5-mm( aperture. These data and the equivalent data for the

W 1 0.01-mm aperture are plotted below in terms of cumula-
- 0.4 I01-mtive proportionis. As expected, the 0.01-mm aperture den-

0 1 APERTURE sities are much higher.

S 0.2 To the extent that the 0.5-mm aperture data are realistic,
o a value of 1.8 to 2.0 in the image luminance equations in

01.0 15 2.5 Figure 3.2.19 will ensure adequate image luminance. Since
10152.0 25 the values plotted here represent maximum density for

MAXIUM ENSIY I TARET REAeach target area, ever', designing for a density of 1.6 should
MAXIUM ENSIY I TARET REAensure an adequate image luminance.
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SECTION 3.2 ILLUMINATION

13.2.6 LUMINANCE AND VISUAL PERFORMANCE

( • RECOMMENDATIONS:

Provida the capability of increasing display image luminance (see Section 3.2.3) to the following levels:

0 For casual examination to locate general features, 35 cd/rT2 (10 fL, 400 Td).

* For performing normal interpretation functions, at least 85 cd/m 2 (25 fL, 800 Td) and preferably

340 cd/m 2 (100 fL, 2,300 Td).

* In displays for extensive, detailed examination of imagery, 1,750 cd/m 2 (500 fL, 3,500 Td).

If the display is intended for achromatic film, assume a film density of 1.6 (Section 3.2.5).

Before incorporating the higher values specified above in hardware, conduct tests to ensure that such levels

are actually usable in imagery display configurations. (See Section 3.2.6.2.)

Provide a luminance adjustment with a range of at least WO to 1, with control setting equal approximately

to the log of the luminance.

If a less than optirmum luminance level must be provided, contider the need to increase luminance 50 to
100 percent for older users. (See Section 3.2.6.3.)

It is well established that, at least for a certain range, performance approaches its maximum. Unless one has an
visual performance improves with an increase in image extremely large data sample, such as the hundreds of

luminance. Section 3.2.6.1 summarizes data coilected in observations for each point plotted in Figure 3.2-30,

laboratory situations on this relationship between vision random variation in performance makes it difficult to

and luminance level, and Section 3.2.6.2 treats the much establish the slope of the curve in this region. Curves

less adequately studied situation of vision in ordinary drawn using best-fit statistical prixedures -re a poten-

im'gery displays. The special problem of luminance tially misleading solution available to anycne with access

requirements for older display users is covered in Section to a computer. They obscure the very important fact

3.2.6.3. that the slope of the resulting curve is heavily dependent
on whethor the mathematical function selec.ed is loga-

Because of the wide ranges involved, it is convenient to rithmic, hyperbolic, a polynomial, a power function, or

plot both visual performance and image luminance on some other choice. Admittedly there are also statistical

logarithmic scales. The relatively small displacement on techniques available for choosing among these possibili-

such a scale caused by a large increase in luminance ties, but if there is sufficient datu available to make their
tends to obscure the difficulty in achieving such an use meaningful, the average performance probably fol-

increase, lows, a smooth path anyhow. Wherever possible in this

document, the original avirage performance scores

A method must be provided by which the display user reported by the experimenter are shown, connected with

can adjust the luminance level to compensate fir straight lines.

variations in imagery transmission, the luminance in

other portions of the work environment, and his It is possible that if a very high image luminance is
personal preferences. In the absence of adequate quanti- provided, ilong with an allowance for very high-density

tative data on any O'f these three variables, an adjustment imagery, thlre may be conditions under which sufficient

range of 100 to 1 is suggested., light could reach the user's eye to cause damage. This

topic is treated in Section 6.7.

When even very small improvements in visual perform-
) ance are important, as' they often are in image Once a certain luminance has been achieved, the spatial

interpretation, it is desirable to know the slope of the distribution may become more important than the level

function relating visual performance to luminance as of the luminance. See Sections 3.2.11, 3,2.12 and 7.3.3.
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SECTION 3.2 ILLUMINATION

3.2.6.1 LABORATORY DATA

Tie laboratory test data relating visual performance to 9 The luminance level at which visual peiformance
"luminance level that are summarized in this section effectively reaches a maxirum varies with the task.
support several conclusions: More difficult tasks benefit more from higher lumi-

"nance. Difficulty generally increases with a reduction* Over a limited range of both variables, visual perform. in target size, target contrast or time available to

ance improves with an increase in image luminance. on the task.
perform, the task.

"* Each successive increase in visual performance
requires a successively larger increase in !uminance. Because of their importance, three figures from Section
As a result, providing enough light to achieve absolute 3.1.6 are reproduced here as Figures 3.2-31, -32 and -33.
maximum visual periormancL may not be economi- A foarth figure in that section, 3.1-22, is also relevant.
cally feasible.

DATA APPEAR IN FIGURE NUMBER:

- -1 3.2-27

S3.2-28

3.2-29

1 3.2-30

13,2-31

_I _ t __ 1_3.2-32

..I I 3.2-33

I3.2-34

SI ....IIl....I... .1 3.2-35

10 102 1110t3 104 105
EFFECTIVE RETINAL ILLUMINANCE WHEN SCENE IS VIEWED WITH NATURAL PUPIL (Td)

__ --~. I I III , i l

10-11 10 1 102 I 103  104 106
SCENE LUMINANCE (cd/m 2 ) II I I I

S•II I I 1 i Iii III . I 111111 e £ . III1 II l Iu 11 m Id I Im a sItlll

10-1 1 10 1 102 1 103 1(4
IISCENE LUMINANCE tfL)

Ii LDETAILED EXAMINATIONK L ILPREFERRED NORMAL
IMAGE LUMINANCE RECOMMENDATIONS: LMINIMUM NORMAL

-ASUAL EXAMINATION

Figure 3.2-25. Laboratory Studies on the Effect of Image levels were used, only the range is shown. The four lumi-Luminance. To simplify making comparisons, the lumi- nance levels cited in the recommendations above are indi-

nance levels used in the studies summarized in this section cated by broken lines.
are illustrated here. Where a large number )f different

3.2-22
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SECTION 3.2 ILLUMINATION

3.2.6.1 LABORATORY DATA (CONTINUED)

(... ) Figure 3.2-26. Luminance and Visual Performance.

BACKGROUND LUMINANCE 0fL) Curves fit to the results 'rom several studies on the rela-
2 o0  2  4  tionship between visual performance and illumination

102 to 10 10 level published prior to 1944 are illustrated here (Ref.
,, 29,X). The upper curve shows the minimum size high.

contrast target that can be resolved. The lower curve

shows the minimum contrast at which a relatively large
"target can be detected.

These curves are included here primailly to illustrate the-l- 0.6
zw Lfact that as the maximum visual performaice level is

approached, larger and larger increases in luminance are
4 L required to obtain additional improvement in per'ormance.0 2" Because of the wide variability in the original data onS10-2 100 102 104

-which these curves were based, they are useful only as in

BACKGROUND LUMINANCE (cd!m 2
) indication of the general relationship between luminance

and visual performance.

BACKGROUND LUMINANCE (IL)

S10-
2  to0 102  104 E0.06 10.06 I ' I I I -" 0.03 '

, 0.04 -0.02 tr

Z 0

Q 0

O 002 -0.01
-J 0t O

u• ~0.006 •
cc 0.01•. 1 1 1

10-2 100 to2  104

BACKGROUND LUMINANCE (cd/m 21

"Figure 3.2-27. Effect of Ludinance on Ability To
Resolve a Landolt Ring. In this study, ability to report
the orientation of the break in a dark Landolt ring con-
"tinued to improve as retinal illuminance increased up to

DARK LANDOLRING; approximately 10,000 Td (Ref. 30,C). Thi, corresponds
to a scene luminance of about 2,000 cd/min (600 fL)

-2 0.8 2 SUBJECTS; viewed with a natural pupil. The display field in this study
i-.
02 mm PUPIL subu..nded 30 degrees, and the 2-mm pupil was projected

into the subject's eye.
- 0.6

-J

u0.4_ 10 10 Ig
_, 10 102 105

SRACKGROUND RETINAL ILLUMINANCE i'd)

3.2-23
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SECTION 3.2 ILLUMINATION

3.2.6.1 LABORt TORY DATA (CONTINUEDi

Figure 3.2-28. Effpct of Luminance on Vernier
Acuity. In this study two subjects aligned two narrow
bars in a Ireindr acuitv task (Ref. 31,B). The two bars

iE combined were 4.5 degrees long and were seen against a
> 04 - 2 SUBJr:TS, 12-degree field. The artificial pupi! was projected into the
6L- ARTIFICIAL ; subject's eye. Performance showed little improvement asS0 ARIIIL3UH

z 03 - retinal illuminance increased beyond about 20 Td. This
9 z corresponds to a scene luminance of 1.3 cd/m 2 (0.4 fL)

viewed with a natural pupil.
0.2

0.1

O2z 0.1 I I I I I

1o° 102 10

BACKGROUND RETINAL ILLUMINANCE (Td)

Figure 3.2-29. Effect of Luminance on Stereo Acuity.
This curve shows performance of two subjects on a three-BACKGROUND LUMINANCE IfLI rod sterecu acuity test tRef. 32,C). Viewing was with

10-2 100  102  natural pupils. Performance showed little improvement as
0.4 luminance increased beyond approximately 7 cd/m2

.J(2 fL.
0-
X " 0.3

I- u
0o 0.2
Iu i

cn0.1 ' I I I

10-
2  100 102

BACKGROUND LUMINANCE (ca/m2)

3.2-24
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SECTION 3.2 ILLUMINATION

3.2.6.1 LABORATORY DATA (CONTINUED)

BACKGROUND LUMINANCE (IL)

0.3 1 3 10 30 100 300 1.000 3.000
0.3 r ---------- ri

0.1
0.2

0.07 E

0.05

0.1 f

I'- 2
=< o, - oo =

o 0

- 0.07
-JJ0 0.03

i ~UJC

P - 0.02

0.03

0.02 0.05

1 3.4 10 34 100 340 1,000 3,400 10,000

BACKGROUND LUMINA.CE (cd/rn2 )

Figure 3.2-30. Effect of Luminance on Threshold It is not possible at present to estimate whether this
Contrast. The most extensive data relating visual perform- improvement might have a significant impact on the work
ance to luminance are those collected by Blackwell and output of the display user.
his fellow workers (Ref. 33,B). In most of these studies.
the highly experiencad test subjects attempt to detect a
liqht circular target that can appear during one of several .3ecause af the '..-ge number of suujects and test trials,
i me intervals. Viewing is binocular without optical aids. and the fairly reasonable test conditions, the curve shown

The background and equiluminous surround exceeds 120 here is one of the best available estimates of the relation-
degrees, thereby nearly filling the subject's visual field. ship between background luminance and threshold con-

rast. However, it is Nell to keep in mind that c.-.itrast
This curve shows threshold contrast, defined as detection thresholds will vary by a factor of at least 2.5 across indi-

success 50 percent better than chance, for 10 subjects. viduals (Figure 3.1-17), and as a function of many other
The targec disc subtended 4 arc minutes and appeared for variables, some of which are summarized in Section
1/5 second during one of four intervals. Changing the 3.1.10. Referring to the curve shown heWe, a contrast
success criterion, for example to 90 percent detection, threshold change of 2.5 corresponds to a luminance
raises the threshold curve but does not change its shape, change of several orders of nrgnitude.
(See Figure 3.1-17.)

Throughout this document, the average value for a set of
There was an improvement in vision for each increase in test measurements is shown as a dark disc on a grai h. This
luminance. even when the background luminance went is probably what the discs in this figure represent, but the
from 3.400 to 10.000 cd/m 2 (1,000 to 3,000 fL). How- available 5iteraturr leaves open the possibility that these
ever, this last threefold increase in luminance reduced the are really just discrete points measured on curves fit to the
contrast threshold only 5 percent, from 0.038 to 0.036. original, unreported, test data.
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SECTION 3.2 ILLUMINATION

3.2.6.1 LABORATORY DATA (CONTINUED)

Figure 3.2-31. Effect of Luminance on Contrast
O)IJCTPANE PATAL FEQUNCYSensitivity. The test conditions for this; itudy (Ref. 25,B)

CY~lS nn * iX ' .bO inIwere as follows:
033 01 ,3 1 3 10 20

SIZEOF 2 CCLE!.sc in 1.-I * Square-wave grating
300 100 30 10 1 03 . 2.-by 2-degree field at 7m (23 ft) or 12- by 12-degree

10 field at I m (3 ft)
:LUMINANCE 0 Incandescent iliuminiation

2'cd/rn VfL): * 18- by 18-degres surround, V. .*.nly equiluminou..
E03 - L -1.4 10.4) . Binecular viw.'ng

H - 110(327 0 Critero- sbe reduced contrast to minimum where
'nfl 01ie still cou-c see the lines

I-_ u jc

z
U 00 - LMINACE:Only three luminance levels were terted; the maximum,
0 110 cd/rn2 (32 fL), yielded better performance than did

Jo 9.2 cd/rn2 (2.7 fL).

X (LI is illustration also appears as Figure 3.1-25.)

0003 For dashed lines

00011
0A 0.3 1 3 10 30 100

SPATIAL FREQUENCY Icycles degr*aI

Figure 3.2-32. Eff ect of Luminance on Contrast Sensi-
OBJECT-PLANE SPATIAL FREQUENCYtiiyThtetcndtnsfrhi uy(e.35C

00 (cycles min at I X or 250 mm) were: hets on iin f rt i su y( ef 5 C

SIZE OF 1/2 CYCLE Iarc minutesl 0 Si 4usoidal grating
300 1CC 30 1ll 3 1 0.3 0 2-degree-diametar field

1.0
0 Green CRT display, P1 phosphor

RETINAL ILLUMINANCE 0 30-degree equiluminous surround
(trolands-see Figure 3.2-14) * Mbclrvrwn.2m ui

0.3 -0 Mnclrvrwn,2m ui

E * Criterion -contrast increased until subject said he
U /could see grating

013/ Data reported for 1 subject

/ Vision improved up to the maximum leve; of 1,000 Td.
3 0.03: 10 /This corresponds to a scene luminance of 1 10 cd, M2 (32

o100 fL) viewed with a natural pupil.
-J

CnX0.01 ,

-. (This illustration also appears as Figure 3.1-23.)
0.001.'

'S ,~For dashed lines
see Figure 3.1-19.

0.001 A &JA 
4

**j

0,1 0.3 1 3 10 30 100.
SPATIAL FREQUENCY Icycles'degree)
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SECTION 3.2 ILLUMINATION

3.2.6.1 LABORATORY DATA (CONTINUED)

E 1 "• , "48. TARGET SPATIAL

q• '•, "• •"•% FREQUENCYI

Cn

I- 3

a 24- (c) OBJECT-PLANE SPATIAL FHEUUENCY

a 0.01 416 1cfcoesimm at IX or 250 minI

o 03 Or 0.3 1 3 10 20

W•0,00 LI THRESHOLD RANGE SIZE OF 1/2 CYCI E (arc minute) 0
100 0 00 30 10 3 1 0,3

10-1 100 101 0 10 10 1-

RETINAL ILLUMINANCE %Td) RETINAL ILLUMINANCE A SC IE

(trolands--see Figure 3.2-14) 0

A- 0,009
(bW 60 ___' ___ ___ __" 0.3 8 -_0.c9

TARGET CONTRAST, C 0.50 E C - 0.9
rn D-9

0.0 •01 E-90.
0 . F -900ANDS900

0.05 0.-03-,

Z 40 " 9

S0.10
0,003

SFor dashed lines

20 O.b5 "-we Figure 3.1-19.
41 203 1 : 10 3oe 103i

(n SPATIAL FREQUENCY icycles/degree)

o~io

10-1 1O0 1O1 102 103 104

D RETINAL ILLUMINANCE JTd)

Figure 3.2-33. Effect of Luminance on Contrast Sensi- According to the author, performance was the same for
tivity. Th, test conditions for this study (Ref. 36,C) the two highest luminances, 900 and 5,900 Td, and these
were: are shown as a single curve in (c). These orrespond to

scene luminance of 100 and 1,200 cd/m5 (30 and 350 fL)0 Sinusoidal grating viewed with a natural pupil.

* 4.5-degree-wide by 8.2-degree-highfid Parts (a) and (b) 'how the same data as (c), replotted to
0 Mo;.-chromatic green illumination, 525 nm illustrate the impact of luminance at specific target fre-

* Dark surround quencies and modulations.

* 1 Monocular viewing; 2-mm pupil, projected into eye (The right-hand illustration also appears as Figure 3.1-24.)

* Criterion-subject varied contrast to bracket level at
which grating was just perceptible

I 1subject
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SECTION 3.2 ILLUMINATION

3.2.6.1 LABORATORY DATA (CONTINUED)

Figure 3.2-34. Interaction of Luminance and Visual Task
(a) Difficulty. These curves describe the ability of two sub-

BACKGROUND LUMINANCE (IL) jects to detect light circular targets (Ref. 37,B). The test

0.1 1 10 100 conditions are described in Figure 3.2-30.
0 These curves, which are plotted as C1, not Cm, suggest
-. DTARGET that increasing luminance will yield greater benefits in1-•i. c minutes) difficult viewing situations than in easy ones. Referring to

(a), which is based on a target exposure time of 1/3
1 -second, an increase in luminance had a much Creater

0 impact on small targets than on large ones. In (b), which is
U 0based on a single target size of 4 arc minutes, the last

J .1 order of magnitude increase in luminance had a much
greater effect on threshold contrast with short target

4- exposures than with long exposures.

X 0.01 16

I I I ,

0.1 1 10 100 1,000
BACKGROUND LUMINANCE (cd/m 2 )

(b)
BACKGROUND LUMINANCE 0L)
0.1 1 10 100

100 I i

•- TARGET
10 EXPOSURE

I- 0DURATION
(seconds)

Zzo o

0

0.1 ,/30-

0.01
0.1 1 10 100 1,00

BACKGROUND LUMINANCE (cd/r 2 )
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SECTION 3.2 ILLUMINATION

3.2.6.1 LABORATORY DATA (CONTINUED)

aBACKGROUND LUMINANCE (fL Figure 3.2-35. Effect of Luminance on Search Perform-
S... (0 1N U Nance. The benefit of higher luminance values in the study
0.0 1 10 100 illustrated here varied with the test conditions (Ref.

10 1-ARCMI 38,B). In this study, subjects searched for a square target
-C0-ARCGMINUTETS,, in an array of 15 dark circles of equivalent area. The
CONTRAST, Cd: TARGETS V•s•"-

A-., .entire array was seen at a single contrast. The display field
S B -04 A -1.0was 20 by 20 degrees; the svrrounding area was not
c-02 sS I - described. Binocular unaided viewing was used. Two tar-o- C0.1 / get sizes, 10 and 30 arc minutes across, were used.

fi The stimulus array disappeared when the subject pressed
a button to indicate that he had found the target or that

2 SUBJECTS/ he was satisfied that no target was present. This allowed
A0 /the data to be treated in terms of target detection success

An Ias a function of time.o/ B
0 I C2 Part (a) shows the percentage of targets found within the

U E/ first 3 seconds. With the exception of size/contrart/
-'2 a' •luminance conditions that were completely impossible,

Sthe tendency was for the more difficult viewing condi-
100 tions to benefit most from higher luminance. That is,

, '000-1- performance on the large, high-contrast targets reached
0 maximum with a luminance at which performance on

80 the other targets was still improving.

0 C /'- A similar effect can be seen in (b), which shows target

4 tdetection success at six different intervals after the array
I0 appeared. In this situation, which was limited to smallC'0`0*=.-, high contrast tagtthe highest luminances did not con.

I a- tribute to the number of targets finally found but did help
40 - the subjects find targets faster.

Ef""These results are relevant to imagery displays whenever

/ the display user's performance is limited by an- of the
20 a' -ARC- Ths eut r eeatt mgr ipasweee

S/ MINUTE .Rthree variables included in the study-target size, target
TARGETS contrast, and time available to complete th6 Y.**

0 a I
0.1 1 10 100 1,000

BACKGROUND LUMINANCE (cdlm2 )

(b) BACKGROUND LUMINANCE (fL)

100 0 1 10 100

TARGET
EXPOSURE
TIME so,-

Lu 80 Iseconds):

o Ir,

40- 4i6411
5 // .#CONTRAST, Cd 1.0;:
;.10 SUBJECTS

2 0 30

)0.1 10 100 1,000
BACKGROUND LUMINANCE fcd/m 2)
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SECTION 3.2 ILLUMINATION

3.2.6.2 IMAGERY DISPLAY DATA

This section summarizes the two studies available on tile using microscopes to view imagery, that there is an
effects of image luminance collected using test subjects, upper limit on tile acceptable image luminance for this
imagery, and displays typical of an imagery interpreta- kind of display. The typical comment is to the effect
tion work situation. Because of the way these data were that as the image luminance is increased beyond a
collected and reported, it is difficult to establish exactly certain point the image contrast is noticeably reduced
how they impact display design. They are included here and the image becomes more difficult, or at least less
because they contribute to the discussion in the intro, pleasant, to see. Physically, there is no way the image
ductory part of Section 3.2.6, not because they lead cootrast can change simply from an increase in the
diaectly to decisions about what image luminance to source luminance. Therefore, i! this phenomenon is real,
provide. it must be due in some way to a nonlinearity in the

response of the eye to the luminance distribution in this
In one of the studies summarized in this section, display kind of display. In this regard the work described in
users indicated the minimum luminance they required Section 3.2.11 on the impact of glare is probably more
and in another they indicated what they preferred. relevant than the work in Section 3.2.6.1 describing
Notably lacking is information on what luminance, if visual performance when the luminance of a display that
any, they would consider excessive. In the absence of a fills the entire visual field uniformly is changed.
redesign of the work environment of special tiaining to
show the display user the value of high image luminance In one study, several individuals experienced at viewing
levels, this would seem to set an upper limit on the imagery for purposes of determining its physical charac-
maximum luminance it is useful to provide, regardless of teristics, such as density, granularity or resolution,
what laboratory data may imply about visual perform- served as subjects (Ref. 39,X). They estimated the
ance. it is important to collect such data with a luminance required to detect or to recognize simple
reasonable range of display configurations and ambient geometric shapes on color test imagery. Estimates were
illumination conditions. Such data should be less vari- made by increasing the luminance from zero until it was
able than data on preferred luminance because it is deemed acceptable. The minimum image luminance
usually easier to judge when an image is poor than to judged satisfactory by 95 percent of the test subjects
judge when it is good. ranged from 0.07 to 7.0 cd/m2 (0.02 to 2.0 fL),

depending on the particular visual task and target/
In addition to the work summarized here, there is some background combination involved. No correction was
indication, primarily based on comments by interpreters made for photometer pupil size as described in Figure

3.2-21.

Figure 3.2-36. Preferred Microscope Image Luminance.
5 INTERPRETERS Five image interpreters viewed two samples of low-con-

trast imagery in a Bausch and Lomb Twin Dynazoom
PREFERRED IMAGE LUMINANCE 0-L) microscope (Ref. 41, D). For each viewing condition,
1 10 100 image lumihaince was first set to maximum and then was- III '' I I "I I .. reduced by the interpreter to his preferred level. The 0.3

0.3 30X . density imagery was viawed in stereo, while the 1.6 den-
DENSITY sity sample was viewed with a single eye. The bars in the
FILM 60X I , figure illustrate the range of preferred values for the five

interpreters.HIGH. ..-....-.. J 30X
LOWI , 30X 1.6

DENSITY Image luminance was measured with the film in place.FILM Film density was measured with the same photometer

I, I0 * , used to measure image luminance. It measured over a field
110 100 of about 10 degrees. It had a 3-mm entrance pupil. No

correction was made for photometer pupil size as
PREFERRED IMAGE LUMINANCE (cd/rn) described in Section 3.2.4. For the 1.6 density, 30X view-ing condition, the interpreters each reported two lumi-

nances, one high and one low.
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SECTION 3.2 ILLUMINATION

3 2.6.3 EFFECT OF USER AGE AND VISUAL ABILITY

( ) A number of changes occur in the eye with age (Ref. illumination level especially for older individuals will
41). These include a reduction in transmission and in help only for task situatiorns where the normally sighted
pupil size, both of which reduce the proportion of individual can see adequately at an illumination level
illumination that reaches the retina. It has been sug- much lower than required for best vision. Figure 3.2-39
gested that older individuals should therefore be pro- expands on this idea.
vided with more light than younger ones. For example,
one handbook states that to obtain the same contrast The implication for display design is dh.;t if enough
detection performance as a 20-year-old observer, a illumination is provided for younger users to reach
40-year-old observer will require 40 percent more light maximum visual performance, this illumination will also
and a 60-year-old observer will require .00 percent more be adequate for older users. The former group, however,
(Ref. 42). Somewhat smaller increases are suggested as will have slightly better performance.

adequate to maintain the same visual acuity.
To place this topic in prnper perspective, i. should be

The best available test data, summarized below, suggest noted that the referencf just cited (Ref. 42) speaks of
that older individuals and individuals with subnormal luminance increases of only 40 to 100 percent. Most of
vision achieve their best visual performance at approxi- the curves in this section show luminance changes in
mately the same illumination levels as normal individ- terms of increments five or ten times as large.
uals. To the extent that this is true, increasing the

Figure 3.2-37. Effect of Luminance on Contrast Thresh-
BACKGROUND LUMINANCE if L) olds for Different Age Groups. Contrast thresholds for

two groups of subjects differing in age are shown (Ref.
10-2 10-1 10 ) 101 102  1O3 43 C). The subjects were selected to have 20/30 or better

100 visual acuity on a standard clinical test. The taroet was a
c3 light disc adjusted by the subject to be barely visible.

I -Otherwise, viewing conditions were as described in Figurcs
150-60 YEAR GROUP (n - 24)

Z The two groups differed in their ability to see low-
contrast targets. However, there is no suggestion in these

S- two curves that there is any difference in the luminance
"o 20-30 level at which the two groups were able to reach maxi-
m YEAR mum performance.
wu 0.1 GROUP

in = 68)I-

0.01

Cr2 10.1 100 101 102 103

BACKGROUND LUMINANCE (cd/m2)
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SECTION 3.2 ILLUMINATION

3.2.6.3 EFFECT OF USER AGE AND VISUAL ABILITY (CONTINUED)

Figure 3.2-38. Effect of Luminance on V-sual Ability of
BACKGROUND LUMINANCE UtL) Individuals with Normal or Poor Vision. In this study,

individuals were separated into groups by visual ability
3.2 10 32 100 320 1,000 rather than age. Visual performance for the two groups ofa 12 subjects each, described as having normal and sub-

c 0.8 NORMAL 1.2 normal vision, are shown (Ref. 44 C). The normal vision
I'_ Vsubjects could resolve the checkerboard test targets when
J0.9 i Its criticai detail subtended 1.0 arc minute while the sub-

-a onormal vision subjects could not. The luminous surround2 1.0 -1.0 U
A VO < covered at least 90 degrees. Viewing was monoct:iar with a"_ . SUBNORMAL VISION _ natural pupil.SE 1.1

1.2 -cS.8 As in the previous figure, the two groups claarly d&ffered

1.A > in ability, but there was no evide.ace to indicate that they
10 reached maximum visual capabi:ity at differirnt luminance

4 _ _ _ _ _ _ _, I 0 .6_ levels.
10 34 100 340 1.000 3,400

BACKGROUND LUMINANCE (cd/m 2 )

Figure 3.2-39. Increasing Illumination to Compensate for
Subnormal Vision. This figure illustrates the hypotheti-
cal variation in visual performance with scene luminance
for two groups of subjects that differ in visual ability.
The two curves are similar to those in Figure 3.2-37, but
have been distorted slightly to clarify the difficulty in
simply increasing luminance to overcome the problems of

> _ - - A individuals with subnormal vision.

SUBNORMAL Suppose a particular activity requires an individual to
w r VISION function at the visual discrimination level indicated as A

/ GROUP in the illustration. Then increasing the luminance by a
",_moderate amount from the minimum at which the nor-

--- B mal vision group can perform the activity will also allow
0 cthe subnormal vision group to perform it. However, as
O NORMAL the visual requirements for the activity move closer to

SVISION the maximum possible, larger increases in luminance areGROUP
_ __Irequired. Eventually a point such as B is reached at

which no amount of increase in luminance will allow the
SCENE LUM!NANCE * , subnormal vision group to succeed.
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SECTION 3.2 ILLUMINATION

3.2.7 ILLUMINANT SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION AND VISUAL PERFORMANCE

( I The spectral distribution of radiant energy from differ- region, primarily ultraviolet. (The safety aspec4s of
ent light sources varies widely and can be further ultraviolet are covered in Section 6.8.1)
modified with filters. There are several possible benefits
front imposing limits on the spectral distribution of the Thie limitations imposed with displays intended for
radiant energy used to illuminate achromatic imagery. viewing color imagery are considerably more stringent
Section 3.2.7.1 below considers limitations on energy at than those considered here for achromatic imagery.
wavelengths within the visible region of the spectrum. Thtey appear in Section 3.2.9.
and Section 3.2.7.2 considers wavelengths outside this

3.2.7.1 LIMITATIONS WITHIN THE VISIBLE SPECTRUM

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Illuminate achromatic imagery with radiant energy that includes at least a major portion of the visual
spectrum and has a nominal appearance of white.

Do not attempt to improve vision by use of an illumination source with an extremely narrow wavelength
range. This is an acceptable, though not a desirable approach, on special-purpose displays when it is
necessary to reduce problems with chromatic aberration in the display itself; however, some users will
probably have difficulty with such illumination. Avoid wavelengths near either end of the visible spectrum
because they make such a small contribution to luminance (Figure 3.2-2). Avoid short wavei.--gths
because the increased refractive power of the eye may make focusing difficult (Section 3.4.6) (also, see
the discussion of the potential hazard from short wavelength light in Section 6.8.1.3).

Possible limitations on the spectral distribution of In other studies, slight visual performance differences
display luminance fall into two categories: have been reported for relatively stnall differences in

0 Dstrbutonsof pecfie shpe hatincudemos or spectral distribution of the illumination source
alDistributionsbof specitrum hpeta icue oto (Ref. 46,C). However, the experimental conditions have

all f th viiblespecrumgenerally not been adequately controlled, and, in the

0 Narrow band or monochromatic distributions absence of confirmatory studies by other investigators,
these results remain controversial.

For sources that cover most or all of the visible
spectrum, such as incandescent, fluorescent, and xenon Considering the second type of limitation that might be
arc lamps, there is no known data to support the use of imposed, the best available data indicate that little if any
any one source over the others. Possibly a source with improvement in vision is obtained by reducing the
most of the radiant energy at one or both extremes of spectral range of the illumination to a narrow band of
the visible spectrum would have a deleterious effect on wavelengths.
visual performance, but the low efficiency of such a
source in converting electrical energy into luminous If any such improvement did occur, it would have to be
energy would make it an undesirable choice anyway. weighed against two disadvantages:

Ona tud tht fis ito his ateorycompredsucess 0 in a large proportion of individuals, the color fringes

in locating targets on aerial photographs illuminated by produced on the retina by chromatic aberration serve

an incandescent source with a color temperature of as a clue to the direction of accommodative error

either 23600 or 55000 K (Ref. 45,A). There was no (Ref. 47,B). With monochromatic light these individ-
indiatin tat he to clortemeratreshadanyuals, at least initially, are unable to focus their eyes

(_ ) effect on performance.
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SECTION 3.2 ILLUMINATION

3.2.7.1 LIMITATIONS WITHIN THE VISIBLE SPECTRUM (CONTINUED)

properly. With practice, most eventually overcome 3.2-40 illustrates, the reduction in the diffraction limit
this difficulty, apparently by learning to use some for a fixed aperture as wavelength increases can signifi-
other kind of cue. cantly reduce visual performance at the longer

0 Many individuals will simply find the color of such wavelengths.

luminance unpleasant. The third difficulty occurs because the amount of
chromatic aberration present in the eye is sufficient to

Ther, are three major difficulties in attempting to make a normally sighted person, who can just focus
(,.te" iine :xperimentally whether vision is better with a clearly at infinity with white light, nearly 0.75 diopter
p:irt ,ular narrow spectral band or with ordinary full myopic when viewing with short-wavelength (blue) light
spectrum white light. The first difficulty is in eliminating (Section 3.4.6). It is possible to correct this focus error
differences dut to the relative sensitivity of the eye to with a minus lens, but the best approach is to avoid blue

radiant energy of different wavelengths. As Figure 3.2-2 liit in applications where focus is critical.
illustrates, the sensitivity of a particular test subject can
differ widely from the standard luminosity function. In the study described in Figure 3.2-33, the modulation
The best approach is generally to increase the radiant sensitivity of the eye was measured with near-
energy at each spectral condition tested to achieve monochromatic red, green, and blue light (Ref. 36). The
maximum visual performance. authors concluded that when the test data were properly

corrected for the different optical transfer values due to
The second difficulty involves the differential effect of diffraction, there was no difference in modulation
the limiting aperture at different wavelengths. As Figure sensitivity of the eye for the three colors.

Figure 3.2-40. Visual Acuity and Illuminant Wave-
length. In this study visual zcuity was measured with a
high-contrast square-wave grating (Ret. 48 B). The back-
ground luminance was increased at each wavelength condi-

Z 0.56___,_____,_____ tion tested to obtain maximum performancE. Narrow-

2 SUBJECTS band filters were used to limit the spectral ranges tested.
0.54 2.35-mm PUPIL For the smaller artificial pupil, performance generally

in E X - 3.00-mm PUPIL RED dropped with increasing wavelength. Increasing the pupil
> 0.52 0 = 3.JO-mm PUPIL. 1 size at the longest wavelength essentially eliminated this

.WHITE LIGHT reduction in performance, indicating that the decrease was
u 0.50 RA E due primarily to diffraction effects at the pupil.

0.48 VIOLET * YELLOW The fact that white light produced nearly as good visualB6t_0.14 G X performance as any other spectral distribution in this0L0E " GREEa study generally supports the conclusion that there is no0,46 I I i ..
0 500 600 700 benefit to providing a narrow spectral band illuminant as a

means of improving v;sion.
ILLUMINANT WAVELENGTH (nml (The limitation imposed by diffraction on resolution is

discussed in Section 3.3.2l.
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SECTION 3.2 ILLUMINATION

3.2.7.2 ULTRAVIOLET

SK RECOMMENDATION:

f To ensure best vision, eliminate radiant energy with wavelengths shorter than 400 nm from the image.

The need to keep ultraviolet radiant energy shorter than reduction in contrast will be correspondingly small.
315 nm below certain limits in ordLi to prevent any liloever, since there is no need fir this loss, it should be
chance of injury to the user is discussed in Sectirm 6.8. eliminated by filtering to remove the radiant energy
Ultraviolet radiant energy can also contribute directly to shorter than 400 run.
a reduction in vision because it e'auses th, lens, and to a
lesser extent, the cornea of the eye to 'uoresce. This Many types of glass have low transmission in the
appears to thl. viewer as a haze that fills his visual field wavelength region below 320 nm, the spectral region
and reduces the contrast of the image he is viewing, that causes eye damage (Section 6.9.1.2), and relatively
Radiant energy with a wavelength of 300 to 400 nm has high transmission in the region just below 400 nm, that
been reported to cause fltorescence in the eye (Ref. 49). causes fluorescence in the eye (Ref. 50).
For most sources the amount of energy - wavelengths
,horter than 400 nm will be much less t' i the amount The limitation of ultraviolet radiant energy for safety
near the center of the visible spec uni. and the purposes is treated in Sections 6.8.1.1 and 6.8.1.2.

Figure 3.2-41. Ultraviolet Output of an Incandescent
"Lamp. Both fluorescent and incandescent lamps produce
sufficient ultraviolet energy to be sold commercially as

'10 ultraviolet sources. The spectral energy distribution for an
. incandescent lamp spld with a filter tc. eliminate radiant
l- energy longer than about 520 nm is illustrated here (Ref.

0'81 51). Only a very small portion of the energy is shorter
than 400 nm. When this light is directed obliquely into

z U.6 the eye while viewing a normally illuminated scene, a very
distracting purple haze is produced.

c 0.4 - This figure illustrates that even incandescent lamps have
W

the capability of providing sufficient ultraviolet radiant
1' 0.2 - energy to reduce visual performance. In most applications,
"-•J the reduction would probably not be very significant.
w

400 440 480 520

WAVELENGTH (nm)
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SECTION 3.2 ILLUMINATION

3.2.8 LUMINANCF AND COLOR PERCEPTION

RECOMMENDATION:

Use the same image luminance levels for color imagery displays as are recommended in Section 3.2.6 for
achromatic imagery.

As in the case of achromatic imagery treated in Section typical of ordinary snapshots appears best when viewed
3.2.6, color vision improves with image luminance over on L. surface with a luminance of 2,400 to 4.800 cdim2

the. luminance ranges tested. The limited test data (700 to 1400 1L). Figure 3.2-44 suggests that part of this2avalable are not adequate to specify a particular image improvement may have been due to the increase in
luminance that will yield maximum ability to perceive saturation of the colors in th#. imagery as image
color, so at this point the luminance recommendations luminance increased. Failur! of the authors to specify
in that section are also the best that can be ma le for imagery density makes it impossible to determine image

">, viewing color imagery. luminance, although one can perhaps assume the density
did not differ from the density of color aerial imagery.

The figures in this section illustrate that increasing the
luminance of a small target increases sensitivity to a Additional discussion of luminance and c.lor perception
difference in hue. Also, color imagery with a content appcars in Section 5.2.4.

Figure 3.4-1?, Impact of Luminance on Hue Discrimina.
tion. In this study a single subject matched the hues of

"WJ R the halves of a 50-erc-rninute circular area viewed against a
ETNASTD 6-degree equiluminous background (Ref. 52, C). A 2-mm

r12 ILLUMINANCE: ERROR artificial pupil was used. There is some uncertainty about
- 0 T the luminance units used by the experimenter, but theZ 0 96 Td T values used here for retinal illuminance are probably

U . correct.
OW 9.6 Td
ILL.

L, 2" The smallest discriminable difference in hue decreased
_J • •markedly'. 'th each increase in the retinal illuminance of
< Z 9the target area. The maximum retinal illuminance used,

0oa I . I I I I I I I I . * 96 Td, corresponds approximately to a scu-e I~minance of
450 500 550 600 7 cd/m 2 (2 fL) viewed with a natural pupil.

WAVELENGTH (nm)

I --



j SECTION 3.2 ILLUMINATION

3.2.8 LUMINANCE AND COLOR PERCEPTION (CONTINUED)

(J Figure 3.2-43. Optimum Luminance for Displaying Color
ILLUMINATOR LUMINANCE (ft) Transparencies. In the study ihlustrated here, five subjects

100 300 1,000 3,000 judged the quality of ten 200- by 25)-mm (8- by 10-in)
120 / f I color transparencies mounted on an i',Iuminatot with the

range of lummnarces; illustrated (Ref. 53, .Ci.mage con-
ternt was presumably typical of snapshots, not aerial photo-

Stg"'U '•'~ graphs, and th, quality criteria were presumably ;sthetic.
S_ The transparencies probably included three different

4 unspecified kinds of film, 3nd most were judged to have
40 ~been expo;.d to within 1/3 stop of optimumn. Density

V \, •was not specified. A xenon arc lamp was used. Luminance
color temperature w-. 5,0000 K.

•. I'The 0.9 by 1.2m (3- by 4-ft) neutral surround had a lumi-
•4 nance of 320 cd/m 2 (93 f L) and a zolor temperature of

3•3000K. Surround luminance had little impact on the
results. Testing with two subjects indicated that an

0 "increase in surround luminance of 40 times only doubled
the cptimum illuminator luminance.

1,000 3,000 10,000 The best illuminator luminance was found to be between

"ILLUMINATOR LUMINANCE (cd/) 2,400 and 4,800 cd/m 2 (700 and 1,400 f L.

Figure 3.2-44. Impact of Luminance on Apparent Chro-
_ _.._maticity. In the -study summarized in the previous para-

I .. graph, the effect of increasing illuminator luminance on
ILLUMINATOR LUMINANCE: the apparent chrornaicity of 11 areas in several different

2
L-1,300cd/m2 (375WL) transparencies was &.lso measured (Ref. 53.8). The arrows

H4=3,200 cd/m 2 (930 fL) illustrate the chromaticity shifts that occurred with an
S CHROMATICITY increase in luminance. Movement toward the edge of theCSHIFT: chromaticity triangle indicates increased saturation and,

L0.6 LOW-L)-- HIGH(H) presumably, increased color contrast.

The failure to report imagery density makes it impossible
to determine image luminance in this study.

0.4 -(These data are plotted on the CIE chromaticity diagram,
which is discussed in Section 5.2.1.3).\

0.2

FO'ILM DENSITY
0LUNSPECIFIED

/ " 0 "00 - 0.2 0.4 0.6

X
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SECTION 3.2 ILLUMINATION

3.2.9 ILLUMINANT SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION AND COLOR PERCEPTION

RECOMMENDATIONS:

Use an illuminant with a color temperature of at least 5000o0( in order to enhance discrimination of
colors in the yellow region of the spectrum.

If feasible, use an il!uminant with the energy concentrated in three spectral bands centered on the
absorption peaks of the film dye layers in order to display colored areas with maximum contrast.

When color is intended to contribute to the detection of targets, compare different illuminant spectral
distributions on the basis of their contribution to increasing the contrast between typical target/
background combinations.

If the second and third recommendations above are not feasible, provide an illuminant with a color
rendering index of at least 90 as a last alt--n•ive to placing "a other restrictions on the illuminant spectral
distribution.

Provide an illuminant that does not change spectral distribution as the intensity is varied.

The discussion in this section makes fP:.-uent use of The importance of considering the intended iu:pose af
color terms and concepts explained in Section 5.2. and color in the imagery is illustrated by the fact that thre
parlicularly in Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.4. In t,:wst cases, are already at least three it.dices of the quality of an
those explanations are not repeated here. illuminant spectral distribution (Ref. 54):

Proper limits on the illuminant spectral distribution in z * The color rendering index (CRI) indicates how similar
color imagery display depend heavily on the contribu- a set of standard colors appear under the test
tion color is expected to make to the interpretation illuminant and under a reference illuminant; this
process. Although the following two categories are index is discussed below.
highly oversimplified, and are combined in many inter-
pretation situations, they at least provide a convenient- 0 The color discrimination index (CDI) indicates the
basis for discussing the problem. average perceived difference between the colors in a

standard set when viewed under the test illuminant;
* Use of color as a means of increasing the distinctive- this concept is discussed below.

ness, or contrast, of target objec•s relative to their
background, thereby making them e'sier to detect. * The color preference index (CPI) indicates how

closely the colors in a standard set viewed under the

* Use of color as an aid in identifying an object or area test illuminant are to their preferred appearance.
on we ground; this application implies that the color
will be quantified by visual matching or physical There is at present no official recommendation on the
measurement, or perhaps simply by comparing it with spectral distribution of an illuminant for viewing color
remembered colors. imagery when the goal is to detect a ta:get or to

determine the color of an area on the imagery by visual

Although this section considers both categories, the mathing. The closest thing to a standard that exists is
emphasis is on increasing color contrast as an aid in the ANSI standard for viewing color transparencies,
detecting a target. This topic is also summarized in which specifies an illuminant with a color rendering
Section 5.2.3. The effect of illuminant spectral distribu- index (CRI) of 90 anid a correlated color temperature of
tion on color matching is treated in detail in Section 50000 K (Ref. 55). Although the specific basis for these
5.2.4.7. values is not given in the standard, they are apparently
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SECTION 3.2 ILLUMINATION

3.2.9 ILLUMINANT SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION AND COLOR PERCEPTION (CONTINUED)

front studies such as ;he one summnriLed in Figure higher color temperature illuminant moves the neutral
3.2-44, which provided a small amount of evidence that point away from the spectrum locus, increasing the num-
an illuminant with a color temperature of 50000 K is ber of discriminable steps in the yellow region. Some
more efficient than one with a color temperature of microscopes that use an incandescent lamp for illumina-
4000OK or 60000K Ietef. 53 DW. 1that is, the luminance tion include a blue filter for this purpose (see the t.wo
at which judged iniage quality reached a m;,xinium was bottom entries in Figure 3.245). There is no way to
about 5 percent lower for an illuminant color tempera- set an exact lower limit cn illuminant color temperature, .
ture of 5000"K itian for the other two values. The coior but it should probably be at least 5000°K, and perhaps
temperature of the surround was either 2800oK or even higher.
6000°K. The quality judgements were based on esthetic
criteria rather than ability to detect targets. In other Color should make the g'eater contribution to distin-
words these data, and this standard are primariiy guihing a target of one color from a background of
concerned with whether amateur and commercial snap- anather if the color area, or gamut, of the display,
shots will have a pleasant appearance. Another ANSI me'sured in terms of discriminablz color steps (as in
standard intended for appraising color quality and Figure 5.2-13), is as large as possible. For material such
uniformity in graphic arts materials may be moie as color film, this condition will occur when the
relevant (Ref. 56). It requires a 5000°K illuminant for illurainant consi¢ts of three narrow spectral bands, one
comparing original artwork against first proof prints, but centered at the peak of the spectral density curve of
requires a much bluer light, with a color temperature of each of the three dye layers (Ref. 5.2-17 covers the math
75000K, in order to enhance discrimination of the involved in this concept). Wl;ether the increawe in color
yellow ink when final production prints are being gamut will result in a significant improvement in
compared with approved samples. discriminability of colors has not been tested. One

problem win be the reduction in the luminous efficiency
Thrce aspects af the illuminant spectral distribution are of the illuminant if the narrow spectral bands must be
considered below: obtained by filtering. It may be possible to obtain a

sufficiently good approximation to the three bands by
* -The need for using a high color temperature in order proper choice of the phosphors in a fluorescent lamp.

to discriminat.- among yellow colors. For example, there has been some success in designing
fluorescent lamps to increase the color gamut for

* The potential benefit of using a combination of three specific set! -'f paint chips (Ref. 54).
narrow band sources as a means of increasing satu--a-
tion and color gamut. One potential problem with this type of illuminant is

that relatively small changes in the balance between the
* The need to compare illuminant spectral distributions amount of energy in the three spectral bands will make

on the basis of their contribution to enhancing the large changes in the color of the displayed image. These
conirast of target objects. changes will interfere with visual color matching (Sec-

tion 5.2.4) unless both the target and reference colors 4
The importance of using a high color temperatui,: consist of the same kind of film and are viewed under
illuminant can be seen most easily in the lower left-hand the same illumir.ant.
part of Figure 5.2-13. This figure shows illuminant color
temperature plotted on the best available uniform Before considering the third aspect of illuminant spectra!
chromaticity scale (UCS). On this scale, the relative distribution, which follows directly from the discussion
number of discriminable saturation steps for any hue is of the second in the previous paragraph, it may be
indicated approximately by the length of the line con- helpful to review the purpose and development of the
necting the chromaticity of the illuminant to the color rendering index (CRI). Color shifts caused by
spectrum locus. As can be seen in Figure 5.2413, a low differences in the spectral distribution of illuminants of
color temperature illuminant, such as a typical 30000 K equivalent chromaticity led to the establishment by the
incandescent lamp, is very close to the yellow portion lntnrnational Committee on Illumination (CIE) of the
of the spectrum locus, making it difficult to discrimi- CRI (Ref. 57). The CR1 indicates the amount of color
nate among various shades of yellow. Changing to a shift in a sample of test objects illuminated with a test
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SECTION 3.2 ILLUMINATION

3.2.9 ILLUMINANT SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION AND COLOR PERCEPTION (CONTINUED)

illuminant, relative to their colhrs under a standard maximum contrast between each target and its back-
illuminant of the same chromaticity. The standard ground. Unlike the CRI, which is concerned with how
illuminant is chosen to provide a continuous, relatively closely the color of some surface seen under a particular
smooth spectral energy distribution. Color rendering illuminant matches its so-called true color, the inter-
indices are given on a scale of 0 to 100. with 100 preter is concerned with how noticeable the target is
indicating exact duplication of colors and 50 represent- against its background. This ,uggests the need for what
ing the appearance of the test objects under a warm- might be termed a color contrast discrimiination index
white fluorescent lamp. (CCDI).

The test objects used for the CRI are eight Macbeth Because, as Figure 5.2-1 illustrates, color includes both
color chips. The results aie therefore dependent on the chromaticity (hue and s•turation) and a dimension
spectral reflectances of these eight chips. The CIE equivalent to lurninance, both chromaticity and lumi-
recommends that special CRI's be derived for specific nance should be included in the computation of color
applications %%here the Macbeth chips could yield mis- contrast. Because there is presently no good way of
leading results. The viewing of color transparencies is combining them, it will be necessary to calculate th, m
probably such i, situation. separately and hope they don't disagee on which

illuminant spectral di~tribution is best.
Derivation of a special CRI for viewing color imagery
would involve several steps, as shown below. Computa- The CCDI would be derived much like a special CRI,
tionai details are available (Ref. 58). with two major differences. First, the sample of colors

would consist of typical target/background pairings,
" Select a representative sample of at least eight such as a ship on water, or a military vehicle on sand,

imagery colors; these should be representative of dirt. grass or concrete, as they would appear in opera-
tarC: ts typically of concern to interpreters. tional imagery. Second, the values used to compute the

index would represent the contrast between each target
"* Determihie the spectral transmission of these targets, and its background, rather than their coor shifts.

as they appear in operational imagey. Target/background separations on the uniform chroma-
ticity scale (UCS) would serve for computing chroma-

"* Determine the chromaticity of each target image, ticity contrast, .. least until some better scale becomes
when illuminated by standard and test iluminants. available, and luminance contrast would be comput-d in
(The CIE method requires that these illuminants have the normal fashion (Figure 3.1-10). To compute a single
approximately the sane chromaticity.) quality index for a particular illuminant, nonlinear

weighting of individual pair contrasts might be needed to
" Detennine the average color shift between the two take account of the greater importance of increasing low

illuminants, in 1960 Uniform Chromaticity Scale contrasts as opposed to maintaining large ones.
units (Figure 5.2-11).

Whether one uses the general CRI currently available or
in addition to simply av, *.ng the chromaticity shifts, develops a special CR! based on imagery or a CCDI
as a. uone with the genera.l ", attention should be paid based on contrast in the imagery, the question of the
to the direction of the shifts. Lamps with equal impact a particular index value can have on display user
chromaticities and CRI's exist which, because they shift performance remains unanswered. Raising the required
the ehromaticities of the Macbeth color chips in oppo- value for any of these indices will generally increase both
site directions, produce significant differences in the the display purchase price and power needed to obtain a
color of many surfaces (Ref. 59). particular image luminance. Performance data collected

in realistic work situations will be necessary to deter-
The third aspect of the illuminant spectral distribution mine if the cost is justified.
to be considered is its contribution to providing the
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SECTION 3.2 ILLUMINATION

3.2.9 ILLUMINANT SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION AND COLOR PERCEPTION (CONTINUED)

REFEFIENCE SOURCE COLOR

COLOR RENDERING
LAMP TYPE TEMPERATURE INDEX

(degrees Kelvin) (CR1I

40-WATT FLUORESCENT:

WARM WHITE PLANCKIAN 3000 53

WARM WHITE DELUXE PLANCKIAN 3000 77

COOL WHITE PLANCKIAN 4400 70

COOL WHITE DELUXE PLANCKIAN 4200 84

XrNON ARC DAYLIGHT 6500 94

METAL ARC PLANCKIAN 5003 71

SUN GUN (INCANDESCENT) PLANCKIAN 3400 98

SUN GUN + BLUE FILTER DAYLIGHT 6500 87

*Planckian Source is defined in Section 8.0. Glossary.

Figure 3.2-46. Color Rendering Index (CRI) for Typical for exact work (Ref. 50). As can be seen here, incan-
Lamps. This figure lists the color rendering index (Ci0l) descent and xenon arc lamps have higher CRI values than
of several typical lamps, along with the color temperature do fluorescent ones, and the increase in color temperature[ of the reference source with which each lamp is compared achieveo by the addition of a blue filter to an incan-
when computing or measuring the CRI (Ref. 57). These descent lamp may be at the expense of a reduction in
color temperatures can be taken as applying to the lamps CRI.
themselves, but much more complete iistings are available

Figure 3.2-47. Dye Characteristics of Typical Color Film.t1.0 The peaks of the density curves for the three dyes inthis typical aerial color film are at approximately 440,M 550 and 670 nm. These are also the wavelengths of

0.8 Y C illuminant radiant energy that will yield maximally satu-
rated image colors.

>- 0.6
SY-YELLOW

z M- MAGNETA
Lu 0.4 C -CYAN

02

400 500 600 700

WAVELENGTH Inn,)
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SECTION 3.2 ILLUMINATION

3.2.10 TEMPORAL VARIATION

RECOMMENDATION:

Eliminate perceptible flicker from the visual field of the display user. In most, but not all situations, a
frequency of 80 Hz will be adequate. In many situations, a much lower frequency will be adequate.
(Cathode ray tube requirements are covered in Section 4.2.)

Few displays provide tile user with an image in which 0 CFF increases as the luminance increases (Figure
the luminance remains absolutely constant. Fluorescent 3.2-47).
lamps have a large variation at 120 Hz, which is twice

the powerline frequency, and incandescent lamps have a 0 CFF increases as the size of the area being viewed

similar bu. lower amplitude variation. Some fluorescent increases (Figure 3.2-47,-48,.50).

lamps do not conduct equally in both directions, 0 Depending on the viewing conditions, CFF may be
introducing an additional 60-liz variation known as a higher or lower in the periphery of the visual field

subharmonic (Ref. 60). The output from special control- than at the fixation point (Figure 3.247, -48, -50). In
lable intensity sources and combinations of lamps can some situations, particularly when large areas are
vary at other frequencies. involved, flicker is more noticeable in the peripheral

than in the central visual field.
If the frequency at which the luminance of a surface
varies is sufficiently high, it appears constant, while if 0 CFF increases as the temporal modulation increases
the frequency is too low, it appears to flicker. The point (Figure 3.2-47, Part (d)).
of transition between these two conditions is known as
the critical flicker frequency (CFF), the critical fre- 0 CFF varies with the relative duration of the light and

quency, or the flicker frequency. dark intervals (Ref. 64).

* There is considerable variation among individuals inFlicker is extremely annoying to many individuals and tersniiiyt lce sernedt sFgrtheir sensitivity to flicker (ree range data is Figure
should be avoided in an imagery display. This applies 3.2-51).
both in the image area and in peripheral areas such as at
the extreme edge of a light table, where the flicker may 0 For test areas larger than I degree, the relative
distract the user from concentrating on the image. luminance of the surround has little effect (Ref. 65).

There are too many variables that effect CFF to allow 0 Very brief, very high luminance flashes raise the CFF
setting a single value that can serve as a design limit in all more than would be predicted by the luminance
situations. A few of these variables are reviewed below. averaged over time (Ref. 64).
More thorough treatmer t is available in other sources
(Ref. 61), including a literature survey that exceeds 0 The apprent frequency of a flickering surface is not
1,000 articles (Ref. 62). a good cue to the frequency of luminance variation;

the flicker that occurs at a frequency just below the
Simple square.wave or sinusoidal variation in luminance CFF is usually perceived to be at about 20 Hz,
is the most common in CFF research. However, many regardless of the value of the CFF (Ref. 66).
other waveforms have been tested, and some of these
can have a significant effect on the results (Ref. 63). 0 For most viewing situations a frequency of 60 Hz

does not appear to flicker: for surfaces larger than 20i iThe following very general principles hold in most degrees with a luminance greater than 340 cd/m2

situations, thzugh not in all: (100 fL), 80 Hz is usually adequate (Ref. 67).
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SECTION 3.2 ILLUMINATION

3.2.10 TEMPORAL VARIATION (CONTINUED)

Thie chance of flicker occurrirg with fluore,-ent lamps of CFF in most studies) is not necessarily the same as
can be reduced in several ways: the frequency at which it is obvious or a problem. As

measured by having 20 subjects adjust the frequency for
* Use a higher frequency power source. a 17-cd/m 2 (5-fL) surface that filled the visual field, the
* Shift the phase of the power to adjacent tubes average values for the four criteria were as follows

(Ref. 66). (Ref. 70,C):

0 Just perceptible (CFF) = 70 Hz
0 Select lamps that have little or no subharmonic

(60-liz) variation in output. . Just uncomfortable = 61 Hz

* Cover the end! ..f the tubes, where the subharmonic * Just intolerable = 56 Hz
is usually higher than near the center (Ref. 69). The acceptability of a certain amount of flicker must be

* Use lamps that incorporate longer persistence phos- expected to vary widely with particular circumztances.
phors; these generally produce longer wavelengths, In the absence of test data proving that an adequate
and because of the resulting increase in red light these proportion of the display user population does not find
lamps are usually known as "warm." a particular amount of flicker objectionable, the best

display design approach is still to ensufft that it is not
The experiment described in Figure 3.2-51 below pro- perceptible; this makes the CFF as normally defined the
vides a useful demonstration that the frequency at which best currently available criterion.
flicker is just perceptible (which provides the definition

I
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SECTION 3.2 ILLUMINATION

3.2.10 TEMPORAL VARIATION (CONTINUED)

(a) (b)

TARGET
50 DIAMETER: 90 so

>20 DISTANCE OF
2 0 TARGET
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4-ZFIXATION: 50

30 30

-J 2-y 20 15'
U.J

j U.

t 1 10

U RF 7,X (REF. 72, X)
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1 10 102  10 to 1 5  106 1 10 102  10 10 105

RETINAL ILLUMINANCE (Td) RETINAL ILLUMINANCE (Td)
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Figure 3.2-47. Typical CFF Data. These four figures Part (b) also suggests that CFF decreases with distance
illustrate how CFF increases with luminance (a,b,c,d), from the fixation paint. This has been found in some
target size (a~c), and luminance modulation (d). Modula- studies, but the reverse has been found in many others,
tion in this situation is defined as: particularly when a natural pupil is used rather than an

= Lmax- Lminartificial one as in this study (Ref. 74). The reults in Fi3-
M _____ min_ ure 3.2.50 are more appropriate to most flicker problems

Lmax + Lmin in displays.
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SECTION 3.2 ILLUMINATION

3.2.10 TEMPORAL VARIATION (CONTINUED)
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Figure 3.2-48. Effect of Target Size and Retinal Location the location of the test target in the visual field (Ref.
on CFF. This figure illustrates the change in CFF that 75,B). The luminance of the test target was 110 cd/m2
results from variations in the size of the test target and in (32 fL), and the light and dark durations were equal.

() ..
20 TARGET 400 SUPERIOR W

S30i . I I I I I I I I I I I

> .RANGE FOR Ie..SUBJECT;
12 SUBJECTS; TARGET
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Figure 3.2-49. CFF and Retinal Location. In the study at the fovea and near the blindspot. The two curves in (b)
illustrated here, CFF was higher in some parts of the are based on the Same subject and two other target sizes.
periphery than at the fixation point (Ref. 76,C). Viewing They can be compared with the CFF ranges for 12 young
was with a natural pupil. Luminance was not reported, test subjects measured at three retinal positions and a(• ) fourth target size, 5 degrees.

) Part (a) shows regions of equal CFF, plotted against the

visual field for one subject. A reduction in CFF occurred
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SECTION 3.2 ILLUMINATION

3.2.10 TEMPORAL VARIATION (CONTINUED)

Figure 3.2-50. Effect of Target Size and Luminance on
TARGET LUMINANCE (IL) CFF. This figure illustrates the change in CFF that results

from variations in the size and luminance of the target
10. 10I 100 10! 102 field (Ref. 76a,B). The upper data points are based on

- -50 only two, rather than three subjects, and are therefore
S80 TARGET - connected with broken lines.IAJ DIAMETER / 24_S70 -dIAMETE , In another study, this author demonstrated that the CFF

Y (degrees): /J
/> 60 did not change as the central portion of the target field

.a U ,was removed, indicating that CFF was being determined
" 50 by the periphery of the field (Ref. 76bC). The amount of

0 3 test field that could be removed without chanqing CFF
S 40; varied from 20 percent for a 7-degree field, to 66 percent

U LS.- for a 50-degree field,
3 SUBJECTS

10"o 100 101 102 :3

TARGET LUMINANCE (cd/m2)

(ia) Figure 3.2-51. Contribution of the Subharmonic. A
8.5-PERCENT SUBHARMONIC fluorescent lamp that is operating properly may appear
VARIATION IN LUMINAN'CE to flicker because of a subharmonic variation in luminance

+ at the powerline frequency imposed on the basic lumi-
nance variation at twice the powerline frequency. This
occurs along the whole length of some fluorescent lamps,

t perhaps because thi- lamp is .cting like a rectifier, and at
the ends of mcst (Ref. 69).

<: In (a), luminance variation over time is shown for a lamp

with an 8.5-percent subharmonic (Ref. 77). Part (b),
which is based on a 50-Hz powerline frequency such as is. A used in Great Britain, shows the impact of a 50-Hz sub-

1-*- 10 MILLISECONDS harmonic at three luminance levels (Hef. 70,C). The test
TIME -- field in this experiment essentially filled the subject's

visual field. The subharmonic component that was just
perceptible dropped sharply with luminance, reaching a

(b) LUMINANCE (ft) value of 2.2 percent at 135 cd/m 2 (40 fL). Data for three
10 100 subjects are shown here.

100 , I I I I I I I I I I I 1 ,11

Evaluation of the contribution of the subharmonic varia-

FLICKER WAS tion in luminance to the perception of flicker in this
z JUDGED TO BE: experiment is seriously hindered by the absence of good
w comparison data on CFF under similar viewing conditions
0 IITOLERABLE but with no subharmonic present. The best available data

are measurements made by these authors (Ref. 70) on
oU M different subjects with a luminance of 17 cd/m 2 (5 fL),0j UNCOMFORT-

. ABLE which yielded a CFF of 70 Hz. They also extrapolated
10 RANGE from other data to obtain an estimated CFF at 170 cd/m2

0 10RAG OBVIOUS (50 f L) of 85 to 90 Hz.

PERCEPTIBLE
(CFF)

C . CFF- 70 CFF - 85-9O HZ?

110 100 1,000

¾•i LUMINANCE (cd/r 2 )
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SECTION 3.2 ILLUMINATION

3.2.11 SPATIAL VARIATION

The several Kinds of spatial variation that the designer
should consider in choosing the luminous energy
required to illuminate imagery are summarized below.

3.2.11.1 SIZE OF THE AREA ILLUMINATED

RECOMMENDATION:

When a small exit pupil display device is used with a large luminous surface intended tor direct viewing of
the imagery, as with a typical microscope/light table combination, provide a separate high-intensity light
source for the small exit pupil display.

A Imagery displays that utilize a microscope for viewii.g at length (40 in) commonily provided on present light
high magnification, in combiniation with a light table for tables. This may be reasonable, since observaticn sug-
viewing the imagery unaided or with a tube magnifier, gests that most interpreters seldom use more than a third
impos.: two very different luminance requirements. to a half of the presently available length for viewing
When viewing the imagery without the microscope, imagery. An alternative approach that does not reduce
image luminance is simply the !;ght table luminance the options available to the display user is to provide a
times the imagery transmission. If a tube magnifier is sepaiate high-intensity source for the microscope dis-
used, its transmission miust also be included, but it is play, as is suggested above. This will reduce the
usually sufficiently close to unity that it can be ignored. luminance required across the light table surface, making

it less expensive to procure and maintain. Addition of a

( ) When the imagery is viewed with the m~croscope, the means of turning on separate portijns of the surface

image luminance is reduced by two factors. The first is ilidependently will also reduce power consumption and
conveniently expressed as the ratio of the eye pupil area glare problems.

for unaided viewing to the microscope exit pupil area nms ipasteiaeyi luiae yasuc

(Figre .2.9).The ecod i th trasmisio ofthe that extends well beyond the edge of the display field.
micrscoe, hichmaybe uitelowif he dsig is At least part of the light from outside the field that

complex. In a typical situition the microscope might reaches the display objective lens is scattered across the
have an exit pupil diameter of 1 mmn while the eye pupil image, reducing its contrast. Unless it can be demon-
diameter under the particular illumination conditions strated that this effect is not significant for a particular
might be 3 mm, yieldiing a reduction in image luminance display, then it should incorporate some means by which
by a factor of 9. Assuming a fairly complicated the user can limit the illuminated area to the display
microscope containing an optical switch or two, trans- field, or shield the objective lens.
mission might be only 50 percent, making the image
luminance in the microscope; only 1/18 the image In some situations it is also possible to obtain a large

lumianc fo dirct iewngimprovement in the transfer of contrast froia imnagery to

In addition to causing an undesirably large difference in image by reducing the area on the imagery that is

luminance as the user moves from microscope to light illuminated to a small portion of the display field (Ref.

table (Section 3.2.12), this means that the entire light 78). This improvement was probably due to the reduc-

table surface must provide 18 times the amount of light tion in scattered light, although coherence effects may

required for direct viewing. A much better approach is also have occurred. While this reduction in field size is
to provide an intense small-area source that is kept not appropriate for most viewing situations, it may be

positioned in the microscope object field. useful when studying especially important details.

One way to reduce display cost and power consumption
is to illuminate only a portion of the standard I-meter
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SECTION 3.2 ILLUMINATION

3.2.11.2 UNIFORMITY

RECOMMENDATIONS:

Limit variation in luminance across the effective display image field and across the normally used portions
of a light table to 50 percent. (The luminance recommendations of Section 3.2.6 also apply to all
frequently used display areas.)

Limit variation in luminance across small portions of the display surface, such as the width of a single
lamp in a grid of lamps, to 10 percent.

Variation in luminance across the display can be values to a display image field subtending 40 to 60
distracting to the user and, if extreme, will reduce the degrees or to a im (40-in) long light table is not obvious.
usefulness of part of the display. Limitations on the They may have more relevance to the problem of setting
luminance fall off from the center to the edge of a limits on luminance variations over a small portion of a
display of 50 to 67 percent have been proposed (Ref. display surface. For example, they imply that a grid of
79). fluorescent lamps used to illuminate the surface of a

light table should be spaced and diffused so that the
There is no known test data to establish the validity of luminance variation does not exceed altout 10 percent.
these or any other specific limit. Even the amount of
variation that can be detected is not known, one study In the absence of any test data, a maximum variation in
obtained a value of 2 percent over a 4-degree test field luminance across a display field of 50 percent is
(Ref. 80) and another obtained a value of 10 percent suggested. This applies only to the portion of the field
indcpendent of field size c":er tho I. to S-degree-field over which image quality is "iseful, which does not
size range tested (Ref. 81). The application of these always include the entire display field.
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SECTION 3.2 ILLUMINATION

3.2.11.3 DIVERGENCE AND COHERENCE

The divergence of the light rays from a single poin! on through the reduction in the portion of the display field
the imagery can be specified in terms of numerical being illuminated (Rel. 81).
aperture (NA). defined just as for the zase of an entrance
aperture (Figure 3.2-18). The divrgence of two typical Coherent illumination used in a properly designed
illumination sources is illustrated below. The theoretical display should increase the contrast transfer at low
impact of the ratio of illumination source to display spatial frequencies at the expense of the higher fre-
numerical apertures on microscope resultion has been quencies (Ref. 84). However, the diffraction pattern
developed (Ref. 82). Measurements on two standard visible around sharp edges and the grain in the imagery,

imagery displays, the Bausch and Lomb Zoom 70 and sometimes called "ringing," seriously reduces the accept-
the Wild M5 microscopes, yielded some but not all of ance of such displays by the users. Viewers have been
the predicted effects, and it is not clear whether all the designed to eliminate this problem (Ref. 85), but it is

observed effects were due to the ratio of the numerical not known if they were successful.
apertures or perhaps to reduction in scattered light

Figure 3.2-52. Divergence for Typical Sources. The
• * -LUMIl'JANCE upper portion of this figure illustrates the relative inten-"° MEASUREDCIN sity of the light leaving a single point on the surface of a

DIRECTION OF typical modern light table (Ref. 86). The light was frorm, a
i 'ROW close-packed grid of tubular gaseous discharge lamps, dif-* --(i.•)fused by a sheet of translucent plastic.

The lower portion illustrates similar data for a high-intert-
..-.- •" ity source mounted on the same light table. The light

0• was produced by an incandescent lamp and partially
collimated with a lens, after which it passed through the
same translucnnt diffuser as in the upper example.

S• 10

ANGULAR The scales are distorted in this illustration, the peak
7020 DISTANCE intensity of the lower source being approximately 25

FROM times that of the upper.
30 PERPENDICULAR

50 40(degrees)

0

30 20 ANGULAR DISTANCE
FRMPERPENDICULAR

(degrees)
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SECTION 3.2 ILLUMINATION

3.2.12 GLARE

RECOMMENDATIONS:

Eliminate surfaces with a luminance greater than twice the image luminance or less than about one-tenth

the image luminance from the display user's visual field.

Eliminate small intense sources that might cause glare.

Prevent images of room lights from appearing on imagery and screen surfaces.

Evaluate the use of small, semitransparent apertures as an aid in viewing dark areas surrounded by light
areas such as clouds or snow.

Be particularly careful to eliminate glare sources in displays used by older individuals.

The ability of the display user to see details in imagery Light tables should be designed so that any luminous
will be reduced by glare and by veiling luminance. As area not covered by a particular imagery format can be
used here, veiling luminance is light scattered across the shielded. In the absence of this feature, cardboard and
image that causes a reduction in image contrast, while masking tape will continue to make a significant
glare is any light or absence of light that reduces the contribution to the display user's work environment.
ability of the display user to resolve details present in Potential trouble from room lighting can be evaluated by
the displayed image. Glare, while it may reduce the tteating the imagery on the light table or the surface of a
contrast of the retinal image, has no effect on the projection screen as if it is a mirror and considering
contrast of the image in the display (Ref. 87). Glare is whether it will provide the user with an image of any
covered in this section, and veiling luminance in the next room lights or other high-luminance surface3. Methods
(3.2.13). of shielding room lights are given in Section 7.3.

There are several common sources of glare in an imagery A shield close to the eyepiece of a micoscope-type
display: display is usually essential to eliminating glare, particu-

* Uncovered portions of the light table surface within larly if any of the luminous surface supporting the

the user's visual field as the imagery is viewed directly imagery is visible from this area. Many styles of eyecups
or with a tube magnifier or microscope and eyeshields have been built, and none seems to satisfy

everyone, particularly spectacle users. The best solution,

* The higher luminance of imagery on the light table in addition to minimizing the luminous surface area
surface, which is seen peripherally as a much lower visible from the user's eye position, is to provide as

luminance image, is viewed centrally in a display such many different designs as possible and let each user
as a microscope that has low transmission or small choose the one that works best for him.

exit pupils. (See Sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 for a
discussion of how display image luminance is reduced The fourth source of glart being inhetent in the
in proportion to display exit pupil size; this might imagery, can only be corrected by mnanipulating the
occur, for example, when a microscope is used imagery area displayed to the user. One approach, if the
without eyecups on a large light table.) imagery is accessible, is a thin plastic or metal sheet

containing a series of different sized apertures. ByI Images of room lights or other highly luminous placing this on the imagery with an appropriate sized
surfaces reflected from the surface of the imagery aperture centered on the area of interest, light from the

surrounding area can be reduceu or eliminated. An
opaque material would probably be easiest to fabricate,

0 Low density areas such as clouds or snow surrounding but a semitransparent matdrial would eliminatc the
a dark target area on the imagery, or a dark area reduction in vision apparnt with very dark surrounds in
Scontaining small low density areas Figures 3.2-53 and -55 below. A second approach is to

place an adjustable aperture in the illumination system
The first three sources of glare can be eliminated by that can be used to limit the area on the imagery that is
properly locating and shielding potential glare sources. illuminated.
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SECTION 3.2 ILLUMINATION

3.2.12 GLARE (CONTINUED)

(Two kinds of display formats are commonly used in Much of the recent work in this area has been in support
glare research. One involves a target seen against a very of the Illuminating Engineering Society (IES) effort to
small background withi a relatively large surround that develop better lighting recommendaticns. Reviews of
has a luminance much different than the background. this and earlier work are available (Ref. 89).
This research, some of which is illustrated below,
indicates that for backgrounds subtending only a degree Direct quantitative application of the results of this kind
or so, raising the luminance of the surround above that of glare research is very difficult. However, to the extent
of the background by a factor of 2 or 3, or redu. ing it possible, all such glare sources should be eliminated from
by a factor of 2 in one experiment and considerably the displr: user's visual field.
more in others makes the target more difficult to
resolve. These effects are smaller for larger backgrounds A phenomenon related to glare is the reduction in visual
and for smaller surrounds. ability that occurs for a brief interval following a sudden

change in image luminance. This loss is obvious in
This research suggests that Lhe luminance of the area everyday situations such as driving into a dark tunnel on
surrounding a small important detail should be approxi- a sunny day or exiting from . dark theater into the
mately the same as the immediate background area and, afternoon sun. It occurs because the eyes require a finite
in particular, should not be more than twice nor less amc;ýjnt of time to adapt - the new luminance.
than one.tenth the background value. Unfortunately no data are available on the duration of

this loss, but in one series of studies in which measure-
The reduction in vision when the surround luminance is ments were made 0.3 second after the luminance cha-ge,
greater than the background luminance can be contrast threshold after the luminance was doubled was
explained, not necessarily correctly, in terms of light 7 percent worse, and after it was cut in half it was 17
scattered across the retinal image of the target. Since this percent worse (Ref. 90,B). For luminances up to 1,370
explandtion does not apply to the vision loss for dark cd/m 2 (400 fL), the loss was relatively independent of
surrounds, some other factor, possibly neural, must also the initial laminance value.
be operating.

Without additional data it is impossible to know whetherThe second common kind of glare research invotves
this effect lasts long enough to be of any significance to

measuring the reduction in vision that results from one the display user. If it does persist more than a second or
or more small, intense sources in the visual field. The so, it should be considered when deciding what limits to
impact on vision in. this case depends on the illuminance place on p otential glare sources.
caused by the glare source at the eye, relative to the
luminance of the target, and on the angular separation of
the glare source and the target. In general, glare sources

of this type reducethe visiblity of a target more as (Ref. age of 40 (Ref. 91). This is apparently the result of

88): changes in the ocular media of the eye.

* Glare source luminance increases,

0 Area of the glare source increases,

* The distance between the glare source and the target
decreases, and

* The target becomes more difficult to see because of a

reduction in its size or contrast.
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SECTION 3.2 ILLUMINATION

3.2.12 GLARE (CONTINUED)
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Fkigure 3.2-53. Visibility of Landolt Rings. One type of The curves in (ci show two effects. First, the impact of

glaJre experiment, illustrated here. involves a target seen changing thb ratio of surround to background luminance

against a small background (G) contained in a relatively was greater for a 120-degree than for a 6-degree surround.
large surround (S'. For small backgrounds, such as those Second, so long as the su4rcund luminance does not differ

used in the two studies summarized in (b), (c), and (d), from the background by a factor of more than about 10.

vision was best when the surround luminance was equal to there is considerable benefit from increasing the size of

or slightly less than the background. Performance dropped the surround. Another way of describing this second

sharply when the surround luminance exceeded the back- effect is to note thsat whatever the experimenter chooses

ground by a factor of only 2 or 3, and when it became to call the surroundJ, the visual system apparently

very dark. responds to an area larger than 6 degrees. (The area out-

," side the surround was probably dark, but it is not possible

to be certain from the available reports.)
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SECTION 3.2 ILLUMINATION

3.2.12 GLARE (CONTINUED)

(REF .9 C) Figure 3.2.54. Visibility of Landolt Rings. The effect of
9surround to background luminance ratio was smaller in

SURROUNDS this experiment than in those described in Figures 3.2-53
and -55. This may have resulted from the larger back-
ground used here.

The effect of the surround was essentially the same
throughout the full range of background sizes, 5 to 45
degrees; the authors suggest that thi: could have resulted
from an artifact in the experinýental design. Because of
the many differences, it is difficult to make a direct com-
parison with the other experiments.
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Figure 3.2-55. Contrast Threshold. The experiment illus- 0

trated here was very similar to those described in the pfe- ,R 0
vious figure, except that the target and background were X (REF. 95, B) (A
replaced by two adjacent rectangular area,, and the " 0.001 0.002 cuJ
smallest detectable luminance difference between them 0 0.01 0.1 1 10 X
was measured. The results were similar to those in the RATIO OF SURROUND TO
previous figure, but the impact of a small reduction in TARGET LUMINANCE
background luminance was considerably larger.
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SECTION 3.2 ILLUMINATION

3.2.13 VEILING LUMINANCE

RECOMMENDATIONS:

Reduce veiling luminance to a minimum with antireflection coatings and screens.

Locate optical surface so that there is a minimum chance of fingerprints and dirt that would cause veiling
luminance.

Eliminate potential sources of veiling luminanco; in the case of a microscope used to view film on a light
table, this may mean restricting the region of intense illumination to tho area viewed by the objective lens.

As is discussed in Section 3.2, tile term r'eilin.g luminance simple example not involving a display is the image of a
applies to any light that is spread across a significant ceilijig luminance reflected from the surface of directly
portion of the displayed image and thereby contributes viewed film, as in Figure 7.2-5. If such an image appears
to a reduction in image contrast. Common sources of to one side of the area being viewed, it does not reduce
veiling luminance include the lollowing: image contrast and its primary impact is as a source of

glare. The topic of glare is covered in Section 3.2.12.0Reflections from optical surfaces and support struc-

tures inside the display. A significant portion of this The importance of keeping optical surfaces clean in
light may originate outside the object fiell of the order to obtain maximum image contrast is illustrated in
display, particularly if the illumination source is only Figure 3.2-55 below.
slightly collimated (Section 3.2.3).

Many specular reflections from display screens can be
Defects on the optical surfaces, such as fingerprints, ieduced or eliminated by properly orienting the screen
that scatter light relative to the user and the offending iight sources.

* Reflections from the several surfaces of a screen Placement of" the screen perpendicular to the user's line

display. (Specular reflections that fall to one side of of si.ht should be avoided because it can reflect an

the area the usei is studying, rather than directly on image of his face. Specular reflections can also be

it, are glare, not veiling luminance, and are treated in significantly reduced by the use of antireflection coat-

Section 3.2.12.) ings and polarizing screens (Ref. 96).

* Light that illuminates the surface of the display user's The illuminance incident on a rear projection or cathode
el-e and surrounding facial area and travels from there ray tube (CRT) screen is reflected diffusely at the back
to the surface of the eyepiece, where it is reflected surface, where it strikes the material that spreads the
back into his eye.. The most common source for this imr.ge-forming light if it is a rear projection screen or
light is inadequately shielded light table surfaces. the phosphor if it is a CRT. The amount of diffusely

Veiling luminance is not necessarily uniform, and may in reflected light that reaches the eye can be rpduced by
use of a low transmission layer in the screen. This
reduces the ratio of veiling luminance to image lumi-

CONTRAST WITH4 nance because the former must pass through twice while
THUMBPRINT CONTRAST WITH the latter goes through only once.
ON OBJECTIVE • CLEAN OPTICS
LENS

OBJECTIVE FOCAL LENGTH:

4 4 mm

mm16 trn Figure 3.2-55. Reduction cG Image C(ontrast by a Thumb-
print. Foreign material such as a fingerprint can seriously

132 mm reduce image contrast. The test object in this study con-
sisted of an opaqve disc one-tentl. the diameter of the dis-

II __J play field, surrounded by an evenly luminous area that
0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 extended well beyopd the display field (Ref. 97,D). The

RATIO OF CONTRAST IN MICROSCOPE condenser was set to full aperture. Contrast was measured
IMAGE TO CONTRAST IN TEST TARGET photometrically.
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SECTION 3.3 ANALYSIS OF DISPLAY PARAMETERS

This section is addressel to two basic questions facing minimum imagery area within a single field of view. This

the display designer. area is usually much smaller if unaided viewing of :he
imagery is possible, as on a typical microscope/light

0 What display image quality is required? table combination, than if it is not, as on a rear screen
* What magnification is required? projector. This is discussed further in Section 3.3.1.

Some of the many analytical approaches that have been At the other extreme, the maximum magnification

used in attempting to determine display image quality should be high enough to not impose any limit on the

and magnification requirements are summarized below. smallest or lowest contrast details the user can see in the
So long as one starts with reasonably good information imagery. Approaches to establishing maximum useful
about the imagery being viewed, then these techniques magnification are discussed in Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3.

provide considerable insight into the relative importance
of different display parameters. However, the validity of It is assumed in this section that the quantity of light

the answers obtained is severely limited by the absence reaching the retina is adequate to achieve maximum
of established techniques for including the reduction in visual performance. if not, then evaluation of parameters
vision caused by the grain in the imagery. The available that can change retinal illuminance, such as display exit

information on this topic is discussed in Section 3.3.5. pupil size, must include possible reduction in visual
ability from low light level (Section 3.2.7).

The display quality should not significantly reduce the
information the user can extract from the imagery. The It is likely that many users of modem high-quality

meaning of "significant" depends both on the impor- binocular imagery displays suffer less from inadequate

tance of the information and the ease with which better image quality than from poor !egistration between the

quality, larger scale coverage of the same target'area can images presented to the two eyes. (Registration require-

be obtained. ments are discussed in Sections 3.7.4 and 3.7.5)
Designing to achieve adequate registration between, the

Display image quality requirements interact with display two images when the display exit pupils allow significant

magnification. Increasing the display magnification head movement is often made more difficult because the

makes smaller details visible, at least up to the limits set registration varies with eye position. Techniques such as

by factors such as diffraction (Section 3.3.2) and by the computer program developed by Freeman at Pilking-

modulation transfer losses in the display (Section 3.3.3). ton Perkin-Elmer Ltd. to calculate and display the distribu-
At the same time, increasing magnification interferes tion of aberrations and misregistration across th. image

with use of the display by reducing both the depth of field should make it easier to meet design goals in this
focus and the imagery area visible within the display area (Ref. 1).

I field.fedThe ideas in Sections 3.3.2 and 3.2.3 are developed

The minimum magnification that must be provided is much more thoroughly in a number of other sources

affected by many of the same factors that influence (Ref. 2).

minimum display field size (introduction to Section
3.6). That is, the display user needs to view some

)
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SECTION 3.3 ANALYSIS OF DISPLAY PARAMETERS

3.3.1 MAGNIFICATION UNITS AND REQUIREMENTS

This section defines magnification (Figure 3.3.1) and thL image. For stereo viewing (Section 5.1), zoom
considers the minimum range and methods c," adjusting permits magnifying the two members of the stereo pair
magnification. Analytical approaches used to determine differently to compensate for scale differences. For
the maximum useful magnification are given in Sections monocular viewing, there are no experimental data to
3.3.2 and 3.3.3. These techniqucs are helpful in that support either approach ovirithe other. Tiie only known
they provide some insighit into how magnification test required interpreters to use either a zoom or a
interacts with othier display parameters. However, discrete magnification display to search two kinds of

because they have not yet been applied to the viewing of imagery for targets (Ref. 3,C). Under some of the test
objects containirng grain, they do not at present provide conditions, magnification was adjusted slightly more
an adequate basis for selecting a specific value when frequently with the zoom system, and it resulted in a
grain is a significant factor in limiting the quality of the very slightly better accuracy score. These differences,
imagery. however, were not significantly different than would be

expected from chance variations in performance, which
One common approach to estimating the display magnif- led the authors to conclude that under their work
ication iequired is based on knowledge of the resolution conditions there was nothdng to be gained from either
capab.iity of the display in terms of resolvable cycles per system relative to the other.
millimeter per magnifying power. For example, if the
resolution of the imagery is 50 cycles per millimeter and Minimum display magnification is determined largely by
the display is capable of resolving 5 cycles per millimeter the size of the largest area that must be visible to the

, per magnifying power, then a display magnifying power, user at one time and by the display field siue. Because
or magnification, of 50/5 = lOX is required. Although the need to view an imagery area of a particular size is so
useful for some purpcses, this approach does not treat as task dependent, there is no general analytical solution. A

- many of the variables involved as do techniques such as few of the variables involved are treated in Section 3.5.
those described in Section 3.3.3. In most cases, however, the designer must depend

heavily on statements by potential users regarding what
Most imagery displays incorporate a range of magnifca- they want and what is currently satisfactory. In most

tion. There are basically two options for the mecharism cases, the minimum display magnification required will
that changes magnification. A zoom system provides be lower if the interpreter can only view the imagery ip
infinitely adjustable control, while discrete lenses, usu- the display than if he can view it unaided in order to
ally mounted in a rotary turret, allow stepwise changes. read edge labeling and to obtain a general impression of
The zoom system is generally preferred by users, content and quality.
probably for its convenience and because it allows
magnification to be changed without blocking sight of

(j)
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SECTION 3.3 ANALYSIS OF DISPLAY PARAMETERS

3.3.1 MAGNIFICATION (CONTINUED)
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SECTION 3.3 ANALYS!S OF DISPLAY PARAMETERS

3.3.1 MAGNIFICATION (CONTINUED)

(_ ) Figure 3.3-1: Magnification and Magnifying Power. In Part (b) shows a typical sureen displaj. For a screen dis-
order to analyze an imagery display, it is sometimes neces- play, the magnification is usually given as the ratio of
sary to distinguish between magnification and magnifying object to screen image length, h 2 /ho. Retinal image size,
power. These are defined as follows; and therefore magnifying power also, vary with distance

from the screen. The magnifyinq power due just to view-
0 ilagnification is the ratio of image to object size, with ing distance in this example is 250/375, ' - 0.67. The mag-

size expressed either as linear extent or as the tangent nifying power for the display, as viewe6 from 375 mm, is
of angular subt-nse. tan a 2 /tan a 0 or (250/375) (h2 /ho), or 0.67 M.

* Magnifving power is the ratio of the retinal image size Part (c) shows how magnifying power varies with viewing
of an object in a pa;ticular viewing situation to its distance for unaided viewing. If the object being viewed is
retinal image size when it is located at a standard, or closer than 250 min (10 in), the magnifying power is
"reference" distanLe from the eye. Although the refer- greater than urýtý, while if the distance is further than
ence distance is arbitrary, a value t*'-,it corresponds to a 250 mm, it is less. A young individual who can aclom-
nominal near point for visual work, 250 mm (10 in). is modate an object at a distance of 125 mm (5 in) is there-
nearly always used (Ref. 4). fore effectively using a magnifying power of 2X. A mag-

nifier will thereW ,e provide him with only half as much
Part (a) shows a typical aerial image displav. So long as increase in retinal image size as it will for an individual
the manufacturer used the standard reference distance of who must view the object unaided at a distance of 250
250 mm (10 in), the magnifying power for this type of mm (10 in).
display is the same as the magnification engraved on the
display and the two terms can be used interchangeably. As Note that in this figure the ratio of the tangents of two
the equations illustrate, magnification is the ratio of image angles is approximately the ratio of the two angles, so
to object size,tan a 1 /tan ct.0. It is also the ratio of long as the angles are small.
the length .f an imaginary image, h 1 , located 250 mm (10
in) from the eye and defined by the central ray entering
the eye, to the length of the object, h 0 .

( )
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SECTION 3.3 ANALYSIS OF DISPLAY PARAMETERS

3.3.2 DIFFRACTION LIMIT TO USEFUI. MAGNIFICATION

A useful starting poin fr an analysis of an optical least up to the point where a half cycle subtends a visddisplay is to assume that every!hing will go the way it angle of perhaps 20 arc minutes. Further increase in size
should and the display will perform as well as the lavs of beyond this value appears to decrease visibility. Increas-

physics allowd If this happens, the performance limita- ing display magnification increases the size of details in
tions ar. set by ifacthis and tthe display ns said to be the image g but so long as tie numerical aperture (NA)iis
diffraction istited. In a diffraction-linyited display, fixed, because of diffraction it also increases the blur in
knowledge of the size of die limiting aperture allows one the image. Woen the blur bedi omes ti o large, the
to calculate the distribution in the image plane of the usefulness of further increases in magnification is
fight from a single point in the object plane o negated by the parallel increase in blur. This magnifica-

tion f referred to as enrple magnification. Typically any

The next four figures develop the concept of a diffrac. value in excess of 1,000 NA is called empty magnifica-
tion-limited display system and the following two relate tion (Ref. 5). !n a more genetal sense, any increase in
this concept to what the user can see in the display. In display magnification that does not result in an increase
general, the discussion assumes that the basic limit o;, in what the user can see in the imagery can he said t,. be
the display is the maximum umeerical aperture that c.n empty magnification.

be obtained. As with most imagery displays, the illumi-
nation is assumed to be incoherent and relatively diffuse. In sonie ways the prevalence of the empty magnification
(See Section 3.2.11.3.) concept is unfortunate. Because it is generally based on

vision t,:st data obtained ývith simple high-contrast
One of the applications of the concepts developed in this targets, it does not necessarily describe performance for
section is to estimate the upper limit of useful magnifica- complex scenes. Also, it does not provide a means for
tion for a display. As the figures in Section 3.1 illustrate, handling the effect of optical defects in the display, such
larger image features can be seen at lower contrast, at as aberrations and scattered light. Finally, it does not

include the impact of film grain.

In order to understand the limit imposed by diffraction
on optical display performance, it is essential to knowSOBJECT OBJECTIVE the relationships among three display parameters,

(IMAGERYC LENS the r elations amn thre dipla paa et

PLANE EYEPIECE EXIT numerical aperturc, magnification, and exit pupil size.

f PUPIL These are summarized in Figure 3.3.2.

7-Tpd

NA0' sinO' O.BpdM . PdM Figure 3.3-2: Numerical Aperture. The angular size of
250 500 the bundle of light rays that is accepted by the display

EFFECTIVE fNUMBER- I (Ref.6) objective lens is generally expressed as either the nume:i-
2 NA cal aperture (NA), or the effective f number, defined as

M 500 NA illustrated here. Numerical aperture, exit pupil size, andPd display magnification are related by the equations shown
500NA (Ref. 2). These relationships are basic to an understand-

Pd M ing of how diffraction limits display performance.

NA M
Pd 500 NOTE: The effectivef number is equal -to thef numberonly for the special case where the object is in the focal

plane of the objective lens (Ref. 7).
NA - numerical aperture

-= half the acceptance aperture angle

Pd - display exit pupil diameter (mm)

M - display magnification

n - index of refraction- 1 if object is in air

j 3.3-5
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SECTION 3.3 ANALYSIS OF DISPLAY PARAMETERS

3.3.2 DIFFRACTION LIMIT TO USEFUL MAGNIFICATION (CONTINUED)

100

NOTES: THE Z70 AND Z240 ARE THE ZOOM
- 70 AND ZOOM 240 MiADE BY BAUSCH -

AND LOMB. THE M5 IS MADE BY WILD. -

- THE CURVES ILLUSTRATE
j

30 NUMERICAL Pd 7 DO NA (Figure 3.3-2;
APERTURE, NA M

0

0

10~
010 0 Z240 OR MS AT 2OX

Li (numerical aperture
I-`_ increased by use of
uw 2X objective lens)
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( /
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Figure 3.3-3: Relationship of Display Parameters. The and for microscopes typically used for laboratory work ,
relationship of display numeric, I aperture, magnifica- are included for comparison (Ref. 8). Note that both
tion, and exit pupil size is illistrated here. Values for types of microscopes tend to maintain exit pupil

$ever~l microscopes typically used to view imagery which size by increasing numerical aperture as magnification
have continuously variable magnification (zooi-) systems, is increased.
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SECTION 3.3 ANALYSIS OF DISPLAY PARAMETERS

3.3.2, DIFFRACTION LIMIT TO USEFUL MAGNIFICATION ICONTINUED)asige Dc.Ialy

fall on a single point in the image. However, even if the
% display is optically perfect, diffraction will cause the

light to be spread over a finite area in the image. This
AIRY DISC DIAMETER area is known as the Ai y disc.

- IN OBJECT PLANE (nm): The luminance distribution in the Airy disc for a brighz
a .2X IRef. 101 point is ilsrtdhere (Ref. 9). Most of the light falls

W NA in the central area, which is surrounded by a series of
( concentric dark and light rings. Only the first light ring

Z AAIRY DISC DIAMETER IN is shown. Regardless of how well the display is made,
IMG -PC the size of the Airy disc sets a limit to how precisely the

.J ( arc minutes): imagery is reproduced on the retina of the display user's
u i 0.0392 M Re.ileye.

~ INA The size of the Airy disc is conventionally defined as
-4.6 either the diameter or the radius measured to the center

of the f'rst dark ring. The diameter is used in this
document.

The equations that relate the diameter of the Airy disc
I i in image and object space to the magnification, numeri-

a - AIRY DISC DIAMETER cal aperture, and exit pupil diameter of a microscope-
k type display using incoherent illumination are included

-WAVELENGTH OF LIGHT in the figure. If the display pupil happeeis to be larger
("~Ie usd hre i 550nmlthan the eye pupil at the particular image luminance

p , DIAMETER OF LIMITING PUPIL condition in use, then the eye pupil is the limiting
(in display or eye, depending on aperture and determines the size of the Airy disc.
which is smaller)

NA - Numerical Aperture

M -Magnification

RAYLEIGH CRITERION Figure 3.3-5: The Rayleigh Criterion. The luminance
distribution in the image produced by a diffraction-

an limited display depends on the luminance distribution in

pln fthe display. The luminance distributions for two
adaetluminous points separated by the radius of the

Aiydisc, a/2, are illustrated here. This particular separa-
toisknown as the Rayleigh criterion.

Two points or lines can be resolved as two rather than as
one if the Image luminance somewhere between them
drops sufficiently below the maximum image luminance
of each. For many viewing situat'ons, though not for all,
they will be resolvable as two at a spar~ing slightly smaller
than the Rayleigh criterion (Ref. 12).
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SECTION 3.3 ANALYSIS OF DISPLAY PARAMETERS

3.3.2 DIFFRACTION LIMIT TO USEFUL MAGNIFICATION (CONTINUED)

0.33 I I I I I 3

* DATAFROM RAYLEIGH
0.40 FIVE STUDIES CRITERION E

Wu

> U
0.2

VW 0.67 
-
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00 in00 E
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PUPIL DIAMETER (ram)

Figure 3.3-6: Relation of Visual Performance to the Ray- adequately up to a pupil diameter of about 2 mm.
leigh Criterion. Ability to resolve details at different dis- Beyond 2 mm, visual performance remained relatively
play pupil sizes as measured ir five different experiments constant. Because of this relationship, it is common to
is compared here with the Rayleigh limit (Ref. 13,X). The treat the eye as if it is diffraction limited for pupil
vertical axis is linear for visual acuity, which is the recipro. diameters of 2 mm or less. Although theories are abun-
cal of the smallest resolvable visual angle in arc minutes. dant, it is not yet certain whether the eye deviates from
As a result, the Rayleigh limit plots as a straight line in the diffraction limit beyond 2 mm because of aberra-
this figure. tions or simply because of limitations in retinal sensitiv-

Although it was somewhat conservative, the Rayleigh

limit generally described the visua! performance data

33 )
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SECTION 3.3 ANALYSIS OF DISPLAY PARAMETERS

3.3.2 DIFFRACTION LIMIT TO USEFUL MAGNIFICATION (CONTINUED)

Figure 3.3-7: Variation in Visual Performance with Dis-
PRODUCT OF DISPLAY MAGNIFICATION play Pupil Size. Visual performance as a function of

AND NUMERICAL APERTURE.AND UMER CAL APER UREdisplay pupil size is illustrated here (Ref. 5,C). These data

3.000 1 .000 300 100 are not significantly different from those reported in Sec-10 1 1 1tion 3.1.9 ey:ept that they describe detection of a single10diAIRY DISC
point, rather than resolution of parallel bars. However,

S{calculated from they extend down to a smaller pupil size, and the fact that
Figure 3.3-4) they can be fit with two straight lines on a log/log olot

u makes them convenient for the present application. The
two straight lines, thouqh a good visual fit for the
reported data, are most likely an artifact of the small

SMALLEST amount of data involved; more data would probably yield
4 E a smooth curve.

" -u TARGET

_2 DIAMETER The display was a good quality telescope. Numerical
N aperture was varied by different sized apertures

0.3 DARK DISC TARGET; placed over the objective lens. Different power eye-

1 SUBJECT; pieces were used to magnify the target disc and the
RETINAL ILLUMINANCE 6.00O Td Airy disc associated with it. The pupil size range was

from less than 0.1 mm to over 8 mm. The subject's
0.1 L task was to locate an opaque disc in one of four loca-

0.1 0.3 1 3 10 ions. Except for the reversal in target polarity, the task
is quitc similar to that used by Blackwell (Figures 3.1-16

DISPLAY PUPIL DIAMETER (mm) and 3.2-30).

The size of the smallest detectable target in image space
decreased rapidly with increasing pupil size until the pupil

(a) PRODUCT OF MAGNIFICATION diameter reached about 0.55 mm. As the upper scale shows,
AND NUMERICAL APERTURE this corresponds to a magnification of 900 NA.

1.0 3,000 1,000 300 100

Z AIRY DISC DIAMETER

ARDCD EEFigure 3.3-8: Determination of Useful Magnification.
!N WE 0. The data in the previous figure are plotted here with size

L 0.expressed in terms of the linear distance on the imrigery
0U, _, (Ref. 14), rather than as a visual angle in the imar '

C- .< Numerical aperture is assumed to be fixed, which ieans
1 0.1 MASDETECTABLE that magnification varies inversely with pupil size and the

L TARGET size of the Airy disc on the imagery is constant (Figure
"c. 1 DIAM T 3.3-4). Part (a) shows the general case for any numericalit. rn : DIAMETER

Oz aperture, while (b) shows only the performance data for
0.031 , i , , '' ,,, I . , ,I ,, IIseveral specific values of numerical aperture.

0.1 0.3 1 3 10
P D RAs the test data show, ability to detect the target

DISPLAY PUPIL DIAMETER irm) increased as magnification increased up to 900 NA and as
the pupil diameter decreased to 0.55 mm. At this point

(b) PRODUCT OF DISPLAY MAGNIFICATION the diameter of the Airy disc was approximately 15 times
AND NUMERICAL APERTURE the diameter of the target disc. In other words, the target

3,000 1,000 300 100 disc was very blurred. Increases in magnification beyond
1.0Cthis value did not improve performance. Whether a mag-

nification of 900 NA would actually be worth using in a
Lgj NA - 0.1 specific situation would depend on a number of factors,

cc .including whether the reduction in resolvable target size
0.3 justified the reduction in area covered on the imagery.

W = It is possible to interpret the visual performance data

shown here in terms of the contrast of the image seen
nWo 0.1 .•.by the test subject. As the Airy disc increases in size
"_J E 'relative to the target disc, the light from the target disc_- - is spread over a larger area, reducing the luminance dif-

ference between the center of the target image and its
0.03 1 background. For example, image contrast, Cm, for a dark

0.1 0.3 1 3 10 target when the Airy disc is 15 times the size of the target

DISPLAY PUPIL DIAMETER (mm) has been estimated as 0.02 (Ref. 15).

J 3.3-9



SECTION 3.3 ANALYSIS OF DISPLAY PARAMETERS

3.3.3 MODULATION TRANSFER

(9 The modulation transfer factor for a display is the ratio space) drops. This limits the useful magnification in a
of image to object modulation at a particular spatial manner analogous to what occurred in the analysis given
frequency. The modulation transfer factor measured in Section 3.3.2. The figures that follow illustrate this
over the useful spatial frequency range for the display is effect for microscopes typical of the kind normally used
the modulation transfer function (MTI- for the display. for viewing imageiy.

The term modulation applies to only one of several ways The modulation transfer of an imagery display is
of quantifying contrast, or the difference in luminance typically measured using illumination conditions that
between two points on a surface. Precise usage limits the differ from those that will occur when the display is
term modulation to objects having a sinusoidal lumi- used to view imagery. As a result, the reduction of image
nance distribution in one dimension (Ref. 16). In order contrast by veiling luminance caused by stray light may
to avoid imprecise usage and to make the termiinology be underestimated by the modulation transfer measure-
more consistent within this handbook, the term "con- ment (Section 3.2.12).
trast" is generally used. Contrast units that have been
calculated with the equation for modulation (shown in Whether there is a best magnification for viewing specific
Figure 3. 1.-10) are identified as "contrast, Cm." objects, rather than just an upper limit on useful

magnification, depends on why the minimum in the
A complete modulation sensitivity curve for the eye is visual contrast sensitivity curve (Figure 3.1-19) occurs.
shown in Figure 3.1-19. It is possible to estimate the The most likely interpretation is that more contrast is
modulation sensitivity of the eye/display combination required for an object to be visible when the luminance
by multiplying the modulation sensitivity for the gradient across the edges that define the object becomes
unaided eye at each spatial frequei.cy by the modulation less than the gradient equivalent to a spatial frequerncy
transfer factor for the display at that frequency. There is of 1 to 3 cycles per degree. If this is true, then( ) an unresolved controversy about the validity of cascad- magnifying an object beyond this point should make it
Ing modulation transfer functions in this manner. In less visible. It is easy to demonstrate that excessive
theory, differences in the coherence of the image- magnification can make a very-low-contrast object in
forming light at various points in its passage through the imagery less visible. It is not clear, however, whether this
display/eye system can introduce major errors (Ref. 17). occurs because the eye is less sensitive to the larger
In the only known study that included measurement of image, because the increase in display magnification has
visual performance while using the display, the predic- actually reduced the contrast of the object, or because
tions obtained by using this computational procedure, the increase in the visibility of the grain has obscured the
plus an adjustment for stray light within the display, edge.
proved to be very good (Ref. 18).

The alternative interpretation for the minimum in Figure
The goal of increasing display magnification is to shift 3.1-19 is simply that the reduction in the number of test
the modulation sensitivity curve of the eye in the spatial target cycles at lower spatial frequencies reduced thýe
frequency domain of the object space by the amount of visibility of the target. If this interpretation is the
the magniification. That is, increasing magnification by correct one, then excessive magnification of a low-
SOX should enable the user to see an object with a contrast edge should not reduce its visiblity. The data in
particular contrast that is 50 times smaller in size. Sections 3.1.7 and 3.1.8 show that although the number

of cycles present in a test target is important, other
However, as magn~ifcation is increased, the modulation factors are also involved.
transfer factor for a given spatial frequency (in image

3.3-10



SECTION 3.3 ANALYSIS OF DISPLAY PARAMr-TERS

3.3.3 MODULATION TRANSFER (CONTINUED)

(a) __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (d) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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j Figure 3.3-9: Sine-Wave Modulation Transfer f-unctions of Typical Imagery Displays (continued on following page)
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SECTION 3.3 ANALYSIS OF DISPLAY PARAMETERS

3.3.3 MODULATION TRANSFER (CONTINUED)

Figure 3.3-9: Sine-Wave Modulation Transfer Functions The portion of the figure for a magnification of 6X
of Typical Imagery Displays. This figure illustrates mod- shows three separate curves for different microscope and
ulation transfer functions for two microscopes frequently lens cumbinations. The other portions of the figure
used for viewing imagery, the Bausch and Lomb Zoom show averages based on a similar number of mnicroscope/
240 and the Wild M-5 (Ref. 19,B). T;ese data were origin- lens combinations, but at other magnifications.
ally reported as square-wave response and have been con-
verted to s:ng.-wave values. Note the changes in horizontal scale in the graphs.

SPATIAL CONTRAST,
FREQUENCY Cm II

TARGET IN OBJECT SPACE (TO) 100 0.02 I

TARGET IN IMAGE SPACE (Ti) 8.5 0.004 1
I

o.1 A: MAGNIFICATION INCREASES SIZE Or- I

Z TARGET 12 TIMES
0 8: TRANSFER FACTOR REDUCES CONTRAST TO /
4 0.2 OF ORIGINAL (see part 1b) of Figure 3.3-9) /

T 0
00I 0.01

ek,/

i-1

; ~~~~~~ ~~~~~0.001 i iiii11 .IIIIi iiiiIi

0.1 1 10 100

SPATIAL FREQUENCY (cycles/degree)

Figure 3.3-10. Effect of Display Parameters on Target range for unaided viewing (Figure 3.1-19). A target, To is
Visibility. This figure shows how both display magnifica- assumed to have a spatia; frequency of 100 cycles per
tion and modulation transfer determine whether a particu- degree, making it too small to see, and a modulation of
lar target object recorded in the imagery will be visible in 0.02. When it is viewed in a display with a modulation
a display. transfer function (MTF) like the one iln part (b) of Figure

3.3-9, the image of the target, Ti, has a spatial frequency
The solid curve shows the average modulation threshold of 8.5 cycles per degree, but a modulation of only 0.004.
and the dashed curves show the 90-percent population As a result, it is still not resolvable.
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SECTION 3.3 ANALYSIS OF DISPLAY PARAMETEHS

3&3.3 MODULATION TRANSFER (CONTINUED)

(a) 1.0 (b) 1.0 1o11igI
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(see Figure 3.1-19) .7
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Figure 3.3-11. Effect of Display Parameters on Modulation Sensitivity of the Eye (continued)
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SECTION 3.3 ANALYSIS OF DISPLAY PARAMETERS

3.3.3 MODULATION TRANSFER (CONTINUED)

Figure 3.3-11. Effect of Display Parameters on Modul6- higher spatial frequency. Arrow B shows how the modula-
tion Sensitivity of the Eye. This figure illustrates the tion loss in the display at this spatial frequency decreases
same concepts as Figure 3.3-10. However, instead of the modulation sensitivity of the eye, resulting in a
showing how the display shifts the target in image space, requirement fnr a higher target modulation in the
this figure shows how it shifts the visibility threshold imagery. The modulation transfrr values used here are
curve of the eye in object (imagery) space. Part (a) is the from the same set of data illustrated in Figure 3.3-9.
modulation threshold range for 90 percent of the popula-
tion from Figure 3.1-19, shown here in cycles per milli- Parts Wc) and (d) show how the increase in imagery modu.
meter at the reference distance for a magnifying power of lation required becomes greater with greater display
1X, 250 mm (10 in). magnification.

In part (b), the arrow at A illustrates how display magnifi-
cation shifts the eye threshold curve from (a) to a 6X
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,CTION 3.3 ANALYSIS OF DISPLAY PARAMETERS

3.3.3 MODULATION TRANSFER (CONTINUED)
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Figure 3.2-12. Display Magnification Required for lar modulation and spatial frequency. Curves illustrating
Specific Cbject Contrast and Spatial Frequency (Ref. 19). this function for an average observer are shown here;
By repeating the computations illustrated in the previous curves for observers at the extremes of the population
figure at a sufficient number of magnifications, it is pos- sensitivity range are similar but are shifted horizontally.I sible to determine the minimum detectable modulation
for any combination of spatial frequency and magnifica- As the magnification of a given display continues to
tion within the range of the available display test data. increase, the modulation loss at the higher spatial frequen-

cies will make the slopes of these curves shift to vertical.
This information can in turn be used to determine the indicating that the increased magnification is not provid-
magnification required to see an object of any particu- ing any increase in visibility.
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i. SECTION 3.3 ANALYSIS OF DISPLAY PARAMETERS

3.3.4 WAVEFRONT ABERRATIONS

Like the Airy disc approach to analyzing the relationship through 3.1.10 show, visual performance depends not

between display and user discussed in Section 3.3.2, the just on the traditional units of test target size and

MTF approach just described ignores several factors. For contrast, but also on the target shape, the number of

* example, field curvature (Section 3.4.4) can severely cycles present, and similar factors.

degrade the off-axis MATF of a display, but its impact on

what the user of a virtual image display can see depends A more adequate prediction of the performance of the

at least in part on whether he has time to change eye/display combination should be possible by consider-

accommodation as he looks around the field. It has been ing the distribution on the retina of the light that

suggested that spherical aberration can also have less originated from a single point cn the imagery. This

effect on the user than on the MTF of the display, distribution, known as the point-spread function, can be

because if it is in the proper direction, it will compensate obtained from design data or by use of available ray

for the spherical aberration of the eye (Ref. 20). trace equipment (Ref. 21).

There is at pDesent na experimental evidence to indicate A number of analy!tcal appicachcs, ranging from vague

that this compensation will actually happen, and the hypotheses to detailed computational models, have been

large variation in spherical aberration between different suggested to deal with these aspects of the eye/display

eyes represented in the average curves in Section 3.4.1 combination. One of the more complete models, devel-

suggests that if it does occur it will be highly specific to oped by Overington, includes terms intended to repre-

particular individuals, sent the display, the optics of the eye, and the retina

(Ref. 20). Neither it nor any of the other models

Conversely, the different image distances for differently intended for a similar purpose are known to have

oriented edges when astigmatism is present may be more demonstrated the capability for making useful predic-

troublesome to the user than MTF measurements would tions about the effect of changing specific display

( ) predict due to the fact that the user's accommodation parameters.
control mechanism is faced with a conflict situation

(Section 3.4.3). Also, as the data in Section° 3.1.5

(3 1
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"SECTION 3.3 ANALYSIS OF DISPLAY PARAMETERS

3.3.5 IMAGERY EFFECTS

As is painfully obvious when silver halide imagery is the imagery by several individuals using whatever display

enlarged excessively, it is made up of many small grains, yields the highest value. In order to determine the
At lesser enlargements these are not individually visible, modulation required in the light distribution arriving at

the film surface for a particular spatial frequency target
The grain structure of silver halide film is important to to be visible, the MTF of the photographic lens is
the display designer because it may set a much different removed mathematically. The resulting demand modula-
limit on maximum useful magnification than would be tion curve can then be combined with the MTF of a
predicted from visual performance measured with grain- different lens in o-der to obtain an estimate of the
less targets. In addition, thern are display designs, such as resolution !hat will be obtained with this second lens.
the use of coherent illumination, that enhance tht

visibility of grain at the expense of the details the viewer The modulation demand curve obtained in this way
wishes to see, and it is reasonable to hope that there are depends on the characteristics of two elements in
designs for which just the reverse will occur. (See addition to the film. These are the observer and the
Section 3.2.11.3.) display he used to make the resolution readings. In

theory it should also be possible to mathematically
Although grain has been extensively studied (Ref. 22), remove the effect of the display and thereby obtain a
there is as yet no way to adequately characterize its demand modulation curve tor only the film and the
impact on the visibility of details in the imagery. It is observer. This could then be used to estimate the effect
certain, however, that at least in the region where both of a different quality display. The results, of course,
the grain and the details in the imagery are marginally would still suffer from all the shortcomings of using

visible, it plays an important role. MTF to characterize the display and tri-bar resolution
target readings to characterize visual performance. The

None of the analytical models described in other parts of demand modulation concept has been incorporated into
Section 3.3 treat the effects of grain on visual perform- other analytical techniques such as the threshold quality
ance that become obvious whenever a piece of imagery is factor (TQF) (Ref. 24) and the modulation transfer
enlarged excessively. By necessity this factor is included, factor area (MTFA) (Ref. 25), but no applications
usually implicitly rather than explicitly, in techniques directly intended to evaluate the display in this fashion
intended for assessing or predicting imagery quality, are known.

In the absence of good test data, magnification values
For example, it is common to estimate the resolving used to read resolution targets on imagery provide some
power of a particular lens/film combination by combin- very limited guidance on the upper limit of magnifica-
ing the lens MTF with a modulation demand curve for tion that will be useful. One source reports that the
the film (Ref. 23). The demand modulation curve is highest resolution values are obtained when the display
determined by using the. particular film and processing magnification is approximately equal to the imagery
being studied with a lens of known MTF to photograph resolution expressed in cycles/mm (Ref. 26,X). Another
resolution targets that include a range of modulations suggests that the best magnification falls between one-
and spatial frequencies. Resolution readings are made on third and I times this value (Ref. 27).

I3
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SECTION 3.3 ANALYSIS OF DISPLAY PARAMETERS

3.3.6 RELATIVE RESOLVING POWER

S) One approach to the analysis of display quality that This technique is based on data from photographic

doesn't fit into the sequence in the previous portions of systems and high-contrast test targets and as a result is
Section 3.3 is to compare the relatr'e quality of the not directly applicable to display design. However, it
various system elements in terms of resolving power. does illustrate that unless the resolving power of tihe

This technique attempts to predict the resolving power display is better than the resolution of the imagery, then

of the total system from [lie known resolving power of the display user will be unable to see all the detail
each element. It suggests that by making tht quality of present in the imagery.
one component sofficiently better than the others, it

will have no impact on the total system quality and it

can be ignored.

Figure 3.3 13. Relative Lens, Film, and Imagery Reso-
lution. It would be useful to be able to predict the

1.2/ T, I I ,,I p imagery resolution that will occur when a film and a
0 lens of known resolving power are combined. Three

0 0- 1.00------------------- equations developed to predict this relationship are
cM illustrated here along with test data for various film/lens
8 0 o -O.combinations (Ref. 28,B). Curve D, which is mathemati-

cally simpler than the other two and provides as good a fit
is:

z 0.6-
1 1 + 1 ,wher3

S04 Ri1.R7 Rf 1. RI 1.7

LL cc() 0. Ri = imagery resolution,

""•' Rf = film resolving power, and
• 01 , , iu,,, I , , ,,,,,

0.1 0.3 1 3 10 R, = lens resolving power.

RATIO OF FILM TO LENS RESOLVING The data in this figure indicate that if the resolv.-ig power
POWER (Rf/R11 of one element of the photographic system, in this case

the film, is much greater than the resolution of the second
element, the lens, then the imagery resolution obtained
depends almost entirely on the resolving power of the
poorer element, the lens.

rJ
( )
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3.4 ABERRATIONS

The failure of' the light rays from a single point in the Beyond their obvious direct impact on display image
object plane of a display to tfrm a single image point is quality as measured in terms of resohution or the
aberration. The aberrations of concern to the designer modulation transfi'r function (MTF), little quantitative
are the following: data on the impact of these aberrations haý been

published. What information is available on each aberra-
"* Spherical aberration tion is sunn'mariied in the six sections below.
"* Coma
"• Astigmatism Three of the aberrations in this list-spherical aberration,
"* Field curvature astigmatism, and chromatic aberration-have been ticas-
"* Distortion ured on ftle eye. The available data are included in the
0 Chromatic aberration appropriate sections below. Preliminar) results with a

recently developed technique for measuring all the
Except for those occasions when it is essential to the aberrations of the eye indicate that coma is also present
development of a particular argument, extensive descrip- in most eyes and that spherical aberration is significant

tion of each of these aberrations is omitted here. Most for extremely large eye pupils (Ref. 2).
optics texts treat thi-, subject (Ref. I).

3,4.1 SPHERICAL ABERRATION

Spherical aberration is the difference in refracting More accurate techniques have recently been used to
power, and hence difference in focus distance, for light measure spherical aberration of a single eye, but the data
passing through peripheral as opposed to axial portions have not been reported in a form that can be easily
of a lens. Spherical aberration in a display contributes compared with the results in i'igures 3.4-1 and -2 (Ref.

directly to a reduction in image quality as expressed in 3).
units such as resolution and MTF. From the point of

view of the user, if the image quality expressed in these Attempts have been made to xiproe vision by the
kinds of units is adequate, there is no need for a separate addition of a lens that compens es for the spherical
limit on spherical aberration. aberration of the eye (Ref. 4, U). The test subjects

required an unspecified arnount of time to adapt to the
"There is some spherical aberration in the eye. As Figure compensating lens, after which visual ability was assessed
3.4-1 illustrates, the amount has been overestimated by informally as being unchanged. Attempts to eliminate
the authors of some studies, apparently because the spherical aberration by the use of annular or ringlike
tendency of the eye to accommodate to a distance that pupils have been similarly unsuccessful (Ref. 5).
is a compromis'e between the target distance and the
eye's resting position of accommodation (Section 3.6.2)
was riot yet recognized. The variation in power acro ". the eye pupil is too

irregular to be characterized completely as spherical
The summary curves in Figure 3.4-1 and 3.4-2 obscure aberration. In the study summarized in Figure 3.4-2
the very large variation among individuals reported in below, for example, there was considerable variation in
both studies. To the extent that these variations are not the spherical aberration measured in the horizontal as
just measurement error, they indicate that spherical opposed to the vertical meridian. In another study, these
aberration has a much greater impact on vision for some variations were mapped over the entire pupil (Ref. 6).
individuals than is indicated here.

3.4-1



3.4 ABERRATIONS

3.4.1 SPHERICAL ABERRATION (CONTINUED)

Figure 3.4-1. Spherical Aberration of the Eye. The
........... CURVE IN ORIGINAL REPORT 3verage dioptric power for 10 eyes (seven subjects) sum-

MORE REALISTIC ALTERNATIVE marized in this figure changed very little over a distance
EYE ACCOMMODATION DISTANCE of 0.5 to 2.0 mm from the center of the pupil, indicating

(meters) very little spherical aberration was present (Ref. 7,C).
20 2 1 ,6 .4 There was somewhat more irregularity in the curves for

2.0 the individual eyes.
VIEWING

- DISTANCE No measurements were made less than 0.5 mm from the
1 (diopters: center of the pupil. In the original publication the authorZ,, 153.

,0 1.5 3. assumed that the center of the eye pupil was in focus for
0 J S1.0 the distance to the target, and he extended the curves

down to these points. Actually, the eye seldom accom-
f modates exactly to the target distance unless it happens

S0 0.5 to match the resting position of accommodation (SectionS•-• I ",3.6.2). The best available estimate on the accommodation

distance for the center of the eye pupil in these studies isS0 therefore the measured accommodation 0.5 mm from the/ 0 1 2center,

EYE ACCOMMODATION DISTANCE
(diopters)

is presumably due to spherical aberration.

Figure 3.4-2. Spherical Aberration of the Eye. This fig-
EYE ACCOMMODATION DISTANCE ure shows the average dioptric power measured across the

(meters) pupils on 12 eyes (11 subjects) (Ref. 8,C). As in Figure
- 2 1 0.6 0.4 3.4-1, it is very difficult to determine if the values given

for the refractive power at the center of the pupil are
VIEWINGvalid. They are apparently projections of the test measure--VIEWING ments, which started at 0.5 mm.DISTANCE

S 3 diopters: This curve shows considerably more spherical aberration
1 2 for the eye than Figure 3.4-1.

L 0 1.5 2.5

40Z u-

- 1
U,

I %

0 1 2 3
EYE ACCOMMODATION DISTANCE

(diopters)
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3.4 ABERRATIONS

3.4.2 COMA

, 'Allen coma is present, the image of a point located off modulation transfer fonction test. From the point of
tie optical axis appears comet-shaped. Comra in a display view of the user, there is no established requirement for
results in a blurred image and as a result, a reduction in a separate limit on the amount of coma. (Ref. i)
image quality as measured by a resolving power test or a

3.4.3 ASTIGMATISM

Oblique or radial astýnatis;., an aberration in which woe display ur as a result of cylindrical power in either
an object point located offli the optical axis is imaged as a tile display or the display user's eye, requires tile user to
radial line at one distance from tile lens and as a line choose between two different accommodation distances
perpendicular to the radial at another distance. The to obtain the best image. It is likely that this leads to
astigmatism produced by a cylindrical lens has a similar frequent shifts in accommodation as he fixates first on
effect except that the orienta'tion of one of the lines an edge oriented in one direction and then on an edge

matches the axis of the cylinder- it occurs over the entire oriented in another direction. This conflict from having
field rather than only at off-axis points; and it is not an more than one best accommodation may be a significant

abberration. (Ref. I) factor in the severe discomfort caused by relatively small
amounts of astigmatism in tile eye. For example,

The impact of astigmatism can be measured with grating astigmatism of more than 0.5 to 1.0 diopter generally
targets oriented at right angles to each other. For visual requires correction to prevent visual discomfort, while
measurements, resol-, t readings should be taken several diopters of spherical focus error, though it may
without refocusing tL display, and ideally by an be distressing and make the world zppear very fuzzy,
individual who is unable t') change his accommodation, generally does not cause discomfort (Ref. 9). There is no

( ) known evaluation of tile extent to which this is a
The presence of astigmatism, whether as an aberration in problem in displays.

3.4.4 FIELD CURVATURE

The aberration known formally as "field curvature" not obvious wily this occurs, since much normal visual
shouid not be confused with the curved appearance of experience is with scet,.2s in which most of the objects
the image produced by many aerial image displays. This are at different distances and can therefore not be in
phenomenon is discussed in Section 3.4.5. focus simultaneously.

When all other aberrations are zero, field curvature is the Field curvature tolerances are tighter for large exit pupil

magnitude by which the image fails to fall on a plane displays intended to be used biocularl than for ordinary
(Ref. 10). For a flat projection screen display, the result small exit pupil displays (Ref. 11).
of P 'd curvature is evident in the variation in image
quality across the screen, and this effectively sets a A problem that has much the same impact as field
design limit. For an aerial image display, tile design limit curvature is tilt of the object plane relative to the
derives directly from the fact that if the field curvature imagery. This occurs with microscopes such as the
exceeds the depth of field, the image will by definition Bausch and Lomb Zoom 70 and Zoom 240 when
be degraded. Tile factors that affect depth of field are operated in the monoscopic mode because the two
discussed briefly in Sections 3.8.2 and 3.8.5. optical axes converge about 10 degrees at the imagery

(Ref. 12). The object plane for each axis is therefore

For part of the image field to be out of focus is tilted 5 degrees from the imagery plane. If the amount
disturbing for some display users, even though they of tilt is greater than the depth of field, at least part of
don't need to look at features in the defocused area. It is the field is out of focus.

1 3.4-3i



3.4 ABERRATIONS

3.4.5 DISTORTION AND IMAGE CURVATURE

Distortion is tile change in shape of the displayed image than in monocular displays. Even thougn the distortion
relative to the original object. The direction of the is the same in the two optical trains of a stereo display,
distortion is usually described as either pincushion or the user will often displace the two images from the
barrel, defined as in Figure 3.4-3 below. Since distortion centers of the fields by moving the members of the
changes only the shape of features in the imagery and stereo pair closer or farther apart, with the result that
not how well the user can see them, there is no basis for the two images will be distorted differently. This will
objectively derived design limits. In most situations, the introduce disparity that will probably make the stereo
only significant limit is what the intended users will find image appear curved and which may interf-re with

acceptable. registering them in stereo.

Differences in distortion between the images presented Image curvature occurs even when only one eye is in use,
to the two eyes in a binocular display are more serious which rules out lateral disparity as a cause (Sections
than the amount of distortion. These differences cause a 3.7.4.4 and 5.1 ). At least a portion of image curvature in

d,•paritV between the two images that can be very a typical aerial image display is probably due to
deleterious. This effect can be especially serious in a distortion. Referring to Figure 3.4-3 below, the shrink-
biocular display, where the disparity may vary with head age of details at the edge of the field in barrel distortion
movement (Ref. I I ). Disparity tolerance is treated in is perceptually equivalent to looking down on a hill, and
Section 3.7.4. the expansion in pincushion distortion is much like

looking itlto a dish.
Many aerial image displays produce a strong impression
that the edges of the image field are curved toward or Tolerance for image curvature is much lower for a
away from the user. The preferred term for this moving image. Many users, though not all, will adapt to

phenomenon. which is not an aberration in the usual a relatively large amount of image curvature in a static
sense of the term, is inwage curvature. This distinguishes image. However, movement of the imagery will make the
it from field curvature, which is an aberration and is curvature obvious again.

discussed in Section 3.4.4

F IDistortion is likel, to be more of a problem in stereo

Figure 3.4-3. Barrel and Pincushion Distortion

1 -1-. L,.1

THE BARREL PINCUSHION
OBJECT DISTORTION DISTORTION
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3.4 ABERRATIONS

3.4.6 CHROMATIC ABERRATION

( ) Therc are no user-based data to support a specific limit Compensation of the chromatic aberratior the eye by
on chromatic aberration in a display, but if color fringes incorporating equal but opposite chroma aberration
can be seen in the image the chromatic aberration is into the display has been suggested as a way t. increase
definitely excessive. what the user can see in the display. Lenses I. ve been

constructed that compensate for the chromatic aberra-
The relatively large chromatic aberration of the eye is tion of the eye (Ref. 4). In very limited testing this kind
illustrated in the next figure. For a significant portion of of lens increased the ability of subjects to resolve large,
the population, the cues provided by chromatic aberra- low-contrast details but not small, high-coetrast details
tion contribute to the process of accommodation, (Ref. 14,D). It is not possible to estimate whether this
apparently by providing the eye with information on the result would occur in other viewing situations. iis kind
direction of the accommodative error (Ref. 12, also of lens is also reported to improve the , Amlity of
Section 3.2.8). If the light is made monochromatic, they operators to make color matches in a split-f: -J visual
will have difficulty accommodating properly, at least colorimeter, apparently by eliminating color :.inges at
until they learn to use some other type of cue. the border between the two colors (Ref. 4).

Figure 3.4-4. Chromatic Aberration of the Eye. The
refractive power of the eye is greater for short wavelengths-1,I than for longer ones (Ref. 15,B). As a result, a normally
sighted individual may be nearsighted for a blue object.

• W > The curve here has been arbitrarily shifted so that a wave-
0g length of 578 nm corresponds to a value of 0 diopter.

0

0 C

W 14 SUBJECTS

3 I i I I I

400 500 600 700

WAVELENGTH (nm)
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SECTION 3.5 DISPLAY FIELD SIZE

Many factors influence the choice of an imagery display avoided except in special applications (Section 3.5.4 and
field size. A large field is desirable for several reasons: 3.5.5). At tile other extreme, the user imposes no upper

S) limit on the size of a screen display; if his head is not
i t It helps the user see enough ground area at once to free to turn, however, as with a binocular microscope,

understand components of the target in context. limitations on eye rotation will make an image field

much larger than 60 degrees very difficult to use
0 It can partially compensate for an inadequate imagery effectively (Section 3.5.3). At least under the conditions

translation system. tested (Figure 3.5-20), there is no imprc vement in search
performance as the image field size is increased beyond

, Because the eyes can be redirected faster than the 54 degrees, and only a small, insignificant increase as it is
image can be reptsitioned by any imagery translation increased from 36 to 54 degrees. A field of 18 degrees is
system. it facilitates the inspection of different areas clearly too small for search.

on the imagery.
Ideally, determination of display field size should be

'Too small a display field can cause specific problems: based on an understanding of how information in an

image is received and processed by the display user. As
* It can reduce visual performance (Sections 3.5.4 and one justification of a large display field, it has been

3.1.5). suggested (Ref. 1) that the display user builds up a
* It can reduce search performance efficiency (Section mental image of a scene by sampling small segments with

3.5.5). the central, high-resolution portion of his visual field,

* In a raiicroscope-type display, where the image is with tile storage of these details somehow aided by the
surrounded by darkness, it may cause an undersirable muci lower resolution image provided by his peripheral
sensation of tunnel vision, visual field. While this concept is still theoretical, there is

experimental evidence that at a minimum the peripheral
Too large a display field is also undesirable. In addition visual field contributes to the search process by provid-
to being unnecessarily expensive, it has the following ing information on where next to direct the eye (Ref. 2.

S ~ drawbacks:
The choice of a display field size depends not just on

* It wastes power used to provide illuminatioil, particu- user variables, but also on how large an imagery area
larly in a projection display. should be visible at one time and on what magnification

will allow 'he essential details in the imagery to be seen.
* It may reduce image quality because of the larger There are no known published data on this topic.

optical elements required and because of the increase However, if the minimum ground area that must be
in scattered light. viewed on imagery of a given scale can be established,

tlhe graphs in Section 3.5.1 can be used to determine the
* It is likely to increase the distortion in the periphery combinations of field size and minimum magnification

of the field. that will be adequate. (Also see the discussion Section
3.3.1.)

* Because eyepiece size is a function of eye relief and One technique that has been proposed for improving
field size, it may increase eyepiece size to the point search performance is to provide a very small display
where interpupillarv ,istance (IPD) and face clear- field and move it automatically across the area being
ance problems occur (Section 3.9). searched, thereby ensuring that the display operator will

not skip any portion of the scene. The available
* It may cause some ground areas to be skipped during information on this topic is included in Section 4.3.

search, increasing the number of targets that are
missed. The concern in this section is primarily with hard-copy

rather than real-time imagery displays. The relationships
With the exception of a general consensus that big is between the many parameters involved in a real-time
good, there is no basis at present for firm design limits display, such as sensor field of view, sensor resolution,

on display field size. Summarizing the numbers devel- probable location of a target within the sensor field,
-.. • oped in this section, extremely small fields, on the order display size, display resolution, and vehicle approach

of 5 to 10 degrees, cause problems ard should be velocity, are beyond the scope of this handbook.

3.5-1



SECTION 3.5 DISPLAY FIELD SIZE

3.5.1 TERMS AND GEOMETRY

Two terms used in a specific way when discussing an which case linear extent on tile surface is also
optical display in this handbook are object space and acceptable. The total visual field for the unobstructed
image space. or simply object and image. For the present eye is shown in Figures 3.5-8 and -9. Figures 3.5-10,
purpose, these are distinguished as follows: -I1, and .12 can be used to estimate the visual field

over which details of a particular size can be resolved.
, Ohject space or the object, refers to the imagery on

which the display is focused. Hence distances given Tie designer usually expresses the size of a display field
"in object space." "on tile object," and "on the as linear extent in object space at a given magnification.
imagery" are all equal. For example, the field size of the Bausch and Lomb

(B&L) Zoom 70 stereoscope when used with the IOX
Image space, or the image, refers to the image which Wide Field (WF) eyepiece is given as 200/M mm (Ref.
the display forms of the object (imagery). If there are 3). where M is the magnification. The display user,

intermediate imagcs. as in a microscope, then if these however, experiences the field in terms of its angular
terms do not include a modifier they refer specifically size. A field of 200/m .am, for example, subtends an
to the image as seen by the display user. They are angle of 43.6 degrees. Graphs are included ini this section
defined geometrically, therefore, by the light rays to facilitate making these kinds of conversions for
entering the eye. several different display situations (Figures 3.5-2, -3, -4

and -5).

Two other frequently used terms aie display field and
visual field. As used here, they differ as follows: These figures also simplify consideration of what display

size will allow viewing a particular ground area. Suppose,
The display field is determined by thle optical for example, one wishes to display a ground area 200m

elements and limited aperture of the display. The (650 ft) wide, imaged on 1:40,000 scale photography.

display field can be expressed in either object space Figure 3.5-5 shows that this ground distance cozresponds

or image space dimensions. to 5.0mm (0.2 in) on the imagery. Assume that one also
knows, either by analysis (Section 3.3) or through

* The visual field refers to the extent of some surface experience with this type of imagery, that the display

or image as seen by the observer. A visual field must magnification should be 30X. Referring then to Figure
be given in angular units, sometimes known as visual 3.5-3, an object field of 5.0 mm viewed at 30X requires

angle (Figure 3.1.8), unless the disiance from the eye an image field of approximately 34 degrees.
to the surface being viewed is known and specified, in

3.5-2



SECTION 3.5 DISPLAY FIELD SIZE

3.5.1 TERMS AND GEOMETRY (CONTINUED)

FIXATE HERE WH!LE

VIEWING FROM 150 mm (5.9 in)
250 mm (0 in) -FIELD RADIUS (degrees) IN ORIGINAL

1 2 4 6 8 10 15 20 25 30
I I I I I I I I I I I t

, IiII I
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

FIELD RADIUS (radians)

Figure 3.5-1. Image Field Size. When viewed from a subtended by image f; Is with a diameter of up to 60
distance of 250 mm (10 in), which is equivalent to a mag- degrees (Ref. 4). Beca of space limitations, the radius
nifying power of 1, this figure illustrates the visual angle rather than the diamett, of the field is shown here.

I I I I ! 1l11 I I I .t I I 11 . , I I1 I1I1 Il

10 30 100 300 1,000 I 3.000 10,000

IMAGE AREA (degrees2 ZOOM 70 WITH

IOX WF EYEPIECES" - )
_... I I I I ! I I I I I I I I I I I

4 6 8 10 15 20 40 1 60 80 100
IMAGE FIELD DIAMETER (degrees) I

II
,I lI Il I I I 1 II I II

0.08 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.4 0.6 10.8 1.0 1.5 2.0
IMAGE FIELD DIAMETER (radians) I

II I iII I I I I1 1 I I I I I

20 40 60 so 100 .150 200 400 600

MAGNIFICATION x OBJECT FIELD DIAMETER (mm)

Figure 3.5-2. Typical Display Field Size Units (Ref. 5). The user, however, experiences the display field as an
Display field size is typically given in terms of the object image that subtends a particular visual angle, usually
field diameter, in millimeters, at & given magnification. A expressed in degrees or radians as in the two middle scales.
commot: Bausch and Lomb Zoom 70 microscope with a
1OX Wide Field (WF) eyepiece, for example, provides an The upper scale (image area) is included here only to illus-
object field of 200/M, where M is the microscope maqnifi- trate that image area increases faster than image diameter.
cation (Ref. 3). At a magnification of 20X, the diameter
of the area visible on the object would then be 10 mm.

3.5-3
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SEKI. '3.5 DISPLAY FIELD SIZE

3.5.1 TERMS AND GEOMETRY (CONTINUED)
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SECTION 3.5 DISPLAY FIELD SIZE

3.5.1 TERMS AND GEOMETRY XCoNTINUED)
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SECTION 3.5 DISPLAY FIELD SIZE

3.5.1 TERMS AND GEOMETRY (CONTINUED)

Figure 3.5-4. Impact of Viewing Distance on Image Size reference distance of 250 mm (10 in) (see Section 3.3),
for Screen Displays. The visual angle subtended by a the relationship between screen size and screen visual
display screen varies with viewing distance, as is illustrated size is the same as for object and image size at a lX dis-
here (Ref. 7). Note that when the magnifying power due play magnification in Figure 3.5-3.
to viewing distance is unity, a situ3tion that occurs at the
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SECTION 3.5 DISPLAY FIELD SIZE

3.5.2 VISUAL FIELD SIZE

Knimtlhdge t tile ofha a. eiics fi he visual field of tbhan a couple degrees from tile point of fixation. A
the e0C helps it underslanding how the display user diameter of 2 1i 4 degrees is sometimes used in analyses,
make.s use of" ihe intorma itn present it? the image field, but as the figures in this sectbon show, the size varies

with the task situationt
Wi th eye orientatioil fixed, light can he sensed over a
hori/onlal and vertical extent woll in excess of i00 As a result, in order to study an image area larger than a
degrees. Hlowe~ver. because (if the distribution of light few degrees, either the display user's eyes mnust change
"receptors and their neural interconnections across the direction or the image must be moved relative to his
retina, and possibly also because of' tlhe optical cha'acter- eyes. To see details near the edge of a 50-degree-
istics of the eye. visual ability decreases rapidly away diameter field. for example, approximately 25 degrees of

Sfrom the fixation point. Tlherefore. i' :he essential image eye rotation relative to the display optical axis is
details are small, the effective visual ield extends less required.

Figure 3.5-6. Distribution of Light Receptors in the Eye.
VISUAL FIELD Variation in ability to resolve detail across the visual field

STEMPORAL FOVEA NASAL -" is due primarily to variation in the distribution of the twn
types of light receptors across the retina and to differencf

>. in their neural interconnections. The receptors that oper-
ROD CONES atp at the luminance levels used in imagery displays, the

SROD.S cones, are most numerous at the center of the fovea,
0 E 2N which corresponds nominally to the fixation point of the

X eye, and decrease rapidly toward the perphery of the eye
II(Ref. 8,BEl.

W ~80 BLIND SPOT I The other receptors, the rods, are absent at the center
1 0•1 of the fovea and increase to a maximum density approxi-

t ,5 40 mately 20 degrees into the periphery. The rods function
Sf at much lower light levels than normally occur in imagery

I CONES CONES displays and can be ignored for present purposes (see
0 Section 3.2).

40 20 0 20 40

DISTANCE FROM CENTER OF FOVEA
(degreesl

I3
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SECTION 3.5 DISPLAY FIELD SIZE

3.5.2 VISUO'L FIELD SIZE (CONTINUED)

N S Figure 3.5-7. The Normal Achromatic Visual Field. The
g BLIND SPOT TARUET SIZE , approximate size of the normal visual field for the right

u larc minutes): eye is illustrated. These plots are based on data from sev-
1UP eral different sources (Ref. 9,X) and are included here to

6 60 • 10 illustrate general magnitudes and trends, not as desiqn

20+ data. They were usually obtained by asking subjects
whether they could see a white disk of the specified size

10 against a dark background. These fields normally increase
fi with an increase in any variable that increases the visiblity

of a target, such as luminance, target size, and exposure
I BS time.

3030 These curves a;e based on test data only at the horizontal
and vertical axes of the visual field. The ellipses fitted0• between adjacent data points are probably realistic except

for the lower left-hand quadrant. where the nose may

limit the visual field.i• NASAL

SFIELD -60 TEMPORAL As these curves illustrate, increasing the size of the targetL(reducedby - 750 FIELD disc increases the area over which it can be detected and
nasal this area from a circle to an oval that extends
obstruction) DOWN farthest in the temporal direction.

The area on the retina where the optic nerve exits the eye
contains no receptors and is known as the blind spot.
Only under special viewing conditions is the observer
aware of this empty region in the visual field.

Figure 3.5-8. Normal Visual Fields for Color. What are
usually referred to as normal visual fields for color, aver-

8 = BLUE aged across three studies, are illustrated here (Ref. 10,X).

UP - RED As in Figure 3.5-7, an ellipse is fitted between adjacent
G GREEN data points.

Because visual fields for color are affected by so many
variables, this and other color field data must be evaluated

G N Rcarefully to determine if it is relevant before it is used in a
' 1 \ specific design problem. Among the more important rea-

6100 3 30 600 10 sons for variation in color field measurements are the30 3 6 0 ° following:

0 The task-The field for identifyingthe color of a target
4 j;is smaller than the field for simply detecting the target.

NASAL TEMPORAL A task involving the identification of a feature of the
FIELD DOWN FIELD target, such as the orientation of a grating, will yield a

_______________________________________third field size.

* The relative radiant energy level-Visual field size for
. achromatic targets increases with target luminance.

Proper matching of the luminance of colored targets is
not simple and may not be appropriate for all pur-
poses. In one study, the particular method used to

equate green and blue targets resulted in identical vis-
uaf fields for these colors (Ref. I fl.

3.3-8



SECTION 3.5 DISPLAY FIELD SIZE

3.5.2 VISUAL FIELD SIZE (CONTINUED)

_ _ _ _ _-Figure 3.5-9. Correction of Peripheral Refractive Error.

z In most eyes, the periphery of the visual field is character-
12 I ] i " • •-ized by an increase in refarauive error and by an increase

0 4 SUBJECTS 4 in the ustigatinic component of the refractive error (Ref.

J NO l12).

8 CORRECTION In order to assess the contribution of this increase in

• 6 refractive error to the reduction in vision in the periphery,6

I- 
visual performance was first measured at several points

Q U 
across the visual field while the test subject used the opti

.RC N mum correction for that part of the visual field and tested
3 0• - -ý again while he used only his normally determined spec-

S0 tacie correction. In the study illustrated here, the task was
40 to detect the motion of a 1-degree-square white test target

DSACFRMFIXATION;:2wiehusdolhinomlydtriespc
(dITNegFrO T (Ref. 13,81). Although the correction did not make

motion detection as good in the periphery as it was at the

fixation point, it did make it better than when no special

peripheral correction was used.

In a subsequent study, visual ability was measured in
terms of the smallest grating that was reported to be visi-

ble and in terms of the smallest Landolt ring in which the

clap could be deteted (Ref. 14,B). For these tasks, the use
of a peripheral refraction correction had no effect on the
reduction in visual ability away from the fixation point.

3.5-9
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SECTION 3.5 DISPLAY FIELD SIZE

3.5.2 VISUAL FIELD SIZE (CONTINUED)

1.0 1.0
(a) (b LANDOLT RING

5 TARGET0.9 TARGETS; v. 0.R.

BACKGROUND <j 0.8
0.8 LUMINANCE 4

260 cd/m 2 
(76 fL)

> 0.7 (Ref. 15,X) U 0
> 0.6

0.6.
cc

DTARGET 0.41 -1 10n 0.5 EXPOSURE 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8• * i> TIMEWT DISTANCE FROM FIXATION (degrees)
> 0.4 0.3

4j SECOND
-I 0.3 - C 1.6

0.2 0.01 3 SUBJECTS;SECOND > 1.2 LANDOLT RING
•I'_ TARGET

0.1 0.9 (Ref, 18,B)l0i9
.j

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 Z 0.6

DISTANCE FROM FIXATION (degrees) 0.3

1.2 A W LANOOLT RING 0 10 20 30
A 1 (c) LANOOLT RING VERTICAL DISTANCE FROM FIXATION

i,0 TARGET; dges

.1 SUBJECT 'degrees)
> fRef, 17,B)"

0R8 17hOTE: VISUAL ACUITY IS 1/SMALLEST RESOLVABLE TARGET.
06BACKGROUND

LUMINANCE
0 Bcd/rn

2 (fL):
A =3.2 (0.9)

S0.4 tB = 0.13 (0.04) Figure 3.5-10. Visual Acuity in the Periphery. These
C - 0O.006 (0.002) figures show that ability to resolve image details is worse> 2• 

away from the point of fixation.02
C Note that the mzasuremants in (b) were all less than a0 0 degree from the fixation point.

0 10 20 3

DISTANCE FROM FIXATION (degrees)

EXPOSURE
TIME (seconds):

e -0.2
X - NO LIMIT
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SECTION 3.5 DISPLAY FIELD SIZE

3.5.2 VISUAL FIELD SIZE (CONTINUED)

K I Figure 3.5-11. Stereo Acuity in the Periphery. This fig-
" B ure illustrates, the fact that ability to distinguish differ-

ences in distance is also worse as a function of distance

5E from the fixation point.
2-DOT TEST,
3 SUBJECTS

S /I(Ref. 19,.)
O 3 2-ROD TEST,

2 SUBJECTS
cr 2 (Ref. 20.6)

u 0

i- 0 2 4 6 8 10

DISi ANCE FROM FIXATION (degrees)

Figure 3.5-12. Contrast Sensitivity in the Periphery.
(a) __ 10 These figures illustrate that the ability to distinguish small

0.8 TARGET DIAMETER differences in luminance between a target and its back-

TARGETS; (arc miground also decreases with distance away from the fixa-

0.6 (Ref, 21.X) 'tion point, at least for stationary targets. Part (a) of this

CY figure is based on the same experimental techniques as
E 0.4 Figure 3.1-16. Background luminance was 257 cd/m 2 (75

• fL) and target duratio i.was 0.33 second.S0.2 n
_e. 2 Part (b) shows that sensitivity for a moving target tends to

0 remain constant into the periphery.( ) 0.1
a 0.05 0.1 0

XLU

0.02 is O.
0.01

0.005 1000

0.002
I I I It I I I I I I I

0 2 4 6 8 10 12

DISTANCE FROM FIXATION (degrees)

(b)

0 . 50 SINGLE BAR TARGET;

10 SUBJECTSS0.10- 10 CO/M2 (3 1fL)

I'_ 00 TARGET STATIONARY

0

0

w~0.02 - TARGET MOVING 240 /SECOND
rr "(Ref. 22,C)

zP 0.011 I ..

0 20 40 55

DISTANCE FROM FIXATION (degrees)
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SECTION 3.5 DISPLAY FIELD SIZE

3.5.3 EYE ROTATION GEOMETRY

RECOMMENDATION:

In an aerial image binocular display with small exit pupils, do not expect the operator to make efficient
use of an image field larger than 60 degrees.

Because tlih eye does not rotate around the eye entrance Within limits, most users are not aware of the lateral
pupil, alignment problems can occur when the user of a head movements they make to compensate.

microscope type of display turnri his eye to look at
various portions of the image field.

DISPLAY EXIT AND CENTER Figure 3.&C-13. Eye Orientation Display Optical Axis.
The center of rotation of the eye is approximitely 13EYE ENTRANCE OF EYE mm behind the front surface of the cornea (Ref. 23),

PUPILS ROTATION which places it approximately 10 mm behind the en-

trance pupil of the eye As a result, when the use, of
a microscope type of display turns his eye to look at

LIGHT RAY an off-axis portion of the image, the microscope exit
BUNDLES FROM pupil is r.o longer centered in his eye entrance pupil.
POINTS IN
IMAGE FIELD

CENTER 00 +

200

3007*

400 I{to scale)

Figure 3.5-14. Vignetting as -ye Rotates. Because of
the situation illustrated in tht *)revious figure, if the
microscope user turn', his eye to far while keeping his

E DISPLAY EXIT head position fixed, some or all of the light from the
__ .-Er P microscope will no longer enter his eye. These two
1 -curves illustrate the amount of eye rotation at which

-, this condition, known as vignetting, begins and becomes
total (Ref. 24). Taking a typical eye pupil diameter of 3

3j mm as an example, vignetting would start with an eye
.J q.,rotation of 5.7 degrees and would be total with a rotation

" of 11.3 degrees.
LU

WF

0 4 8 12 16 20

EYE ROTATION (degrees)
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SECTION 3.5 DISPLAY FIELD SIZE

3.5.3 EYE ROTATION GEOMETRY (CONTINUED)

Figure 3.5-15. Head Movement Required to Compensate
8 T TF -T for Pupil Movement. In order to prevent vignetting as the

eye is turned, the display user must move his head to com-
"E pensate. Thi. figure illustrates the amount of head move-

6 .ment required to keep his pupils centered (Ref. 25). As an
i example, to turn from the center to the edge of a 50-

degree diameter image field would require about 4.5 mm
> CL 4-of head movement. Most display users make 1 hese com-0 ,, pensating movements automatically and without ever
2 UJS1,- becoming aware of them.

uo 2
0

0 I I I II I

0 10 20 30 40

EYE ROTATION (degrees)

Figure 3.5-16. Eye Rotation Li, s. In unaided viewing,
or whei; viewing a projection sc, "n, the ability to rotate
the head eliminates the need for lat -e eye rotations with-

40 in the head. However, with a binocular display that re-
quires each eye to be at a relatively fixed distance from
the eyepieces, head rotation is virtually eliminated. As a
result, useful field size is at least partially limited by how
far the eyas can rotate comfortably. The very limited

300 information available on this topic is summarized here.
The author of the study with the monocular telescopef COMFORT states". eye rotation beyond 30 degrees, while physi-

-- 1MIT FOR cally possible, was uncomfortable; usually the subject
UNAIDED preferred to rotate his head. . . beyond the 30-degree eye-
VIEWING; rotation angle ... " Apparently this was a general observa-
RANGE OF tion, not based on any direct measurements on each of
4 SJBJECTS the subjects.
(Ref. 27,C)

CO R For the four subjects, head position was fixed and
LIMIT FOR they were asked to indicate the limits for comfortable
850 FIELD prolonged viewing of an imaginary rear projection
MONOCULAR screen. Data were collected for each eye separately,
TELESCOPE; without moving the head, and the smaller values in
7 SUBJECTS each direction were iiveraged. The range of average
(Ref. 26,X) values for the tour subjects is illustrated.

3I.5
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SECTION 3.5 DISPLAY FIELD SIZE

3.5.4 DISPLAY FIELD SIZE AND VISION

The available data suggest that display field size may displays. Additional data on this topic are summarized in

affect visual performance, but only when thl,. field is Section 3.1.5.

much smaller than would be found in iost imagery

Figure 3.5-17. Field Size and Stereo Acuity. Although
the studies illustrated provide some pvidence that ex-

FIELD
APERTURE FIELD tremely c- all tields can reduce ability to distinguish

DISTANT CLOSE TO APERTURES differ ...Les in depth, thcre is no indication of any signi-

TEST TARGET CLOSE TO EYES ficant variation over the range of field sizes of concern

TARGET (study (blI [studies (a) and (c0l to the display designer.

The variation in visual performance in Study (b) may be[_ due to aperture size, or it may be due to target exposure
time which varied along with aperiure sihe. Whichever

' I .... factor caused the variation in performance with apertures
I !smaller than 10 degrees, there was little if any improve-

ment as the field was increased from 10 degrees to 20
1.2 I ' degrees.

1.5/• •SZTANDARD'DEVIATION OF
FLOATING DOT SETTINGS;0.8 3 SUBJECTS (Ref. 28,0)

(b) AVERAGE ERROR ON
0 0.6 2-1 OD TEST MOVING

AT 100 /SECOND;
w 2 SLBJECTS

:C 0.4 (Ref. 29,C)
0

0.2 AVERAGE ERROR ON
3-ROD TEST;
8 SUBJECTS (Ref. 30.B)

0 I % I I 1I

0 10 20 30 40 50 UNRE-
STRICTED

FIELD OIAMETER (degrees)

- 11
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SECTION 3.5 DISPLAY FIELD SIZE

3.5.5 DISPLAY FIELD SIZE AND SEARCH PERFORMANCE

YJ RECOMMENDATION:

For a display that will be used for rearch, provide a display field with a diameter of at least 36 degrees,
with a preferred minimum of 45 tr 55 degrees.

The very limited data available on image field size and least 9 degrees and the second suggests that it should be
search performance are summarized below. The first at least 34 degrees but probably need not be more than

figure suggests that the image-field diameter should be at 54 degrees.

Figure 3.5-18. Visual Search Behavior with Small Display
Fields. With extremely small fields, visua! search effi-

do ciency ma'1 suffer because of time lost while looking out-
S12 side the display area. In the experiment illustrated, this

LANDOLT RING TARGET effect occurred with fields smaller than 9 degrees (Ref.
60 ONAMAPDISPLAY 31,B).

040

Z40.

20

0
0 4 8 12 16 20 24

DISPLAY DIAMETER (degrees)

Figure 3.5-19. Field Size and Search Performance. A
high quality experimantal microstereoscope with a 72-

0. degree image field was used to measure the impdct of fieid
0size on se ,. -:h performance. Sixteen interpreters searched

0 for a range of different sized targets, such as electronic
c. 0.4 D sites, transformer substations, active construction site,
w STANDARD missile sites, and air fields on small-scale, high-resolution
M ERR OFR o imagery. The imagery was not in stereo, so two copiesS0.3 "OF 16 INTERPRETER were made and mounted in registry on the two film stages
I- MEAN SUBJECTS in order to provide a binocular monoscopic viewing
o 0.2 (Ref. 32,B) situation.

0
S0.1 180 360 540 720 As the graph illustrates, there was a large increase in target

SI detection success, from 27.6 to 42.8 percent as the field
0 0 I I 1 + I+ was enlarged from 18 degrees to 36 degrees. This change
. 0 20 00 80 was statistically significant at P<.01. With a further

enlargement of the field to 54 degrees, performance
DISPLAY FIELD SIZE (diameter in degrees) increased to 44.2 percent, a change that was too small to

be statistically significant.

The interpreters who served as test subjects in this experi-
ment were accustomed to microscopes utilizing Bausch
and Lomb 10X WF eyepieces, which have a field of
approximately 44 degrees (Section 3.5.1). It is possible
that this experience prevented their taking full advantage
of the larger fields used in the test.

The display used in this experiment incorporated an excel-
lent manual imagery translation system, at least for the
purposes of the test. Absence uf an adequate imagery
translation capability would probably make a large image
field more important.

3.5-15
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SECTION 3.6 VIEWING DISTANCE

RECOMMENDATIONS
//

Provide ar image distance in a binocular aerial imege display that is compatible with the eye convergence
angle (Section 3.7.4.2).

Provide an image distance in an aerial image disp'ay of 0.5 to 1.5 diopters (2.0 to 0.67m, or 80 to 26 in).

The minimum viewing distance for real-image displays such as rear screen projectors is 0.40m (16 in). To
maintain best vision the maximum is 2m (80 in). Group displays may require greater distances. If the user
must reach controls on the display the maximum is 0.71m (28 in). (Section 3.6.7.)

The display viewing distance, or separation between the the image must be in focus on the face of the camera
display user's eye and the image being viewed, is tube.
important because it determines the eye accommodation
required to focus the image on the retina. For screen 0 If a reticle is present, it must be at the same optical
displays, though not for aerial image displays, viewing distance as the image.
distance also has an effect on the relative size of the
retinal image (see magnifying power in Figure 3.3-1). 0 In theory, at least, tWis is the image distance for

which the optical design should provide the best
The image experienced by the user of a screen display is image quality. However, with most common types of
fixed in space at an obvious location, the screen, and aerial-imag': displays, large variations in image dis-
there is no question about how viewing distance is tance have little or no effect on image quality and it
measured. Because the specification of viewing distance is adequate for the designer to simply assume that the
is less apparent in an aerial image display, it is defined in image plane is at any convenient distance.

(' -" Figure 3.6-1.

One drawback of fi.2r image distance in an aerial image
Some of the vanables that affect selection of a best display is that almost all spect.Ae wearers will then be
display viewing distance are discussed in this section. forced to use their spectacles % 'ti the display. (Thc
Some of these, such as microscope focus preference data percentage of users who wear -,:-tacles is discussed iv.
(Section 3.6.3), apply only to aerial image displays. The Section 3.9.5.)
special features of a screen display that may require it to
be placed at a particular distance are discussed in Section In a binocular display, image distance interacts closely
3.6.5. with the convergence angle between the optical path to

each eye. This subject is treated in Section 3.7.4.2.
As Figure 3.6-1 illustrates, the user of an aerial image
display can place the image in such a display at whatever As is mentioned in Section 1.2, the discussion and

* viewing distance he chooses simply by turning the focus analyses in this hndbook are limited to emmetropic
knob. There are, however, several reason, why the individuals (those with rormJ sight) unless some other
designer of an aerial image display may need to fix the group is explicitly mentioned. The most distant point of
image distance: accommodation for an emmetrope i5 approximatelyI infinity, or 0 diopter (see Figure 3.8-2).
0 This may be the only image distance for which the

display is parfocal, or remains in focus, as the With the exception of Figures 3.8-9 and .10, there is
magnification is changed (Section 3.8). only a little information available on visual ability wh-n

target distance and eye accon,.aodation distance do not
* In P display that incorporates a television camera tube match. The kind of information that is available is

in order to provide a television display of the aerial illustrated by Figurp 3.6.2.
S ( image, either at the display or at a remote location,

3.6-1



SECTION 3.6 VIEWING DISTANCE

(a)
DISPLAY IMAGE E

Pd

(b) d

DISPLAY IMAGE AT

INFINITY (Odioptei)E

DISPLI AGMAGE
"AEOND INI ITY NT .1

IABEYOBEYONDFINITY"a

BEHIND EYE (d is negative)

LEGE ND:

0 - Object I. - Intermediate image

OL' Cbjective tens Id ' Displayed image
E - r-epiece

pa, - Eye entrance pupil d - Image distance, or vievuing distance

- riwly xitpupl i/d - Vergence of light rays entering the eye

FaF Focal point of evep.ice

Figure 3.6-1. Image Distance in an Aerial Image Display (continued)
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SECTION 3.6 VIEWING DISTANCE

Figure 3.6-1. Image Distance in an Aerial Image Ois- process, this burdle forms an inicrin'eia;4" imu•e, 11,
play. In an aerial image display, the amount of eye somewhere newr the focal point, Fe, of the 2yepiece, E.
at c'mmir,4u.Jiorn required tu focus the image on the Pre'trt,

and hence the image or riciwing 1&litat v, depends on the In part Ia) the intermediate image is to the right of Fe. As
wrI trgnine of the iight rays in the ray bundle from a single a result, the light rays from a single object point are
point in the object being viewed as these rays enter the diverging as they enter the eye. By projecting these to the
eye. V'•'pcic,' is the angular relationship between the rays left, it is possible to determine their apparent (effective)
of light from a single object point. Vergence is usually source at the display image Id, and hence the viewing dis-
expressed in di,'1 hute, or 1 divided by the apparent dis- tance. d. The vergence and tne viewing distance in
tance in meters to the source of the light rays. For light diopters are l.d. The proper eye accommodation is also
rays arriving from a distance of 1m (39.37 in), the verg- I/d diopter.
ence is 1 diopter ID). From a distance of 0.2m. the v3lue
is 1/0.2, or 5 D. If a lens has been used so that the rays in
the buncile are parallel and therefore seem to come from In part (b). the display focus control has moved the object

an infinite distance, the vergence is 1/oo, or 0 D. If a lens to the left, increas ng its separation from the objective
has been used so that the rays are cor, verging rather than lens, 0L, by a distance shown as arrow B. This moves thediverging as thay enter the eyes vergence is defined in intermediate image to the left so that it coincides with the

terms of the distance to the point where they would inter- focal point of the eyepiece. The light rays in the bund;e

sect if not intercepted by tha eye. In this handbook, dis- from a single object point arc now parallel as they enter

tances in the di.-ection the light is traveling are taken as the eye, the image is apparently at infinity, and the image

negative, so that the vergence of converg;ng light rays is distance is also0- 0 d iopter. The proper eye accommoda-

negative. For example, if the rays wou!d intersect 4m tion is also 0 diopter.

bet,;,,d the eye, the vergence is 1/-4, or-0.25 D. (The sign
convention used with spectacles is discussed as part of the In part (c), the object to objective lens distance has been
definition of reJraclir' error in the glossary, Section 8.0.) increased by an additional amount, C. This places the

intermediate in.age to the left of 9Fe and results in a
This figure illustrates how the vergence of the light rays bundle of light rays that converges as it enters the eye.
entering the eye from an aerial image disp!ay such as a Since the apparent source, or point of intersection, of the
microscope varies with the focus setting of the display. light rays is to the ri'jht, the value of d and the vergence in
Each of the three parts of the figure shows, for a single diopterm are both negative. Only a hyperopic (farsighted)
focus condition, the paths of the principal (ceptral) and eye is capable of accommodating properly for converging
marginal members of the ray bundle that passes from a light rays (Figure 3.8-2).
point on the object t3 a small area on the retina. In the

Figure 3.6-2. Visual Ability and Refractive Error. This

figure illustrates visual ability measured in the rcf.aclion

clinic as a function of the amount of re[ractiv'c error for
6/60 .- micropcs (Ref. 1,X). (See Figure 3.8-2 for a discussion of

]u (20/200) this term.) For astignilic eyes, the refractive errors in the
l8 -U two meridians were averaged. The test target distance was

<.. -probably 5 to 6m(16 to 20 ft.). Visual performance wasS6 -u probably measured with standard clinical tests, using tar-,,, - gets like the Snellen E illustrated in Figure 3.1-11.

>" 4 - 6/24 " The right-hand side of the graph gives visual ability in
/ (20/80) ef

MYOPES ,• terms of the common Snellen visual acuity notation.
U) o Because of the potential confusion involved with this and
W. C imilar units for describing visual performance (Ref. 2).

'=these units should not be used in technical publications

2 6/12 2 for any purpose beyond noting that a . ,st subject had
,20/40) normal ability to resolve details on a typical medical eye

St- test chart..J S
1 i I 6/6

(20/20)
0.2 1 4

AVERAGE REFRACTIVE ERROR
(diopte sI)
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SECTION 3.6 VIEWING DISTANCE

3.6.1 ACCOMMODATIVE RANOF OF THE EYE

111h wl on ',+: !m nid.l tnf./e-, JiAj on1 the jl~hlhI of wdil'Jtd.

their C)

Figure 3.6-3. Accommodative Amplitude and Age. The
AVERAGE ACCOMMObATIVE aqcco,'on(datir( armphli'ude, or range of distances to which
AMPLITUDE AT AGE 45 an indvidual can focus his eyes. Jecreises with age. As

I APPROXIMATE FoJPULATION these two curves show, specific values vary, iargely
RANGE because of differences in measurement technique. Because

NEAREST DISTANCE FOR UNAIDED of this and because of the large population range within a
CLEAR VISION imetersl .inqle a+e group, which seems to remain fairly constant at

- 2 1 0 5 0 3 0.ý 2.5 tn ?.5 diopters over the age range shown here (Ref. 3),
,ge I w n be used to obtain only an approximate estimate of

60a- individual's accommodative amplitude.6O q• bF. I

Accommrdative amplitude data are plotted here for
50 -r. A lhi trfiu's (individuals whose eyes, at minimum refrtactie

W pno r yield good vision for objects at infinity-see
C Figure 3 8-2). However, these same dioptric ranges would

Fgr 3 -)/owvr heesmioti ane ol

40 apply, with appropriate lateral shifts, for nivopes (individ-
uals whose eyes, at minimum refractive power, are focused
for objects considerably closer than infinity) and for hip'er-

301 1 1 .1 1 . _._opes (indlviduals whose eyes, at minimum refractive power,
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 are focused for objects considerably beyond infinity). As

NEAREST DISTANCE FOR UNAIDED an example averaging the two curves in the figure indicates
CLEAR VISION FdUopRetD) that an averige 40-year old individual has a 4.7-diopter

accommodat;ve amplitude. If this individual is emmetropic,

he will be able to focus on objects located at any distance
from 0 to 4.7 diopters (infrinity to 0.21m). If he is 3
diopters myopic, he will be able to focu. on objects at any
distance from 3 !o 7.7 diopters (0.33 to 0.13m). If he is
3 diopte;s hypcropic, he will be able to focus on objects
at any distance frum -3 diopters (beyond infinity) to 1.7

diopters (0.59m). (NOTE: Elsewhere in this h3ndbook,
the discussion is usually limited to emmetropes and fully
corrected myopes and hyperopes.)

The reducticn in accommodative amplitude with age gener-
ally begins to cause problems with tasks requiring fine
visual discrimination ot close objects somewhere in the 40
to 50-year age range. The term applied to this condition
is presMb*opia. Emmetropes and hyperopes will require a
positive corrective lens in order to see clearly at near dis-
tances, and may wear this in the form of reading glasses
or as a separate correction in the lower part of each spec-
tacle lens, as in bifocals. M /opes may have less difficulty
with presbyopia because, depending on their refractive
error, they may be abte to see nearby objects adequately
simply by removing their spectacles. Otherwise, they will
also require an additional, less-negative, correction for
performing near visual tasks.

3.6-4
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SECTION 3.6 VIEWING DISTANCE

3..1 ACCOMMODATIVE RANGE OF THE EYE (CONTINUED)

"Figure 3.6-4. Use of Spectacles to Compensate for Loss
- DISTANCE RANGE FOR of Accommodative Amplitude. As is mentioned in

ADEQUATE EYE FOCUS Figure 3.6-3, the loss in accommodative amplitude with

U - UNAIDED VISION age will at some point cause problems for the individual
C1  - NORMAL NEAR CORRECTION performing a near visual task. If a display is to be usedby older individuals, this may also place some restrict-
C2 ' BETTER NEAR CORRECTION ions on the best viewing distance.

FOR VIEWING SMALL OBJECTS
.- _ C2  • This figure shows the viewing distance range acceptable2 for two average individuals, aged 40 and 55. Figure 3.6-3

indicates that they will have an accommodative amplitude
AGE of 4.7 and 1.6 diopters, respectively. The 40-year-old

U _.. individual wil! therefore be able to focus on objects as
close as 0.21m (8.4 in). The 55-year-old individual, how-

AGE ever, will be limited to an unaided distance of 0.62mSU 40 (25 in). The unaided focus range for each individual is
IIdoptersl shown here as U.

0 1 2 3 4 6
I I 'meters) For nearby tasks such as reading or viewing imagery or a

=o 2 1 0.5 03 0.2 display screen, the 55-year-old will require spectacles con-
Scetaining positive lenses. The amount of the correction is

00 40 20 14 10 usually selected to move the individual's accommodative
VIEWING DISTANCE amplitude range closer so that it is centered on the dis-

tance where best near vision is required (Ref. 5). The most

commonly used distance is about 0.4m (16 in). As C1 in
the figure shows, this leaves the individual with a near
point of about 0.3m (12 in). If an individual such as an

* interpreter prefers the larger retinal image obtained with a
doser distance, a positive lens with more refractive power
can !ie used. For example, C2 would allow clear focus at

* about 0.25m (10 in). However, this leaves a gap between
the ac.-ommodative range for near and far vision. If any
objects, such as a second display, must be viewed at this
distance, an additional spectacle correction will be
required.

3
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SECTION 3.6 VIEWING DISTANCE

3,6.2 RESTING POSITION OF ACCOMMODATION

The eye has a prefeTred focus distanct., known as the visual fatigue because it mininiiesl thie effort required to
resting position o" accommodation (RPA) (Ref. 0). keep the image in focus. Some of the available Jata on

Wh10en viewin., a target. the accommodation in use is average RPA va!ues are summarized in Figures 3.6-5 and
generally a comipromise between the viewing distance to 4) below.
the target and the RPA. Factors that reduce vision, suc!

as a reduction in scene luminance or elimination ofscene As Fig ire 3.6-5 shows, the RPA varies widely among

details and factors that reduce the impact of a focus individuils. It must also vary within an individual over

error on image quality, such as a small pupil, tend to age, particularly past an age of about 40. If it is possible

result in an accommodation closer to the RPA and to provide each individual with a different viewing

farther from the target. 4i-tance. it might be desirable to do so. at least within
the limitatir,,is of keeping a reasonable meitch to eye

In theory. placing the image in either a screen or an convergence angle as is described in Section 3.7.4.2.

aerial image display at an indivi'ual's RPA will reduce

Figure 3.6-5. Resting Position of Accommodation. This
figure show. the frequency distribution of rest~ng position

-- "-of accommodation (RPA) values measured in total dark-
ress on 124 college-age observers (Ref. 7.B). The standard
deviation of these values is 0.7 diopter.15 MEAN-1.7

The effect of age on tVe RPA can be seen in another
study, where young adults had a similar average of 1.7
diopter, but prcsbyopes had an average of only 0.8 diop-
ter (Ref. 8,X). The value obtained for presbyopes would.

10 I of course, vary with accommodative amplitude (Figure
> 3.6-3).
zJSI

0 1 2 3 4
RESTING POINT OF ACCOMMODATION

pdoles
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SECTION 3.6 VIEWING DISTANCE

3.6.2 RESTING POSITION OF ACCOMMODATION (CONTINUED)

) • Figure 3.64. Impact of Luminance on Accommodative
Error. The eye generally accommodates to a distance

VIEWING DISTANCE (mfteri) intermediate between the scene being viewed and the rest-

ing position of accommodation (RPA). As these curves

"0 2 1 0.5 0.3 illustrate, the error increases markedly at low illumination

I0.3 levels. (Ref. 9,C). This finding helps explain why visual

PERFECT performance under very low illumination conditions is

3TA best for a target at a distance that matches the subject's

MAT FOR/ 1 r RPA (Figure 3.6-10).
THE4SUBJECTS

, 2 I2e ..ng. D 0.5

SCENE LUMINANCE a
v" 1 odlm 2 IfL): 1 U

SC 0.5 (0.16) >.

0 0 0.05 (0.015) 00 ..

o 1 2

VIEWING DISTANCE (diopters)
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SECTION 3.6 VIEWING DISTANCE

3&63 PREFERRED MICROSCOPE FOCUS SETTING

The focus wttings made by microscope users- rovide an closer than infinity, a phenomenon that has been
irdication of the viewing distance they find most referred to as instrument myopia (Ref. 10). There is
satisfactoty and to a limited extent predict how a strong evidence that instrument myopia is due to tl -
microscope type of imagery display will be adjusted. The resting point of accommodation phenomenon discussed
tendency is to focus to an image distance considerably in Section 3.6.2 (Ref. 6).

Figure 3.6-7. Focus Settings for Monocular Microscopes.
Subjects tended to focus monocular microscopes so that
the image distence was several diopters closer than infinity.I= REF. 11,C IREF. 12.C If they were required to approrsh their final setting from

. DIRSCTION OF ADJUSTMENT a particular direction, without reversals, the final setting
was dikplaced toward their starting point. This finding has•- adirect design application. For example, if a viewing dis-

tance near infinity is desirable, the focusing mechanism
T T I and instructions should require the display user to start

0 1 2 3 4 5 with the image beyond optical infinity. If he then moves
FOCUS DISI ANCE (dioptes it closer until it is in focus, it should be as close to infin-

___________ _ ity as he can accept.
0m 2 1 0.5 0,3 0.2

FOCUS DISTANCE tneters) Although it is not illustrated, in Ref. I Ithe variation
among subjects was approximately 35 percent greater
when they started with an image that was too close and
moved it in only one direction than when they started
with it too distant.

DISPLAY FO(.LUS DISTANCE Imeters

00 2 1 0.5 0.3 0.2
16 - -"'-T I I Figure 3.6-8. Focui Settings for Binocular Micro-

REF" 3.,A- PERFECT scopes. This figure illustrates how focus settings of binoc-

MATCH ular microscoper varied with the convergence angle
12 theorwiica, between the eyepieces. This variation approximated the

zo theoretically correct relitionship between eye converg-
-REF. 1,C Fence and viewing distance indicated by the broken line.

(See Section 3.7.4.2.)

4

0
0 1 2 3 4 5

DISPLAY FOCUS DISTANCE Idiopterl)
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SECTION 3.6 VIEWING DISTANCE

3.6.4 VISUAL PERFORMANCE AND VIEWING DISTANCE

This section summarizes the best of the aailahle studies
on the relationship between viewing distance aad visual

performance.

VISUAL TYPE OF

VIEWING DISTANCE (meters) FUNCTION TEST

2o1oMEASURED (Figure3.2-11) SUBJECTS SOURCE10 2 1 05

0 I 400
()] (a) VISUAL CHECKER YOUNG

9 ACUITY BOARD ADULTS REF. 14,8

1 0
COBS

.9 (b) VISUAL 2-BAR 7

:8 I ACUITY TEST ADULTS REF. 15,3

1,0

2 .95(C) -8)1 (C) STEREO CLSTEREO 32
c ABILITY TEST SELECTED REF. 16,9

W9 IFigure 5.1.11) ADULTS
cc 1.Cr

( (d) STEREO 2 VERTICAL
ACUITY BARS 3 REF. 17.C

.B

9- .(e) STEREO 2 VERTICAL
ACUITY BARS 3 REr. 18,C

0 1 2 3

VIEWING DISTANCE (diopters)

Figure 3.6-9. Variation in Vision with Viewing Dis- wide range of distances. If they had been extremely pres-
tance. The best of the many studies relating visual per- byopic (see Figure 3.6-3) their visual performance would
formance to viewing distance are summarized here. Curve have dropped much faster a; the target moved closer.
(c) shows that portion of the data frcm Figure 3.7-13 in
which there was no indication of any reduction in per- The two largest studies, (a) and (c), indicated a drop in
formance because the convergence angle, 0 did not match visual performance as the viewing distance approached
the viewing distance. optical infinity, while two others, (b) and (d), did not.

This discrepancy may reflect differer "es in how ade-
Although these studies are not in full agreement, they quately the test subjects were corrected for distant vision.
strongly suggest a reduction in vision as the target moves That is, spectacles are generally prescribed on the basis of
either too close or too far away. performance on an acuity test located at a distance of

0.20 to 0.16 diopter (4.9 to 6.1m, or 16 to 20 ft). This
The Point at which visual performance begins to drop as fact, In combination with the "least minus/most plus"
viewing distance is reduced is not clearly defined, but it rule for prescribing spectacles, results in many individuals
appears to be somewhere between 1 and 2 diopters (I and having a maximum distance for clear vision that is one to
0.5m). It is important to note that th3 subjects In all of several tenths of a diopter short of infinity (Ref. 19).
these studies still had the ability to focus their eyes over a

( )
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SECTION 3.6 VIEWING DISTANCE

3.8.4 VISUAL PERFORMANCE AND VIEWING DISTANCE (CONTINUED)

Figure 3.0-10. Variation in the Impact of Viewing Dis-VIEWING DISTANCE Imoteri) tence with Luminance. The impact of viewing distance on
00 2 _ 0.5 0.4 vision varies with other parameters, such as scene lumi-0. , ' 500 Ihnance. In the experiment illustrated (Ref. 9,C). the four

subjects had resting positions of accommodation IRPA,
wLUMNANCE Figure 3.6-5) ranging from I to 2 diopters and their visual

0.8 -d/m III): acuity was generally best in this region. The eifect of
viewing distance was not constant, however, being consid.

- .erably larger at the lower luminance levels. The implica-
.Ja) -tion for imagery displays is that viewing distance becomes

more important as the luminance is lowered.

•=• 1.2- 0.5IO.t51

-J0

0 1 2 3
VIEWING DISTANCE (dioptars)

3.6.5 SCREEN DISPLAYS

The data discussed in the previo'is portions of Section therefore a reasonable minimum if many individuals over
3.6 apply to screen displays such as CRT's and rear age 40 to 45 are to use the display (see Figures 3.6-3 and
screen projectors just as they do to aerial image displays. -4).
That is. the range of viewing distance for best vision is
0.67 to 2.On (26 to 80 in). However, viewing distance A second consideration in determining viewing distance
for screen displays deserves special attention because is the quality of the image. The display should be far
ti'ey introduce complications not present with aerial enough from the user so that the irrelevant details such
image displays. It is usually physically more difficult to as tI'e scan lines on a CRT or the grain on a projection
adjust viewing distance for a real display, and such screen are not objectionable, but it should not be so far
adjustment causes changes in apparent image size and away that information is no longer visible. Section 3.1
quality that may not be desirable. describes some of the visual parameters that are useful in

making this type of analysis, 2nd Section 4.4 illustrates
Several factors affect selection of the viewing distance Its application to CRT displays.
for screen displays. First, the ,earest point for comfort-
able prolonged visual work is classically quoted as 0.40m If the operator must adjust controls located adjacent to
(16 In) (Ref. 20). Justifying this precise value is difficult, the display, the maximum distance is limited to approxi-
particularly since young adults can easily work with mately 0.71m (28 in). (For some precise limits, refer to
visual materials at much closer distances. However, Section 6.1.5). In some cases, difficulties in providing
reading spectacles for presbyopes are generally pre- adequate illumination will limit displzy size and, in turn,
scribed to provide good vision at this distance and it is maximum useful viewing distance.

3.6-10
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SECTION 3.7 BINOCULAR VIEWMNG

The term bin ~twlar applies to any viewing situation and Tile design recommendations in this document are
to any display that involves the t. of both eyes. based, insofir as possible, on quantitative data coll,;cted
Binocular disp!ays fall into two distinct classes: under cont.olled conditions. In most instances, this

means visual performance data. Little direct reference is
0 Devices that produce a single image seen by both made to problems referred to generally a! visual fatigue

eyes; these include most screen displays, or visual discomfort. There is no question that such

problems are real and potentially serious (Ref. 1), and it
0 Devices that produce two separate images, one for is even likely that they are frequently caused by poor

each eye; these include most binocular aerial image design or adj-jstment of the display features treated in
displays, this section, espelially for interpreters working for

extended periods at tasks such as searsii or mapping. The
While some parts of this section apply to any binocular difficulty is that although many attempts have been
display, the principal concern is with the design !ýmits made, there is no adequate test data relating visual
that should be placed on the location of and differences fatigue or discomfort to specific features of the viewing
between the two images produced by the second class of situation in a way that allows display design limits to be
binocular display. set (Ref. 2).

( )
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SECTION 3.7 BINOCULAR VIEWING

3.7.1 TERMINCLOGY

There is c)nsideaible ci tusi-in in the literature about reprcentation of a single point on the ground (or on a
the mneaning of many of the terms that serve to reticle if one is present).
differentiate types of displas and describe their charac- * A lignnw'it 1he position of the two images, relative
teristics. Therefore, certain of the terms essential to the to the display user, in angular units. Always specified
deselpment of c.-sign hum is for binocular displays are as either lateral or vertical alignment.
"defined below. 1(thers appear in the (lossaty.) Where I~aterial Aligmient The convergence angle, or angle
possib~e these definitions have been adapted fr between the visualaxes, necessary for the display user
iecognized adthorities (Ref. 3). to fixate on corresponding points in the two images.

(This definition does not imply that the user is
The first group of terms concerns types of displays. necessarily able to achieve such a convergence angle
•vweral diffetent versions of bin~cular displays are with his eyes.) For an object at infinity viewed
illustrated in Figure 3.7-1. without optical aids, the visual axes of the eyes would

be parallel and the convergence angle would be zero.

• Ocular -A general term referring either to an eyepiece 0 Vertical A lignnent--The vertical position of the two
or to the eye. images relative to each other. Vertical alignment is

e M',nocular -A single eyepiece, or involving only oae usually expressed as misalignment, or the deviation
eye. from a condition of perfect alignment. If there is no

, Binocilar- Both eyes; any optical system or viewing vertical misalignment present, when the display user

situation that involves both eyes. fixate: exactly on corresponding points in the two
e Bioctlar--A specific type of binocular optical system images the visual axes define a plane. (This definition

in which both eyes share an optical element with a does not imply that the visual axes intersect. Whether
single axis of symmetry (Ref. 4). In Figure 3.7.1, (b), or not they intersect also depends orn the lateial

(c), and (d) illustrate typical variations. Biocular alignment between the two images.) The amount of
displays which also have large exit pupils, such as (c) vertical misalignment is the total deviation of the
and (d), can present special image registration prob- visual axes front this plane. It is usually expressed in
lctns if distortion and image location change differ- angular units such as arc minutes or milliradians.
ently for the two eyes as they move within the exit 0 Disparitm,-A difference in the two im-ges. 'rhat is,
pupil (Ref. 5). some pairs of corresponding points have an alignment

different than the alignment of other pairs. In a
A second group of terms distinguishes between displays monoscopic display this could result from differences
used to view a single piece of imagery or a stereo pair. in distortion in the two ontical paths or because

reticle alignment differs from the alignment of the

* Monoscopic--The display user views a single piece of two images of the imagery. Disparity is inherent in
imagery. stereo in.agcry, wheme it serves to encode differences

• Stereoscopic- The display user views two pieces of in ground elevation (Sections 5.1. 1 and 5.1.2).
imagery, one with eacht eye, that have been collected
from different orientations relative to the ground. A term related to this third group of terms is phoria. It is
When these are fused visually the lateral disparityWe thses a rsensation ofused th.(See lateral d.IspaRit. the angular relationship between the visual axes of the
causes a sensation of depth. (See Sect'on 5.1 Ref. 6.)

two eyes when there is no stimulus for fixation present.
Phoria is a characteristic, therefore, of the individual,The third group of terms concerns the geometric

' relationships between the two images in a binocul.: not the display.

display. Two aspects of the registration of these two
images must be considered, their alignment relative to Registration limits are expressed here as visual angles
the display user, and the amount of , sparity, or because that is how they are experienced by the user.
unequalness, between them. in order to define these it is They can easily be converted into other dimensions,
useful to consider the two images as consisting of many such as lineal distance on the imagery, using the
pairs of corresponding points, each pair being the relationships discussed in Sections 3.5.1 and 5.3.1.

3.7-2
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SECTION 3.7 BINOCULAR VIEWING

3.7.1 TERMINOLOGY (CONTINUED)

(a) (b)
OBJECTIVE EYEPIECE

IOCULAR)

"BINOCULAR DISPLAY WITH A
BIOCULAR OBJECTIVE

BINOCULAR DISPLAY

(c) (d) CRT MAGN:FYING
SCREEN LENS

0
tJ 0

BINCCULAR DISPLAY WITH BIOCULAR BIOCULAR MAGNIFIER
EYEPIECE AND OBJECTIVE

Figure 3.7-1. Preferred Titles for Typical Binocular in simplified form, along with the terms used to refer to
Displays. Typical binocular displayt are illustrated here them in this document (Ref. 4).

3.7-3
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SECTION 3.7 BINOCULAR VIEWING

3.7.2 ADVANTAGES

The advantages of a binocular display can be summar- levels this loss is considerably less than the inmprovement
ized quickly. In addition to being more comfortable and due to using both eyes (Ref. 8,C).
convenient for most display users, visual performance is
better when two eyes, rather than only one, are used.
The reported improvement ranges from 5 to 13 percent Whenever possible, therefore, displays should be

for visual acuity (Ref. 7,X) and is approximately 40 designed for binocular viewing. The major exception is a

percent for modulation sensitivity (Ref. 8,C). If illumrin. simple display such as a tube magnifier. Much of the
ation is limited and mrust be split between the two eyes, appeal of this type of device is due to its small size and
there will be some loss in visual pe rformance (see ease of use and these advantages may be lost if sufficient
Section 3.2). However, at typical display lumninance optical elements are added to allow binocular use.

3.7-4



SECTION 3.7 BINOCULAR VIEWING

3.7.3 INTERPUPILLARY DISTANCE (IPD) ADJUSTMENT

RECOMMENDATION:

Provide an IPD range of at least 5C to 76mm, with 46 to 78mm preferred.

Provide a scale calibrated in 1.0-mm increments to indicate IPD setting. For situations where IPD is
critical, such as stereo photogrammetry of color imagery, add a vernier so that the IPD setting can be
repeated to within 0.1 mm (see Sections 5.2.6 and 5.3.7).

Provide a convenient, obvious means of adjusting and locking IPD.

PLE ___PERCENTILE Figure 3.7-2. Interpupillary Distance (IPD) Distribu-

F ATION ZE 1 2.5 50 9 -r ANGE tions. With a small exit pupil display, the interpupillary
-IZE 1 2.5. 50 197.5 -distance (IPD) must be adjustable over a range adequate

AIR FORCE for the entire population of expected users. This figure
FLIGHT 4057 55.5 56.6 63.2 70.7 72.1 51- 76
PERSONNEL summarizes some of the available data. As the blanks indi-
(Ref. 9,0) cate, equivalent points in the distribution are not always

ARMY reported. In addition, IPD values outside the range shown
DRIVERS 431 52.1 - 58.9 - 66.0 - here have been reported. For example, one former inter-
(Ref. 10.C, preter reportedly had an IPD of 46 mmn (Ref. 12,X).

FEMALES NOT - 53.3 63.5 71.1 - - Based on the data shown here, the IP0 range suggested by
(Ref. 1 1.X) GIVEN one authority (Ref. 13), 50 to 76 mm, is adequate. If the

-A - - -cost is not excessive, increasing this range a few milli-
IMAGE meters is desirable because it will ensure that even the

INTERPRETERS 61 57.2 58.4 64.9 71.4 72.6 57-73 occasional very large or very small IPD user will be
(Ref. 12,C) accommodated.

(all dimensions are in millimetersl

Image field size (Section 3.5) and eye relief (Section 3.9)
set a lower limit on eyepiece diameter, which in turn sets
a lower limit on IPD. Conmromise between these variables
may therefore be required.

Making the method of adjusting IPD obvious and con-
venient will reduce the chance of equipment damage from
an improper action such as pushing directly on the ends of
eyepiece tubes. A scale is desirable, and is essential if
problems with chromostereopsis are to be avoided when
measuring colored imagery (see Section 5.2.6 and 5.3).

EYES Figure 3.7-3. IPD Reduction With Eyepiece Convergence.
PARALLEL 7  Interpupillary distances are generally measured with the

+ .1. subject looking at a distant object so that his eyes are
parallel. The entrance pupil of the eye is located approxi-
mately 10 mm in front of the center of rotation of the

-- REDUCTION eye. As a result, when the eyes converge, the distance
IN IPO between the entrance pupils is decreased. The total
WITH reduction in IPD for a convergence angle of 8 degrees is

• ,CONVERGENCE approximately 1.4 mm (Ref. 14).

CONERGED - For critical applications, it may be necessary to consider

this reduction in (PD with eye convergence. For example

T when measuring color imagery an a stereo comparator,
the user may need to set in his particular IPD very precise
ly in order to minimize errors resulting from the color of..1 /~ the target (see Sections 5.2.6 and 5.3.7). If the compara-

10 mm tor has converging eyepieces, a correction of the type
_/ \ shown here will be necessary. This could be in the form o

ENTRANCE -- CENTER OF a conversion chart, or perhaps as a second scale perma-
PUPIL ROTATION nently fixed to the eyepieces that shows equivalent

parallel-eye IPD instead of the actual separation between
the display exit pupils.

3.7-5
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SECTION 3.7 BINOCULAR VIEWING

3.7.4 IMAGE REGISTRATION IN MONOSCOPIC DISPLAYS

This section covers image registration in binocular The frequency and duration of experievce with a
displays used to view a single piece of imagery. Most of particular viewing situation can have a complex effect on
the test data presented here also applies to the visual how much of a problem it is. With time and effort,
situation in stereo displays, but because tihe two pieces individuals can adapt to some situations that would be
of imagery in a stereo display can be moved relative to disruptive with brief, intermittent exposure. For exam-
each other, the implications for display design are much pie, many interpreters can view stereo imagery without
dif.'erent. Registrtion requirements for stereo displays optical aids (Figure 5.1-16), indicating that they are no
are treated in Section 3.7.5. longer bound by the normal relationship between

viewing distance and eye convergence discussed in
Even though this section deals with design limits for Section 3.7.5.2. Also, Figure 3.7-7 illustrates how
monoscopic displays, steieo acuity data appear fre- intermittent exposure to a vertical misalignment of 17
quently. In some situations, this is because they are the arc minutes resulted in a drastic loss of stereo acuity,
only good data available. Also, stereo acuity provides even though in another study dedicated subjects were
one of the most sensitive indications of the ability of the apparently able over time to adapt to vertical misalign-
two eyes to function together, and it is therefore ments 10 to 20 times as large (Ref. 16).
relevant if one desires to obtain full benefit from
providing an image to each eye. (See the comparison of The obvious conclusion to be drawn from the previous
monocular and binocular vision in Section 3.7.2.) paragraph is that the impact on the display user of poor
Perhaps the primary problem with using stereo acuity image registration is reduced with continued exposure.
data is that it may lead to more restrictive design limits Unfortunately, this conclusion is contradicted by the
than would other measurements such as binocular visual common experience that in many difficult viewing
acuity; in practice this nmay compensate for the lack of situations the sensations of visual fatigue and discomfort
data on visual comfort. clearly increase with time. Perhaps the best that can be

done is to simply try to provide a viewing situation that
Vertical and lateral registration are treated separately in is acceptable whatever the frequency and duration of
the sections that follow. However, the designer must use.
keep in mind that if an image rotation capability is
provided in the optical train, vertical and lateral can be When attempting to draw conclusions from experimental
interchanged. In general, the most restrictive design limit data, the complexity of the visual scene must be
would then apply in both directions. considered. Compared with a simple image containing

only a few geometric shapes such as dots and lines, an
Several ideas relevant to the problem of developing and image containing m•,ny details provides a stronger
applying image registration design limits are treated in stimulus for fusion and increases tolerance to some kinds
the paragraphs immediately following, of misalignment. This is illustrated by Figure 3.7-20, and

by the normal experience that in a floating dot stereo
Considerable use is made in the following sections of test comparator the dot is more likely than the ground scene
data on the maximum misregistration that will not cause to appear double. With effort, tlds effect of image
a doubling of the image. This may or may not complexity can be overcome. For example, by concen-
correspond to the point at which visual discomfcrt or trating on the floating dot it can be made to appear
blurring begin. For example, when measuring the ability single and the ground scene double.
of the eyes to change alignment in the refraction clinic,
discomfort and image blurring usually occur well before One of the most important principles, when considering
fusion is lost (Ref. 15). On the other hand, in the limits on image disparity, is that tolerance increases with
experiment involving rotation tolerances for geometric distance from the fixation point. Typical data appear in
targets illustrated in Figure 3.7-20, the subjects report- Figure 3.7-4.
edly never experienced discomfort.

3.7-6
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SECTION 3.7 BINOCULAR VIEWING

3.7.4 IMAGE REGISTRATION IN MONOSCOPIC DISPLAYS (CONTINUED)

Figure 3.7-4 Variation in Di;pari~y Tolerance With

TYPICAL TEST IMAGES Retinal LoLaUion. The vtrtical disparity nece%,ary ":
pioduce double visicn is least at th,' fixatron point, or

DISPARITY norrnnal center of the fiJra, and increases peripherallySIX T N(Ruf. 17,X). As tne results obtained by the four different
PFIXATIONT ( ( experimenters, 1, 11, 111, and IV, illustiate, there is much
POINT disagreement on the rate of increase."-"-TARGETS 0

LEFT RIGHT COMBINATION
YE EYE

IMAGE IMAGE

30

00

S20

O1-0 io IV

5 10 15

DISTANCE FROM FIXATION POINT
(degree',)

SECTION TOPIC COMMENTS

3.7.4.1 VERTICAL a 10-ARC-MINUTE MAXIMUM; 5 ARC
ALIGNMENT MINUTE FOR SENSITIVE USERS

3.7.4.2 CONVERGENCE ANGLE * USE 0-10°; 2-10' PREFERRED
(lateral alignment) * MATCH VIFWING DISTANCE APPROXIMATELY

3.7.4.3 VERTICAL * NOT COMMON IN MONOSCOPIC DISPLAYS

DISPARITY * 5ARCMINUTESMAXIMUM

3.7.4.4 LATERAL DISPARITY * NOT COMMON IN MONO3COPIC DISPLAYS
* PERCEIVED AS DEPTH
* 5 ARC MINUTES M'AXIMUM: LESS TO

ELIMINATE DEPiIH
1.7.4.5 ROTATION DIFFERENCE * MAY BE COMMON IF EAC-I EYEPIECE

ROTATES IMAGE
a LIMIT AS VERTICAL. ALIGNMENT
* 050 IS TYPICAL MAXIMUM

3.7.4.6 SIZE (magnification) 0 LIMIT AS VERTICAL ALIGNMENT
DIFFEdENCE L0.8% IS TYPICAL MAXIMUM

Figure 3.7-5. Summary of Image Registration for Mono-
scopic Disp!ays. For each of ýhe six parts of Section
3.7.4, thi0 figure lists the particular aspect of image regis-
tration discussed and surmnarizes the resulting
conclusions.

3.7-7
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SECTION 3.7 BINOCULAR VIEWING

3.7.4.1 VERTICAL ALIGNMENT IN MONOSCOPIC DISPLAYS

RECOMMENDATION:

Limit the vertical misalignment between images presented to the two eyes in a monoscopic display to 10
arc minutes. To ensure visual comfort for very sensitive users, or for tasks that place a particularly severe
demand on vision, such as photogrammetry, it may be necessary to reduce this value by half.

Figure 3.7-6. Vertical Misalignment. These images of a
- -- = •road intersection illustrate how excessive vertical mis-

alignment in a monoscopic display results in a double
/ •image. Smaller amounts may simply result in discom-

II ' ! I fort or a bluried image.

\ /, / '- 9• decause the eyes do not normally change their vertical
,- -, alignment, tolerances are much smaller in the vertical

LEFT RIGHT COMBINATION than in the lateral direction. In the refraction clinic,
EYE EYE for example, blurring or doubling of the image typically
IMAGE IMAGE occurs when vertical misalignment reaches 34 to 102 arc

minutes (Ref. 18,B). In this situation, visual discomfort

often occurs with a much smaller alignment error; unfor-
tunately no specific values have been published.

To some extent, the eyes can be trained to accept an in-
correct -iýýgnment. Dedicated subjects have repc-tedly
obtained acceptable vision with up to 3 degrees ,!' verti-
cal misalignment (Ref. 19,C), and after a Io tjt Pdaptation
period, a vertical misalignment of 1 degree did not
degrade performance on an M-1 range finder (Ref. 20,X).
Because imagery displays must provide a comfortable
viewing situation and are normally used intermittently,
neither these values nor the 34- to 102-arc-minute value
measured in the refraction clinic provide much guidance
in setting design lirmits.

Figure 3.7-7. Reduction in Vision With Alternations in
Vertical Alignment. In a study of the effect of exposure1.0 . ,1.0 to frequent alternations in vertical alignment, subjecis
judg.d which of two diamond-shaped figures was clcsest

S0.8 TIME 0.8 (Ref. 21,C). The difference in distance corresponded to
S a lateral disparity of 0.2 arc minute, which is about twice0.6 0.6 the minimum that can be detected (sea Figure 3.7-19).

li - Three things occurred simultaneously at the beginning ot
0.4 - 0.4 w each trial: the fixation target disappeared, the alignment

c changed by 17 or 34 arc minutes, and the diamonds
"W 0.2 - 0.2 I" appe3red. The subjects were required to respond both

quickly and accurately, and both categories of perform-
00 ance suffered, even with the smaller alignment change.

17 34
This study did not provide any information on the effect

CHANGE IN ALIGNMENT of continuous exposure to a vertical misalignment.
RELATIVE TO FIXATION
POINT (arc minutes)

3.7-8
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SECTION 3.7 BINOCULAR VIEWING

3.7.4.1 VERTICAL ALIUNMENT IN MONOSCOPIC D!SPLAYS (CONTINUED)

Figure 3.1 8. Variability in Vertical Alignment Settings.
In the Absence of good pel formance data on which to

S0 bdse destqir limits, it is useful to consider how much
z 8vertical mnisalignment display users find acceptable. The

S I ]only availdbtle data are from a very preliminary study in- " 1 which six sulhects used a mlcrostereosCope to vew two

4J I Iidentical photos, one before each eye (Ref. 22,D). They
- .1 1 4 moved one of these freely along the vertical axis until

c TJ they were satisfied with the alignment. It was not possible
< 2 to measur oe o alignment errors, but the variation in

Li the settings made by each subject yielded standard devia-
0 -A C D E F AVERAGE tions ranging from 3.2 to 7.3 arc minutes, w th an average

>median) (median, of 6.0.

TEST SUBJECT

ASSUMPTIONS: Figure 3.7-9. Estimation of Design Limits. The results
SO OF SEN.ITIVE USER - 3.: ARC MINUTES summarized in the previous figure do not provide any

S SGinformation on either visual performance or comfort.Lu SO OF AVERAGE USER =6.0 ARC MIN'UTES
oz 1.0 E EHowever, they do allow an estimate of the likelihood

S•E N•Sthat a typical display user could adiust vertical align-
. Sment better than any particular design limit and this

.8 in turn provides some indication ot whether a particu-
W i lar limit is grossly inappropriate.
I)•, .6/W.-VRG

.6
\-AVERAGE For the present purpose, it is reasonable to assume that

.4 USER vertical alignment setting errors are normally distributed.
Then the average standard deviation (SD) of the settings

to ,•illustrated in the previous figure, plus published tables
J2 .2 of the normal distribution (Ref. 23), cýn be used to esti-

mate the proabd'ihty that a typical display user could
o 0 _ _ _ _ _make a setting more precise than any particular vertical

C.- 0 5 10 15 misalignment allowed in the design. Extending this line

VERTICAL MISALIGNMENT of reasoning one more step, he probably wouldn't be

larc minutes) dissatisfied with the misalignment unless he could con-
sistently do better himself.

For example, an average user could do better than 5 arc
minutes only 60 percent of the time, suggesting that this
is too stringent a design limit, and he could do better than
ifn arc minutes nearly 90 percent of the time, suggesting
that the design limit should not exceed 10 arc minutes.

Some individuals are much more sensitive than others to

vertical misalignment. The most sensitive of the six sub-

jects, A in Figure 3.7-8, had a standard deviation of 3.2
arc minutes, approximately half the average value of 6.0.
If the reasoning in the previous paragraph is valid, he
would require a design limit of only 5 arc minutes.

3.7-9



SECTION 3.7 BINOCULAR VIEWING

3.7.4.2 CCNVERGENCE ANGLE (LATERAL ALIGNMENT) IN MONOSCOPIC DISPLAYS

RECOMMENDATION:

Design for an eye convergence angle of 0to10 degrees, and preferably 2 to 10 degrees. If viewing distance
is fixed (Section 3.6). use Figure 3.7-13 to select a convergence angle that matches viewing dist3nce
to within ±2.7 degrees.

This section discusses some of the factors involved in If a lateral phoria adjustment (Section 3.7.6) is included

selecting a convergence angle for a binocular display. As in the display, this is equivalent to al!owing the subject

is noted in F:igure 3.7-13, a convergence angle of 0 to adjust the convergence angle.

degrees, which corresponds to parallel eyepieces, is

generally easiest tk; build but may cause trouble for some

users.

Figure 3.7-10: Eye Convergence in Normal Unaided
Vision. In natural unaided viewing situations, in order for
the separate images falling on the two retina! te be seen as
single, or fused, the eyes must converge so that the visual
axes intersect at approximately the distance of the object
being viewed. If this condition is riot met, diplopia,
(double vision) will result. Normal visual experience does

0 ; 0° 0 not involve divergence of the eyes beyond parallel.

DISTANT NEAR
TARGET TARGET

Figure 3.7-11: Relationship of Eye Convergence Angle to

VIEWING DISTANCE Imeters) Viewing Distance. The correct convergence angle for
o0 single vision varies directly with viewing distance
10 2 1 0.5 0.33 0.25 expressed in diopters (the inverse of the viewing distance1 r'iP in meters) and with interpupillary distance (IPD). This

16 -71 rm figure thows convergence for the nominal average and

S63-mm middle 95 percent oI the IPD distribution in Section 3.7.3S14 0IPD le(RMf. 24).

1 9 3mm-

z 10 .00,

a~- 8

o
"U 4

>- 2
W

00 2 3 4

VIEWING DISTANCE tdiboters)
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SECTION 3.7 BINOCULAR VIEWING

3.7.4.2 COVERGENCE ANGLE (LATERAL ALIGNMENT) IN MONOSCOPIC DISPLAYS (CONTINUED)

Figure 3.7.12: Fffect of Convergence Angle and Viewing
Distance on Visual Performance. The stereo acuity test

VIEWING DISTANCE (meteui) illustrated in Figure 5.1-10 was used to assess the effect of
So 2 1 0.67 05 eight combinations of eye convergence angle and viewing
4 -0 I I Idistance (R ef. 25,B). As can be seen in this figure, only

_% 70-SCONVERGENCE the two viewing conditions indicated by an X involved
0 ANGIE1 values of these two variables that matched normal
C 5_ experience.
-(L65 - 00

Referring to the data plotted in the figure, ptrformance
appeared to be hurt by two v:ewing conditions:

> 60
XMAT CONVERGENCE " When the target was at infinity (0 diopter) (probably

U MADISTANCE because the subjects had difficulty focusing at that
< 55 -distance (Section 3.6.4))
0

- .74 1.4 2.22 0 When the viewing distance differed from a value that
matched the convergence ang!- by more than 0.75

VIEWING DISTANCE Idiopters) diopter
Although it is not illustrated, the reduction in perform-
ance with a mismatch between convergence and target
distance was greater in subjects with ;ess than 5 diopters
accommodation. This would include most individuals over
40 (see Figure 3.6-3).

Visual comfort ratings were also obtained and were nearly
identical with the performance data illustrated here.

The use of a natural eye pupil in this study may have
caused more sensitivity to differences in viewing distance
than would occur with a display incorporating a typical
small exit pupil 1 mm or less in diameter (see Figures
3.8-9 and -10).

_- Figure 3.7-13. Convergence Angle Design Limits. The

best viewing distance for a display is developed in Section
VIEWING DISTANCE (meters) 3.6 as falling between 0.5 and 2.0 diopters. The evidence

10 2 1 0.67 0.5 0.4 summarized in the previous figure indicates that the dis-
12 1 play viewing distance should match the user's eye con-

vergence at least to within 0.75 diopter. For an average

o 10 BEST VIEWING DISTANCE (IPD = 63 mm) user, the 0.75-diopter (D) tolerance in
(from Section 3.6) distance corresponds to a 2.7-degree tolerance in conver-

8 - PERECT gence, resulting in the preferred design region illustrated.

W MATCH [.
lJ (ATr IPC A display with a convergence angle of zero is appealing

0I 63 mm) because it wili generally be less expensive to build and
, easier to align than one involving convergence. The

,w 4 i BEST acceptable design region illustrated will allow zero
U ,CONVERGENCE
z -0.75 2 convergence so long as the design viewing distance is
( 2 - ANGLE between 0.5 and 0.75 diopter. However, there is some

-. very tentative evidence that a few interpreters, perhapsw I
> as many as 5 percent will have d;. 'culty fusing the images0in a zero-convergence display (Ref. 26). This suggests the

-2. desirability of providing at least a couple degrees of
0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 convergence.

VIEWING DISTANCE (diopters) Most ind;,..:Juals can actually diverge their eyes slightly
beyond parallel (Ref. 27). Since such a condition is
not a part of normal visual experience, it should be
carefully avoided in a display.

3.7-11



SECTION 3.7 BINOCULAR VIEWING

3.7.4.3 VERTICAL DISPARITY IN MONOSCOPIC DISPLAYS

RECOMMENDATION:

Limit the vertical disparity between points separated by only a few degrees in a monoscopic display to 5
arc minutes. (Figure 3.7-4 can be used as a guide for relaxing this tolerance for points separated by greater
distances.)

S- RETICLE Figure 3.7-14. Vertical Disparity. Vertical disparity can
generally occur in a monoscopic display only if a sepa-
rate reticle is displayed to each eye or if there is a con-

' .,_ siderable difference in the distortion introduced by the
S, two optical paths.

In the illustraticn, a cross reticle appears slightly higher
-v before the right than before the left eye and this dif-

tEFT RIGHT ference, dV is the rt•rticaul disparity. If the vertical dis-
EYE EYE COMBINATION parity is too large, it is not possible to fuse the two sepa-
IMAGE IMAGE rate images (IRef. 28). Because the ground scene, in this

case a road intersection, is usually the stronger stimulus
foi fusion, it will generally be seen as single and the reticle
will blur or, as in the figure, it will be seen double. In
some situations, a very small vertical disparity will even
yield a sensatit, of depth (Ref. 20).

Figure 3.7-15. Comfort Limits. The only available data
COMFORT LIMIT FOR COMPLEX RETICLE on the reduction of visual comfort because of vwstical
RECOMMENDED IN REF. 30 disparity were obtained with a complex reticle type

Spattern used as a head-up display in aircraft (Ref. 30,C). It
__J was viewed against a monoscopic display of static and0 5 10 moving aerial imagery. Tolerance varied widely among

subjects, but an extensive and informal data analysis
VERTICAL DISPARITY yielded a recommendation by the authors to limit vertical

(arc minutes) disparity to 3.4 arc minutes.

3.7-12
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SECTON 3.7 BINOCULAR VIEWING

3i.7.4.3 VERTICAL DISPARITY IN MONOSCOPIC DISPLAYS (CONTMNUED)

Figure 3.7-16. Ability to Discr'minate Depth. This figure
illustrates the loss in ability to perceive depth as vertical
disparity increase J (Ref. 31,C). The test consisted of twoo - dots. In one set of trials, the target dot was 0.5 degree
above the fixation dot, while in the other set, it was 4

O .. degrees to one side.rTARGET DOT %bL0 I5 AtOVE I Although the small number of subjects and small quantity
04 - FIXA1 ION DOT %. . of data make it difIicult to decide exactly at what dis-

5 •.par ity value the loss is signif icant, there is even a sugges.

? tion of a loss at the smallest disparity value used, 5 arc492-... SUBJECT A minutes.

06

M o8 - 1 SUBJECT 8

0L4 I-
TARGET DOT
4' TO ONE SIDE

02 - OF FIXATION DOT

0 5 10 15 20 25
VERTICAL DISPARITY IN TARGET
DOT RELATIVE TO FIXATION DOT

(arc minutes)

Figure 3.7-17. Variability in Vertical Disparity Settings.

= NO * DOT RETICLE As in the case of vertical alignment considered in the pre-
0 RETICLE PRESENT vious section, the ability of display users to adjust out the

z z 8 vertical disparity in a display provides some insight into',U T
setting design liniti. Two of the six subjects discussed

v) in Figure 3.7-8, F and G, made settings both with and
> :)T I without a small opaque dot reticle present. Contrary to
C3 4E expectations, the variability of thr~r settings was nearly

IE the ;arne in both situations.

2 I Because only two of the subjects made settings ,vith a
Iz reticle present, the best estimate for the average varia-

> 0 F G bility in vertical disparity adjustments is not the average

F G AVERAGE for these two, but instead is the 6.0-arc-minute average
TEST SUBJECT FOR ALL tor Me entire six Subjects.

6 SUBJECTS
(Figure 3.7-8) Therefore, the comments about vertical alignment design

limits in Figure 3.7-9 also apply here. Because of the
additional data available on the problem of vertical dis-
parity illustrated in Figures 3.7-15 and -16, they have
somewhat less impact here.

3.7-13
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&ECTION 3.7 BINOCULAR VIEWING

3.7.4.4 LATERAL DISPARITY IN MONOSCOPIC DISPLAYS

RECOMMENDA'riON:

Lirnit the lateral disparity between points separated by only a few degrees in a monoscopic display to 5
arc minutes. If all sensation of depth must be avoided, reduce this limit to 1 arc minute, with a preferred
limit of one-third this value, or 0.3 arc minute.

Figure 3.7-18. Lateral Disparity. Lateral disparity (dL) is
= RETICLE -. i I.. dL like vertical disparity (Figure 3.7-14) in that it can gener.

alily occur in a nmonoscopic display only if a separate
reticle is displayed to each eye or if there is a considerable
difference in the distortion introduced by the two optical

+ ",X paths. It differs from vertical disparity in that moderate
% • % amounts clearly yield the sensation of depth. (See discus-

"sion in Section 5.1.) It also differs in that considerably
"more lateral than vertical disparity can be tolerated before

LEFT RIGHT the image appears double (see Ref. 17).EYE EYE COMBINATION

IMAGE IMAGE As with vertical disparity, the ground scene is usually a
stronger stimulus for fusion than the reticle, so it is the
reticle that appears above or below the ground, or as a
double image. If the images of the reticle diverge, as in
the illustration, the reticle will appear to be below the
surface of the ground. If the reticle images converge,
the reticle will appear to be closer than the ground. A

200 - diverging disparity is sometimes referred to as uncrossed
and a converging one as crossed.

CONVERGE'
100- FLOATING

"DOT
SRETICLE

FUSION
40 - LIMITS

VRef. 32,a) Figure 3.7-19. Effects of Specific Lateral Disparities. A
S- DIVERGE .single image and the sensation of depth can be obtained

S 20 over an approximate range of three orders of magnitude=" 20 -
k of lateral disparity. At one extreme, under good viewing

LIMIT FOR BEST DEPTH fRef. 331 conditions, skilled individuals can discriminate a difference

>. 10- .3 m (10 fW) OBJECT* in depth equivalent to 0.1 arc minute and most car Jetect
I-- 0.5 arc minute. At the other extreme, experienced usersCONVERGE COMFORT of floating dot comparators can with effort fuse a dot

SIN HUD reticle with more than 100 arc minutes of converging or
S4.0 DISPLAY 15 to 40 arc minutes of diverging disparity. The strongest-J ..- DIVERGE (e 3,)i.,ipression of depth occurs with somewhat smaller dis-IRef. 3,C)i
cc parities; according to one source, the upper limit for
W 2.0 simple geometric objects is 10 :,c minutes.

" 0Design limits for imagery displays fal; between these

extremes and depend somewhat on the need to elimi-
1.0- nate any sensation of depth in the image. In most

situations, a converging disparity is more acceptable
than a diverging one. The best available comfort

-CLINICALLY ACCEPTABLE I mits were obtained for a display situation where the
0.4 DEPTH PERCEPTION (Ref. 34) sensation of depth was neither useful nor directly

harmful. This was an aircraft head up dispidy (HUD)
consisting of a complex reticle pattern viewed against

0.2 a moving ground scene. Visual comfort limits were
3.4 arc minutes of diverging disparity and 8.6 arc minutes
of converging disparity. (This is the same study used in0.1 -e-LIMIT FOR PERCEPTION Figure 3.7-15.)

OF DEPTH (Ref. 35)

"*1:40K stereo imagery, 200 camera convert~ence, Design limits based on a requirer,ment to eliminate any
viewed at 30X (Section 5.1) sensation of depth nust be considerably smaller, probably

much less than 1.0 arc minute.
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SECTION 3.7 BINOCULAR VIEWING

3.7.4.5 IMAGE ROTATION DIFFERENCE IN MONOSCOPIC DISPLAYS

RECOMMENDATION:

Limit the rotation difference between the two images in a binocular display to an amount that will not
exceed the permissible vertical misalignment over the usable image field. Referring to Figure 3.7-22, if the
permissible vertical rnisalignment is 10 arc minutes (Section 3.7.4.2), the rotation difference limit for a
usable display field radius of 20 degrees is 0.5 degree.

If image rotation capability is included in the display, locate it in front of, rather than after, the optical
element that splits the image for the two eyes, thereby eliminating rotation differences due to operator
misadjustment. If this is impossible, at least incorporate locks on the two controls to prevent accidental
rotation.

A rotation0 diftferenice can occur in a monoscop ic Although there are s mne datý' on how large a rotation

bihoCuItar display be1ause rf p0 1700r align mnCIt or. in the difi" rence is accepltalIe, the best available approach
case ot an iislruluent that allows iniaee rotation at each in t etiniv design Iir:it• is to consider the vertical ntis-

evepiece, because of poor adjustn int by the user. alignmnent intro duced by th e rotiation diffcrence.
Obseration saiggests that with some• dispi ys such

rotation dit.,rences are a ser~ous source Of visual

problennt.

Figure 3.7-20. Tolerance for Image Rotation. The results
,., 2of Study I (Ref. 36,B) illustrate how the acceptable
1 203 amount of rotation difference decreases with the radius
z 50 PARALLEL of the image field and increases with the complexity of
UJ HORIZONTAL the target. In this study, the test subject fixated at the

LIN:S 7  LEFT RIGHT COMBI. center of the image field, and the rotation difference wasSL 5 EYE EYE NATION- increased slowly until he indicated that the target began

GE IMAGE to appear double. The subjects did not report visual dis-
U comfort at any stage of the test (Ref. 37); this might not

UJ W arply to the considerably larger field typical of anI imagery display. Also, their tolerance was reduced by
STUDY I mild stressors such as lack of sleep. A particularly inter-

0 0 /esting result of another study in this series was that

<J 5 SINGLE HORtZ. rotation differences of this type are fused by the central
z LINE STUDY 11 nervous system, rather than by rotation of each eye

around its visua' axis as had been Lelieved previouslyk-< (Ref. 38,B).

c 0 2 4 6 8 10 Study It was a very limited test of how well subjects

IUdegrees) could eliminate rotation differences between membersDISPAY FELD ADIS (dgree) I of five stereo pairs viewed in a display with a field radius

I of 10 degrees (Ref. 39,D). Each subject made 10 settings,
and the absolute values of his errors were averaged. For
the 16 subjects, the 5th and 95th percentile average errors
were 1.0 and 2.2 degrees. This range is plotted here.
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SECTION 3.7 BINOCULAR VIEWING

3.7.4.5 IMAGE ROTATION DIFFERENCE IN MONOSCOPIC DISPLAYS (CONTINUED)

Figure 3.7421. Image Rotation Geometry. The effect of
rotating the image to one eye in a binocular display is to
create vertical and lateral rmisalignrrent that increases with
the rotation (0). The display user will experience more
misalignment (mL and mV) as he shifts his line of sight

PP \ 
further from the center of rotation.

0+
LEFT RIGHT
EYE EYE COMBINATION
IMAGE IMAGE

Figure 3.7-22. Conversion of Image Rotation Difference
j 30 - --- to Linear Misalignment. The usable image field is limited

to the distance from the center of the field over which
2 \ MISALIGNMENT, the vertical and lateral misalignment are acceptable. The\\ AT XMV OR mL, most restrictive limitation is the 10 arc minutes developed

!o 0 . (arT minutION P in Soction 3.7.4.1 for vertical misalignment. On this basis
a rotation difference of 0.5 degree would not cause an

U6 '5\ 20 %. unacceptable vertical misalignment within approximately
"•,. 20 degrees of the center of the field (Ref. 40).

IL5

0 1.o
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

ROTATION DIFFERENCE BETWEEN IMAGES Idegrees)
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SECTION 3.7 BINOCULAR VIEWING

3.7.4.6 IMAGE SIZE DIFFERENCE (MAGNIFICATION) IN MONOSCOPIC DISPLAYS

RECOMMENDATION:

Limit the difference in size between the two images in a binocular display to an amount that will not
exceed permissible vertical misalignment over the usable image field. Referring to Figure 3.7-27, if the
permissible vertical misalignment is 10 arc minutes (Section 3.7.4.2), the image size ditference limit

for a usable display field radius of 20 degrees is 0.8 percent.

"There are two ways a binocular display can cause a difference in focus between the two optical trains. This
diffetrent size image to be presented ito each eye. The might occur because the user has removed spectacles
most obvious cause is a difference in miagnification that provide a different correction for each eye, or
between the two optical trains. With some instruments, because the instrument is tilted with respect to the
an inmage size difference can also be caused by a imagery.

Figure 3.7-23. Other Limits on Image Size Differences,.
RECOMMENDED LIMIT ADAPTATION A maximum image size difference in binocular displays of
IN TWO DESIGN HAND- POSSIBLE 1 percent has been recommended by some authorities.
BOOKS (Ref. 41) (Ref. 42) Over a period of days, dedicated test subjects can adapt to

I image size differences of twice this am' .Jnt, but only with
considerable effort.

I . I -II

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2,0 2.5

IMAGE SIZE DIFFERENCE (percent)

Figure 3.7-24. Normally Occurring Ima" Size Differences.
100 The distribution of image s;ze differences reported for two

I populations is illustrated (Ref. 43,C). A difference of 1
"percent is generally considered a potential cause of visual

80 problems in the refraction clinic, but much smaller differ-
"17 FLIGHT CADETS ences can be troublesowe (Ref. 44). For exarmple, differ-

60 ences of 0.25 to 0.50 -ercent reportedly caused visual
discomfort and serious constant and variable errors for

40 341 COLLEGE STUDENTS photogrammetrists engaged in contour mapping; these
w 40 problems were usually successfully eliminated by the pre-

scription of special size correcting lenses (Ref. 45).
,20  I

01 I I I I I I

0 1 2 3 4

DIFFERENCE IN APPARENT IMAGE SIZL
BETWEEN THE TWO EYES (percent)
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SECTION 3.7 BINOCULAR VIEWING

3.7.4.6 IMACS SIZE DIFFERENCE (MAGNIFICATION) IN MONOSCOPIC DISPLAYS (CONTINUED)

Figure 3.7-25. Reduction in Stereo Acuity Witn Image

P0 <Size Differences in a Microstereoscope (Ref. 46,C). ImageP <.00size differences reduced ability to discriminate depth in
the stereo acuity test illustrated in Figure 5.1-11 and used /
in the study in Figure 3.7-12. A size difference along only

wu 58

U one axis, as wou'd occur with anamtorphic magnification
Z had less eifect than a size difference in both directions. (P

m is the probability that the performance reductions
o 56 observed were due to chance variation in the data.)

0.
I- 54

I-I0 u

q:5211Ifr r fi !
$ % +

NONE 2.5 2.5 2.0

IMAGE SIZE DIFFERENCE
(direction and amount in percent)

Figure 3.7-26. Geometry of Image Size Differences. A size
mv difference between the images in a binocular display will

I, - -- - Ibe seen by the user as a misalignment in the vertical (mV)
N " \.and lateral (rnL) directions. The amount of this misalign-

J.,, ment increases with the amount of the size difference and
I ~with the distance from the center of the field.

LEFT RIGHT
EYE EYE
IMAGE IMAGE COMBINATION

Figure 3.7-27. Conversion of Image Size Difference to
Lincar Misalignment. The usable irmage field is limited toMISALIGNMENT, the distance from the center of the field c,ver which the

_mOR mL, vertical and lateral misalignment are acceptable. The

T AT FIXATION POINT- most restr r ave limitation is the 10 arc minutes developed
. , in Section 3.7.4.1 for vertical misalignment. On this basis,

0 5 1 a size difference of 0.8 percent would not cause an unac-
0 % ceptable vertical misalignment within approximately 20

J 20 - % 20 %, decrees of the center of the field (Ref. 47).Z

105 .o-L. 20..

SIZE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
IMAGES Ipercent)
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SECTION 3.7 BINOCULAR VIEWING

3.7.5 IMAGE REGISTRATION IN STEREOSCOPIC DISPLAYS

Inage registiation in stereoscopic displays is considered example because the two pieces of imagery are per-

in this sectlon. Because tihe factors involved are nearly manenindy attached, then the more restrictive alignment

fhe same as those presented for nmonoscopic displays in limits developed for miinoscopic displays in Section

Section 3.7.4, the treatment here is primarily in terms of 3.7.4 apply.

additions and exceptions to that section.

If the stereoscopic alignment is detcrmine2d by some

One special problem in stereoscopic displays is distortion automatic device such as an optical or electrical corre-

differences between the mer ibers of a stereo pamr lator, the additional problem of variation., in alignment

obtained at a high obliquimy angle. Compensation for over time c~n arise. There are no directly relevant test

these distortions with anam orphic magnification is data, but it is likely that such variations will be more

treated briefly in Section 5.1.4. troublesome than constant alignment errors of equal

size. Until test data are available, the suggested design

The discussion in tihe following parts of this section limit for variations in alignment over a short period, say

applies to the typical stereoscopic display in which the a few seconds, is the 10-arc-minute value developed in

user can move the images of two memhers (f the stereo Section 3.7.4.1 for vertical alignment. This linit should

pair relative to each other. If this is not possible, for apply in both the vertical and lateral directions.

3.7.5.1 VERTICAL ALIGNMENT IN STEREOSCOPIC DISPLAYS

There is no good way to establish a design limit for always be visible in the area of overlap, tiis is probably a

vertical alignment of the optics in a stereoscopic display. fairly weak source of interference, at least for the large

The two images must be aligned to the same limits as in field typical of imagery displays. Also, as Figure 3.7-4

a monoscopic display, but because the display user can illustrates, any effect decreases rapidly with distance

move them relative to each other the exact alignment of from the fixation point and hence with distance in-

the optics is not critical. In fact, limited observation of ward from the edge of the field.

stereo imagery set up by various interpreters indicates

that small but noticeable differences in vertical align- For the sake of appearances the desi-gner will want to

ment anong individuals are comnl•n. limit vertical misalignment to an amount that is not

obvious to the user. There is no test data, but the

Ideally, the misalignment of the field edges should be observations on lateral alignment discussed in the next

small enough that it does not interfere with fusion of the section suggest that most users would not notice a

imagery. There are no good data available. Because the degree or so of field misalignment.

area outside the field is dark and one of the images will
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SECTION 3.7 BINOCULAR VIEWING

17.5.2 CONVERCENCE (LATERAL ALIGNMENT) ANGLE IN STEREOSCOPIC DISPLAYS

The same basic considerations apply to lateral image by interpreters so that when they are -ecn fused the edge

alignment in stereoscopic as in nionoscopic displays, so of one field is displaced laterally several degrees from the

the same design reconinendation; given in Section edge of the other. In one exti nme case, two experienced
3.7.4.2 apply. interpreters were apparently satisfied by the stereo

image obtained with one field shifted relative to the
However. as was noted in Section 3.7.5.1, in a typical othlcr by approximately one-third of the 40-degree
stereoscopic display the user can niove the images display field (Ref. 48). Other than the obvious result of
relative to each other in order to achieve whatever lateral reducing the image area seen in stereo, there are no data
alignment lie desires. Limited observation indicates that to indicate what impact this kind of misalignment has on
the two members of a stereo pair are usually positioned vision.

37.5.3 VERTICAL DISPARITY IN STEREOSCOPIC DISPLAYS

As with monoscopic displays, vertical disparity can a stereoscopic display additional disparity will result
occur in a stereoscopic display because the reticle has a from any differences in the distortions present in the

different alignment than the imagery, or because of a two pieces of imagery.
difference in the distortion introduced by the two
optical paths. Because the display user has control over The design recormmendations developed in Section
vertical alignment of the imagery, significant disparity 3.7.4.3 for monoscopic displays are the best available for
relative to a reticle will occur frequently, particularly if stereoscopic displays.
it is a weak stimulus for fusion such as an opaque dot. In

17.5.4 LATERAL DISPARITY IN STEREOSCOPIC DISPLAYS

The comments in Section 3.7.5.3 concerning vertical 3.7-19 and at some length in Section 5.1. Lateral
disparity in stereoscopic displays also apply to lateral disparity not related to such height differences should be
disparity, with the exception that lateral disparity will kept to the same limits developed in Section 3.7.4.4 for
also be present because of height differences in the monoscopic displays.
original ground scene. These are treated briefly in Figure
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SECTION 3.7 BINOCULAR VIEWING

3.7.6 PHORIA

RECOMMENDATIONS:

A phoria adjustment capability of + 0.60 vertically and +1.70 laterally is desirable on any display used
for extremely demanding visual visks for extended periods of time, such as a high precision stereo com-
parator. On most other displays the available data do not justify the cost of such an adjustment. If
provided, a scale to inditte the null position and the approximate amount of compensation in use is
essential.

This section is notably lacking in test data from which to error in the relative positioning of the eyes, so that the
determine if" a phoria adjustment is needed on a display, image of a single object does not fall on exactly
A large phoria is a well estahished cause of p;-oblems corresponding points on the two retinas. Unfortunately,
such as severe visual discomnft.rt or double vision and there are no test data that show whether or not this
generally requires clinical help in the form of spectacles reduces visual performance (Ref. 49). In the only known
or eye exercises. An argument against providing a phoria study that is relevant, the one on stereo acuity summa-
adjustmment is that if this help is successful the individual riued in Figure 3.7-12, the subjects were selected to
will not need a plh, ria adjustment on his display, and if include! a typical range of lateral phorias and, with the
it is not he is uim.'ely to remain in such a visually exception of a few extreme cases, phoria had no impact
demanding professi.,i. as image interpretation, on performance (Ref. 50). An additional argument

against providing a phoria adjustment is the fact that
\%Vhether smaller phorias that do not require clinical help with most imagery viewing tasks the display user will
reduce visual performance and therefore require a phoria frequently shift his attention to other objects where he
compensation capability cannot be established from the wil: not have the advantage of any phoria adjustment in
available literature. Uncorrected phoria can cause a small the display.

Figure 3.7-28. Normal Vision. Ideally, the balance within
the sets of muscles that position the eyes is such that
the visual axes intersect at the object being viewed. If
this condition is not met, at least approximately, theadditional effort required to maintain single vision can
lead to visual discomfort, particularly with prolonged
visual tasks. In extreme cases, the muscle imbalance
may be sufficient to cause double vision.

DISTANT D NEAR
TARGET TARGET

Figure 3.7-29. Measurement of Lateral Phoria. The angu-
PRISM lar relationship between the eyes in the absence of a stimu.

,, lI~u~du~ui-\ lus for fusion is known as phoria. It can be measured by
using prisms to redirect the lines of sight so that a scale
appears before one eye and an index mark (+) before the
other. The position in which the test subject sees the

SEPTU index mr.-k on the scale indicates the convergence angle,SETUM 0, between his eyes. If the convergence ang~e is correct for

the distance to the scale, as in this illustration, he is said
S7to be orthophoric.

ORTHOPHORIA
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SECTION 3.7 BINOCULAR VIEWING

3.7.6 PHORIA (CONTINUED)

Figure 3.7-30. Lateral Phoria Types. If, in the test
situation ullusrated above, the individual's eyes turn
inward relative to their proper position, so that the
lines of sight intersect nearer than the scale, he has
esophoria. If they turn outward, he has exophoria.

<- -

AIi
ESOPHORIA EXOPHORIA

Figure 3.7-31. Distribution of Lateral Phoria. The
TARGET DISTANCE (meters) orthophoric condition is defined by the normal

10 2 1 0.5 0.33 0.25 relationship between target distance and convergence
14 1 1 1 , angle developed in Figure 3.7-11 ; the illustration here is

ESO- for an average (IPD = 63 mm) individual.
12 PHORIAPHORIAE EXO-

"o 10 -RANGE ,. PHORIA The population tendency is toward exonhoria, or inade-
FOR 67% quate convergence, particu!arly at the higher convergence

ZJ 8 OF POPULATION angles required for viewing close objects (Ref. 51,X).

w 6
L~zu. 4 .,, • '

2

UJ 0LU

-2 iIl
0 1 2 3 4

TARGET DISTANCE (diopters)

Figure 3.7-32, Vertical Phoria. If one eye terds to turn

VISUAL AXIS up or down relative to the other, an individual is
FOR ONE EYE said to have a vertical phoria.
-T.U RNS UP

VISUAL AXIS
FOR OTHER
EYE TURNS
DOWN

SIDE VIEW
OF EYE
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SECTION 3.7 BINOCULAR VIEWING

3.7.6 PHORIA (CONTINUED)

VERTICAL PHORIA farc minutes) Figure 3.7.33. Distribution of Vertical Phoria (Ref.
52,X). As one would expect from the fact that the lines

z 5 0 17-34 34-86 > BE of the sic",t of the two eyes do not normally deviate verti.
O cally, vc -al phorias are smaller and potentially more
P.
< 40 troublesome than lateral phorias. In general, anything over

0.6 degree is a potential source of •;sual problems (Ref.
30 53). The situation with vertical phoria is complicated byO 0

0. the existence -,' two distinct types, one of which cannot

o 20 be corrected with spectacles (Ref. 54).

zo 10

w0 . - 1 --

0 0.5-1.0 1.0-2.5 > 2.5

VERTICAL PHORIA lprism dioptersl

3.7.7 IMAGE DISTANCE

Differences in the (optical) distance to the two images in because such a situation sets up a cor, flict between tLhe
a binocular display w,lI result if the two optical trains accommodative mechanism in the two eyes it is likely to
are not focused the same. Limited observations of contribute strongly to visual discomfort during extended
experienced interpreters using common displays such as periods of viewing. There is no obvious way to eliminate
the Bausch and Lomb Zoom 70 and Zoom 240 in test this problem, but providing good focus mechanisms will
situations suggest that such differences may occur help. (See Section 3.8.)
frequently. There are no directly applicable data, but

3.7.8 IMAGE QUALITY

Figure 3.7-34 summarizes data indicating that stereo targets have obtained exactly opposite results (Ref.
vision is hurt more by differences in quality between the 55,X). In a monoscopic display the user would of course
right and left eye itnages than by an equivalent reduction have the option of simply viewing the better image
in quality of both images. Studies with simple geometric monocularly.

I Figure 3.7-34. Impact of Image Quality Differences.
.8 [-' Test subjects made height measurements using stereoI ur - BOTH EYES THE SAME photographs printed in focus and at two levels of blur

o• ( Ref 56,X). Five pairs were made up, one with no
* 60 ONE EYE BLURRED, blur, two with one member blurred and the other not,Z THE OTHER SHARP

E O E S and two with both members blJrred. Performance
* ,lu 40 was reported as the mean standard deviation, in micro-

meters, of the measurements on a particular pair.S 4<tf lPerformance was hurt more when the two eyes viewed
< 2different quality images than when both images were

< athe same quality.
> 0 E

NO HALF FULL
BLUR BLUR BLUR
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SECTION 3.7 BINOCULAR VIEWING

3.7.9 IMAGE LUMINANCE

RECOMMENDATION:

Limit the luminance difference batween the two images in a binocular to less than 50%; a preferred limit
is 25%.

The only available data on the effect of luminance effect if more illumination had been available was not
differences is a limited study in which reducing the evaluated. On the basis of this study, the luminance
luminance of one ,neinber ol'a stereo pair by 50 percent difference should be less than 50 percent. N-ow much
reduced stereo acuity by 2.4 percent (Ref. 56.X). less is necessarily arbitrary, but a value of 25 percent is

bhether this luminance ratio would have had a similar certainly reasonable.
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SECTION 3.8 FOCUS MECHANISM

RECOMMENDATION:
Minimize the need to refocus after imagery translation or a change in magnification.

The focus controls on anl aerial image displhr' allow tile tile display will be designed so that there is no need for
user to ohtbt i , an image at anl acceptable distance by refocus after the imagery is translated or after magnifica-
changing ti te relative positions along tile optical axis of tion is changed. A display that remains in focus as
tile object (ilnagery), the image and the optical elements. magnification is changed is said to be parl cal. Re focus-
(Image distance for an aerial image display is defined in ing is also frequent when tile magnification is sufficient
Figure 3.6-1.) to make the blur in the imagery apparent, possibly

because the user is then unable to be certain that lie has
In some kinds of displays the user's rhoice of image tile best possible image.
distance is limited. For example, the screen location in a
rear screen projector fixes image distance precisely, and Ideally. the need to adjust the focus control will be
the presence of another sensor such as a vidicon may reduced by constructing the display so that tile iniage
place restrictions on it. Other reasons the designer may remains in focus as the imagery is moved and as tile
need to at least partially fix image distance are consid- magnification is changed
ered in the introduction to Section 3.6.

Several terms are used in specific ways in this document.
In many imagery viewing situations the display user Depth of field refers to object space and depth oJjo(.,s
adjusts focus almost continuously. %hiile searching refers to corresponding quantities in image stace (Ref.
imagery that is moving relative to the display, he may I). Also, in many biological micros"-pes tile display
have to focus to compensate for variations in filn curl focus control moves the stage hoiding tile object being
and for changes in tile distance between the imagery viewed up and down. Tlhe term "stage movement" will
support surface and the objective lens caused by be used here to describe the action of a focus control
inadequacies in the mechanical support system. Magnifi. even though it may be the objective lens or the entire
cation changes require refocusing many displays, particu- optical system that actually moves.
larly when a different objective lens is involved. Ideally,

3.8-1
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SECTION 3.8 FOCUS MECHANISM

3.8.1 FOCUS RANGE REQUIREMENTS

RECOMMENDATION:

Provide a display focus adjustment capability of at least f4 diopte.rs, and preferably ±6 diopters (Figure
3.8-3).

Allow a difference in focus of the two optical paths of a binocular display of at least 1.5 dioipters, and
preferably 3.5-diopters (Figure 3.8-4).

Do not allow a difference in focus in the two optical paths of a binocular display, whether introduced to
compensate for differences between the operator's eyes (Figure 3.8-4) o. to correct for some misalignment
in the display, to cause an unacceptable difference in size of the two images (Section 3.7.4.6).

Provide a scale to indicate, at a minimum, the focus difference between the optical paths, and ideally the
actual image distance in diopters.

This section considers the range of image distances that several variables not treated here, such as film curl, film
must be provided by tile display focus mechanism in thickness, and location of tile film support surface

order to satisfy a reasonable proportion of potential relative to the objective lens.
users. The focus mechanism must also compensate for

Figure 3.8-1. Optimum Image Distance for Vision. As
Figure 3.8-1 illustrates, the focus control on an aerial

FR IMAGE DISTANCE image display moves the displayed image closer or farthere-FOR BEST VISION

(Section 3.6) away from the display user. It is better to express image
distanzce in diorters, rather than in units of physical dis-

I I - I I I I tance such as meters, because variations in objective lens
-3 -2 o1 0 1 2 3 4 to image distance are more directly related to the former

unit. In addition, only a unit like the diopter provides a
DISPLAY IMAGE DISTANCE (diopters) means of indicating the distance to the image as it moves

away and, in a sense, goes beyond infinity. The term
"diopter" is defined in the glossary (Section 8.0).

00 2 1 0.5 0.3 In Secti-in 3.6 an optimum image distance for an imagery

PHYSICAL DISTANCE display of 0.5 to 1.5 diopters (2.0 to 0.67m) is developed.
As is noted in the introduction to Section 3.6, image dis-tance in an aerial image display varies with focus setting,

but may be fixed by the presence of a reticle or a vidicon,
or the requirement to maintain parfocality as magnifica-
tion is changed.

FAR SIGHTED NORMAL SIGHTED NEAR-SIGHTED
INDIVIDUALS INDIVIDUALS INDIVIDUALS Figure 3.8-2. Maximum Viewing Distance and Refractive
(hyperopes) (emmetropes) (myopes) Error. Individuals can be characterized by the location of

the most distant point at which they can maintain clear
vision. The extent to which this differs from infinity is
referred to as their refractive error.I I I I I I I

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 Strictly speaking, the best image distance illustrated in the
MAXIMUM VIEWING DISTANCE (diopters) previous figure applies to normally sighted individuals or

to those with refractive errors that have been successfully
corrected with spectacles. If the display has been designed

to provide an image at a distance of 0.5 to 1.5 diopters,
2 1 0.5 0.3 individuals with an uncorrected refract:ve error, and those

cc 2 1 0.5 0.3 with excessive presbyopia (see Figure 3.6-3), will need a

PHYSICAL DISTANCE focus adjustment to compensate. If the imagery-to-

(meters) objective lens distance must be held constant, this com-
pensation must occur at the eyepieces.
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SECTION 3.8 FOCUS MECHANISM

3.8.1 FOCUS RANGE REGUIREMENTS (CONTINUED)

Figure 3.8-3. Distribution of Refractive Errors. While
100 , most individuals have little refractive error, a significant

number have sufficient error to require compensation if
they remove their spectacles when using the display. The

,,, 99.5 data in Section 3.9.5 suggest that about 20 percent of the
-2 95 -interpreters using a display would first remove their
z spectacles.w
L)

90 _ This curve snows the distribution of refractive errors in
a. 90L the general population (Ref. 2,B). It inadcates that: -n

N 878 NATIONAL adjustment range of ±4 diopters is required to include 98
,•SERVICE RECRUITS, percent of the population, and ±6 dioipters to include 99

AGE 17 27, WITH percent.
D OS <0.6 DIOPTER

0 5 ASTIGMATISM

0 1,-,e 1 1 1 1 t I ! I 1 J

6 4 2 0 2 4 6
FAR (hyperopia) NEAR (myopia) .

REFRACTION (diopters)

Figure 3.8-4. Refractive Differences Between the Two
15 Eyes. Most irdividuals have some refractive difference

- SPECTACLE WEARERS betweer. the two eyes. Assuming they don't wear spec-(Ref. 3. X tacles to compensate, a difference in the image distance in

I + U Lthe two optical trains of ±11.5 diopters must De available
z + - UNSELECTED to be sure of accommodating 95 percent of potential
L 10 SUBJECTS
tr IN LATE TEENS users; +3.5 would handle 99 percent. A range of ±3.5
Wu (Ref. 4,X) diopters is suggested. This should be ample, s;nce many

Z+L L individuals with this large a refractive difference will be
0o wearing special spectacles to compensate for the resultingS+ image size difference and they will not remove these when

t1% using the display (Section 3.7.4.6). Care should also be
0 5% taken to ensure that a difference in image distance does
0. not result in an image size difference in the display. .

0 I
0 1 2 3 4

DIFFERENCE (diopters)
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SECTION 3.8 FOCUS MECHANISM

3.8.2 PRIMARY FOCUS CONTROL

RECOMMENDATIONS:

Use the procedure outlined in Figure 3.8-7 to establish the ratio of stage to focus control movement.

If focus control knob rotations of two or more turns will be frequent, provide a coarse focus conitrol or a
convenient, recessible crank handle.

U se a focus knob diameter of 25 to 75 mm (11 to 3 in); 50 to 62 mm (2 to 2.5 in) is preferred unless the
resistance is very small (Figure 6.2-8).

Limit focus knob resistance to 11.3 g-m (16 oz-in) unless testing verifies that more resistance is acceptable
(Figure 6.2-fii.

Keep the rat o of resistance to upward versus downward motion less than 2: 1.

Eliminate noticeable variations in resistance as the control is turned.

Limit backlash to twice the depth of field at the highest commonly used magnification; half this amount~is
preferred (Figure 3.8-8).

Do not use pushbutton-type focus controls because they interfere with focusing by bracketing (Figure
3.8-6).

The primary focus control varies the separation of the Size and maximum resistance for a focus control knob
stage (imagery support surface) and the objective lens of are discussed in Figure 6.2-8. A problem occurs with
the display. For a stereosc~opic display it varies this some focus control mechanisms that raise and lower a
separation for both optical trains simultaneously The heavy display such as a microstereoscope relative to the
stage (or objective lens) movement for a given amount of imagery support surface. Unless part of the weight is
control movement must be sufficiently small that precise supported with a spring or a counterweight, the control
stage positioning is possible at high magnification and resistance will be much greater when raising than when
yet must not be so small that the number of control lowering the display. There are no established limits on
revolutions becomes excessive at low magnification or the ratio between resistance in the two directions, but
when compensating for film curl or variations in working experience suggests that some users will be dissatisfied
distance with different objective lenses. Figure 3.8-7 with a value much larger than 2: 1.
provides an analytical technique for estimating the best
movement ratio.

3.8-4



SECTION 3.8 FOCUS MECHANISM

3.8.2 PRIMARY FOCUS CONTROL (CONTINUED)

BLUR-TO.BLUR DISTANCE Figure 3.8-5. Estimation of Depth of Field. The depth of
field, A. of a display is the total distance the object

= 1SSUBJECTJE I(Ref. 7,D) (imagery) can move a~ong the optical axis that still results"I SUBJECT iRef. 8) in adequate image quality. It is necessary to conside(
depth of field here because it provides an estimate of how

far the display user must move the stage r.3lative t3 the
objective lens in order to pass through the region that

o provides a clear image. This value is used in the analysis in
S I X Figure 3.8-7.

343 mm The value of Adepends on diffraction effects, on the
A 34 m2 (Ref. 5) image quality standard imposed, and for aerial image dis-

o0.3 M2  laYs such as microscopes, on the accommodative antpli-
C tude of the display user (Ref. 5). Theoretical treatment of

"X depth of field is extensive but there is little agreement on
E X how it should be measured (Ref. 6).
E 0.1

0The theoretical relationship between depth of field and
J magnification (M),/A = 343/M2mm, is based on several
W assumptions (Ref. 5). For example, over the range of mag.
U. 0.03 nification illustrated, the largest portion of Ais due to the
O accommodative amplitude of the display user. The value

-. X used, 4.0 diopters, is the one generally used in calculations
IL 0.01 . . of this type (Ref. 5). However, the data in Sections 3.6
Q 0 40 80 120 160 and 3.7.4.2 suggest it may be too large by a factor of at

least 2 for a binocular display that reduces accommoda-
MAGNIFICATION, M tive amplitude by fixing the eye convergence angle.

580x 10' + 0.146 +250 343 The equation for depth of field also varies with the
NA2  M.NA M2 &12 (ef amount of blur considered acceptable in the image. TheNA2 M NA M

2  
M

2

equation shown here is based on allowing a point in the
*THIS EQUALITY IS BASED ON THE ASSUMPTION THAT object to appear as a blurred disc 2 arc minutes in diam-
NA 0.0034M. eter in the image (Ref. 5). A smaller limit on the size of

this disc decreases the depth of field and a larger limit
increases it.

An equation for Abased only on magnificaton, such as
the one shown here, is useful but requires an assumption
about the relationship between magnification and numeri-
cai aperture (NA). The relationship used here, NA =
0.0034M, is based on microstereoscopes typically used for

STAGE AND viewing imagery, such as the Bausch and Lomb ZoomFOCUS CUNTROLMOVEMENT 240, operating over a magnification range of 6 to 50X

-3 - (Ref. 5). Becaose in most presently available displays
numerical aperture does not continue to increase at this
rate at higher magnifications, the equation A = 343!M2

O -2 X = FINAL POSITION probably underestimates the contribution of numerical
Wu aperture to depth of field at magnifications significantly

>L greater than 50X.
-1-BLUR

w_ C
-rJ "DEPTHzipt OF

0 FIELD0- Figure 3.8-6. Focusing by Bracketing. At low magnifica-

4. wu 1 - BLUR tions the depth of field is large enough that the display
user can be relatively casual about focusing. At high mag-
nifications correct focusing is more critical and the best

2 setting can usually be obtained by bracketing the depth of
field. As the figure illustrates, this involves turning the
focus control back and forth to establish the control set,
tings where the image starts to blur in each direction and

TIM then using this knowledge to position the stage in the
TIME approximate center of the depth of field.

3.8-5
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SECTION 3.8 FOCUS MECHANISM

3.8.2 PRIMARY FOCUS CONTROL (CONTINUED)

Figure 3.8-7. Determination of the Best Ratio Between
Stage and Focus-Control Movement. The prev;ous two
figures provide a basis for setting limits on the ratio of
stage movement to focus contro! rotation.

1-20° MINIMUM CONTROL
ADJUSTMENT (Figures 6.2-8 and -101 At one extreme, the smallost control setting the display

user can make cnnveniently shown here as (a), is abnut 1
to 2 degrees (Figure 6.2-11). In order to use the bracket-

3-6' = MINIMUM CONTROL ROTATION ing technique of Figuce 3.8-6 effectively, the control rota-
FOR CONVENIENT BRACKETING tion to move through the depth of field should be several

(b) times this large. An increase by a factor of 3 would pro-
vide a rpasonable minimum of 3 degrees rotation (b); one
authority suggests 10 to 20 degrees is best (Ref. 9).

As an example, consider a display with a ma'imum magni-
1) 180°0= MAXIMUM CONTROL ROTATION fication of 15OX. Assuming that the curve in Figure 3.8-51 FOR CONVENIENT BRACKETING applies, the smallest depth of field for the display is 0.015

mm. This amount of stage or object movement must
require at least 3 degrees of focus control rotation, and a

FOCUS full revolution of the control must not move the stage
CONTROL more than 1.8 mm.
KNOB

At the other extreme, effective use of the bracketing tech-
nique requires that the display user keep his fingers in
position on the control. This limits him to a comfortable
rotation range estimated to be about 180 degrees. Assum-
ing a stage to control movement ratio of 1.8 mm per revo-
lution, the maximum stage movement possible using the
bracketing technique is then 0.9 mm, which corresponds
in Figure 3.8-5 to a display magnification of approxi-
mately 20X. This stage to control movement ratio would
th6refore allow focusing by bracketing over a magnifico-
tion range of 20X to 150X.

A third consideration in the design of the focus control
mechanism i; the maximum stage movement required. If
the display is not parfocal, this might be determined by
the variation in working distance as magnificition is
changed. If the display is nearly parfocal, the maximum

FOCUS CONTROL movement may be determined by possible variations in
MOVEMENT imagery position. Whatever the cause, if the display user

STAGE must frequently turn the focus control more than about
MOVEMENT two revolutions, a coarse focus control should be pro-

vided. Alternatively, a retractable crank handle could be
added to the knob; unfortunately these are seldom very

HALF satisfactory mechanically.
-3 THE

BACKLASH Figure 3.8-8. Impact oi Backlash. Backlash is defined
here as the maximum focus control rotation that will not0r-. , cause the stage to move. As this figure shows, the stage

I position lags behind the control position by a distance
Z -z0 4--BLUR equivalent to half ihe backlash.

CIF I !DEPTHD DEPTH When the display user attempts to focus by bracketing the
o0g depth of field, as in Figure 3.8-6, control movement tu go
o F from blur to blur, which is the same as going from oneaz L t" -- BLUR
Z. 1 reversal in control movement direction to the next

/ inreversal, is increased by the amount of the backlash. Since
. 2 backlash is usually a constant in terms of control inove-

ment, its impact is 6reatest at high magnification where
3 focusing is more cr:t- al.

In the absence of any useful data (Ref. 10), backlash
TIME should not exceed twice the depth of field at the highest

commonly used display magnification, and preferably it
should be considerably less.

3.8-6
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SECTION 3.8 FOCUS MECHANISM

3.8.3 DIFFERENTIAL FOCUS CONTROL

RECOMMENDATIONS:

Provide a label to indicate the direction the image moves for a particular control input.

If the display permits, provide a scale on the differential focus control to aid users in placing the two

images at the same distance.

Allow rapid image movement, with a minimum of 2.0-diopter variation in image distance per quarter turn

of the focus ring on an eyepiece.

Binocular displays that provide each eye with a separate his accomnmodative range (Figure 3.6-3) and he is

image must generally incorporate some imethod ,or unlikely to set each image at the same distance.
varying each image distance independently, usually as a
focus ring on one or both eyepieces. This serves two If a user finds hle must focus one eyepiece at :a time. then

functions: because his far point is relatively fixed while his near
point is highly variable, he will be more likely to make

"* For most users, it provides a means for placing the the images equidistant if lie places each as far away as

two images at the same optical distance, even though possible (Ref. 12). Most individuals are not consciously

there are differences in optical path length or, in a aware of the distance to an aerial image, so to use this

stereoscopic display, differences in object distance. technique the display user must be told which way to
move the differential focus controls, preferably by

" For those users who remove spectacles that provide a means of labels on the controls. If the eyepieces

different correction for each eye, it provides a mea'is converge, when he finishes focusing each image sepa-
of placing the two images at the correct relative rately, he will probably have to move both images closer
distance. This latter group may require up to 3.5 with the primary focus control in order to make the
diopters of differential focus (Figure 3.84). viewing distance match the eyepiece convergence angle

(Figure 3.7-13).

Misuse of a differential focus control is a potential
source of trouble. Nlost users don't require a different Before implementing the focusing technique in the

image distance for each eye and, although there is no previous two paragraphs, it should be tested to ens, re

data on the subject, will probably st 'fer if they use a that it does not interfere with obtaining parfocality

display that has been adjusted so that such a difference across variations in magnification. Whether it is incor-
exists. (See Section 3.7.7.) The potential for such a porated or not, labeling on the focus controls to indicate

differerce is high because a significant number of which way they move the images is desirable.
experienced display users are apparently unable to
determine whether the two images are equidistant (Ref. All users would benefit by the addition of a detent or a
i1). scale like that on the eyepieces of binoculars to indicate

when the images are at a particular distance. In displays

A display user will have more difficulty placing the two where the differential focus adjustment must compen-
images at the same distance if he cannot concentrate on sate for differences in optical path length, such a scale
the image he is focusing due to interference from the may not be feasible.
other image. If he eliminates the interference by closing
one eye, he will accept an image at any distance within

3.8-7



SECTION 3.8 FOCUS MECHANISM

3.8.3 DIFFERENTIAL FOCUS CONTROL (CON rINUFD)

Focusing to make the two images equidistant is made focus ring in one direction extends the eyepiece while
more difficult by the fact that the eye changes accom- rotation in the other direction retracts the ring but
modation in response to changes in image distance, leaves the eyepiece behind, forcing the user to push it in
particularly when the di:;tance varies slowly. To reduce manually. Apparently this results from reducing eye-

this tendency the differential focus control should allow p;ece clearance sufficiently to maintain adequate optical
rapid changes in image distance. In the absence of useful alignment. If this problem cannot be eliminated with a
test data. it is estimated that a quarter turn of an focusing ring type of control, it would be easier to
eyepiece focus ring should provide at least a 2.0-diopter obtain proper foctls by simply sliding the eyepiece in
change in image distance. and out manually and then locking it in place with a

screw or a lockring. The design should allow one-hand
Action of the differential focus controls should be operation.
positive in both directions. With many of the displays

commonly used for viewing imagery, rotation of the

3.8.4 FOCUS CONTROLS FOR REAL IMAGE DISPLAYS

The design recommendations developed in Section 3.8.2 reduced accordingly. In addition, it may be appropriate
for aerial image displays also apply to real image displays to increase the allowable blur in the image to match the
such as rear screen projectors. However, because the resolution of the screen (A2 in the equation in Ref. 5).
image distance is fixed by the screen position, the user's
accommodative amplitude is no longer a factor in the Focusing requirements for electronic displ... '

depth of field, and the values in Figure 3.8-5 must be cussed in Section 4.4.
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SECTION 3.8 FOCUS MECHANISM

3.8.5 AUTOMATIC FOCUS DEVICES

"1 his section suiLiiarizes somne of the data that may he ilmpact onI the anmoutt o• h'cus error that will be
useful in ally att,'lempt to establish design piatonelers '•tr noticeable.

all aullltialc focus device. Such a device woutld auto-

mIatically maintain a constant inage distance ill all aerial Average accommodative :implilude as a function of age

image Jisplay by comnpensating fi'r variation% is ohjec- is suonmari/ed in Figure 3.6-3. In most displays, tihe
tive lens to iliagery distam~e. At a minimiuni, such a usable accomnnnodation range is smaller than this figure
device must include a focus control thal allows the user indicates becat'se the convergence angle between the
to adjust image distanlce as on all ordinary display. Also, eyes is tixed. The data in Figure 3.7-13 suggest that, at

there is the question of how much variation in image least for binocular displays involving natural pupil sizes,
distance aiound lthe constant value to allow. This the upper Pinit on the variation ill image distance that

variation includes a component due to the sensitivity can he tolerated is no more than ±0.75 diopters. Older
limit of the device, plus relatively rapid changes in image display users might not tolerate this amount of variation.
distance due to any jetkiness or oscillatory hunting As Figure 3.8-9 illustrates, tolerance for accommodative
behavior in the servo mechanism. This section is con- error varies with pupil diameter.

cerned with design limits for this type of variation in
image distance. One approach would be to limit variations in image

distance to plus or minus half the depth of field of the
Design limits *epend on a large number of factors. None display. This could be measured by having test subjects
of these are understood well enough, at least as they with good visual acuity but a very small accmonmodative
relate to imagery disploys, to allow setting reasonable amplitude focus the display from blur to blur (Ref. 13).
design limits. Therefore, the best recommendation that Use of a high-quality resolution target would produce
call be made at present is to limit such vaiiations to an the smallest limits, but these might be more restrictive
amount that does not have any detectable impact on thim necessary if they are based on looking at objects
display image quality or on user comfort. with significantly highet resolution than is available in

the imagery to be viewed on the display
Amnumi the factors that would hIve to be considered in
order to set specific design limits are the following: A design limit of plus or minus half the depth of field

would be reasonable only if one could be sure that the
"* Image quality average display focus was exactly centered between tIhe

distances at which blur occurred. This would occur only
"* Accommodative amplitude of the rptattor while lie is when the display user was totally successful in using a

using the display (Figures 3.7-13 and 3.6-3) focusing technique like that illustrated in Figure 3.8-6.
As Figure 3.8-11 illustrates, if the average image distance

"* Accotmnodative response of the display us.r to an falls on either side of this position, tolerance to
image at a fixed distance (Figure 3.8-12) oscillatory variation iii image distance is reduced. To

compensate, a design linwt of perhaps plus or minus a
"* Accommodative response of the display user to quarter of the depth of field would be more desirable.

variations in image distance (Figure 3.8-13 through
-16) Accommodation normally changes constantly, even

when an object at a fixed distance that contains fine

"* Sensitivity of the user to changes in image distance detail is being viewed. Presumably there is no need to set
(Figure 3.8-11) design limits smaller than this variation. The amplitude

of this variation in accommodation is nominally 0.2 to
"* D)epth of field of the display user when using the 0.4 diopters, although as the representative data in

display (Figures 3.8-5, -9, -10, and -II) Figures 3.8-12 and -13 illustrate, establishiag a meaning-
ful average or maximum is not currently possible.

Image quality, which depends both on the resolutior of
the imagery and on the numerical aperture and magni~f- Most of the figures in the remainder of this section
cation of the display, must be considered because off its illustrate data collected under test conditions where the

3.8-9



SECTION 3.8 FOCUS MECHANISM

3.8.5 AUTOMATIC FOCUS DEVICES (CONTINUED)

optical distance to a target could be varied without any might he fatiguing in itself. Second, as the curves in
change ill tile site of tile target, (See tile discussion of Figmue 3.8-15 and -16 illustrate, his accommodative
the Badal principle in the glossary, Stction 8.0, or in response will be less than the image movement and will
Ref. 14.) lag behind it, resulting in an accommodative error that

varies with time (Ref. 15). There is no indication that
One reason changes in image distance pose a problem for with continued exposure to oscillatory variation in
the display user is the existence of a well-defined latency target distance at a particular frequency there will be
of perhaps 0.4 second in tile resp)nse of the accommo- any change in tile response of the eye (Ref. 16).
dative mechanism of the eye. Tht available data on this
topic are summarized in Figure 3.8-14. One final factor that may possibly be of some relevance

is thie apparent change in the size of an image experi-
An oscillatory variation in image distance can affect the enced by some individuals when the image changes in
display user in two ways. First, his eyes will attempt to distance but not in size. An extensive review of this
change accommodation in order to track the image- this phenomenon is available (Ref. 17).

/
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SECTION 3.8 FOCUS MECHANISM

3.8.5 AUTOMATIC FOCUS DEVICES (CONTINUED)

WHITE 3 TRANSPARENT EYE Figure 3.8-9. Depth of Field of the Eye. In the study
BACKGROUND SCREENS WITH illustrated here, thr! depth of field of the eye was inas-
SCREEN CARRYING ARTIFICIAL ured by ad;usting the distance to two discs, A and C in

0- PUPIL part (a) of the figure (Ref. 18,C). The spots subtended 10+ 4 arc minutes and each was approximately 20 arc minutes
I I I from its neighbors. Except when measuring the effect of
I IItarget contrast, :he discs were black and were viewed

I !against a white background. To measure the effect of con-
I '{..) trast, they were front illuminated to make them brighter

than the background. Screen B. carrying three discs, wasI I fixed at a distance ,-,f 2.0 diopters (0.5m) from the sub-

I Iject. Screens A and C, carrying one disc each, could beA B C moved along the suhiect's visual axis. The pupil of the eye

/ /NOTTO in use was dilated with drur•s, and the other eye was

SCALE covered.

Measurements were made by separating screens A and C
(b) 2.0 1 I I I I until "their discs appeared blurred, then moving them

toward B until all five were in sharp focus. Subjects were
ACTUAL PUPIL SIZE 3llowed to compare the apocarance of the discs by glanc-

.... PUPIL SIZE CORRECTED ipg quickly from one to another. With practice, measure-
1.6 FOR STILES-CRAWFORD ments could be repeated to within 0.02 diopter.

Q. (Section 3.2.3)

1.2 The effects of changes in pupil size, background lumin-"1 ance, and disc contrast on depth of field are illustrated
W and are all in the expected direction. In (a) a smaller pupil
L. allows a smaller bundle of light rays to enter the eye,

.8 thereby decreasing the size of the blur circle caused by a
particular amount of focus error. For very small pupils
there is also some blurring of the image due to diffraction,

o ISBLACKTARE thereby reducing visibility of the target and increasing
CONSTANT RETINAL ILLUMINANCE 270 T tolerance for blur caused by focus error. Parts (c) and (d)

SCE d. show that decreases in luminance and it, contrast both

0 1 increase depth of field, presumably by increasing toler-

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ance to blur.
ARTIFICIAL PUPIL DIAMETER (mm) The importance of the test subject is illustrated in (c),

(c) BACKGROUND LUMINANCE (fL) which shows data collected under a single test condition
.1 1 10 100 1000 for an additional six subjects. Although their larger depth

- 1.2 .I I - of field values may be due to basic differences in their

6OTHER visual systems, a more likely cause is that they were less
SUBJECTS critical in their judgments cf spot sharpness. This suggests

.8" that a target with finer detail might yield smaller depth of
field values than illustrated here.

U. BLACK TARGET
iL.4 U PUIL - 3rm . '

0

1 10 100 1000

(d) BACKGROUND LUMINANCE (cd/m
2 )

1.0

.2

0.6

I' 1SUBJECT/
I. TARGET = 350 cd/rn

2 
(100 fL)

*0.4 BACKGROUND DARKER THAN TARGET* PUPIL -M 3rm i

00.200.2L t .. I I i I I

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 ..0
TARGET CONTRAST, Cm
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SECTION 3.8 FOCUS MECHANISM

3.8.5 AUTOMATIC FOCUS DEVICES (CONTINUED)

UB3JECY PLANE SPATIAL FREQUFNICY UBJECT.PLANE SPATIAL FREQUENCY
,cycles .*nrn di 1x or 2b0 •.mi) (cycles/mm at IX or 250 mm)

003 0 u 3 1 3 10 20 003 0. 1 0.3 1 3 10 20

SIZE UF 1'2 CYCLE (.ic rnnutLei SIZE OF 1/2 CYCLE (arc minutes)

300 IGO 30 10 3 1 03 t,0300 100 30 10 3 1 03
1 0 , " 11

1 SUBJECT Isame DEFOCUS DEFOCUS 1.0 3
as Fig. 3.89) (diopters): 1 SUBJECT :d.opter 5 ,'

03 2.8 mm PUPIL .5 0.3 2.0 mm PUPIL 0 /

RIFEF 19,C REF. 20,C

Ul 10 0.1
E E

003, 003ý

I. I I

* Z

0 0
U0.01 -0.01

- /

u 003 / Dashed lines 0.003

from Figure
3.1-19

0.001 ,,,0.0011

0o 1 0.3 1 3 10 30 100 01 0.3 1 3 10 30 100

SPATIAL FREQUENCY Icycles degreel SPATIAL FREQUENCY (cycles/degree)

Figure 3.8-10. Effect of Focus Error on Contrast Th? previous figure indicates that the depth of field
Sensitivity. Another method of estimating the depth of the eye with a pupil diameter of 2 to 3 mm is in
of field of the eye is to measure contrast sensitivity excess of 0.5 diopter; this figure indicates however,
with various amounts of focus error present. The that a significant reduction in visual performanc i
technique used here was like that used in Figure 3.1- capability can occur with this amount of focus error.
37. The target was a sinusoidal grating viewed on a
CRT. The accommodation of the eye being tested
was fixed with atropine.

Figure 3.8-11. Detection of Target Oscillation. The
FOCAL PLANE amplitude of 2-Hz o3cillation in target distance that was
OF EYE FIXED just detectab!e as blur is illustrated (Ref. 21). The small
BY DRUGS high-contrast test object was viewed through a 3-mm

2-Hz / artificial pupil against a 170-cd/m (50-fL) white back-OSCILLATION ground. Drugs were .A to eliminate any changes in the

OF TARGET 3 MM accommodation of i eye that might have served as aI PUPIL clue.

'"• ,The minimum detectable oscillation amplitude when the

"" I average image distance matched the focus distance of the
S0.8 I I eye, approximately 0.6 diopter, it very close to the depth

, .- 0.6 INDUCED " INDUCED of field of the eye with a 3;mm pupil measured in this
J I . MYOPIA HYPEROPIA same laboratory (Figure 3.8-9). Blur was detectable at a

Sy 10.4 * . * much smaller amplitude when the average image distance
S• 0.2 *was 1 to 2 diopters away from the eye focus distance. The

0 -I increase in threshold beyond 2 diopters probably resulted
3 2 1 0 1 2 3 Ibecause the target was constantly blurred, making the
31oscillatory blur harder to detect.

CENTER OF TARGET OSCILLATION
RELATIVE TO EYE FOCAL PLANE (diopters)
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SECTION 3.8 FOCUS MECHANISM

3.8.5 AUTOMATIC FOCUS DEVICES (CONTINUED)

1a) TARGET DISTANCE IItopt.rs D) Figure 3.8-12. Normal Variation in Accommodation.
The accommodation of the eye varies constantly while
viewing a target at a fixed distance, even though fine
details in the target remain in apparently good focus.

NO Typical records of eye ac-on,modation made with infra-
TARGET red optometcrs are illustrated. Each recording includes

the distance to the target beiny viewed, ;n diopters (D0,
........ 1.5,D and the eye pu,)il diameter ,vhen known. In most cases

an artificial pupil was used, At the left of each record-
ing is a line indicating the verticil distance that corres-

J.L.... I I__ _ Iponds to a 1-diopter cl-&'ng! in accommodation.
0 2 4 6 8

TIME (second_) The curves in (a), (b), and Wc) are from a single laboratcry

(b) and were collected w;th the eye pupil dilated with drugs.

TARGET DISTANCE Idiopter, Dl: These recovcdings all illustrate the approximate magnitude

and frequency of naturally occurring variatiuns :n acr.om-
mcdation. In addition, they illustrate several sp,*cific

0 phenomena:

1 0 (a) - Accommodation varies both with an empty visual
'1 /AA •rf '\f•N J7rnmm field and with a target present (Ref. 22).
I PUPIL

ID I I (b) - The variation is reduced when the target is at infin-
0 2 4 6 8 ity (Ref. 16). (Pupil diameter was not reported for

TIME (seconds) the upper curve).

W) TARGET DISTANCE (diopters, D: 1 (c) - There is less high-frequency variation with a small
(artificial) pupil than with a large pupil (Ref. 23).
The high-frequency variation with the 7-mm pupil

II is concentrated at 2.0 Hz.
7mm (d) - Measurements in a second labo;atory, usingPUPIL reduced illuminption to dilate the pupil, are similar

D to those in the previous curves (Ref. 24).

* 1  I PUPIL (e) - Measurements from a third :aboratory suggest that
0 2 4 6 8 the variation in acc3mmodation is reduced if Loth

TIME lsecondsl eyes view the target (Ref. 2E).

(d) TARGET DISTANCE (diopters, Do

' °[ 2 .2 D 0

0.5 D
i I I I I I

0 2 4 6 8
TIME (seconds)

(e) TARGET DISTANCE (diopters, D):

IDI 4D. BINOCULAR

S• 40. BINOCULAR

I I I I I I I I I

0 2 4 6 8
TIME (seconds)
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SECTION 3.8 FOCUS MECHANISM

3.8.5 AU fOMATIC FOCUS DEVICES (CONTINUED)

Figure 3.8-13. Similarity of Accommodation Variations
START FOCUSING AT 2D DISTANCE in the Two Eyes. Measurements made with a double

optometer ;ndicate that the accommodation changes in
1D the two eyes, although not identical, are very similar

(Ref. 26). Four seconds into this recording, the subject
was instructed to hold his foLus and fix.tion steady on a

1D target at a distance of 2.0 diopters. The target was viewed
binocularly.

0 5 10 15 20 25 30
TIME (seconds)

TARGET Figure 3.8-14. Abrupt Change in Target Distance. The

40 Deye does not respond immediately to an abrupt change in
target distance. Instead, at least for young individuals,

ID there is a latent period of approximately 0.4 second before
I the eye begins to change accommodation, and the response
I I itself lasts for about 0.6 second more.

I Typical accommodative responses to abrupt changes in
EYE target distance are illustrated. Part (a) shows the accom-
RESPONSE modative response of the eye to changes in target distance

between 1 diopter and 4 diopters (Ref. 27). Part (b) pro-
vides a comparison between the accommodative responses
of one eye when either one eye or both eVes view the
target as it moves between 0.5 diopter and 3.5 diopters
(Ref. 25).

(a) 0 2 4 6 Two other studies include specific values:

TIME (seconds) For a 2.0-diopter change in target distance, the maxi-

TARGET mum accommodation velocity was 10 diopters per
3.5D second; average latency for six subjects ranged from

5 0.31 to 0.44 second, with an overall average of 0.39
0.5D "-second; average movement time was 0.6 second (Ref.

I 28).

For a 1.7-diopter change, average latency was 0.4 sec-
ond; the average interval between the 10-percent and
90-percent pointi of the accommodation response was

F BINOCULAR I 0.7 second (Ref. 29).
VIEWING

EYE
RESPONSE I

I DI

MONOCULAR
,I I I p I , I i

0 2 4 6
TIME (seconds)

(b)
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SECTION 3.8 FOCUS MECHANISM

3.8.5 AUTOMATIC FOCUS DEVICES (CONTINUED)

Figure 3.8-15. Oscillatory Variation in Target Distance.
Accommodation responses to sinusoidal oscillation in .

0.2-Hz OSCILLATION target distance at two frequencies, 0.2 Hz and 1 Hz, are
•! • illustrat2d (Ref. 30). As the oscillation frequency in-

2 D 1 N \ \ TARCET creased, the accommodation response decreased in ampli-tude and !agged farther behind the target position. Speci-
20 . COMMODATION thenex valuesfiuea overa range of frequencies are summarized in

C ONVERGENCE In the study illustrated here, one eye viewed the moving
2°J target while the other viewed an empty field and was

therefore free to turn. The result was an oscillatory
! t variation in the convergence angle between the eyes

5 SEC similar to the variation in accommodation. In a binocu-
lar viewing situation, the convergence angle changes
would be much ,tnaller; but under some circumstances,
these might be adequate to induce a sensation of oscil-

t-Hz OSCILLATION lation in depth. Such a phenomenon has not been

2 Df/N%•C$OMMODATION

201 •OVREC

I SEC

'.

I
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SECTION 3.8 FOCUS MECHANISM

3.8.5 AUTOMATIC FOCUS DEVICES (CONTINUED)

Figure 3.8-16. Effect of Target Oscillation Frequency.
1 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 2 As both part (a) and Figure 3.8-15 illustrate, an increase

iiin the frequency at which target distance varies causes the< 'a) accommodative response of the eye to become smaller
Ct- 0.8 and to lag farther behind. Both of these phenomena are

S , ,illustrated here, with lag expressed first as phase differ-
00 Z 0 --- ence in degrees (b), and then in seconds (c) (Ref. 31).zo zo UZI 0.6 , \•

IV These curves are each based on test data for monocular
0, 0.4 viewing by a single subject. The test conditions for the

four studies we; e as follows:

O I - Target amplitude of 0.85 diopter; pupil dilated by
< <reducing room illumination (Ref. 32). These data

0 Iare from the same report as Figure 3.8-15.

(b)II - Average data for target amplitudes of 2.0 and 3.0

30 diopters; apparently natural pupil diameter (Ref.
V 33).

SC 60 III - Target amplitude 0.75 diopter; pupil dilated with
drugs (Ref. 34).

-Jcc z" IV - Target amplitude 0.6 diopter; pupil dilated with

drugs (Ref. 35).

C 12 I In studies I and II, lag was reported in terms of phase
1. 120 angle in degrees, as is illustrated in (W). These data are

(c) /repeated in (c) in terms of seconds (Ref. 31). In study IV,
0 < the lag reportedly varied between 0.36 and 0.50 second,
0- 0.4 but data for specific oscillation frequencies were not
< / - given.
z 2

0
0 U Because these data were collected in order to increase
-' - 0.2 I understanding of the focusing mechanism of the eye

rather than to aid display design, they must be applied
with caution. For one thing, each curve is based on data
from only one subject. Alro, the methods by which the

0 * * several authors obtained t;ileir published figures from
0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 2 4 their original reco: Jing' were only briefly described

FREQUENCY OF SINUSOICAL and certain assumptions (Ref. 36) are necessary in order
VARIATION IN TARGET DISTANCE W~z) to bring these data together h'ere in a single graph, Partic-

ularly striking is the difference between amplitude
curves III and IV in (a), which are based on measurements
made by the same experimenters.

3.8-16
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SECTION 3.8 REFERENCES

1. This distinction is generally followed, for example. in the two arti..es in Ref. 5.

2. Sorsby, A. The Nature of Spherical Refractive Errors. In Refractive Anomalies of/the Eve. NINDB Monograph, No.
5, National Institute of Neurological Diseases and Blindness. U.S. Department of I lealti. Education and Welfare.
October 19%6, pp. 17-28. This material was also published as Scrsby. A. (Ed.), Modern Ophithanolog.r, Vol. III,
Section I, Chapter I. Buttersworth and Co., Washington, D.C., 1.164. pp. 3-20.

3. Rayner, A. W. Aniseikonia and magnification in ophthalmic lenses: Problems and solutions. Arch. Amn. Optoni., Vol.
43, 1966. Cited in Borish, I. M. (Ed.), Clinical Refraction, (3rd ed.). Professional Press. Chicago, 1970. p. 258.

4. Hlirsch, M. J. Anisometropia. A preliminary report of the Ojai longitudinal study. Arc/I. Am. Acad. Optomt., Vol. 44,
No. 9, 1967. Cited in Borish, I. M. (Ed.), Clinical Refraction (3rd ed.). Professional Press, Chicago, 1970, p. 259.

5. Martin, L. C. Technical Optics, VoL 11 (2nd ed.). Isaac Pitman & Sons, London, 0q61. See pp. 14-19 and 97-99.

Courtney-Pratt, I. S. and Gregory, R. L. Microscope with enhanced depth of field and 3-D capability. AppL Optics,
Vol. 12, No. 10, 1973, pp. 2509-2519.

Depth of field, A, is the distance along the optical axis in object spate over which an acceptably sharp image is
obtained. It includes three terms:

Ai, the Rayleigh limit of X/4, which accounts for the effects of diffraction,
A2, due to the amount of blur acceptable in the imnage. and
A3, due to the change in the display user's eye accommodation.

The best approach. in the absence of usetul empirical data (see Martin. p. 97), is to treat these as if they are additive.

As developed in the two referenced papers. the terms (in amm) are:

Al = nX/NA 2 = 580x10-6 /NA2 , where n is the refractive index of the medium, air in this case, Xk is the wave-
length of light, 580 nm, and NA is the numerical aperture.

A2 = 0.073c/M-NA = 0.146/MNNA, where c. the size of the permissible circle of confusion, or blur circle, is
taken to be 2 arc minutes (for c in radians, suibstitute 250 for 0.073), and M is the magnification.

A3 = b2 (I/b)/M 2 = 250/M 2 , where b is both the near point of accommodation and the image distance in the
microscope and is assumed to be 0.25m.

Adding these yields:

A]A + A- + A3= 580x10-6 0.146 -+ 25
" NA 2  M-NA m2

The best available data on the numerical aperture expected in the class of microscopes of interest are found in
Hooker, R. B. A Comparison of the Square lvave Response o(f the Three Microscopes Commonly Used in Photointer-
pretation. RADC-TR-70-150, (AD-874 241 L), 1970. The magnifications and numerical apertures of these micro-
scopes. for the lens configurations that gave best performance, were:

M NA JA/M_

6 0.02 1 0.0035
12 0.044 0.0036
25 0.090 0.0037
50 0.149 0.0030

The average value for NA/M was 0.0034. Substituting this in the expression for A >;elds: A= 343/M2

Because in most displays the numerical aperture does not continue to increase as rapidly with magnification at
higher mapnifications, this expression will underestimate A in this region.:

A simpler formula for depth of field, A= 'X(n2 - NA2)I/ 2 /NA2 + 250/M2 appears in Benford, J. R. Microscope
objectives. Chapter 4 in Kingslake. R. Applied Optics and Optical E.nginedring, Vol. II1. Academic Press. New York,
1965. See pp. 157 and 158.
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6. See either of the two sources at the beginning of Ref. 5. Also see:

Martin, L C. The Theory' of the Microscope. American Elsevier, New YoTk, 1966.

7. These data are from an unpublished study by the senior author in wl'ich subjects rotated the focus control of a bin-
ocular microscope and indicated when the transitions from blur to a sharp image and then back to blur occurred.
Five individuals used a Bausch and Lo•bi Zoom 70 microscope, which has converging eyepieces. The two smallest
values were obtained for the two older subjects who had very limited accommoJative amplitude. A single subject
used a Bausch and Lo.mib Zoom 240 at a range of magnifications and had good accommodative amplitude. All the
subjects viewed high-resolution aerial photography.

8. These data were collected by R. Chaban of McBain Instruments, Chatsworth, California, in 1974. The single subject
was middleaged and had good accommodative amplitude. The display had parallel eyepieces and a numerical aper-
ture as follows:

M Objective NAlens

8X I X 0.026
16X 2X 0.052
25X IX ?
45X IX 0.070
90X 2X 0.140

Focusing was from blur to blur using a high-contrast tri-bar resolution target of excellent quality. Older individuals
with limited accommodative amplitude reportedly produced smaller values.

9. Wohli, J. G. (Ed.). thunan Factors Design Standards for the Fleet Ballistic Alissile System: Vohnne II. Design of
Equipment, NAVWEPS-OD-18413 A, U.S. Navy, 1962. (Also available as AD 048P95). This authority suggests that
the range of a focus control should require 10 to 20 degrees of rotation; the basis for this recommendation was not
given.

10. In Figure 6.2-8, a study is cited which indicates that 20 degrees of backlash in a rotary control has little effect so
long as there is a good display of the control setting. That obviously is not the situation for a focus control.

11. This statement is based on observations by the senior author. These occurred primarily during test programs when
eyepieces of a microscope-type display were misadjusted to produce gross differences in image distance in order to
illustrate the focus mechanism to a test subject; it was discovered later that the test subject was using the display
without having removed the inisadjustment.

12. This idea was suggested to the authors by Dr. Jay Enoch.

13. Bifocal wearers with good vision would generally make suitable test subjects. See Figure 3.6-3.

14. Ogle, K. N. Optics-An hitroduction for Ophthalmologists. Charles C. Thomas, Springfield, Illinois, 1961.

Southall, J. P. C. Mirrors, Prisms, and Lenses: A Textbook of Geometrical Optics (3rd ed.). Peter Smith, Magnolia,
Massachusetts, 1933.

15. The accommodative error, or difference between the accommodation distance of an eye viewing a target that oscil-
lates in distance and the distance to the target. is made up of two components. One is due to the fact that the ampli-
tude of accommodation change is less than the change in target distance, and the other is due to the fact that the
response of the eye lags behind the movement of the target. The best available data are in parts (a) and (b) of Figure
3.8-16. Also, see the discussion of the resting position of accommodation in Section 3.6.2.

16. Campbell, F. W., Robson, J. G., and Westheimer, G. Fluctuations of accommodation under steady viewing condi-
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SECTION 3.9 EYEPIECE DESIGN

3.9 EYEPIECE DESIGN

Most of the discussion in this section deals with effectively fix the user's head position relative to the

eyepieves that have exit pupils sufficiently small to display.

3.9.1 EXIT PUPIL SIZE

A large exit pupil display would eliminate problems such The relationship of display exit pupil size to display

as operator discomfort resulting from the need to keep magnification and numerical aperture is treated in
head position fixed with a small exit pupil display. Sections 3.3.1 ind 3.3.2. The impact of display exit

However, because only a small portion of the light from pupil size on image luminance is treated in Sections

such a display enters the user's eyes, it may be difficult 3.2.2, 3.2.3, and 3.2.4. Information on the variation in

to obtain adequate luminance. Distortions can also be a visual performance with eye entrance pupil size appears

problem, particularly if they vary differently in the two in Section 3.1.9.

eyes as the head is moved within the exit pupil (Section

3.4.5 and 3.7.1)

3.9.2 EYEPIECE FOCUS

Most eyepieces include provision for focusing. Design
recommendations for the eyepiece focus mechanism and
adjustment range appear in Sections 3.8.1 and 3.8.3.

3.9.3 SURFACE FINISH

Any eye relief distance less than 30 to 40 mm will minimize the chance of scratches. In addition, non-

inevitably result in some contact between spectacle optical surfaces should have a black, nonspecular surface

lenses and the eyepiece. The last physical surface of the to reduce the amount of stray light reflected into the
eyepiece should therefore incorporate a finish that will user's !yes.

3.9.4 EYEPIECE ELEVATION ANGLE

Eyepiece elevation angle affects both the operator's head while using the display. These topics are treated in

comfort and the area over which he can position his Section 6.1 and in greater detail in Section 6.1.3.

3.9-1



SECTION 3.9 EYEPIECE DESIGN

3.9.5 EYE RELIEF

RECOMMENDATION:

Provide a minimum eye relief, measured from the last mechanical surface of the eyepiece, of at least
20 mm. A value of 25 mm is preferred.

In order to see the entire itnage field, the display user Provision must be made in the display for users who
must keep his eye at a distance that places the displa., wear spectaces. The preferred solution is to provide
exit pupil approximately in the plane of the entrance adequate eve relief Alternatively, it would be possible
pupil of his eye. The eye relief, or distance from the to provide each user who required spectacles for some
eyepiece to the exit pupil. must be sufficient to allow refractive error that could not be removed by refocusing
this. The largest eye relief is required by spectacle the display, such as astigmatism, with a special lens to
wearers who must keep their spectacles on while using place on top of each eyepiece. However, this raises two
the display, other users being able to get by so long as problems. tirst, there is the difficulty of supplying the
they have face and eyelash clearance, lenses. Second, in most applications the display user will

still need his regular spectacles on each of the frequent
A large portion of the population wears spectacles. The occasions when he looks away from the display.
data in Figure 3.9-2 suggest that 31 to 50 percent of the
population aged 20 to 45 will be using spectacl.s (Ref. Published recommendations for eye relief vary. One
I). Spectacle use is even more prevalent among inter- authority recommends 25 mm with a minimum of 20
preters. The following values were obtained for a sample mm for spectacle use and 12 mm without spectacles
of 90 persons (Ref. 2,13): (Ref. 3,X). A second also recommends 25 mm but

would allow a minimum of 15 mm to permit spectacle
"* No corrective lenses: 31 percent use (Ref. 4,X). A third suggests a minimum of 10 to 12

mm without spectacles (Ref. S,X). Unfortunately, none
"* Wear spectacles but remove them when using micro- cites the basis for the values.

scope-type imagery displays: 20 percent

"* Wear spectacles when using imagery displays: 49
percent

Figure 3.9-1. Eye Relief. Eye relief is the distance from
the last physical surTace of an eyepiece to the exit pupil.
As can be seen in the figure, a small movement of the eye

-BUNDLEOF away from or toward the eyepiece will reduce tolerance to
/ LIGHT RAYS •lateral eye movements and a larger movement wi:l causeG EEYE vigettig, or a cutting off of the light from the edges ofFROM EDGEtel

PUPIL sizes of the imago field Section 3.5.3)the eye entrance
pupil (Section 3.2.2), and the display exit pupil.

In addition to reducing the usable size of the image field,
sufficiert separation between the eye and display pupils

EYE- could reduce image quality. There is no useful test data on
PIECE DISPLAY this subject (Ref. 6).

EXIT
PUPIL This diagram also shows how eye relief and image field

size (0) serve to set a lower limit on eyepiece diameter.

EYE RELIEF

= IMAGE FIELD SIZE

3.9-2



SECTION 3.9 EYEPIECE DESIGN

3.9.5 EYE RELIEF (CONTINUED)

Figure Z.9-2. Age and Corrective Lens Use. This figure
shows the oercent of the general U.S. population who use100 i corrective lenses (Ref. 1,A). ,he incidence of use climbs
rapidly up to an age of about 20, after which it remains

80 -stable into the mid-fort~es. At this point, the gradual loss
w 80 of near vision with age, known as p;-esb, pia (Figure

C •3.6.3) causes the incidence of use to climb again.
FEMALES

w 60 This figure inc;udes both spectacle and contact lens
0 wearers. However, inclusion of the latter group has little"> I'impact on estimates of how many display users are likely

U C 40 - to be wearing spectacles. The percent of the total sampleM 2 that used contact lenses, either with or without spectacles,
0 J Lwas:

20 -MALES 0 For age 17 to 24, 3.4 percent for males and 9.5 percent
for females.

0 0 For age 25 to 44, 1.8 percent for males and 4.2 percent
0 20 40 60 80 for females.

AGE
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SECTION 3.9 EYEPIECE DESIGN

1.9.5 EYE RELIEF (CONTINUED)

Figure 3.9-3. Determination of Minimum Eye Relief
MINIMUM for Spectacle Wearers. Minimum eye relief with spec-
EYE RELIEF -4tacles includes three measurable components, plus a

relatively arbitrary clearance between the spectacle lens
and the eyepiece. Two of the components, lens thicke-

SPECACLEness and cornea to entrance pupil distance, are small
LPENSCL CORNEAN 3nd relatively fixed. Vertex distance (VD) has classi-

LEN EYE cally been taken as 12 or 13.5 mm (Ref. 9) but a
ENTRANCE range of 10 to 18 mm is more appropriate. Part of the
PUPIL increase may be due to the modern shift to plastic

spectacle frames that place the lens farther from the
I eye (Ref. 10). The 18-mm value applies to a gener..l

population and may be slightly large for the present
purpose. On the average, strong corrections are likely
to be fitted closer to the eye than weak ones (Ref. 11).
and strong corrections are also more likely to be worn
while using the display.

-6~1 I .. ~.These values suggest that an eye relief of 25 mm is
T VD P desirable because it would allow 2 mm of lens clear-

ance for a 95 percentile spectacle wearer. A value
of 20 mm is acceptable but will result in a few percent

SPECTACLE USER of the users having difficulty because their spectacles
VERTEX DISTANCE contact the eyepiece or they are right at the point of
PERCENTILE losing the edges of the image field. This will also inter-

5 50 95fere with their effective use of a large image field. (See
5 50 ~ (Section 3.5.3)

SPECTACLE LENS THICKNESS (T) 2 2 2
(Ref. 12)

LENS BACK VERTEX DISTANCE IVD) 10 14 18
(Ref. 13,C)
CORNEA TO PUPIL DISTANCE (P) 3 3 3
(Figure 3.1-7)
MINIMUM EYE RELIEF 15 19 23

NOTES: All dimensions in millimeters; 50 percentile
value is an estimate

3.9-4



SECTION 3.9 EYEPIECE DESIGN

3.9.6 FACE CLEARANCE
\

rlISTANCE FROM PUPIL CENTER:

A Superciliary Arch - 17 mm

8 Nasal Bone - 22 mm
C Greater Alar Cartilage z 32 mr,m 41 mm

D Septal Cartilage - 44 mm 32 mm

22 mm

D C B)

-3mm

Entrance Pupil

Cornea

Figure 3.9-4. Anatomical Limits on Eyepiece Size (Ref. The only known data on face size are illustrated. The orig-
4,X). Image field size and eye relief combine to set a min- inal data source is unknown, as is the population on which
imum on eyepiece diameter (Figure 3.9-1). If the eye- they are based. Since they appeared as a requirement for
pieces are too large, they will strike the user's face, partic- the design of eye cushions for military viewing devices
ularly if he has a small interpupillary distance (IPD). The such as gunsights, they probably indicate average dimen-
problem is complicated by the fact that correlation sions for male military personnel. If there is any doubt
between most body measurements is relatively low, so that clearance is adequate, the designer should build a
that some individuals with large faces and large noses will simple mockup and test it with a number of individuals
have a small IPD (Ref. 14). who have large faces and small IPD's. Population distribu-

tions for IPD appear in Section 3.7.1.
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SECTION 3.10 IMAGE TRANSLATION AND ROTATION

The image translation and rotation systems are essential irregularities in image motion. This is also true for stereo

parts of an imagery display, providing meanis for the d&splays, whiere precise positioning is required to align

interpreter to move from place to place on the imagery and orient the stereo pair.

and to rotate the view for optimum interpretability in Atog uho h akrudmtra nti

monoandcorict ycbse oienatin insteeo.section applies to any kind of display, the analysis and

Although good design of these functions will not conclusions are based on displays intended for viewing

directly increase what can be seen in the image, the ease permanently recorded imagery, rather than on real time

and accuracy of translation and rotation will have a displays.

major impact on the amount of imagery which can be One special application of image motion, not treateJ

effectively covered, and will significantly affect user further, occurs with rear projection screens. Most such

satisfaction with the equipment in daily use. screens have a grain structure that reduces their resolu-

tion. As an image moves across such a screen, the eye

This is especially important in the exploitation of stereo tends to integrate over the grain, so that at low image

imagery, since difficult means for positioning and velocities, on the order of two degrees per second or less,

rotation make stereo setup time consuming and frustrat- the screen resolution is increased.
ing, sometimes to the extent that stereo imagery is not

used as often as it would be with more convenient Translation mechanism design is complicated by the

equipment. extreme scarcity of data on image and imagery transla-

tion velocities actually used by interpreters. Collecting

Poor design of translation and rotation functions can such data is difficult because, unlike display parameters

thus significantly reduce the usefulness of the display such as magnification and luminance, there is no simple

and the efficient exploitation of the imagery, particu- way to determine what velocity is in use. This kind of

larly with respect to tasks such as search and stereo data would be much easier to collect if prototype

viewing, no matter how good the image quality of the displays, which generally incorporate much better trans-

display may be. In displays intended for searching large lation mechanisms than are now in use and than might

quantities of imagery, it is essential to provide an be economical on production units, included test points

adequate range of image velocities, adequate control where an electrical signal that indicated image or

over these velocities, and freedom from noticeable imagery velocity could be obtained.

3.10.1 GEOMETRY

The user of a display experiences image motion in terms imagery. Figure 3.10-1 illustrates the relationship

of the angular velocity of the image but the display between these two sets of units.

designer must work in terms of the linear velocity of the

Figure 3.10-1. Relationship of Image to Imagery Velocity, is equal to display magnification only at a viewing distance
The image velocity produced bv d particular imagery veloc- of 250 mm (10 in). For other distances a correction factor
ity and display magnifying power is illustrated (Ref. 1). is necessary. For example, at 500 mm (20 in), magnifying
As is discussed in Section 3.3, magnifying power is usually power is one-half the magnification, and, at 750 mm (30
identical to the magnification engraved on a virtual irsiage in), it is one-third (see Figure 3.3-16).
display such as a microsccpe. For screen-type displays, it

3.10-1
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SECTION 3.10 IMAGE TRANSLATION AND ROTATION

3.10.1 GEOMETRY (CONTINUED)
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SECTION 3.10 IMAGE TRANSLATION AND ROTATION

3.10.2 EFFECT OF IMAGE MOTION ON VISION

Much image interpretation, particularly search, necessar- up to a veloc'ty of about 30 degrees per second (Ref. 2).
ily takes place while the image is moving. The effect of
motion on ability to see details in an image depends on The major effect of image motion on the display user isseveral factors: Temjrefc fiaemto ntedslyue s

to limit the time he can spend looking for a target. For

" Image velocity example, with an image velocity of 20 degrees per

" Whether the eye can track the motion second and an image field of 40 degrees, the longest one
" Wheheermountof timee e anvtrailae mtion lpoint on the image is visible only 2.0 seconds. Assuming

particular The a a ntofetimage aeach eye fixation lasts an average of 0.4 second, this
particular area in the image allows the observer only 5 fixations to cover the entire

The data summarized in this section illustrate that while image field.

a moving image is somewhat more difficult to see than a
static one, the impact is small if the eye is able to track The situation is complicated further with a display such
the image and thereby eliminate motion of the image on as a microscope that has small exit pupils. As Figure
the retina. In most imagery display situations, this will 3.5-13 illustrates, turning his eye more than a few
be possible. Since the motion will be under the control degrees while tracking the moving target will require the
of the user, it will be expected, and the eye will be able observer to move hi: head to compensate for the motion
to track it smoothly, at least in the horizontal direction, of his eye pupil. ,1

Figure 3.10.2. Eye Movements During Visual Search. In
order to view an extended area, the eye typically remains
at one fixation point only a few tenths of a second then
moves on to che next (Ref. 3). As an example, this figure
illustrates the first 45 fixation points for an observer
searching for airfield symbols on a map (Ref. 4). In the
interval between fixation points, the image is necessarily
moving across the retina. However, these movements last
only a very short time and are seldom if ever noticed by
the observer.

Figure 3.10-3. Vision With Image Movement on the Retina.
10 ,When a target is seen only in motion relative to the fixation

LANDOLT RING point of the eye, the ability to resolve details in the target

wu 0.18-SECOND is reduced, especially close to the fixation point (Ref. 5,B).
EXPOSURE TARGET 100 The one exception occurs in the periphery of the eye,

Rr OM FATION where low image velocities actually improve vision slightly.
I-FROM FIXATION
.i- A portion of the loss at the fixation point illustrated here
CD is probably due not to motion directly, but to the fact that

the motion of the image takes it across lower resolution
0 •portions of the visual field (see Figure 3.5-10).
I. 4 TARGET CENTEREO ON Recent data on lower image velocities indicate that for
U exposure durations of 0.1 and 0.2 second, retinal image
.J velocities up to about 2.5 degrees per second do not
J< 2 -reduce ability to resolve details so long as the movement is
2 9horizontal or vertical (Ref. 6,C). Oblique motion reduces

vision at 1 degree per second.
0 1 1 1 I

0 10 20 30 40 50

TARGET VELOCITY ACROSS RETINA

(degrees/second)
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SECTION 3.10 IMAGE TRANSLATION AND ROTATION

3.10.2 EFFECT OF IMAGE MOTION ON VISION (CONTINUED)

Figure 3.10-4. Vision for a Moving Target. In order to
view a moving image, the oboerver must attempt to reduce
the effect of the motion by tracking the image with his

_ _--_eyes during each fixation period. The ability to perform
12 I# this feat, sometimes referred to as dynamic visual acuity

W 0 LANDOLT (DVA), varies widely among individuals and as a function
- RING W of experience. For example, the impact of target velocity

TARGETS; on the visual ability of three groups of five to eight sub-
, 8 0.2-SECOND 2 jects, selected according to their ability to see a moving

S EXPOSURE image, is illustrated by curves 1, 2, and 3 (Ref. 7,C). The
6 tsubjects in Group 3 are obviously able to retain good

WN 4 vision at higher velocities than are the subjects in the
I'_ G other groups.

2 Experience has a major impact on the ability to see a mov-

40 = ' , ing target. In another study by the same experimenters,
S0 40 80 120 160 the average size target that could be seen by the 200 sub-

jects at a velocity of 110 degrees per second dropped from
TARGET VELOCITY (degrees/second) 11 arc minutes on the first trial to 6 arc minutes on the

twentieth (Ref. 8,X). There were very large differences,
however, in the improvement shown by different indivi-
duals. Even though they performed nearly the same on
the first trial, the 20 best subjects were able to see a
1.9-arc-minute target on the twentieth trial (B in the fig-
ure), while the 20 worst had improved only slightly (W in
the figure).

Figure 3.10-5. Impact of the Duration of Anticipation and
2,15 ,Exposure. The ability to see a moving target is a function

both of how long the target is visible to the observer and
how much information he has that helps him prepare to

-ANTICIPATION/ track it. In the previous figure, the 0.2-second target expo-
TRACKING TIME sure was preceded by a 0.2-second period when the observer

W (recnds):could see a blurred image of the moving target. In the studyJ ~illustrated here, the duration of the anticipatory period was

<WC 1.5 varied to assess its effect (Ref. 9,C).

In the two bottom curves, the target remained exposed 0.5
W .0 second. Increasing the time interval during which the obser-
Sa 1.0/0.5 8-ver could see the target area but not the target from 0.2 ,to

41.0 second had only a small effect. However, as the two top0.5 LANDOLT RING when the target was visible only 0.2 sec-< TARGET;
2 T ond, this same increase in time to get ready (anticipation

Stime) had a very large effect.20 2:L7 60 i uainoiteatcptoypro a
01

0 30 60 90 120 The data represented in these four curves also suggest that
the velocity of a moving image has less impact on vision

TARGET VELOCITY (degrees/second) than does the amount of time the observer is able to track
the image.
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SECTION 3.10 IMAGE TRANSLATION AND ROTATION

3.10.2 EFFECT OF IMAGE MOTION ON VISION (CONTINUED)

SFigure 3.10-6. Search of Moving and Static Images. When
Ldegrees/second E search performance is compared on the basis of time spent

0 2 4 6 8 t0 searching, there is little difference between static and mov-
100 ing displays, at least for velocities up to 10 degrees per

- -Ssecond. In the study illustrated here, subjects searched for
SSTATICa split ring in a 15-degree field of solid rings (Ref. 10,B).

80 Z C Two display modes were used, static and moving. In theý AGE static mode, the subject reported the target as soon as it

MOVING-, was detected. The moving mode involved three veloci-•-601
J IMAGE ties: 5, 7, and 10 degrees per second.

40 The graph shows data from both viewing modes, plotted
c. with search time equated as shown on the bottom scale.

cr 20 16

SUBJECTS
* 0 I I

cc 2.9 2.0 1.4

TIME (seconds)

MOVING MODE: TIME TARGET WAS IN FIELD

STATIC MODE: ELAPSED SEARCH TIME

Figure 3.10-7. Exposure Time for Static Targets. The
ability to see a static target increases with exposure time.

. -,----,---- In the study illustrated here, maximum performance was
w" achieved with an exposure of 0.6 second (Ref. 1 1,C).
0 0.9 - LANDOLT RING
-TARGET; To investigate the possibility that longer exposuresuJ 2 SUBJECTS;
-- 0.8 S improved vision by allowing more light to reach theS25 cd/m2 (7 fL) retina, there was limited testing at higher luminances.

Values up to 500 cd/me (150 fL) yielded a similar rela-
0 E 0.7 - tionship, indicating that increased light level cannot be
~e 2• substituted direcily for target exposure time (Ref. 12).Jrr

S0.6. In visual search, eye fixation time is necessarily a compro-
w-J mise between the duration rsquired to rcolve the image0.6 completely and the time that is available. The most fre-

__quently used eye fixation time during some kinds ofO's F I
0 0.2 04 0.6 08 visual search is 0.2 to 0.3 second (Ref. 3). Most of thesefixations, of course, are on areas that do not contain

TARGET EXPOSURE DURATION targets.
(seconds)
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SECTION 3.10 IMAGE TRANSLATION AND ROTATION

3.10.3 VELOCITY REQUIREMENTS

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Provide the following image velocities:

"* Zero
"* A range of 2 to 30 degrees, and preferably 1 to 50 degrees, per second, on a single control. This motion

must be steady and free of jerks at all velocities and all magnifications.

Provuide an imagery velocity of 60 to 90 mm (2.2 to 3.6 in) per second for translating within a frame.
Because the operator would not be viewing the displayed image at this velocity, smoothness is not critical.

For roll film, provide a means of moving over distances of e few meters at a velocity of at least 0.3m (1 ft)
per second and of moving through an entire roll at a velocity of at least 3m (10 ft) per second.

As was discussed in Section 3.10.1, the display user tiacking and interfere with ability to see the target. In
experiences the motion of the image, not the imagery. addition, interpreter comments about present and exper-
When appropriate the treatment in this section is imental displays indiLate that such variations in velocity
therefore in terms of image velocity, which as Figure are extremely annoying and can make an otherwise good
3.10-1 illustrates is a function of both imagery velocity display unacceptable.
and magr.ification.

In the absence of adequate test data, quantitative
The image velocity requirements developed in this recommendations for image motion smoothness are not
section are highly subjective and are almost certainly feasible. However, if any velocity irregularity is percepti-
influenced bot h by the test equipment used and by the ble it is safe to assume that at least some users will
experience of the interpreter test subjects with their complain. If the motion is produced by a stepping
present displays. motor, it is likely that the individual steps will become

noticeable at very low stepping rates if the magnification
One of the more important and difficult to quantify makes each step equal to more than 0.5 to 1.0 arc
aspects of image motion is constancy or smoothness. As minute in the image.
the data summarized in Section 3.10.2 illustrate, so long
as the eye can track the target for a sufficient length of In a display that provides a very wide mzgnification
time, image motion at velocities below 10 degrees per range, small velocity irregularities at high magnification
second and in some instances even up to 60 degrees per can be very difficult to eliminate. So long as Such a
second has little effect on visual ability. However, any display is used primarily at lower magnification, these
irregularity or jerkiness in the motion can disrupt eye will probably not cause significant problems.
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SECTION 3.10 IMAGE TRANSLATION AND ROTATION

3.10.3 VELOCITY REQUIREMENTS (CONTINUED)

OPERATING MODE

- H MINIMUM TO MOVE THROUGH A ROLL OF IMAGERY (rewind)

(Estimated to require at least 3 m/second.)

G . MOVE ACROSS SEVERAL FRAMES

(Estimated to require at lease 0.3 m/second.)

O t <'- F MOVE WITHIN A SINGLE FRAME WHILE LOOKING DIRECTLY AT IMAGERY

(Estimated to require at least 60 mm/second in Figure 3.10-10.)
•>

U
E- . -- E SCURRY ACROSS A FRAME WHILE VIEWING IMAGE IN DISPLAY

-J (Estimated to require at least 50 degrees/cecond in Figure 3.10-9.)

- D SEARCH

-- C VISUAL INSPECTION OF DETAILS IN IMAGE

aB MINIMUM NON-ZERO VELOCITY; FOR VISUAL INSPECTION OR IMAGE POSITIONING

(Estimated to be 1 to 2 degrees/second in Figure 3.10-9.)

0 - A IMAGE DOES NOT MOVE

Figure 3.10-8. Transition Velocity Analysis. Display trans. this velocity is limited to looking for the gross cues that
lation velocity is broken down into separate regions in this indicate the desired area on the frame has been reached.
figure as an aid in deriving design recommendations. The
following regions are illustrated: F-To move between two widely separated points within a

frame, the user will generally look directly at the imagery,
A-Zero velocity is essential when the user must take a or use minimum magnification if direct viewing is not
long look at the image and when he is not -ctively using possible. He will not be looking at details in the imagery.
the display. The image must not creep in this mode. Maximum velocity must be adequate to complete the

transit in an acceptable amount of time, and the minimum
B, C-Visual inspention of an extended area on an image must allow positioning the desired object within the
often takes place as the area is moved slowly through the display field.
central portion of the display field. The minimum' velocity
availLble tu perform this activity, B, should be sufficiently G-Translation from one frame to another nearby frame
slow that this activity can be performed with contiluous should occur rapidly since this is essentially wasted time
motion rather than by a series of starts and stops. If for the display user. No good data are available, so design
required, velocity B must also be adequate for positioning limits depend on an estimate of how long the user will
the image relative to a reticle (Section 3.10.5). tolerate waiting.

D--Because of the need to cover more territory, search for H-Moving through an entire roll of imagery should also
targets involves higher velocities than the close inspection occur rapidly, and, because of the lack of good data,
activity included unclor C. The exact values depend on design limits must be based on estimates of how long the
many factors and, because velocities C, D, and E will nor- user will tolerate waiting.
mally be available on a single control, are not too
important. The number of controls used to achieve these velocities

must be minimized. A single control should include A
E-Maximum velocity while looking at the display image, through E, and preferably F aiso. Velocity G should be
rather than the imagery occurs when the user moves available on the same control as either F or H. (See Sec-
rapidly from one point to another in the frame; vision at tion 3.10.4.)
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SECTION 3.10 IMAGE TRANSLATION AND ROTATION

3.10.3 VELOCITY REQUIREMENTS (CONTINUED)
Figure 3.10-9. Image Velocity Preferences. The small
amount of data available on image velocity preferences of

60 1interpreters is summarized here. These data are all based
6 1 on experienced interpreters working with high-quality

41_ r] MAXIMUM aeria! photography.
SCURRY (E)

30- The data plotted as dots (a and o) were obtained in simu-

04 lated work situations described to the interpreters in
20 - 1 terms of the operating modes in Figure 3.10-8. For exam-

1 SEARC.. ple, they were asked to demonstrate the lowest velocity
SEARC H they would ever require in a display. The results, with

o10 data points for individual interpreters connected, are

- 8 - labeled B at the bottom of the graph.

6,o6 The minimum image velocity of a prototype rear screen
L 0 projector, nominally 2.5 degrees per second 'shown as X),

w 4 - can be compared with these values (Ref. 16). On one

w3 occasion, this velocity was judged to be sufficiently slow

X MINIMUM and on another occasion it was judged to be too fast.
2 OB NON.ZEPO

VELOCITY (8) The search velocity data (D) were obtained in much the
same way but rmpresent nominal rather than minimal

Bvalues. In the case of the single subject identified with an
I nnopen dot I o ), both fast and normal search was simulated.

0.2 1 The filled region represents an average range of values for
10 20 30 40 60 80 100120 interpreters during regular work activity (Ref. 15).

DISPLAY MAGNIFYING POWER To determine maximum scurry velocity (E), the interpre-

S-rters were instructed to view the image in their display
h -3 interpreters (shown separately) using a while movii.g along two paths at the maximum velocity
high-quality prototype display (Ref. 13. 0) they e pected from a very good display. The paths were:

O = 1 interpreter using medium-quality display
(Ref. 14, D) 0 60 mm (2.4 in) along a relatively straight road, stop-

7 interpreters performing regular search ping where the road made a sharp turn
lRef. 15, D) 0 120 mm (5.8 in) in a straight line, stopping at a

X - Rear icreen projector velocity (Ref. 16) large, easily seen airfield

8, D, E - Velocities defined in Figure 3,10-8

Figure 3.10-10. Imagery Velocity Preferences. In order
to obtain an estimate of velocity F (Figure 3.10-8), the

t I 1 three interpreters in Figure 3.10-9 also indicated their

16 .- SOO 15 satisfaction with various times required to translate

7FO oimagery 250 mm (10 in) on the light table surface of their
-20 0 display. As this figure illustrates, the maximum duration

20 . that satisfied most of the subjects was approximately 4
uc 10 E seconds, which corresponds to an average velocity of
4 0 9 3 approximately 60 mm (2.4 in) per second.

I a l .TOO •-TOO 30
> 1 7 SLOW e. A SIT LONG

SLOW 0 The noise level produced by the drive mechanism became
0TO- 40 -s

S L 6 a- TOO w significant when the velocity exceeded approximately 60

l'- E 5 *-ODmm (2.4 in) per second, and this may have had some effect
TOO 50 on judgments. At approximately 100 mm (4 in) per sec-

A r LONG 4
s. 4 -- LITTLE &'OKAY 60 M ond, the noise level was very high and made some subjects

SLOW > fear for tie safety of the display.
S70 >

3 *-GOOD *-FINE 0--OKAY 80
L I I I

SUBJECT SUBJECT SUBJECT
1 2 3
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SECTION 3.10 IMAGE TRANSLATION AND- ROTATION

3.10.4 CONTROL. OF IMAGE TRANSLATION

RECOMMENDATIONS:
For a display limited to small imagery chips or moderate sized chips and a small magnification range,
provide manual image translation, preferably with a rotary knob.
For other displays, the preferred translation volocity control is a 2-axis, position-type joystick, spring

loaded to the center-off position.

Make image velocity at a given control setting constant regardless of display magnification.

To obtain a wide velocity range plus adequate control sensitivity at low velocities, use a nonlinear
relationship between control setting and image velocity, or provide a 5X speedup pushbutton in the end
of the joystick.

For moving im'tgery only short distances, a well designed Force joysticks are available that incorporate a small
manudlly operated system is superior to a motor-driven amount of movement and thereby provide the operator
system in both ease of use and cost. A good example is an inliication that he is making a maximum input (Ref.
the stage translation mechanism used on laboratory 17). These work well for tasks such as positioning a
microscopes. The best control for such a device is cursor on a CRT. Howevei, in the absence of experience
generally a knob or handwheel. Resistance should be with this type of control for imagery displays it should
light so that the control can be operated at a wide range be used witi' c,"ution.
of rates.

In some situations, nrimarily when using a back-and-
The best available single device for controlling image forth pattern in order to ensure thorough search of an
velocity in two axes is a joystick configured so that entire frname of imagery, the display user must move an
image velocity is a function of joystick position. extended distance Plong one axis of the imagery with no
Joystick design parameters are treated in Section 6.2 and motion along tile other. Therefore, the detent that
operator ability to adjust a joystick is compared with indicates the off position of a two-axis control such asa
image velocity control requirements in Figure 3.10-13 joystick shu;d be sufficiently noticeable to minimize
below. motion along the second axis. A special control which

when activated would limit motion to whichever axis,
A simple on/off joystick with a separate kncb or was receiving the large!st iaput command might also be a
thumbwheel to set velocity is a functional alternative to good solution. A control that must be switched to
an ordinary joystick. Howevei, because it is so much whichever axis is in use would also eliminate the
more difficult to use, it should be avoided except problem, but only at a considerable increase in operating
perhaps when modifying an existing display or when it is complexity.
the only kind of control that will fit in the available
space. If the display magnification range is large, the very wide

imagery velocity range required will exceed the user's
A force, or isometric, joystick can be adjusted by an ability to adjust a simple joystick-type control. The best
operator with the same precision as a position-type solution is to couple the velocity control to the display
joystick (Ref. 17,B). However, a force joystick provides magnification, so that the im.-gc velocity for a particular
less indication of control setting than a position-type control setting remains constant as magnification
one, and this can cause problems, particularly if the changes. Less desirable is an easily operated velocit ,
display user wants a higher image velocity than is range control.
available. If he has no indication that he is at waximum
velocity, he may keep pushing harder on the joystick, Some operators will occasionally change the control
increasing both his fatigue and his frustration with the input very rapidly. If the translation mechanism makes
display (Ref. 18). an extremely fast response to a change in control input,

an undesirably high acceleration may occur. Such

3.10-9



SECTION 2.10 IMAGE TRANSLATION AND ROTATION

3.10.4 CONTROL OF IMAGE TRANSLATION (CONTINUED)

mechanisms should be protected by the addition of an entire roll of imagery (i1), depend on how long the
circuitry to limit the rate of velocity change to a safe display operator should reasonably be expected to wait
level. for the completion of these actions. This depends on

many poorly defined factors, including how much time
Whatever style of device is used to control image pressure tihe operator is under. In the absence of any
velocity, it will be used constantly for long periods of useful test data, design iecommendations in this area are
time and it should therefore offer light resistanLe to necessarily based on an educated guess.
.,tot;,in. This in turn makes it more susceptible to
inc ", ; ent operation, making it important to locate the The following figures include an analysis of the relation-

cot -ol where it is unlikely to be bumped. ship that should exist between the position of a joystick
control and image velocity. A similar analysis can be

Desigin limits on the two highest velocities in Figure conducted for other types of controls if the precision
3.10- 8 moving across several frames (G) and rewinding with which an operator can adjust them is known.

Figure 3.10-11. Control of Low End of Velocity Range.

as is illustrated in (a). However, exactly centering the
IDE 'kL control in order to obtain zero image velocity will be

nearly impossible, especially when the operator is
attempting to move the image along the other axis.
Therefore, the control mechanism is usually designed so

o that the image velocity remains zero as the control isw moved through a small deadband at the off position. In
addition, because thu resistance to motion due to friction
F___decreases wh.-n motion starts, most devices for translating

CONTROL POSITION * imagery accelerate very rapidly from zero to some small
but finite velocity (Ref. 19). The result of these two

(b) effects is a typical image-velocity to control-position
ACTUAL relationship like that shown in (b).

With some imagery translation mechanisms, the velocityobtained when the control reaches the position where
CONTRBAD motion starts is excessive, but the velocity can then beEaDf N reduced to a more reasonable value by moving the controlfback toward zero, following the broken portion of the

..__ MINIMUM curve in the figure. The effective minimurm non-zero> NON-ZERO velocity in this case (B in Figure 3.10-8) is that obtained
VELOCITY at the control setting where motion starts, rather than the

CONTROL POSITION . minimum that can be achieved. This kind of display
response can cause the operator to feel that the image is

(c) running away, and it should be avoided.
NOT DESIRABLE

0 -*.-EFFECTIVE
L, • M IN IM U M

" NON-ZERO

1 VELOCITY (B)

CONTROL POSITION

3.10-10
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SECTION 3.10 IMAGE TRANSLATION AND ROTATION

3.10.4 CONTROL OF IMAGE TRANSLATION (CONTINUED)

Figure 3.10-12. Joystick Positioning Ability. Testing has
(a 0.2% OF JOYSTICK RANGE (assumed range demnonstrated that with an adequate display, a high-quality

a is ±300. or 6001 joystick can be positioned to within 0.2 percent of itsSETN RCSO O EYtotal range (Ref. 17,B). For an aegequality joystick

that has seen many hours of use, this value should be in-GOOD JOYSTICK creased; a factor of 2 is used here. It should also be

increased because the operator should not have to be con-
?a cerned about positioning the control precisely; this intr-

- REDUCTION FOR TYPICAL duces a second factor of 2. On this basis, the display
JOYSTICK operator can reasonably be expected to position a joy-

stick control to within 0.8 percent of its full range, or to
any one of 125 positions.

4a

REDUCTION TO ENSURE This means that in order to obtain a desired minimum

CONVENIENT OPERATION non-zero velocity (B in Figure 3.10-8), the operator will
be able to use a joystick displacement from the center, or
null position, of about 1/60th of the full deflection.

(a) 6Figure 3.10-13. Control of Entire Velocity Range.
Assuming that the simple analysis in Figure 3.10-12 is
valid and that the deadband will not take up much of the
control range, the operator should be able to conveniently

rp set the joystick to approximately 60 positions either side
2 of center. If the relationship between joystick position

and velocity is liaear, as in (a), then the maximum veloc-
> ity is.60 times the minimum that the operator must be

able to maintain. Assuming that the minimum non-zero
velocity of the display approximately matches the mini-

_ ____. __•_______,__ mum required by the user (B in Figure 3.10-8) and that

CONTROL POSITION the control circuitry automatically compensates for
(b) changes in magnification, then this 60 to 1 velocity range

would accommodate velocities B to E of Figure 3.10-8,
but would leave little room for F or G.

The best way to increase the available veiocity range while
0~ emaintaining adequate control sensitivity at low velocities L
J ýW is by making the relationship between control position and

> 4 velocity nonlinear, as is illustrated in (b). The exact shape
60 of the nonlinear function can not be determineci urm

ava,iable data, but an adequate design should be easy to

develop.
10CONTROL POSITION An alternative method for increasing the range of velocities

(c) available is to provide a velocity range rontrol. For conven-
300 - ience, this should be a pushbutton mounted in the end of

"-' /r the joystick that increases 1!,*e velocity by a factor of at
> 4 least 5 when depressed. This option is illustrated in (c). It
t CZ will not be as convenient to use as the nonlinear control.

it Depressing the pushbutton should incrmau- the velocity,
uW = rather than r.duce it, because it will reduce the operator's

LINE60 A ability to position the stick precisely.

CONTROL POSITION
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SECTION 3.10 IMAGE TRANSLATION AND ROTATION

3.10.5 PRECISE IMAGE POSITIONING (COMPARATORS)

Controls used to position an image very precisely retative Figure 3.10-14 below contains an analysis of the thre,
to a reticle present different problems than were treated most promising types of controls:
in the previous section. The princiial application is in
comparators (Section 5.3). 0 A manually operated crank/handw.heel. This control

would be used as a crank for high velccities and as a
The standard dimensionad unit for comparators is handwheel for precise positioning.
micrometers (ym) (I pm = 10-6 m) on the imagery, * A trackball operated in the position mode.
rather than a visual angle in the image as was used in the
previous section. Using an imagery dimension in the 0 A joystick operated in the velocity mode, so that
analysis that follows eliminates the need to consider joystick position determines image velocity.
display magnification.

The implication of this analysis is that none of the three
At one extreme, the translation system must not reduce control devices is particularly good by itself. Both a
the precision with which the operator can align the crank/handwheel and a trackball take too long to cross
reticle with an edge in the imagery. For seve.al skilled the stage and will require a second control, probably
operators using three different comparators to make operating in the velocity mode, to perform this function.
pointings on edges in good quality imagery, the average A velocity mode joystick will probably r,;quire both a
standard deviation for individual operators was 2.5 pm nonlinear relationship between control setting and veloc-
(Ref. 20,B). Expressing this another way. 67 percent of ity and a separate velocity range control in order to
the pointings made by a single operator on a single edge obtain the necessary velocity range.
would fall within a region 5.0 Ion wide. In order that the
stage translation system not significantly increase this Some types of controls, such as joysticks and trackballs,
value, it should allow the operator to easily position the are inherently suitable for controlling motion along both
reticle within a much smaller region, preferably no X and Y axes simultaneously. Others such as handwheels
greater than 1.0 pm. are basically single-axis devices. The impact of these

differences depends on the application. Nonstereo men-
At the other extreme, the operator must be able to move suration involves reticle movement along both axes and
across an entire imagery chip in a reasonable period of so two-axis controls are much more convenient. On the
time. Chip size is limited by the size of the stage, whicb other hand, much of floating dot stereo height mensura-
for a typical high-precision comparator might be tion involves moving a single stage in the X direction in
250,000 pm (10 in). There is no way to determine order to measure lateral disparity. In this application a
exactly how long a wait the user will tolerate for the two-axis control such as a trackball is likely to result in
completion of this excursion, but 30 seconds is a movement in the Y direction when it is riot desired. The
reasonable upper limit. This implies a need for a same is true of a joystick unless a noticeable detent
maximum velocity of at least 8300.pm per second. indicates when the stick is moved out of the null

position along each axis.

3.10-12
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SECTIOt2 3.10 IMAGE TRANSLATION AND ROTATION

3.10.5 PRECISE IMAGE POSITIONING (COMPARATORS) (CONTINUED)

St AGE/CONTROL IMPLICATION FOR
CONTROL DEVICE ASSUMPTIONS MOVEMENT RATIO CROSSING

TO ACHIEVE 1-Mim 250,000-A m
POSITIONING STAGE

SETTiNG 1i m DEGREE, 250,0001360 - 700
PRECISION OF OR 360MAm/ REVOLUTIONS TO CROSS

CRANK/ HANDWHEEL REVOLUrION STAGE; AT 250 RPM
IVANDWHEEL IS1° REQUIRES 2.8 MINUTES

(Fig. 6.2-11)

SETTING 400 i m/ 250,000/400 - 626
POSITION PRECISION REVOLUTION REVOLUTIONS TO
MODE IS !/400 CROSS STAGE; WILL
TRACKBALL REVOLUTION TAKE A LONG TIME

Fig. 6.2-4)

MINIMUM OPERATOR A MINIMUM VELCCIT' OF 8,300 Ami
VELOCITY INPUT TIME IS EFFECTIVE NON-ZEkO SECOND TO CROSS STAGE
MODFE ESTIMATED TO BE 0.5 VELOCITY OF IN 30 SECONDS; VELOCITY
JOYSTICK SECOND, AND MOTOR 1/0.5 - 2 Mnm/ RANGE IS 4150:1

DOES NOT DRIFT (Ref. 21) SECOND

Figure 3.10-14. Analysis of Comparator Control Devices. two devices is set to ensure adequate precision when posi-
An analysis of three kinds of devices that might be used to tioning the stage, too mLuch time is required to cross the
control the translation of a comparator stage is illustrated stage. The third dev;ce requires a velocity range that will
here. If the stage to control movement ratio ot the first be very difficult to achieve in a single control.
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SECTION 3.10 IMAGE TRANSLATION AND ROTATION

3.10.6 IMAGE ROTATION AND INTERCHANGE BETWEEN THE EYES

RECOMMENDATIONS:

Provide a means of rotating the image through 360 degrees. Preferably allow both physical and optical
rotation.

Provide a convenient means of adjusting optical rotation exactly to zero, and of locking it in that position.

Provide a scale to indicate the optical rotation setting. Ideally, include an indication of the rotation in the

display field.

In order to eliminate inadvertent rotational misregistration between the image to each eye in a binocular
monoscopic display utilizing a separate optical path to each eye, place the image rotator between the

beamsplitter and the imagery.

With a stereoscopic display, providb a means by which either eye can view either member of the stareo
pair, preferably without moving the imagery or repositioning the equipment.

The preferred orieitation for viewing an image of a same relative locations on a roll of imagery. Therefore,
ground scene depends on the following: in addition tn rot.,ting the images, a stereo display must

allow the observer to view either member of the pair

"* Shadow direction with either eye. Usually an optical switch in the display
"* Obliquity direction is the most convenient way of achieving this goal, but its

"* Orientation of reference material, such as another advantages must be weighed against the cost and possible

photo or a map reduction in image quality.

"* Camera flightpath if the image is in stereo(Figure5.1-5) To view imagery in stereo, it is essential that the camera

flightpath be approximately parallel to a line connccting
The image should be oriented so that shadows fall the entrance pupils of the observer's eyes. (See'Section
toward the observer. If they fall away, interpretation of 5.1.1.) For many display/imagery combinations, image
relief is more difficult and some features may be seen rot,,. in of 90 degrees or 180 degrees is necessar" to
reversed. This is a particu!ar problem with hills and achieve this situation. In addition, if significant obliquity

depressions on the ground, which do not provide such is present, objects will be rotated a few degrees in the
strong cues to their shape as do buildings and other opp,,site direction in the two members of the sterec ,.air

cultural features. and he best stereo can be obtained only if these small
rotations are removed in the display.

The image should also be oriented so that the obliquity

direction is normal. That is, raised objects such as Image rotation can be achieved by physically turning the

buildings and trees should fall away, rather than toward imagery or by optically rotating the displayed image

the observer. If the obliquity is reversed, ground features with mirrors or a prism. Physical rotation of the

will be difficult to interpret and the observer may have a imagery, if feasible, is superior to optical rotation of the

sensation of viewing the world while standing on his image fo. the following reasons:

head.
* If the imagery can be viewed directly, without optical

A conflict can occur between obliquity and shadow aids, then if no optical rotation is in use it will have

directions. For most observers obliquity is tha most the same orientation as the displayed image.

important, particularly if there is a significant amount
present. 0 With a manual image translation system, the image

can be positioned more easily with no optical image

As the following two figures illustrate, the right and left rotation in use because the direct.con of image motion
eye members of a stereo pair do not always fall in the and hand motion will match.
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SECTION 3.10 IMAGE TRANSLATION AND ROTATION

3.10.6 IMAGE ROTATION AND INTERCHANGE BETWEEN THE EYES (CONTINUED)

"• With a motorized imag. translation system, optiL I by optically rotating one image relative to the other,
rotation of the image requires compensation with, 1 then translation will cause the two images to appear

the display so that the direction of image motion will to move in different directions, destroying the stereo

always match the direction of control motion. alignment. With only physical rotation of the two
pieces of imagery, translation over a considerable

"S When viewing in stereo, the two images must be d& ace while viewing stereo will be possible.

rotated as described in Figure 5.1-5. If this is achieved

BUILDING I BUILDING2 BUILDING 3
TOP VIEW TOP VIEW TOPVIEW-13, -1 . I] :

AFT WEB
NADIR--..

(not to scale)

II

SCAMERA FLIGHTPATH Z

\/

TFORWARD
WEB NADIR-J(

< 0.g.90900 >90& < 900k

LEFT RIGHT LEFT RIGHT LEFT RIGHT
EYE EYE EYE EYE EYE EYE

BUILDING 1 IMAGE BUILDING 2 IMAGE BUILDING 3 IMAGE

Figure 3.10-15. Panoramic Stereo Im3gery. The shapes of three identical buildings as they are imaged by a pair of pdno-
ramic slit cameras are illustrated (Ref. 22). The two rolls of film obtained from such a collection system are typically
mounted on a light table at a right angle to the observer's line of sight.

In order to obtain a stereo image, both images must be rotated approximately 90 degrees. Close to nadir, the best rotation
is exactly 90 degrees, and at ar; obliquity angle of 4G degrees, it differs from 90 Jegrees by approximate!' 11 degrees in the
directions illustrated in the figure.

Close to nadir, the choice of which eye sees which image is arbitrary, but in other regions the choice is dictated by the obliq-
uity. Design of the display is complicated by the fact that the correct choic, is different on either side of the nadir point.
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SECTION 3.10 IMAGE TRANSLATION AND ROTATION

3.10.7 CONTROL OF THE DIRECTION OF IMAGE MOTION

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Make the direction of motion in the displayed image match, at least to within 10 or 20 degrees, the
direction of displacement ot a two-axis image translation control.

The control rotation need not be infinitely adjustable. Rotation in 90-degree increments is essential./

Manual, rather than automatic, rotation of the control following image rotation is adequate.

The direction in which the displayed image moves rotation is preferred, it is reasonable to reduce the
should have a consistent relationtship with the direction complexity of the control system by limiting rotation of
in which a two-axis image translation control is dis- the control to increments of 90 degrees.
placed, regardless of what image rotation setting is in
use. In Section 3.10.6, a requirement for the capability Any convenient technique for rotating the crntrol
to rotate the image through a full 360 degrees is output so that it and the image match is acceptable. For
developed. However, as Figure 3.10-IS illustrates, the example, a four-position switch can be used to inter-
image rotation in use will almost always be within a few change the signals from the control. Alternatively, the
degrees of 0, 90, or 180 degrees. Therefore, although full traoislation control can be manually rotated.

Figure 3.10-16. Controllimage Direction Relationships.
The control system can be designed so that the direction of
control movement matches either the movement of the
image or the movement of the display. That is, the user can

180 ACCEPTABLE either think of the display as being fixed and use the control
I to move the image, or he can think of the image as being

fixed and he can fly the display across it. There is no test
_J1 data on which to base a choice between these two options,

0 and experience indicates that it is fairly easy to adapt to
CC 0 IMPOSSIBLE either.

OWJ However, if the display is fixed physically so that it is
z I'_WZ 90actually the imagery that moves, and if the imagery can be
W J 9 TOLERABLE viewed directly, then the first choice is best. With this

JU chr:ice, the motion of both the image and' the imagery will
POSIL match the motion of the control, at least when no image

L) rotation is in use.

Adaptation to a shift of 90 degrees between image and
control direction is possible but will be disturbing to

LL i some users and should be avoided.
Asituation in which the direction of image and control
motion differ by more than 10 or 20 degrees from a dif-
ference of 0, 90, or 180 decrees is extremely disturbing

_______________________________________ and will make it impossible for some individuals to use
the display effectively. With common types of imagery
there is little reason for this kind of situation to occur,
even if control rotation is limited to increments of 90
degrees.
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SECTION 3.11 IMAGE VIBRATION

RECOMMENDATION:

Reduce image vibration to the point where it does not reduce the quality of the displayed image. For
vibration in the pl,'•e of the image, this is probably a maximum peak-to-peak vibration amplitude no more
than one-fourth the resolution limit for a high contrast grating (Figure 3.11-2).

In situations where vibration cannot be eliminated, reduce the vibration amplitude by increasing the
vibration frequency (Figure 3.11-7).

The impact of vibration of the image in an imagery applies. That is, if the variation in distance . .mall
display is treated in this section. If vibration of the enough there will be no loss of image quality, and one
observer along with the display is anticipated, additional way of making the variation small is to increase the
sources should be consulted (Ref. I). vibration frequency.

The quality of the image in Ln imagery display should The first step in eliminating vibration is to redesign the

not be reduced by vibration. The limited test data source of the vibrational energy. For example, it may be
available make it impossible to set good qaantitative possible to improve the balance of a cooling fan, or
limits, and in any case, measuring vibration amplitude at perhaps to reduce its velocity. Second, a change in the
high display magnitication is so difficult that such limits mount that connects the vibration source to the display
are not very useful. As a result, in most situations the may result in more of the vibrational energy being
best way to determine if vibration is a problem is to converted to heat instead of being transmitted into the
compare display image quality measured under normal rest of the display. Finally, it may be necessary LO
operating conditions and again with all possible sources change the structure of the display so that the vibration
of image vibration eliminated, occurs at a more desirable frequency. The data in

Figures 3.11-1 and -2 below provide very limited
Oscillatory variation in the axis running from the evidence that vibration reduces vision less at low than at
imagery to the objective lens of the display will blur the high frequencies. However, vibration amplitude varies
image if the displacement exceeds the display depth of inversely with the square of the vibration frequ(.ncy
field calculated with no allowance for variation in eye (Figure 3.11-7). Therefore, it will usually be best to
accommodation (Section 3.8.2). Although this is cer- redesign the display structure to increase the vibration
tainly a common problem for microscope type displays frequency to the point where vibration amplitude is
on lightweight mounts, there is no known test data. In negligible.
general, the same solution discussed in Figure 3.11-7

\
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SECTION 3.11 IMAGE VIBRATION

Figure 3.11-1. Change in Visibility of a Single Low Con-
trast Bar. Detection of a single 7 by 160 arc minute posi-
tive contrast bar required a greater contrast when it

__0.03 __________V__BRATION_ _ "was vibrated at 32 Hz than when it was stationary (Ref.
w 0-, VIBRATION 2,C). When the vibration frequency was 4 Hz, there was

FHEQUENCY actually a slight enhancement of visibility. The available
< H fl: data are not adequate to predict whether this enha. ce-

32 ment would also occur for the more complex image nor-
,,,u mally seen in an imagery display.

_ 0. oi
S4

Z z
0 0 I I I

0 2 4 6 8 10 12

PEAK-TO-PEAK AMPLITUDE
(arc minutes)

Figure 3.11-2. Reduction in Visibility of a High Contrast
Grating. The increase in size required for 3 observers toNOTE: Vibration was perpendicular to the detect the orientation of a grating when it was vibrating at

orientation of the bars in the grating. different frequencies is illustrated here (Ref. 3,C). The

impact of vibration was greatest at frequencies of 20 Hz
"'u or higher, and as the peak-to-peak vibration ampiitude

exceeded 0.25 cycle. Note that 0.25 cycle corresponds to
I R approximately 0.25 of the resolution limit for the grating:> /' 1 1 VIBdR.T'IbN FAEQU'ENCY (HA

CE1.7 ]- 41 -- 1 under the particular viewing conditions in use. A theoreti-
S 1.6 4- 020 cal analysis in this reference implied that the loss would

15 20 be more dramatic for a lower contrast grating.
1.5'4

"_j 1.4 The small loss as the amplitude increased from 1.0 to 1.75
< 0 cycles is probably a result of the periodic nature of the

S 0 0 1. 15target. The loss for more common materials, such as
PEAK-TO-PEAK AMPLITUDE imagery, would likely bf3 much greater.

(grating cycles)
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SECTION 3.11 IMAGE VIBRATION

Figure 3.11-3. Lots in Digit Reading Ability With Vibra-
PEAK-TO-PEAK TYPE tion. When the amplitude of the motion was large
AMPLITUOE LUMIYANCE SIZE enough, the luminance low enough, and the type small
(arc minutes) cd/m IlL) (point) enough, vibration reduced the ability of subjects to indi-

cate whether the two digits in a pair were identical (Ref.
A 19 3.3 (1.1) 6 4,C). This loss was greater at 15.5 ?nd 30.5 Hz than at 7.5
B 1.9 50.0115) 11 Hz. Since the test targets were high contrast, it is difficult

to apply these results directly to imagery displays. The
18 .I T . - time required to complete the task increased ir the same

- •fashion as errors and is not illustiated hera.
A

0
O 12 -

W B01--

0 I I I

0 10 20 30

VIBRATION FREQUENCY (Hz)

Figure 3.11-4. ThresholJ for Perception of Vibration.
The study summarized in the previous figure was preceded
by an experiment to measure the minimum motion at
which subjects could detect vibration (Ref. FC). Unfortu-
nately, performance was not measured with no vibration6 2.0, _and it is not possible to be certain that a vibration ampli-

S 1 I, 1 tude of 1.9 arc minutes did not reduce performance. How-
LUMINANCE - 44 cd/rn2 and82c ever, the data in Figure 3.11-3 suggest that this is the case,

Lu - 15 leading to the conclusion that, at least "or large high con-
trast objects, vibration can be detected at levels that will

o 1.0 not hurt performance. Performance was not different at
uL the tmo levels of luminance tested, 44 cd/m 2 and 82
Scd/me (13 and 24fL).
w _ 0.61

In attempting to apply this result to a display, it is
0 I I important to note tha. the test subjects were allowed to

0 10 20 30 view the digits both with and without vibration present.

VIBRATION FREQUENCY (Hz) Increasing the frequency of vibration made it more
difficult to detect. This is the opposite of the impact
of frequency on visual performance.
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SECTION 3.11 IMAGE VIBRATION

Figure 3.11-5. Test Setup for Evaluating Vertical
MOVIE OR STILL Vibration in Television Displays. Subjects responded
PROJECTOR to vertical vibration in an image viewed on a closed

circuit color television (Ref. 6,C).

Scene content was representative of commercial tele-
vision. Several subjects were tested at once, so distance

TV to the display ranged from 2.0 to 3.8m (80 to 150 in).
SCAMERA with a mean value of 2.9m (115 in).

SCREEXN

Figure 3.11-6. Subjective Response to Vertical Vibration
MOVING SCENES in a TV Display. The subjects judged each display condi-

tion according to how disturbing the vibration was and
tu-• 0• , I OT I AVERAGE RESPONSE: 3. o rwhether cae oisthe quality w r:was acceptable for home viewing, The

"i ACCEPTABLE -, 2.5- 3 1 -- Vibration not perceptible; acceptable quality

•<" 0.2 .,, ,0 2 2 - Vibration perceptible; acceptable quality
<v 0.4 3 - Vibration slightly disturbing; not acceptable 1

=r • 4 - Vibration very disturbing; not acceptable
0. CET9EIn contrast to the studies dsuedearlier in this section,

4 . image quality was reduced most by vihration frequencies

PRJET 0

,,, 0 2 2 0 of 3 to 6 Hz. Moving scenes were less sensitive to vibra-
=- 0 2 4 8 1 12tion, perhaps because of some type of temporal integra-

VIBRATION FREQUENCY 1Hz) tion or perhaps simply because the image quality of the
moving scenes was poorer before the introduction of
vibration.

STILL SCENES

SI I I I
• AVERAGE 3

S E 0.6 RESPONSE:

.38NOT (3.0 SACCEPTABLE 2SO - 4

< 0.8 "-•. 3.0• forcteois5ee

4-= 0.4

4 ACCEPTABLE
S20 I I

. 0 2 4 6 8 10 12

VIBRATION FREQUENCY 1Hz)
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SECTION 3.11 IMAGE VIBRATION

10. Figure 3.11-7. Interaction of Vibration Parnmeters. TheSrelationship among vibration energy, amplitude and fre-
ACCELERATION: quency, is (Ref. 7):

- ~ 0.0389 A f
E .9-' , where

€3.

E - the vibration energy in acceleration, or g, units,

-3 A = the double amplitude of the motion in mm, and

f - the frequoncy in Hz

This relationship is illustrated in the three figures, once0 with each of the three terms held constant.

1`7 S0.3 Referring to the first figure, where vibration energy is a

CL constant, redesign of the display to increase vibration
frequency will drastically reduce vibration amplitude.

0.1I . . . I

1 3 10 30 100

FREQUENCY (hz)
1.0 11

PEAK-TO-PEAK
AMPLITUDE: 0.2mm

S0.3 .)n

z
0

cc 0.1
.1
gLW
J

0.03

0.01
1 3 10 30 100

FREQUENCY (hz)

1.0. FREQUENCY '

5 Hz

E 0.31 1oHZ

10H
0.1•,

2 0.1

W

0
I-

a.

0.01 I
0.01 0.03 0.1 0.3 1.0

ACCELERATION (g)
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SECTION 4.0 ELECTRO-OPTICAL IMAGERY DISPLAYS

This section is concerned with the interaction between two-dimensional image, but rather they reproduce such

the chiaracteri.;tics ofele'tro-optical imaging systems and images as a series of samples in either one or two
the ability of the interpreter to extract informatior of dimensions. This sampling process creates artifacts of
intelligence value from the images they produce. Section several kinds, most tf which the designer car do little to
4.1 provides a brief introduction to the basic concepts control. Ilowever, one type, aliasing can he controlled to
and vocabulary of electro-optical systems For those sonme extent by the designer. Aliasitg occurs when a
readers not familiar with the area. Section 4.2 contains signal is sampled at a rate less than twice its frequency
data on interlace techniques and their effect on the (Ref. I). If the optics of the imaging system are designed
appearance of flicker, line crawl, and scintillation of the to prevent the presence of images on the photosensor
image produced on cathode raY tubes. that have a greater than twice the spatial frequency of

the sampling system (electron beanm or sensing element
Data from laboratory studies on interpreter performance size), then aliasing will be avoided. A complete discus-
and visual performance as a function of electro.optical sion of this problem is outside the scope of the present
system characteristics are presented in Section 4.3 along handbook.
with data on image quality judgments where perform-
ance data was lacking. The influence of specific system Developing design recommendations for the display of
characteristics on the nature of the visual stimulus is electro-optical imagery is a hazardous undertaking. In
discussed in Section 4.4. many instances the dmta upon which recommendations

are based are fragmentary, or have been collected under
The primary emphasis is on the use of the (RT as the conditions which miake generalization to broader appli-
image-producing device. In instances where performance cations a questionable practice. Most of dhe recom-
or quality judgment data were available for imagery mendations which follow in this section therefore

generated by optical line st-an printers, it has been include cautions concerning their application. In some
included, instances, recommendations are included for which

substantiating data is lacking. These are based on present
All electro-optical imagc-forming systems are sampling design practice or estimates of performance effects and
systems; that is, they do not produce a continuous are followed by a warning.

RECOMMENDATION:
The peak luminance produced by a CRT used to dispidy imagery should be at least 85 cd/m 2 (25 (fL), but
probably no greater titan 350 cd/m 2 (_- 100 fL), unless special provisions are provided to prevent light
reflections and scattering ir the faceplate.
Warning: No data relating CRT luminance to interpreter performance is available. The recommendation is
based on the need to provide adequate luminance for the visual system as discussed in Section 3.2 while at
the same time recognizing that the contrast of the image, particularlv in low luminance areas will be
degraded by light which is scattered within the far.eplate (Figures 4.4-24 and 4.4-25).
RECOMMENDATION:
For black and white systems, bandwidth should be partiti3ned equally between quanti-iltg levels and
spatial frequenc v until a 3-bit quantizing level has been reached. After this level, bandwidth should be
partitioned between spatial frequuncy and quantizing levels at the ratio of 2:1.
Caution: Data on this subject is contradictory. Figure 4.3-42 shows that for judged image quality for
home entertainment purposes, spatial frequency appears to almost universally take precedence over
quantizing levels. Figure 4.3-44 shows performance improving up to the 7-bit quantizing level. Figure
4.3-45 shows that, in terms of total information needed and therefore bandwidth requirements, lower
spatial resolutions are better up to about an 80-percent performance level on dot-scanned transparencies
generated by an optical line scan image generator.
RECOMMENDATION:
The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for the signal delivered to the electron glin of a CRT display system should
exceed 35 dB for the peak luminance signal.
Caution: Performance will improve somew aat above this level. A higher SNR is desirable, if it can be
provided.

4.0-1
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SECTION 4.0 ELECTRO-OPTICAL IMAGERY DISPLAYS

RECOMMENDATION:
Lint, pairing should not exceed +5 percent (Figure 4.4-18).
Warning: No performance data are available to substantiate this recommendation. As the referenced
figure shows, banding which will lead to errors in mnodulation transfter wil! occur if line pairing exists. The
recommendation is based on current good design practice (Ref. 2).
RECOMMENDATION: CRT Line Spacing
The sean lines on a CRT display should overlap at the 50-percent intensity Icv31.
Warning: No performance data are available to substantiate this recommendation. A compromise must be
made between the visibility of the scan line structure which may be undesirable and image modulation and
resolution perpendicular to the scan liies, which should be preserved to the extent possible.
RECOMMENDATION:
The difference in flat field luninance between the center and edges of the CRT display (shading) should
not be greater than 20 percent.
Warning: No performance data exist to substantiate this recommenda-;oa. CRT's with small deflection
angles should exhibit less shading than CRT's with large deflection ang is. If the criteria cannot be met
without extensive development engineering expense, then the value of such expenditures sl-otld be
determined through performance testing on simulated systems before enginering is bec, i.
Use of high-order interlace in tasks where image motion is minimum, high-ordc'r line-dc/t inter/ace display
systems using long-persistence phosphors should be considered.
Caution: The data which show that image quality can be maintained, or even improved, for static scenes
by use of high-order line-dot interlace techniques were developed fron. judgments of image acceptability,
not interpretation perlormance. Before such a system is adopted for any major installation, prototype
equipment directed at the intended application must be built and evaluated (Figures 4.2-8 through
4.2-13).
RECOMMENDATION:
For static images used in tasks not requiring the maximum target area coverage, a square image format on
the CRT display should be used.
Caution: No data exist dealing specifically with this problem for other than real-time reconnaissance,
where displays having their Ion- dimension in the direction of the flightpath yielded better interpreter
performance for some conditions than the square format. The recommendation is based on the
improvements in horizontal resolution that can be achieved by the reduced electron beam deflection
angles and the distance through which a beam must travel to cover a square format as opposed to one with
a 4:3 aspect ratio.
RECOMMENDATION:
CRT size should be selected so that the scan line structure will be marginally visible for a flat field of
maximum intensity at the intended viewing distance, and should subtend a visual angle of at least 20
degrees.
Warning: No performance data exist to substantiate this recommendation. One study en display size
showed that the visual angle needed to identify a target increased with display size, suggesting that the
number of scan lines per target was the determining factor (Figure 4.3i-55). If such is the case, the smallest
display compatible with mainthinirg a 20-degree field of view (Figure 4.3-54) should be provided.
RECOMMENDATION:
Given equal quality in other chaiacteristics, cathodo ray tubes should be chosen that can cover the
required image format with th,3 smallest electron beam def~ection angles in order to reduce resolution and
c(rntrast loss at the edges of the image.
Catition: No performance data are available on this subject. The loss of performance, if any, as a furnction
of off-axis resolution and contrast loss has not been studied in CRT's.
RECOMMENDATION:
If color imagery is to be used and the imaging system is operating near the acceptalble limits of esolution,
the use of a four-cube color camera is desirable (Figure 4.1-11).

4.02
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SECTION 4.0 ELECTRO-OPTICAL IMAGERY DISPLAYS

Caution: Four-tube color cameras generally require more illumination than three-tube cameras. The
illumination ranga of the material to be used must be known and related to camera performance
specifications.
RECOMMENDATION:
Provide separate black and white and color CRT's to intarpreters who must work with both, and require
the maximum resolution which can be provided from the black and white image (Figure 4.4-17).
Caution: Color CRT's contain aperture masks and discontinuous phosphors, which have the effect of
reducing resolution; no data is available to quantify the loss in terms of interpreter performance.
RECOMMENDATION:
The face of a CRT display should be shielded to prevent ambient illumination from reaching it (Figure-
4.4-26 and 4.4-27).
There are no data relating a loss of interpreter performance to contrast losses in the CRT image caused bl
either the diffuse reflection of ambient light from the surface of the pihoisphor or specular reflections frorr
the glass elements of the laceplate. However, calculations clearly show the contrast losses involved, anc
they should be prevented by considering the lighting environment in which the tube will operate so tha
appropriate shields can be provided.
RECOMMENDATION:
A spot shape providing either linear or quadratic interpolation of transmittance vi,-ue's in two dimension
should be selected for optical line-scan image generators (Figures 4.3-56 and 4.3-57).
Caution: The data from the studies in the referenced figures are from judgments of the intelligenc
content of the images tested and not on interpretation performance.
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VOiN eCtionl I% inICluded fr thiose r..,der Who lack nmateiial owia appear% latet in this section 11y providhng

familiarity With thle operating principles of' electro- himi with additional knowledge of thle operating charac-

optical imaging systems. te ri,.tics ofthese sy stemts and the terminolodgy used to

It is designed to assist the reader itn undeistanding thle desc~ribe themil.
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Figure 4.1-1. Line-Scan Image Signal Generation
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Figure 4.1-1. Line-Scan Image Signal Generation. Tele. charged surface because of the low conductivity of the
vision systems using cameras in which the image is sensor ti that area. When tVe sp( t passes over a light area,

scanned by an electron beam are representative of lint' the electrons can flow in proportion to the amount of

raster, or line-scan systems; they are also referred to as light striking the sensor. This vaying electron flow (elec-

one-dimen sit)nal sampling srvstans (Ref. 1). A simplified trical current) is used to create voltage differences by the

sketri of a camera for such a system is shown here to camera's electronic circuits. These voltages constitute

illustrate the way in which a scene is converted into an signals from the sensor.I electric signal.

In usual practice, the signal is generated with the spot

The lens of the camera focuses the scene on a light- scanning in horizontal lines across the image, creating a

sensitive (photosensitive) surface whose electrical char- raster of lines fiom top to bottom of the image. It is also

acteristics change in proportion to !he amount of light it usual practice to have the signal generated in only one

receives. A photn, lituctive (Ref. 2) sensor has been direction of the scan. The return of the beam at the end

chosen for the illustration. When a scene is focused on a of one scan line to the start of the next is called thrl hor-

very thin layer of photoconductive material, the elec- i:ental ret(race. When the bottom line has been scanned,

trical e'tnductance through the material changes in pro- the beam is returned to the top of the image again by

portion to the amount of light striking it. In dark areas, means of a vtrtialrretrace. The nature of the signal out-

it remains a very poor conductor; in light areas, its con- put is illustrated at the bottom of the figure, with the

ductance increases as the intensity of the light striking it higher signal level associated with the light area of the

increases. Thus the pattern of illumination in the scene scan and the lower level with the dark area. In order to

is changed to a similar pattern of conductance on the prevent the retrace lines from appearing when the signal

sensor. This spatial pattern of conductance is changed is displayed on a cathode ray' vtube (CRT) or printed on

into a temporal (time-varying) pattern of voltages by film, the electron beam is cut off during retrace. This

systematically scanning it with a small spot generated by process is called blanking.

an electron beam. The beam, generated by an electron

gun• , is made to follow a predetermined scan pattern, The sketch at the bottom of the figure illustrates the

called a raster, by having its path from the gun to the voltage as it is generated line by line for the image

sensor deflected electrically or magnetically through the shown at the top of the illustration.

action of a sw.'eep circuit. The face of the photoconduc.

tive film opposite that scanned by the spot is in contact The device illustrated here belongs to a family of electro-

with a transparent conducting surface carrying a small optical imaging devices called r'idicrns. Descriptions of

positive voltage. other devices such as the image orthicon can be found in

Reference 2.
When the spot passes over a dark area on the photosensor,

the electrons are prevented from flowing to the positively

4
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Figure 4.1-2. Line Scan Image Reconstruction by Cathode Ray Tube
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Figure 4.1-2. Image Reconstruction by Cathode Ray A simplified sketch of a CRT is given here to nelp illus-

Tube. Signals such as those generated by a TV camera trate the image-forming process. The voltage signal

can be displayed as imagLry on a cathode ray tube (CRT). from tne camera is used to control the current in a beam

CRT's operate on the principle that certain chemical ele generated by the electron gun. The energy of the beam

ments and compounds, called plzhospho•rs, emit light when is established by the anoide potential. The beam is

struck b. lectrons. In the CRT, as in the TV camera, a focused to form a spot on the phosphor screen, and its

beam of electrons is geneiated by an electron gun. The horizontal and vertical deflections are synchronized with

amount of light emitted is proportional to the number those of the camera, thus forming a raster on the face

and the energy of the electrons striking the phosphor of the tube that is identical with the one formed on the

(Ref. 3). The number of electrons determines th - strength photosensitive element in the camera. The current varia-

of the current tha: flows, and the energy of the beam is lions in the moving beam are converted into a pattern of

determined by the anode potential, which is the voltage luminout intensity by the phosphor, creating an image of

applied between the electron gun and the screan. If a the scene.

constant-energy beam of electruns is scanned across a

phosphor screen, a p3ttern of light can be formed by

varying the beam current.

4.1-4
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Figure 4.1-3. Influence of the Fin;te Size of the Scan- (c) at the top of the following page illustrates the case

ning Beam. In the system described in Figure 4.1-1, the where the spot is in phase w'th the image. The signal

continuous scan in the horizontal direction produces a strength is constant for the entire length of any one scan

continuously varying signal, .epresenting the changes in line but is discontinuous in the vertical direction (from

the scene luminance as imaged on the photoconductive line to line). The pattern of the signal strength in the verti-

film. The same condition does not apply to differences cat direction is, however, the same as the pattern of light

in the vertical direction because the spot is moved ver- and dark on the image.

tically in discrete steps. Because the vertical differences

are discrete, the image is said to have been sampled in the Part (d) illustrates the case where the spot is out ofphase

vertical dimension. Thus, a horizontal scan samples the with the image. The scanning spot is equally divided

image in tVe vertical dimension. To illustrate this differ. between the light and dark areas of the image, and the

ence, the signals that result from scanning horizontal and signal levels for all of the scan lines are identical. The pat.

vertical stripes are shown here. tern of the image has been lost completely. Because the

phase relationships between the scanning spot and the

In considering the horizontal and vertical differences, it objects in a natural scene cannot be controlled, some loss

is ins'ructive to consider the effect of the size of the of resolution results. A commonly used figure is 30 per-

spot covered on the image by the scanning electron cent. Thus the number of lines ."or effectively calculating

oeam. If the spot were infiiiitely small (and electronic resolution is 70 percent of the total. This value is known

circuits infinitely responsive), the changes in signal as the Kellfactor (Ref. 4).

strength as the beam passed over the image would fol-

!ow exactly the changes in the conductance in the sen- In part (e), the spot size is larger than the individual light

sor. Neither condition can be met in a practical system, and dark stripes in the image; as a result, part of the spot

Parts (a) and (b) illustrate the general effect of the size of is in the light area and part in the dark area for each scan

the spot on the signal generated during a horizontal scan. line. with the proportion changing from line to line. This

In the case shown, in passing from a dark to a light area an changing proportion causes the signal leve, for each scan

increasing portion of each spot falls in the light, or con- line to be different from the others, ind the pattern of

ducting, part of the im.ge, which allows an increasing these level, does not accurately represent the pattern of

flow of electrons; this, in turn, generatet signals of illumination in the image.

increasing strength. This process continues fur each spot

until it is entirely within the light area, at which point the The term sampling has been applied to the process that

signal level becomes constant. In each care the signal is occurs in generating the signal of the horizontal stripes,

continuous althouglh it is "spread" somewhat in time, the and line raster systems are described as one-diniensia•Ial

spread being greater for the large spot. saimpling •yvstens, because the signal is a continuous

representation of the scene in the horizontal dimension

In the case of the signal for the horizontal scanning of and a sampled representation in the vertical dimension

horizontal stripes, the result is altogether different. Part (Ref. 5).
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(c) -RASTER SCAN SIGNAL

LINE 1 - - - L LINEE 2

SAMPLING t t t t
POINTS

TWODIMENSIONAL SAMPLING SIGNAL

Figure 4.1-4. Two-Dimensional Sampling (continued)

Figure 4.1.4. Two-Dimensicnal Sampling. Digital trans- ment or, in solid state sy;tems, by direct readout through

mission, processing, storage, and display systems require permanent electrical connections that are switched on and

that images be broken down into some number of dis- off in the proper sequence. This latter process is known as

crete subsections. The usual practice is to divide the self*.stanning. The illustration shovs a signal pattern for a

image into a matrix of subsections equally spaced in both single horizontal line of such elements. When the elements

the horizontal and vertical dimensions. These subsections are scanned, or switched on, the- receiving light produce

are commonly called picture elements or pixvels. The pixel a signal proportional to the amount of the light received,

size determine- the smallesi area in the scene that can and those not receiving light produce no signal.

produce an independent signal, and therefore the smallest

area that can be resolvedi. Each element is given a lumi- The lower part of the figure (b) portrays the sig :aI
nance value, which is an area weighted average of the developed for each element, or pixel, of the sensor in

values in the portion of the image it covers. This means the top of the illustration.

that the image luminance is sampled in both the horizon-

tal and vertical directions. The figure at the top of this page (c) illustrates how a
continuous signal, such as that produced by the raster

Some electro-optical sensors operate as sampling systems scan system of Figure 4.1-1, can be conver~ed into a

in both the horizontal and vertical dimensions. These are series of discrete signals by sampling the signal level Vi

known as two-dimensii•tal sat)lihig or point raster sys- fixed intervals. Since the raster scan systen. already

tems (Ref. 6). Part (a) of this figure illustrates a sensor samples in the vertical direction, the result of sampling

made of a two-dimensional array of individual photosensi- in the horizontal direction will be to produce a point

tive elements, each element providing a Jiscrete signal raster or two-dimensionally sampled signal suitable for
proportional to the light falling on it. A signal may be use in digital systems.

produced by a scanning electron beam crossing the ele-

4.1-8
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Figure 4.1-5. Ouamiizationi. if the signal wtengith from

_________________________________________________the sensor is cin isnuously varidille arid] c~in assu m ni'!d v
'2 value wiihin iti ooei ttng rangje, it is called an aabK sig -
2 * .. ... '---'---nil For use in diyjitdl SYSt!M~, the range of siunal str,ýngth

musI he broken into discrete, single valuedi steps, This
10 process is known as cluantization. Th: -it -ther of steps- is

commonly some power of 2 (such as 2t, tht Is, 256) so
Z as to tbe compatible with bjyiurv ridta I-anc!irig systerns.

The 28 .Žvel of quantizing is reerred to ý, 8 hit qu~irtiz-
6 inlg. To simplify the presertudtion here, a fouu step scale

(22, or 2-bit) wsith values of 0. 1. 2, an,! 3 h,,s foca-n used.
4 4

The solid line in the top graph is a si :-. :~id representa-
2 2 tion of the signal frtrn a onc 0me!1tizlo sampling sys-

I tem. The bars represý:it the signal for the same line from

I a two dimensional system. The strength of both has the
property of being ,oritinuoosly variable, and they there-

I.',P. T IIVIJ;fore represent an an~alog system,

The scale to the right of the middle graph indicates how
the signal str-r~gth values will be partitioned into the four

______________________________quantizing levels. Zero through 2.99" are assigned a
12 ',quantized value of 0; 3 through 5.99' a value of 1; 6

103 thr,.ugh 8.99' a value of 2; and 9 through 12 a value of 3.
J The dlashed line in the center graph shows the result of

applying this conversion to the original signal. The
z I~ 2shaded area indicates the differen.ce betwveen the quan-

> tized and original sioan! ttrengths. This difference i,ý
V) 6 -- ' called the quilir'crro,, a~id has a maximum value of

< - Uj 1 '22 a quantizing step. As th2- numbier of steps is increased,11 4 producing smaller and smaller inte~vals, the amount of the
V) .7. riorbecmes essand less, bekig reduced by half for each

!_3 hit added to the quantizing levels (Ref. 7).

0 The shaded area in the bottom graph shows the envelope

SAMPLING INTERVALS within wi)ich a signal from an analog system could fall to
produce the quantized signal shown in the middle graph.
The range from the top or bottom of a shaded area to its
mid;dle represents the .arge of possible errors in the quan-
tized signal. There are schemes for minimizing these errors

121 whose full description is outside the scope of this bouk.
Reference 8 cites examples of work which has be- done

3
10- on this sub~ect, and it is discussed further in Figure 4.4-13.

7-J

LU

L)u

2 0

SAMPLING INTERVALS

Figure 4.1-5. Quanti73tion
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Figure 4.1-6. Spatial Frequency and TV Lines. For a

periodic target; i.e., one which is divided into regularly
SPATIAL spaced light and dark areas, an adjacent pair of bars (one

BEAM TV FREQUENCY light and one dark) taken together constitute a cycle. The
SPOT .--LINES ccle) number of such cycles over a specified distance deter-

mines the target's spatial frequency. Spatial frequency is
" .. .. .usually specified in cycles per millimeter (c/mm) or cycles

per inch (c/in); an equivalent nomenclature that is fre-
3 quently used is li ,e pair. per millimeter (I/mm) cr line
::4 2pairs per inch fl/in). It is common, however, evon in tech.

nical articles, to shorten this latter terminology to lines
S5 per millimeter or lines per inch.

In television terminology, a hne refers either to ar actual
7scan line, as suggested by the top two illustrations in this

figure, or to the time period allocated for a scan lihue. By
this last definition, commercial broadcast I V in the U S.
is a 525line system. This means that the time taken to
complete one scan of the image is equal to 525 individual
line-scan periods. However, fewer than 525 actual scans
are possible because appro,,imately 35 of the periods are

SPATIAL used for the vert~cal retrace. The actual number used for

BEAM TV FREOUEr`.. Y vertical retrace varies from 35 to 42, depending upon the
SPOT LINES lcvcles) design of the transmitter. Thus the number of actual, or

I active '1I' liws, is between 483 and 490, with 490 being

2 the most common figure. Applying a Kell factor of 0.7 to
1 .this figure gives the equivalent of 343 active lines for use

................. : 3 in considering resolution capabilities. In this bno k, the
.::..............................: 4 term "TV lines" will be used to refer to the number of

...... scan periods per complete image scan and the phrase
_/5 "active TV lines" wili be used to refer to the actual num-
6 her of scans across the vertical dimension of the tube.

........ 7Since an active TV line can represent, at most, one-half ol
8 a cycle of a periodic ,arget (a light or a dark bar), at least

two are required to represent one cycle of a periodic tar-
get. It is important to keep this ratio of 2 active TV lines
per cycle of spatial frequency in mind when dealing with
line-scan systems.

(c) DISTANCE USED TO With less than two active lines per cycle, the effect shown
SPECIFY HORIZONTAL ;n part (e) of Figure 4.1-3 results. The spatial frequency
RESOLUTION displayed on the CRT may vary as shown in part (b) of

3. =this figure, but for a given TV system the number of
active TV lines will be constant./

/ Part (c) of this figure illustrLtes the relationship between
/ the vertical and horizontal dimensions used in specifying

/ / horizontal resolution for television systems. Standard
/ / practice is to speak of horizontal resolution in active TV

- W 3 /lines as thougi the raster were rotated 90 degrees and the
It- / resohutlo -xpressed as equivalent TV lines measured

over a distance equal to the vertical dimension of the tube
/ (Ref. 9).

rhe relationship between the horizontal and vertical
dimensions of the piuture area is called the aspect ratio;
for CRT's used to display pictorial information, it is

- 4 commonly 4:3, as shown in the sketch. Fo- such a displaý
HOi'e,-"TAL DIMENSION a resolution of 343 active TV lines would mean that

343/2, 'r 171 cycles, could be displayed a distance equal
to three-fourths of the horizontal dimension of the pic-
ture area, or approximately 457 lines (229 cycles) across

Figure 4.1-6. Spatial Frequency and TV Lines the entire horizontal dimension.
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Figure 4.1-7. Modulation Response and Bandwidth. Elec- dB = -20 lo modulation of output signal

tronic circuits do not respond equally well to all frequen- modulation of input signal
cies. In general the amplitudes of higher frequencies are
attenuated as they are processed by the circuit. The four = -20 log (modulation transfer factor)
pairs of curves at the tcp of the figure illustrate this
phenomenon. The left-hand curve of each pair repre- This gives a value, for instance, of 20 dB for a modulh
sents a signal that is being fed into the circuit, and the lion transfer factor of 0.1.
right-hand curve represents the output of the circuit. For
the top pair, the input and output modulationsare equal, For the second, third, and fourth curves at the top of the
and for this frequency the niodulatiotn transferjactor figure, modulation transfer factor is 0.80, 0.50, and 0.2,
is said to be one, and is defined as: and they are attenuated by 1.9,6, and 14db respectively.

Modulation output modulation At some point the attenuation of the output signal becomes
Transfer so great that even for very strong input signals the output
Factor input modulation (Ref. 10) cannot be effectively used. The point at which this happeni

IT the MTF is measured, or calculated, for a number of depends upon the circuit design and the ;ntended use of the

points, a curve describing the system's frequency response output. When a minimum acceptable value is chosen, it

characteristics can be drawn, as illustrated in the bottom sets the bandividth of the system; i.e., the band of fre-

graph. Such a curve is called the modulation transfer quencies over which its performance is within acceptable

function (MTF) of the system. levels (Ref. 11). In some systems, circuits are included
which ensure that signals above a specified frequency will

The attenuation is also frequently specified as decibels be strongly attenuated, thus establishing the bandwidth.

below some reference level. Attenuation is specified ;n For instance, for standard U.S. broadcast television, the
decibels (dB) (see Secion 6.6.2) using the definition: video, or picture-carryino portion of the signal, is limited

to slightly less than 5 MHz.
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Figure 4.1-8. Interlace Techniques. In order to conserve If a 2:1 interlace is used, the time per frame drops to one-

bandwidth while meeting the requirement to eliminate thirtieth of a second, ano the calculations become
visual flicker (see Section 4.2), the National Television

System Committee (NTSC) adopted a 60-Hz, 2:1 interlace For the number of periods pur second,

system (Ref. 12).
525 x 30 = ob,750,

The top illustration (a) represents the noninterlaced condi-
tion. The raster forms the entire frame in a single series for the time per period,
of horizontal scans. The middle two illustrations (b) and
(c) represent the way the image is divided into fields by 1/15,750 = 63.5 Asec,
the interlace process. The !ower drawing (d) shows how
the fields combine to form a frame. Each field is com- for the time per scan,
pleted in one-sixtieth of a second, and both fields (the
full frame) are completed in twice that time, or one- 63.5 x .83 - 52.7 gsec,
thirtieth of a second.

for each cycle displayed,

The importance of such an inte, lacing technique is the
effect it has on bandwidth requirements; the following 52,7/236 - 0.22 Lsec, and

calculations illustrate this point. Standard NTSC broad-
cast television has the time for each frame divided into for the bandwidth required,

525 equal periods. Even though all 525 are not used to
generate active TV lines, each active line that is generated 1 t& 4.5 MHz

must be completed within one of the 525 periods. With- 0.22 Msec

out intertace, the total number of time periods per second In experiments wher- ;ubjective quality ratings were giver
will be the number of periods per frame times the num- to low-resolution (225-TV-line) systeins, it was found tha
ber of frames per second, or 525 x 60 = 31,500. Each for pictures judged to be of equal quality, only 6 to 37
line then must be completed in 3-1 -sec = 31.7 psec. percent actual savings in bandwidth were realized by 2:1

Of this time, approximately 17 percent is used for hori- interlace (Figure 4.3-19 and Ref. 13).
zontal retrace, which leaves 83 percent of the 31.7 micrc-
seconds, or 26.3 microseconds for the scan itself. A reso- For special applications, systems that have both vertical
lution of 177 cycles across three-fourths of the length of and horizontal interlace have been devised (Pzrt (e) of
the line (approximately the resolution of the NTSC sys- this figure). They constitute two-dimensional sampling
tem) requires that 177 x 4/3 or 236 cycles be resolved per systems. In these systems, a field consists of a combina-
line. Since each line is completed in 26.3 microseconds, tion of one vertical and one horizontal sequence, and
the time per cycle is 26.3/236 or 0.11 microsecond four such frames are required to complete a picture
(Ref. 2). (Ref. 14). tfigh-order combined vertical and hoizontal

interlace systems have been explored to improve picture

To find the frequency required to transmit a cycle every quality at the cost of framle rate for a given bandwidth

0.11 microsecond, this value is divided into one or, (Rei. 15, and Figure 4.2-8).

Frequency - 0.11 Msec

In scientific notation this is

Frequenc 1.1 x 107 s 9 x 106 Hz or,

approximately 9 MHz.
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VALUES FOR VARIOUS AMPLITUDE PROPORTIONS Figure 4.1.9. Spot Size. The size of the spot created by
AMPLITUDE PROPORTIONS FOR VARIOUS VALUES OF an electron beam is defined in terms of a proportion of

X/r( the maximum current level of the beam, The current is
PROPORTION PROPORTION strongest in the center and decreases 3w3y from the cen-OF MAXIMUM X X O AIU

A I OF MAXIMUM ter following a Gaussion curve, as is shown at the top of
this figure (Ref. 16). One characteristic of such a distribu-

1.00 0.0000 0.00 1.0000 tion is that it never becomes zero. This in turn implies
0.99 0.1418 0.25 0.9692 that the spot has no definite boundary or edge. For this
0.95 0.3203 0.50 0.8825
0.90 0.4590 0.76 0.7548 reason, the size of the spot is said to be its diameter at an
0.80 0.6680 1.00 0.6065 arbitrarily chosen proportion of the maximum current

0.60 1.012 1.50 0.3246 value. Two commonly used values are 50 percent of the
0.50 1,177 1.75 0.2162 maximum and 63 percent of the maximum. Several value.
0.40 1.,'54 2.00 0.1352 are shown in the top curve and are projected down onto
0.30 1.552 2.25 0,0796
0.20 1,794 2.50 0.0439 an isometric representation of the current distribution to
0.10 2146 2.75 0.0227 assist in visualizing this method of determining spot size.
0.05 2.448 3.00 0.0111
0.01 3025 3.50 00022 UWirq a previously chosen level, physical spot sizes are
0.010 j 303, 255 30 0.0021
0.001 3.717 1375 0.0009 measured in millimeters or inches and are frequently con-

verted into standard deviation (0) units of the Gaussian

distribution. Due to the nature o' the Gaussian distribu-
tion, this conversion facilitates comparison between spots
of different size because although the 50-percent level
may have a diameter of 0.5 mm (0.014 in) for one spot
and 0.2 mm (0.008 in) for another, it wi!l be at 1.1770

for both.

Some values of o and the corresponding proportion of
the maximum current for each are given in the table. Fur
ther values can be calculated by the formula:

2 2y. e _ x /2 0

where y = the value proportion of the
maximum current and

x = the distance from the
thcenter of the curve

These values can be found in tables of the normal distri-
bution curve (Ref. 17). If such tables are used, care

"">, - should be taken because the maximum value of the
ordinate is usually 0.39834 in order to keep the area
under the curve equal to 1 for statistical purposes;
because of this, the published ordinate values must be
"divided by this number to deriveyv as a proportion of thf
maximum value.

Optically formed spots used in optical line-scan printers
the type illustrated in Figure 4,1-16 may or may not hay

Gaussian intensity distributions (see Figure 4.1-10 and

Ref. 18,B).
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REF, 18,

h (xV 2sri ,2Y

Where: k a constant and For (x, > 1800.

a sample spacing h (x, yI 0
SINC SQUARED POINT-SPREAD FUNCTIONV COSt'.E POINT-SPREAD FUNCTION

Figure 1-10. Spot Shape (continued)

Figure 4.1-10. Spot Shape. The term "spot shar, has to fit into cabinets, very large deflection zngles are
two different, but related, meanings. One refers .o geo- employed. Tj make the beam land vertically on the face
metric shape; for instance, circular, elliptical, or square; of such a tube would require that the surface be spherical
the second refers to the distribution of current or light in share with the radius of curvature centered at the point

within the spot. This latter is more properly referred to as of deflection.
the point spread f'tnction. The spot shown in the preced-
ing figure (4.1-9) could be referred to either as circular or For modern, high-deflection-angle CRT's, the radius of

Gaussian. More properly it should be referred to as a cir- curvature required would greatly decrease the angle of
cular spot having a Gaussian intensity distribution or view toward the edges of the picture area, resulting in
Gaussian point spread function. However, this distinction considerable distortion. If the tube face is not spherical,
is not universally made, and "spot shape" is used to refer the deflected beam will hit at an oblique angle, making the
to both characterist;cs. spot elliptical. The lack of sphericity will also cause the

"beam to be out of focus over some areas of the tube face.
For commercially available TV cameras and CRT's, the As part (c) shows, the problem becomes more critical
beam is considered to be circ, Car in cross-section when it with increasing deflection angles (Ref. 20).

- 'is projected on-axis; it therefL.e makes a circular spot
when it lands vertically. When the beam is deflected, its In practical designs, it is necessary to compromise between
shape may be changed by aberrations introduced in bend- good visual angle and good focus and landing angle. In
ing (Ref. 19); however, even if the beam remains circular, standard practice, the tube is designed to have the beam
it will make an elliptical spot if it does not strike the sur- vertical to the tube face and in focus at the center of the
face at a 90-degree angle. For a given beam, an elliptical picture to allow the spot to be slightly elliptical and out
spot will have a larger area than a circular one, and the o" focus at the edges. The aberrations induced by bending
re.olutior Nhich can be obtained will be reduced. Cam- ,,'e beam are tolerated in order to shorten the tube. The
eras, therefore, are designed so that only low-deflection focusing change can be at least partially corrected with

angles are required. In addition, in TV cameras and CRT's, dynamic focusing systems, These, however, rEquire spe-
a beam that lands at a high energy will cause secondary cial design.

electrons to be emitted; this interferes with the beam and
reduces the output signal. Cameras contain a device Point spread functions other than Gaussian are found in
known as a decelerating grid, which slows the electrons in very high resolution CRT's; for beams generated by
the beam. This reduces the emission of secondary elec- apertures of 25 micrometers (1 microinch) or less, the
trons because the slower arrival of electrons in the beam current distribution in the beam cross-section approaches
knocks fewer electrons from the surface upon which they a cosine shape (Ref. 21). At high beam currents in conven-
land. tional electron gun systems the beam tends to become

distorted from the Gaussian shape by a spreading of the

In CRT's, a very thin coating of aluminum is placed over peak (Ref. 22). In optical systems, a wide variety of
the phosphor to conduct away the secondary electrons, intensity distributions are possible (Ref. 18,B). Two such
This is done because in CRT's the beam cannot be slowed possible distributions are shown in this figure. The effect
since the amount of light created by the phosphor is, in of spot spread functions on judgments of the information
part, dependent upon the speud at which the electrons potential in transparencies is reported in Figures 4.3-56
strike it. In addition, in order to make CRT's with large and 4.3-57.
viewing areas, while at the same time making them shorter
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Figure 4.1-11. Color Television Signal Generation
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Figure 4.1-11. Color Television Signal Generation. Color synchronously scanned, producing three separate signals
television systems that must produce pictures on black- of the scene-one for each color.
and-white receivers or monitors as well as on color moni-
tors use a system adopted by the NTSC that employs two The chrominance signal has two components which are
different signals. One, called the hlminance signal, con- developed, in effect, by subtracting .he luminance signal
tains the information on the variations in scene brightness from the red and blue color signals r .spectively. Because
and is identical to the signal generated by a black and- the luminance signal can be e;,pressec as a combination of
white TV camera. The other, called the chnltianncelU sig- known proportions of the three color "ignals, it, in com-
"nal, carries the color information in such a way as to not bination with only two of the co! r sigr,,ls, can be
interfere with the reproduction of the scene on a black- processed by the colo, nonitor to reproduLe the three
and whit,! monitor. (Ref. 23). primaries.

There are two basic camera systems for producing color With regard to the two different camera systems, the four-
TV. They are the three-tube camera system shown at the camera sys:em tends to produce higher resolution in the
top of this figure and the four-tube camera system shown luminance signal; if an image t-rThiU•-n is used for the
at the bottom. They differ principally in the wzy the lum- luminance channel, it also produces better low light-level
inance signal is generated. As shown by the diagrams, the sensitivity. It has the disadvantage that part of the incom-
luminance signal is generated directly by o'rc of the cam- ing light must be used for the luminance camera, reducing
eras in the four-tube camera system and lby a weighted that available for the color cameras (Ref. 24).
combination of the color signals in the tnree-tube camera
system. The weighting is necessary to match the signal Both systems preser't problems in balancing the luminous

Sstrength from each camera to the luminous efficiency response functions and maintaining image registration
curve of the visual system (see Figure 3.2-2). Otherwise among the individual cameras.

', the scene brightnesses reproduced on the blact.-and-white
monitors would be distorted. The luminance signal in the In installations where the color signals are to be used co
four-camera system, although generated independently color monitors only, there is no need for developing inde-
from the color signals, holds the same relationship to pendent luminance and chrominance signals since the
them as the luminance signal in the three-camera system. color signals can be used directly. The problems of balanc-

ing the luminoo's response of the camera tubes and the
registration of the images remain, however.

Both three- and four-tube cameras generate three color
signals, one for each of the primary colors, red, green, and For use in image interpretation, the color signals may not
blue. This is accomplished by having the incoming light be generated from a natural scene or color film, but rather
split into the three color components by use of dichromic may be generated from black -and-white imagery as part of
mirrors or filters. As shown in the sketches, the light of an image manipulation process. In such cases the genera-
each color is focused on a separate camera tube. The tion of the color signals is carried on in a processor
colored scene imaged on each of the photodetectors is designed for that purpose, whicn may have extensive com-

putation capability either internal or external to itself.
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Figure 4.1-12. Color Image Regeneration by Cathode Ray Tubes
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4.1-'A2. Color Image Regeneration by Cathode Ray Tubes. tron guns and the phosphors. The plate has one hole for
ýo'or,!d images are produced on CRT's by having the face each phosphor triad, and the beams from the three guns
of the tube covered with tiny dots or stripes of three dif- must conv,'rge on a hole and pass through it to activate
ferent kinds of phosphors that emit either red, Hlue, or the phosphors. The mask ensures that a beam will strike
green light when struck by an electron beam. Each sepa- the pnosphor dot of the correct color. It also interrupts
rate color of phosphor is scanned by an electron gun the beams as they scan the face of the tube so that no
whose current is modulated by the appropriate color sig- incorrect phosphors will be illuminated as they pass from
nal from the camera or other input device. In the case of triad to triad (Ref. 25).
signals from NTSC systems, the incoming signal is
processed and the luminance and chromnance signals it The areas between the p! osphor dots are coated wit'..
contains are used to recreate the red, blue, and green black material to reduce the reflection of ambient and
signals generated by the color camera. internally scattered light. This results in some increas. in

the contrafst-rendering capahilities of the tube (Ret. 26).
One common type of CRT, the shadown mask t ibe, is illus-
trated in part (a) of this figure. In this tube the three The combination of the siadow mask and black surround
colored phosphors are placed in groups of three called allows the use of somewhat largei beam diameters; both
triads. rhe three phosphors in each triad are energized elements tend to cut off the edges of the beam, allowing
simu:taneously by the three electron beams representing only the central, higher intensity portion of the beam to
each of the primary color signals. The relative intensities strike the phosphor surface (Ref. 26).
of the light emittedt by each phosphor is proportional to
the relative inte. sity of that color in the original scen, Two other types of aperture masks are shown in part (b),
The phosphor dots are so small that they are separate'y the grill and the slotted aperture mask. For both, the
indistinguishable from normal viewing distances. The phosphor is applied to the face of the tube in continuous
result is that the light from the three phosphior dots vertical stripes whose width depends upon the light pro-
is integrated into a single visu . sensation having a color ducing efficiency of the phosphor.
resembling that of the same point in the original scene.

Part (c) illustrates the loss of color purity which will
A perforated metal plate called a shadow or aperture result in dt'namic colnlergenlce correction circuits are
mask is located close to the faceplate, between the *lec- not employed in color CRT's.
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Figure 4.1-13. Sequential Color TV Systems (continued)

Figure 4.1-13. Sequential Color TV Sys$'.ms. Methods The odd-numbered lines, for instance, receive the signal
other than the NTSC system for producing color TV are of red in field 1, gqeen in field 3, and blue in field 5. The
used in sorie special applications. The most common of even-numbered lines receive the blue signal in field 2, the
these are the sequential systems in which the colors are red in field 4, and the green in field 6.
interlaced by a field or a dot at a time. The signals are dis-
played on a black-and-white CRT monitor that is The use of the terms "field," "frame," and "picture" are
mounted behind a wheel containing the three color filters, different in field sequential systems than in the NTSC sys
The rotation of the filters is synchrcnized Nith the pre- tems. The application of one color to one of the two
sentation of the image or, the CRT so that when the red interlaced line sequences is termed a scanning field; the
signal is being presented, the red filter wheel is between completion of one cycle through the three primaries is
the viewer and the CRT. The blue and green filters are called a colorjfraum' and consists of three scanning fields.
imposed 'etween the viewer end the CRT when these sig- Two color frames (six scanning fields) constitute a coltor
nals are being presented (Figure 4,1-13a). picture.

The sequence of presentation of the signals in the field In such a system, the scanning field frequency must be
sequential system is illustrated in Figure 4.1-13b. In this very high to avoid both flicker and image smear for mov-
system, the red image is transmitted in the first scannini ing objects. The smear would occur if an object moved
ficld, the blue in the second scanning field, and the green a perveptable distance between scanning frames 1 and 6;
in the third scanning field. This process is repeated for the the red signal for a point on line 1 vould not match in
fourth, fifth, and sixth scanning fields. Examination of the space the green for the adjacent point in line 6. Experi-
diagram will show that in order to get all three primaries merits have shown a scanning f;eld rate of 144 per second
to the lines in two interlacing line sequencer (lines 1, 3, 5 is required to prevent fiicker. This higher frame rate
... in the sequence on the left and lines 2, 4, 6 ... in the requires that either the bandwidth be increased or that
sequence in the right), six frame periods are required. the number of scan lines and horizontal resolution be

decreased (Ref. 27).
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Figure 4.1.14. Phosphor Characteristics
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Figure 4.1-14. Phosphor Characteristics. The word time taken to increase to 90 percent of peak luminance.
"phosphor" is oimerally used in CRT terminology to Peak luminance in both of these definitions refers to the
designate a sul,stince that emits light when bombarded peak brightness attained under a given set of excitation
by electrons (Ref. 28). The correct term for this pro- conditions.
perty is (athrr)(Ih,,iu'('.lcr', which is universally
shortened to "luminescence" in CRT literature. Rise times and decay times have been given verbal classi-

fications as follows:

Cathodotuminescence occurs in two phases called fluo.
res'c('ltnce and pIhosphorescen-ce. Fluorescence occurs only Time to rise to 90 percent
while the electrons are energizing the phosphor and ends or decay to 10 percent of
in about 0.01 microsecond (10-seconds) after the end peak luminance Classification
of the electron bombardment. Phosphorescence, on the
other hand, may last for various periods from several Greeter than 1 second Very long
nanoseconds (10-9 seconds) to many mirutes or hours.

100 msec to I sec Long
Figure 4.1-14(a) shows the general nature of the growth
and decay of light intensity when a cathodoluminescent 1 msec to 100 msec Medium
phosphor is bombarded by electrons. The initial growth is
dueý to fluorescence alone and takes place in about 10-8 10 •sec to 10 msec Short
seconds after excitation starts. If the exci'ation rermains
constant for some period after this, the level of intensity Less than 10 ,sec Very short
is a combination of the fluorescence and luminescence.
After cessation of the excitation, the fuorescence decays (Ref. 29)
again in approximately 10' 8 seconds, and the phosphores-
cence begins a decay cycle that fills very rapidly at first, Part (b) of this figure illustrates the type of luminescence
then more slowly as time progresses. The shape of the buildup which can take place when the rate of excitation
decay curve differs from one type of phosphor to another is much greater than the decay rate. The builduD reaches a
and, in some phosphors at least, it depends upon the maximum value when the phosphor becomes suturated,
intensity of the excitation. Figure 4.1-14(c) shows the that is, cannot produce more light regardless of further
published decay curves for sulfide P4, the phosphor com- increases in excitation,
monly used in black-and-white home television receivers
(Ref. 29). The fluorescence is sometimes referred to as flash. In

some multicomponent phosphors, for instance P28, it
The P4 designation is used for two different chemical can be strong enough for one component to constitute
mixtures, one of sulfides and one of silicates. ?4 is also flicker control problem (see Section 4,2).
used to designate a phosphor ,;omposed of a combination

of these two mixtures. Each mixture contains one com- Different phosphors produce different brightness leve!s
pound that emits a bluish light, called the blue compo- for the same level of excitation, that is, they have dif-
nent, and another that emits a yellowish light, called the ferent luminous effii'ncie's. Luminous efficiency of
yellow component. The combination of these produces a cathodcluminescent phosphors is commonly defined as
white-appearing light. Figure 4.1-14(d) shows a log-log the ratio of the energy emitted in the form of infrared,
plot of the decay curves for the separate components of visible, and ultraviolet radiation to the energy in the excit-
each of the mixtures. Figure 4.1-14(e) shows the com- ing beam. A more restricted, but more useful definition
bined spectral distribution of the light emitted by these for display design purposes, is the ratio of the energy of
two P4 phosphors. the visible light output, weighted for the luminosity curve,

to the electron energy of the input. Luminous efficiency
The term "decay time" has arbitrarily been defined as the varies greatly among phosphors, and for a givcn phosphor
time for the luminance to fall from its peak value to 10 it depends upon the conditions of its preparation and

percent of that value. The term "rise time" refers to the excitation (Ref. 30).
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Figure 4.1-15. Signal-to-Noise Ratio. Noise in electronic In part (a) of this figure, a signal and noise are separately
circuits will be defined he~e as any extraneous voltage represented as al*ernating currents; i.e., currents which
accompanying the signal that interferes with the detection alternate their direction of flow, represented as positive
of the signal. All electronic circuits produce noise to some and negative values. When a signal and noise are present in
degree. The strength and frequency characteristics of the same circuit, the output is the algebraic sum of the
which depend upon such things as the circuit design, the two. In parts (b) through (e) of this figure the same noise
operating conditions, and the types of components chosen has been added to signals of decreasing strength. As can be
to build the circuit. Additional noise is introduced from seen, the signal becomes obscured by the noise. In order
such sources as transmission lines or other transmission to be detected, the strength (modulation) of a signal must
media, stray electromagnetic radiation generated by elec- be greater in the presence of noise than in its absence.
trical machinery or other electronic device4, or from geo- This requirement of increased modulation has the effect
physical and astrophysical phenomenon. In addition, the of reducing the bandwidth of a given system. The reason
errors introduced by the quantizing process are also con- for this can be seen by reference to Figure 4.1-7. As 'he
sidered noise and can be treated like any other source of modulation required to detect the signal is raised, the
noise in the analysis of the quality of electro-optical mo(ulation produced by the frequency originally repre-
systems. senting the top of the bandwidth will become too low.

The required higher modulation is seen to be produced by
The relationship between the strength of a signal and the a V, wer frequency, representing a reductioti in bandwidth.
strength of its accompanying noise is referred to as the N1,ise is characterized by its bandwidth and spectrum. The
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). In this book, unless otherwise term narrow-hand noise refers to a noise whose own band-
stated, the IEEE definition of SNR will be adopted width (range of frequencies) is narrow compared to the
"(Ref .11): bandwidth of the circuit in which it is foun. Broad-band

noise is noise whose range of frequencies is similar to that
SNR = Peak signal in volts of the circuit in which it is found. Both of thuse terms are

rms noise volts simply descriptive. Precise statements which specify the
frequency range of the noise, such as "0.5 MH.: centered

or in decibels as at 2.75 MHz" for narrow-band noise, or "0 to 5 MHz" for
broad-band noise are required for a proper undt-rstanding

2 Peak signal volts of the nature of the noise being reported.SNRdB =20 log I -m•n- v--

Sn e lA number of descriptive words are also used to c iaracter-
RMS refers to root uean square and is defined as: ize the spectrum of a noise source; among the mcst com-

mon are terms such as "flat," "white." or "triang, lar."

_ N [".v"2\ These refer to the amplitude of the noise as a funition of

RMS = 1  Lv.vi1)2 its frequencyj.
Ni=O

Noise can also be characterized by the amount of power
where V average voltage per unit frequency. Thus a noise source can be spcken of

having 10 9 watts per hertz, meaning that if all of toe
v = voltage at a given phase of the lowest noise except a single frequency could be eliminated, elec-

frequency signal of interest trical power flowing in the circuit would be 10-9 wawts

(0.001 pwatts). This same noise source, if expanded to
N =sequence length 1 MHz would deliver (10-9) (10+6)/ = 10-6 watts

(1 pwatt).
RMS voltage is also calculated as 0.707 times the ampli-
tude of voltage having a sine-wave form in an alternating
circuit.
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SECTION 4.1 BASIC ELECTRO-OPTICAL SYSTEM OPERATING PRINCIPLES

Figure 4.1-16. Optical Line-Scan Printers. Both one- of the drum, the position of the carriage containing the
and two-dimensional sampled imagery is often printed on light source, and the image intensity s~gnal, the exposure
film by means of optical printers. When lasers are used as pattern formed on the film will duplicate the intensity
light sources, the devices are frequently called laser-beam pattern in the scene.
recorders f LB R). The printers come in a variety of con-
figurations, some with flat beds and some with rotating Since currently available printers of this type are very
drums to hold the film to be exposed. A much simplified slow compared to the speed with which images can be
sketch of the latter type is shown here, generated or transmitted. some intermediate storage or

buffer capability may be necessary. Long-term storage is
In such Ar printer, the film is exposed a spot or line at a usually provided by magnetic tapes or magnetic discs;
time by m~eans of a light shone through an optical sys- short-term storage, or Ibuffering, is usually provided by a
tem. The light is focused onto the emulsion of the film computer that will accept the signal for a portion of the
through a microscope objective or some similar optical image and feed it to the printer a resolution element at a
system so that a small spot can be formed. Spot sizes on ti me.
the ord er of 5 p rm are not u ncom mon. T hese sm allI spot
sizes are necessary to permit h igh -resolution, small-scale The computer can be used to manipulate the image signal
imagery to be imaged. before it is printed. For instance, a nagative or positive

transparency can be generated from the same signal by
The light is mounted on a carriage that is moved above programming the computer to command a high light leve!
the surface of the drum by a precision lead screw. The for a strong signal in td.e one case or a low light level for a
position of the light on the film is determined by the strong signal in the other.
rotation of the drum and movement of the carriage.
These, in turn, are controlled by position signals from the Unlike the electron beam g~enerated by an electrcn gun,
image. Typical position signals associated with the the point spread function of an optical beam can be
incoming signal would be the row and column number of changed with relative ease if appropriately shaped filters
the pixel to be exposed in the formation of a two- are placed at the proper position in the optical train. This
dimensional sampled image. capability can be used to modify the MTF of the system

(Ref.- 18) or to improve the cosmetic qua!lity of the
The exposure is controlled by modulating the light with imagery.
the image intensity signal. By synchronizing the rotation
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4.2.1 Laboratory Studies on CRT Flicker, Line Crawl, and Scintillation
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SECTION 4.2 CATHODE RAY TUBE FLICKER, LINE CRAWL, AND SCINTILLATION

The appearance of visually perceptible flicker in CRT For tile luminance levels found in both black-and-white
displays depends upon the refresh rate, brightness, color, and color monitors, a 30-lHz rate for the strong signal
and size of the illuminated area, ',od, to some extent, the alone would produce unacceptable flicker. Such a
decay characteristics of the display. It also depends upon situa!ion would occur if the frame were scanned without
the level of ambient illumination and the position on the interlace. By interlacing two fields, each of which has
retina which is stimulated (see Section 3.2-10 and half the total number of TV lines of the frame, and
Ref. I). Two general categories of flicker are spoken of presenting the alternate fields at a 60-Hz rate, visual
in the CRT literature: small field flicker and large field flicker is eliminated or reduced to a tolerable level for
flicker. Small field flicker usual.y refers to flicker of home entertainment systems (Ref. 3,C). There appears
elements in single lines or small groups of lines having a to he no information on the effect of CRT flicker on the
visual angle that does not exceed that of fr'eal vision (a performance of image interpretation tasks.
solid angle of about 3 degrees). Small field flicker,
restricted to two or three lines, is sometimes referred to Line crawl (also referred to as raster crawi) is a term
as interline flicker. Large field flicker refers to flicker used to describe the appearance of brigh: ._ss differences
appearing over all, or substantially all portions of the extending across the face of the CRT parallel to the scan
face of the tube. lines; they appear to move perpendiculoly to the scan

lines. In the most common systems with horizontal
!n CRT terminology, refresh rate means the frequency scanning. the areas of brightness difference may appear
with which the electron beam returns to a given spot on to move up, down. or both simultaneously (Ref. 4,C). A
the phosphor. This is nominally assumed to be equal to descriptive term which is sometimes used for this
the frame rate for National Television Systems Com- phenomenon is the "window shade effect." Another
mittee (NTSC) systems. type of motion may occur which is limited to small

fields. Short segments of an individual line may appear
The requirement to prevent perceptible flicker (or at a to move back and forth between an adjacent line in an
minimum reduce it to a tolerable level) has a direct oscillatory motion. Both of these phenomena are exam-
effect on the bandwidth requirements of a system. This pies of what is referred to in the literature on vision as
is because the perception of flicker is strongly tied to the apparent motion, stroboscopic motion, or phi phenom-
rate at which the intensity of a light varies. In a CRT, enon (Ref. 5). The appearance of the effect is strongly
this rate depends upon the frame rate, which in turn sets influenced by interlace techniques (see Figures 4.2-9
the bandwidth requirement for a system of a given through 4.2-13).
spatial resolution and, for pulse code modulated digital
systems, signal-level quantization. Scintillation refers to a "twinkling" appearance over

gubstantia! portions of the tube face. It is associated
At the frame rate of 30 Hz used in NTSC systems, it is with dot interlace patterns and is gererally considered
0.0333 second (3.33 x 10-2 see) between passages of the less annoying visually than either small area or a large
beam over a given spot on a scan line. For the P4 sulfide area flicker (Ref. 6).
phosphor used in black-and-white pictorial displays, the
blue component decays to I percent of its peak The larger "snowflake" areas that flicker and appear to
luminance in about 150 Isec (150 x 10-6 see) and the move randomly in the display are created by some
yellow component in about 470 .zec (470 x 10-6 see; line-dot interlace patterns and are considered very
Ref. 2). Thus the light from a given spot on a line objectionablu but appear !o be greatly reduced by the
pulsates at the 30-Hz rte. Because of the spot spread use of long-persistence phosphors (Ref. 7,C and Figures
function, part of the energy from one line overlaps into 4.2-8 to 4.2-12).
the adjoining lineq r.) the extenit that thi- energy creates
luminance, the combined efftct for interlaced scans is a

•'N. 60-Hz pulsation with one strong component and omme
weak, individually varying at 30 Hz for a given line.
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SECTION 4.2 CATHODE RAY TUBE FLICKER, LINE CRAWL, AND SCINTILLATION

Figure 4.2-1. Relationship Between Interlace and Flicker In aperifdic intcrlace systems, the fields a.'e also staggered,
Line Crawl, Scintillation, and Snzow. The sketch at the but different times are alloted each fie!d. As a result,
top of this figure (Figure 4.2-1 (a)) illustrates the time there are considerable differences in the tirnes b iween
sequence for the illumination of contiguous areas on adja- adi-'ent lines. Figure 4.2-1 (e) illustrates the case of a 4:1
cent lines of a 2:1 interlaced raster at a 30-Hz frame rate in where the field times would stanu in the ratios
(see Figure 4.1-8). Lines (1,1) and (1,2) belong to one of 1 ..... 1:1.006, 1:1.002 and 1: 1 to each other for a
the two fields and lines (2,1) and (2,2) to the other. (The sys-t.in with 492 active TV lines. The large differences th,s
first number in parentheses refers to the field and the slight aperiodicity in thL field times makes, in the times
second to the line within that field.) An activated area in betvw.ie, adjacent tines while eliminating line crawl, results
any one of the lines is refreshed at the frame rate (30 Hz). in uneven signal readout from the camera, which creates
Within a single frame, however, it is only 1/60 second very disturbing pattern of bright and dim lines in the dis-
between the activation of the area in (1,1) or (1,2) and play (Ref. 4,C).
the activation of the area in (2,1 1. At normal TV viewing
distances of 4 to 8 times the picture height (Ref. 8,D), the .Scintihllai•n and .,iow are defects produced in poitit scan
spatial and temporal integration characteristics of the eye systems. In these systems, aside from the basic differences
combine to eliminate, or greatly reduce, the appearance of between the two-diieiisionalsamnpling system of the
flicker for fi-eal vision. Early work on TV flicker eliminc" pnint scan technique and the one-dimzensional samplinrg
tion (Ref. 3,C) led to the adoption of this system by the system of the line scan technique (see Figures 4.1-3 and
NTSC. When viewed from a short distance, or under opti- 4.1-4). there is a sig-'ificant difference in the visual appear-
cal magnification, the angular subtence of each line ance of the flicker each produces. The small field flicker
becomes greater, reducing the visual integration between of the line scan system is most analogous to the scintilla-
lines, and small field, or interline, flicker may be observed. tion that is produced by point scan systems. Scirtillation,
Small field flicker may also appear in areas of high lumi- however, appears as a "twinkling" over the entire surface
nance even at "normal" viewing distances (see Section of tne tube. It is considered much less annoying than large
3.2.10). field flicker (Ref. 6). Snow, on the other hand, is a ran-

dom variation of brightness over larger areas, as when a
The perception of tlicker occurs at a higher frequency in TV set is turned to a channel having no broadcast; it is
the periphery of the visual field than in the fuvea (see very disruptive. There is no known qu3ntitat:ve distinc-
Section 3.2.10). As a result, large field flicker may be tion between the two effects.
visible at the edges of a 2:1 interlaced 30-Hz frame rate
system under conditions of high ambient illur,,ination or Dot scan systems, like line scan systems, can be interlaced
high display luminance. Both small area and large area or noninterlaced; they can also be interlaced sequentially
flicker will be introduced by higher order seqlucttial i'zrer- or stagga;aed. In addition they are sometimes random;
/ace patterns if the field rate is held constant (Ref. 4,C that is, the refresh sequence of the dots comprising the
andi Figure 4.2-4). This is because the refresh time for scene is not a clearly identifiable pattern of rows or dots,
areas in the individual lines is increased in direct propor- but is some fixed pattern with successive spots located at
tion to the increase in the interlace orde-. Figure 4.2-1 (b) widely different locations.
illustrates this point for 3:1 and 4:1 seqt'nttial interlace.
Line crawl, which is described in the ;ntrorduction to this An example of scanning patterns for an interlaced dot
section, is particularly pronounced in sequential/. scanncd scan system is shown in Figure 4.2-1(f) (Ref. 7,C). The
high-order interlace systems. (A sequentially scanned or definitions of the terms "field," "frame," and "picture"
interlaced system is one in which the lines from succeed- are different for this system than for line scan systems
ing fields are written adjacent to each other as is illus- and are similar to those for the dot interlaced color sys-
trated in Figure 4.2-1(b).) In these systems, light and dark tem described in Figure 4.1-13. A field consists of one
bands appear to move in a direction perpendicular to the complete traverse of the scanning beam from top to bot.
direction of scan. For horizontally scanned systems, the tom of the picture area. If t-e writing scheme includes
bands move vertically. This effect is seen in motion pic- interlace of the dots on any particular scan line, rather
ture recordings of CRT's when the camera frame rate has than writing them all un one pass, only part of each "line"
not been synchronizing with the CRT frame rate. will be activated during each field. In the example shown,

r.ily 1/5 of the dots are activated on each line for each
In high.order interlace systems, line crawl may be made field. A frame consists of one complete set of fields. In
less objectionable by using staqgrcd interlace techniques. the example shown, (part (b)), this number is seven. At
In these techniques, the lines frum succeeding fields are the completion of one frame, 1/5 of the dots in the pic-
intermixed rather than being contiguous as in the sequen- ture have been written. It follows then that five frames
tial interlace systems. Two types of staogered interlace complete a pictu.e. In such a system, the picture may be
have been considered-periodic and aperiodic (Ref. 4,C). considered to consist of a number of similar ceils as shown
In periodic stag.gered interlace, the time allotted for each in the illustration. The cells themselves may also be stag-
field is the same; in this respect, the technique is like the gered, as shown.
sequential systems. Figures 4.2.1 (c) and 4.2-1 (d) give
examples of periodic staggered line interlaces for a 4:1 Evaluations of such systems are given in Figures 4.2-8
and 5:1 interlace order. Other sequences are poisible for through 4.2-13.
both orders. The discussion of this interlace technique is
expanded in Figure 4.2-3.
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SECTION 4.2 CATHODE PAY TUBE FLICKER, LINE CRAWL, AND SCINTILLATION

(a) 2:1 LINE INTERLACE

REFRESH TIME BETWEEN LINES (secon~ds)
FIELD LINE FRAME 1 TIME FRAME 2

1116

2 1 63- IEC
1 2 30 SE.C SEC. 16

SE 1/60
22 T

(b) SEQUENTIAL 3:1 AND 4:1 LINE INTERLACE

3:1 LINE INTERLACE

REFRESH TIME BETWEEN LINES (seconds)
F-IELD LINE FRAME 1 TIME FRAME

3 1120 SEC 1;60 J63.5SEC
3 T 1/60

1 2 .. .. ...
4:1 LINE INTERFACE

FIELD LINE FRAME I FRAME

2 I 1c0 1/30 1.20

.... 1/60 1)30 J63-541 SEC

-- 2 
1/60

Figure 4.2-1. Relationshiip Between Interlace and Flicker, Line Crawl, Scintillation, and Snow (Continued)
(text on prezeding page)
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SECTION 4.2 CATHODE RAY TUBE FLICKER, LINE CRAWL, AND SCINTILLATION

(c1 EXAMPLES OF STAGGERED PERIODIC 4:1 LINE INTERLACES

FIELD LINE TIME BETWEEN LINES (sec'nds)

1 1 1130
3 1 1/60 T 1T

.... /60 1120

4 1 2  ijI/3
V36o .. 1/30 63.5 J SEC

1T 2

FIELD LINE

4 1/- ,3;_ 60 TT
2 1/60 1/30 63.5 p. SEC2~/6 1 --
3 1/30
1 2 TT

(d) EXAMPLE OF STAGGERED PERIODIC 5:1 LINE INTERLACE

FIELD LINE TIME BETWEEN LINES (seconds)

3 ........ 1 1/60 T
5 1 0 ....... /60 63.5P SEC

1 T T ,,Io 11 20 _ I 42
'•:?::?)T 112

1 2 T

Figure 4.2-1. Relationship Between Interlace and Flicker, Line Crawl, Scintillation, and Snow (Continued)
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(e)

"APERIODIC 4:1 LINE INTERLACE

TIME BETWEEN LINES

INTERLACE TIME TIME
SEQUENCE SINCE SINCE
(FIELD) FIELD LINE LINE

NO. ABOVE BELOW

3 1 -1 FIELD 2 FIELD
2 2 3 FIELD 2 FIELD
4 3 - 2 FIELD I FIELD

1 4_ ____ 2 FIELD 3 FIELD

REF. 4,C

(f)

EXAMPLE OF MIXED LINE-DOT INTERLACE
LINE INTERLACE =7:1; DOT INTERLACE = 5:1

FIELDNO., 1 x 1 x 1 1 T . .

FIEf.D NO. x G 5 5
7 7 7

FIELD NO. 5 lc •x 2 2 2

4 4 1 ,4

FIELD NO. 7 x 6 6 6

FIELD NO. 2 O X 3 3 3
S5 5! 5

FIELD NO.4 X 7 7 7

2 -2 2 2

FIELD NO.6 O X 4 4 1 4
-6 6 6!

i x l x <

3 3 31
DOT PATTERN LAID DOWN I1 A CELL
DURING ONE FRAME. IN THE NEXT - -, .. . .

fFRAME THE DOTS ARE SHIFTED ONE 7 7

COLUMN RIGHT. AS INDICATED BY 2 2 iTE'S4 4 4

6 6 6

C M RREF.7. C

Figure 4.2-1. Relationship Between Interlace and Flicker, Line Crawl, Scintillation, and Snow

(Continued)
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SECTION 4,2 CATHODE RAY TUBE FLICKER, LINE CRAWL, AND SCINTILLATION

4.2.1 LABORATORY STUDIES ON CRT FLICKER, LINE CRAWL, AND SCINTILLATION

As far ai is known, no laboratory studies have be-ii Two of the studies dealing with (rC:F did not use scamned
performed dealing with iniage interpreter performance as rasters. The first of these (Figure 4.2-4) used a single
a fInctionm of flicker, ine' crawl, or scintillatim. The line. as might be found in a graphics or alphanumeric
studies that have been performed have used either dlispl ty, and the second (Figures 4.2-5 and 4.2-.) used a
subjective judgmeinIts of such things as i nage quality and single, defocused, stationary spot and changed its bright-
visual atmoyance., ir have objectively measured the ness by varyin, the beam current.
critical ]4sion frteqoeiu (Cy F). (See Section 3.2.10 for
a discussion of the factors contributing to CFF.) Both
types will be reported here.
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SECTION 4.2 CATHODE RAY TUBE FLICKER, LINE CRAWL, AND SCINTILLATION

4.2.1 LABORATORY STUDIES ON CRT FLICKER, LINE CRAWL, AND SCINTILLATION (CONTINUED)

Figure 4.2-2' Effect of Field and Frame Rate for Non.(a) LUMINANCE: (fL) Interlaced and 2:1 Line Interlaced Rasters. Figure
1 2 3 4 5 7 10 20 30 50 70100 4.3-1 (a) presents the result. of an early study of flickerin70( 1 raster scanned CRT's (Ref. 3,C). It is one of the few

CC a 60-O uJW studies that could be found where line scan wasu. < employed. A 15.2-cm (6-inch) display having a willimite
A 4 A phosphor (P1) was used. Figure 4.3-1 (b) gives the decay
C8 30 - characteristics of this phosphor and 4 .3-1 (c) gives its spec-

).t 20 tral distribution. The CRT was viewed from 0.91m (3
Z < REF. 3,C feet) in a room with an aml ,-it illumination of about 1.0
1- 0 - cd/m 2 (0.3 fL). The flicker was judged on a three-point

5 10 20 50 100 200 scale: "just noticeable," "noticeable but t satisfactory,"

LUMINANCE (cd/mr2 ) and "disagreeably objectionable." The ,wimber of subjects
A--JUST NOTICEABLE FLICKER
B--NOTICEABLE BUT SATISFACTORY
C- DISAGREEABLY OBJECTIONABLE This studywas followed by two others Imported in the

same reference) in which a 2:1 interlace was tested. No
quantitative data was given for these latter studies. In the(b) PERSISTENCE CURVE OF WiLLIMITE first study, it was found that a 24-Hz frame rate with a

PHOSPHOR (P1) 48-Hz field rate satisfactorily eliminated flicker. Because
of interaction with !he standard U.S. power line fre-

[0 quency of 60 Hz, a "ripple" of brightness was created,
901- REF. 3,C - which traveled across the image. The second study found
80- 8 that a 30-Hz frame rate with 60-Hz fields satisfactorily

eliminated the "ripple." This was the system later adopted
F" 70,- by the NISC.
x0 60 -
CC• 50

Lu
> 40

" 301/48 SEC. 1/24 SEC.

X: 20 I

10 REF. 3,C
20

-0.01 0 +0.01 0.Q2 0.03 0.04 0.05

TIME Iseconds)

(c) SPECTRAL EMISSION OF WILLIMITE
PHOSPHOR (P1) COMPARED TO
VISUAL SENSITIVITY

z .' ' ' ' I'
A

z A B'
S-

d U,

uJ rt-J

"J • I

5000 5400 5800 6200 6600

WAVELENGTH (angstrom units)

LEGEND: A-P1 SPECTRAL ENERGY DISTRIBUT'ON
B-SENSITIVITY OF EYE
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SECTION 4.2 CATHODE RAY TUBE FLICKER, LINE CRAWL, AND SCINTILLATION

4.2.1 LABORATORY STUDIES ON CRT FLICKER, LINE CRAWL, AND SCINTILLATION (CONTINUED)

Figure 4.2-3. Effect of Dot Interlace Order and Phosphor Two Iapig persktncizc phosphors were studied -P1 2 and
Persistence on Flicker in Alphanumeric CRT Displays. P38. Their published persistence curves (Ref. 2) and those
Twenty-one different dot interlace patterns were tested measured in this study are shown in 4.3-2(b). The meas-
using two different phosphors to determine their effects ured luminance of the spots used to generate the charac-
on flicker (Ref. 9,C). The authors used the term "flicker," ters was 238 cd/m 2 469.5 fL), and tke background lumi-
although scintillation and snow are the usual types of nance was 9.5crd/in (2.8f L). Ambient illumination was
problems encountered in dot scan systems. A frame was 55 footcandles.
defined as the activation of each spot in the display one
time and only one time. Th~us frame rates and refresh The alphanumcric display conz.Istcd of four rows of upper-
rates are synonymous. A jwnp scan beam movement was case letters, comprising a message made up of 40 letters.
used, with a maximum of 12 Jlsec between dot locations. The type font was unspecified. The display consisted of
For the progressive scans (numbers 18 and 20 in the a total of 649 dots. The viewing distance was "about 19
accompanying table, the 2:1 interlace (numbers 4 and inches" (4P.2 cm) and at that distance each spot sub-
14), the 4: 1 interlace (numbers 7 and 16), and the half- tended approximately 5 arc minutes at the eye. Two sub-

screen~ interlace (numbers 19 and 21), all dots in one row jects wer e used, and each made 40 judgments for eve. y
for the horizontal cases, or one column for the vertical interlace technique.
cases, were scanned before the next row was started. The
sequence of rows or columns was determined by the inter- Figure 4.3-2(a) gives the means and standard deviation for
lace order (see Figure 4.2-1). For the dot-line system the two subjects for each interlace condition. The data
(number 1 in the table), a 4:1 dot interlace order was used have been arranged for the P12 phosphor by increasing
with a progressive line scan; meaning that every fourth dot refresh rate for the combined means of the two subjects.
on a line was activated during the single space-thus four No tests of significance were reported for this data; how-
fields were required to complete the frame. The random ever, the longer persistence P38 phosphor (1.02 sec)
dot scan pattern (number 12) consisted of activating the appears to require lower refresh rates than the P12 (210
dots randomly, regardless of the scan line they fell in. A msec). at must also be noted that both of these phosphors
frame consisted of activating all the dots one time. Frame have considerably longer decay times tIhin the P4 used for
times and refresh times were equal. most black-and-white CRT picture monitors (60 psec for

the yellow component of the sulfide P4).
For the matrix scans (called pseudo-random by the
authors), the area of the tube comprising the message was Figure 4.3-2(c) shows the relative bandwidth requirements
broken into cells of dots of the sizes shown in the table, for each of the 21 interlace conditions using the refresh
and either one or four randomly chosen points in each cell rate for the P12 phosphor under the standard 2:1 horizon-
were scanned before the beam went to the next cell. In tal interlace as a norm. The comoined means of the two
the "all points" con~1tion, the total number of points in a subjects were used as the best estimate of the required
cell were scanned in random order before the beam went rate.
to the next location. The apparent discrepancy between
the 2x2 (4) condition, and the 2x2 (all) condition is not
explained.
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SECTION 4.2 CATHODE RAY TUBE FLICKER, LINE CRAWL, AND SCINTILLATION

4.2.1 LABORATORY STUDIES ON CRT FLICKER, LINE CRAWL, AND SCINTILLATION (CONTINUED)

(a) INTERLACE TECHNIQUES

32 1

+10(

30 MEAN .fSUBJECT 1

w28 MEAN + SUBJECT 2

___________________ P12 PHOSPHOR

-J 26
-U._

zI

22>1 4LK 4 1 '.~
24 24

20 22-

D±
P38 PHOSPHOR

cc 18

LL 1

I j j*MEAN ONLY REPORTED
I REF. 9,C

12
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

INTERLACE TECHNIQUE (see table below)

INTERLACE TECHNIQUES

1 DOT-LINE INTERLACE 8 MATRIX 2x (1) 15 MATRIX 6x6 (all)

2 MATRIX 6x6 (1) 9 MATRIX 100lO (4) 16 4:1 LINE INTERLACE (H)

3 MATRIX 100lO (1) 10 MATRIX 20x20 (1) 17 MATRIX Wx (all)

4 2:1 LINE INTERLACE (H) 11 MATR IX 6x6 (4) 18 VERTICAL PROGRESSIVE

5 MATRIX 20x20 (all) 12 RANDOM DOT (no line interlace)

6 MATRIX 2x (4) 13 MATRIX 10x1O (all) 19 %A SCREEN INTERLACE (H)

7 4:1 LINE INTERLACE (V) 14 2:1 LINE INTERLACE (V) 20 HORIZONTAL PROGRESSIVE
(ND LINE INTERLACE)

21 %ASCREEN INTERLACE (V)

H = HORIZONTAL RASTER
V = VERTICAL RASTER

(NUMBERS) = NUIMBER OF DOTS ACTIVATED IN MATRIX

CELL BEFORE ADVANCING TO NEXT CELL R EF. 9,C

Figure 4.2-3. Effect of Dot Interlace Order and Phosphor Persistence of Flicker in Alphanumeric CRT Displays (Continued)

(text on preceding page)



SECTION 4.2 CATHODE RAY TUBE FLICKER, LINE CRAWL, AND SCINTILLATION

4.2.1 LABORATORY STUDIES ON CRT FLICKER, LINE CRAWL, AND SCINTILLATION (CONTINUED)

(b) MEASURED AND PUBLISHED PHOSPHOR PERSISTENCE

100
80

E

x 40
E

4• 2n
SI P38

L) 10
z

0.6 -

... 0.4 PUBLISHED
S....... STANDARD"

>• MEASURED
I-

,.J
w
X RE F. 9,C

0 100 206 300 400 500 600 700
TIME AFTER EXCITATION (msec)

(c) RELATED BANDWIDTH REQUIREMENTS
S I I I I I ~ .-I- I I i I I I I I I

140

130

120 +z +
LL +

110 +
oa.

- SI ++
w • 100

+L + + + + +
r•.•+ ++ + + + 4

. 90 + +

" LL

<T. ]• •PHOSPHOR60

60 -P12 -+
P38 =-

50- REF. 9.C

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22

INTERLACE TECHNIQUE (see table in Figure 4.2-3a for description)

Figure 4.2-3. Effect of Dot Interla',e Order and Phosphor Persistence of Flicker in Alphanumeric CRT Displays

(Continued)
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SECTION 4.2 CATHODE RAY TUBE FLICKER, LINE CRAWL, AND SCINTILLATION

/

4.2.1 LABORATCRY STUDIES ON CRT FLICKER, LINE CRAWL, AND SCINTILLATION (CONTINUED)

(a) LOWEST REFRESH RATE WHICH WILL F
GIVE FREEDOM FROM FLICKER FOR Figure4.2-4. Flicker SuppressionRefreshRatesfor
50% OF THE OBSERVERS Single Short Lines and Several Phosphor Types. Alpha-

numeric characters and graphic information presented on
CRT's are typically made up of single spots or relatively

LUMINANCE (IL) thin lines. The data shown here were gathered in an
0 1 investigation of the refresh rate required to prevent the

1.0 10 100| flicker of short line segments (Ref. 10,C). The segments

were 0.02 inch wide (0.5 mm) and 0.5 inch long (12.7
I amm). The viewing distance was not given so the visual

angles subtended by the segment are not known. They
35• -were presented on a background of 10 cd/m 2 (3 f L). The

L 30number of observations was not stated.

4P20 The data were reported for a range of refresh rates and
25 P31 -- line brightnesses for the seven phosphor types she ,I here.

W 0The differing persistences of the phosphors was rejectedLr 5 by the author as the sole cause of the differences in
1 P19 REF. 10C refresh rates required to eliminate flicker. P28, for

10 L I instance, is a long-persistence phosphor and at high bright.
10 100 ness levels its required refresh rate is above that for P1, a

LUMINANCE (cd/m2 medium, short-persistence phosphor. The accompanying
table lists the phosphors in order from the highest to low-

est refresh rate required to eliminate flicker at 171 cd/n12

(b) LOWEST REFRESH RATE WHICH WILL (50 fL). The suggestion is made that the higl, orinzary
GIVE FREEDOM FROM FLICKER FOR flash of the P28 may account for its unusual position in
90% OF THE OBSERVERS the table. "Primary flash" is a term sometimes used to

describe the very bright fluorescence of a cathode luni-
LUMINANCE (0L) lceC('tlt phosphor when it is being bombarded by the elec-

1.0 10 0oo tron beam of the CRT (Ref. 11).
5 1The author also states that to prevent flicker in peripheral

40 - vis;on, refresh rates must be 3 to 5 Hz above the rates for
the Jimea, but no data are given to support this position,

PHowever, in support of the general statement that higher
P20,___ frequencies are needed to suppress flicker in the periph-.- 30 - P4< P31 ery as compared to the fovea, see Section 3.1.10, partic-
SP11 ularly Figur' 3.2-49.

mi P7
G_ 20 P28

P19
15 REF. 10,C

10 I 1
10 100

LUMINANCE ccq/m2A

REFRESH RATE (Hz) PERSISTANCE (seconds)
THRESHOLD OF TIME FOR BRIGHTNESS

PHOSPHOR AVERAGE PERSON AT TO FALL TO 10% OFS,(171 cd/m 2 ) (50 fL) INITIAL VALUE
"P4 blue component 33.5 40 sec

yellow component 12.5 msec

P20 32.7 0.05 ms to 1.8 msec
P31 32.4 38p sec
P28 31,4 550 msec
P7 (blue component) 29.8 43 j sec

(yellow component) 400 msec
P1 29.2 24.5 msec
P19 17.5 220 msec

REF. 10,C REF. 12
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SECTION 4.2 CATHODE RAY TUBE FLICKER, LINE CRAWL, AND SCINTILLATION

4.2.1 LABORATORY STUDIES ON CRT FLICKER. LINE CRAWL, AND SCINTILLATION (CONTINUED)

AVERAGE LUMINANCE OF
SPOT ABOVE SURROUND (IfL)

3 5 10 20 30 50

50 I I I

40
P20

P31

- 30

P I
X P7

w

l,, P12

cr 20-

10 -

REF. 13,C

0o I I I
10 20 3J 50 100

AVERAGE LUMIN•ANCE OF SPOT ABOVE SURROUND (cd/r
2

)

Figure 4.2-5. Flicker Suppression Refresh Rates for a Small Area and Severa! Phosphor Types (continued)
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SECTION 4.2 CATHODE RAY TUBE FLICKER, LINE CRAWL, AND SCINTILLATION

4.2.1 LABORATORY STUDIES ON CRT FLICKER, LINE CRAWL, AND SCINTILLATION (CONTINUED)

REFRESH RATE REQUIRED TO ELIMINATE
FLICKER (Hz) PUBLISHED

PHOSPHOR cd/
2  

cd/r
2  

PERSISTENCE
PHOSPHOR (10 1L) 100 cdm(30 1IL)

P12 26.5 - 210 msec

P7 (yellow component) 31.3 31.7 400 nisec
P1 33.2 37.0 24.5 msec
P28 34.0 39.7 550 msec

(measured >2 msec)
P4 (silicate) 35.3 40.5

(blue component) 40 p sec

(veliow component) 12.5 msec
P31 37.5 46.0 38 p sec
P20 40.3 47.3 0.05 msec to

1.8 msec

REF. 13,C REF. 13,C REF. 12

REF. 13
DECAY TIME IS A FUNCTION OF BEAM CURRENT

Figure 4.2-5. Flicker Suppression Refresh Rates for a The viewing distance was 30 cm (12 in) to 38 cm (15 in)
Small Area and Several Phosphor Types. The refresh rates making the target subtense visual angle of between 36 arc
reported in this figure were obtained using a single illumi- minutes and 44 arc minutes. The data shown here are the
nated area 3.8 mm (5/32 in) in diameter and a beam hav- averages for three observers. The number of observations
ing a 2-percent duty cycle (Ref. 13,C). This area was for each is not reported. Published decay times are given
defined by a hole in a mask placed over the face of the in the accompanying table. The displacement of the P28
tdbe. The area was activated by a stationary beam that phosphor relative to its published decay times led the
had been defocused sufficiently to forr a large spot. The author to measure the sample he had. He found a 2 msec
area around the spot reflected 10 cd/mi (3 fL) from the rathcr than the published 550 msec decay time.
ambient room illumination. The background luminance
produced by reflection of the ambient light from the face
of the tube was not reported. All lumina. ce values except
the maximum were obtained by placing neutral density
filters in the opening of the mask.
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SECTION 4.2 CATHODE RAY TUBE FLICKER, LINE CRAWL, AND SCINTILLATION

4.2.1 LABORATORY STUDIES ON CRT FLICKER, LINE CRAWL, AND SC!NTILLATION (CONTINUED)

100 1*BISR E 100 11 1 1 1
1O RAV.3OBSERVERS

50 L 50cIi i
zZo i

2 20 ,, 20 - 2
<- AVERAGE 343 p---

BRIGHTNESS (100 fL)

o 0- AVERAGE Q 10
BRIGHTNESS I 0

2343 cd2 -2

0 (00 f L)
5- 5-

lO "d " / 10

2 U 2

34 cd/m 1,34 cd/m
2 R

cd/r 2  
REF. 13,CREF. 13,C

(10 fL) (10 ILI
1,I I 11 I

1 2 5 10 20 50 2 5 10 20 50
FREQUENCY (Hz) FREQUENCY (Hz)

SINE MODULATION CRITICAL FLICKER SINE MODULATION CRITICAL FLICKER
FREQUENCY FOR PHOSPHOR P31 FREQUENCY FOR SILICATE P4

DECAY TIME = 38 PJSEC DECAY TIME - 40 PiSEC FOR BLUE COMPONENT
12.5 MSEC FOR YELLOW COMPONENT

100 100 I I I

AV. 3 OBSERVERS AV. 4 OBSERVERS

50- 50- 343 cd/rn
2 

-

33cd/rn
2  (10 IL

I 109 cd/r-2  .
20 2E2 AVERAGE 132 (L) .

200cnI 2 BRIGHTNESS
(32tfL)

ii 0
0J 0o 10- AVERAGE 10-

BRIGHTNESS %

X 34 cdlm
2

• * -*• (10 fL)

M U

C-)

2- 34 cd/m 2  
2

(10 fL) REF. 13,C RFf 13,C

I I I I 1I I i I 1
1 2 5 10 20 50 1 2 5 10 20 50

FREQUENCY (Hz) 1-REQUENCY (Hz)

SINE MODULATION CRITICAL FLICKER SINE MODULATION CRITICAL FLICKER
FREQUENCY FOR PHOSPHOR P7 FREQUENCY FOR PHOSPHOR P1

DECAY TIME = 400 (JSEC FOR YELLOW COMPONENT DECAY TIME = 24.5 MSEC

Figure 4.2-6. CRT Flicker as a Function of Beam Modulation and Phosphor Type (Continued)
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SECTION 4.2 CATHODE RAY TUBE FLICKER, LINE CRAWL, AND SCINTILLATION

4.2.1 LABORATORY STUDIES ON CRT FLICKER, LINE CRAWL, AND SCINTILLATION (CONTINUED)

Figure 4.2-6. CRT Flicker as a Function of Beam (15 in), making the target subtend a visual angle of
Modulation and Phosphor Type. The conditions of this between 36 arc minutes and 44 arc minutes.
study were the same as for those reported in the previous
figure except that the CRT beam current was modulated Seven phosphors were tested having a range of persistence
sinusoidally at various amplitudes rather than pulsed on from 38 psec to 550 msec. They were the same seven
and off (Ref. 13,C). The illuminated area was a 0.39-cm reported in the previous figure, P1, P4, P7, P12, P20, P28,
(5/32-in) circular opening in a mask placed over the CRT and P31. Persistence times for all seven can be found in
faceplate. The luminances reported are the average for the that figure.
sine-wave modulation ((maximum + minimum] /2).
Except for the highest average luminance, all others were Ine results for four of the phosphors are reported here.
obtained by placing neutral density filters in the mask As with the pulse modulated beam oi the previous figure,
open ing. The area around the mask opening reflected 10 the frequency needed to suppress flicker was strongly
cd/rn (3 fL) from the ambient room illumnination. The dependent upon the phosphor persistence.
viewing aistance was between 30 cm (12 in) and 38 cm
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SECTION 4.2 CATHODE RAY TUBE FLICKER, LINE CRAWL, AND SCINTILLATION

4.2.1 LABORATORY STUDIES ON CRT FLICKER, LINE CRAWL, AND SCINTILLATION .CON'rINUED)

5:1 LINE INTERLACE

>. SEQUENTIAL FIELD SEPARATION (lines)
< 1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4
Z 2 4 3 4
o L

z~ 3 2 5 3

4 5 2 5

Scr 5 3 4 2 .. ,.000-i&. 1 1 1 1

z

7:1 INTERLACE

SEQUENTAL FIELD SEPARATION (lines)

> 1 2 3 4 5 6

S1 1 1 1 1 1

2 5 6 3 4 3

z' 3 2 4 5 7 A

z 4 6 2 7 3 5

5 3 7 2 6 4

Cc 6 7 5 4 3 2

0.U. 7 4 3 6 5 2

W-JZ 1 1 1 1 1 1

8:1 INTERlLACE

SEQUENTIAL FIELD SEPARATION (lines)

)- 1 2 3 4 5 6 "

G 1 1.5 1 1.3.5,7 1 15 1

-j 2 4 18
2-

iu. 2,6 7 3 2.6 7

7: 4 2 86

- 5 3,7 5 2,4,6,8 6 3.7 5

En- c 6 8 2 4
00
0-u. L 7 4.8 3 7 4,8 3

z 8 6 2

REF. 4, C

Figure 4.2-7. Effect of Sequential and Staggered

Interlace on Flicker and Line Crawl
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SECTION 4.2 CATHODE RAY TUBE FLICKER, LINE CRAWL, AND SCINTILLATION

1.2.1 LABORATORY STUDIES ON CRT FLICKER, LINE CRAWL, AND SCINTILLATION (CONTINUED)

Figure 4.2-7. Effect of Sequential and Staggered Interlace
on Flicker and Line Crawl. All higher order sequential
line-interlaced rasters have unacceptable line crawl charac-
teristic~i. To prevent line crawl, certain staggered sequen-
ces have been found better than others, particularly when
long persistence phosphor-, such as P38 are used in the
CRT. The data presented here are from Ref. 4,C. Sequen-
tial scanning is illustrated in the first column of each of
the accompanying diagrams. The lines from sequential
fields are arranged spatially in order by the time sequence
of the fields. The other columns represent staggered
orders that are periodic. For even-order systems, staggered
spacing which have common denominators with the inter-
lace order result in duplications of lower order interlace
relationships. Figure 4.3-3(c) illustrates this situation. For
the 8:1 'interlace sequential field, separations of two and
six lines result in interlaces that duplicate a 4:1 system,
and a separation of four lines duplicates a 2: 1 system.

The results of observations on CRT's having flai fhied
luminance showed that liý.e crawl even for short persis-
tence phosphors can be greatly reduced by a staggered
interlace in which sequential fields are written as close to
N/2 lines apart as the interlace order will permit. (N =
interlace order.) For instance, for a 5: 1 interlace, 5/2
2.5. Since the separation of the lines must be a whole
number in order to prevent line overlap, either 2 or 3
must be chosen, and will result in the least objectionable
line crawl. For the long persistence phosphor screen
tested, P38, a 2-1/2 times increase in subjective resolution
was reported for the 3-line spaced, 5:1 interlace over the
2:1 interlace. The increase was less, but not specified for
the P4 screen.

Little improvement in resolution was reported for 7:1 and
8:1 interlace orders over 5:1. 7:1 looked slightly better
on the long persistence screen (P38), and 5:1 looked
better on the short persistence screen because of reduced
scintill~ition. It was reported that there was "little" large-
field flicker on the P I screen. Highlight brightness was
measured it 34 cd/me (10 fL) in a darkened room and
343 cd/ma (l0f 1) in a "well illuminated laboratory."
Observers were "about a dozeni" of the author's associ-
ates. In interpreting these results, it must be kept in mind
that long persistence phosphors are not suitable for dis-
playing moving images. The persistence causes the image
to smear.
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SECTION 4.2 CATHODE RAY TUBE FLICKER, LINE CRAWL, AND SCINTILLATION

4.2.1 LABORATORY STUDIES ON CRT FLICKER, LINE CRAWL, AND SCINTILLATION (CONTINUED)

SUBJECTIVE ASSESSMENT OF DOT INTERLACE ORDERS

FOR 2 1 LINE INTERLACE FOR R 3 1

A - -3 3 4 4 5 515 15 7Y 7 7 7 7 7 8 8 8 8

1 B , C---1 2 1 3 1 21314 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 3 5 7
3 1,2 I I
4 2 .. II

5 2.3 :' ;l

7 1.6

7 2.5 - ? ? ? ? -

7 3,4 +- ÷ - ?

8 2,6 ? + + ?

8 4 L+ L+ L+ L+

LEGEND:

A DOT INTERLACE ORDER
B REMAINDER FROM DIVISION; NUMBER OF DOTS FER LINE

DOT INTERLACE ORDER
C REMAINDER FROM DIVIS;ON; NUMBER OF LINES PER FRAME

DOT INTERLACE ORDER
R REMAINDER FROM DIVISION; NUMBER OF LINES PER FRAME

LINE INTERLACE ORDER
+ ACCEP FABLE

- UNACCEPTABLE
BORDERLINE

L+ = SAME AS ACCEPTABLE LOWER ORDER CASE
L- = SAME AS UNA"CEPTABLE LOWER ORDER CASE

REF. 7,C

Figure 4.2-8. Subjective A~sessmeni of Dot Interlace fo 2:1 L ine Interlace Wnen R 1 (continued)
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SECTION 4.2 CATHODE RAY TUBE FLICKER, LINE CRAWL, AND SCINTILLATION

4.2.1 LABORATORY STUDIES ON CRT FLICKER, LINE CRAWL, AND SCINTILLATION (CONTINUED)

Figure 4.2-8: Subjective Assessment of Dot Interlace
for 2:1 Line Interlace when R = 1. This figure and the
five following it (Figures 4.2-9 through 4.2-13) show For this example:
the judgqd acceptability for various combinations of
line and dot interlace ratios in high-order line-dot Dots per line = 4/3 x 493 657.3 657 (rounded!
interlace systems, using a long persistence (P38) phos-
phor. Systems up to 7:1 line interlace and 5:1 dot
interlace are covered. The acceptability of specific combi-
nations was judged by a small group of technical person- B is the remainder cf the division:
nel. No information was provided on the number of
observers, their experience, the number of judgments 657
made by each, or the viewing distance (Ref. 7,C). The T = 131 2/5, therefore B 2
technique for using the charts in each figure is detailed

here. The remainder of the figures have numerical exam.
pies to assist the reader in their use. C is the remainder of the division:

To use the charts, it is necessary to calculate values for the L93
terms A, B, C, and R. B is calculated using the formula: 5

number of dots per line To find the judged acceptability of such a system, the

B = dot interlace order table is entered at line A5-B2 and column A5-C3, as

shown on the chart. A "?" is found at the intersections a

C is found by the formula: these lines, indicating that this line-dot interlace system
was found to have borderline acceptability from the

number of lines per frame standpoint of line flicker, line crawl, and snow.

C dot interlace order The judgments of acceptability were made on a CRT mo
itor having a P38 phosphor and have questionable applic,

The number of dots per line, assumiig equal horizontal bility to phosphors with shorter persistence. Alpha-
and vertical resolution, is 4/3 x the number of active numeric material was displayed on the screen that had
TV lines per frame, and is expressed as a whole number, approximately 15 scan lines oer character height. High-

light brightness was 10 cd/ms (3 fL), and observations
A is the dot interlace order, were niade in a "darkened room." A 60-Hz field rate wa

used. Frame rates depend upon the dot interlace order
and can be found by multiplying the dot interlace order

R is the numerator of the remainder from the divisicn: by the line interlace order and dividing the field rate by
the product. For example for a 5:1 dot interlace and the
3:1 line interlace:

Number of active lines per frame
Line interlace order 60 60

5(3) 15
In using the tables in this and the following figures, it is
well to calculate R first, because d3ta are not given for Tables for other line interlace orders and R values are
some values of R, therefore no nformation on the accept- given as follows:
ability of the interlace orders for such values is available.

Line interlace R values F'gure
The following is an example of the method o; using the order
chart. A TV system of 493 active lines is assumed with
interlace orders of 2:1 for the line interlace and 5:1 for 3:1 1 and 2 4.2-9
the dot interlace. For such a system, R is found by: 4:1 1 and 3 4.2-10

5:1 2 and 3 4.2-11
493= 246/ 2;threfore R = 1 7:1 2 nd 5 4.2-12

2 7:1 3and 4 4.2-13

The heading at the top of the table indicates that it can be
used for this value of R.
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SECTION 4.2 CATHODE RAY TUBF FLICKER, LINE CRAWL, AND SCINTILLATION

4.2.1 LABORATORY STUDIEM ON CRT FLICKER, LINE CRAWL, AND SCINTILLATION (CONTINUED)

SUBJECTIVE ASSESSMENT OF DOT INTERLACE ORDERS
FOP 3:1 LINE INTERLACE
(if R - 1, use r 1 ; if R - 2, use C2)

A -- 2 4 4 4 5 5 51,5 7 7 7 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 8
a CB 1 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 4 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 4 C2--"• 1 3 2 1 4 3' 2m 1 6 5 4 3 2 1 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

2 1 + I
4 1,3 - + + I
4 2 L+ L+ L4

5 1,41
5 2,3 +
7 - + - ? - ?

7 2,5 - -.- - .

7 3,4 - ? +
8 1,7 - + ? L-? + ?
8 2,6 L- L+ L+ L- L- L+ L+

8 3.5 ? + - L-? + ?

8 4 L+ L- L+ L- L+ L- L+

LEGEND:

A - DOT INTERLACE ORDER
B - REMAINDER FROM DIVISION; NUMBER OF DOTS PER LINE

DOT INTERLACE ORDER
C1) = REMAINDER FROM DIVISION; NUMBER OF LINES PER FRAME
C2 ] DOT INTERLACE ORDER
R - REMAINDER FROM DIVISION; NUMBER OF LINES PER FRAME

LINE INTERLACE ORDER
+ - ACCEPTAB-.E
- - UNACCEPTABLE
7 - BORDERLINE
L+ = SAME AS ACCEPTABLE LOWER ORDER CASE
L- - SAME AS UNACCEPTABLE LOWER ORDER CASE

REF. 7, C

Figure 4.2-9. Subjective Assessment of Dot Interlace for
3:1 Line Interlace when R = 1 or R = 2
A numerical example of how to use this table is given for the frame rate:
below. For a complete description of the calculations, see
Figure 4.2-8. The system used for this example has 493 60 = 60
active TV lines, a 3:1 line interlace ratio, and a 5:1 dot 5(3) 15
interlace ratio, and a 60-Hz field rate and a 4:3 aspect
ratio, therefore:

In using the table, it will be noted that some row entries
Dots per line = 4/3 x 493 = 657 under B have two numbers. These rows are to be uwed for

(The rounded whole number is used) either of these numbers. Since R = 1 in the example
657 above, the entries under the column labeled C1 are to be

For 8: 6 = 131 2/5 therefore B = 2 used. The acceptability of the system in this example is
shown by the symbol at the intersection of row A5-132

493 and column A5-C 13, as shown in the chart.
For C: T= 98 3/5 therefore C= 3

Caution: The results shown in the chart are for a long
For R: 493 = 164 1/3 therefore R Ipersistence phosphor (P38) and have questionable appli-

F cability for phosphors of shorter persistence.
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SECTION 4.2 CATHODE RAY TUBE FLICKER, LINE CRAWL, AND SCINTILLATION

4.2.1 LABORATORY STUDIES ON CRT FLICKER, LINE CRAWL, AND SCINTILLATION (WONTINUED)

SUBJECTIVE ASSESSMENT OF DOT INTERLACE ORDERS
FOR 4.1 LINE INTERLACE (if R - 1, use C1 , if R 3. use C2 )

A -,3 3 5 5515 7 7 7 7 7 7 8 8

S2 1 21314 1 2 3 4 5 6 15

Je C2-- -- 2 1 4 3 21 1 6 5 4 3 2 1 7 3

1,2 ? +

5 1,4 - + +
5 2,3 7 + - ;

7 1,6 - ? ? ?
7 2,5 - - ? ? -
7 3,4 - - + ? + ?

8 4 ? +

LEGEND:

A = DOT INTERLACE ORDER
B REMAINDER FROM DIVISION; NUMBER OF DOTS PER LINE

DOT INTERLACE ORDER
C13 = REMAINDER FROM DIVISION; NUMBER OF LINES PER FRAME
C2FO DOT INTERLACE ORDER
R REMAINDER FROM DIVISION; NUMBER OF LINES PER FRAME

LINE INTERLACE ORDER
+ ACCEPTABLE

UNACCEPTABLE
? BORDERLINE
L+= SAME A, INCCEPTABLE LOWER ORDER CASE
L- SAME AS UNACCEPTABLE LOWER ORDER CASE

REF. 7, r

Figure 4.2-10. Subjective Assessment of Dot Interlace for
4:1 Line Interlace When R = 1 or R = 3

A numerical example of how to use this table is given In using tne table, it will be noted that some row entries
below. For a complete description of the calculations, see under 3 have two numbers. These rows are to be used for
Figure 4.2-9. The system used for this example has 493 either of these numbers. Since R = 1 in the example
active TV lines, a 4:1 interlace ratio, and a 5:1 dot inter- above, the entries under the column labeled Cl are to be
lace rtio, and a 60 Hz field rate and a 4:3 aspect ratio. used. The acceptability of the system in this example is
Therefore: shown by the symbol at the intersection of row A5-B2

and column A5-C1 3, as shown in the chart.493For R: T= 123 1/4; therefore, R = 1. Checking
Caution: The results shown in the chart are for a long

the table it is found that the table can be used for this persistence phosphor (P38) and have questionable appli-
value of R. cability for phosphors of shorter persistence (Ref. 7,C).

Dots per line = 4/3 x 493 = 657

for B, = 131 2/5, therefore, B = 2
5

for C, 493 = 98 3/5, therefore, C = 3.
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SECTION 4.2 CATHODE RAY TUBE FLICKER, LINE CRAWL, AND SCINTILLATION

4.2.1 LABORATORY STUDIES ON CRT FLICKER, LINE CRAWL. AND SCINTILLATION (CONTINUED)

SUBJECTIVE ASSESSMENT OF DOT INTERLACE ORDERS
FOR 5 1 LINE INTERLACE (if R 2, use C1 ; it 8 3, use C2 )

-2 3 3 4 4 4 6 6 6 6 16 17 777 7 788 8888 8
12123123 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

SC2 - 2 1 3 2 1 54 32 11 6 5 4 3 2 1 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

42

2 1 +

3 1,2 5 I
6 .43 7-LI
6 3 LL L- L+
6 2,5 + + ?L 2 .. _ . . . . . . . L_ •: -..IL-
6_ _3 . . . . .L_+ .L •._L+
7 1,6 -? - +
7 2,5 + -? - ?

7 3,4 ? - ? ?
8 1,7 ? L-- + ?
8 3.5 + + - L-+ + ?
8 4 L+ L- L+ L- L+ L- L+

LEGEND:

A = DOT INTERLACE ORDER
B REMAINDER FROM DIVISION; NUMBER OF DOTS PER LINE

DOT INTERLACE ORDER
C1 "l =REMAINDER FROM DIVISION; NUMBER OF LINES PER FRAME
C2  DOT INTERLACE ORDER
R REMAINDER FROM DIVISION; NUMBER OF LINES PER FRAME

LINE INTERLACE ORDER
+ ACCEPT-BLE
- UNACCEPTABLE
? BORDERLINE
L+ = SAME AS ACCEPTABLE LOWER ORDER CASE
L- = SAME AS UNACCEPTABLE LOWER ORDER CASE

REF. 7, C

Figure 4.2-11. Subjective Assessment of Dot Interlace
for 5:1 Line Interlace When R = 2 or R = 3
A numerical example of how to use this table is given In using the table it will be noted that some row entries
below. For a complete description of the calculations, see under B have two numbers. These rows are to be used for
Figure 4.2-8. The system used for this example has 493 either of these numbers. Since R = 3 in the example
active TV lines, a 5:1 interlace ratio, and a 6:1 dot inter- above, the entries under the column labeled C2 are to be
lace ratio, and a 60-Hz field rate, and a 4:3 aspect ratio. used The acceptability of the system in this example is
Therefore: shown by the symbol at the i,,tersection of row A6-B3

493 = 98 3/5; therefore, R = 3 and column A6-C2 1, as shown by the dotted lines in the
For R: - chart.

Dots per line = 4/3 x 493 = 657 Caution: The results shown in the chart are for a long
persistence phosphor (P38) and have questionable appli-

For B: 65Z = 109 3/6; therefore, B = 3 cability for phosphors of shorter persistence (Ref. 7,C).
6

493
For C: 493 = 82 1/6; therefore, C = 1
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SECTION 4.2 CATHODE RAY TUBE FLICKER, LINE CRAWL, AND SCINTILLATION

4.2.1 LABORATORY STUDIES ON CRT FLICKER, LINE CRAWL, AND SCINTILLATION (CONTINUED)

SUBJECTIVE ASSESSMENT OF DOT INTERLACE ORDERS
FOR 7:1 LINE INTERLACE (if R 2, use C,; if R 5, use C2)

A 0 2 3 3 4 4 4 5151 5 5
C, 11 2 1 2 3 1 1213 4

C 2---- 4 2 1 3 2 1 41312 1

__1,4 ?I

5 2,3 ?

LEGEND:

A = DOT INTERLACE ORDER
B = REMAINDER FROM DIVISION; NUMBER OF DOTS PER LINE

DOT INTERLACE ORDER
C1 REMAINDER FROM DVSO;NUMBER OF LINES PER FRAME
C2 jDVSO; DOT INTERLACE ORDER

R REMAINDER FROM DIVISION; NUMBER OF LINES PER FRAME
LINE INTERLACE ORDER

+ ACCEPTABLE
-=UNACCEPTABLE

? BORDERLINE
L+ SAME AS ACCEPTABLE LOWER ORDER CASE

L-. SA~'1E AS UNACCEPTABLE LOWER ORDER CASE
REF. 7, C

Figure 4.2-12. Subjective Assessment of Dot Interlace
for 7:1 Line Interlace When R =2 or R = 5
A numerical ex~imple of how to use this table is given In using the table, it will be noted that some row entries
below. For a complete description of the calculations, see under B have two numbers. These tows are to be used for
Figure 4.2-8. The system used for this example has 492 either of these numbers. Since R = 2 in the example
active TV lines, a 7:1 interlace ratio, and 5:1 dot inter- above, the encries under the column labeled C1 are to be
lace ra-tio, and a 60-Hz field rate, and a 4:3 aspect ratio. used. The acceptability of the system in this example is
Therefore: shown by the symbol at the intersection of row A5-131

Fo 4972 27 hreoe and column A5-C12 as shown in the chart.
For - J - = 7 2/7 the efo e, R = 2If R had been equal to 3 or 4, the chart :n Figure 4.3-13

Dots per line = 4/3 x 492 = 656 would have been used.

For 8: 66= 131 1/5; therefore, B = 1Caution: The results shown in the chart are for a long5 persistence phosphor (P38) and have questionable appli-

For C: in2 = 98 2/5; therefore, C =2 cability for phosphors of shorter persistence (Ref. 7,C).
5
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SECTION 4.2 CATHODE RAY TUBE FLICKER, LINE CRAWL, AND SCINTILLATION

4.2.1 LABORATORY STUDIES ON CRT FLICKER, LINE CRAWL , AND SCINTILLATION (CONTINUED)

SUBJECTIVE ASSESSMENT OF DOT INTERLACE ORDERS
FOR 7:1 LINE INTERL0,CE (if R - 3, use C1 ; If R 4. use C2 )

A -2 3 3 4 4 4 5 ,5 5S
C1--------- 1 1 2 1 2 3 1 213 4B I I

1 C2 1 ~2 1 3 2 1 4 32

2.1 II
3 1,2 ? +
4 1.3I I
4 2 L+L- L+
5 _ _ 1.44

5 2.3 +-1+

A z DOT INTERLACE ORDER
B - REMAINDER FROM DIVISION; NUMBER OF DOTS PER LINE

DOT INTERLACE ORDER

C2 = REMAINDER FROM DIVISION; NUMBDoT INTERLACINES PERoFRAME

R - REMAINDER FROM DIVISION; NUMBER OF LINES PER FRAME
LINE INTERLACE ORDER

+ = ACCEPTABLE

UNACCEPTABLE

BORDERLINE
L+ = SAME AS ACCEPTABLE LOWEr. ORDER CASE
L- = SAME AS UNACCEPTABLE LOWER ORDER CASE

REF. 7, C

Figure 4.2-13. Subjective Assessment of Dot Interlace
for 7:1 Line Interlace When R = 3 or R - 4
A numerical '.arnple of how to use this table is given In u-:ng tha table, it will be noted that some row entries
eselow. For a complete description of the calculations, see unt B have two numbers. These rows are to be used for

•ure 4.2-8. The system used for this example ias 493 either of these numbers. Since R = 3 in the example
ve TV lines, a 7: 1 interlace ratio, a 5:1 dot interlace above, the entries under the column labeled C1 are to be
a, and a 60-Hz field rate, and a 4:3 aspect ratio. used. The acceptability of the system in this example is

Tnerefore: shown by the symbol at the intersection of row A5-B2
and column A5-C1 3, as shown in the chart.For R: 49- 70 3/7, thereforceR =3

7- Caution: The results shown in the chart are for a long
Dots per line = 4/3 x 493 = 657 persistence phosphor (P38) and have questionable appli-

cability for phosphors of shorter parsistence (Ref. 7,C).

For B: 657 = 131 2/5; therefore, B = 25

For C: 1 = 98 3/5; therefore, C=3
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

The data presented in this section are intended to help imagery and high obliquity angles. The results of several
the designer or purcl,;'ser of electro-optical imaging such studies have been included because they augment
equipment understand the effect that various leve!s of areas where information is scarce.
equipment performance has on the quality and useful-
ness of the imagery which is produced. To this end Sonic of ihe studies which are reported are from
laboratory data on interpreter performance and image image-quality research conducted by the broadcast
"quality are presented here. Unfortunately, the informa- television industry, where the goal is to produce picture
tion is fragmented and of very uneven quality. No good quality adequate to meet the needs of home entertain-
body of experimental data exists that encompasses the ment. Translating from such a quality base to informa-
range of information needed. Even with the data tion content is a suspect procedure, but in some

available, it is frequently impossible to relate, with any instances (where no other data are available) at least
accuracy, the results of different studies on the same trends, and perhaps general limits, can be set. Because
topic. Whenever possible, the reported data have been reliance on the resultý of only one study could be
put in common units. In some cases this was impossible misleading, a larger number of studies have been
because the method of deriving the units reported was included on some topics in order to obtain a more
not given or data on the levels of one or more basic representative range of results.
operating parameters were not given. For these reasons it
is often impossible to make quantitative comparisons For each topic, the data obtained from some measure of
among the studies; however, the qualitative comparisons, objective performance using CRT imagery are presented
while not so desirable as quantitative ones, can provide first, followed by data from subjective CRT image
insight and guidance in many cases. quality studies. Data from studies using transparencies

made on line-scan image generators are presented last.
Frequently, the data have been collected to support Data acquired under low-light-level coiditions have not
real-time reconnaisance studies and involve moving been included.

4.3.1 BANDWIDTH AND RESOLUTION

These two topics are treated together because of their that bandwidth per se is not a good single factor by
interdependence. Interlace and quantizing levels, which which the potential value of the system can be judged.
also are closely related to bandwidth and resolution, are The performance of the system as a whole is determined
reported separately in Section 4.3.4 to simplify the by the interaction of many elements, any of which can
organization of the material. One of the most valuable aegrade the potential advantages of increased
observations to be gained from the data presented here is bandwidth.

4.3-1
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.1 BANDWIDTH AND RESOLUTION (CONTINUED)

Figure 4.3-1. Vehicle Recognition as a Function of the
(a) 100 1 -10.2 Number of Scan Lines and Visual Angle Subtended on a

PLAIN CRT Display. The effect on target recognition perform-
BACKGROUND anc• of the number of scan lines and the visual angl ,ub-

tended or a CRT display are shown in these graphs (Rief.
uJ 90 / ./ 6.0 1,8).
90

Z'
< The imagery was generated on the CRT by a closed-circuit
cr - tele, ision camera viewing photographs of scale models of
0 , # - 4.4 nine different types of military vehicles. For the data
LU o shown in Figure 4.3-1(a), the photographs were side views

E 80 ANGLE of the vehicles against a p!ain background. For Figures
larc mU) 4.3-1 (b) and 4.3-1 (c), the views were 60-degree obliques

I-s .(from nadir). In Figure 4.3-1 (b), the vehicles were located
z against a foliage background and in Figure 4.3-1 (c), they
o were located against a sandy background.U 70
LU
Cc The number of TV lines subtended by the targets was

varied by changing the distance from the TV camera to

REF. 1,B the photograph. (The scale also changed in this process.)

60 1 ( I I The visual angle subtended by the target was changed by

0 5 10 15 changing the viewing distance to the display.

LINES PER VEHICLE For each set of data, nine combinations of visual angle

(b)__100_1_1 _and subtended TV lines were tested. For Figure 4.3-1 (a),

FOLIAGE 14 these were 3.7, 7.0, and 10.8 lines per vehicle and 4.4,
BACGEOU 6.0, and 10.2 minutes of visual angle. For Figures 4.3 1 (b)

Z 90 BK O 10i - and 4.3-1 (c), they were 6, 10, and 15 lines per vehicle and
6, 10, and 14 minutes of visal angle. Highlight luminance

6 was approximately 62 cd/m (18 fL) for Figure 4.3-1(a)LL 80
CC 6 and 137 cd/mr (40 fL) for Figures 4.3-1(b) and 4.2-1(c).
"- The, ambient illun�Uination on the face of the CRT was less

Z 70 VISUAL than 0.003 L/cmz (3 fc). The display contrast ratio and
ANG L target-to-background contrast were not reported. Nine

-- ,- (arc mini subjects participated in all three studies, though not thez, 60-
Q REF. 1,1 same nine for all three. Each subject made one observa-
0
U tion for each condition of line and visual subtend angle.,- 50 F I
a: 0 5 10 15 A 525-line, 2:1 interlaced closed-circuit TV was used

LINES PER VEHICLE having a bandwidth of 10 Hz to 10 MHz and a signal-to-
noise ratio of greater than 30 dB. A P4 phosphor was used

(c) 100 - in the monitor.
SANDY

9U BACKGROUND VISUAL
ANGLE

w
U 0 (arc min)z 80 141 --

o10

w 70 -L-

Z 60 6
5 1 6

50

0
L.)
w 40

REF. 1,8

30
0 5 10 15

LINES PER VEHICLE
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.1 BANDWIDTH AND RESOLUTION (CONTINUED)

"- - PHOTOS Figure 4.3-2. Comparison of Target. Rcognition Perform-
ance on Photographs and CRT Displays, The top line in

TV 10-15 LlNi.: each of the accompanying graphs represents the target
-- - TV 6 LINES recognition performance for direct viewing of photo-

100 graphs of nine types of rmilitary vehicles. The second and
' .fthird lines represent performance for the same images

*J when displayed on a closed-circuit television system. The
-80 80 - legend for these two lines refers to the number of TV lines

</subtended by the target. The targets were viewed against
-. two types of background-toliage and sandy. The per-

"0 formance was poorer for the sandy background.

S6 The table shows the visual angles required for equal target
z 40 40 recognition performance for both direct viewing and CRT

C' 4 40 100display types.

The final column shows the ratio by which the TV image0
S 20 -20 - had to be enlarged over the photograph in order to

IW FOLIAGE SANDY achieve equivalent performance (Ref. l,B).BACKGROUND BACKGROUND
REF. I ,B : REF, '1,8

0 R1 0 0 -- S 1. The nine subjects were the same ones who participated in
e 5 10 15 0 5 10 15 the study reported in Figure 4.3-1. Details of the experi-

VISUAL ANGLE larc min) mental apparatus can be found in the discussion of FigureS~4.3-1.
TARGET SIZE COMPARISON
TV VERSUS DIRECT VIEW OF PHOTO

PHOTO TV TARGET
IPERFORMANCE TARGET SIZE RATIO:

LEVEL SIZE (10-15 lines) TV TO
(% correct) (arc min) (arc min) PHOTO

FOLIAGE
BACKGROUND

80 6.0 7.4 1.2
85 6.7 9.0 1.3
90 7.8 11.3 1.4
93 8.9 13.9 1.5

SANDY

BACKGROUND

70 6.0 10.6 1.7
73 6.4 12.0 1.9
75 6.7 13.9 2.1
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.1 BANDWIDTH AND RESOLUTION (CONTINUED)

(a) APPROXIMATE VISUAL ANGLE (arc min)

0 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60
,, i i " I I I- I I I

1.0 , ..- --

-.-. O -

•u'- -S0.8 00 -

o 0.6 , /

>/ OIL STORAGE TANKS

t- 0.4 / BRIDGE
-- - -...--- AIRCRAFT

< / - BUILDING (RI

O 0.2 / BUILDING IL)

REF. 2.C
00 .0, I I

0
0 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

NUMBER Or SCANNING LINES
-• I • I I 1I I I I I I I I I I I " I

(b) OIL STORAGE
TANKS _ _ _ __

BRIDGES • •

AIRCRAFT 0 0 0

BUILDING (R) • 0 -10

BUILDING IL) t 0

SI t I 1 I I i I I I III I I I l Ii

0 .10 .20 .30 .10 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00

MODULATION (Cm)

Figure 4.3-3. Search with Forwaid-Looking Television. The observers were ten employees of North American
For this study, a closed-circuit television camera was Aviation, Inc.
moved toward a terrain model upon which were located
five classes of targets-oil storage tanks, bridges, aircraft, The display was a commercial closed-circuit television
and two types of buildings, rectangular (R) and L-shaped with a rated 8-MHz bandwidth and 35-dB signal-to-noise
(L). The targets were located at different distances to the ratio (method of measurement not specified). Vertical
right and left of the fl'ohtoath; they also differed in size resolution was measured using a !an-sheped bar target.
between the classes and in orier,-2-n to the flightpath Resolution was found to be nonlinear with respect to
within each class, The camera was moL.. , - though it distance from the target. For close distances, it was
were pointing for 'qrd from the rose of the ai,; ft The approxmately a factor of 2 worse than would be pre-

camera motion ihnulated an aircraft in a shallow (15- dicted. The authors suggest this might have been due to
degree) dive moving at 660 km/hr (410 miles/hrl Target: the fact that the focus was fixed at 1.07m (3.5 ft) while
in the center of the screen were seen at 75-aeg. -. jbliq, the camera moved from 2.29m (7.6 ft) to 0.23m (0.94 ft)
uity. The observer searched the display -4 rmported the in simulating the flight. The luminance of the display was
location of each target he found. The range from the air- not reported.
craft to the target was calculated at the moment he
reported sighting the target. The number of TV lines sub The target contrasts are shown in part (b) of this figure.
tended by each target was counted on the screen for five Plots of the results as function of target contrast and
different distances, and the results were used to calculate orientation failed to show a relationship between these
the number of TV lines subtended by each target at inter- two factors and the results; however, the location of the
mediate distances. build'ng targets was found to affect the score.

The number of scanning iines per target and the visual The large target size (15 to 60 arc minutes) needed
angles were reported on two separate graphs in the origi- for identification is, in the opinion of the authors, an
nal report. In combining the original charts for presenta- artifact of the scanning process. It is their opinion that
tion here, some inaccuracies must be assumed (probably had more scanning lines subtended the targets, as with a
no greater than 5 percent). Therefore, the visual angles are higher resolution system, they would have been ,ecog-
shown as approximate. nized at smaller visual angles (Ref. 2,C).
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.1 BANDWIDTH AND RESOLUTION (CONTINUED)

(a) oo ---- - - - (c) 100
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Figure 4.3-4. Effect of Scan Lines, Image Size, and Target Orientation on TV Aircraft Identific ation. (continued)
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.1 BANDWIDTH AND RESCLUTION (CONTINUED)

Figure 4.3-4. Effect of Scan Lines, Image Size, and Target Parts (c) and (d) represent the differences of performance
Orientatioi on TV Aircraft Identification. Still photo- measured in this study as a function of aircraft type. Parts
graphs of seven different types of fighter aircraft taken at (e) and (f) show similar extremes as a function of
three different orientations were presented 3ne at a time o-ientation.
on a closed-ci.cuit television monitor. The .ubject's task
was to identify which of the seven was being presented. These data are excellent examples of the critical effect the
The three oriertations consisted of a side v.:ew, a front interpreter's visual task has or" his performance for any
view, aod a high oblique. Target size in terms of ,isual given set of equipment capabilities.
angle was changed by changing the viewing distance to the
display. The number of TV lines subtended by the target Fifteen subjects were used; 14 were pilots and 1 was a
was counted over the vertical extent of its image on the bombardier-navigator. The television. system used was a
display (Ref. 3,C). 525-TV-line system with a bandwidth of 10 MHz. It used

a 2:1 interlace with a 30-Hz frame rate and a 60.Hz field
Part (a) of this figure shows the percent of correct rate. The signal-to-noise ratio was greater than 30 dB.
responses averaged over all aircraft and orientations. It is Ambient illumination on the faceplate of the CRT was
important in interpreting this figure to realize that per- less than 3.4 c /m 2 (1 fL). Monitor highlight luminance
formance varied greatly as a function of aircraft orienta- was 600 cd/me (175 f L) for a target luminance of approx-
tion and type. Part (b) of this figure shows the percent of imately 342 cd/m 2 (100 fLj. Target contrasts were not
correct responses as a function of these two variables. The reported.
data were averaged over all target sizes and scan line
conditions.
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.1 BANDWIDTH AND RESOLUTION (CONTINUED)

Figure 4.3-5. Target Recognition as a Function of Band-(a) 100 1 width and Scan Lines for CRT Displays. The experi-

14' OBLIQUITY mental apparatus used to obtain the results reported in

80 - - 51' Of3LI0UITY' this figure was also used to gather tI' at honi
A Figures 4.3-6 through 4.3-," and Figures 4.3-21 through

4.3-23. The elements of the experimental setup that are
w 60 common to all of these figures wilI be described here,
Z A-------- along with the features unique to the collection of the

: 40 8 data reported in this figure. Only dissimilar features will
Sbe reported for the other figures.

0
S20 BAll of the studies involved the use of television for real-

C time search. The imagery was presented on a black-and-
0 REF. 4.C white television monitor mounied in a mockup of an air-

0 4 15 25 craft control cabin. The imagery was first collected by a
BANDWIDTH (MHz) 35-mm motion picture camera moving over a terrain

A-PERCENT CORRECT RECOGNITIONS model in simulated reconnaissance flights, and the film

B-PERCENT ERRORS OF OMISSION was later projected into a television camera to provide
C-PERCENT ERRORS OF COMMISSION imagery for the test. The terrain model was illuminated to
"-IMAGE SCALES FOR 14' OBLIQUITY AND give the appearance of daylight conditions.

510 OBLIQUITY WERE DIFFERENT
(b) ,0 The target set consisted of a combined total of 63 targets

0 14'0 BLIQUITY and navigation check points. The objects themselves
Z 14 O Uranged from groups of tanks, missile transporters, and

01029 fighter aircraft to road intersections, groups of buildings,
uW - W 80 - .. 7 29.. .. z2_ _ _525 POL storage areas, and an airfield. Target contrast (CmI- N O was measured on the model and ranged from 0.09 toO.60

60 NME ON (for a definition of C see Figure 3.1.-11). The contrasts

RE of the targets on the WV monitor were not reported nor
0 -. L. 4 _C I was the angle subtended at the eye for the targets as dis-

0 4 15 25 played on the monitor or the number of active lines they

BANDWIDTH (MHz) subtended.

(c)____
The targets were presented one at a time and the subject

DIRECTION OF NUMBER OF TV LINES SYSTEM was informed just before each target entered the field of
RESOLUTION 525 729 1029 LIMIT view, but he was not told the nature of the target (Ref.

HORIZONTAL- 45J5 694 994' Soo 4,C). For the data reported in this figure, three TV-line
conditions, 525, 729, and 1029; three bandwidths, 4, 15,

HORIZONTAL X.7 346 485 696 and 25 MHz; and two obliquities, 14 degrees and 51
KELL FACTOR degrees (measured from nadir) were studied. For the 51-
VERTICAL:** degree obliquity condition, the 525-TV-line and the

4 MHz 312 224 159 000 4-MHz conditions were not oresented.

15 MHz 1171 * 842" 597 800 Figure 4.J-5(a) shows the results for the bandwidths when

25 MHz 1952" 1406* 996* 800 the dcta are averagel over all three TV line numbers and,
in conjun1ction with Figure 4.3-5 (b), illustrates that band-

*Exceeds system limit width per sc is not a proper measure of the value of a line
"-Vertical raster, conventional relationship reversed, scan system for target recognition.

Figure 4.3-5(b) shows the results in terms of correct
recognitions for the 4-MHz and 15-MHz conditions as a
function of line number. Data on the 25-MHz condition
were not reported because these " . . . contributed to the
overali variance but did not add much resolution to the
system above that obtaine- for 15 MHz ... "

A slight gain in performance between the 4-MHz and 15-
MHz bandwidths was shown for the 1029-line system. The
1029-line system also showed better performance than the
525-line system at the higher bandwidth.

Twenty-one college students served as the observers, and
their performance was scored in the following way:
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.1 BANDWIDTH AND RESOLUTION (CONTINUED)

(Number o'f correct responses•

Percent correct recognitions -100 ( Number of assigned target' candle as measured with the illuminometer was associated
with luminances of between 82 and 92 cd/m 2 (24 and 27

Pe~(ueomitted recognitions ( of om0 !.J~ rLspOnses fL) for the lightest area of the RETMA Gray-Scale Target
Percent errors of omission ( Number of assigned targts / (Ref. 5).

Permber ofor inofec resposion

Percent incorrect recognitii (Num oficorect responses Ambient illumination in the cockpit was 0.05 footcandle.
(Percent errors of commission) Number of correct and incorrect I The viewing distan'e from the observer's station to the

re~ponses display was not reported.

The resolutions shown in the table 4.3-5(c) differ from
No hIninantzt' values for the monitor were given for the those reported by the authors. The technique given in
conditions under which these data were collected. A value Figure 4.1-8 was used to calculate the values shown here.
of "0.31 footcandle of luminance" was given for meas- The monitor was rotated 90 degrees so the conventions
urements taken with an illuminometer pointed at the for horizontal and vertical resolution are reversed from
monitor from the observer's station, but there was no way their usual orientations.
to relate these to the luminance values for specific areas of
the monitor. The RETMA gray-scale resolution (Ref. 5) was that shown

for the curve marked "medium" in Figure 4.3-34. The SNR
However, for studies run under slightly different condi- of the system was 35 dB. The method of calculating the
tions (Figure 4.3-34), a ' luminance" of 0.30 to 0.31 foot- SNR was not given.

(a) Figure 4.3-6. Target Recognition as a Function of Band-
width and TV Lines for CRT Di-•plays. The data used to

100 compile the figures for these graphs are identical with

- 140 OBLIQUITY those used for Figure 4.3-4. It is p'esented as a function

80 - - 510 OBLIQUITY * of the number of TV lines per fran e rather than band-1-A width as in the previous figure in order to help clarify the
U relationship between the two. All of the experimental
z conditions that applied to the data c. Ilection for Figure< 60

,,, ZA 4.3-5 apply to this figure (Ref. 4,C). ', e method of calcu-
.0 lating the three types of performance as also the same:

L~ ,40 ---Fu B / Number of correct responsesa. 20 L Percent correct recognitions 100 (Number of assigned targetso

R 4 C Percent omitted recogntions 100 ( Number f omitted respo-nses

fREF. 4.C Percent errors of om~ission) assigned targets /
525 729 1029 Percent incorrect recognitions Num ( bumber of incorrect responses

TV LINES IPercent errors of commission) Number of correct and incorrect)

(b) A-PERCENT CORRECT RECOGNITIONS responses

8-PERCENT ERRORS Or OMISSION
C-PERCENT ERRORS OF COMMISSION
*-IMAGE SCALES WERE DIFFERENT FOR

140 AND 510 OBLIQUITIES.

z 100C-,
O 140 OBLIQUITY BANDWIDTH-• 1BMHZ
Z 80•
O• 4 MHz

r 60

S' ~REF. 4.Ccr 0 R0 525 729 1029
0

TV LINES
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.1 BANDWIDTH AND RESOLUTION (CONTINUED)

(a) 100 I I I I I I I

Z 
m .,25

0 15 BANDWIDTH (MHz)

t" 80
Z {L-LARGE-SIZE TARGETS (13,
O L S-SMALL-SIZE TARGETS (13)

- 60-
Uc 51' OBLIQUITY

wU SCORES COMBINED FOR
X- LINES 729 AND 1029 TV LINES

4 REF. 4.C

-J 20-- S

0 , I I I
0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40

RECOGNITION SLANT RANGE (feet x 1000)

(b) lO0 I I

0 1029 TV LINES
I" t 729 TV LINES
o 80
C0 ) L-LA9GE-SIZE TARGETS (13)
W S-SMALL-SIZE TARGETS (13

60
J •510 OBLIQUITY

SCORES FOR 15 AND 25 MHz
O 4 •COMBINED

o 400

"R REF. 4,.C

D 20
D

0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40

RECOGNITION SLANT RANGE (feet x 1000)

Figure 4.3-7. Effect of Target Size, Bandwidth, and TV The large targets were either groups of four to six POL
Lines on Target Recognition in CRT Displays. The data tanks or a large construction yard. The POL tanks were
for these figures were taken from the set of data used for scaled to 22m in diameter by 12m in height (75 ft by 40
Figures 4.3-5 and 4.3-6 (Ref. 4,C). The general experi- ft). The construction yard was 305m long by 267m wide
mental conditions are described in Figure 4.3-5. (1000 by 875 ft).

The performance scores on 13 of the largest and 13 of the The small :argets ranged from a group of five Army tanks,
smallest targets were extracted and analyzed to determine each scaled to 6.7m long, 3.6m wide, and 3.6m high (22
the percent of correct detections as a function of the tim- by 12 by 12 ft) to a group of four small buildings, each
ulated range to the target, bandwidth, and number of TV scaled to 14.6m long by 9.1m wide by 4.6m high (48 by
lines per frame. Only the 729 and 1029 TV lines per 30 by 15 ;÷
frame along with the 15-MHz and 25-MHz bandwidth
conditions were used. The data for each line are based on The method of determining slant range was:
78 observations per subject (13 targets x 6 trials) for each Shortest distance from aircraft to
of the 21 subjects. Slant range (feit) = target at instant of correct response,
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SECTION 4.3 D/'rA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.1 BANDWIDTH AND RESOLUTION (CONTINUED)

(a)

0
t 80 --- 25
2 BANDWIDTH (MHz)0• 15
0
U H - HIGH TARGET/BACKGROUND
u 60 CONTRAST TARGETS (15)

W D L L - LOW'rARGET/BACKGROUNDLU' '• CONTRAST T[ARGETS (15)

CC 40- L 510 OBLIQUITY
O ,• / SCORES COMBINED FOR

UH> H" 729 AND 1029 TV LINES

20 20-
-J

0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40

RECOGNITION SLANT RANGE (feet x 1000)

(b)

100

- 1029 NUMBER
1029 OF TV

0 80 729 LINES
u2 H - HIGH TARGET/BACKGROUND

CONTRAST TARGETS (15)
, 60 L -- LOW TARGET/GACKGROUND

H• CONTRAST TARGETS (15)

" H" 51' OBLIQUITY
40-Lu SCORES COMBINED 15 AND 25 MHz

S\ ETV LINES

20 N-% REF. 4,C

~ 0

0 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40

RECOGNITION SLANT RANGE (feet x 1000)

Figure 4.3-8. Effect of Target Contrast, Bandwidth, and on 90 observations per subject (15 targets x 6 trials) for
TV Lines on Target Recognition in CRT Displays. The each of the 21 subjects.
data for these figures were taken from the set of data used
in Figures 4.3-5 and 4.3-6. The general experimental con- The high-contrast targets ranged from contrasts (Cm) of
ditions are explained in Figure 4.3-5 (Ref. 4,C). 0.25 to 0.60. The low-contrast targets ranged from 0.02

to 0.23, and 11 of the 15 targets were of the same type in
The performance scores on 15 high-contrast targets and each set.
15 low-contrast targets from the basic set of 63 targets
were extracted to determine the percent of correct detec- The method of determining slant range was:
tions as a function of bandwidth and number of TV lines
per frame. Only the 729 and 1029 TV lines per frame Shortest distance from aircraft to
along with the 15-MHz and 25-MHz bandwidth conditioi's S lant range (feet) = target ,it instant of correct response,
were used. The data for each line in the graphs are based
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.1 BANDWIDTH AND RESOLUTION (CONTINUED)

Figure 4.3-9. Relative Target Detection Level and

(a) Response Time as a Function of the Display Resolution in
TV Lines. These charts summarize the results of three
studies on the effect of TV resolution on target detection

2.0 for ground-level views of an M-48 tank. Two performance
w - RESPONSE TIME measures were taken-correct detections and the time

SCORRECT from the appearance of the target on the CRT to the sub-
< 1.5 - DETECTIONS ject's response (response time) (Ref. 6,C).
_J

W Figures 4.3-9(a) and 4.3-9(b) show two sets of data collec-
UJ 0 1.0 - ted for the same conditions. The second set (Figure

z 4.3-9(b) represents a replication of the study which gave

. 00the results in 4.3-9(a).
co . VERTICAL RESOLUTION

650 Tv LINES For these studies the vertical resolution of the system was
w O held constant as the horizontal resolution changed. The

results from both indicated siuinificant improvements in

200 400 600 800 p'qrformance for both detections and response time

HORIZONTAL RESOLUTION (TV lines) between horizontal resolutions of 300 TV lines and 400
TV lines, and that performance improvements in terms of
time or correct detections were not significant above 400
lines.

(bi
In the third study (Figure 4.3-8(c), resolution in the hori-

2.0( zontal and vertical directions was equal, and significant
W improvement in both perfomance measures was found
> RESPONSE TIME for the 800 TV line condition.

< 1.5- CORRECT
------ CORRECT _

DETECTIONS A 35.6-cm (14-in) monitor was used for the studies

S---reported in 4.3-8(a) and 4.3-8(b). The viewing distance
L) 1.0-was 1.8m (72 in) from which the targets subtended a

Z .mwt-visual angle of 18 arc minutes. Resolution .vas measured
with a RETMA TV test pattern (Ref. 5).

0, ";TICAL RESOLUTION= Sixteen observers were used in the first study and 20 in

0u Ro 6,C the replication. Each subject had 10 trials at each level of
-0 _ I Rresolution. The targets were presented for 0.5 second.

200 400 "'0 800

HORIZONTAL RESOLUTi ' lines) For the study reported in Figure 4.3-8(c), a 53-cm (21-in)
monitor and a 36-cm (14-in) monitor were used. Thirty
subjects were used for the study. Other conditions were

(cW the same as in the other two studies. (Ref. 6,C).
2.C'I I

w
2.0

LU

cc HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL
uJ RESOLUTION EQUAL
Z('• 1.0

0.5 - -RESPONSE TIME
X co

w o CORRECT DETECTIONS

OR I I REF. 6,C
200 400 600 800

HORIZONTAL RESOLUTION (TV lines)
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.1 BANDWIDTH AND RESOLUTION, (CONTINUED)

Figure 4.3-10. Time to Find Targets as a Function of(a) Horizontal Resolution on a Cathode Ray - ,be. The result!,

X I IIpresented here were obtained in a study il hich horizon-

12 SUBJECTS tal resoluticn on a CRT was varied by charq,n spot size
700 OBLIQUITY on a 525-TV-line closed-circuit television syste i. Three

'4 - TARGETS: MODELS levels oi horizontal resolution were studied by nis
0- - OF MILITARY method-200, 400, and 550 TV lines. Vertical resolution
<• L; was 490 active TV lines. The increase in spot sizq should

1W 9 decrease the Kell factor and reduce the effective vertical
z c 3 resolution, but the effects were not reported.

ZZ

0 1 . The targets were models of Army trucks, tanks, and gunsý-2 1:14.4K, 21.6K, 28.. 8
UJ > AND 36K CAMERA located on a terrain model. The viewing angle3 r'as 70

S2 SCALE REF. 7,C degrees from nadir. Figure 4.3-10(a) shows the suIts
C I obtained for 12 subjects who were permitted a ,-second

200 400 550 direct view of the target before seeing it oil the * V moni-
tors. Figure 4.3-10(b) shows the results for 10 s., jects

HORIZONTAL RESOLUTION ITV lines) who were not allowed the direct view and who ''d not see

the smallest scale (see below) (Ref. 7,C).

(bW .... _The experiment also involved changes in scale and con-
SI I I trast ratio (gray-scale steps). (See Figures 4.3-11 through

10 SUBJECTS 4.3-14 and 4.3-37 and 4.3-38). Three display contrast
700 OBLIQUITY ratios were used as measured by gray scale steps on the

5 RETMA log gray scale (Ref. 5); these were 5, 7, and 9
3: shades. Four ranges from the camera to the model were

used, which resulted in image scales on the TV camera
4 > pickup of 1:1.',400, 1:21,600, 1:28,800, and 1:36,000.

. TARGETS: The scale displayed on the monitor cannot he determined

MODELS OF MILITARY because the ratio of the size of the image in the camera to
Z 0 VEHICLES the size of the display was not specified. The display was

3 11.7 cm long by 8.9 cm high (4.6 in by 3.5 in) and was
ý- 2 1:14.4K, 21.6K, AND 28.8K viewed from a distance of 60 cm (25 in).
W > CAMERA SCALE

X-L. REF. 7,C
T ,I I, IT

200 400 550
HORIZONTAL RESOLUTION (TV lines)
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.1 BANDWIr)TH AND RESOLUTION (CONTh UED)

Figure 4.3-11. Time to Find Targets as a Function of
Scale at Photosensor and Scan Lines Subtended by the Tar-

(a) SCAN LINES SUSTENDED BY TARGET HEIGHT get. These graphs were compiled from the same data used

13 9 7 5 for Figure 4.3-10 but they were analyzed to extract the
I I I I effect of scale. The data were reported in terms of simu-

12 OBSERVERS lated slant range in the original report and have been con-
4 700 OBLIQUITY verted for presentation here into scale at the photosensor

m in the TV camera. Since the ratio of thc scanned dimen-
UJ >sions on the photosensor to those on the monitor was not
(3> reported, the display scale could not be calculated. For
< o/Figure 4.3-11 (a), the observers were allowed a 5-second
a L 3direct view of the target just before viewing it on the mon-
Z_• itor; in Figure 4.3-11 (b), no direct view was given. In addi-

0 TARGETS: MODELS tion the smallest scale, 1:36,000, was not presented to the
i , OF MILITARY second group. Since the view of the target was a hig
SW 2 - VEHICLES oblique, the author reported the number of TV lines sub-
I- C. REF. 7,C tended by the height dimension of the targets that were

I I I I T military vehicles (Ref. 7,C).

1:14.4K 1:21.6K 1:28.8K 1:36K The data in Figure 4.3-11 (a) are further analyzed in terms
IMAGE SCALE AT PHOTOSENSOR of horizontal TV resolution in Figure 4.3-13 and in terms

oi display contrast ratio in Figure 4.3-38. The details of
the study are reported in Figure 4.3-10.

(b) SCAN LINES SUBTENDED BY TARGET HEIGHT
13 9 7

6 I I

12 OBSERVERS
I- 700 OBLIQUITY
OS

<05

I-

LU>TARGETS: MODELS
I-. OF MILITARY

S~VEHICLES
2

REF. 7,C,
X iI

1:14.4K 1:21.6K 1:28K
IMAGE SCALE AT PHOTOSENSOR
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAM'PLED IMAGERY

4.3.1 BANDWIDTH AND RESOLUTION (CONTINUED)

Figure 4.3-12. Time to Find Targets as a Function ofSCAN LINES SUBTENDED Hoirizontal Resolution, Target Scale on Photosensor,
BY TARGET HEIGHT and Lines Subtended by the Target. This graph was

6 13 9 7 5 compiled from the same data presented in Figure 4.3-
1 2 I O 10(a), with the effects of horizontal TV resolution sepa-
700 OBLIOUITY rated. A description of the study from which these data

X HORIZONTAL TV• were obtained can be found in Figure 4.3-10 (Ref. 7,C).
5 RESOLUTION

200 LINEbWVI-_
wL

40_ 4 400 LINES

3

"Iac. TARGETS:
MODELS OF

2 / MILITARY-
550 LINES VEHICLES

S REF. 7,CI I I I
1:14.4K 1:21.6K 1:28.8K 1:36K

IMAGE SCALE AT PHOTOSENSOR

Figure 4.3-13. Probability of Target Recognition as a
SCAN LINES SUBTENDED Function of Image Scale on the Photosensor and Scan Lines

BY TARGET HEIGHT Subtended by the Target. The experimental conditions
13under which these data were collected are described in

Z 1.0- Figure 4.3-10. The imagery scale on the camera photo-
0- 10 OBSERVERS sensor is used here, rather than the imagery scale on the"TA display, because the latter was not reported. The lines

.0.9- subtended by the target height were reported and are
,,, meaningful because of the high obliquity of the imagery
X 0.8- (Ref. 7,C).
0

S0.7 - TARG~S MDELS0 OF MILITARY -
0.6 VEHICLES

, _J 0.6 -
0. REF. 7,C

1:14.4K 1:21.6K 1:28K

IMAGE SCALE ON PHOTOSENSOR

1.0 IFigure 4.3-14. Probability of Target Recognition es aP 1.0 I I IFunction of Hodizontal Resolution on Cathode Ray

U 0.9 Tubes. The results shown in this figure can be interpretedcc as giving an indication of the relative improvement in tar-

o 0.8 10 SUBJECTS get recognition which takes place as a function of increas-
u 700 OBLIQUITY ing CRT resolution. The data are from the same study as
Uo 0.7 _ was reported in Figure 3.4-10. The technique used in that

>. study was to degrade hctizontal resolution by increasing
0.6 TARGETS, MODELS - beam size while keeping the number of TV lines per frame

-LO OF MILITARY Lonstant (525 in this case). This technique must be con-
So0.5 VEHICLES - sidered in interpreting these results. The increase of spotto REF. 7,CX0. . RF7 size undoubtedly raducei' the actual vertical resolution of

o 20 400 550 the display,. -: if so, it w. riot reported (Ref. 7,C).

HORIZONTAL RESOLUTION (TV lines)
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.1 BANDWIDTH AND RESOLUTION (CONTINUED)

(a) (b)
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Figurm 4.3-15. Vehicle Classification and Identification on Line-Scan Transparencies (Continued)
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

S;ANr,'WIDTH AND RESOLUTION (COWTINUED)

(e) (f)
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with nadir photography and the other with 45-degree
oblique photography.

Two tasks were performed in each study-identification
and recognition. Identification meant putting a vehicle in

NADIR SCENES • the proper class; four classes were used, tanks, self-
propelled guns, support vehicles, and trucks. Recognition

SCAN LINES VEHICLE MODELS meant identifying the specific model of the vehicle. To
assist in both tasks, the actual models used in the photo-
graphs were on display during the test and the subjects
could refer to them at any time. Neither the viewing dis-
tance, visual angles subtended by the targets, luminance,
or contrast were specified. The subjects viewed the mate-
rial on light tables without optical ;ids, in well illum;nated
rooms.

OBLIQUE SCENES

The authors point out that the variability of performance
must be taken into account when interpreting the results;

Figure 4.3-15. Vehicle Classificition and Identification for instance, at 13.5 lines in the nadir photograph, part (a)
on Line-Scan Transparencies. The transparencies used in of this figure, the mean score for identification (all vehic-
this study were made on a Irne-scan printer from photo- les combined) was about 76 percent; the standard devia-
graphs of scale mouels of military vehicles mounted on a tion ((0) was 14.1 percent; and the total range (not shown)
plain background. The vehicle models were oriented as was fror-i 23 to 100 percent. At 20 lines, the standard
shown in the sketch, witn each vehicle subtending the deviation was reduced to 6.3 and the total range was 60
same number of scan lines for each condition studied. The percent to 100 percent. As parts (e) and (f) of this
tests were run at 4, 6, 9, 13.5, 20, and 30 lines per vehicle. figurp show, the number of lines required was strongly
The number of lines was adjusted by changing the enlarge- dependent upon the type of vehicle. For identification,
ment of the photograph used in the scanner. The scanner diffeiences between the mean s'.ores for the different
and printer operated with circular spots having approxi- vehicles (except for between self-propelled guns and
mately Gaussian spread function. The line (raster) spacing trucks) were statistically significant (p< .01); for classifica-
was equal to the half-amplitude diameter of the spot (0.66 tion differences, ihe differences between al! vehi.cles were
mm, 0.26 in). Two separate studies were conducted, one significant (p<.01) (Ref. 8,B).
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.1 BANDWIDTH AND RESOLUTION (CONTINUED)

Figure 4.3-16. Detection of Military Vehicles on Line-
TARGET DETECTION DURING SEARCH Scan Transparencies as a Function of Ground Resolution

_ _ __ and Stereoscopic and Monoscopic Presentations. Line-
I , i I scan transparencies were prepared at two levels of ground

distance per line pair-0.4m (17 in) and 1.8m (70 in). The
90 0 • MONO transparencies were generated from photographs of scale-

model military vehicles located in a terrain model. The
80- STEREO photographs, which had a scale of approximately 1:3000

3 a relative to real targets, were scanned by a flyin-g-spot scan-
TARGETS: VARIOUS ner whose beam size was varied to simulate the two reso-

70-- TYPES OF MILITARY lutions. The signal from the scanner was displayed on a
CRT and photographed to obtain the test transparencies.

6o-- The original, unscanned image with a simulated resolution
of 11 cm (4 in) per line pair was used ilong with the two

<50- scanned images, as the test materiz'l 1 " 9,C).

Three performance measures were taken-target detection,
40 -
cc •target discrimination, and depth discrimination. For the

S L- target detection task, which is reported in this figure, the
w 30 0 interpreter searched the image for a specific, known type> of target and reported its locatior on a reference grid.

wu X The results for the target discrimination task are reported" " L "J in Figure 4.3-16 and the stereo discrimination task result3
10 I % are given in Figure 4.3-17.S...._= •REF. 9,C
0, I ,R1F.... The performance was reported in units tv at cannot be
0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 interpreted as representing directly the percent of correct

(meters) detections.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 There was no significant difference between performance
I I I I I I I I I on the stereoscopic and monoscopic imagery at any of the

(inches) levels; however, interpretation of the stereoscopic imagery
GROUND DISTANCE PER LINE PAIR was reported as havirg taken more time.

lat 15% modulation transfer pointl The imagery was viewed on what was described as a low-
wattage, movable light table. The use of optical aids was
not reported for the monoscopic imagery, nor was the
viewing distance. The stereo imagery was viewed through
a Zeiss Aerotype pocket stereoscope.

Thirty experienced Pi's were used as subjects and each
performed ulder a portion of the task and imagery condi-
tioni. The presentation of the entire set of conditions was
balanced over the aggregate group of PI's.
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.1 BANDWIDTH AND RESOLUTION (CONTINUED)

Figure 4.3-17. Discrimination of the Orientation or Type
DISCRIMINATION OF TARGET TYPE OR of Army Vehicle on Line-Scan Transparencies as a Func-
TARGET ORIENTATION tion of Resolutirn and Monoscopic or Stereoscopic Pres-

'Do I entation. The test conditions under which these data100 . I I• I I I I were gathered are described in Figure 4.3-15. The task in

this case was to distinguish the orientation or type of mili-
90 S - MONO tary vehicle located in a designated area of the

0 transparency.
80-. U --- STEREO

There was no difference in performance between the mon-
oscopic and stereoscopic presentations; however, the70 interpretation of the stereoscopic imagery was reported to

have taken more time (Ref. 9,C).
uw 60-
z

50--

r 0 40 J

40 TARG ".TS: VARIOUS

uji2-> P: a TYPES OF MILITARYcc n- L•uJ VEHICLES

w-J

00.

CC Lu REF. 9VC
0 E F ., I 1 , 1 1 1 , 1 1 1 1 ,C 1

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

(meters)

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 g0[ I 1I I I I I I

linches)
GROUND DISTANCE PER LINE PAIR

(at 15% modulation transfer point)
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.i BANDWIDTH AND RESOLUTION (CON'TtNUED)

Figure 4.3-18. Height Discrimination in Stereoscopic and
Monoscopic Line-Scan Imagery. The test conditions

100 under which these data were collected are described in
, DISCRtIMINATION Figure 4.3-15 (Ref. 9,C). The task in this case was to dis-

z OF RE'ATIVE criminate the relative heights of objects; i.e., to determine< 90 HEIGHT which object was hiijhpst in a group of similar objects.

80 * - MONO (Objects with obvious height relationships, such as a truck. so
M 8 --- STEREO versus a car, were excluded.)
Lu

Lu 70 -- There are numerous nonstereo cues to height, pirticularly
Sin imagery containing some obliquity (as is necese.iy in

the area being viewed for at least one member of a sereo
u, pair). Obliquiwy cues to height are prescot, to some
r e I..-*. -%extent, in all areas of vertical photography except for a
25 0 -. small rea around t0e principal raV.

z 40 -'- Figure 5.1-14 shows the results of a systematic iud% of
S -- height detection in monoscopic and stereoscopic imagvry

30 -10 for conventional piotographic systems.

o < The results shown here suggest that there is an interaction
3 20 p> o between ground resolution, the effects of scanning, and the

w .i Z usefulness of stereo for height determination.
- 10 _00ZU~

SRE. 9 Since neither the convergence angle for the stereo pairs
01 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 , I I, I , I I nor the exact nature of the set of objects used in the tests

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 were reported, it is unwise to speculate on the ground
resolution at which this might happen in a specific system.

(me~ersl The data do, however, indicate that the advantage of

stereo declines with increasing resolved ground distance in0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 line-scan systems. It is possible that interference from the
1 I ( I ! I I I line structure in the imagery makes the perception of(inchesl stereo difficult.

GROUND DISTANCE PER LINE PAIR
(at 15% modulation transfer point) It is also necessary to keep in mind that the 11-cm (4-in)

ground resolution imagery was rot scanned.
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.2 INTERLACE AND BANDWIDTH REOUIREMENTS

The theoretical improvement i, resolution, or reduction phors that preclude the viewing of any moving objects.

in bandwidth, which is predicted to follow fron higher Tihe studies on 2:1 interlace reported here that use a

interlace orders, is seldom realited. The stagyered line short-persistence phosphor indicate a savings of 6 per-

and dot-line interlace tech:niques reported in Section 4.2 cent to 36 percent in bandwidth can be expected if

achieve much of the advantage up to orders of 5:1, but inmages of equal judged quality are to be presented.

usually at the expense of using long-persistence phos-
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGEPY

4.3.2 INTERLACE AND BANDW!DTH REQUIREMENTS (CONTINUED)

(a) RELATIVE LINE NUMBER
(nonintet laced/interlaced)

0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1
I I J I

RELATIVE BANDWIDTH
fnoninter laced/interlaced)

0.6 1 .0 12.0 COMPARISON OF DISPLAY CONDITIONS

I I I I "I LINE SPACING

BAND- FIELD FRAME T%maximu
99 ( INTERLACE TV WIDTH RATE RATE * luminance

ORDER LINES (kHz) (Rz) (Hz) 2(X/o) at overlap)

>W 95/
9 / 2:1 225 575 30 60 1.18 0.84

90 1:1 225 1139'
0• 80/ 1:1 189 843

1 70U- 1:1 175 689 60 60 1.67 0.63

< 50 •-1:1 162 590

50/ 1:1 147 486)

a 20 /0 "= LINE SPACING IN LINEAR UNITS

S10 /
CC 5 0 / Figure 4.3-19. Effect of 2:1 Interlace on Judged Image

/ -179 2/ --17.2:1 CONTRAST RATIO Quality. A paired comparison test was conducted to com-
; 1 --- 27.4:1 CONTRAST RATIO pare the image qua!ity of interlaced and noninterlaced TV

Z - pictures (Ref. 10,C). The conditions compared are shown0,5 in the table (part c). The bandwidths were adjusted to

REF. 10,C provide approximately equal horizontal and vertical reso-

0 lution for each case. Each condition was presented at two
0,1 display contr ast ratios-17.2:1 with a highlight brightness120 140 160 180 200 220 240 of 200 cd/mT (60OfL) and 27.4:1 with a highlight bright-

NONINTERLACEC TV LINES ness of 140 cd/m 2 (40 fL).

(b) * * The results are presented in terms of the percentage of
1.18a LINE times a noninterlaced picture of a given line number was"150 INPUT SIGNAL judged better than the 225-TV-line interlaced picture

S(arbitrary units) ' (part (a) of this figure). For instance, for the 17.2:1 con-
0 0 100 0 100 50 100 0 0 trast ratio images, the 160-TV-line noninterlaced picture100 -011%was chosen over the 225-line interlaced picture 29 percent

V "of the time and the 27.4:1 contrast ratio image 8 percent50 of the time.

, % .1 By finding the intersection of the 50-percent choice line
. 0 - - and the lines for each contrast ratio, the number of non-
S0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 interlaced TV lines that would give a pictule judged as
SLINE NUMBER having equal quality to the interlaced picture can be deter-
z (c) mined. These values are 173 TV lines for the 17.2:1 case
- INE " and 183 TV lines for the 27.4:1 case. The bandwidth

_ 1.47a LINE
INPUT SIGNAL requirements would be, respectively, 1.18 and 1.67 times
(arbitrary units) the bandwidth for the 225-TV-line interlaced system. TheW> 0 0 100 0 100 50 100 0 0 relative bandwidth requirements as a function of either

100 - % the number of noninterlaced TV lines, or the ratio of
_J these lines to a 2:1 interlaced system, are shown at the
' • top of the graph in part (a).C'I

50
0 ,* The effect of the spot size on detail contrast should be

% considered in interpreting these results. The visual effect
0 % -I of these overlaps is shown in parts (b) and (c). Part (b)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 represents the interlaced condition and part (c) the non-
LINE NUMBER interlaced conditions.
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.2 INTERLACE AND BANDWIDTH REQUIREMENTS (CONTINUED)

The line spacings for the two interlace conditions were 0.33, is virtually eliminated by the spot overlap caused by
chosen from a previous unpublished study by the same the 1.18a line spacing. (See Figure 3.1-10 for a detinition
author as those judged best for the two conditions. Their of Cm.) This will give the visudl eftect of a smoother,
differential effect on detailed contra.t rendition in the more blurred image.
vertical direction can be seen in the figures. The dashed
lines show the individual line luminances and spread func- The pi,,tures used in this study were head and shoulder
tions for arbitrary input signals. Because tne integration views of young women presented on a 12.7 cm by 12.7
time of the eye is longer than the time between fields cm (5 in by 5 in) raster.
(frames for the noninterlaced condition), the brightness of
the overlapping areas is summed (see Figure 4.4-1 for For the 17.2:1 contrast ratio condition, 16 observers who
additional discussion). The visual response is shown by the were inexperienced in making image quality judgments
solid line. Whereas significant contrast reduction between each made three judgments for eve-y noninterlace condi-
adjacent lines takes place in both 4.3-19(b) and in tion. For the 27.4:1 contrast ratio, 15 similar observers
4.3-19(c), it is seen that a 2:1 change in input siqnal (100 followed the same test plan.
units to 50 units), which represer'ts a contrast (Cm) of
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.2 INTERLACE AND BANDWiDTH REQUIREMENTS (CONTINUED)

(a) RELATIVE BAP )WI-)TH (noninterlaced/interlaced)

0.5 0.6 oi.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1L I i I I I

RELATIVE BANDWIDTH (noninterlaced/interlaced)

0.6 1.0 2.0

99.9 111

99

w

0 95 9
z
Lii 90
0:z 80
> 70

-O.J CL> 50

wa.30 /
CUD 20

O - ,, 10 / -WITHOUT SPOT WOBBLE
I- w - --- WITH SPOT WOBBLE

wOZ 1c

a.Z 1

0.5

REF. 10,C

0.1 -L I L I
120 140 160 180 200 220 240

NONINTERLACED TV LINES

(h)
SCAN LINES WITH SPOT WOBBLE

LINE

2
3
4 I=A ; w X w w RrmMrI'

SCAN LINES WITHOUT SPOT WOBBLE
LINE

3
4

Figure 4.3-20. The Effect of Spot Wobble on the Judged Quality of CRT Images (Continued)
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.2 INTERLACE AND BANDWIDTH REQUIREMENTS (CONTINUED)

(c)
LINE NUMBER (11.8a separation)

t 2 3 4 5 6 7
I I I i I I

7.1 o LINE SEPARATION (225-line system)
150 .--- 11.8o LINE SEPARATION (135-line system)

Lu

Z 125

EC 100
D I

J 75

,- I~.250 I'

14J,

0 1 2 3 4 5

LINE NUMBER (7.1o separation)

Figure 4.3-20. The Effect of Spot Wobble on the Judged For the condition with no spot wobble the 50-percent
Quality of CRT Images. When the scan lines of a CRT are level fo the nonintorlaced picture was 165 TV lines. With
separated so the line structure becomes distinct, spot spot wobble, it was 157 TV lines (Ref. 10,C).

()hbble has a significant positive effect on judged image
quality. Spot wobble is the technique of rapidly moving A noninterlaced system of approximately 159 TV lines
the scanning beam up and down a short distance as it has a bandwidth equal to a 225-TV-line system using a 2:1
scans each line; this procedure is illustrated in part (b). interlace. This study indicated that with spot wobble a

noninterlaced system of 157 TV lines had judged image
To determine the effects of soot wobble, four nor~nter- quality equivalent to the 225-line 2:1 interlaced system,
laced systems of 135, 162, 189, and 225 TV lines were suggesting a minor bandwidth saving for the noninterlaced
compared with a 225-TV-line 2:1 interlaced system condition, contrary to normal expectation. However, a
using the paired comparisons technique. The spot statistical test indicated that no difference could reliably
wobble was generated by a 7.1-MHz sinp wave super- be inferred. It appears that interlacing provides no band-
imposed on the line scar. The number of "wobbles" width saving for the conditions of this test.
per line varied with the TV line number as follows:

Number of "Wobbles" per Scan Line The effects of the line spacing must be considered in inter-
preting these results. Line spacing varied from 7.1a for the

TV Line Number Noninterlaced Interlaced 225-line condition to 11.8a for the 135-line condition.

225 186 93 This meant that there was effectively no overlap of lumi-
189 111 nance between the lines. (The luminance profiles for the
162 129 225-line system and the 135-line system are shown in
135 155 part (c).) This large separation would produce a line

structure in the image which was much more pronounced
The result is that the areas between the lines tend to "fill than that seen in systems having a more normal overlap.
in," which presents a more pleasing image. 1.180 is used for the 2:1 interlace condition in Figure

4.3-19, for instance, which gives an overlap at the 50-
The images that were presented on the monitor are percent brightness level and produces a much "smoother"
described in Figure 4.3-19, and the results were analyzed appearing image. With the large brightness overlap be-
in the same way for this figure. tween lines that occurs at the 1.180 line separation, it is

probable that further spread by using spot wobble would
The lines on the graph in (a) show the percentage of the degrade the image significantly.
time the noninterlaced picture was judged to be better
than the interlaced picture. At the 50-percent level, the
pictures were considered equal, each being chosen half
of the time.
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3-3 SiGNAL-TO-NOlSE RATIO

The data on signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) show that, at Whten narrow-band noises and wide-band noises of

the threshold of visual detection, signals can be seen at equal energy are compared, the narrow-band noise is

SNR's in the neighborhood of 0.01 (Figures 4.3-27 and found more disruptive (Figure 4.3-27).

4.3-28) and that P1 performance in terms of both target

identification and search time still appea! to be itaprov- The spectral distribution of the noise is important in

ing at SNR's of 37 (Figures 4.3-21 throughi 4.3-23). deternmiing its effect on visual perception. Frequency-

dependent weighting functions imposed by transmnission

The bandwidth and spectral distribution of the noise systems or coaxial cables affect the judged quality of the

strongly influence the effect it has on visual perform- displayed image by reducing the hih-frequency conipo-

ance. Noise is most disruptive in narrow bands centered nents (figures 4,3-31 and 4.3-32).

on the frequency of the target,

(Figures 4.3-26 and 4.3-27). The commonly accepted method of calculating signal-
to-noise ratio fur TV systems is:

At equal energies, narrow bands of high-frequency noise

appear more disruptive than equivalent bands of low- SNRdB =2 lo2 Peak-to-peak signal (volts)

frequency noise for sine wave target detection when mis noise (volts)

single frequencies are displayed at a time (Figure 4.3-26).

However, in judgements of general picture quality for Foy line-scasi tvansparencies, the influence of s~gnal-to-

home entertainment purposes, narrow-band low fse- noise ratio was found to be more pronounced for a

quency noisesappears most troublesome (Figure 4.3-12). difficult identification task than for aa easy one (Figure

4.3-33).
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.3 SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO (CONTINUED)

Figure 4.3-21. Target Recognition as a Function of Signal-
10. ,to-Noise Ratio. The experimental apparatus and imagery

-RE F. 4,C 1used in this study were the same as that described in Fig-
c 80 -ure 4.3-5 (Ref. 4,C); a detailed description can be found

there. A subset of 48 targets out of the original 63 targets
was used. A combination of i5-MHz bandwidth and 729
TV lines was used. Four signal-to-noise ratios were
studied: 1 dB, 7 dB, 16 dB, and 37.6 dB. Methods of

4 SNR measurement and calculation were not reported.
402The obliquity of the imagery was 7 degrees (measured

LLfrom nadir). I-ghlight luiminance on the display ranged

k" 20 from 86 cd/m'- to cd/mr (25 fL ýo 340 fL). Loy light
S2 luminance ranged from 1.7 cd/rn to 411 cd/m (0.5 fL

to 120 fL). High light luminance and dark area luminance
0 Iwere measured for the brightcst and darkest steps of the

7 16 37.6 RETMA Linear Gray-Scale chart (Ref. 5).

SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO (dB) Viewing distance, target visual angles, and scan lines per

1-PERCENT CORRECT target were not reported.
2-PERCENT ERRORS OF OMISSION
3-PERCENT ERRORS OF COMMISSION The graph in this figure shows the performance as a func-

tion of signal-to-noise ratio averaged across all three con-
trast ratio and image enhancement conditions. Three
measures of performance are shown-the percent of cor-
rect target identification, the percent of errors of omis-
sion, and the percent of errors of commission. The
method of calculating the values for the performance
measures was:

0 Number of correct responses
Percent correct recognitions = 100 Number of assigned targets

Percent omitted recognitions = 1 Number of omitted responses

(Perctnt errors of omission) Number of assigned targets

I Number of incorlec~t responset
Percent Incorrect recNinitlons -100 umber of correct and incorre
(Pqrcent errors of corriission) responses

Performance at 16 c 4, as measured by correct recogni-
tions and errors of o. 'ssion, reached a level where further
improvement is difficL.t to achieve. The 37.6-dB level,
however, did show sornm improvement over the 16-dB
level. Twelve college students served as subjects. The data
at each point on the curve for percent correct identifica-
tions represent 144 observatiors (12 each for the 12
subjects).

Additional analyses of these data are given in Figures
4.3-22 through 4.3-23 in terms of the time taken to recog-
nize the targets as a function of SNR, target size, and tar.
get contrast.
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.3 SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO (CONTINUED)

100 Figure 4.3-22. Time to Recognize Targets as a Function100 ' ' -' r- of Signal-to-Noise Ratio and Target Size. These charts
10 SMALL TARGETS, 7 OBLIQUITY show the results of a further analysis of the data given in

80 , Figure 4.3-20 for 20 of the 40 targets used for that figure
(10 large and 10 small targets). The 20 targets are similar

60 -to those described in Figure 4.3-7. The performance
C imeasure analyzed was the time taken to recognize the

-----"' target after it came into the field of view (recognition
• 0latency). The values given on the chart were defined

Z as follows:0 Duration from instant20 Recognition latency (seconds) = target enters FOV *o
REF. 4,C instant of correct

0 response
LU 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14

. (a) RECOGNITION LATENCY (seconds) Each curv wvi- -s - responses (Ref. 4,C).
ui

U I iooI I I

1-

S60

D40/

20- 10 LARGE TARGETS,20 7' OBLIQUITY

0 REF. 4,C

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

(b) RECOGNITION LATENCY (seconds)

- 27.6 dB

S/N RATIO 16dB
7dB
1 dB
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.3 SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO (CONTINUED)

(a) 1__ Figure 4.3-23. Target Recognition Time as a Function of
(a) 4oo F C i i Signal-to-Noise Ratio and Target Contrast. These charts

-, show the results of a further analysis of the d ita given in
8• Figure 4.3-21 for 24 of the 48 targets used foi that figure

80 (12 low-contrast targets and 12 high-contrast targets). The
WC 24 targets are similar to those described in Figure 4.3-8.

09 0 60 i, The p. urmance measure analyzed was the time taken to
>" recognize a target after it had come into the field of view

40 (recognition latency).< " 40 - 0063 .

D 0/ -- 16dB The values given on the chart were defined as follows:

u~ 20 ,•! ... 7dBDuration fron instant
" ... .d target enters FOV to

/1" ' " O r' iST TARGETS instant of cot r,.ct
I Recognition latency (seconds) response

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

(b) RECOGNt - 3N LATENCY (seconds) Each curve was based on 108 responses (9 each from each
100 I I I I I - of the 12 observers) (Ref. 4,C).

REF. 4,C
12 LOW-CONTRAST TARGETS

80 F.

0 460

> 0

4 SIN RATIO Figure 4.3-24. Effect of Noise on the Recognition of

- 37.6dB Targets Displayed on Cathode Ray Tubes. The results
"-16 dB shown in this figure (Ref. 11,C) were obtained from a tele-

cc 20... 7 dB vision presentation from previously obtained 35-mm film
_ dB sequences s;mulating an aerial reconnaissance mission over
-1 dB a terrain model (see Figure 4.3-5 for a general description

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 1of the imagery preparation and target types (Ref. 4,C).0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

RECOGNITION LATENCY (seconds) One target was presented at a time and was in the field of
view of the monitor for approximately 45 seconds. The
subjects knew the order in which the targets were to
appear and were given a photo of each to use during the
test. They were informed when one target had passed
from the field of view so they could start searching for the

nexi. The raster was divided into quarters and a response
RMS NOISE ADDED (mv) was scored correct if the observer reported the location of

27 20 13 6.5 0 the target within the correct quarter of a frame. It was

>_ 1.0 Iscored incorrect if the wrong quarter of the frame was
oc RERF. 1C1,C designated or the target was out of the field of view when

0 0.8- Rthe report was given. If the target was missed, a "no
response" score was given.,• CORRECT

- I•The data were reportid in terms of rms noise volts. Since
the peak video signal was not given, it was not possible to

N0.4R ONSE calculate the SNR. For the purposes of illustrating the

F_ --- .- --- results, the SNR has simply been illustrated as varying
ir 0.inversely with the rms noise voltage. A 43-cm (17-in)

I- -- ------- monitor was used, and the viewing dist'nce was 1 meter0 INCORRECT
0 I 1 1 (40 in). Target size and contrast on the monitor and moni-

tor luminance values were not reported.
LOWER HIGHER

SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO Ambient illumination was low, but not specifically
(c) (units unspecified) reported.

Eleven subjects were used; each made one observation for
each target at each SNR.
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4.3.3 SIGNAL-TO-NOISE ;ATIO (CONTINUED)

(a ) 
0, i , F

REF. 1 1,C

" .1 5 .0 3 02
0" 8o

U j • -7% 6 0 E

,aTAhtGET SPATIAL FREQUENCY -g 90
C (TV lines/mm)

NOISE BANDWIDTH - 120

0 MHz TO 5.0 MHz

I I I I I L 150
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.7

CONTRAST (Cm)

(b) i I i 0
"•!k•,•RE F. I1, C

20.6 '.,--•._..

"%.. 15.0 -30

15.

z " TARGET SPATIAL FREQUENCY
n" -. (TV lines/mm) -60 E

w

. z 0�8 0 z
N N 90~

6.3

NIEBANDWIDTH ~.4.2 -120
19 MHz TO 5.0 MHzz

2.0-

1 I I I I I , 150
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7

CONTRAST (Cm)

(c) I 1 0

cj 20.6:. : REF. 11.C

%*• TARGET SPATIAL FREQUENCY
O (TV lines/mm)

N:. 15.0WE '. " .- , o

, -4 .... . '...•
0 "60 E

\- N. 0',, .
0 T

0 cc

"\8I0" 6.3 120
NOISE BANDWIDTH
3.6 MHz TO 5.0 MHz 4.2

2.0

I I I I I I I 150
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7

CONTRAST (Cm)

Figure 4.3-25. Effect of Noise 'evel and Noise Bandwidth on the Detection of Tri-Bar Target Elements
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.3 SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO (CONTINUED)

(d) NOISE BANDWIDTH

TV BAR TV BAR VISUAL ESTIMATED' 1MvrHz)
LINES/ WIDTH LINES/ WIDTH ANGLE FREQUENCY (no, ir, scale)
(cm) (cm) IN (in) (arc min) (MHz) FIGURE

__ _ _ _(c) ib (~a)
2.0 0.50 5.1 0.20 17.2 -9 0

4.2 0.23 10.7 0.093 8.0 13 1,9
' .ý. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. " "

6.3 0.16 16.0 0.062 5.3 2.0
8.0 0.12 20.4 0.049 4.2 2.5 3.6

15.0 0.066 38.2 0.026 2.2 4.7
20.6 0.048 52.3 0.019 1.6 6.4 5.0 5.0 5.0

'CALCULATED BY PRESENT AUTHOR, ESTIMATED 32cm (12.5 in) HORIZONTAL RASTER DIMENSION.

(e)
TARGET TARGET RMS NOISE VOLTAGE INCREASE
"SPATIAL SIGNAL FOR TARGET OF 0.6 C (percent)

FREQUENCY FREQUENCY FIGURE FIGURE
(TV lines/cm) (MHz) A B C ATO B ATOC

2.0 0.C3 71.) 135 137 71 73
8.0 2.5 66 82 105 24 59

15.0 4.7 45 45 49 0 9

Figure 4.3-25. Effect of Noise Level and Noise Band- percent for the 2-TV-line/mm, 0.6-contrast (Cm) target
width on the Detection ol Tri-Bar Target Elements. These when the lower end of the noise bandwidth was elimi-
three graphs show the effect of noise ievel and noise band- nated; for the 8-TV-line/mm target, the increase was 24
width on the detection of the target elements in a square percent. Further reduction in bandwidth (part (c)) had
wave tri-bar target displayed on a CRT. Each curve gives little effect on the higher contrasts of the 2-TV-line/mm
the contrast (Cm) of the target on the display that was target, but the noise level for the 8-TV-line/mm target is
necessary to just permit percaption of the three separate increased 59 percent over what it was in part (a). The 15-
bars. The bars were displayed perpendicularly to the raster and 20.6-TV-line/mm targets, ,vhich lie outside the band-
lines. The three graphs represent three different noise width of the noise for all three graphs, remain substantially
bandwidths. For 4.3-25(a) the bandwidth was 0 to 5 MHz; unchanged.
for (b) it was 1.9 MHz to 5.0 MHz; and for (c) it was 3.6
MHz to 5.0 MHz. The relatirnship of these tandwidths to It is important to note that the lower contrast (Cm)
the calculated target frequencies is given in (d). A 6.6-cm 2-TV-line/mm targets continued to impruve with reduced
(17-in) diagonal CRT was used in the study, a 4.C-cm bandwidth, indicating that these are more sensitive to
(12.5-in) raster width was assumed. The calculations to noise than their higher ccntrdst equivalents.
determine the bandwidth followed the model given in
Figure 4.4-12. The bandwidth and TV-line rating of the system could be

set to several levels; 8 MHz with a 2:1 interlaced 525-TV-
The signal for the display was generated by a TV camera line format was used for the data shown here. The display
viewing specially prepared target material developed from was a 43-cm (17-in) CRT with a P4 phosphor. The lumi
the Air Force tri-bar target (Ref. 11 ,C). The target material nance level for a "nearly white bar" ivas between 61.7 and
consisted of single tri-bar elements from that target pre- 63.3 cd/m 2 (18 and 18.5 fL). The noise levels were
pared in a number of spatial frequencies and contrasts. reported in root-mean-square millivolts (mVrms); lack of
The observer's task was to report the noise level at which information on the peak signal strength precludes calcula-
the bar structure of the target became Y' ible. tion of the SNR's.

Table 4.3-25(e) shows that the noise voltage at which the
bar structure of the target remained visible increased 71
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.3 SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO (CONTINUED)

Figure 4.3-26. Effect of Narrow-Band Noise on Sine-Wave

NOISE MEDIAN FREQUENCY (MHz) Target Visibility as a Function of the Median Frequency

0.02 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.5 1 2 5 of the Noise for a CRT Display. The effect of narrow-

U 30 NOISE MEDIAN band noise on the visiblity of sine-wave targets displayed

w | N EM Aon CRT's is strongly dependent upon the relationship

Z Z 2 SPATIAL FREQUENCY betwo- the ,nediatt frequency of the noise and the spatial

z 2[ (cycles/d-gree 0 - fre -'a ,. of the target. The median frequency is that

t 10 f~eq.sncy which is halfway between the highest and low-

est frequency of the noise; it is also sometimes referred to

<•.1 /as the ce,,ter frequency.

z / Tests were conducted using four white noise sources with

S3.3 - 200-kHz i)andwidths having median frequencies of 0.096

10- MHz, 0.5 MHz, 1.5 MHz, and 2.5 MHz. These frequencies

0677" " ' corresponded to spatial frequencies of 0.64, 3.3, 6.7 and

n 5 0.64 10 cycles per degree, respectively. The effect of this noise

c - REF. 12,B I on sine-wave target visibility was measured (12,B).

0 0 02 05 1 2 5 1 0 20 The performance measured was the ability to detect the

"TG0 0.2 0.5 1 2 5 10 20( "bar" structure in the sine-wave targets. The noise level

TARGET SPATIAL FREQUENCY (cycles/degree) was held constant (1 Vrms), and the resuits were reported

in terms of the ratio tne rms signal strength required for

detection with and without noise. With the exccption

of the target with the lowest spatial frequency, the

disruption caused by the presence of the noise is greatest

when the median signal frequency of the noise is at or

near the signal frequency of the target.

Neither the luminance of the target surround nor the aver-

age luminance of the target was reported.

The system used to generate and display the signals had a

8.5-MHz bandwidth. The viewing distance was 1.8m (71

in), and six subjects were used. The number of observa-

tions per subject was not reported.
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SECTION 43 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.3 SIGNAL-TO-NOISE R•ATIO (CONTINUED)

(a) SPATIAL FREGUENCY AT 1.8 rn (71 in) Figure 4.3-27. Effect of the Distribution of Signal

VIEWINlG DISTANCE :.,rength and the Bandwidth of Noise on Deection
(cycIes/degree) Thresholds for Sine-Wave Targets. The signal-'o-noise

0.1 1 10 ratios at which the "bar" structure in sine-wavt targets
100 REF, 12,B was jusz detectable were determined for five noise condi-

tions over target spatial frequencics ranginq from 0.2 to
ZJ 20 cycles'degree. In addition to the noise inherent in the
Z system and broad-band (0 to 5 MH?) white noise. three
0
0. noise sources with a 1/f signal-strength distribution werp

10 CALCULATED tested. The characteristics of these distributions and the
1/; VAt UES cutoff frequencies for each are given in Figure 4.3-27(a)

(Ref. 12,B). The effects of each of these three noise distri-
o butions and two others-a 0 to 5 MHz 00ehi noise distri-

u. bution and the inherent noise of the system-were
studied. The results are shown in part (b) of this figure.

•" 1 _The signal voltage values for curves A through D were
Az converted to signal-to-noise ratios and are shown on the

UJ
cc right-hand vertical scale. These values do not apply toI-

.c ' ve E, for which no rms voltage value of the noise was
reported. F" r the other curves, the noise had an rms value
of 1 volt.

0.1
10"2  10"i 1 10 The results for the swudy reported here indicate that for

the 1/f distributions, as more energy becomes ccncen-
FREQUENCY (MHz) trated in the higher noise frequencies, it disrupts the visi-

t/f NOISE DISTR!BUTIONS bility of targets whose signal frequencies lie near the

median frequency of the noise.

NOISE DISTRIBUTIONS USED IN TEST

LOW CUTOFF HIGH CUTOFF Six subjects participated in the tests; "several" repetitions

SPATIAL SPATIAL of the observations by each subject were made. The abso-
CURVE FREQ FREO FRED FREQ DISTRI- lute luminance values and th'.ir modulatiors on the dis-

(KHz) (cycles/ 'MHz) '-ycles/ BUTION play were not reported for this test, but the average lumi-
degree) degree) nance value was kept constant throughout the test. The

-....-.-.- sine-wave signals and the noise were generated electroni-
A 25 1.4 5 32.5 1/f cally and displayed on a CRT. The "luminance" of the

a 80 5.0 5 32.5 1/f testroom was reported as "much less" than that of the
C 150 8.5 5 32.5 1/f display.

D 0 0 5 32.5 WHITE
E NO ADDED NOISE -- -

(b)

0-.5 REF. 12,q " -1

0S0.2 0

- 0.1 -20 < :o

Z 0.05- C

cc -30--Z 1
n 0.02 -A.'"
-J0
S0.01 D - -40 -

0 - E
S0.005 <

0.002L 1 (11 U

0.1 0.2 0.5 1 2 5 10 20 50

TARGET SPATIAL F-PEQUENCY (cyctes/d"p ee)
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.3 SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO (CONTINUED)

""(a) .- Figure 4.3-28. The Effect of the Strength of Broad-Pand

0 0.1 - RMS NOISE VOLTAGE Noise on Sine-Wave Target Detectability. Broad-band
/ A white noise (0 to 5 MHz) at four levels, 0.3, 0.6, 1.2, and

S0.05 1- . - 1.8 volts rms, was introduced into a CRT display of a

D sine-wave-modulated bar pattern. The modulation of the
z 0.02 I-Esignal for the pattprn was adjusted to determine the point0.02 E at which the bars in the target were just visible. The

, C results reported by the authors (Ref. 12,B) are shown in
4 •.. .o," / Figure 4.3-28(a), where the change of the peak-to-trough

z 0.005 I- voltage is shown rather than the rms voltage reported.
/Figure 4.3-28(b) ýhows the results replotted as signal-to-

o 0 noise raros for the four curves for which the rms noise-J0.002 -
R0 voltage was given. Curve number E is for the test appa-

.0.0001- ratus with no noise added.
w

Z 0.1 0.2 0.5 1 2 5 10 20 50 There appears to be an interaction between the strength

SIGNAL SPATIAL FREQUENCY (cycles/degree) of broad-band noise and the spatial frequencies at which it
was most disruptive to the detection of the bars-the

CURVE NOISE VOLTAGE lrmsl strorger noise having more effect at lower frequencies
U Nthan the weaker noise.

A 1.8
B 1.2 The apparatus and te;t conditions were the same as those

C 0.6 described in Figure 4.3-26 except that only the broad-

0 j 0.3 band (0 to 5 MHz) noise was used.

E NO ADDED NOISE

(b ) -- I I--
0.2 I5AMS NOISE VOLTAGE -15

0 0.1 -- 20o
< \ C

cc AS" D J1 5
0 .. 0 0

Z 0
S0.0

0.02- F
C4

0.011-40

REF. 12.8 ~
0.5 1 2 5 10 20

SIGNAL SPATIAL FREQUENCY

(cycles/degree)
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4.3.3 SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO (CONTINUED)

o (b) (a)

2I 0 I, I o oI I l I I, -
>J 0.1- NOISE IV 05 MHz -o20 - 0

(Ms-20 < VIEWING D;STANCE ! -
- < X : 0.20.9

S"002 CYCLES!DEGREE -0.-5 1.8 5.9"-"'--f- 0G. 0 0 2 - -- -1 6 0 0 U5 -I
< O"•=3.6 J11.8• ZUZ o00ý -40 o 1'7 o. S 002- , • /,/ _

NO NOISE <" 0 - -40 <
03 R E F. 12,8BO

S'Z 0.01 -- Y LE / ,I I I I I I I I

SDEGREE 0.1 0.2 0.5 1 2 5 10 20 50

V) 1O.0.005 REF. 12.8 SPATIAL FREQUENCY (cycles/degrees)
I I I I 1 1

0.2 0.5 1 2 5 10

VIEWING DISTANCE (m)O; (c)

1 20 Figure 4.3-29. Effect of Viewing Distance and Target
" -' 0 OI II 0 M 20 Spatial Frequency on Signal-to-Noise Detection Thresh-•! 01 • V~ms. olds.z--

Z > olds. The interactions between viewing distance and the
l 6Y /EGREE threshold SNR for target detection are cormplex. In theF'T -AL-33 study reported here, two sets of data are presented (Ref.

< • 0.02 - 12,B). The first, Figure 4.3-29(a), at the top of this col-
z t umn, shows that with reference to the angle subtended atC) 0.01-- -- -400

17 the eye, the spatial fr quency that can be detected at a
.: 0,01- 1 given SNR increases in proportion to viewing distance.

_J 6 I Figures 4.3-29(b), (c), and (d) show how the SNR for< - CYCLES/DEGREE
L o 0.02- detection increases as view~ng distance increases. For com-

Ser 0 NO NOISE parative purposes, the threshold signal strengths for noise-
u0 20.005 REF. 12,B free imagery are shown for each spatial frequency. It isSI clear that the noise is not just raising pre-existing

0.2 0.5 1 2 5 10 thresholds.
VIEWING DISTANCE (m)

(d) Tie apparatus used in these studies was identical to that
reported in Figure 4.3-26 with the exception that only a

£ 1 0 1 broad-band (0 to 5 MHz) signal was used.-£ t.0- NOISE 1Vm$ 0-5 MHz<u

W 15CYCLES/DEGREE 0
ii -10

Z >ol° 0.2

FC 0.1 20 .

Z ýl0.05-

W-30 _J
0.02 - Z

0.01 40" X 0 .1 •

0- 5 15 CYCLES/DEGREE

2 U\ NO NOISE

V) in 0.0? SIRIF. 12.8E
I I I I I I . _

C.2 0.5 1 2 5 10
VIEWING DISTANCE (m)
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4.3.3 SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO (CONTINUED)

The signal-to-noise ratio was defined as:
VALUE P

6 50 SNR (dB) = 20 fog Peak signal voltage

600 The noise was described only as wideband and generated
by a commercially available random noise generator.

5.50

0- The rating scale used is shown below.

z• Picture
4.50 Scale Quality

SValue Description

2 REF

0.5 1.0 2.0 3.0 7. Excellent. The picture is of extremely high qual-
BANDWIDTH (MHt) ity; it's as good as you could wai.t one to be.

(a) JUDGED VALUE OF CRT IMAGERY AS A FUNCTION 6. Very good. The p',cture is of very high quality,
OF BANDWIDTH AND SIGNAL-TO NOISE RATIO providing enjoyable viewing.
Isee text for descriplton of scale values)

S0 VALUE 5. Fair. The picture is of fairly high quality.

0 4. Marginal. The picture is not good and not bad.

20 3. Poor. The picture is poor in quality and you wish
rM - -- 6.0 you could impr.wLe it.
S-1 15. 2. Very poor. The picture is very poor but you0 . 12.5---... could watch it if you really wanted to watch
6 1.'• 0 8"' television,

, "5 .- 5.0 n Unusnole. The picture is so poor that you could

Z 5% not watch it.S•. ". • • -4.5

- ==-...-,.....4.0 The pictures were presented on a standard 525-TV-line
4.0 iNTSC system (bandwidth unspecified). The subjects

20 " viewed the monitcr at 71 cm (28 in). Neither display con-
0.05 1.0 2.0 3.0 trast nor highlight luminance was reported. Because th3

BANDWIDTH (MHz) tests were conducted in a semi-d3rkened room, ambient
(b) BAUfrRATE AS A FUNCTION OF BANDWIDTH illumination was low.

AND SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO

The results show.' in Figure 4.3-30(a) indicate the need
for ircreasing the SNR as bandwidth is reduced, if subjec-

Figure 4.3-30. Effect of Bandwidth and Signal-to-Noise tive picture quality is to be maintained.
Ratio on the Judged Quality of Television Pictures. Sub-
jective qiiality judgments, based on the scale shown Figure 4.3-30(b) shows the same results with baudrair"
below, were made by 24 subjects for a televised still pic- curves superimposed. The term "baudrate" -efers to the
ture of two "attractive girls" swimming (Ref. 13,C). The rate at which binary bits are transmitted in a digital sys-
picture was presented to each subject using A1I combina- tem. A baudrate of 1 indicates a transmission of one
tions of the following levels of bandwidth and SNR: binary bit per second; the letter R before a baudrate num-

ber denotes the rate is in megabauds (1,000,000 bauds).
* Bandwidth: 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0 MHz The baudrate curves ware calculated from the bandwidth

and SNR values usin, the method described in Reference
* Signal-to-Noise Ratio: 20, 35, and 50 dB 14.
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4.3.3 SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO (CONTINUED)

Figure 4.3-31. The Effect of Noise Spectra on Judgments
S- ,, ... of Picture Quality in NTSC Color Television Systems

U Judgments of color television picture quality, using the
-A AT scae shown bd'ow, were made by 10 observers for each of

L 3 the four noisi, spectra plotted in Figure 4.3 3 1 (a) (Ref.
-Iio NOIS 15,C),o ,NOIS: ""

SPECiHA

- Scale Judged> -2 Value Degradation

-40 THIANGULAR C1 Not perceptible

.4 -- C. 2. Just perceptible
-4A- • L l=l i ''1 20'00 '4000

20 5o 100• O2000 4000 3. Definitely perceptible, but only slight impair.

FREQUENCY IkH-4) ment to picture

4. Impairment to picture, but not objectionable
(hi 5. Somewhat objectionable

6 6. Definitely objectionable

8 NOISE 7. Extremely objectionable
SPSPECTRA L-3

. FLAT The L-3 noise spectrum is typical of the type found in
< T U coaxial cable systems. The TO-2 noise spectrum represents,- iTIANGU LAR

>" 4 that found in TD-2 relay links for long-distance trans-
0 mission. The flat spectrum and triangular spectrum are

• .1 TD.2 not common to broadcast systems but represent what is

<considered to be bounding conditions. The results (Figure
o 4.3-31 (b)) indicate that for a given level of noise, the qual-
C- 6 • -ity judgments improved as the tow-frequency portions of
SREF. 15.C the noise spectrum were reduced.

20 30 40 so The pictures were of still scenes similar in content to
those that might be found in comnercial broadcasting.

SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO tdBf Highlight brightness was 86 cd/mi (25 fL), and the con-
trast ratio was between 70:1 and 80:1. The pictures were
presented on a 525-TV-line NTSC color television system.

The subjects were seated at a distance from the monitor
of 4 times the picture height. No room illumination was
provided beyond that created by the monitor.

It must be remembered in interpreting the data in this
chart that the judgments were made on the basis of qual-
ity for home entertainment, not information extraction.
It also must be remembered that the testing was done on
an NTSC system which, unlike most closed-circuit TV's,
has separate luminance and chrominance signals.
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4.3.3 SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO (CONTINUED)

(a) I RANGE OVER SEVERAL PICTURES
b• b 1i1111 i Ii I !1 lI I 11 I ...

0 -II --

uj 45 IIII
0 40t

5

Z 40b IRE F. 16,C

" -*. - N L

SNZ ZZ Z Z I

NOISE SPECTRUM CHARACTERISTICS

RELATIVE INTERFERENCE LEVELS FOR NTSC COLOR SYSTEM
(b) 0 RANGE OVER SEVERAL PICTURES

z z I I x I I I I I x I f

O_ 50 -

LU 45-
S= III

Z 40

x T. II -

< 355

(3 ~~REF.16;C_.

000

or ,, WWiiWUJ
N� � 

6
3 X

NOISE c SPCRM cHRcTEcc ICCoor c a n N NW

SF) 003

0 0 t2 0

NOISE SPECTRUM CHARACTERISTICS

RELATIVE INTERFERENCE LEVELS FOR NTSC BLACK AND WHITE SYSTEM

Figure 4.332. Effect of Noise Bandwidth and Median Frequency on Judged Picture Degradation for NTSC
Color and Mlack and White Systems
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4.3.3 SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO (CONTINUED)

(c)
I HEFIEHENCE INTERFEUENCE
2 FLAT NO)ISE S3 L.3 NOISE
4 TI) 2 NOISE IWITHOUT SIGNAL PRE EiMPHASIS)

N5 A2A NOISE
0 '100 1 1 IIl, I f, if , ,I, 1..•. 111111•

-20 ....

>-30- HE " F.,1,.C I

X 20 10 MI 1(JX) 1 0000J

FRECIUENCY (kHt)

NOISE SPECTRUM REF. 16, C

Figure 4.3-32. Effect of Noise Bandwidth and Median (500-kHz) signal haddecreasingly disruptive effects as the
Frequency on Judged Picture Degradation for NTSC median frequency moved up (Ref. 16,C).
Color and Black ard White Systems. An image contain-
ing a 0 to 200 kHz noise source 3 to 6 dB above the The data shown for the first 11 noise spectra in Figure
threshold for its detection was used as a reference against 4.3-32(a) are from 80 observations. For the others, an
which images containing other noise spectra were com- unreported number of observations was made. For the
pared. The signal-to-noise ratio in the comparison image black and white data, each point represents 30
was adjusted until the quality of the two images was observations.
judged equal. The SNR of the reference noise is plotted
at the left of each graph. The range of SNR values which Still scenes common to broadcast television were used as
produced images judged to have equivalent quality is test material. Viewing was from a dist rce equal to 4
shown for each of the spectra tested. Spectra having times the picture hejght. The highlight luminances aver-
lower SNR values for judged equality can be considered aged about 21 cd/m'(8 fL) for the color pictures and 3.4
to be less disruptive than ones having high SNR's. to 100 cd/me (10 to 30 fL) for the black and white pic-

The spe',tra for the reference, flat, L-3, TD,2, and A2A tures. Each was presented on its own 21-inch monitor; the
noises are shown in pert (c) of this figure. monitor for the black and white system employed a P4

phosphor.
The wide variability shown for the color system (Figure
4.3-32a) for noise located near 3.6 MHz is due to the fact It must be remembered in interpreting thise results that
that this is the frequency of the color suhc-arrier in the the jud3ments were made on the basis of quality for enter-
NTSC system. The adverse effect is greatest for saturated tainment, not information extraction. It also must be
reds nnd ",lues. remembered that the testing was done on NTSC systems,

and that for color, the luminance and chrominance signals
F,)r the black and white system, the narrow-band are separate.
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4.3.3 SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO (CONTINUED)

1a 10 _TFigure 4.3-33. Effect of the Number of Scan Lines and

Signa.-to-Noise Ratio on Line-Scan Transparencies. Line-
scan transparencies with six levels of SNR and three dif-

0r ferent numbers of scans per vehicle were tested. The test
1`_- material was prepared from nadir photographs of models

of military vehicles (Ref. 1 7,B). The term signal-to-noise
ratio was defined by the authors as follows:

) S (Variance of sigrnal\• '

<R Variance of noise)

l` 0 05
2 where:

D 0 . A' [f ,)2. 0(T81 2I

0
where:

T, , instantaneous values of the signal and
RE F. 11,8 noise in transmittance with means of

0011 1 ... I 1 7' and 71 respectively
0.1 0.2 6.3 0.4 0.60 81 2 3 S 1?

W± SPATIAL FREQUENCY (cycles m, standard deviation of noise (rms
noise) in treismittaice

This, however, must not be confused with the definition
40 90% of signal-to-noise ratio ,sed for television ýsee Figure

< 80% 4.1-15 and Ref. 18).

70% The line-scan imagery was generated using identical scan-30 PERCENT ning and reconstruction spots of Gaussian distribution
CORREC" 50% with a 7 of 0.235 mm (0.009 in). The pictures were sam-

• IDENTIFICATIONS pled at 0.55-mm (0.02-in) intervals. The IT!-'of the spots

20 30; is shown in Figure 4.3-33(a). The Iransinitfanc-( range of
the input imagery was quanti.ed into 4096 levels (12
bits). The five signal-to-noise ratios were 3, 5, 10, 20,
30, and oR Ths -'ocase is presumed to have had no noiseSt10 TANKS beyond that of the photographic grain, which would be
visually unresolvable with unaided viewing. The number

REF. 17.8 of ,;can lines per target was 16, 32, and 48. The two per-
1L -formance measures taken were classification and identifi-

1 10 20 30 40 48 cation. The details of the test and scoring procedures were
(c) 0 NUMBER OF SCANS PER VEHICLE identical with those described in Figure 4.3-15. Fifty-four

Scollege students served as subjects for the study.
O MISCELLANEOUS The vehicles were classified into two categories: tanks and

40 - miscellaneous vehicles. The results for the identification
,, task, as shown in Figures 4.3-33(b) and 4.3-33(c), were
(A RE F. 17,B different for the two classes. The authors attribute this to
0

- PERCENT -the greater heterogeneity of appearance among the vehicles
3CORRECT in the "miscellaneous" class, which made them easier to

IDENTIFI- distinguish from one another. No differences in the classi-
o 90% (IATIONS fication performance were found for any of the image
P_

2J 08 conditions.

3% 0%

S10 0%

10 20 30 40 48

NUMBER OF SCANS PER VEHICLE
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.4 DISPLAY CONTRAST RATIO AND GRAY SHADES

I)iipiq1- ii 11uin wtJtrai" ( I is file rati a w eteci thte areas ni vi dii ccl rid icai ions it fil e nritilibier 'it W-111t:01 h-1-01,

ifl`idglicst1 Ind liwest Itlilliriatce of' [lie dispay TIre telili 'AllWI I J iligitl.1 )Syieli Caii display., 3s oittl ilt~e

is mtost often used inl coinjunctiion with ('H I s.' lhe ratio diffterenrce belt ceir ts%o adact -T* Steps is Cil

wyrun fromiapiiiit'~ 5:1 to motre thar I100:1 times laiger thati diei thiioliiild for /u.%t J(ri(ei.'ible

depending upon the desigin of tlire tube. hiow it is di] furtwi es.

operratcd. arid thre anrlount ot amlbient illumiinatioii
relete ton -te cren. iur .- (a I illustrates tha~t a high cioitrast ratio ill 3

(H I dtes lint necessarily' mean that a large niiumber of'

Figure 3.1-1I1 coinpa res con trast rat io with o t her nicas- gray shaides can lie repn dii ced. It tiie Itliinhhance t rut S It

tires of contrast. Additionatl distussions on thle influence thiiirogh thle systemi is sinirlilicar. then thre difterenuces

ot equipuilelt cuiitsideiat i'iil Call he founid ini Sect iolls betweenl gras' slradcs will he comtpressed inl some areas
4.4.1 arid 4.4.2. and expanded inoll rs Stich non!inmearitices can result in

a reductiion of, the tIiaI nuimher ilt visible steps.

(;raiYsiale steps or grqv kt-r'Is are patches, of' knowin

refleccta nce iir trainsimitt ance a rranged in ascend i ng and The dat a in di is section indicate thtat ohbtalinin g a

deicewtriitg oirder on1 teleisionl test charts. T o types of' higji-contrast ratio at ftw expanse (if gray sli~dcs hurts

chart are coinmnonly used, one with equal lineartep performance. particularly for moure diffticult targc s (see

anid one with equal logarithmnic steps Which increase try a Figures 4.3-35 and 4.3.3o). If thre obscrver has had direct

factor equal to the \/-2between each step. Byv deternrin- visual access to thre scene just prior to its being presented

ing thre highest and lowest step that canl be dist ingurishied, on the CRT, gray shades appear to increase in iiopor-

a notion of the dvn-puminc ranup' urof the systemo cart he trance as itoaic scalc decreases (Figure 4.3-38).

ohbtai ned. The con trust-rend eringi capabilities ifl tire
hytlicl e determined by obserigtl 111h o

gray shtades that canl he dist inguishued arid their place-
men t along ttire scatle. SuJi de termniationaiiis. hoi weve r a re
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.4 DISPLAY CONTRAST RATIO AND GRAY SHADES (CONTINUED)

(a) _Figure 4.3-34. Target Recognition as a Function of Dis-
00 .play Contrast Ratio. The experimental appAratus and

SHIGH - 1000 imagery used in this study were the same as that described20H CONTRAST in Figiire 4.3-5. A detailed description of the generil test
conditions can be found there. A subset of 48 targets out

500 of the original 63 targets from that study were used. A

100 15-MHz bandwidth with 725 TV lines per frame was the
only bandwidth/TV-line combination used. Three contrast

"" MEDIUM 200 t" ratio conditions were established by adjusting the
Z CON rRAST response of the system operating at 37.6 uB SN R to the

. three curves shown in Figure 4.3-34. As the accompanying
: 100 table show;, a high contrast ratio is not necessarily asso-
o • ciated with the display of a larger number of gray shades.
0 Z I Under favorable SNR conditions (36.7 dB), the high con-

0 5 0 trast and low contrast conditions are only slightly differ-
< LOW ent in the ability to produce gray shades, and the medium
- CONTRAST contrast. condition is superior to them both; under

unfavorable SNR conditions, all the contrast ratios (1 dB
-J and 7 dB) are very similar in gray scale rendition. The
< accompanying table shows the luminarces and display
L <contrast ratios associated with each of the experimentalv0 conditions over which the data were collected. Details of

o the SNR conditions are given in Figure 4.3-34(c). The
relationship between shades of gray and contrast ratio

5 should aho be noted. Both the low and high display-
1. O ENHANCEMENT contrast-ratio conditions produce fewer visible shades of
37.6 d8 SNR gray than the medium contrast condition. The table

REF. 4,C accompanying this figure illustrates how interactions
, .. between three experimental conditions (contrast ratio,
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 image enhancement, and SNR) affected the visual stimu-

PERCENT TRANSMITTANCE OF INPUT lus produced by a CRT. The reduction in contrast caused
RETMA GRAY.SCALE STEPS by decreasing signal-to-noise ratios for the medium con-

(h) trast and high contrast conditions is substantial and illus-
to0 ,0 trates one reaso-t for the decreasing performance as SNR

REF. 4,C decreases. (See Sections 3.1.3, 3.1.4, and 3.1.5 for data on
80 .. visual performance as a function of contrast.)

The method for calculating the values for the three curves
60 in Figure 4.3-34(b) WdS:

0 c

X Number of correct responses\
S40 Percent correct recognitions $ 

0 0
\Number oasn t

I(Number of omitted responses\S20 -.... • ..............- 2 Percent omitted recognitions =100 - assigned targets20 2(Percent errors of omission)

O°! /Number of incorrect responses\
;a, t 3, Percent incorrect recognitions 100Nmeo n rn ses)

LOW MEDIUM HIGH (Percent errors of commission) (Nub of correct and
responses

CONTRAST

(see text for explanation of contrast steps)
The data for each point on the curve showing the percent

1-PERCENT CORRECT RECOGNITIONS of correct responses represent the average of 144 observa-
2-PERCENT ERRORS OF OMISSION tions (12 each for the 12 subjects). Further analyses of
3-PERCENT ERRORS OF COMMISSION this data by target size and contrast are given in Figures

4.3-35 and 4.3-36 (Ref. 4,C).

Image enhancement was accompished by an edge sharp-
ening technique that weighted th,' value of the second
derivative of the video signal from that signal. The effects
of this technique on pL-formance are reported in Figure
4.3-52.

4.3-41
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.4 DISPLAY CONTRAST RATIO AND GRAY SHADES (CONTINUED)

(c) REF 4.C

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS DISPLAY PARAMETERS

DISI'LAY IMAGE SIN LOW LIGHT HIGH LIGHT DISPLAY CONTRAST NUMBER
CONTRAST ENHANCE. RATIO BRIGHTNESS BRIGHTNESS CONTRAST OF GRAY
RATIO MENT (dB) IIL 1110 RATIO (r SHADES

NONJE 1 21.0 25.0 1.19 0.09 5
7 20.0 25.0 1.25 0.11 6

16 20.0 25.0 1.25 0.11 6
37.6 20.0 25,0 1.25 (1.11 7

LOW MEDIUM 1 21.0 24.0 1.14 0.07 6
7 20.0 25.0 1.25 0.11 7

16 20.0 25.0 1.25 0.11 7
37.6 20.0 25.0 1.25 0.11 7

HIGH 1 21.0 25.0 1.19 0.09 6
7 20.5 25.0 1.22 0.10 6

16 20.C 25.5 1.24 0.11 7
37.6 20.5 27.0 1.31 0.14 9

NONE 1 34.0 155.0 4.6 0 66 5
7 85 95.0 11.2 0.84 6

16 2,9 90.0 31.0 094 8
31.6 1.5 90.0 600 0.97 11

MEDIUM MEDIUM 1 54.0 165.0 3.1 0.51 5
7 16.0 112.0 7.0 0.75 7

16 5.7 9G.0 16.8 0.90 10
37.6 2.1 96.0 45.7 0.96 11

HIGH 1 120.0 235.0 2.0 0.32 4
7 65.0 147.0 2.3 0.39 6

"16 17.5 1150 6.6 0.74 9
37.6 3.4 10.0 31.5 0.94 11

NONE 1 55.0 320.0 5.8 0.71 5
7 2.9 310.0 107.0 0.99+ 7

16 0.8 300.0 318.0 0.994 7
37.6 0.5 300.0 600.0 0.99+ 7

HIGH MEDIUM 1 72.0 310.0 4.3 0.62 5

7 19.0 340.0 17.9 0.89 7

16 2.4 340.0 142.0 0.99+ 7
37.6 1.4 340.0 2430 0.99+ 7

HIGH 11 120.0 300.0 2.5 0.42 5
7 55.0 320.0 5.8 0.71 8

16 j 14.0 340.0 24.3 0.92 8
37.6 2.2 340.0 155.0 0.99+ 8

Figure 4.3-34: Target Recognition as a Function of Display Lntrast Ratio

(Contrast ratios and gray shades as a function of experimental conditions)

A 'ZA



SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.4 DISPLAY CONTRAST RATIO AND GRAY SHADES (CONTINUED)
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.4 DISPLAY CONTRAST RATIO AND GRAY SHADES (CONTINUIED)

Figure 4.3-35. Time To Recognize Targets as a Function
of Display Contrast Ratio and Target Size. Thewe data are
derived from further analysis of the information shown in
Figure 4.3-34 for 20 of tile 48 targets represented in that
figure. The 20 targets were similar to those described in
Figure 4.3-7. Thle perforntance measure used in the analy-
siis for the present figure was the time from when the tar-
get entered the field of view until it was recognized. It was
calculated as follows:

Duration from instant target
Recognition latency enters FOV to instant of correct
(second$) resoonse

Each curve represents 120 observations (10 each b% each
of 12 observers). An estimate of thle average number of
gray shades for each contrast ratio was made from the
uata in Figure 4.3-34(c). The estimates were 6.8 for the
high contrast condition, 7.8 for the medium contrast con-
dition, and 6.6 for the low contrast condition. It must be
remembered that the number of visible gray shades is only
indirectly related to the number of visually discernable
luminance steps

Figure 4.3-36. Time To Recognize Targets as a Function
of Display Contrast Ratio and Target-to-Background Con-
trast. These data are a further analyses of the information
shown in Figure 4.3-34. Thc performance measure used in
the present figure was the time taken to recognize a target
after it came into the field of view (recognition latency).
This measure was as follows:

Duration from instant target
Recognition latency = enters FOV to instant of correct
(seconds) response

Some caution is needed in interpreting the differences in
results between the two groups of target /background con-
trast data because the values used were those measured on the
terrain model (see Figure 4.3-5) and not oii the display.

Twenty-four of the 48 targets from the set used to
develop the data in Figure 4.3-34 werE. used, and they
were similar to those used in Figure 4.3-7.

The performance on the medium contrast condition, having
an average of 7.8 shades of gray, is superior for both
the high- and low-contrast tairgets (Ref. 4,C).
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4.3.4 DISPLAY CONTRAST RATIO AND GRAY SHADES (CONTINUED)
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Figure 4.3-37.
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON jAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.4 DISPLAY CONTRAST RATIO AND GRAY SHADES (CONTINUED)

Figure 4.3-37. Time To Find Targets as a Function of
Dispiay Contrast Ratio (Shades of Gray). This chart was
compiled from the same data used for Figure 4.3.14. but
was analyzed to extract the effect of contrast ratio. The
contrast ratio was changed by clipping the video signal to
remove gray-scale information below preset levels and
displaying the gray steps above those levels. Three condi-
tions were studied in which the displayed gray levels wete
5, 7, and 9 as measured by the log gray level scale on the
RETMA chart (Ref. 7,C).

A precaution is necessary in interpreting this data. Griy
levels were found to have an effect only when the observ-
ers had visual access to the targets just prior to their dis-
play on the CRT. Also, it must be remembered that the
gray scale range is only indirectly related to th2 number of
visually discriminable luminance levels in the disolay (Ref.
6; see Figure 4.3-10 for more information on the sxperi-
menta! conditions).

Figure 4.3-38. Time To Find Tbrgets as a Function of
Display Contrast Ratio fShades of Gray), Image Scale on
Photosensor and TV Lines Subtended by Target Height.
This graph was compiled from the same data presented in
Figures 4.3-1 1(a) and Figure 4.3-12(a) analyzed for the
effects of display contrast ratio, A description of the
study from which these data were collected can be found
in Figure 4.3-10 (Ref. 7,C). As the scale of the imaqery
decreased, the importance of gray shades incre,,ed.
A precaution is necessary in interpreting these data
because the results apply only when the observer had
visual access to the scene just prior to its being presented
on the CRT. When no such prior access was available
gray shades did not influence performance (Ref. 7,C).
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4.3.4. DISPLAY CONTRAST RATIO AND GRAY SHADES (CONTINUED)
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Figurc 4.3-39. Detection of Tanks in TV linaqles as a Function of TV Resolution and Target Contrast



SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.4 DISPLAY CONTRAST RATIO AND GRAY SHADES (CONTINUED)

Figure 4.3-39. Detection of Tanks in TV Images as a the target in the field of view until its detection. The over-
Function of TV Resolution and Target Contrast. In this all results for these two measures ar3 given in parts (a) and
study the TV resolution was changed by defocusing the Io) of thi; figure. For the differences in contrast, the
lens of the TV camera. Three levels were used-25, 35, resultý showed that improved resolution had a greater
and 300 TV lines is measured on the RETMA resolution effect on performance for tlte higher contrast targets and
chart 'Ref. 5). The targets (models of army tanks on a that it had the greatest ef!cct on the target whose contrast
terrain model) were presented in a dynamic display simu- was Positive with respect to the background (Ref. 18,C).
lating an overflight of the terrain model. Only one target
at a time was presented, and each was in the field of view The imagery was displayed on a NTSC-compatible color
for 10 seconds. Three target-to-background contrasts were TV system (see Figure 4.1-11 for a brief description of
used: -0, -0.3, and +0.3. Contrzst was defined as: this system). The targets were presented in both the black

and white a;.,' color modes. The results shown here were
Lt . Lb averaged over both. (For an analyses of the differences in
Swhere: performance as a function of color versus black and white,

see Figure 4.3-51.)

Lt = target luminance Of the 10 observers used, only 3 had had previous experi-
Lb = background luminance ence in target acquisition studies.

Two measures of performa ice were taken: the percent of
the targets detected and the time from the appearance of

4.3.5 VISUAL CONTRAST DETECTION IN CRT IMAGERY

This section presents information on how the contrast contrast thresholds for ('RT displays. Comparison of

detection limits of the visual system are affected by ('RT the results is not a straightforward process because of

characteristics. Figure 4.3-40 illustrates the inaxinium the differences in the studies. However, the range of

CRT performance levels that can bc expected. The data thresholds shown between the two figures is probably a

were gathered in careful studies of the visual mechanism; reasonable estimate of the rarnge that can be expected

the use of the CRT was incidental to the intent of the in operational settings. The performance achieved will

studies. depend greatly on the care with which the viewing
situation is designed, the difficulty of the work being

The second study reported in Figure 4.3-41 was con- performed, and time pressures.

ducted for the specific purpose of determining visual
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.5 VISUAL CONTRAST DETECTION IN CRT IMAGERY (CONTINUED)

Figure 4.3-40. Minimum Detectable Contrast on CRT
(a) OBJECT-PLANE SPATIAL FREQUENCY Displays. The data shown on these two graphs come from

Icycles/mMM at IX or 250 mm) three different studies run under differing conditions by
003 01 03 1 3 iU 20 different authors (Ref. 19, 20, 21). They indicate trends

1 - . ....... .. .... . ..... rather than quantitatively comparable data.
SIZE OF 1!2 CYCLE Iarc Minutes

300 103 30 10 3 I 03 The studies were run under conditions which maximized
1 0 the contrast sensitivity of the eye. They indicate that

A 113 cd/m2 (33 1L0 2' FIELD under ideal viewing conditions, contrasts (Cm) of as low
B 80 cd/m2 (25 1L) 20 X 1.3° FIELD as 0.002 are detectable. In interpreting these results, con-

03 -C 500 c (145 Ll 20 FIELD sideration must be given to the fact that the test objects
cd/r 2  / were represented in a field whose luminance was closely

E D 500 cd/m (145 fL), 10' FIELD / matched to the average luminance of the test object and
01 MONOCULAR VIEWING that the visual task was simply one of detection. When
0/large differences exist between the luminance of the target

/ and that of the area surrounding it, the thresholds will be
I- / significantly higher (see Section 3.1.10 and Figure

o 03 / 3.2-12). Increasing the difficulty of the task from detec-o D A i• / tion to identification or classification of the target will

C B.• have a similar effect. The study reported in Figure 4.3-41
001 , found contrast thresholds for the 95 percent level of

detection much higher than those reported here. Compari-
son of the results is difficult because of the different

0,003, nature of the targets involved, different thresholds
"(for dashed curves, reported, and likely differences in exper~mental detign.

2 see Figure 3.1-19) Taken together, they probably represent the contrast
0.001. ....... ........ detection range that can be expected for CRT viewing in

01 0.3 1 3 10 30 100 the environment of the image interpreter. For more rigor-
SPATIAL FREQUENCY (cycles/degree) ous viewing environments, for instance in the presence of

very high ambient illuminaton or of vibration, the thresh-
olds will increase further.

(b) OBJECT.PLANE SPATIAL FREQUENCY

Icvcles'rnm at I X or 250 mm) The data shown in Figures 4.3-40(a) and 4.3-40(b) were
003 01 0.3 1 3 10 20 derived as follows:

I I'll,, , I ý I I' l,• T I I V l • = IT ~ - - -

SIZE OF 1,2 CYCLE (arc minules) Figure 4.3-40(a)
300 100 30 10 3 1 3 (

1 0 Curve Reference Figure

500 cd/rn 2 
(145 fL), 10° FIELD

A 3.1-23
03 B 3.1-26(b)

C 3.1-29
E D 3.1-29

/-/ E 3.1-29

I- Figure 4.3-40(b) 3.1-28
Z 003 SIUOIAo SINUSOIDAL / Further information on the conditions under which the

GRATING / data were collected are given in these earlier figures. A

001 ,/ description of the dashed curves can be found in Figute
\N 3.1-19.

SOUARE.
0.003 WAVE \

GRATING N, (for dashed curves,
see Figure 3.1-19)

o.001
0.1 0.3 1 3 10 30 100

SPATIAL FREQUENCY (cycles/degroe)
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4.3.5 VISUAL CONTRAST DETECTION IN CRT IMAGERY (CONTINUED)

Figure 4.3-41. Contrast Detection Between Adjacent
(a) LUMINANCE OF BHIGHTEST AREA I1L- Areas on a CRT Display. A square area, subtending

10"1 100 101 10 1 approximately 2 degrees of visual angle per side, was"101 d divided vertically into two areas approximately 1 degree
wide and 2 degrees long. The luminance of one area was
held constant and that of the other was adjusted to deter-

10 mine the difference necessary for detection 95 percent of
-: the t;ne (Ref. 22).U - 100

- Z The area of the CRT which lay outside of the 2X2-

r 0 degree test area was masked off.

10.1 The results indicate that contrasts (Cm) between 0026
lo-10' .n and 0.044 were needed to ensure that the luminance dif-

""Im ference between the two sides of the rectangle could be

z detected o5 percent of the time under the conditions of
< z this test. Contrast (Cm) can be calculated from Figure

M 4.3-41 (a) as follows:

"10"2 From Figure 3.1-10:

FOR DETECTION AT Higher luminance - lower luminance

_2- 95% LEVEL I Cm = Higher luminance + lower luminance

"REF. 22
I" I 111111 10*3 From Figure 4.3-41(a), at 100cd/m 2 (29 fLW, the lumin-

100 101 102  ance difference needed to be detectable at the 95-percent

L EOF BRIGHTEST AREA lcd/
2  thieshold is approximately 5.5 cll"12 (1.6 fLW. If 100

LUMINANCE OBcd/i
2 (29 fL) is taken as the higher luminance, then

(b) OBJECT-PLANE SPATIAL FHELOUENCY 100-5.5 or 94.5 cd/m 2 (27.6 fL) will be the lower and:
Icvcles mm di 1X or 2t0 onml

003 0 I 0.3 1 3 10 20 Cm = 100- 94.5 5.5
II_. , , I_-____ __I____ _______ --- 100+ 94.5 194.5

SIZE OF 1/2 CYCLE frc mmrlule,) Cm = 0.03
300 IC0 30 10 3 1 03

10 .. - . These numbers are much higher than those reported for
the detection of cyclical targets in Figure 4.3-40. The
visual tasks were quite different. The targets in the earlier
figure were cyclical and the detection threshold was set at

03 - / 50 percent. For the present study, the target was a divided

E APPROXIMATE / rectangle, with a single edge ;eparating the two lumi-

E LOCATION OF / nances. Figure 4.3-41 (b) shows that the detection of such

I P S/ / an edge depends upon the slope of the transition between
S 7 the two luminances. The data in Figures 4.4-24 and 4.4-25

• 1,1 show that because of internal reflections in the face of the
Z 03 // CRT, the luminance gradient between the two areas may

EDGE be 4 to 6 mm (0.16 to 0.24 in) wide before the brightness

/ /drops to 10 percent of its maximum value. This distance is

001 - equivalent to 4.5 to 7 arc minutes for the viewing distance
GRATING . -used to collect the data for Figure 4.3-41(a). Figure 4.3-

41 (b) shows a 50-percent contrast detection threshold of

0003 '. betwecn 0.008 and 0.009 for such an edge in non-CRT
",,/ (for dashed curves, displays. Thus it would appear that the 95-percent con-

- see Figure 3.1-19) trast threshold reported in the present study is 3 to 4

0.001 ........................... times that for the 50-percent threshold for non-CRT

0.1 0.3 1 3 10 30 100 displays.

SPATIAL FREQUENCY vcycles/de•ree)
(11 LThe spatial frequency of the edge target was taken as the

( M LMAX spatial frequency of a grating with an equal luminance

GRATING / X I gradient. Figure 4.3-41 (c) shows, to scale, the luminance
distribution of two targets with numerically equal modu-

LMIN lation and spatial frequency.

LMAX

EDGE The relative contribution of the differences in thresholds,

L-MI .viewing conditions, and display apparatus to the discrep-
LM__Nancies between the results cannot be determined from

existing data.
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.6 GUANTIZING LEVELS

Qiratnttiing reters to thre Process of div'iding, the range level. TIwo stu dies using subjective a~sCssriicet ts of (HI
over which the image signal strength varies into ai image quality av. included (Figuies 4.3-42 and 4.3-43).
niumrbe r tit discrete steps. The number of'steps is usually
sonte multiple of' 2 (2. 4, 8, 16, etc.). Thre number of In anl interpreter perfloruance study using tramispar-
steps uised is designated by the posser to which 2 must encies, thle number of qulanti/ing levels required to reach
be raised to produlce thle desired riuimtber, the Powers are a given performance level was l'ound ito bec inversely
ret'erred to in binary terminology as the number of bits, related ito the number of scan lines subtended by the
Since 23 8. anl image whose signal strength range has target. IHowever, f'rom the statndpoinrt o4 total systems
been divided into ei ght steps is said to htave a quaiiti,-ed req i rememi s. fewe r total hits of in forima tionHmt t i/or ital

level of 3. or 3 n~its. In practice, much higher levels of resoluition x vertical resolution X (Juanti/imig levels) Wvere
quantization are used, 5 to 8 b~eing commotn (32 to 256 needed for the lower itunmber of' scan lines. It must lie
steps). (See Figure 4.1.-5 and 4.4-13). nioted, though, that the performanace levels above 80

percetnt were achieved only with the higher Ii ne-utmtber
No studies could be foutnd dealing with image interpreta. conditions (Figure 4.3-44).
tiolt per formtanmce oil C RT's as a futict ion of quan ti/in g
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.6 QUANTIZING LEVELS (CONTINUED)

(a) 0 7 In the study reported here, image quality was judged for
( 0 1 I photographs prepared from 12 combinations of sampling
0 rate and quantizing level. These 12 combinations were
• 6 •divided among four baudrates as shown below:

Q tuantizing Sampling
_J Bdudrate Levels FreuILency

S(R) (bits) (MHz)

< - 9 2 4.5
3 / - 3 3.0

12 2 6.0
S 33 4.0

4 3.0
18 3 6.0

S2- Ref. 23C -4 4.5
5 3.6

0 R)Judidte in me)jtdhuds/secounJ 6 3.0
C I 1 1 1 24 4 6.0

"3.0 4.0 5.0 60 5 4.8

SAMPLING FREQUENCY 6 4.0
ImHzl

(b) The rating scale used was:

0 7 - Judged image
o Scale value quality

t 6 7 Excellentt A 18 6 Very Good

b5 Goad5: 1 4 Fair
3 Passable

<€ > 2 Poor
4 - 1 Unusable

Two scenes were used to prepare the sampled imagery.
D IOne was a portrait of a girl and the second was a very high

oblique photograph of a college campus.
CRe. 23,. Part (a) of this figure shows tl - resul, of the quality rat-

0 R baudrate in megabauds/second ings for erch b.udrate. For the three higher baudrates it
S I I I appears that the judged image quality has reached or is

2 3 4 5 6 approaching a maximum value as a function of sampling
QUANTIZING LEVEL frequency. The fact that these curves, in general, show

(bits) i:ncreasing quality as a function of increasing sampling
frequency means that for a given baudratc, as spatial fre-
quency is given up for increased quantizing levels, the

Figure 4.3-42. Relative Value of Sample Frequency and judged quality must decrease. This decrease is shown in
Ouantizing Levels in Differential Pulse Code Modulated part (b) of this figure in which the data from part (a) is
(DPCM) Systems. In pulse code modulation (PCM) and replotted as a funclion of quantizing levels (Ref. 23,C).
diffcrential pulse code ,nodtlation (DPCNI) systems, the
available bandwidth must be paatitioned between the fre- The limitations of applying this data to interpretation
quency with which a signal is sampled and the number of situations must be recognized. First, the extent to which
levels to which the amplitude of the signal is quantized. In the quality judgment data reflects potential interpretation
terms of imaging systems, the sampling frequcncy deter- performanoe is not known; second, applying the results
mines the spatial resolution of the system and the levels of outside the studied range of baudrates, quantizing levels, and
encoding determine the number of contrast steps for the sarn. ling frequenc;es should only be dlone with caution.
luminance signal. See Figures 4.1-5 and 4.4-13 for discus-
sions of quantizing, PCM, and DPCM. In discussing these The imagery was presented on a black and white television
systems the terms baud and b',d rate are used to denote a monitor viewed at a distance equal to 6 times the picture
single pulse and the rate at which these pulses are pro- height. The monitor had a contrast ratio of 50:1 and the
cessed. A 1-megabaud system is one whose bandwidth will testing took place in a dimly lighted room. Nine observers
handle 1-million signal pul.es a second. Such a sys(em is were used and all made three judgments at each of the
said to have a baudrate of R = 1, R being used to desig- combinations of quantizing level/sampling frequency for
nate the number of m;,gabauds. each scene, for a total of 72 judgments per observer.

4.3-'2
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.6 QUANTIZING LEVELS (CONTINUED)

(a) ______________

4 2

00 1S5 REF. 24,C.

: . 6 4l 5
4 5 6 7 8

QUANTIZING LEVEL (bits)

1- COLOR SIGNAL, COLOR MONITOR
2- BLACK AND WHITE SIGNAL,

BLACK AND WHITE MONITOR

(b)

... .. I I-U 2-

08
B WI

C- , REF. 2 4,C.

,•4 5 6 7 8

QUANTIZING LEVEL (bits)

• '; I- COLOR SIGNAL, COLOR MONITOR

2- BLACK AND WHITE SIGNAL,
BLACK AND WHITE MONITOR

Figure 4.3-43. Effect of Quantizing Levels and Dither on
Subjective Judgments of CRT Picture Quality. The qual-
ity of pictures of ordinary scenes presented on CRTs was
judged as a function of the following factors:

"1) Level of quantizing

2) Color or black and white CRT

3) Pretence or absence of combined dither and noise

The levels of quantization and the number of steps these
represent are given below:,

Quantizing Number of
level steps

4 16
5 32
6 64
7 128

8 256
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.6 QUANTIZING LEVELS (CONTINUED)

Dither, as used in quantizing, is the addition of a high-
frequency, low-amplitude noise or square-wave pulse to
the signal being quantized. This has the effect of "blurr-
ing" the edges of the displayed :mage, and for low levels
of quantization where pictures tend to look "blocky," the
subjective quality is improved. The scale used to judge
the picture quality was:

Scale Judged
value degradation

1 Imperceptible

2 Just perceptible

3 Definitely perceptible but not distrubing

4 Somewhat objectionable

5 Definitely objectionable

6 Unusable

The results indicate that, as expected, dither was helpful
at the lowest quantizing level (4 bits) but had little or no
effect at levels above that. The black and white pictures
were more acceptable at every quantizing level than the
color pictures. At 6 bits for both color and black and
white, the average judgment (from seven observers) was
that the effects of quaintization lay somewhere between
imperceptible and just perceptible.

In interpreting these results, it must be remembered that
the pictures were being judged for quality as it relates to
home entertainment requ'irements, not from the stand-
point of information extraction.

The quantizing was done on standard NTSC composite
video signals. The system had a 4.4-MHz video bandwidth
at the -3 dB level and a SNR or 44 dB. SNR was defined
as peak-to-peak signal/rms noise. The highlight luminance
was 65 cd/min (19 WL. The ambient illumination came
from "softly illuminated" gray walls. Seven subjects (engi-
neers) served as observers, and each made one judgment
under every condition; therefore each data point is the
average of seven judgments (Ref. 26,C).

A description of the quantizing process can be found in
Figures 4.1-5 and 4.4-13.

4/
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.6 QUANTIZING LEVELS (CONTINUED)

Ca) QANTIZED TRANSMITTANCE LEVELS
W;FO)R 3 BIT ENCODING

z~ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 F

W= RE F. 25.8

0 >

zw

zz

r/9r/

10 2 4 8. 16 32 64 12

_45 SCANS/VEHICLE 45
90- 0SAS

VEHICLETARGETS; MILITARY VEHICLES

z
o 70 -wU

- 60 - .

P 2! 30
z W

50 0

/r TARGETS: MILITARY VEHICLES
030
U 3 20 506070 80% CORRECT

20 -RE F. 25.13 1 REF. 25,13 ]
00' 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

QUANTIZING LEVEL (bits of t ýnsmriitance) QUANTIZING LEVEL (bits of trdtsintittdflce)

(d) ____________________

100z . I .
0 -

I- 80- ' 7

C-CL ~ I o-45 SCANS/VEHICLE
P: 60-/

Uj ifo-3 SCANS/VEHICLE

40 /
J20SCANS/VEHICLE

U
cc 20- TARGETS: MILITARY VEHICLES -

0 REF. 25,13
C.) 1 1 1 1

~0 1 2 3 4 5

INFORMATION

(total hits/scone objet~c x 10'3

Figure 4.3-44. Effect of Quantizing Levels and Numu)er of Scan Lines on Vehicle Identification
From Spot-Scan Tra~nsparencies
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.6 QUANTIZING LEVELS (CONTINUED)

Figure 4.3-44. Effect of Quantizing Levels and Number plotted as a function of performance level. Figure 4.3-
of Scan Lines on Vehicle Identificatio)n From Spot-Scan 4 4 (d) shows the results plotted for each scan-line condi
Transparencies. Spot scan transparencies were prepared tion as a function of the total number of bits per vehicle.
from nadir photographs of scale models of military vehi- The total i umber of bits per vehicle was defined as
cles. Seven quanlii:tng levels, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 bits (2, follows:
4, 8, 16, 32, 64, and 128 levels), and three different num- Bits/vehicle = .•)
ber of scans per vehicle, 20, 30, and '.5, were u:ed. A
complete set of transparencies was prepared; i.e., for each where:
quanti/ing level, all three line scan levels were used
(Ref. 25,B). N' = sampling elements/vehicle

p = bits of transmittance associated with
A Gaussian spot with a 2o d'ameter of 0.55 mm (0.022 each sampling element.
in) was used "oth to sample the photographs and print the
transparencies. The spot spacings for sampling and print- Since the number of sampling elements is equal to the
ing were also identical L0.54 mm, 0.021 in). The spacinq square of the sampling parameter (scans/vehicle)
between scan lines was equal to the spot spacing, making
the sample spacing equal in both the horizontal and verti-
cal dimensions. Since the spot size and spacing remained A' = (scans/vehicle) 2

the same for all three scan-line-per-target conditions, the
scale of the targets was in the same ratio as the number
of lines. The number of sampling elements/vehicle is proportional

to the size of the scene object, which varied somewhat
Except for the 1 -bit and 2-bit levels, quantizing was non- among vehicle models. At the lowest value of the sampling
linear and was carried out as shown in Figure 4.3-44(a). parameter (20 scans/vehicle), there were approximately
The example shown is for 3-bit encoding (8 levels). The 244 sampling elements over the image of the smallest
trarsurittai•n' /ristgram was divided into equal areas vehicle and about 315 sampling elements over the largest.
under the curve; i.e., equal probability of occurrence, The abscissa in the figure reprodUced here as 4.3-44(d)
except for the background and border areas, to which one was scaled to correspond to an average of 280 samplirg
gray level each was assigned. Note that this results in a elements for this case.
nonlinear assignment of transmittance levels. The results indicate that for a given performance level the

number of quantizing levels is inversley related to the num-
Each transparency contained images of 25 vehicle r6odels, ber uf scan liner per vehicle. However, information require-
Performance was measured in percent of vehicles that were ments in terms of total bits per scene are directly related
properly identified. Scale models of the vehicles were on to the number of scan lines per vehicle at a given perfor-
display during the test. Viewing distance, vi' jal angles mance level. A description of quantizing can be found in
subtended by the targets, their contrast, and luminance Figures 4.1-5 and 4.4-13. Spot shape istlescribed in Figure
levels were not reported. Figure 4.3-44(b) shows perform- 4.1-9, and a study on the effects of spot shape on image
ance as a function of quantizing levels for each scan-line- quality is reported in Figures 4.3-56 and 4.3-57.
p.r-vehicle level. Figure 4.3-44(c) shows the same data
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.7 IMAGE MOTION

While several of thi studies reported in Section 4.3.1 involves judged quality comnparisons between two mnov-

involved mnoving images. none invesdigated the effects of ing images of different resolution. The second is a

the motion itself. Many studies have been done on the performance study that shows interactions between the

effects of image motion in other types of displays (see scan lines per target and target orientation, as a function

Section 3.10), but none involved the use of a television of image velocity. The third is a performance study in

* camera or CRT. which the target motion was erraiic in the manner Il.,

would be expected in images from guided weapons

Both TV cameras and CRT's have chiaracteristics that being affected by atmospheric turbulance. The fourth

degrade the quality of moving images. In the case of the concerns the effect of combined hori/ontal and vertical

camera, 1'oth the frame time and residual image left after jitter on image quali~y judgements.

each scan, called lag, contribute to the degradation. In

CRT's the phosphor persistence is the source of the Data concerning the influence of image motion oti the

degradation. resolution of a TV camera are reported in Figure 4.4-24.

Four studies are reported in this section. The first

I,- .

//
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.7 IMAGE MOTION (CONTINUED)

(a) Figure 4.3-45. Relationship Between Bandwidth, Image

A Motion, and Judged Image Ouality. A series of compari-
i I • I = sons were made between two images of a moving object

HOVIZONTAL presented sequentially on a CRT. One image, the test
SPE E -D scene, was transmitted at the fixed bandwidth common to

O b,,!,,ecId all tests (1 MHz); the other, the comparison scene, was
0
0 c transmitted with various amounts of bandwidth reduction

44 0 keeping the number of TV lines constant (Ret. 26,C. As a
3 3 result, a reduction in bandwidth reduced the resolution in

X D the horizontal direction only. (See Figure 4.1.6 for discus-
o 2.2 sion of relationship ,etweei horizontzl resolution and

E .51. bandwidth.) 7 he observers were asked to compare the
E 0 Rquality of thc second image with that of the first, and to

020 0 REF. 26C rate the degradation caused by the bandwidth reduction

2 I I I 0 i 0 on the six-point scale shown below.
0.20 025 0.32 0 40 0.50 0.63 0 801.

BANDWIDTH IMH,) Scale Judged

TARGET WITH MANY HIGH.CONTRAST EDGES value degradation

_______________________________A Not perceptible

BANDWIDTH REDUCTIONS CAUSING JUST A Jut perceptible

PERCEPTIBLE IMAGE DEGRADA'ION B Just perceptible

IMAGE MOTION BANDWIDTH C Defin;tely perceptible but not disturbing

PERCENT D Somewhat objectionable
VISUAL FRAME TEST REDUCTION

ANGLE WIDTHS/ SCENE COMPARISON (rfst E Definitely objectionable

(deq/secl SEC (MHz) SCENE (MHz) compirison) F Extremely objectionable

0 0 t1.0 0.63 370 1 0. 1.0 0.6 Tests were conducted on two targets, one with a large

-0.5-1.1 0.23- 045 1.0 0.56 44 number of high-contrast edges (a series of vertical strips)

2.2 0.27 1.0 0.43 52 and one with very few high contrast edges (a tuppence).

3.3 0.41 1.0 0.42 58 The targets moved in the horizontal direction only.

4.4 0.54 1.0 037 63
The results show the relative lack of sensitivity of moving

(b) images to bandwidth reduction. The table, taken from
Figure 4.3-45(a), shows that while a 37-percent reductionA Hin bandwidth produced a just-perceptible degradation forHORIZONTAL

MOVEMENT .• an imzje with no motion, a 62-percent reduction was
B -SPEED needed to produce the same effect between two images

C Idegfsecl moving at the rate of 0.54 picture-widths/second. It is
4 4.4 important to remember, when irivrpreting these results,

2 that the comparisons were md" between two images
S2.moving at the same speed and do not represent a direct

.0 ( D .5 101 measure of the loss of resolution caused by the motion.
" 0 The latter data would be obtained by compa :ng a moving
0. test image with a still comparison image.

E REF. 26C A comparison of the two graphs in this figure shows that

F_ I I I I I I while the smaller absolute bandwidth shifts are required

0.20 0.25 0.32. 0.40 0.50 0.63 0.80 1.0 for the picture with fewer high-contrast edges (Figure

BANDWIDTH (M-Hz) 4.3-45(b), the range of shifts induced by motion is similar.

TARGET WITH FEW HIGH-CONTRAST EDGES A 271-' V-line system with a 30-Hz frame rate and a line
interlace ratio of 2:1 was used for the tests. The subjects

sat at a distance of 0.9m (36 in) from the display, where

the raster subtended a visual angle of 8 degrees.

4.3-58
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.7. IMAGE MOTION (CONTINUE[I

IMAGE VLLOCITY ON VIDILON FACEPLATz

01 02 03 0.4 0.5 06 07
-- ~ ~ ~ ~ - -- T'-II...

100

n xo

x 

X"1- 40

It SCAN LINES/GAP

0 X 2.2

20 C 1 6
* 1.2 REF, 27,B

0 1 1 1 1 _ _

0.2 0.6 1.0 1.4 1.8
IMAGF VELOCITY ON VIDICON FACEPLATE

(cm/sec)

ý%,AGE VELOCITY ON VIDICON FACEPLATE (C? IMAGE VELOCITY ON VIDICON FACEPLATE

(bI im sec (c)I m ,sec

0b1 0.2 0.3 0.4 .5 0.6 0.7 0 1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7

100 100100

0 80 
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- 40 16,6

0 0 1.2 
0 1.2
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0 _ -_0 ti I -I I 1 1 _

0.2 0.6 1.0 1.4 1.8 0.2 0.6 1,0 1.4 1.8

IMAGE VELOCITY ON VIDICON FACEPLAlE IMAGE VELOCITY ON VIDICON FACEPLATE

(Cn/secI 
(cm/sec)

IMAGE VELOCI1Y ON VIDICON FACEPLATE (e) IMAGE VELOCI ('Y ON VIDICON FACEPLATE

(d) tIn/sec) ((in/sec)

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 01 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7

100 L •100 
/

80 x 80

800

) Z60 60 SCAN LINFS/GAP
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Ul40 01.6

16 0 1.2

',20 - O 11.2 rU 20 --

20 012 2 GAP ORIENTATION

GAP ORIENTATION LOWER RIGHT REF. 27.8

LOWER LEFT REF. 2/,B 
L I R 2 -

""0 , 1 1 I I I I I - 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 I

0.2 0.6 1.0 1.4 1.8 0.2 0.6 1.0 1.4 1.8
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Figure 4.3-46. The Effect of Image Motion on the Detection of the Orientation of a Landolt .ling in a TV Display

(continued)
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERP'

4.3.7. IMAGE MOTION (CONTINUED)

Figure 4.3-46. The Effect of Image Motion on the Detec- motion avetrgnd across all orientations used in the stdy
tion of the Orientation of a Landolt Ring in a TV Dis- (uppvr left, upper right, lower left and lower riqht). Parts
play. A lidoIt, rot •is a frequently used target for testing (h) through (e) show the effects of gap orientation (Ref.
visual performance. It is a broken ring in which the gap i, 27,B).
equal to the width of the line. In visual acuity tests, the
rii,9 is rotated and the observer is asked to report its orien The data were ccl;eced on a 525-TV-lIne system with a
taion (e.g., the gap at the top, bottom, left side, etc.). In bandwidth of 10 MHz and a SNR greater than 30 dB. The
the study reported in this figure. a Landolt ring moved raster had a 2: 1 interlace with a field rate of 60 Hz and a
across the mc.nito, of a closed circuit television system at frame rate of 30 Hi. Amh'ent illumination on the face-
var-1$s 130es. The ability to detect the orientation of the plate was less than 32 lox (3 fcl.
ring was measured as a function of image velocity and the
number of scan lines per gap width. Part (a) of tlii. fiijure The results are averarged for four studies using from 5 to
shows the result-' as a function of gap size and rate of 12 subjects.
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON .AMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.7. IMAGE MOTION (CONTINUED)

IMAGE VELOCITY ON VIDICON FACEPLATE IMAGE VELOCITY ON VIDICON FACEPLATE
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"Figure 4.3-47. The Effect of Image Motion on the Detection of the Orientation of a Square.'.. [ Figur Wave Grating Displayed on a CRT 4.3-61
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORAIORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.7. IMAGE MOTION (CONTINUED)

Figure 4.3-47. The Effect of Image Motion on the Detec. ment along the scan lines. Parts (c) through (f) show per-
tion of the Orientation of a Square-Wave Grating Dis. formance as a function of grid orientation, number of
played on a CRT. A square-wave grating was moved scans per grid, and image ve!ocity for movement across
across the TV display generated by a closed-circuit tele- the scan lines. The effect of grid orientation on perform-
vision system. The observer's task was to report the orien. ance reflects the effects of the one-dimensional sampling
tation of the grid. process of line scan systems (Ref. 27,B).

Performance was measure0 as a function of grid orienta- As image velocity increases, the time the target is visible
tion, direction of travel (along or across the scan lines), on the display is rediced. The times in this experiment
and velocity. were 1.2 seconds for the lowest velocity and 0.6 second

for the highest. These time differences must be taken into
Four grid orientations were used: vertic&!, horizontal, consideration in interpreting the results shown here. That
slanted 45 degrees to the left, and slanted 45 degrees to is, the lowest performance scores were associated with the
the right. The results indicate a strong interaction between shortest times as well as the highest velocity.
the orientation of the grid pattern and the direction of
motion. This is shown by the changes in performance for The experimental apparatus used was the same as that
a given grid orientation between part (a) of this figure, described in Figure 4.3-46. The results were averaged over
which shows performance for movement across the scan two studies, which used 5 and 6 subjects respectively.
lines, and part (b), which shows performance for move-

Figure 4.3-48. The Effect of Image Motion on the Iden-
IMAGE VELOCITY ON VIDICON FACEPLATE tification of Vehicles Displayed on a CRT. rhe ability of

lin/sce) observers to distinguish between TV image: of model mili-

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0,6 0.7 tary vehicles and objects closely resembling the vehicles
100 I I I was tested as a function of image velocity and number of

100 scan lines across the vehicles.

The results are shown in the accompanying graph. Inz interpreting the results, the same precaution must be

o0 taken as with Figures 4.3-46 and 4.3-47. That is, as image
60 velocity increases, the time that the target is visible on the

cc display decreases. For this study these times were 1.2

SMOTION ACROSS RASTER seconds for the lowest velocity and 0.6 second for the
L"
' 40 highest (Ref. 27,B).
cc SCAN LINES/VEHICLE
0ou x 10 The experimental apparatus was the same as described in

20 Figure 4.3-46. Six subjects were used and each subject
0 6 made 72 observations.
* 4 REF 27,B

0 I I I I I I

0 0.2 0.6 1.0 1.4 1.8

IMAGE VELOCITY ON VIDICON FACEPLATE
(cm/sec)
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.7 IMAGE MOTION (CONTINUED)

Figure 4.3-49. Effect of Image Motion in CRT on Target
"NU 99 Detection Performance. These results are from the same

C R study reported in Figure 4.3-55. The target motion simu-
SCORRECT RESPONSES lated the movement caused by atmospheric turbulence

- ERRORS acting on a TV guided weapon closing in on a target. The
02 effect of such motion is that the target moves about in an

E 89 unpredictable fashion. In this study the target was always
2- 0 within ti.e field of view. The average rates of the motion,

w 1 representing th;ee conditions of turbulence, were 0.25,
REF. 28,1 1.33, and 3.25 degrees per second. The maximum rates

79 were approximately 3 times these numbers.
0 1 2 3 4

MOTION RATE (degrees/per second; The authors speculate that the reason the visual angle for
correct detections did not increase between the 1.33- and
3.25-degree-per-second conditions is that the subjects
learned that the relative motion increased as the missile
neared the target; as a result, they made their decisions
that the target had been detected earlier in the flight. In
each case the accuracy of the decision was checked by
requiring the subject to place a cursor around the targrt
area (Ref. 28,D).

Additional information on the study conditions can be
found in Figure 4.3-55.

Figure 4.3-50. Effect of Image Unsteadiness on Judgment
1.0 ,,,,, 0.10 of CRT Picture Quality. Scenes typical of those found in

C .8 commercial TV were caused to exhibit unsteadiness in
6 both horizontal and vertical axes while being displayed on

a CRT. A group of 20 observers rated the image quality
< .4 0.5 from the standpoint of its acceptability based on its
0-; .3 MEAN Z appearance (Ref. 29,C). The rating scale used was asLU

E SCALE i follows:

t 0 Scale Judged image

.> .0.1 value degradctiun
00

W08 3 1 Imperceptible

.o6 2 2 Just perceptible
r_ 0.05" 3 Definitely perceptible but not disturbing

0.04 REF. 29,C ,- 4 Somewhat objectionable
.03 • 5 Definitely objectionable

0.05 0.1 0.5 0.10 3.0 6 Unusable
PERIOD OF MOVEMENT (seconds)

SUBJECTIVE RANKING OF IMAGE UNSTEADINESS The results shown here are for still scenes. It was reported
IN TELEVISION PICTURES that for scenes with movement in them, more unsteadi-

ness could be tolerated. Both the period and amplitude of
the unsteadiness contributed to the rating. The observers
sat at a distance of approximately 6 times the vertical
picture height from the display. The amplitude of move-
ment, along with this approximate viewing distance, was
used in the present report to calculate the values for the
visual angle of the movement shown on the right-hand
ordinate.

A description of the viewing system was not given, but
since the authors were British, it might be assumed that it
was a standard British 625-TV-line system with 2:1 inter-
lace and a 1/25-second frame time. Highlight luminance
was not reported. Ambient illumination was at a "typical"
"room level.
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.8 COLOR CRT DISPLAYS

The use ol 'color ('i's for in'.•r, iniierpr itimoil wok. black anrd while 1%V imarei)y for the identilficatioi of'
particularly in the area of" . crau c . - i'Ir c ,lco/h.•, for military vhiclt.. lIiuire 4.3-43 gives the re,,ults of a
iinag e iuiauuipuilaioni puirpose•. is increashin rapidly. co'mpairison hetweeii c•.ol anid hlack aind white judged
t;Ifrlulr ately very few iiia ge interpietation studies image quidity for (Iuati/'ed iniagery &s a fl'Ct'tii of'

have been C.ondui.cted using these devices. One study is IV line dither.
reporled here which compares performance ol color and

Figure 4.3-51. Detection of Tanks on Color Versus Black
(a) ioo and White Television. Models of military vehicles (tanks)

painted either brown, green, or gray were mounted on a
terrain model in such a manner that three values of target
-to-background luminance contrast were obtained, 0, -0.3,

0 80- and +0.3. Contrast was defined as Lt'Lb where Lt is the
I=

60 - target luminance and Lb is the background luminance.
,, 60-Two background colors were used, green and brown. In

-L -, contrast, and background color, three levels of resolution
4U 40 - were used: 25, 35, and 300 TV lines. The differences in

X resolution were measured on a RETMA chart (Ref. 5) and
./ obtained by defocusing the TV camera lens. The same

4' monitor was used for piesenting the color and black and
20 white targets. The targets were viewed at a 12 degree

obliquity (from nadir). The camera moved over the dis-
Ref. 18, C play model at a constant rate and the targets were in the

0 field of view for 10 seconds. Only one target was pre-
25 35 300 sented at a time, and each sijbtended a visual angle of 25

arc minutes. Performance was measured as the percentage
RESOe UTION (TV lines --log scale) of targets detected.

The results indicated that the color presentation was
superior to the black and white one except for the posi-
tive contrf.st condition, where they were equal (Ref.

(b) 100 I18,C).

Caution must be used in generalizing these results to all

80 black and white versus color TV presentations. Because of

W 1 the aperture mask and phosphor matrix on color moni-I- tors, the black and white image displayed on a color CRT
w has somewhat different characteristics than the image for
SJ 60 _the same signal presented on a high-quality black and
0 41 white monitor. The TV system was a 525-TV-line NTSC

unit (see Figure 4.1-11). The phosphors had the following

S40 - tristimulus values:

OX Y

Red 0.654 0.335

20 Green 0.290 0.600

Ref. 18, C Blue 0.150 0.065

0 1 _ _ _ (See Section 5.2.1.3 for a description of the tristimulus
0 -0.3 40.3 method of specifying chromaticity.) The color tempera-

CONTRAST ture of the white signal was set at 65000 K.

Ten observers were used in the study, only three of whom
had previous experience in target acquisition studies.
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM ILABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.9 EDGE SHARPENING

I.d e, .ShalrI)( t, o is aill a iln le nwiniiplil:tin techniqullle ',0r where

increasing the hillililiice gridietit between two ilreas ill

aill ininage. Viite purpose is ti inmp ro vwe lie sisiial pie reel)- ei = lbr e dee-sita rpenl ed sig.n1al anld
lion to details in tile iniagetye . hi the study re p•it ed here.

tile shiarpening was done oil the viden signal by taking e = tile original signal

the second hriatii' of th aiht signal and subtractin g it
fromn thie signal. The f i rnula used was: The rCsult.s ii f tile Stidy indic ,at e thai the ti• chlnique

impaired performanice at low SNR's and inmproved it at

ei = - (d-e/dt-) high SNI's ( Ref. 4.().

Figure 4.3-52. Effect of Edge Sharpening on Target
10c Recognition Performance for Images Displayed on a

90 CRT. The data presented here arc from the same study as
those shown in Figure 4.3.5 (Ref. 4,C), and have been

80 rep totted to show the effect of the edge sharpening tech-
nique employed. The data for the percent of correct

- 70 recognitions are shown in part (a) and for errors of omis-
Z sion in part (b). The edge sharpening was accomplished by

p60 subtracting the second derivative from the video signal as
follows:

$0
o) IMAGE ENHANCEMENT 2

40 e= eo -(de/ldt2)
O----O HIGH 3.521

30 - MEDIUM 1:1 where

(r - NON E 0: 1
c ei= the edge sharpened signal

1/ 0 REF. 4,C eo = the original video signal

1 7 16 37.6 There enhancement levels were tested-none, 1 : 1, and

Y/ (a) SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO (dB) 3.5:1-where the ratio was applied as a multiplier to the
derivative before subtraction. The results showed an inter-
action between the level of enhancement and SNR, with
the high enhancement levels producing the poorest per-
formance and most errors of omission at the lowest SNR

100 and the best performance and lowest errors of omission at
IMAGE ENHANCEMENT the highest SNR (Ref. 4,C). Details of the equipment,
,--N- NONE (0:11 procedures, and subjects used in this study can be found

80 -- 6MEDIUM (1:1) in Figures 4.3-5 and 4.3-34.

-).7--0 HIGH (3.5:1)

0 6

50

S /1 7 16 37.6

S(b) 51CNAL-TO.NOtSE RATIO (dB)
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.10 VIEWING DISTANCE

Ft•ure 4.3.28 shoý%ed how viewing dish.nce andl SNR Iromnt (he monitor ilte Casual olserserl wa.lls to sit. "lIhe
intlracted to Influmence target detection thresholds for visibility o tihe line structure ill mRm displays intihmdceS
simle-wave targets. I,'ellered dista•,les fill Casual viewing collsideratioums beyond thoise pieseield ill Section 3.(6.
purposes ha:vc bheen iivuesligae•d and wemeli found to be a The natlme of tire noise in tie ('RT display is also ;in
ftUllitioll of picture height. The Valhues f:all in a rlimee influeinlcinlg factoir (see Figure 4.3-29).
floni 4 t0 8 liimes tlhe pktilmle heighit fldlsltandard

broadcast s)she.mns. III tihe stiudy reported in Figure 4.3-55, it was found t hat

chan ginig tlihe visual sime of the display by clmtaginiog its
111C diStance is infllullnIceLd h1 thi TV line itminlhber fl" hIei distance from thie ihserver did iiot affCct tile numb1.er of
system. Slihorter vi.'wing distances are preferred for 1V lines per target required for recognition over a range
systems of higtter line number. This sulmmgests that the of' 23 cm1 to 4 ci•m l.2 Ito 33.3 in).

visibility of the raster plays a role in determnining how far

Figure 4.3-53. Relationship Between CRT Resolution,
10 IPicture Size, and Preferred Viewing Distance. In many of

625 405the studies reported in this section, the viewing distance is
t8 given as a function of picture height. The usual distance is
6 4 to 8 times the picture height (for a picture whose height

is 35.5 cm (14 in), the viewing distance would be i.4m
-N (55 in) to 2.8m (110 in). These values have been estab-
1 4 lished from studies such as the one reported in this figure
E- (Ref. 30,X).

I-
O In this study, nine observers were allowed to choose the

2 distance from which they wished to observe pictures of
z 405 TV lines and 625 TV lines presented at bandwidths of

TV LINES 7 MHz, 3 MHz, 1.5 MHz, and 0.75 MHz (Ref. 29). The
results indicate, not surprisingly, that preferred viewing
distance decreases as resolution increases. From the stand-

1 3point of transfer of information from the CRT to the
.625 observer, the viewing distance is of great importance. If

F30.X the distance is so great that the smallest displayed element
405- is below the resolution limit of the visual system, informa-

•. tion will be lost. For a 525-line NTSC system, the dis-0. 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12 14 16 18 played resolution, after taking the Kell factor into con-

VIEWING DISTANCE sideration, is about 343 TV lines (171 cycles; see Figure
4.1.6). For a tube with a picture height of 35.5 cm (14 in),vertical picture height a single line (VI cycle) will subtend 1 arc minute at approx-

viewying distance imately 57 inches, or 4.1 times the picture height. View-
ing from a distance equal to 8 times the picture height
would mean that 1 arc minute would subtend approxi-
mately two TV lines, and information would be lost in
high frequency, low contrast targets. The optimum
viewing distance for information extraction as a function
of TV parameters has not been tested

Nine observers were used in this study, and each made
four observations under eight conditions of bandwidth
and TV line number. Smooth curves were fit to the data,
as shown. The straight tangent to the two curves at their
inflection points is the extrapolated locus of the inflection
points for systems of other TV line numbers.
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.11 DISPLAY SIZE

The hasic colnlidelraiolns for selecting, a display SI/e gis en enough Io make the line strcrtuell highly visible and
ili Section 3..5 are valid tior cR'I's proikved tIhat pronpel anno ying. The visual angle can he re r duced in such case,
attention is given| to the visihility of' the scan lines. Since by increasing the viewing distance to the display. but

the nuniber of scan lines per raster height is constanit fo since the larger displays are inore expensive. this sOIlutitii
a •vien system. increasing the physical size oft lhe (CRT is not economical. A diiscussi in of s•ome of the facttrs

will increase the si/e of tile scan lines also. At s one lffectine the visibility of' tL, scan lines can be found in
point the individual lines will subtend visual anglk.s large Figures 4.4.- (, and 4.4- I8.

Figure 4.3-54. Effect of Target Size and Contrast on Tar-
DISPLAY SIZE get Detection Accuracy and Time. In the experiment

(-egrees) reported here, the field of view with respect to the target
._ _0 5 10 15 20 25 area was held constant and the display size was varied by

too- I HIGH CO NTRAS decreasing the scale of the image, with the smaller scale
W images occupying only part of the raster. The number of

S80TV lines on both the camera and display remained con-0a 80 . stant, so the changes in scale were accompanied by equiva-
SOBLIOUITY 400 " lent changes in the number of lines subtended by the tar-CC TARGEQUTSY MILTAR

T GTS MI T gets. rhis meant that the resolution increased with

VEHICLES increasing display size. In terms of the average number of
Low C TV lines per target, the resolution varied from 7 to 26.2.

0 The results indicated that there was no change in target
HEF. 31,C detection performance as a function of resolution. The

40 1I . authors attributed this to the fact that the lowest resolu-
8.8 17.6 26.4 35.2 44 tion was adquate for the target detection task used (Ref.

AVERAGE TARGET SIZE 31,C).
(arc minutes)

DISPLAY SIZE The visual angle subtended by the displays and that of the
(degrees) targets within them were varied by varying the viewing

5 10 15 20 25 distance to the display. The changes in performance that
2.07 1 1 were observed as a function of changes in visual angle are

OBLIQUITY 400 shown in part (a) of this figure for target detection per-
TARGETS: MILITARY formance and, in part (b) for the amount of time used to

1.8 " VEHICLES find the target. The figures given for the visual angles sub-
W "tended by the target are approximate because oblique"imagery was used, causing the scale to increase from the

- 1.6 LOW top to the bottom of the image. The numbers reported are
0 CONTRAST the average scale values.

L -14(n 0 The test material was prepared from photographs of

HIGH models of four types of military vehicles. The vehicles
1.2 - CONTRAST- were located on a terrain model, and only one vehic!e

appeared in each photograph. Two levels of target con-
REF. 31,C trast were used, an olive drab vehicle located on a sandy

"81.0 .8 '7. I2 3 44 background and a flat black vehicle located on a foliage0 8.8 •7.6 26.4 35.2 44 background, The search time was limited to 3 seconds per
AVERAGE TARGET SIZE scene.

(arc minutes)

Three sets of six subjects were used, whose backgrounds
ranged from office workers to Marine Corps aviators. Each
subject had 216 trials consisting of 1 t ,al on each 24

"-• "-. scenes for nine resolution-scale combinations.

A 1,035-TV-line, 2:1 interlaced system was used with a
60-Hz field rate and 30-Hz frame rate. The SNR was
reported as 40 dB minimum. System bandwidth was 25
MHz. Ambient Ilurnination was less than 6.8 cd/m 2 (2
WfL) on the face of the CRT. Average raster luminance,
highlight luminance, and target contrast were not
reported.

4
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.11. DISPLAY SIZE (CONTINUED)

Figure 4.3-55. Effect of Display Size and Image Size on
114 Target Detection in CRT Imagery. In the study reported11 1 1 1 here, it was found that the visual angle required to detect

, 8-INCH MONITOR a target incre'Zfnd with inc.-eases in the visual angle sub-
w_ ; tended by tte ' #play (TV monitor) (Ref. 29,D). The

104 • 5-INCH MONITOR increase was aminost directly proportional to the targent
.... 3 .',;INCH MONITOR of the angle subtended by the vertical dimension of the

cc monitor. Part (a) of this figure shows this relationship as
N -94 a function of visual angle subterded by the monitor and

the visual angle required for tarrlet detect'on. The display
size was varied by using differernt siue monitors and view.

a 0 ,ing distances. No dif'.,rence in performance was found as< < A8 a function of the physical size of the monitor. Part (b)
_J do . .. shows the probability of detection as a function of visual

S0 J. AVERAGE TARGET SIZE angle and TV lines per target. These results suggest that
70 4 , AND VIEWING ANGLE the number of lines per target rather than the visual angle

a e FOR CORRECT RESPONSE was the major factor in target detection in this study.
<REF. 28,D

6._,• E - I The subjects' task in this study was to detect a target in a
8 12 15 18 dynamic display. The display simulated a forward-looking

OISPLAY VIEWING ANGLE (HEIGHT) TV system in a TV guided weapon that was flying directly

(degreesl toward the targut. The target moved around within the
(b) field of view in a manner similar to the motion that would

be produced by atmospheric turbulence. Thrae levels of
30 1 1 i i 1 I motion were used, the average rates of which were: 0.25,

PROPORTION . 1.33, and 3.25 degrees of visual angle per second. The
26 OF CORRECT effects of this motion on target detection performance are
2 R O 0.90 shown in Figure 4.3-49. The simulated attacks were pre-

ý- 15 ------- pared by using a zoom lens on a television camera and
0.80 transparencies prepared from aerial photographs of actual

O 10 targets. The targets included such items as a factory, sev-
V5) eral bridges, antiaircraft guns, an aircraft, barges, and oil

0.30 REF. 28,0 tanks. The obliquities varied and were not reported.

10 15 20 25 30 35 _u 45 uO The camera and all of the monitors were 525-TV.Iine, 2:1interlace systems. H;ghlight brightness varied bet veen
TARGET ANGULAR SUBTENSE monitors from 166 cd/mi (48.5 fL) to 218 cdmJ (63.8

(arc minutes) fL) as measured on step 1 of the RETMA chart (Ref. 5).
Resolution measured in the center of the display varied
from 250 TV lines horizontal and 300 TV lines vertical
for the smallest monitor to 325 ".V lines horizontal and
400 vertical for the largest. The length of the trials varied
from 20 to 140 seconds, with a mean of 69 seconds.

Sixteen military and civilian personnel served as subjects.
Each subject was given 64 trials, with the targets and con-
ditirns balanced across all subjects.
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.12 SPOT SPPEAD FUNCTION

In optical lhne-sc:li imige ge~leratlors, the spread fnction A quadratic interpolalor was tfund best for imagery
of tie printing spot Lan be varied by placing appropti- witi, no printing errors. A linear interpolator was sliglitly
ately shaped filters in the optical train. The shape of the better than the quadratic interpolator in the presence of
spread tfunction call be manipulated to provide different jitter and handing errors.
distributions of the overlap between adjacent lines or
spots. The distribution of the overlap effects both the DeLscriptions of the interpolation functions c'mi be found
appearance of the imagery and the auniott of resolhtion in Figure 4.3-56.
and contrast loss created by tile blending of the signals
from adjacent lines or spots at their points of conlact. In Data on the judged information content in the presence
the siudy reported here, nine different point spread of these errors are reported in Section 4.3.13, Figtie

functirans were judged on two criteria: 4.3-57.

* Inhtofia tion content

* Ability to tnaintain information content when spot
position eirrors are introduced by the prinitin
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SECT N 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.12 SP T SPREAD FUNCTION (CONTINUED)
(a) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

IMAGE WITH NO DEFECTS-

z REF. 32,8

<I-

x 3

5 3: 0 6[.

Oq CO W 0
z 0 z

0

- SPOT SPREAD FUNCTION
(b)

(c)

z

uJ

0 LINEAR.. INEPOAO

00

\ % (d)

<0.1 z>\ *

z \

O \~ X \\ QUADRATIC INTERPOLATOR

I ~ (e)

REF. 321B I i

0.01. NOMLZD PTA
0.. 0( 0.70 0.80 0.90e

NORAL1ED PATALFREQUENCYVL
(frequency nf signal/sampling frequency) Fn HANNING INTERPOLATOR

LEGEND: RE F. 32,B

HANNING INTERPOLATOR
-- 105% GAUSSIAN APERTURE
- -- -- -COSINE APERTURE

.......... ................. LINEAR INTERPOLATOR

HALF WAVE RECTIFIED SINC

QJUADRATIC INTERPOLAYO(R

SINC 2  Ilk -1) Where h~e two dimensional point sp'ead function is:

SI Nr. , (k 0.8) h ? (x )=12 s 2 (kx)sn 2 ky1lv) a- spot spacing
SINC2

' (k -0.6) h a- ax~, aic( sn

Figure 4.3-56. Judged Quality of Spot Scan Transparencies as a Function of Spot Spread Function
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.12 SPOT SPREAO FUNCTION (CONTINUEDI

Figure 4.3-56. Judged Quality of Spot Scan Transparen- 0 105-pecent Gaussian

cies as a Function of Spot-Spread Function. Nine dif- 2 Where the two-dimensional point-
ferent xl•,nt.sprc'aJ fttinn were used to reproduce a 0 Sinc2, k - 0.6 spread function is:

digitized aetial scene containing several types of targets 22(Ref. 32,13). (&!e Figure 4.1 -10 f or a discussion of spot 0 sinc2, k 0.8n 2((..V) sinc sine2 (kk~

shape1W.) 0 Sinc2 , k 1.0 a 2  a l a

The imagery was prepared on a Ihtiu-scut • nti ,'. gcno-i"ttr, and a = spot sp,,cing.

with operating principles simiiar to those described in 0 Half-wive rectified sinc
Figure 4.1.16. 0 Hanning interpolator

The digitized input image was sampled in two dimensiu i.
so it was printed a spot at a time. (Sa Figure 4.1-4 for a One-dimensional representations of the manner in which
discussion of tw-,.dim(,nsn'al sampling.) The resu!ting the three interpolation functions distribute signal strength

transparencies were judged for their in'orma.ion content between adjacent spots are shown in parts (c), (d), and (e)

by three observers familiar with image ouality research. of this figure. In practice the distribution is in two dimen-

Emphasis was placed on judging for information content, sions. The linear interpolator makes the luminance distri-

not pleasing appearance. The observers Aere allowed to bution between neighboring pixels a straight-line function,

use any viewing distance they wished, and tube magnifiers the quadratic interpolator fits a parabolic function across

were available if they wished to use them The contrast three successive pixels, and the Hanninq interpolator fits a
and density of the imagery were not reported. raised cosine function between neighboring pixels.

In performing the quality judgments, each subject viewed More information on the nature of these functions can be

the transparencies ior all nine spot ftinctions at one time. found in the reference entry in this book, a detailed dis-

They were ranked from 1 for the best to 9 for the worst. cussion of their pIopirties can be found in the reference
itself (Ref. 32,B). The results of the ranking are shown in

The spread functions used are listed below: part (aW of this figure for "error free" imagery. Figure
4.3-57 ard 4.3-58 shows the differential effects on the

"* Linear interpolator rankings caused by errors in the position of spots that
occur during exposure. The high-frequency region of the

"* Quadratic interpolator modulation transfer frunctions for each is shown in part
(b).

"* Cosine
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SECTION 43 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3-13 IMAGE DEFECTS

l:or tile purposes of this section, ituige de teclN ale Thle de fets coveted in this se'tionl ale as tohlow"s:

degradat ions in imlage q ualit y caused by improper

oper atiol of eqimprue nt or bN tr an smission difflic ulties. Io li ne-scan tiran spa rencies I-igure

The data ()il line-scai trarusparericics are treatedl first in a ('ycli bailding 435

this section. as they conme fromt the saine study as t1'e 0 Jitter 435

data in Figure 4.3-5(,.
For CRT displays

No interpreter performance data could be found that

related to imagec detects. Ail of thle data for CRT 0 Vc11o 
4.3-58

displays in this section come froin broadcast television 0 D~ifferenutial delay between luminance

image quality studies and are based on thle NTSC system. and ch ronniflialice signals 4.3-59

For tire data onl color telesisiots defects., this distinction 0 Differential gain and differential

is important because in tire N'TSC system tile luminance distortionl between tile luminance and

and chircininance signals are separate. and in closed- chromiinalice signals 4.3-59

circuit or computer-drilsen color systems. each color ts

fiet 1srcntly independently transmit ted, in which case not No data from either performiatic .or image qualit y judge-

lundtinatice signal is present. 
merit studies could be found dealing withs the image

ano~malies created by the sarnpring process (for instance

aliasitig). These phenomena have been of much theoret-

ical interest but their effects on interpreter performance

apparently [lave not been systematically inv~estigated.
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SECTION4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.13 IMAGE DEFECTS (CONTINUED)

Figure 4.3-57. Effects of Jitter and Banding on Spot Scan

AVERAGE OF ALL DEFEC ;S Transparencies. The nine point-spread functions reportedI in Figure 4.3-56 were used to make transparencies in which
ZI REF. 32 8

< 3 -F 32, ,errors in the positions of the (lots were introduced. This
X . was done in order to test the influen,ýe of such errors on

the quality of the image produced by each typc of func-

K l- tion (Ref. 32,B). The images were ranked on their informa-
< o tion content in the manmer described in Figure 4.3-56, with

a rank of 1 assigned to the best image and 9 tc, the poorest.
C' Four transparencies containing errors were made for each

( Wo 0point-spread function. Three contained cyclic handing
) 6 5.errors of 2, 5, and 8 percent, respectively, of the nominal

Z 4 . sample spacing. The fourth contained jitter for which the

" z • "- a errors in location had a Guas;ian distribution with a stand-
,, 2 U Z! U •ard deviation of 0.026 space.Z 0 I Z Z• <-.•

Banding is caused by systematic errors of position perpen-
(a) SPOT SPREAD F -NCTION dicular to the direction of scan; it can be cyclic; i.e., repet-

itive over some distance on the imagery; or it can be local-(b) ized, occurring in one particular area. It is generally

, ' ,caused by inaccuracies in the lead screw mechanism that
•f 'Y •/ N •IN N( N NI, advances the scanning spot from ona line to the next.

( "•e N," Nf N" "/"A random inaccuracy in the placement of a single spot is -.
k ./ I ,\ ,4 caused by small errors in the position control mechanisms

' "" \ • N, " ,1of the device. Jitter errors can be in either the horizontal
\ \ A\ .,• A)7 or vertical dimension of the image.

( " "' / \/ Figure 4.3-57(b) illustrates a matrix of dots with no
,#\ /\ J\ 9\ /k.# errors. Figure 4.3-57(c) illustrates the result of jitter, and

11 e,/"N /I N011 Nf Figure 4.3-57(d) the result of cyclic banding.

ERROR-FREE SPOT SPACING For the chart in this figure, the average of tie judgments
(c) for all errors is shown. The order of the rankings changed

somewhat from thet for the e.ror-free imagery shown in

<'fv Y \ Figure 4.3-56. Figure 4.3-.8 gives the results (individ-
' , l ually) for the two types of error for each point-spread

function.

SPOT SPACING WIT1H JITTER

(d).

,•-'-

SPOT SPACING WITH BANDING

4-3-74
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.13 IMAGE DEFECTS (CONTINUED)

- - (a) QUADRATIC INTERPOLATOR (b) 105% GAUSSIAN

7/"

• ... Z 3

9- 9

ERROR CYCLIC JITTER ERROR CYCLIC JITTER
FREE BANDING FREE BANDING

TYPE OF ERROR TYPE OF ERROR

(C) COSINE (W) LINEAR INTERPOLATOR

,3 3 1 1

0 6-<J69 - 9 -:ii~i

ERROR CYCLIC JITTER ERROR CYCLIC JITTER

FREE BANDING FREE BANDING

TYPE OF ERROR TYPE OF ERROR

-. .7 " . '(e) SINC SQUARED (k 0.6) (f) SINC SQUARED (k 0,8)

3 32,B

0 _j

ERROR CYCLIC JITTER ERROR CYCLIC JITTER
FREE BANDING FREE BANDING

TYPE OF ERROR TYPE OF ERROR

REF. 32,8

Figure 4.3-58. The Effect of Jitter and Bonding on Point-Scan Transparencies
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SECTiON4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.13 IMAGE DEFECTS (CONTINUED)

Figure 4.3-58. The Effect of Jitter and Bandinq on
(g) HALF-WAVE RECTIFIED SINC Point-Scan Transparencies. This shows the rankings of

transparencies that contain the errors described in Figure
1 4.3-57 (Ref. 32,6). The effects of two kinds of errors, jitter

and cyclic banding, are presented separately for each type
V i of point-spread function. Fo; jitter, the dot position error

< 3 " was Gaissian in distribution with a standard deviation of
0.026 space. The cyclic banding was at three levels, 2 per-

l•- cent, 5 percent, and 8 percent of the spot spacing. A fur-
ther description of these errors can be found in the refer-

6 -- enced figure.

The point-spread functions are presented in order by their
rankings on the error-free imagery, as follows:

ERROR CYCLIC JITTERFREE BANDING

TYPE OF CnROR Function Figure

Quadratic interpolator a
105% Gaussian b
Cosine c

N) SINC SQUARED (k = 1.0) Linear interpolator d
Sinc 2 , k = 0.6 e
Sinc 2 , k = 0.8 f
Half-wave rectified sinc gSinc2, k = 1.0 h

1 3 Hanning interpolator i

c 3:

>. In parts e, f and h, k is a constant used as shown in the
formulas in Figure 4.3-56.

9 Ft
ERROR CYCLIC JITTER
FREE BANDING

TYPE OF ERROR

(i) HANNING INTERPOLATOR

Z (D 3

9-

ERROR CYCLIC JITTER
FREE BANDING

TYPE OF ERROR
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMAGERY

4.3.13 IMAGE DEFECTS (CONTINUED)

(a) BLACK AND WHITE PICTURE Figure 4.3-59. Effect of Echo Time on the Judged Qual-
ity of NTSC Black and White and Color Pictures. An echo

I in television terminology refers to a signal that has been
T 2 DELAY reflected during transmission, with the result that it
0 ( lusec) 0.34//¶4 arrives at a different time from the main signal, and
,0 3 - 0.45 appears on the monitor as a ghost image. The echo can

4 0.67 either lead or lag the main signal; if it leads, the ghost
M 1.2 image appears to the left of the picture; if it lags, it

o- 0 42.2 appears to the right. It can have either a positive or nega-
D 6 REF. 33,C tive contrast with respect to the picture.

16 24 32 40 48 The results shown here are for subjective evaluations of

SIGNAL-TO-ECHO RATIO (dB) the impairment in picture quality caused by lagging

POSITIVE ECHO echoes of both negative znd positive contrast. The time
P T(b) delay and contrast of the echo were varied from one(b, test session to another and covered a wide range of values

(Ref. 33, C). The results were reported in decibels as the
>- 2-Dratio of the signal strength to the echo strength. The

0 "method of calculation was not reported. A seven-point
S 30rating scale was used to judge the pictures:

4- 0.4 2.3

0 Scale value Judged degradation

D 6- RE 1 Not perceptible

0 8 16 24 32 40 48 2 Just perceptible
SIGNAL-TO-ECHO RATIO (dB) 3 Definitely perceptible, but only

NEGATIVE ECHO slight impairment to picture
4 Impairment to picture, but not"" COLOR PICTURE objectionable

35 5 Somewhat objectionable
0 P6 Definitely objectionable- • + 30- Q' "JUST 7 Extremely objectionable

/ • •'0 PERCEPTIBLE" f•

25 I. Pictures typical of the type found in broadcast television
< 5 - were used as test scenes.X LEGEND:

~ 0 2 = PICTURE 1 In interpreting the results for these figures, it is useful to
"6 "SOMEWHAT 0= PICTURE 2 remember tlfat the active portion of each scan line is
1`7 15 OBJECTiONABLE" - approximately 52.6 psec in duration for a 525-TV-line
< 10 0. -- """ NTSC system (see Figure 4.1-8), so a 1-psec delay dis-
, 1o -e-• --"'' places the echo a distance equal to approximately 1.9

"0 REF. 33,C percent of the picture width for a 50-cm (19.6-in) hori-
5 zontal picture; this amounts to about 1 cm (0.4 in).

POSITIVE ECHOS

(d) The curves in Figure 4.3-59(a) and (b) indicate that longer
35 I I delay times are more deleterious to picture quality than

"JUST very short delay times; however, the authors report that
3030 _ _ ,PERCEPTIBLE" .8 , "strong close-in echoes of high amplitude can mutilate the

O -. picture. These stronger echoes were not tested.

< 25-
cc The color data were highly dependent upon the nature of
X 20 "SOMEWHAT the test picture and for some pictures behaved erratically
.,OBJECTIONABLE" as a function of delay times, apparently having a particu-

5s larly sensitive spot near 0.2 to 0.3/usec, as shown in
Figure 4.3-59(b). The curves for the two images in the

IO_ case of the negative echoes illustrate that different pictures

will respond differently to echoes.
REF. 33,C

5NEGAI E The TV system used for the tests was a 525-line NTSCNEGATIVE ECHOS
system. The highlight brightness for the black and white

I I I I I pictures ranged from 86 cd/m 2 (25 fL) to 54 cd/m 2 (15
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 fL). For the color pictures, the values ranged from 51

ECHO DELAY ( jisec) cd/m 2 to 69 cd/mi2 (15 fL to 20 fL). Contrast ratios
(Continued)
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SECTION 4.3 DATA FROM LABORATORY STUDIES ON SAMPLED IMACERY

4.3.13 IMAGE DEFECTS (CONTINUED)

ranged from 71 to 100 for the blan.K and white pictures It must be remembered in interpreting these results that
and from 60 to 133 for the rcoior pictures. the pictures were judged on the basis of their quality for

home entertainment purposes, not information extraction
Ten observers were used, and each made 162 observations, purposes, and that they, unlike most closed-circuit TV
two for each test condition. The observers were seated a systems, have separate luminance and chrominance
distance equal to 4 times the picture height from the signals.
monitu,. N,; rocm illumr•½. ,,,• nr,mvided nther than
that from the monitor.

Figure 4.3-60. Effects of Differentia! Delay in the Lumi-

(a) REF. 34,C nance and Chrominance Signals in an NTSC Color Tele-

io1o vision System. The lutninance and clzromlinance signals in
S 75SCALE an NTSC color television system carry, respectively, the

S(•)31 15 16) VALUE brightness and color information for the picture (see Fig-

W 0 2.11 places in the processing and transmitting operations
1 0 c (2) 

re 4.1-11 for additional discussion). There are several
SPZ which can cause a differential delay between these signals.

which0theprocessin0and4trasmitting peration
t. 1 0 100A 200d 300400500600700800 When this happens, the visual effect is a color "smear" or

Fcolor fringing caused by a lateral shift of the color signal.
1 0b)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ The color shift can be to the right or left of the objects in

W 75 4) the scene.
C 50 (3) SCALE (5)
"w J .2•• U (2) VALUE E Two types of delay were tested here-a flat delay and a

" 25[( 1) • shaped delay. In a flat delay, the entire chrominance sig-

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 nal range is displaced a given amount from the luminance

SHAPED DELAY (nanoseconds) signal; in a shaped delay, D,, the higher frequencies are
displaced more than the lower (Ref. 34, C). (See Figure

DELAY BETWEEN LUMINANCE AND 4.3-60(c) for a graphic representation and definition of
CHROMINANCE SIGNALS the way the delay is measured.)

(c)
I I I 'The effect on image quality was measured on a seven-

CHROMINANCE: ,point scale:
W BANDWIDTH I

> ----.. ---- Scale value Judged degradation

S 1 Not perceptible
X REF. 34C 2 Just perceptible

________3 Definitely perceptible, but only slight

0.2 2.1 3.6 4.1 impairment to picture

FREQUENCY IN MHZ 4 Impairment to picture, but not objectionableFRQUNC I MZ5 Somewhat objectionable
6 Definitely objectionable

THE SHAPED DELAY DIFFERENCE, DS, 7 Extremely objectionable

IS THE DELAY DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
3.6 MHz and the 0 TO 200 kHz REGION
OF VIDEO CHANNEL Twelve tests were performed, six each for .he flat and

shaped delays. A wide range of delay times was used, from
zero to 600 nanoseconds (ns) for the flat delay and zero
to over 1000 ns for the shaped delay. As described in Fig-
ure 4.3-59, a 1000 nanosecond (1 /sec) delay causes a
displacement of approximately O01 percent in the hori-
zontal position of the picture, or 1 mm (0.04 in) for a
picture with a horizontal dimension of 50 cm (19.6 in).

As shown by the graphs, the flat delay caused greater pic-
ture impairment than the shaped delay. (At 100 ns, over
80 percent of the observations were of a quality 2 or
better 'cr the shaped delay while only 50 percent reached
that level for a flat delay of the .arre !••yh. %Continued)
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f. 4.3.13 IMAGE DEFECTS (CONTINUED)

SThe extent of the effect was found to be dependent upon The basic television system and the viewing conditions
the picture content. (Pictures typical of the type usually were the same as those reported for Figure 4.3-59. Ten

, found in broadcast television were employed.) The differ- observers were used, and each made three judgments for
• ence in average values between the most sensitive and least every test condition.S•"\ sensitive picture was 59 ns for the flat delay and 49 ns for

S• " the shaped delay. In interpreting these results, it must be remembered that
S, they were obtained on an NTSC color system. Most
. The color shift is most noticeable around vertical edges of dosed-circuit television systems do not have separate

'•'-----•.•. • highly saturated color areas adjacent to areas of low satu- luminance and chrominance signals. Also it must be
ration that arerelatively free of high frequency detail, remembered that the picture= were judged for quality for

• home entertainment purposes, not information extraction

purposes.

" (a) LUMINANCE

SIGNAL

z Figure 4.3-61. Effects of Differentia) Gain and Differ-

SZ AVERAGES• ential Phase in NTSC Color Television Pictures, Subjec-
t" • tive evaluations were made of color television pictures

,.J that had been degraded by varying amounts of dif]•'rentia/
gain (DG) and diJJ•'rctttialphase (DP) Ref. 35,C). Differen-

i,. REF. 35,C tial gain causes a shift in the satttratlolt ot colors d•splayed
,,. • • ' BLANKING in the picture, and DP causes a change in hue. Both terms,

,,y .. '• LEVEL RELATIVE DG OR DP DG and DP, refer to the relationship that the chrominance

, • DIFFERENTIAL GAIN AND PHASE DISTORTION SHAPES signal bears to the luminance signal. They refer to shift
Sthat may take place in either the phase or amplitude of

"•- (b) REF. 35,C the chrominance signal as a function of changes in the
100 , , • 1 amplitude of the luminance signal. To determine DG, the

\ t.9(z
uJ output amplitude of a chrominance signal of constantS• 80 input strength is measured for two different strengths of

S/ > = the luminance signal. The DG can be expressed in decibels
I/1."uJ •) 6o•• as:

÷ >z• DG dB = 20 log Ac---!l
SJUDGED

:• Ac2

8
I--tuo ra whei'e Acl = The amplitude of the chrominance signal

I• ___t for one strength of the luminance signal,
z•-,,, • 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ! andS+C SHAPE DIFFERENTIAL GAIN •dB)./ _ z = The amplitude of the chrominance signal at.. / Ac2 the other strength of the luminance signal.

• (C) REF. 35,C Differential phase is determined by measuring any phase"" k •• J•UDG•D " shifts that occur in the chrominance signal at two levels of

8o signal strength for the luminance signal. It is expressed in
it 71) • • • ,•ALUE X : degrees.

60t • (2) (3) (4) • (6) " Both the DG and DP can take either negative or positive
J\• 40]•••• picture. PositiveDGcausesanincreaseillcoIorsaturatior,

• (5) • values, with differing effects on the judged quality of the

and negative DG causes a decrease. Positive DP causes a
hue shift in flesh tones toward magenta and a negative DP

201 causes a shift toward green. (Continued)

,/,. I

S.I .._.._._.L__ 10 15 20

• /" -A SHAPE DIFFERENTIAL PHASE (degrees)

\ ....
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4.3.13 IMAGE DEFECTS (CONTINUED)

In addition to being either positive or negative, DG and Tests were also run on pictures with combined DG and
DP may also be linear or nonlinear. Figure 4.3.61 (a) gives DP, and their combined effect lowered the judged v3!ue-
the general nature of the polarity and shape of the DG considerably below those for either alone at a given level.
and DP conditions tested. Data are shown in Figure Limited tests were run on a black and white monitor; it
4.3-61(b) ind (c) for the worst condition for each: +C was found to be much more resistant to changes in DG
shape for DG ;ind the -A shape for DP. The test pictures and DP than the color monitor.
were from the standard set of still scenes developed
to test the quality ol entertainment television. Ten observers participated in the test, and every test ccn-
The effects of the distortions on the picture were rated dition was presented to each observer twice. The viewing
with the following scale: distance was 4 times the picture height. The Highlight

luminance was 51 cd/m 2 (15 fLW for the color monitor,
Judgment with a contrast ratio of 75:1. Fot the black an• white
scale value Description monitor, the highlight lum'nance was 86 cd/me (25 fL)

and the contrast ratio waý 50:1. No room illumination
1 Not perceptible was used other than that qjcnerated by the monitor.
2 Just perceptible
3 Definitely perceptible, but only slight It must be remembered in interpreting these results that

impairment to picture they were obtained on an NTSC system. Most closed-
4 Impairment to picture, but not circuit systems do not have separate luminance and

objectionable chrominance channels. Also it must be rei.iembered that
5 Somewhat objectionable the pictures were judged for entertairment purposes, not
6 Definitely objectionable information extraction purposes.
7 Extremely objectionable

Each of the positive DG shapes showed more degradation
than the corresponding negative shape, indicating a loss of
saturation was more tolerable than a gain. Each of the
negative DP shapes showed more degradation than the
positive, indicating that a shift toward green in the flesh
tones was more acceptable than a shift toward the
magenta.
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All cf the intensity point spread functions h(x.y) described are normalized so that the volume under the point
spread function is equal to unity. This normalizes the transfer functions to unity at zero spatial frequency.

Quadratic Interpolator

The two dimensional point spread function for the non-integrated mask is given by:
h(x,y) = 1, 1 x )'13 a x

_._ _(_ - _( y1X)Iy ,
a- 4 a 4 a 2

1(xyV) 1 3 xi1 2 3 Y

-a2 I- [- V-(-7)
2a 2 a 4 a

a/2 <Ix I < 3a/2

1Y 1 < a/2
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h(xy)= I 3 x 2 3 l)' 1
2a2 4 a 2 a

Ix i<a/2

a/2 <Iy I < 3a/2

1 3 Ixl 2 3 Yl 2 a 3ah1(x,Y)= 2- ( ,- -- ) ( ... - <lxl <--
4a 2 a 2 a 2 2

3a a 3a

Sh(x,y)- 0, lxI , >1 2<lvl <2

The point spread function is separable; in either the x or y direction, it is a parabola of height 3/4a and an extent of 3a.

The MTF is given by:

H O(fx, fy) = sinc 3 (afx) sine3 (afy)

Note that this function is not band-limited.

105 Percent Gaussian Aperture Distribution Function

The desired MTF was best fitted in the sense of least squares to a Gaussian function, where the standard deviation of
derived from the fitted Gaussian MTF satisfies-

of = 0.362 fs

vwhere the sampling frequency fs = I/a = 1/0.548 mm = 1.82 cycles/mm in the film plane.

Thus of - 0.66 cycles/mm.

For a Gaussian MTF, it is well-known that the point spread function is Gaussian and that cj, the standard deviation
in thespatial domain, is equal to 1/2 7rof where of is the standard deviation in the spatial frequency domain. Thus
as = 0.242 mm in the film plane.

The 105 percent Gaussian aperture distribution MTF goes to zero at 0.95 fs.

Cosine Aperture Distribution Function

By means of a Fast Fourier Transform computer program, the point spread function h(x.y) was obtained from thk
MTF data. The point spread function is separable.

Linear Interpolator Function

The two-dimensional point spread function of the linear interpolator for the nonintegrated mode is given by:

I lxi ~
h(x,y) = [- I - 1[I - Lv1 Ixi , yi < a

a a a

- 0 Ixi . iY >a

The point spread function is separable; in either the x or y direction, it is a triangle of height I/a and with a full
extent of 2a. Note that the function is linear in x and in y, but quadratic along the diagonals.

The modulation tra:nsfer function (MTF) is given by:

H (fx, fy) sinc 2 (af ) sinc 2 (af)

where
sin ( rf)

sin c ( fX ) - t-f-"fx

Note that H(fx,fy) is not band-limited.
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Sinc-Stuared Functions

The two-dimensional point spread function is given by:

k2 k 2 (
h(x~y) = sine2 (.~.) x sinC_ ( -in )

a- a a

A family of point spread functions was considered where the parameter k took on the values 1.0, 0.8, and 0.6. The
point spread function is -'eparable; in either direction, it consists of a sinc-squared function of height k/a. Since the
spatial extents of the point spread functions are infinite, it was necessary in the mask fabrication process to truncate.
Truncation was made to occur at a natural zero of the function to minimize the effects of artifacting. The point
spread function has natural zeros at y = ma/k, where in is an integer. To satisfy the optical uniformity constraint,
two was the largest value of m which could be chosen. The extent of the truncated function is, therefore, 4a/k. For
k - 1, 0.8, and 0.6, the mask spatial extents are: 20.96 mm, 26.2 mm, and 34.9 mm in the mask plane. Some
amount of truncation was experienced at the extremities of the k . 0.6 mask.

The MTF is given by:

I f I - IfI f I < k/a; If I < k/a

tl(fr f ) = -X.Y 0, f fI > k/a; I fyI > k/a

Rectified Sine Function

The point sprcad function h(xy) was obtained from a desired MTF by a Fast Fourier Transform program. (The

upper end of the MTF is shown in figure 4.3-56(b).)

Hanning Function

The two-dimensional point spread function for this nonintegrated mask if given by:

1 +Cos 2 . ] 1 +cos r._y Ixl , lyl<a
4a2 a a

h(x,y) =,

0, IxI , lj' > a

The point spread function is separable; and in either the x or y directions, it is a raised cosine function of height I/a
and extent 2a.

The modulation transfer function is given by-

sine (2 af ) sine (2 af)
n(fx. f ') =

1 I - (2 afx)V [I - (2 afy) 2 l

Note that this function is not band-limited. Let fs = 1/a.

33. les,;man, A. Ni. The subjective effects of echos in 525-line monochrome and NTSC color television and the resulting
echo time weighting. J. SMPTE Vol. 81, 1972, pp. 907-916.

34. Lessman, A. M. Subjective effects of delay difference between luminance and chrominance information of the NTSC
color television signal. J. SMPTE. Vol. 80, 1971, pp. 620-624.

35. Cavanaugh, J. R. and Lessman, A. M. Subjective effects of differential gain and differential phase distortions in
NTSC color television pictures. J. SMPTE, Vol. 80, 1971, pp. 614+.
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SECTION 4.4 ELECTRO-OPTICAL DISPLAY CHARACTERISTICS

"1'his' section is intended lo give helt electro-optical be collectcd, tip to a point, by calaliesý ill tile focusing
display system designer or purchaser a better tinder- circuit.

standing of the way in which equipnment and operating
I'atutes affect the visual quality of lhe images produced Ilowever, the light from the phosplior vhtch is retlected
by ('RT's. within the faceplate will increase with increasing luni-

nanle. 1lhis light, striking the phosphor ill areas ,if low
Some Lunderstanding of tie way in which eutipment itnage luinintice, will cause a loss ofcuntlrast (see Figure
features interact in producing the (RT image is valuable. 4.4-25). Thus. the potential for incrc',,ed visual perform-
Tit s is because chanuges in one 'eatture thal appear to aicc throu gh tlie increased lumninance may be more thani
have desirable effects oni image quality may. through offset by losses ill contrast caused by the internally
interaction with other features, lose their effectiveness, scattered light.
or actually result in decreased quality.

Sect.ion 4.4.1 deals with equipment characteristics and
For instance, increasing the maximnutn beai current will the i nportant iii tcr.ctions a mong these characteristics
result in increased display lumtinance. Data in Section which affec! tlie perception of luriinance in the display.
3.2 indicate that visual perfiormtance tends to imprive Section 4.4.2 deals with resolution and modulation

with increasing luminance. ilt) to very high values, transfer. These two topics are treated together for two
However in ('RT displays, other factors must be taken reasons. First, they interact to establish visual percepti-
into consideration. For instance, increasing tie beaii bility in black artd white imagery. This relationship is
current results in larger spot dianmeters. These larger spot discussed in detail in Sections 3.1 and 3.2. Second, they
diameters will result in losses in both resolution and are strongly interdependent witr regard to the equip- A
contrast in tire image. The increase in bearn diameter can ment features which produce the CRT image.

4.4.1 CRT LUMINANCE

The major factors contributing to CRT hutiinance are Becaune of the loss of contrast caused by scattered light

presented in this section. BotIlt black and white and color within the phisphorand CRT faceplate, withich could act
systems are discussed. The importaice of the application as a veiling luminance, very high CRT luminance is
for the interactions among tie equipment parameters undesirable. However when the scattered ligl't can be

and between the equipment parameters arid the visual controlled. such as with a fiber optic faceplate, the
system cannot be overemphasized. None of the individ- restriction does not apply.
ual items discussed in this section act independently of
the others. Of equal inportance is their influence on the Four different measures of CRT brightness are covered.
visual and equipment performance topics covered in
later sections, particularly resolution and contrast repro- 0 Peak luminance -The luiinarte at the center of the

duction. Wherever possible, these interrelations have scanning spot, where the current density is greatest in

been pointed cut, and cross references given to the the electron beam.

appropriate sections or figures. In addition to the
characteristics covered in this section, manty otiier Average spot luirtarcea The lustinance of the spot
factors affect CRT luminance. Among these are the averaged vuer the area of the spot. Sirnce thre luraftirousmethd o phsphr prpartio, posphr cystl szeourtpurt of a spot follows a Gaussian spread function,
method of phosphor preparation, phosphor crystal si~ec, decreasing away from the center, the value which the
methiod of application to the tabe face, and treatrient average spot brightness assumes will depend on the
during the coating process. Sources for information oi definition of spot size (see Figure 4.ll-).
these topics can be found in Ref. 1. Unfortunately a
comprehensive treatment of the areas covered here 0 Line luminance -The luminance of the line averaged
would require soae which i- considerably beyond that over its area. Since the spread function of the line is
available in a Ibook such as this. Therefore art attemp t  Gaussian, tile line bightness will depend upon the
has been made to alert the designer of interpretation definition of a line, in the same way that spot
systems to the m;ijor chara -teristics of the system which brightness depends upon definition of tie spot.
influence CRT huritiance and provide some quantified
examples for each topic covered, so he may determine 0 Raster lumninance--The luminance of an extended
which, if any are critical to his application, area on the face of the CRT.

4.4-1
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SECTION 4.4 ELECTRO-OPTICAL DISPLAY CHARACTERISTICS

4.4.1 CRT LUMINANCE (CONTINUED)

(a) OVERLAP AT 2.350 (b) OVERLAP AT 2.350

(50% amplitude level) (50% amplitude)

150 150 " 1 1 1 1 '

100

50 100

0 0A2
150 50

, ~100 ,

S~50.

0 2 4 6 8

U wu
2,150 . (0 OVERLAPA 1.910

z (63% level)

| .150.

100_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10

150 I

100 50

1 \150

01 0

0 2 4 6 8 10 0 2 4 6 8

ACTIVE TV LINE NUMBER ACTIVE TV LINE NUMBER

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LINE AND RASTER LU, .... NCE IN A CRT

Figure 4.4-1. CRT Luminance as a Function of Line Spacing for CRT's Without Shadow Masks. (Continued)
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SECTION4.1 ELECTRO-OPTICAL DISPLAY CHARACTERISTICS

4.4.1 CRT LUMINANCE (CONTIN(JED)

Figure 4.4-1. CRT Luminance as a Function of Line percent of the peak luminance of the individual lines. The
Spacing for CRT's Without Shadow Masks. In considering overlap at the line spacing interval (2.35(j) causes a lumin-
the effects of line spacing on CRT luminance, particularly ance increment of approximately 6 percent to the peak
for tubes without shadow masks, it is necessary to take luminance of the irdividual lines. Ti.e subsequent illustra-
into account the visual effect created by the overlapping tions in (a) show the effect of completing a raster of nine
spread functions of adjacent lines. (Figure 4.1-9 discusses lines.
the relationship between the spot spread function and line
spacing.) When adjacent lines are written within the inte- If the raster is viewed from a short distance, the ripple of
gruting time of the eye (this time depends upon a number the combined luminances will be detected. If the raster is
of conditions, a single figure is likely to be misleading, but viewed from a distance great enough so t-'at the ripple is
for normal CRT viewing conditions .. 1 second is a reason below the limit of visual resolution, the perceived lumin-
able number), the luminances in the overlapping portions ance will be ihe average luminance of the ripple.
of the two lines produce a visual sensation equal to the
sum of the two individual luminances (Ref. 2). Thk, effect Pa.ts (b) and (c) illustrate the chanoe in ripple and in
is illustrated in the accompanying Illustration. In (a) the average luminance caused by decreasing the line spac-
visual effect produced by scan iines spaced 2.35 o apart is ing 'rom 2.350 'o 1.190. The vertical scale has been
shown. At 2.35(1 the lines overlap at the 59-percent expanded so that the ripple of the 1.91a spacing can
intensity level of the spread function. Trie top illustration be see I.
shows that lines number 2 and number A of the raster
have been written. They are spaced 4x2.35o or 9.42(1 The ratio of the line spacing to the standard deviation
apart and thei- amplitudes at the point of overlap (4.71o) of the spot is called the pitch of the raster. The pitch
are so low that they are consi;ered to produce no bright- of a raster whose lines are spaced 2.340 apart is 2.34;
ness sensat;on. The second illustration in (a) shows the for lines spaced 1.910 apart, the pitch of the raster is
effect of writing lines 3 and 7. Since they overlap at the 1.91. The relation betwee, pitch -.d the modriliticn
50-percent intensity level with lines 2 and 6 respectively, of the ripple is shown in Figure 4.4-16.
the luminance at that point is perceived as eoual to 100

4.4-3
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SECTION 4.4 ELECTRO-OPTICAL DISPLAY CHARACTERISTICS

4.4.1 CRT LUMINANCE (CONTINUED)

Figure 4.4-2. Effect of Beam Current on Line Luminance(a) for Two Black and White Phosphors. The relationship
\ooBEA WITH 1m 0 40) between line luminance and beam current is fundamental

0.91 B36),,--W-- (2 to the image forming process in CRT'Is (see Figure 4.1-2).
- 3 Lu The curves in (a) (Ref. 3,C) show a nonlinear relationship

40 P - Z between beam current and luminance for the P20 and
z 400 P31 phosphors and are typical of those found for other

100 phosphors (see Figure 4.4-9).
D 0.4 (29)"j " 200 - 9e0'/ .66 (26) D

,,, E 2J(The increase in spot size (a) and, consequently line width
0.1 241u

0.5 (201 REF. 3,C - Z (b) (Ref. 4) as beam current increases is caused by
0 a I I - I 0 71 defocusing of the beam that accompanies the increased
0 10 20 30 40 60 80 current. This change in spot size affects resolution and

BEAM CURRENT (pja) contrast transfer in both the horizontal and vertical direc-
VARIATION OF LUMINANCE WITH BEAM CURRENT tions (see Figures 4.1-3 and 4.4-15) as well as the ripp:e

SCREENS: P31 AND P20 amplitude (Figure 4.4-16).
WRITING SPEED: .34cm/ti sec

(.135 in/I sec)
ANODE POTENTIAL: 14kV

(b) REFRESH RATE: 60 Hz
o g.~L 0.5 I1III I I I[ JIII i ll 'I 200 u.

S0.4 BEAM 4mAiCURRENT/1 •
SI-EQ ,• o I.-o

..... ! •- 0.2
AM CURRENT-

, " i 

• 0.: 

REB 4 
ZA

xW •10 0 1004 M

• ; CATHODE CURRENT VERSUS LINE WIDTH
S~AT HALF-AMPLITUDE (focus voltage held constant)

"M 
m

5 0, A4.4-4
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SECTION44 ELECTRO-OPTICAL DISPLAY CHARACTERISTICS

4.4.1 CRT LUMINANCE (CONTINUED)

BEAM CURHENT- 25 MIC-OAMPS Figure 4.4-3. CRT Line Luminance as a Function of

WRITING SPEED: 0.41 cm/PSEC Anode Potential. Increasing thi anode potential increases

(0.16 in/.Usec) the speed with which the electrons in the electron beim

REFRESH RATE: 60 Hz strike the phosphor in a CRT. For a given beam current
(25 microamperes for the case shown), the increase in
luminance is approximately a direct function of the

I200 square of the increase in anode potential (Ref. 3,C). The

50') CALCULATED - - - changes in spot size indicated in the figure are caused by

MEASURED - the improved focus that can be achieved with increased

6.1 (24) anode potential. The dashed line in (a) represents lumi-
100 nance values that have been calculated for a constant

E 6.4 125) 1 3 diameier spot size (0.61 mm, 24 mils).
SPOT SIZE 6 4 .
mm (inls): 6.6 (26) 1 The changing spot size will affect the contrast transfer

U 200 Z and resolution characteristics. See Figures 4.1-3 and
7.1 52J1 4.4-15.

DJ As indicated in (b), at the low end of the voltage range the
• ( 3,, nonlinearity of the relationship between luminance and
, the anode potential becomes accentuated. The voltage"j 100 that is obtained. by extending the nearly linear pnrtion of

the curve to the zero luminance level is called the Chdad

20 i'o/ugc (Ref. 5).

+ 1.1 (44) The application of aluminized backing on CRT phosphors
50 to control secondary emissions and stray light within the

tube reduces the effectiveness of the low anode potentials.
REF. 3.C For an aluminized backing 0.1 pm (0.004 mils) thick, the

5 10 20 30 light production of the aluminized and nonaluminized
ANODE POTENTIAL (kV) phosphors are equal at about 5 kV (Ref. 6). The voltage at

ia) BRIGHTNESS AS A FUNCTION OF ACCELERATING which this equality is reached is known as the hreak-eren

VOLTAGE FOR A P31 PHOSPHOR voltage.

7 I i , I ' I

6

X 5 ALUMINIZED-/

tI
4I

0. ~ / NON
02•

ALUM I NED

X 2 0 BREAK-EVEN

// REF.6

0 10

0 >

VOLTAGE LkVL

(b) BRIGHTNESS-VOLTAGE CURVE
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SECTION 4.4 ELECTRO-OPTICAL DISPLAY CHARACTERISTICS

4.4.1 CRT LUMINANCE (CONTINUED)

F -,urt ,.,-4. CRT Line Luminance as a Function of Writ-
"(a) LINE BRIGHTNESS AS A FUNCTION ing Speed. For a given beam current, anode potential, and

OF WRITING SPEED spot size, the luminance of an ind;vidual line depends

upon the wriling speed of the electron beam, which is the
BEAM CURRENT: 25 MICROAMPS speed of the electron beam as it travels over the surface of
ANODE POTENTIAL: 14 kV the phosphor. Writing speed depends on the number of
REFRESH RATE: 60 Hz TV lines, interlace order, frame rate, and ORT size. For a

WRITING SPEED (in/',ecl 525-TV-line NTSC system (2:1 interlace with a 30-Hz
frame rate), which has a 25-cm (9.8-in) horizontal raster,

0.0O0 0.01 0.1 1.o the beam must travel the length of the raster in approxi-
.104 inately 52.6 microseconds (see Figure 4.1-8 for the deriva-

tion of this time). Thus:

Writing Speed 25cm = 0.475 cm/psec

S,10
3  52.6psec

'U •_= 0.187 in/psec
UL

w10 U C
,'" ,,P32 1 Writing speeds of up to 2.54 cm/psec (1 in/jusec) are some-
Z < times used in high line-number, noninterlaced systems.

z P14 P2i
P19 P31 Z The loss in luminance is due to the reduction in the dwell

102 Uj time for the electron beam (Ref. 3,C). Dwell time is the
LU P2 Z time the beam spends on a given spot on the phosphor.
- F P2B, P7 P0 Since the luminance is determined by the number of elec-,28 "P7, P4 10 trons striking the phosphor, as well as their energy, as the

[ REF. 3,C P1 writing speed increases, dwell time decreases. By reducing
10-.-Pi-' the dwell time, fewer electrons are delivered to a givenspot on each passage of the beam, with the result thato 0.1 1.0 luminance is lowered (a).

WRITING SPEED Icm/ psec) At very slow writing speeds, the relationship between
luminance and writing speed will become increasingly
nonlinear because of saturation effects. That is, the phos-

(b) APPARENT CHANGE IN SPOT DIAMETER AS A phor will be emitting close to the maximum amount of
FUNCTION OF WRITING SPEED light it can, so the addition of more energy from the elec-

WRITING SPEED (in/ IJsec) tron beam does not produce an accompany;ng increase in
00 0luminance. The change in spot size as a function of writ-
0.001 0.01 0.1 1.0 10 ing speed (b) will affect horizontal and vertical resolution

1.1 40 and contrast (see Figur. 4,1-3 and Figure 4.4-15). The
S1.0 40change in spot size will also affect ripple modulation
S0.90 35 c (Figure 4.4-16).

W30
2 0.7

< 25
0.6 <

S0.5 14 kV 20
0 V( 0.4 REF. 3,C V=o 5

0.3 ___________ I_____ ,__ 10

0.01 0.1 1.0 10
WRITING SPEED (cmlp.sec)

SCREEN: P31
BEAM CURRENT: 25 MICROAMPS
ANODE POTENTIAL: 10 kV and 14kV
REFRESH RATE: 60Hz
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SECTIUN 4.4 ELECTRO-OPTICAL DISPLAY CHARACTERISTICS

4.4.1 CRT LUMINANCE (CONTINUED)

WRITING SPEED Irn/ psc) Figure 4.4-5. CRT Line Luminance asa Function of

0.001 0.01 1.0 0.14 Combined Writing Speed and Refresh Rate. The corn-

SCREEN l..............0 .. bined effect of writing speed and refresh rate on CRT line
BEAM CURRENT: 35 pa luminance is shown here for a single phosphor (P31). The

104 .- ,NODE POTENTIAL: 14kV relationships are nearly linear over the ranges studied
REFRESH "(Ref. 3,C).

/RATE -10

lOe

-LJ

L) z

zz
z 0

10t
2  -j

10

10 REF. 3,C

I, Iii ., ,,,,,,I , ., ,, I

0.01 0.1 1.0
WRITING SPEED cm/,psec)

MEASURED BRIGHTNESS AS A FUNCTION OF
WRITING SPEED AND REFRESH HATE

Figure 4.4-F. CRT Line Luminance as a Funclion of
WRITING SPEED: 2.54 cm/ p sec (1 in/p sec) Refresh Rate. Refresh rate is the rate at which the elec-
BEAM CURRENT: 25 p a tron beam in the CRT returns to a given spot on the phos-
ANODE POTENTIAL: 14 kV 20 phor. It is nominally taken to be the same as the frame

6 I I. . 3 rate. As shown in the accompanying graph, increases in
SEF. 3P32-- refresh rate increase line luminance (Ref. 3,C). Each phos-z P0w< 50"- P phor tested had a unique rate. The linear relationship may

z 40<not hold for very high rcfliesm rates that have time periods
10 30 approaching the persistence times of the phosphor.

,i
2' Since the refresh rate is determined by the frame period,

J a z an increase in the refresh rate for a given system must he"0 accompanied either by an increase in bandwidth or reduc-
0 10 20 40 60 100 tCon in resolution (see Figure 4.4-12).

REFRESH RATE (Hz)

MEASURED BRIGHTNESS AS A FUNCTION
OF REFRESH RATE

Figure 4.4-7. Effect of Phosphor Thickness on CRT
6 I I I I I Luminance. Phosphor thickness is measured by the num-

ber of milligrams (mg) of phosphor that are applied to
(N• each square centimeter of the CRT face. The curves repro-

z 5 duced in this figure indicate that there is an optimum
VO ANODE coating density for each expected use in terms of anode
u) / POTENTIAL potential. The light production of the phosphor coating
2 4 - falls off rapidly on either side of this value (Ref. 7). The
'" nphosphor used in this study was similar to the P11. The

z beam current was kept constant at 20 pa/cm2 .
3
3 - Electron bearis striking the faceplate at high energies

z- .,. '47kV (which are created by l-igh anode potentials) generate
2 21 • - . X-rays. For a discussion of allowable X-radiation limits,

-' C35kV see Section 6.8.2.

F. 24 kVI17 kV< REF 7 17kV
0 I I I I I

0 2 4 6 8 10 12

PHOSPHOR COATING THICKNESS (rn/cm2
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SECTION 4.4 ELECTRO-OPTICAL DISPLAY CHARACTERISTICS

4.4.1 CRT LUMINANCE (CONTINUED)

(a) SHADOW MASK CRT ELECTRON

BEAM

LIGHT

SHADOW PHOSPHOR
MASK MATRIX

BEAM CROSS SECTION

(b) TRINITRON CRT

APERTURE GRILL
~Th ELECTRONS~BEAMS

GREEN APERTURE

BLUE 
RED 

M

(C) RECTANGULAR APERTURE CRT

PHOSPHORS
ON

FACEPLATE

RELATIONSHIP AMONG THE ELEMENTS OF THREE COMMON COLOR CRT'S

Figure 4.4-8. Effect of Aperature Masks and Phosphor Matrix on CRT Luminance. (Coatinued)
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SECTION 4.4 ELECTRO-OPTICAL DISPLAY CHARACTERISTICS

4.4.1 CRT LUMINANCE (CONTINUED)

Figure 4.4-8. Effect of Aperture Masks and Phosphor color from hitting the phosphor for another color are the
Matrix on CRT Luminance. The shadow mask, in con- trinitron and the rectangular aperture. These both use
junction with the phosphor dot matrix found in some physical barriers to the electron beam which are placed
color CRT tubes, affects the luminance of the display in between the electron gun and the phosphor screen. The
three ways. First, because of the discrete nature of the trinitron, shown at (b) uses a series of slots instead of
phosphor dot matrix, onily about 50 percent of the total circular holes, and the rectangular aperture, shown at (c),
area of the tube is capable of producing light (Ref. 8). At uses rectangular openings. The phosphor for these tubes
normal viewing distances where visual integration takes is applied in stripes rather than dots.
place over an area larger than the individual dots, the
luminance of the display is reduced in direct proportion Both permit a larger percentage of the tube area to be
to the ratio of the luminous area to the nonluminous area, covered with phosphor and permit more efficient electron
Second, both the shadow mask and the areas of the optics, which result in increased luminance (Ref. 9). They
matrix surrounding each phosphor dot restrict the edges also allow visual integration of the luminance created by
of the electron beam so that little overlap between scan the overlapping scan lines. As a result, there is a greater
lines takes place; therefore, the additive effect described increase of luminance possible with these tubes than with
in Figure 4.4-1 is greatly diminished. The third, compen- the shadow mask. The luminance reported for the three
sating factor is that because its edges are cut off, the beam types of tubes is listed below (Ref. 10).
diameter can be increased, permitting the use of a higher
beam current. Thus, the central portion of the beam has a Aperture Luminance
higher energy than that of a beam used for comparable type cd/in2  fL
line spacing in a tube without a shadow mask.

Trinitron 343 100
Two other techniques in addition to the shadow mask Rectangular 188 55
that have been developed for preventing the beam for one Shadovw Mask 172 50

4.4-9
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SECTION 4.4 ELECTRO-OPTIt .jISPLAY CHARACTERISTICS

4.4.1 CRT LUMINANCE (CONTINUED)

(a) (b)
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Figure 4.4-9. The Effect of Beam Current on Three Measures of CRT Luminance: Peak Luminance, Average Luminance,
and Raster Luminances. (Continued)
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SECTION 4.4 ELECTRO-OPTICAL DISPLAY CHARACTERISTICS

4.4.1 CRT LUMINANCE (CONTINUED)
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Figure 4.4-9. The Effect of Beam Current on Three Meas- Part (d) shows the average spot luminance curves plotted
ures of CRT Luminance: Peak Luminan:e, Average Lumi- as a function of current density, which compensatcs for
nance, arnd Raster Luminance. Parts (a) and (b) nf this the increased area. The luminance of the red phosphor has
figure show the difference in spot and raster luminance as now become linear. The peak spot luminance shown in
a function of beam current for a shadow mask CRT. The 4.4-9 (e) is linearly related to current density for all three
nonlinearity of the spot luminance is considerably greater phosphors.
than that for the raster (Ref. 11). Part (c) shows one of
the causes for this difference. As beam current is Parts (f) and (g) represent the effects of spot size on both
increased, the spot grows in diameter. The increase in c•ze the average spot and raster luminances for the red phos-
accelerates as the beam current ;ncreases. As a result, the phor. The spot has been made larger by intentionally
increased current is being spread over a larger area so the defocusing it. While the spot luminance is less because the
average luminance increases more slowly than the beam energy of the beam is being spread over a larger area, the
current, raster luminance remains constant. This is an illustration

of the integrating effect of the raster. The effects of spot
The change in spot size also affects resolution and con- size on raster luminance for the blue and green phosphors
trast transfer in both the horizontal and vertical directions involve an interaction with a change in decay time as a
(see Figure 4.1-2) as well as ripple modulation (Figure function of beam current and are covered in Figure
4.4-16). 4.4-10.
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SECTION 4.4 ELECTRO-OPTICAL DISPLAY CHARACTERISTICS

4.4.1 CRT LUMINANCE (CONTNUED)
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Figure 4.4-10. Spot and Raster Luminance for Blue and As with other phcsphors, spot luminance declines as spot
Green Phosphors as a Function of Beam Current and Spot size increases if the beam current is kept constant. How-
Size. Unlike the red phosphor reported in Figures 4.4-9 ever, because of their current-dependent decay character-
(e) and (f), the raster luminance of the blue and green istics, the raster luminance increases, rather than staying
phosphors change with changes in spot size. This is attrib- the same. This is because as the beams for these two phos-
uted to the fact that decay time for both phosphors is a phors spread and activate the surrounding dots of either
function of beam current, as shown in parts (a) and (b) of color at low current levels, those dots respond with rela-
this figure. tively long decay times. The net effect is to increase the

integrated luminance of the raster (Ref. 11).
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SECTION 4.4 ELECTRO-OPTICAL DISPLAY CHARACTERISTICS

4.4.1 CRT LUMINANCE (CONTINUED)

(a) CENTER OF tb) CENTER OF
PICTURE TUBE PICTURE TUBE

AVERAGE AVERAGE

LUMINANCELUMINANCE

63%~ ~5 ~ -

REF. 16

TYPICAL PRODUCTION TUBE SHOWING GROUP OF TUBES '. OWING CORNER-TO-
CORNER-TO-CENTER LUMINANCE GRADIENT OF 63% CENTER LUMINANL;E GRADIENT OF 53%

Figure 4.4-11. Nonuniformities in CRT Luminance. Both from Ref. 14 and were developed for cathode raY chlarge
systematic and nonsystematic nonuniformit'as are found sttorage tubes. With the exception of the storage assembly,
in the luminance of CRT displays. Unless they are severe, the definition is useful for normal CRT's. A blemish is
they are generally unnoticed even by practiced observers, defined as ".... a Iocalizect imperfection of the storage
No data are available to provi•e information on the assembly, phosphor screen, or faceplate that produces an
effects of these differences on photo interpretation tasks. abrupt variation in output luminance."

Nonuniformities can be caused by phosphor burn. If a Four general categories of blemishes are identified in the
beam of too high an intensity strikes the phosphor, or if referencc document:
the scanning circuit fails and the beam either stops or
moves very slowly, the energy can vaporize the phosphor, * Static, whose presence is not a function of writing or
leaving spots or streaks (Ref. 12). Photosensitive surfaces erasing rates
of vidicons are very susceptible to similar burns by intense 0 Dynamic, whose pre;ence is a function of writing or
light (Rcf. 13). erasing rates

* Light, which, under specified test conditions, are
Nonsystematic variations in screen luminance caused by brighter that. the background luminance
CRT defects are called blemishes. The definition of blem- 0 Dark, which, under specified test conditions, are darker
ish given below and the four general categories listed are than the background luminance

(Continued)
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SECTION 4.4 ELECTRO-OPTICAL DISPLAY CHARACTERISTICS

4.4.1 CRT L.UMINANCE (CONTINUED)

Reference 15 categorizes blemishes as follows: 0 Pattern Burn

The variation in luminance as the screen is scanned by an An area of higher or lower light output with sharp
unmodulated electron beam. The amplitude of the appar- boundaries corresponding to the size and location of
ent screeti noise will depend on screen structure, effective the previously used excitation pattern.
beam size, and many other factors.

0 Raster Burn
"* Mottled Screen

A special case of a pattern burn in which no video
Screen areas of %A" to 1" diameter with broad, diffuse information is present.
boundaries which form a mosaic of generally low light
output. Defects peculiar to color CRT's are listed as:

"* Spots 0 Cross Contamination

Areas with discrete boundaries which, under cathode Contamination of one primary phosphor by one or
ray excitation, may be dark o. any color; for example, more of the other phosphors.
black for a particle of opaque material, and blue or
green for point-poisoned phosphor or a so-called 0 Poisoned Primary
"water-mark."

Unintentional change in color or eff;ciency of a phos-
"* Haio Spot phor during tube processing.

A hazy dark spot with surrounding halo which appears 0 Desaturated Primary
only un the excited portion of nonaluminized screens,
changing in size with tin-e, sometimes even disappear- Colorimetric dilution of a primary.
ing and reappearing.

* Misregistry
"* Yellow Center

Improper alignment of screen elemants relative to the
A large centrally located screen area which appears proper impingem.,nt of the electron beam.
more yellow than surrounding screen areas.

0 Nonuniform White
"* Dark Center

Variation in luminance and/or chromaticity of a white
A screen area which is darker than the surrounding field.
area, and which becomes more pronounced as anode
voltage is decreased. * Color Haze

"* Blue Edge A band of color at the far edge of a white field associ-
ated with the observer's viewing angle.

An edge area of the screen which appears bluer than
the centrai screen area. Systematic nonuniformity is found in the difference

between the center and edges of the tube, causcd largely
"* Yellow Edge * by the oblique angle with which the beam strikes the

tube. The two illustrations in this figure show the results
An edge area of the screen which appears more yellow of measurement on production color CRT's (Ref. 16,C).
than the central screen area. Only the results for one qua~drant of the tube are shown.

In part (a) of this figure, the luminance of the corner cell
"• X Burn is 63 percent of the center luminance. In (b) it is 53 per-

cent. Observers were reported to be unaware of the differ-
An "X" shaped dark pattern visible only under cathode ences between the tubes when viewed side-by-side until
ray excitation which becomes more pronounced with they were told what to look, for. The article reporting
continued operation. these results was directed at lumin.nce measurement tech-

niques rather than CRT luminance nonuniformities. As a
* Ion Burn result, details of the conditions for obtaining the subjec-

tive comparison data are lacking. However, it is valuable
A centrally located dark area that becomes more pro- to note that the 37-percent fal'l-off in luminance for the
nounced with continued operation. tube in Figure 4.4-11 (a) (100 to 63 percent) is reported to

a typical production tube and thus represents a normal
Applies particularly to P4-type screens. rather than unusual condition.)
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SECTION 4.4 E LECTRO-OPTICAL DISPLAY CHARACTER ISTICS

4.4.2 RESOLUTION AND MODULATION TRANSFER IN CATHODE RAY TUBES

For the purpose of this book, the topics of resolution The periodic nature of the sampling process used in

and mnodutlation (or contrast) transfer for ('RT's are electro-optical imagery generates artif."cts in both the

considered together. As shown in Sections 3A1.3, 3.1.4, spatial content and contrast of the imagery. These

and 3.1.5, visual performance depends upon bot the problems were introduced in Figures 4.1-3 and 4.1-4. In

spatial and contrast characteristics of the object being addition, the quant!zing of the intensity signal for digital

viewed. In addition the two interact in the image-- systems introducL! additional artifacts and errors in the

forming process of electro-optical systems. 'o treat area of contrast (Figure 4.1-5).

them separately here would add unnecessary con 1olex:,ty

to the d:scussion.

4
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SECTION 4.4 ELECTRO-OPTICAL DISPLAY CHARACTERISTICS

4.4.2 RESOLUTION AND MODULATION TRANSFER IN CATHODE RAY TUBES (CONTINUED)

r 1BANDWIDTH OVER WHICH OUTPUT
0 AMPLITUDE IS 10% OR GREATER

-U OF INPUT AMPLITUDE
uL 1,0 . 0.
a 1U. 0-- 2U.1 C

< ,1 - 4

SMODULATION 40

E 0.5 SSIGNAL AMPLTUDE I ILO 2X AVERAGE SIGNAL LEVEL z

4 C. Isee Fig. 4.1-7)
D. . . . . .. . . ._ 20

FREQUENCY (arbitrary units;

MODULATION TRANSFER FUNCTION

Figure 4.4-12. Relationships Among Bandwidth, Signal For NTSC 525-TV-line systems, the horizontal retrace
Modulation, and Resolution for an Analog Line Scan Sys- time takes approximately 17 percent of the time available
tern. Analog line scan system displays are those in which for each active TV line, leaving 83 percent for writing the
tCe strength of a signal is dete, mined by its ampiitude. As line, sonietimei referred to as the actir/eportlon of the
was pointed out in Figure 4.1-7, part of which is repro- line.
duced here, this amplitude is not transmitted equally well
for ail signal frequencies, the amplitude of the higher fre- The theoretical value for horizontal resolution is obtained
quencies being autenuated by the electronic circuits of the by the following formula:
system. The bandwidth of a system, defined in terms of BWhmodulation transfer, is the frequency at which the output TVAxT x 2

signal modulation is too low to serve the purposes of the
system. In the illustration shown here, one level was where:
chosen as the point at which the output modulation was
one-tenth of the input modulation, (20 dB of attenua- TVLh = horizontal resolution in
tion). Frequently in TV systems this level is chosen at a equivalent TV lines
70 percent modulation transfinr factor level (3 dB of BWh highest frequency in the bandwidth
attenuat~on). Whatever value of modulation transfer Rf = fhame ratefactor is chosen as representing the bandwidth of the TVf f the system's TV line number

display electronics, calculations of the theoretical A = 1/aspect ratio
horizontal resolution of the CR1 can be based upon it. Tw = active time proportion of each line

In calculating horizontal resolution from bandwidth infor- 2 = number of TV lines per cycle

mation for analog line -zan systems, it is necessary to con- The expression (A x Tw x 2) can be reduced to one factor
sider the following: for a raster with a 4:3 aspect ratio, and to another for a

"* Frame rate square raster (1:1 ) aspect ratio, as follows:
"* TV line number of the system
"* Aspect ratio of the raster For a raster with a 4:3 aspect ratio:
"* Propurtion of each line scan period required for hori-

zontal retrace A = 0.75
"* The fact that 1 cycle of the signal equals 2 TV lines Tw = 0.83, therefore

(A x 1w x 2) = 0.75 x 0.83 x 2"the use of these factors in bandwidth calculations have = 1.245
been presented before in Figure 4.1-8.

For rasters with 1:1 aspect ratio:
The relationship between horizontal resolution and the
aspect ratio of the raster is described in Figure 4.1-6. In A = 1
TV systems, horizontal resolution is measured over a dis- Tw = 0.83, therefore
tance equal to the vertical dimension of the raster. There- A x Tw = 1 x 0.83 x 2
fore, in a rectangular display 3 units high and 4 units - 1.66
wide, horizontal resolution will be expressed in the num-
ber of equivalent TV lines resolved in 3 of the 4 hori- Horizontal resolution calculations for a display with a 4:3
zontal units, or 3/4 the horizontal dimension. For a aspect ratio becomes.
square raster, the vertical and horizontal dimensions are 1.245 BWh
the same, so horizontal resolutior is expressed as the num- TVLh R
ber of equivalent TV lines across the entire horizontal Rf x TVLs
dimension. (Continued)
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SECTION 4.4 ELECTRO OPTICAL DISPLAY CHARACTERISTICS

4.4.2 RESOLUTION AND MODULA1,ON TRANSFER IN CATHODE RAY TUBES (CONTINUED)

Figure 4.4.12 (contioued)

For the following system: If this signal were displayed over a distance of 20 cm (7.9
in), each equivalent TV line would be 20/79 or 0.25 cm

4 Bandwidth = 4.5 MHz (0.1 in) lorg. The spatial frequency of the signal would be
"* Frame Rate = 30 4 cycles/cm (10 cycles/in).
"* TVLS = 525

= (1.245)(4.5 x 106) The numerical value for horizontal resolution determined
TVLh 30 x 525 by these calculations muýt be considered as theoreticalbecaus- the modulation transfer factor chosen as the

=356 limiting value for band-width determinations refers to themodulatio-i of the electrical siqnal and no* to the modu-
Caution should be used in employing the 0.83 figure for lation of the electrical signal and not to the modulation
the active portion of the scan line. Non-NTSC s,,stems of the liminances created by the image generator (usually
may have other values, and, if critical calculations are to a CRT or optical line scan image generator). These latter
be made, the value to be used for the active portion values are more important to the interpretation function
should be checked in each case. and must be cor'sidered by the designer. The reason for

this is that, in effect, the useful resolution limit of the
If a squ-re raster rather than one with a 4:3 aspect ratio system is set by the visual detection of the signal. The
were used: modulation in the electrical signal may be suzh that a

linear transfer to luminance modulation would put theTVLh (1.66)(4.5 x 106) resultant image above the threshold needed for visionTVx h5(see Sections 3.1 and 3.2), but such transfer rarely

= 474 accurs. Major sources of modulation loss for CRT images
occur thrcugh internal scattering in the phosphor and

These formulas can aiso be used to calculate the hori- CRT faceplate (Figure 4.4-25) and through the reflection
zontal resolution in TV lines for any specific frequency in of ambient illumination falling on the faceplate and
the bandwidth. For instance, for a 1-MHz band.vidth dis- phosphor screen (Figure 4.4-26). To determine the ef-
played on a raster with a 4:3 aspect ratio using a 525-TV- fective visual resolution of the system, the display design-
line system with a 30-Hz frame rate: er must determine values for these factors from the

1.245 x 01 x 106) characteristics of the particular tube he intends to em-
S1 (ploy and the ambient illumination predicted to fall on"TVLh 30 x 525 the face of the tube insthe particular work environment

= 79 planned for the system.
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SECTION 4.4 ELECTRO-OPTICAL DISPLAY CHARACTERISTICS

4.4.2 RESOLUTION AND MODULATION TRANSFER INJ CATHODE RAY TUBES (CONTINUED)
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Figure 4.4-13. Relationships Among Bandwidth, Resolution, and Modulation Transfer in Digital Systems. (Continued)
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SECTION 4.4 E LECTRO-OPTICAL DISPLAY CHARACTERISTICS

4.4.2 RESOLUTION AND MODULATION TRANSFER IN CATHODE RAY TUBES (CONTINUED)

Figure 4.4-13. Relationships Among Bandwidth, Resolu- of the change (up or down), so for a 4-bit system the
tion, and Modulation Transfer ir. Digital Systems. In other three are used to designate the amount of change.
digital systems, the signal strength is quantized and con- By letting i's designate a pulse, and O's no pulse, the four
verted into a binary signal, usually in the form of a string bits are used to encodL the changes as follows:
of discrete pulses. (See Figure 4.1-5 for a description of Sga-ee iaycd ubro tp
the quantizing process.) The present figure discusses the Sga-ee iaycd ubro tp
use of pulse codec mnodulated transmission systems for 000 0
digital imagery. Two types are illustrated, linecar encodled 001 1
Kill and Ji~ffierentic-' encoded P0M, These are commonly 010 2
referred to as PCM and DPCM systems respectively. The 100 4
treatment is intended to give the display designer an 011 8
insight into the implications of such systems with regard 110 16
to the imagery they generate. It is not iniended as a treat- 101 32
ment of the systems themselves. ill 64

The circuitry of the camera, or other device such as a Part (cl of this figure shows a hypotheticail analoag signal
computer, which generates the signal, codes the signal whose strength changes from a level of 250 to zero in one
strength into a chain of pulses having the appropriate pat- step, and then from zero back to 250 in another.
tern. The circuit in the receiver or disp~ay device decodes
the signal and converts it into an appropriate voltage for Part (d) shows the steps taken to go from 250 to zero
use by the CRT, optical line-scan imp'9e generator, or without generating any negative values. For the first three
other display device. Part (aý of this figure illustrates a steps the signal is dropped the maximum amount the cod-
linear encoding scheme. In such a scheme the range of the ing system will allow, 64 levels. At the end of the third
analog signal strength to be -used is divided into equal drop, the value (58) is above that of the largest step, so
steps and each is assigned a coded strength value. Part (b) the next largest (32) is chosen for the fourth step. After
illustrates how a train of analog and digital signals relate the fourth step the signal value is 26, so 16 is chosen as
to each other. It is important to note that the three- the fifth step. The signal strength remaining after the fifth
position digital pulse code must be repeated for each half step has a value of 10, so 8 is selected as the largest step
of the cycle for analog signal, or, in terms of horizontal which can be subtracted without creating a negative sig-
TV resolution, once for each TV resolution line. nal. The remaining signal now has a value of 2, and this is

set to zero in the last step.
With respect to the circuitry of the system and for band- Step Amount subtracted Signal level
width calculations, each pulse represents a cycle. For the- ______

3-bit quantizing illustrated here, six cycles are required to - - 250
carry the digitized signal level code for each cycle of the 1 64 186
analog signal. The bandwidth required, then, is a factor of 2 64 122
2x (quantizing level in bits) greater than the bandwidth 3 64 58
needed for an analog system having equivalent resolution. 4 32 26

5 16 10
PCM systems offer advantages over analog systems, partic- 6 8 2
ularly in their ability to operate at much lower SNR's and, 7 2 0
for a given circuit, at lower MTF's, making a greater por-
tion of the circuit's frequency range available. These fea- The signal is returned to 250 in a similar fashion. In part
tures, especially the first, make digital systems desirable (e) the signal is allowed to assume negative values, so on
for many applications in spite of the bandwidth penalty the fourth step 64 is subtracted, which causes the signal to
they impose. In addition, many techniques are available overshoot the zero level and results in a signal strength of
for reducing the bandwidth requirements. A detailed dis- -6. On the next step 4 is added to this value, and on the
cussion of th-.se techniques is beyond the scope of this succeeding step 2 is added, returning the signal level to 0.
book; however, one technique involves transmitting the Since in a CRT display, signal strengths below that which
change in signal level, not the level itself, and further, cuts off the electron beam are displayed as having zero
limiting the number of steps by which the signal can be strength, the display will be correct after just four steps,
changed between adjacent resolution elements or pixels rather than the seven needed in the previous example.
(1/2 cycle of the analog signal). This technique is called However, as suggested by the diagram, the overshoot will
differential pulse code modulation (DPCM). be displayed when the signal is being returned to the 250

level.
Parts (d) and (e) of this figure illustrate two simple iniple-
mrentations of this technique. There are many others. For These examples are used to illustrate the nature of the
this illustration a 4-bit quantizing level has been chosen, errors that occur in the visual representation of DPCM
and two of the many possible ways of using those levels to coded signals. Many other schemes exist for coding the
transmit changes of up to 256 levels of signal strength are changes. A full discussion of this topic is outside the scope
illustrated. The four-bit signal will require 2x4 or 8 times of this book. The interested reader should consult Ref. 17
the i-.andwidth of the analog signal, but only one-half the for additional sources of information.
bandwidth of the 8-bit signal. No studies could be found which systematically related
In DPCM systems, 1 bit is used to designate the direction interpreter performance to a range of DPCM schemes.
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SECTION 4.4 ELECTRO-OPTICAL DISPLAY CHARACTERISTICS

4.4.2 RESOLUTION AND MODULATION TRANSFER IN CATHODE RAY TUBES (CONTINUED)

Figure 4.4-14. Effect of Display System Bandwidth on
HORIZONTAL SPATIAL FREQUENCY (TV lines/in) Image Modulation Response. This figure is included to

illustrate the fact that increasing the bandwidth of a CRT
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 display system does not necessarily improve its resolution

"E , .. (Ref. 18,C). The modulation transfer factors for horizon-
S1.0 -- tal square-wave targets were measured for three band-
zBA .W/T width/TV line conditions: 8 Hz and 525 TV lines, 162 BANDWIDTH/SYSTEM

0.8- (MHz) TV LINES MHz and 945 lines, and 32 MHz and 1,225 lines. Approxi-
Sz, mating horizontal resolution with the formula:

8/5250.6.L•(fam 1.245 (bandwidth}rt )(T

0.6 Horizontal resolution =
2(frame rate)(TV lines)

LU 6/945

"WT"S

> 0.4- 21204 32/1225(See Figure 4.4-12)

0.2 REF. 18,C The ratios of the horizontal resolution for the 8, 16, and
32 MHz systems were approximated using this formula

O and found to be:

0 5 1 Relative Horizontal Resolution
Bandwidth Measured

HORIZONTAL SPATIAL FREQUENCY (TV lines/cm) (MHz) TV lines Approximated (at MTF 0)

8 525 1.00 1.00
16 945 1.11 0.86
32 1,225 1.72 0.71

The calculations are only approximations, but they are
accurate enough to shov that for the system studied
there was a failure to achieve the horizontal resolution
increase which would be predicted using bandwidth calcu-
lations. In addition the higher bandwidth configurations
should have improved the modulation transfer factors for
the lower frequencies. The author reported that no unam-
biguous reason was found for these results.

The designer of CRT display systems must recognize that
to obtain the benefits of increased bandwidth, great care
must be taken to ensure that all elements of the system will
operate effectively at the planned frequencies.

100_ Figure 4.4-15. Effect of Spot Size on Horizontal Modula-
tion Transfer in Line Scan Systems. The accompanying

0.90 graph shows the effect of the size of a rcanning soot hav-
ing a Gaussian point spread function on the horizontal

0.80 - modulation transfer characteristics of a CRT (Ref. 19).

The data are plotted as the ratio of the spatial frequency
0.70 of the signal to the spot size. The spot size is taken to be

2E 1.18a which gives an overlap between scan lines at the
o0.60- 50-percent intensity level of the line spread function.

O 0.50- The curves represent the modulation transfer function for

S0.40 the spot and do not take into consideration the modula-S0.4ot-tion losses in other parts of the system. If a high-

0 0.30- frequency signal has a modulation transfer factor of 0.1
0. and has a spatial extent on the screen 1.3 times the

0.201- diameter of the spot, the modulation on the screen will be
the product of the modulation transfer factor of the signal

0.10L and tne modulation transfer factor of the spot. In this
SREF. 19 case, the value is 0.1 x 0.1, or 0.01. A modulation in the

00 1 2_ original scene of 1.0 would be reproduced at 0.01 for that
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 spatial frequency. In actual practice, the modulation of

RATIO OF TARGET SPATIAL FREQUENCY TO the imagery will be reduced still further through the

SPOT SIZE FOR A 1.18 GAUSSIAN SPOT effects of internally scattered light in the faceplate (Figure
4.4-25) and by reflected ambient light (Figure 4.4-26).

4.4-20
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SECTION 4.4 ELECTRO-OPTICAL DISPLAY CHARACTERISTICS

4.4.2 RESOLUTION AND MODULAl ION TRANSFER IN CATHODE RAY TUBES (CONTINUED)

(a) RIPPLE MODULATION FOR A GAUSSIAN (c) RASTER PITCH MODOLATION

POINT SPREAD FUNCTION ih/1 )? 1Cm)

1.0 . .. r--rI1.50 0.0003
1.55 0.0005

E 1.60 0.0009E
9 1.65 0.001
z 1.70 0.602
. 01 1.75 0.003

1.80 0.004
O 1.85 0.006
0
2 1.90 0.008
UJ0.01 1.95 0.011

CL0.0042-. 2.00 0.014

X 2.25 0.040

REF. 20 2.50 0.085
2.75 0.147

0.001 i iit tI lI {t Ii iI 3.00 0.223
2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 3.25 0.223

RASTER PITCH (hlO) 3.25 0.308

3,50 0.297
(b) RIPPLE MODULATION OF OVERLAPPED 3.75 0.488

GAUSSIAN SCAN LINES (see text for 4.00 0.574
explanation of symbols) 4.25 0.654

X 1 N CON N 4.50 0.725
, , I ,4.75 0.787wo > >. >. > > > > >5.00 0.838

I " ", 5.25 0.880
I c i .'5.50 0.913C 5.75 0.938

"6.00 0.957
(arbitrary) 6.25 0970

REF. 20

Figure 4.4-16. Ripple Modulation and Contrast Function periodic series of scan lines of equal intensity by using the
of Raster Pitch. Ripple modulation-the variations in formula (Ref. 20):
luminance across a raster caused by overlapping scan
lines-is described in Figure 4.4-1. For overlapping lines
with Gaussian line spread functions, the ripple is nearly
sinusoidal up to a raster pitch of approximately 4 (Ref. n = .-(nh.y 2 (202
20). Part (a) of this figure can be used to determine the

ripple modulation for a flat field display condition. It B e
also can be used to estimate the maximum modulation n = - oo
for a series of evenly spaced lines separated by chosen
distances whether or not they are adjacent scan lines of a where B = luminance at a point at distance y
raster. The actual values of the ripple modulation will also from the center of a reference scan
depend upon scattered light within 'the faceplate of the line in the raster
tube (Figure 4.4-25), the amount of ambient illumination
falling on the face of the tube (Figu're 4.4-26), and any reference line
filters used to reduce the effect of the ambient light
(Figure 4.4-27). h = center-to-center spacing of the

scan lines
Luminance values, without consideration for scattered or a standard deviation of the line
ambient light, can be calculated for any spot on a raster or spread function

(Continued)
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SECTION 4.4 ELECTRO-OPTICAL DISPLAY CHARACTERISTICS

4.4.2 RESOLUTION AND MODULATION TRANSFER IN CATHODE RAY TUBES (CONTINUED)

Figure 4.4-16. (continued)

The summation is shown in the formula for values of n The results of theso calculations ..re shown in the table
between ± infinity. While theoretically correct because of in part (c).
the nature of the Gaussian spread function (see Figure
4.1-9), in practice summing over n = ±10 will introduce As Figures 4.4-25 and 4.4-26 suggest, in practice these
no significant errors. For pitches of 2.67 or less, summing values may be high depending upon the amount of
over only ±3 scan lines is usually sufficient. internally scattered and ambient light present.

By calculating values for L (y) at y = 0 and y = h/2, the For an illustration of the luminous intensity profiles of
maximum and minimum luminances of the raster can be widely spaced lines, see Figure 4.3-20.
obtained. Adding these values to the formula for modu-
lation (Cm), we have:

Cm = Lmax- Lmin
Lmax + Lmin

where
Lmax = maximum luminance and
Lmin = minimum luminance

(See Figure 3.1-10.)

Figure 4.4-17. Relative Horizontal and Vertical Response
(a) HORIZONTAL RESPONSE of Shadow Mask and Trinitron Color Tubes. These two

curves (Ref. 21) show the relative horizontal and vertical
1.0 •responses of the shadow mask and trinitron color CRT's.•0.9 -SHADOW MASK TUBE•
0.9 D/ Although not stated by the authors, it is assumed that

Z 0.8 / these curvps represent the relative responses of tubes with
0./aperture grills and discontinuous phosphors (matrix or

c 0.7 TRINITRONJ stripes) compared to those in tubes lacking aperture grills

W, 06 and having continuous phosphor coatings. Because of the
> * I difference in the geometry of the two aperture masks
I0.5 and phosphor patterns described in Figure 4.4-8, the
w-J tubes display different response characteristics. The
G 0.4 REF. 21 shadow mask tube having horizontally staggered phos-

phor dots as opposed to the discrete grill of the trinitron,
" 10 20 3 shows somewhat better horizontal response. On the

0 100 200 300 400 other hand, the trinitron, having a continuous aperture
RESOLUTION in the vertical direction, shows (as would be expected)

(TV lines)

(b) VERTICAL RESPONSE no loss in comparison to tubes with continuous phos-
phor coatings that do not have aperture grills.

1.0c I

"j 0.9 TRINITO

O0.8 -SHADO MASK TUBE\

> 0.6-

- 0.5-
0.4J
0.4 REF. 21

0 100 200 300 400
RESOLUTION
(TV lines)

" Note: See assumption in text.
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SECTION 4.4 ELECTRO-OPTICAL DISPLAY CHARACTERISTICS

4.4.2 RESOLUTION AND MODULATION TRANSFER IN CATHODE RAY TUBES 'CONTINUED)

(a) LNE (b) LINE LINE
NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER

1 0

2 1 2

3 3
3 44

d

DI U5 5 9 H-'EF.2

DISTANCES USED TO 22
COMPUTE LINE PAIRING SCANNING SCANNING
(d, and d2 ) OF CAMERA OF MONITOR

RASTER RASTER

(d)
(c0) 1201 f I

(1) (2) I

110 0.0 .8:
100w 4 M w , • I•

1 2 3 4 10 2 3 4 5 0.6

NO LINE PAIRING z PA

0.2 REF. 22

(0 ) 120 -00-... .. .
L_ 

'L 'L 
. . . . . . .

() (2 LuJ 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

(21) LOSS OF EFFECTIVE BANDWIDTH
1l00 , •, DUE TO PAIRING

1 2 3 4 Figure 4.4-18. Effects of Line Pairing on Vertical Resolu-.- 1 2 3 4
tion and Modulation Transfer. Line pairing occurs to

2% LINE PAIRING some extent in practically all interlaced line scan syst.ms.

It occurs when the lines of the two interlaced fields do
z not fall exactly between one another. It is expressed in

Wc3) z 120 , percent and calculated by, the formula: (Ref. 22):( 1 0 1) .. . ( 2 )I
,5 1C -- Percent pairing = dj + d 2 x 100• ~d 1 + d 2

100 (7) where dl = distance from line 1 to line 2, and
90go__ __= | d2 = distance from line 2 to line 3

1 2 3 4 (see part (a) of this figure)

5% LINE PAIRING

Four types of line pairing can occur:
(c4) 120 1 1 1 1

1 t (2) * In the camera only
110 - In the monitor or CRT only

1 In both camera and monitor in
equal anounts

M (20 * In both camera and monitor by

90 differing amounts

An example of this last case is shown in part (b) of this
so |i f igu re.

1 2 3 4
10% LINE PAIRING Part (c) of this figure shows the effect of line pairing on

the flat-field ripple modu!ation of the monitor. The exam-pIe is for J raster with a pitch of 2.36 (line overlap

EFFECT OF LINE PAIRING IN CRT ON at the 50-percent intensity level). For the four conditions
FLAT-FIELD RIPPLE MODULATION the modulations between points (1) and (1') and between

points (2) and (2') are as follows:
(Continued)
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SECTION 4.4 ELECTRO-OPTICAL DISPLAY CHARACTERISTICS

4.4.2 RESOLUTION AND MODULATION TRANSFER IN CATHODE RAY TUBES (CONTINUED)

Figure Line Pairing Modulation (Cm) This formula is alio nresented in Figure 4.1-9. For pitches
(percent) Points Points of 2.67 or less, summing over only ± 3 scan lines will

(1)-(1') (2)-(2') not introduce a significant error into the calculations.

Line pairing reduces modulation transfer in two ways.
ce 0 0.059 0.059 First, the uneven spacing of the lines creates uneven

sampling of the scene by the camera. This limits the maxi-
c2 2 0.044 0.069 mum spatial frequency that can be resolved in the scene.

Second, when the pairing in the image generator (camera
ur other device) and the monitor •i e different, the detail
response is lowered for all line numbers, but more for the

c 4  10 0.004 0.136 higher ones than the lower. The presentation is equivalent
These figures do not take into account any modulation to two misrcgistered images. This condition also occurs
loss due to illumination of the screen by armbient light or when either image generator or monitor exhibits pairing.
internal reflections in the faceplate. They represent the The loss of resolution can be equated to a loss of band-
maximum that would be expected. Values for other raster width. Part (d) of this figure shows the effective band-
pitches and percentage of line pairing can be calculated width loss as a function of the amount of pairing (Ref.
from summed intensity values using the formula from 22).
Figure 4.4-16:

Pairing in the monitor is easier to detect visually than
nnh00)2 a2  pairing in the image generator. This is because when pair-

n -(nhy)2/2a2 ing occurs in the monitor, banding becomes apparent in
L(y) = e the imagery, However, where pairing occurs only in the

image generator, the monitor still presents an image that
n -oo appears normal to casual inspection.

Figure 4.4-19. Number of Visually Detectable Contrast
Steps. In designing displays for digital imagery, it is useful Caution must be exercised in interpreting the data shown
to have an estimate of the nu, iber of contrast steps the because no account has been taken of the contrast losses
visual system is capable of detecting. If the display is which occur from internally reflected light (see Figure
designed to deliver too few, image content will be 4.4-25) or from the rflection of ambient illumination
unnecessarily lost; if the display delivers too many, it may (Figure 4.4-26).
be unnecessarily expensive and complex. Unfortunately,
at this time it is only possible to estimate visual perform- The fact that the display may be capable of delivering the
ance with regard to the viewing conditions and task number of contrast steps or quantized levels does not
requirements. The graph accompanying this figure gives imply that they can be detected visually. The contrast
the number of contrast (Cd) steps which can be displayed required for visual detection dep-nds upon the luminance
for several contrast increments. They were calculated of the display, the size (in visual angl'l of the target to be
from the formula detected, its edge gradients, whether or riot it is cyclical in

nature, and the background in which it is imbedded (see
L Section 3.1). In addition, the nature of the visual task will

N loJ Lmax) influence the contrast needed for its perfo.a .r.ce (see
(.... Section 3.10). The detection of the presence or absence of

log 1 + Cd) an object requires considerably less contrast than its
identification as a specific type of target.

where
These factors make the establishment of requirements for

N = the number of steps, contrast in displays or quantizing levels very difficult and
Lmax = maximum display luminance, preclude the selection cf a single value for all applications,
Lmin = minimum display luminance, and Furthermore, while the display and visual system may

Cd = the contrast increment determined limit the iange of quantized levels visible at any one time,
by the formula: this does not mean that the signal from the sensor should

Lm L be so limited. With electronic displays, and optical line
Cd max min scan printers, the signal can be manipulated and various

Li portions presented at a time, thus preserving informationLmin which might otherwise be lost.

The notations at the top of the figure give visual perform-
(See Figure 3.1-10 for a descri1ition of the relationships ance data from studies previcusly reported in other sec.
between the various measures of contrast.) The number of tions. They are provided to give the reader an idea of the
quantizing levels represented by the contrasts steps is wide range of visual contrast detection thresholds and
shown on the lower scale, their dependence upon viewing conditions and type of

task.

4.4-24
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SECTION 4.4 ELECTRO-OPTICAL DISPLAY CHARACTERISTICS

4.4.2 RESOLUTION AND MODULATION TRANSFER IN CATHODE RAY TUBES (CONTINUED)

50%
DETECTION
THRESHOLD 50%.

1-ARC-MIN DETECTION
GRATIN,5 ARROW ON

99• PHOTO
DETECTION 10 cd/rmn 0.1-28 cd/m

2
THREHOLD (3 ILl

THRESHOLD (Ref. 24) (0.03-8 WL 50%

1.ARC.MIN 2(Ref. 26) DETECTION
CIRCLE/ 95% THRESHOLD

260cd/m2 DETECTION CYCLICAL

(75 IL) THRESHOLD TARGETS

0.3 SEC 4-7 ARC MIN 20-ARC-MIN

EXPOSURE EDGE 68-340 cd/m2

(Ref. 23) GRADIENT (20.100 fL)
lRef. 25) (Ref. 27)

100 / F i-7 '60

500 1/ 4
300 50

200 CONTRAST STEP

S'ZE (Cd1 0.50 0.20 0.10 0.05 0.02 0.01 0.005

.J 100 - 40
OO

0 70

4 5O
50 W

w L
z -
z 30 30 <
z

20-20

>- - 2
7-

-5

3- 10

2

1 0

1 2 5 10 20 50 100 200 500 1000 2000
NUMBER OF STEPS DISPLAYED

I I I I _ * I Ip , I

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

REQUIRED QUANTIZING LEVEL (bits)

Figure 4.4-19. (text on preceding page) Number of Visually Detectable Contrast Steps
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SECTION 4.4 ELECTHO-UVl I IAL UIZýrLAY L'AMiMLA',! tnio%-,i

4.4.2 RESOLUTION AND MODULATION TRANSFER IN CATHODE RAY TUBES (CONTINUED)

Figure 4.4-20. Quantizing Errors Expressed as Signal-to-
50 1 1 1 1 Noise Ratios. Quantizing errors are the errors in signal

strength introduced when a continuously varying analog
signal is converted into a fixed number of discrete steps in

! 40 the quantizing process (see Figure 4.1-5). The distribution
0 of these errors is such that they may be expressed in term

of a signal-to-noise ratio, defined in the same way as has
< 0 been used in previous distussions:

SNR(db) = 20 log rmSsignalrms noise0 20
This figure shows the dependence of the quantizing SNR

Son the number of quantizing levels for a quantizei using
0 10 Gaussian signal strength steps. The figure is included here

as an example of the type of relationship which exists
REF. 28 between quantizing levels and signal-to-noise ratios (Ref.

0 I I I I 1 28). Other quantizing schemes will have similar relation-
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ships but different absolute values of SNR as a function

QUANTIZING LEVEL (bits) of quantizing level. To determine the resulting SNR in
decibels when a quantized signal is displayed on a CRT

SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO IDEAL, UNIFORM system with a known SNR, bcth ratios are converted to
QUANTIZER, GAUSSIAN INPUT power and added. The result is then reconverted to

decibels. For instance, if a displ&y system has an SNR
of 35 dB and a 6-bit quantized signal with an SN R of
30 dB displayed on it (see the graph), the new SNR is:

SNR 1 + SNR 2

10 10
SNRtot = 10 log- SNRI SNT 2

10 10 + 10 io

10.5 + 3.0
10 log 103.5 + 103.0

- 10 log 760

= 28.8 dB

4.4-26
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SECTION 4.4 ELECTRO-OPTICAL DISPLAY CHARACTERISTICS

4.4.2 RESOLUTION AND MODULATION TRANSFER IN CATHODE RAY TUBES (CONTINUED)

Figure 4.4-21. Effect of Beam Current on Horizontal
(a) Modulation Transfer Function for a Shadow Mask

HORIZONTAL VARIATION OF MTF WITH BEAM Color CRT. It was shown in Figures 4.4-2(b) and 4.4-9(c)

CURRFNT FOR A SHADOW MASK CRT that spot size increases as beam current increases. The
effect of this size change on the horizontal MTF for a

SPATIAL FREQUENCY (cycles/in) shadow mask CRT is shown in these graphs. In part (a)
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 of the figure, the MTF's of three levels of beam current

, ,,0 are shown. In part (b), the locus of the points represent-
[ ing sine-wave modulation transfer factor of 0.5 is plotted

%0.9 as a fuoction of beam current and target spatial frequency.
-0(Ref. 29).S0.8 |
4 -
u. % % 0.05 mA Since the variations in luminance comprising an image on
S0.7 the face of a CRT are produced by variations in the beam

W '\• current, it is apparent that th3 m odulation transfer charac-
Z , teristics of a CRT vary as a function of scene luminance.

a: 0.5 - 4
I- - %

0.4 -4 mA

0- %o 0.2,nA \
o

0.1 - REF. 29

o - . ... . I I ...
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8

SPATIAL FREQUENCY (cycles/mm)

(b) SINE-WAVE FREQUENCY AT 0.5
MODULATION TRANSFER FACTOR

SPATIAL FREQUENCY (MHz)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

4

E

Z
uJ
c-

S 2

W

REF. 29

0I I I I
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7

SPATIAL FREQUENCY (cycles/mmi

0 5 10 15

HORIZONTAL SPATIAL FREQUENCY
(cycles/in)
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SECTION 4.4 ELECTRO-OPTICAL DISPLAY CHARACTERISTICS

4.4.2 RESOLUTION AND MODULATION TRANSFER IN CATHODE RAY TUBES (CONTINUED)

SPATIAL FREQUENCY (cycles/in) LINE
NUMBER

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
1.0 I I I I I I11 2 3

BEST FOCUS - 4.5 kV 24 5 6
4.4kV

-O0.8 - ,.6 kV 3 7 8 9
U9

u0.7 THREE-LINE SEGMENT OF A CRT RASTER

'W 0.6 AEF. 30

o 0.5

0 0.4 - Figure 4.4-23. Vertical and Horizontal Aperture Equaliza-
;ion. The loss in signal modulation that occurs for high-< 03

03 - % frequency signals can be compensated for by horizo,atau
0.2 aperture equalization. The loss in imagery modulation

M 0caused by the line spread overlapping of scanning lines can
0.1 be compensated for by vertical aperture equalization.
0.1 REF. 29

0 In horizontal aperture equalization, the high-frequency
0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 components of the signal are amplified to increase their

SPATIAL FREQUIENr.Y (cycles/cm) modulation. Unfortunately, this amplification must take
place after noise has been introduced into the circuit; the

EFFECT OF VARIATION OF FOCUS VOLTAGE frequency components of the noise that correspond to
- 100 VOLTS those of the signal being amplified are also amplified. The

result is an overall decrease in the signal-to-noise ratio of
the system.
Horizont,:t aperture equalization circuits are routinely

rFigure 4.4-22. Effect of Focus Voltage on the Modula- isaldi ihqaiycmeca Vssem

tion Transfer Function of a Shadow Mask CRT. The
voltage applied to the focusing coils in CRT's affects the Vertical aperture correction can be explained with the aid
modulation transfer function of the signal displayed on
the screen as shown in this graph. The "best focus" condi- of the diagram in this figure. The numbers a through 9
tion was subjectively determined by viewing the CRT on represint areas along three adjacent scan lines, as shown.
which a test pattern was displayed. The horizontal MTF Using area 5 for illustration, during the time that areas 2
was measured for this voltage and for ±100 volts from and 8 were being written, the spread function of the beam
that figure. There was very little difference for the caused signals from these areas to be written in area 5
decreased voltage, but considerable difference for the also, but at a much lower intensity. By electronically
increased voltage. The author reports that the higher delaying the signals from areas 2, 5, and 8 so that they are
voatage resulted in a "significantly degraded image" and all present simultaneously, the appropriate proportions of
that "the MTF results are in agreement with the subjective 2 and 8 can be subtracted from 5, and then 5 can be writ-
viewing results" (Ref. 29). The method of obtaining the ten with the spread function compensated for (Ref. 31).
subjective viewing results was not reported. The result is a much sharper appearing picture. The eler-

tronics associated with the delay circuits is complicateo,
These data have important implications for the calibration and vertical aperture equalization is not incorporated in
of CRT's to be used in critical viewing situations. The TV monitors as standard practice.
voltage producing the best image should be determined
and the display circuitry adjusted to provide it. Further- The compensation contains some errors because the line
more, it should be checked at intervals consistent with the spread is not uniform across adjacent lines, being greatest
stability of the circuit. at the point of overlap and decreasing following a Gaus-

sian distribution as it cros, s the adjacent line. Since the
subtraction process applies to the entire width of the line
being corrected, errors are introduced. The effect these
errors would have on the extraction of information from
the imagery is unknown.
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SECTiON 4.4 ELECTRO-OPTICAL DISPLAY CHARACTERISTICS

4.4.2 RESOLUTION AND MODULATION TRANSFER IN CATHODE RAY TUBES (CONTINUED)

Figure 4.4-24. Limiting Resolution in TV Carn-ra Tubes

as a Function of Image Motion. Two principal factors

1000 1 ( T1111i degrade the resolution of TV cameras for moving images.

- MAGE MOTVON STTIC- One, called si•,nl mixi,,g, is analogous to the blur caused

z N- 80 lseconis)Pictute yyidv when the shutter speed of a conventional cameia is too

slow to "stop" the motion of a moving object. In the case

•, 600 • lj '•_•-of the TV camera, the image formed on the photosensor is
. . 2scanned once every frame for conv~ntional systems (1/30

- ,-second in the NTSC system). If the image of the scene

400 LAG A9% moves during this time, the light from several spots in the

scene will pass over a single spot on the photosensor and

"00 > 
will become "mixed," or added, together; the result will

14 , REF. 36, be a blurred image.

0
10,6v t l _10 Il -3 |A second major source of resolution loss is called "lag."

The term ".ag" is used to designate the residual image leit

IACEPLATE ILLUMINATION (footcandlesl on the photosensor or other element after the passage of

the electron beam. It is measured after the removal of

illumination from the photosensor as the third field decay

(b) 
flug; i.-., the residual signal strength remaining on the third

1000 
scan after the removal of the illumination divided by the

IM AG M"iNsignal strength obtained during illumination. It may also

800 - Iseconds/picture widhl•ý'S be reported as the proportion of the signal left as a iunc-

2 0 ecution of time. (See Ref. 31 for information on the lag char-

0- 600 
acteristics oi specific types of tubes.)L - VT- 7.5V01

G .00The results shown here (Ref. 32) are for electron bom-

"400 - LAG 47% barded silicon devices (EBS's), a camera tube of medium
resolution (Ref. 9) primarily used to- low light level

-c-
200 work. While each type of tube will exhibit its own abso-

0P R 200 lute values for resolution loss for moving images, these

0 .curves indicate the qualitative effects for all. The scene (a

10 %0o3  high-contrast square-wave target) was moved at four

FACEPLATE ILLUMINATION (footcandles) speeds-60, 20, 10, and 5 seconds per picture width. In

camera-tube terminology, "target" refers to the surface

scanned by the electron beam. In EBS's the performance

of the tube varies with the voltage on the target. For the

results reported, two target voltages were employed, 7.5

and 20 volts, and two lag values were used, 19 percent and

47 percent.

The method of displaying the information and performing

the observations was not reported.
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SECTiON 44 ELECTRO-OPTICAL DISPLAY CHARACTERISTICS

4.4.2 RESOLUTION AND MODULATION TRANSFER IN CATHODE RAY TUBES (CONTINUED)

(a) SPREAD OF LIGHT FROM PHOSPHOR LAYER

SPREAD OF LIGHT
FROM ALUMINUM 5ACKING

~-FACEPLATE -

\ • rSPREAD OF LIGHT FROM G
PHOSPHOR /

PHOSPHOR aO 6eQ X

ALUMINUM i iREF. 32
BACKING

PORTION
OF
ELECTRON
BEAM

SPREAD OF LIGHT FROM INTERNAL REFLECTIONS(b)

CRITICAL
A ANGLE

AIR

GLASS

PHOSPHOR

ALUMINUM-RF3
BACKING a

A-A - "DARK" RINGELEn.TRON B-B - HALATION RING
BEAM

Figure 4.4-25. Scattering and Internal Reflection of Light dimension A in the figure, the scattering within the phos-
in Cathode Ray Tubes. The contrast of images generated phor is approximately equal to the phosphor thickness
on CRT's can be seriously degraded by reflection within (Ref. 34). Since th;s thickness is typically only a few
the faceplate. A small contribution is made by light micrometers compared to spot sizes of several hundred
scattered within the phosphor and reflected from its micrometers, the image degradation from this source is
aluminum backing. Part (a) of this figure shows the geom- negligible. While the light scattered from the aluminum
etry of the scattering that takes place within the pnosphor backing covwrs a wider area, it is still small compared to
and from the aluminum backing (Ref. 33). As noted by the spot siz,;. (Continued)
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SECTION 4.4 ELECTROOPTICAL DISPLAY CHARACTERISTICS

4.4.2 RESOLUTION AND MODULATION TRANSFER IN CATHUDE RAY TUBES (CONTINUED)

(d) SPREAD OF LIGHT IN SHADOW The geometry of the internally reflected light is shown inMASK COLOR CRT'S part (b) of this figure. The phosphor closely resembles a
MRImurtian radiator (Ref. 35); that is, the intensity of the

DISTANCE FROM EXCITED LINE (in) light it emits is a junction o[ the cosine of the angle a
given ray makes with a line perpendicular to the surface of

2 4 6 8 10 12 the phosphor. This means that substantial amounts of
light are emitted in directions which intercept the surface
of the faceplate at angles greater than the critical atigk.
The critical angle i; the angle at which light is totally

50 A reflected when going from a medium of one index of
refraction to another miedium with a different index of

40 " refractio,.; e.g., from glass to air The angle at which the
TUBE WITH PHOSPHOR total refraction occurs going from glass to air is.

30 SPOT AS LARGE AS I
BEAM 0c = Sin 1 (I) where

~20 c
C 0c = the critical angle and

N = rifractive index of the glass

z 10
0 • (Ref. 36)7

\J The light that is refracted returns and illuminates the
5 phosphor at some distance from the place it was emitted.

TUBE WITH Parts (c) and (d) of this figure give measurements of the
PHOSPHOR luminance caused by internal light being reflected from

3 SPOT the phosphor. Part (c) gives measurements on two con-
SMALLER figurations of shadow mask CRT's (Ref. 8). The one

2 THAN exhibiting the lower reflected luminance has a configura-
BEAM tion like that shown in Figure 4.4-8.

REF. 8 Part (d) of this figure shows measurements taken on a
- II black and white CRT. In both cases, considerable lumi.

0 5 10 15 20 2b 30 nance is created at some distance from the excited phos-
DISTANCE FROM EXCITED LINE (cm) phor. This luminance decreases the contrast of the

imagery it coincides with. For a low-luminance, low-
(c) SPREAD OF LIGHT IN A BLACK AND contrast area close to a bright portion of the image, the

WHITE CRT effect can be great enough to reduce the contrast below
the threshold of vision. The author of Ref. 3 ctates that

DISTANCE (in) for a dark area 14 mm (0.55 in) away from ex,;i'.ed areas
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 on either side ".. . the brightness enhancement by

10 - 32 internally reflected ligh-. is about 4 fL for 27 fL of direct
028 j intensity, which is approximately 15 percent."

24 Interoretation of the data in part (d) is somewhat
E arbitrary because the location of the edge of the raster

SZO with regard to the distances shown on the ordinate is notCRT "' clear. However, the curve does serve to illustrate theFACE Uf
U - 16 z nature of the spread in luminance caused by internally

< z scattered light.

z -1 PATH OF iPHOOFTr ,1 This phenomenon is sometimes referred to as halation,
OAPERTURER 8 and in some instances may result in the appearance of a

S PETRRSbright ring around a brightly illuminated spot situated in a
S0 DISTANCE 4darker surround.

REF. 3
0 1~-- 0o 4 8 12 16 18

DISTANCE (mim)

GLASS THICKNESS: 11.4 mm (approx)
PHOTOMETER APERTURE

DIAMETER: 0.31 mm (approx)
SPOT DIAMETER: 0.51 mm (approx)
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SECTION 4.4 ELECTRO-OPTICAL DISPLAY CHARACTERISTICS

4.4.2 RESOLUTION AND MODULATION TRANSFER IN CATHODE RAY TUBES (CONTINUED)

... D, FFUS r •,'

(a)REFLECTION
PHOSPHOR FROM

ALUMINUM 
POIO

BACKING

SPECULAR
REFLECTION
FROM
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(b) FLAT FACEPLATE SPECULAR
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Figure 4.4-26. Effect of Reflected Ambient Light on CRT Contrast Ratio and Modulation
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SECTION 4.4 ELECTRO-OPTICAL DISPLAY CHARACTERISTICS

4.4.2 RESOLUTION AND MODULATION TRANSFER IN CATHODE RAY TiBES (CONTINUED)

Figure 4.4-26. Effect of Reflected Ambient Light on sources are illustrated in part (a) of this figure, Part (b)
CRT Contrast Ratio and Modulation. Ambient light acts illustrates the effect of the slight curvature of the face-
two ways to reduce the contrast of CRT imagery: First plate on the locations from which light sources can be
through specular refle('ctio from the faceplate and the reflected into the eye. As is shown, light sources at high
aluminum backing of the phosphor and second through angles from the line of s~ght that would be reflected away
diffuse reflectance from the surface of the phosphor. The from the eye by a flat faceplate are reflected into the eye
specular reflection from the aluminum backing is subject by the curved one.
to scattering as it passes out through the phosphor. These
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SECTION 4.4 ELECTRO-OPTICAL DISPLAY CHARACTERISTICS

4.4.2 RESOLUTION AND MODULATION TRANSFER IN CATHODE RAY TUBES (CONTINUED)

(a) EFFECT OF NEUTRAL DENSITY FILTERS OF DISPLAY CONTRAST RATIO

PHOSPHOR LUMINANCE
300 cd/rn2 

(87.5 1 L)

LMAX 348 cd/m2" 101.5 1L)

REFLECTED L 48cd/m2114f1)
LUMINANCE LMIN
48 cd/m

2 
(14 1L) Cr 7.25

INCIDENT
ILLUMINATION
190 lux (18 tc)

CRT NEUTRAL

(DENSITY FILTER
50% transmittance)

PHOSPHOR LUMiNANCE
BEFORE FILTER
300 cd/rn 2 (87.5 f L)

REFLECTED = AFTER FILTER LMAx 162 cd/m2 (47.3 fL)
LUMINANCE A R150 cd/rn

2 143.8 LI
24 cd/m

2 
(7 LI LMIN = 12 cd/m2 (3.5 fL)

REFLECTED LUMINANCE Cr 13.5
L AFTER FILTER

12 cd/r
2 

(3.5 1L)

0 •INCIDENT ILLUMINATION
INCIDENT ILLUMINATION 1Sj lux (18 fc)
AFTER FILTER
95 lux (9 fc)

OBJECT-PLANE SPATIAL FREQUENCY
(cycles/ram at 1 X or 250 rmm)

0.03 0.1 0.3 1 3 10 20

SIZE OF 1/2 CYCLE (arc minutes)
300 100 30 10 3 1 0.3

RETINAL ILLUMINANCE
(trolands-see Figure 3.2-23)

0.3-

(b) EFFECT OF LUMINANCE ON VISUAL 0.1 3
DETECTION OF MODULATION z

S10/
10.03 /

O ~100
21000/

/

0.003/ FOR DASHED
0"01 LINES SEE

FIGURE 3.1-19

0.1 0.3 1 3 10 30 100

SPATIAL FREQUENCY (cycles/degree)

Figure 4.4-27. Methods of Reducing Modulation Losses in CRT's Due to Ambient Illumination (Continued)
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SECTION 4.4 ELECTRO-OPTICAL DISPLAY CHARACYERISTICS

4.4.2 RESOLUTION AND MODULATION TRANSFER IN CATHODE RAY TUBES (CONTINUED)

Figure 4.4-27. Methods of Reducing Modulation Losses The lower illustration in part (b) shows the situation for a
in CRT's Due to Ambient IIl=imination. The most effec- CRT with a faceplate filter having 50 percent Iransmit-
tive way to eliminate the modulation losses caused by tance, that is a filter which passes 50 percent of the light
reflected ambient illumination is to prevent it from reach- falling on it. Ambient illumination is reduced from 190
ing the face of the CRT. Proper lightinij control in the lux to 95 lux by passing through the filter. Following
interpretation area is essential (see Section 7.3.3). Where the first formula in this figure, the luminance created by
ambient illumination on the face of the display cannot be the reflection of this illumination from the phosphor is
eliminated, antireflective coatings to reduce specular 24 cd/mi (7 fL). This value is reduced 50 percent by its
reflection from the glass surfaces of the foceplate and passage out through the filter, giving it a final value of
filters to reduce the effects of diffuse reflection from the 12 cd/m 2 , (3.5 fL). As with the case illustrated in part
phosphor surface should be used. Part (a) of this figure (a) this value represents the minimum luminance of the
shows the way in which neutral density filters act. Neutral display, if the spread of luminance wi~hin the faceplate is
density filters pass all visible wavelengths equally well. ignored. The 300 cd/m 2 (87.5 fL) maximum luminance of

the phosphor is also reduced by 50 percent by its passage,
The top illustration in part (a) of this figure shows the out through the filter, r sulting in an effective phosphor
effect of ambient light on the contrast ratio of a CRT luminance of 150 cdm5 (43.8 fL) adding the reflected
without a filter. The maximum luminaynce produced by lumin ance (12 cd/me) to this figure gives a value of 162
the phosphor is taken to be 300 cd/mi (88 f L). Ambient cd/mV for the maximum luminance of the display. The
illumination is taken to be 190 lux (18 fc), and the reflec- contrast ratio, then is
tivity of the phosphor assumed to be 80 percent. The 162
luminance on the phosphor produced by the amb;ent Cr = 162 = 13.5
ilMumination is calculated by the formula:

an increase of 86 percent over that for the CRT without
Lr = EaR where the faceplate filter.

ir The drawback of this method is the reduction of the light
Lr = The luminance produced by from the phosphor. Part (b) of the figure shows the effect

the reflected light in cd/mi on the detection of a sine-wave grating that occurred
(f L) when the luminance of a CRT was reduced by the use of

Ea = The ambient illumination in filters (Ref. 38). (Other data on the topic of visual resolu-
lux (fc) tion and luminance appears in Section 3.2.6.)

R = The reflectivity of the screen
Another type of filter that can be used is one which is

This formula assumes the phosphor screen is a perfect matched to the wavelength of the light emitted by the
Lambertian reflector. In the illustration the reflected phosphor. For phosphors with distinct colors such as the
luminance is P31, which emits mostly green light, a filter can be selec-

ted which will pass most of the light emitted by the phos-
190 (.8) phor and block all other wavelengths in the ambient illum-

Ir ination. This greatly reduced the amount of ambient light

48 cd/in2 (14 f) Qreaching the phosphor.

Polarizing filters can also be used. The ambient liipht is
Th;s value is the minirrium luminance from an unactivated polarized as it passes through the filter, but that portion
area of the phosphor, assuming no internal scattering of which is rpecularly reflected from interna; faceplate struc-
the light in the face cf the tube. Assuming that the ambi- tures will have its direction of pu' rization changed and
ent illumination is uniform across the face of the tube, will then iiot pass back out through the filter.
this same value is added to the phosphor-generated lumi-
nance making the maximum luminance 348 cd/m 2 . The Meshes and grids have been imbedded in faceplates to trap
contrast ratio (Cr) of the CRT for this condition is the ambient light, but while they are effective for their

intended purpose they degrade the resolution of the dis-
Lmax where play (Ref. 38). The same author found fiber optic face-

Cr i plates less effective than meshes for controlling the effects
of ambient illumination.

Lmax = The maximum luminance
of the display

Lmin = The minimum luminance
of the display

therefore:
348

Cr = 48

= 7.25
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SECTION 5.0 SPECIAL IMAGERY DISPLAY TOPICS

General characteristics of optical and electro-oF'ical are of sufficient importance to justify separate considera-

imagery displays are covered in Sections 3.U and 4.0 lion. This secti.m covers four such topics: stereo imagery,

respectively. There are seve;al specific imagery display color imagery, comparators, and search.

topics that impact both these display techniques and
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5.1.3 Depth Perception Ability
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5.1 STEREO

RECOMMENDATIONS:

Provide a convenient means of positioning the twa members of a stereo pair relative to each other in the
display.

Unless the members of the stereo pair are certain to be on chips that can be positioned separately, or if
attached to each other are certain to have the proper relative orientation for viewing in stereo, provide
image rotation and translation capability within the display. In the case of a microstereoscope with
rhomboid arms, this would mean that the objective lenses at the ends of the arms rhould be translatable
relative to each other.

Refer to Section 3.7 for the requirements imposed on all binocular displays, and to Section 3.7.4 for the
image alignment requirements for stereo displays.

In order to allow stereo pairs in which one member has a different scale than the other to be viewed in
stereo, provide the capab;lity of magnifying one more than the other.

Many cues contribute, or at least can contribute, or confusing target is being studied in detail. Stereo is
information about the distance to a particular object very seldom used when large amounts of imagery are
(Ref. 1). Monocular, or single-eye, cues include perspec- being searched for new targets, usually because setup is
tive, movement parallax, relative size, overlap, shadows too time consuming. Stereo is essential, of course, for
and highlights, atmospheric obscuration, and the accom- tasks such as contour plotting, and it is important

modation of the eye when it focuses on the object. whenever the heights of objects must be measured.

Binocular (two-eye) cues include lateral disparity and
the convergence angle between the eyes when they are Many articles on stereo vision illustrate and analyze the
both fixated on the object. Some of these cues, such as stereo image, or model, as if it actually exists in space in
eye accommodation and convergence, are very weak and a location defined by the convergence and accommoda-

may contribute more illusion than information. Others, tion of the eyes (Ref. 2). As Figure 5.1-5 illustrates, the
such as lateral disparity (Sections 3.7.4.4, 3.7.5.4, and stereo image exists only within the mind of the observer.
5.1.1), are very strong cues and generally provide valid It has no true existence in space, as is illustrated by the
information, at least about relative distance, fact that it persists even though the two members of the

stereo pair have been separated to the point where the
The two images of a stereoscopic, or stereo, display, eyes are parallel, or even diverge slightly if the individual
potentially provide the user with two advantages over is capable of diverging his eyes (Ref. 3). Changes in eye
the single image seen in a monoscopic display. First, convergence may, however, change the apparent height
because they have been collected from different direc- or size of objects in the stereo image (Ref. 4). As a
tions, they contain information about the distances to result, there has been considerable analytical and experi-
different objects recorded as lateral disparity. This mental consideration of what viewing conditions yield
section is devoted primaiily to the us, of lateral the most valid visual impression of the height, the size,
disparity as a means of perceiving relative distance tu and the ratio of height to size for an object seen in a
objects recorded in stereo imagery. A second potential stereo image (Ref. 5).:
benefit from stereo is that by visually combining two
images, the effect of grain noise and other random Which aspects of stereo vision are the most important in
irregularities in the individual images can be partially a -articular situation depends on the display user's task.
canceled. If the task is stereo mensuration or contour mapping,

the most critical factors are the minimum perceptible
Whether the potential benefits from stereo imagery height difference (Scction 5.1.2) and the possible exist-
justify the additional cost of collecting, distributing, and ence of any constant error for particular c'asses of
displaying two pieces of imagery instead of only one is objects (Section 5.2.6). For a different task, viewing a
not the subject of this document. However, observation stereo image in order to determine the shape or function
of interpreters indicates that if stereo coverage is of an object, the critical parameters are the minimum
available, it is almost always used whenever an important perceptible height difference and the existence of any
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SECTION 5.1 STEREO

illusions that might interfere with obtaining a valid separate rolls for the two members of a stereo pair (as in
impression of the object. Figure 3.10-15) suggests that about 1 minute is typical

(Raf. 7). Because alignment of the two images is so
For a third task, estimation of terrain slope or estima- Critical, the means provided for moving the images can
tion of the height-to-width ratio of some object in the have a large impact on setup time.
stereo image, the goal is to obtain a valid height
estimate. In this case, thp estimate may be affected by Stereo is not limited to photographic imagery. As an
the eye convergence angle in use. The best available test example, if it is collected in the proper manner even
data show that, at least for some types of targets, wil'.n relatively exotic imagery such as side-looking radar can
the eye convergence angle is approximately I I degrees be viewed in stereo (Ref. 8).
(0.2 radian) the best estimate of the true slope can be
obtained (Ref. 5). Stereoacuity, or ability to perceive differences in depth

in a stereo image, is usually expressed in terms of the
In order to view two images in stereo they must be smallest perceptible lateral disparity. Common test
rotated as described in Figure 5.1--'. This rotation can techniques involve measuring the variability of the
occur optically or by physically turning each of the two settings as a test subject attempts to adjust two objects
pieces of imagery. The latter approach drastically to the same distance, or recording the lateral disparity at
increases the distance the image can be translated while which he achieves a certain level of success in stating
being viewed ini stereo. If instead, the rotation is which of several objects is nearer (Ref. 9). Typical values
achieved optically, translation will cause the images to appear in Section 5. 1-3 and Figure 3.5-11.
appear to move in different directions, destroying the
stereo alignment. Optical rotation can also make stereo Under the proper conditions, a single photograph can
alignment more difficult to achieve (Section 3.10.7). yield a strong sensation of depth (Ref. 10), and it has
Any display intended for extensive stereo viewing should even been suggested that this phenomenon can be used
allow the two pieces of imagery to be rotated, even if to enhance the perception of visual information in the
they are in roll form, image (Ref. 11). This effect apparently works best with

a photograph in which the peripheral details in the scene
Although most image interpreters appear to make were closer than the central details. It is also more
effective use of stereo imagery, there is limited evidence successful when the photograph is viewed with an
that some do not fully understand stereo. For example. optical device such as a biocular magnifier that would be
experienced interpreters using a rnicrostereoscope with a expected to cause the image to appear curved in the
field slightly greater than 40 degrees expressed satisfac- same direction as the prominent details in the original
tion with the stereo, even though further discussion scene. Although there is no evidence that this effect can
revealed that because of poor registration of the images increase the correct perception of details in the imagery,
they were only able to fuse the central LO degrees or so it may increase interest in the displayed image.
of the field (Ref. 6). The advantage of improving
registration so that more of the display field could be Most of the design recommendations for stereo displays
fused went unnoticed initially. After discussion to draw appear in other sections of this document. In particular,
the user's attention to the change, it was judged to Le Section 3.7 covers the need to match the two optical
helpful. On other ocLasions, image interpreters, and trains of a stereo display geometrically and in terms of
individuals presumably proficient in image interpreta- other parameters such as image distance and luminance.
tion, were observed using inverted stereo (Figure 5. 1-6) As is noted there, the display alignment toFlrance is
with no awareness of any problem beyond an occasional greater for stereoscopic viewing than for binocular
comment that "it doesn't look quite right" (Ref. 6). monoscopic viewing because with stereo some misalign-

ment can be corrected by moving one of the images
One cf the difficulties with stereo is the time required relative to the other. Requirements for orienting and
for setup. No good published data are available, but interchanging the two members of a stereo pair are
observation of skilled interpreters using a Bausch and discussed in Section 3.10.
Lamb Zoom 240 microstereoscope with rhomboids and
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SECTION 5.1 STEREO

5.1.1 DEFINITIONS AND TERMS

This section sunimnari/es some of the more important

terms and concepts involving stereo.

Figure 5.1-1. Lateral Disparity in Unaided Vision.
Because of their lateral separation, the two eyes receive
slightly different images of objects which differ in
distance. These differences are known as lateral disparity

a~r or sometimes as parallax.

Lateral disparity expressed in angular units is identified by

00 the symbol "a" in this document. The symbol "17" is also
used in many publications. Lateral disparity can also be
expressed as linear extent on the imagery or on some

01 comparable plane.

LATERAL DISPARITY (a) a, + a,= 0 -02r t 2

Figure 5.1-2. Crossed -nd Uncrossed Disparity. It is
F F-IXATION POINT common in the literature on stereo to refer to objects
U -POINT SEEN WITH closer than the fixation point as having crossed disparitn'

UNCROSSED DISPARITY and those farther away as having uncrossed disparit.1.
(Crossed and uncrossed disparity can also be defined

CROSSED DISPARITY in terms of the relative positions of the two objects
C and U, without regard to the fixation point.)

Figure 5.1-3. Simulation of Depth. Figure 5.1-2 shows
three objects located at different distances. These can be
simulated by providing each eye with an image in which
details are displaced slightly, relative to each other, in the

RIGHT lateral direction. In this example, the object (C) will
EYE appear closer than (F), and (U) will appear farther away.
IMAGE Note that in this viewing situation the retinal images are

identical to those which would exist if the points (C),
(F) and (U) were actually in front of the observer just
as they are in Figure 5.1-2. Thus, since the input to the

Fvisual system is the same as that when actual objects
are present, the visual system output is the same: the
objects appear to be at different distances.

LEFT
EYE Wiee changes in the lateral separation between the
IMAGE right and left eye images, if accompanied by corres-

ponding changes in eye convergence angle, do not
change the basic characteristics of the stereo imagc
(see, for example, Figures 5.1-5 and -16). However,
they do make it inconvenient to illustrate the stereo
image, and they may result in changes in the perceived
relative heights of objects in the image.
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SECTION 5.1 STEREO

5.1.1 DEFINITIONS AND TERMS (CONTINUED)

Figure 5.1-4. Parallax in Stereo Imagery. In photo-
pI PARALLAX P, Pr P graphs taken from two different locations, objects will

Ir be displaced according to their relative distance from
the camera, just as they are displaced on the retinas of the
eyes in Figure 5.1-1. These differences are usually known

NEGATIVE 1 NEGATIVE 2 as parallax and correspond to lateral disparity as described
in Figure 5.1-1.

L1 Symmetry is not a requirement in stereo imagery. For
CAMERA, example, in this illustration both camera locations
IN TWO could be to the s-3me side of the tree.
LOCATIONS

POSITIVE 1 [POSITIVE 2

OBJECT Figure 5.1-5. Correct Stereo Viewing. There are two
GOUND basic requirements for positioning the two images when

___________________________________________viewing stereo:

_______________________________________" The images of higher points along a vertical object
A such as the tree shown here, must be closer than the

MENTAL IMAGE images of lower points; if the object was between the
OF AN ERECT two camera locations, the two images will fall toward
TREE each other.

"0 Lines connecting the two images of any particular
elevation along a vertical object must all be parallel
to each o-her and to a line through the two eyes of
the observer; these lines are also approximately
parallel to a line through the two camera locations.

If these two conditions are met, the lateral dispart~y in
the pair of photos willI produce lateral disparity on the
retinas which will b'p interpreted as depth, at least over a
range of disparities as described in Figure 5.1-13.

With the exception of situations like those shown in
Figure 5.1-16, optical elements such as prisms, lenses,

I I Imirrors, or filters are provided in stereo displays to allow
I I each eye to view only the appropriate photograph and to

ensure at least a tolerable match between eye accommoda-
tion and convergence.

The stereo image, as it is drawn here, is simply a conven-
ient wNay of showing what the viewer perceives. It does
no~t exist in space and it does not directly impose any
requirements on the convergence angle between the eyes

STEREO nor on the accommodation of the eyes. In fact, a very
PAIR satisfactory stereo image can be obtained in a display with
ARRANGED the eyes parallel, or even diverged. Changes in eye con-

CORRCTLYvergence and accomimodation may, how,~ver, change the
appearance of the stereo image (Ref. 5).

5.1-4



SECTION 5.1 STEREO

5.1.1 DEFINITIONS AND TERMS (CONTINUED)

Figure 5.1-6. Inverted Stpreo. If the two photos in the
MENTAL previous figure are rotated 180 dagrees, or if they are
IMAGE 9 interchanged but rot rotated, the two images of a raised
UNCERTAIN * object will fall avay from each o.her rather than toward

each other. TI-e -esult will be in inverted stereo imagi. In
this image, simple t Aised objects such as buildings may
appear as holes in the ground. However, becausL other
perceptual cues such as knowledge of t.a true shape of
trees and buildings are so strong, inverted stereo may
simply be mistaken for poor quality but correct stereo,
or the image may simply seem "strange" (Ref. 12).

I I I

"I I

"SrEREO
PAIR
ARRANGED
INCORRECTLY

5.1-5
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SECTION 5.1 STEREO

5.1.2 PARAMETRIC RELATIONSHIPS

Equations required to calculate lateral disparity in data on ability to detect differences in depth to the
tyrical viewing situations are summarized in this section. height differences existing in imagery in a stereo display.
They are useful whenever it is necessary to compare test

DIMENSIONS:

a - LATERAL DISPARITY ANGLE (IN
RADIANS- MULTIPLY BY 3,438 TOa GET ARC MINUTES)

B - INTERPUPILLARY DISTANCE

0 H = EYE-TO-OBJECT DISTANCE

h " OBJECT HEIGHT (h « H)

, = EYE CONVERGF:NCE ANGLES FOR
101, 0 THE TWO OBJECTS

SUBSCRIPTS:
I " LEFT EYE

h - r- RIGHT EYE

NOTE: ALL DISTANCES (B, H, and h) IN THE
EDUATIONSa -" ar+a 0 1 2 hB SAME UNITS

ra 1 2 H
2  

ASSUMPTION: h «H; B «H

Figure 5.1-7. Parametric Relationships for Direct Viewing adapted from Ref. 9. In Figure 5.1-8 these equations are
of Depth. This figure illustrates the basic set of equations extended to the viewing of stereo photographs,
for lateral disparity in direct viewing situations. They are



SECTION 5.1 STEREO

5.1.2 PARAMETRIC RELATIONSHIPS (CONTINUED)

ENLARGED p p ASSUMPTION:
PRINTS <<H

NEGATIVES p
Pt,, Pnr

CAMERA LENS T0!
LEFT RIGHT

H EYES

INR NTS ENLARGED a Iavr

GROUND- /---IN-- Lpi L or

VIEWING
-P9 SITUATION

COLLECTION
SITUATION

DIMENSIONS: SUBSCRIPTS:

P - lateral disparity distance (parallax) g - ground

a = lateral disparity angle (in radians; multiply by n - negative in camera
3,438 to get arc minutes) a - enlarged print

B - camera base distance (lens separation) c - camera
H - camera lens height v - visual
h - object height I - left

- object convergence angfe 0 -1- arctan /I-; r = right Note: All distance are in meters
B/H Ž 2 tan 0/2)

S " photo scale - camera focal length (for objects at infinity)
divided by H

E - photo enlargsment ratio (for a contact print, E 1)

M - display magnifying power (see Figure 3.3-1)

D = effective distance to photo print in display (see
Figure 3.3-1) - 0.25/M meters (10/M in inches)

ANGLE EQUATIONS: =Pg rh 2 an 0/2
DISTANCE EQUATIONS: For camera:a . a = a g Sh 2h
On ground: P• %1 +P - Bh a 2h tan 0/2 c +c cr H H

2
Ongoud g) =Pg+gr H =H

+ a ME SBh 2MESh
On negative: Pn SP. SBh 2 Sh tan 0/2 For display: a v = + n .=Lir - E~ tan 02

Oneg e . - v r D 0.25 0.25 H - Od 5
n H

On print:P.-FPnES Pg -ESB--•h _ 2EShtanO0/2
H

Figure 5.1-8. Parlmetric Relationships in Stereo Photo- from several different sets of collection system and dis-
graphs. The Lateral disparity seen by a display user while play parameters. The equations relatin2 these parameters
viewing a pair of stereo photographs can be calculated are illustrated here (Ref. 13).

5.1-7



SECTION 5.1 STEREO

5.1.2 PARAMETRIC RELATIONSHIPS (CONTINUED)

Fioure 5.1.9. Displayed Disparity as a Function of Object
OBJECT HEIGHT. h (Ieett

10 100 Height. In order to relate depth perception ability in an

V a laboratory experiment, it is necessary to calculate the
MES lateral disparity experienced by the display user. This

E figure illustrates the lateral disparity in a typical imagery
110t0 viewing situation.

10 1feferring to Figure 5.1-8, the relationship between angu-

"1'IK lar Idteral disparity in the displayed stereo image to object
he(hght on the ground is:

VI/0K 2 MESh 0S°a v = "-25"- tan--,

,. 1 where M, E, and S are display magnifying power, imagery

I 1/100K enlargement, and imagery scale, and 0 is the collection
system convergence angle.

0 200 This figure shows values of av for various values of h and•" 0 200
MES, with 0 held constant at 20 degrees. The value of av
is increased by one-third if 0 is increased to 26.5 degrees,

00.1 1 10 100 and it is decreased by ore-third if 0 is decreased to 13.4

OBJECT HEIGHT. h (meters) degrees.

Note that each curve in the figure represents a single
value for MES, and hence a range of values for M, E, and
S. For example, if MES = 1/1K and a contact print is
being viewed, so that E = 1, then:

e If M = 10X, S = 1/10K

* If M = 40X, S = 1/40K

a If M = 100X, S = 1/100K

5.1.3 DEPTH-PERCEPTION ABILITY

Data on the ability of inidividttals to perceive depth in Figure 5.1-10. Depth Perception Ability for Simple

several different kinds of viewing situations are summar- Scenes. The equations in Figure 5.1-8 show that lateral
disparity in a displayed image is increased by magnifica-

lied in this section. Similar information appears in tion. However, as these data illustrate, part of the benefit

Figures 3.5.-10 and -II. of the increase in lateral disparity may be lost (Ref. 14,X).
This is because the separation between image details
whose relative height is being judged is also increased,

thereby decreasing ability to detect lateral disparity.
03These data are simiiar to those in Figure 3.5-12 in showing

L = 2-ROD TEST; a large reduction in ability to detect differences in depth

METHOD OF LIMITS as the targets were separated laterally.Sc = 3-ROD TEST; /
> C M-ROD TEST The two curves here, L and C, represent slightly different

t" 0.2 CONST SM viewing conditions and test procedures (Ref. 15). In the
< absence of any information on how the test data were

L analyzed, they cannot be compared exactly on an abso-
a lute basis with each other nor with other viewing situa-
.- tions (Ref. 16).

I•- These values are similar to the results of other studies. In
one, for example, a group of 96 subjects adjustcd two

c 0 vertical black rods to be equidistant (Ref. 17,B). TheirJa 01.. trotrsodewse as the standard deviation of

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 the lateral disparity remaining in the settings made by

R E T deeach subject, ranged from 0.03 to 1.7 arc minutes.
ROD Approximately 80 percent of the subjects hsd thresholds

____of less than 0.3 arc minute.

R 1-S



SECTION 5.1 STEREO

5.1.3 DEPTH PERCEPTION ABILITY
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Figure 5.1.-11. Depth Perception Test With Realistic The task of detecting the raised discs is made more realis-
Confusion Cues. Unlike most laboratory test situations, tic by inclusion of two confusion cues, disc size and
reconnaissance imagery does not usually consist of simple brightness, which in many real viewing situations provide
geometric targets and a homogeneous background. As a limited information about the relative nearness of objects
resu#t, the lateral disparity threshold for an interpreter (Ref. 18).
viewing such imagery is likely to be larger than the values
obtained in test situations like Figure 5.1-10. In addition to the achromatic version of this test illus-

trated here, a color version has been used to evaluate the
The test illustrated here was designed to provide a more impact of chromosh'reopsis on abilito to detect depth in
realistic method of measuring ability t-e detect lateral dis- color imagery (Ref. 19).
parity in an imagery display (Ref. 17). The stereo pair
shown, which is representative of the eight pairs making Another approach to constructing a more realistic test of
up the test, contains eight raised discs, one in each of the ability to perceive depth in reconnaissance stereo image is
central eight rows. These are also limited to the inner to use a computer-generated stereogram of random dots.
eight columns, two through nine. The subject's task is to This technique is usually associated with Julesz (Ref. 20).
name the raised disc in each row.
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SECTION 5.1 STEREO

5.1.3 DEPTH PERCEPTION ABILITY (CONTINUED)

Figure 5.1-12. Height Discrimination Performance in a
1.0C , Complex Scene. Performance data for 96 subjects on the

test described in Figure 5.1-11 are shown here (Ref.
I FORM 36 17,B). The subjects were considerably less than 100 per-

_ I cent successful in finding the raised disc in each row, even
008 O when the disc had a lateral disparity several times theaFORM 72 value studies such as that illustrated in Figure 5.1-9 sug-

T /gest snould be detectable. This is presumably due to the
additional confusion cues present.

ZO 0.6P Form 36 of the test was viewed at 2X magnifying power
Lu and had a between-disc spacing of 36 arc minutes. Form

u 72 was photoreduced tu a smaller size but was magni-
Sfied 15X to obtain a disc spacing of 72 arc minutes.

u. 0.4
0 Probably both the greater photoreduction of the Form

> 72, which resulted in a lower quality image, and the
i-• greater between-disc distance, contributed to the drop in
'M 0.2 performance experienced by the subjects.

O 96 S4- CHANCE LEVEL SUBJECTS In another study with this test, the same disc heights
ane sizes were retained but film transmission was manip-

0 0.22 ulated to produce four different versions of the test (Ref.
0.10 0.22 0.47 1.00 21). Ordered according to depth discrimination perform-

LATERAL DISPARITY OF ance, from best to worst, these were as follows:
RAISED DISC (arc-mmutesl

a A single achromatic contrast equal to the lowest of

the four contrasts in Figure 5.1-11

I Four achromatic contrasts, exactly as in Figure
5.1-11

a A single contrast approximately equal to the lowest
of the four contrasts in Figure 5.1-11, plus a blue
monochromatic illuminant

o Four contrasts as shown in Figure 5.1-11, plus five
different colors distributed among the discs

These results all support the conclusion that increasing
the number of dimensions over which an image varies
makes it more difficult to discriminate differences in
depth.

5.1-1 Z
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SECTION 5.1 STEREO

5.1.3 DEPTH PERCEPTION ABILITY (CONTINUED)

Figure 5.1-13. Limits of Depth Perception. Lateral dis-
> 300 -parities muct. too large to fuse into a single image (Figure
- 3.7-16) may still yielo a sensation of depth that may be

cc useful in some display applications, though probably not
tL 200 in the interpretat;on of imagery. The curves in this figure

3 (Ref. 22) show the maximum lateral disparity at which:
..E

4 u 2 Curve 1- Fusion was maintained; beyond this value theX X too
image was seen as double; double images are undesirable
in an imagery display.

-J1
0 0 Curve 2-The relative distance of objects seen as a

0 2 4 6 8 double image could be judged.
DISTANCE FROM
FIXATION (degrees) 0 Curve 3-A judgment of nearer or farther could be

-• made.

Note that these limits increase toward the periphery. Al:o,
they are for very simple geometric targets viewed against a
uniform background, More complex scenes should yield
larger fusion limits. See, for example, Figure 3.7-19.

X - FIXATION POINT > 16

0 - 2 VERTICAL BAR TARGETS ON: ABOVE t
AND EITHER CLOSER OR FARTHER THAN <

THE OTHER

ABSOLUTE DISPARITY 12
BETWEEN TARGETS w"
AND X

w.E S 8

w

RELATIVE DISPARITY o"1
BETWEEN TARGETS

z

120 60 0 60 120
NEAR FAR

ABSOLUTE DISPARITY
(arc minutes)

Figure 5.1-14. Limits of Depth Perception. Figure 5.1-13 bar. When the absolute disparity resched 90 arc minutes,
shows that the ability to interpret lateral disparity as he required a very large relative disparity.
depth is lost when the lateral disparity becomes too large
(Ref. 23,C). The study summarized here shows that this Although not reported explicitly in this study, it is
loss does not occur abruptly. In this study, the test sub- likely that the two targets, which were two vertical
ject attempted to state which of two vertical bars was bars positioned one above the other, were seen double
closer (relative disparity) when both bars were closer or even at the smallest late'al disparity of 30 arc minutes.
iarther away than the fixation point (absolute disparity). Hence the specific values obtained do not apply directly
When the aisolute disparity, or distance from both bars to to most image interpretation situations, where a double
the fixation point, was 30 arc minutes, he required a slight image is usua!ly avoided except for very tall objects such
i.crease in relative disparity in order to detect the closer as smokestacks and towers.

5.1-11



SECTION 5.1 STEREO

5.1.3 DEPTH PERCEPTION ABILITY (CONTINUED)

r'/ .

b = MIDPOINT BETWEEN
CAMERA STATIONS

IC = CAMERA CONVERGENCE
I ANGLE

A = CAMERA ASYMMETRY
A ANGLE

0 = OBLIQUITY ANGLE OF
THE MORE OBLIQUE

" ICAMERA

/ Note: A.C. andOmaybe
- 9 different for different=•"I•''I /0 •k 'L0o locations in the image

AREA IN STEREO

I10

17" 20 CONVERGENCE'O / I I/• j,." (degrees)

IU

S/-i

0WZ
>0

m •BEST CONVERGENCE v.
FOR A GIVEN ASYMMETRY

Figure 5.1-15. Contribution of Stereo to Height Dis- the rods according to their relative heights. The photo-
crimination. One of the advantages of stereoscopic graphs were viewed either singly or as stereo pairs

versus near vertical monoscopic imagery of a ground (Ref. 24).
scene is that it provides more information about the
heights of objects. Because oblique imagery shows the The data were analyzed to show the contribution of
sides of~ objects, it provides this kind of information in stereo to performance. For each stereo pair, the perlorm-
a singie, monoscopic view, though at the sacrifice or ance score obtained for the most oblique member of the
ground resolution due to the scale reduction and pair, viewed binocularly, was subtracted from the score
obscuration of the areas immediately behind raised obtain~ed for the pair viewed stereoscopically. The
objects, results, plotted here, show that as obliquity increased,

the contribution of stereo to height discrimination
The study illustrated here compared the ability of sub- ability decreased.
jectG to determine the relative height of white rods
viewed against a mottled gray background using either The data summarized in this figure are potentially mis-
stereo or mono (nonsterco) imagery (Ref. 24,B). The leading in that they indicate only ability to distinguish
rods were photographed at a range of camera con- height. As a result, they do not provide any estimate of
vergence and asymmetry angles, defined as is shown, the usefulness of information about nearness of objects
Using these photographs, subjects attempted to order available from oblique stereo photographs.

5.1-12
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SECTION 5.1 STEREO

5.1.4 SPECIAL STEREO VIEWING SITUATIONS

Several special stereo viewing situations can occur One ously fused !o obtain a good stereo image. The exact

is sumrnaried in Figure 5.1-15 above and two others are point where this reduction becomes serious cannot be

iilustrated in Figures 5.1-16 and -17. determined, but it is likely in the 30- to 40-degree

region. Anamorphic pnagnfifcciion, which enlarges the

A fourth special situation is tl~e viewing of high oblique image along only one dimension instead of two, can

imagery. Obliquity stretches a square object on the greatly reduce this misregistration, but will also distort

ground into an approximate parallelogram with its long the appearance of vertical objects in the scene. Training

aTxis in opposite directions for the two members of the may be required to use an, norphic magnification

stereo pair. Th.e resulting misregistration reduces the effectively.

proportion of the display field that can be simultane-

Figure 5.1-16. Ey2 Convergence in Unaided Stereo View-
ing. Normally stereo photographs are viewed with mirrors

I LEFT or prisms to redirect the lines of sight. However, some
I EYE individuals can learn to change the relationship between

PHOTO viewing dist,.nce and eye convergence angle in order to

I RIGHT view stereo without optical aids. One method (a) is toI EYE
I PHOTO diverge the eyes more than normal for the distance to

the photos, while the other (b) involves the use of greater
than normal convergence.

Though both of these techniques are in extreme viola-

S I tion of the principle of making eye accommodation and
I convergence match (Figure 3.7-13), many individuals

LEFT RIGHT are able, with practice, to Lse them for extended periods.
EYE I EYE Many others can only use them for a few seconds at aPHOTO PHOTO

(a) (b) time, or cannot use them at all.

1.0 Ficiure 5.1-17. Anaglyphie Stereo Displays. Anaglyphic

RED stereo viewers illuminate the two members of a pair of
O stereo photographs with different color illumination
n0.8 - and use corresponding color filters before the eyes to

0 BLUE-GREEN ensure that each eye sees only one of the two images.
q Typical illuminant color filters, such as those illustrated
0 here, yield red and blue-green light (Ref. 25).•"0.4

u- Because of the chromatic aberration of the eye, if the

"0.2 display user's eyes are normal, the one viewing the blue-
green image will effectively have more refractive power

0 than the one viewing the red image. Referring to Figure
400 500 600 700 3.4-4, and taking the dominant wavelengths for these

WAVELENGTH two illuminants as 480 and 620 nm, the difference in
(nm) refractive power is about 0.75 diopter. Some individuals

may require a corrective spectacle lens to compensate

for this large a difference.

5.1-13
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SECTION 5.2 COLOR

5.2 COLOR

Thris W0ectio Snsuinoari/es tire aspe..ts of co/or t11A' are targets found at a liter timre. Ili either , a'se. it is
importarnrt in thre designr of irniagery displays. More assumred that it %%ill be nci'ssary to quantify the
complete coverage iavilable in several e\c:ellenrt hooks, color of the target orý at least to comnpare it with
and sunrru rN papers '.Ret, I . ( onrepts presented here referenci' colors in a key. The ie'. *n-. conditions that
,A itir.'tt a spe.crfrc citation are generallN covered inl these shouild he con~idcred if eo~ois ix Ito bc qua'vitifed by
reterenrces. visual trratclrim, are discu~s,,-! in Section 5.2.4. Tile

test results srrr'nari/ed there shorw Ptrat it will be
Color in an imagery- display may result fioin color difticult to crrolall thle v;~.sth~t affect tire
inragery. recorded either onl turln or eetoiah.or results.
from use of color to display a parameter like tile
strength of a radar return thrat is trot nrormiatlly esperi- 0 If color is us.ed ta, display paramrieters other titan

enced as coior. Tire irrplicat ions of color for tire display color, such j. sigrral st rengthr. then tne desigrner is
designer depend largely orr tire poterntiai rerretits :rntlci- conrcernred widr assigning a color to eachr signal
pated thrroughr tire use of color; strerrgthr value. so that differences in signal strength

can he discrimrinated and tire user can easily learn to
"S If color inragery has been collected itt order to mrake perceive whichr of' two signal st rength-. is greater. A

targtets tmore noticeable arid threrefore easier Io detect brief discrussion of' tire factors involved appears in
duritng search. thren tire prirrary desigin requirerenet is Sectionr 5.2.5.
to provide an illurtri rr art ssidir a spectralI d is rib rt io
tlrat wvill traxirnii/e ?ire color contrast of target ohjects In order tot prorvide a basis for describing tire ciraracteris-
againrst threir backgrorurtds. Desi.-nr recomnmrendationrs ti(.s orf a color imrage. Sectiotn 5.2.1 cotntains a sumirftarV
on this topic appear in Sectiorn 3.2.9) anrd are of several techrriques used to define color space, and~
sutrrnrari/ed hrere in Section 5.2.3. Se-ctiort 5.2.2 describes color vision testing.

"* A secood~ portential application for color is as air aid in Tire final section, 5.2.6, su'nr'rariizes data on apparent
target idenrtifircationr. It mrighrt he used for this purpose displacernent of colors from their true location. itt many
witht a new target tira' is difficurlt to iderrtify. or it instances tir.-se displacemients are experietrced as varia-
mnigit be inrcloded in tire report of a target tirat has tions in distance to different colors, causing this
been identified in order to help identify simtilar phenomenon to be knrow n as cltnnrostereopsis.

5.2-1



SECTION 5.2 COLOR

5.2.1 COLOR SPACE

The teio "'color" is used in so matny difll ient wayvs that this same radiant energy will vary widely with the
it has proen eser> difficuht to define in a irnatner that is vi,:wit~g conditions (Section 5.2.4).
bot h precise and bhieftRef. 2). One approach is to speak
of v;sual experience as consisting otf three basic aitti. The second lichoomuy involves tile assignment of either
butes: extent, duration, and color (Ref. 3). two or three dinensiuns to the term color. Colt r

scientists define colhr to include the two ,.r.,i,.Oic
Coloor is traditionally c,,nsiuered to have three ditnen- dimensions, hute and saturation. plus a third achromatic
sions. For a subjectively assessed color, these are known dimension, brightness (Figrure 5.2-4). i loweve,, it is very
as huc, &;tt rrdtiott, aind hriglve,tn'ss or ightness (IFigure coimlinron Ito use the term cotlor to mean only the two
5.2-4.. rhe different sets of names :ipplied to the chromatic dimensions. as for example in the statement.
corresponding dimensionrs %hien color is measured physi- "Should we add color to this black and white image?"
cally. or when it is reported in tern,3 of a subjective
match to a specific set of reference colors, are listed in Perhaps tile largest single effort in the area of coosi
Fiure 5.2-1. Additlioal dimensions. such as traospar- science has invoiked the development of methods fl,
ency and glossiness, provide a more complete description describing, defining, and measuring coior. Systems devel-
of color for certain kinds of materials. particularly oped for this purprse fall roughly into two groups:
rellectie surfaces, but these are usually not requited for subjective and objective. Subjective measurement sys-
iirafery di&plays (Ref. 4). tents depend on visually matching the unknown color

against a set of reference colors. One of thie more
Two pairs of nearly dichotomous usages of tile term popular systems is tire Munsell color system described in
"color" are of importance to the display designer. Figure 5.2-5.
Fortunately, the meaning that is intended calt usually be
inferred from the context. First, although color is a One of tile difficulties with subjective techniques i'or
visualJI eperience and is therefore properly specified measuring color is the fact that variation in how
perceptually, it is more common to apply tire term different individuals perceive color has an effect on the
"col(ir" to a specific radiant energy spectral distribution; results. This problem is eliminated by objective tech-
for example, a certain paint sample viewed under a niques that depend otn mathematical analysis of physical
certain kind of lamrp. This specific radiant energy measurements to determine how a standard observer
spectral distribution is then said to be a specific, would perceive the color. The principal objective system
physically defitred "color" (Section 5.2.1.3), even for measuring color, the CIE chromaticity system, is
though the "color" experienced by anr observer viewing described in Section 5.2.1.3.



SECTION 5.2 COLOR

5.2.1.1 TERMS AND BASIC CONCEPTS

IhIii, section nllllllri/ts l la f )e Ilihe termts and confcepts

'ssentIIaiI to a deriphtion tt color.

MUNSELL TERM
COLOR OBJECTIVE SUBJECTIVE (subjective.

DIMEI'SION TERM TERM quantitative)

BRIGHTNESS

LUMINANCE (luminosity in
England)

LUMINANCE FACTOR

(equivalent 0 REFLECTION FACTOR,
toY in OR REFLECTANCE LIGHTNESS VALUE

Section Isurface colors)

5.2.1.) TRANSMISSION

FACTOR, OR BRIGHTNESS
TRANSMITTANCE
(transmitting
colors)

2 DOMINANT WAVELENGTH HUE HUE

3 PURITY SATURATION CHROMA

Figure 5.2-1. Summary of Color Terminology. The terms tity, such as transmittance, it is known as "luminance
applied to the three color dimensions, arbitrarily num- factor." The luninance factor generally has a range of 0
bered 1, 2, and 3 in this figure, depend on how the color to 100 percent or 0 to 1.
hds been determined and to some extent on the kind of
colored material involved. The most commonly used.
terms are summarized here (Ref. 5). They are defined in
subsequent figures. two:

In most cases in this document, the subjective color terms 0 Achrotmuaticf'.ss, which refers to brightness or lightness,
are used unless the intent is to refer to color dimensions or to shades of gral'
measuoed objectively, or by use of the Munsell color
system. 0 CGiroonticness, which includes both h'..e and saturation

If the first of the three dimensions in the table is given as As is discussed in the introduction to Section 5.2.1, the
an absolute quantity, such as nits or Jfimlumbcrts, it is term "coior" is often used to refe," only to chrrvaticness,
known as himitance. If it is expressed as a relative quan- ratner than to all three color dimension;.



SECTION 5.2 COLOR

5.2.1.1 TERMS AND BASIC CONCEPTS (CONTINUED)

VISIBLE SPECTRUM WAVELENGTH FREQUENCY
WAVELENGTH (ni) fim) (Hz)

700-DC

TYPICAL HUE NAMES 106  1

YELLOWISH RED- 103 6

RADIO
WAVES600 100 -109

YELIOW-RFL)-- 6"REDDISH YE.LOMICRO
YELLOW WAVES

GREENISH YELLOW-_ 103 
12

GREEN-YELLOW 
10

YELLOWISH GREEN -1NFRARED 5

GRE E N ULTRA-

-500 Tv :LET

BLUISH GREEN- 10"9 is
BLUE.GREEN _______---J"01

GREENISH BLUE BLUE GRRA--1

GAMMA 10-12 1

RAYS021
REDDISH BLUE ip

COSMIC 10.15

J 400 RAYS 1024

Figure 5.2-2. The Visible Spectrum. The position of the wavelength bands oroduce the pure colors blue and yel-
visible spectrum within the electromagnetic spectrum is low. Also pure red, with no tinge of yellow o,- blue, is not
illustrated here, along with the color names assigned to on this list and can only be obtained hy mixing wave-
the various parts of the visible spectrum by one authority lengths; 400 nm and 700 nm in appropriate proportions
(Ref. 7). These colors, though not necessarily these make up one such combination.
names, correspond to the spectral locus in Figure 5.2-9.

Note that the visible spectrum is plotted on a linear scale,

One of the striking features of this assignment of color while the larger portion of -ihe electromagnetic spectrum
names to spectral regions is the fact that very narrow is on a log scale.



SECTION 5.2 COLOR

5.2.1.1 TERMS AND BASIC CONCEPTS (CONTINUED)

SUBLACIV

PRIMARIES

BLUE GREEN RED

WI- ITE

GREENADDITIVE
PRIMARIES

YELLOW MAGENTA CYAN
(minus blue) (minus green) (minus rid)

Figure 5.2-3. Prir.ariet (Ref. 7). Colors specially chosen imagery, col.r is produced by dyes or pigments that selec-
to be mixed together in various proportions in order to tively absorb the radiant energy in a portion of the visible
produce a wide range of other colon. a~re known as p7ri- 4pectrurn. The primaries for this subtractive process are
mari's. Primcrie; are usually, though not always, used in yellow 'magenta, and cyan. They are also known by the
sets of thre'.i. No set of three real primal ics can produce all colors they eliminate, minus blue, minus green, and minus
possible colors, but only a few restrictions on their selec- red. Although they are not ideal, red and blue materials
tion are necessary irn order to use them to obtain a visual can function as subtractive primaries and are often listed
match against Poy leal color (Ref. 81. along with yellow instead of magenta and cyan (Ref. 10J).

For SOrn', dpplications, more than three primaries may be When the additive primaries, red, green and blue, are com-
useful. &, an example, visual matches against color fields bined, the radiant energy spectral distribution is the sum
iarger than 5 to 20 degrees are more consistent over a of the spectral distributions of the three primaries. The
wide range of luminance values if four primaries are used usual demonstration of additive primaries is illumination
instead of three (Ref. 9). of a white surface by three projectors, one providing each

of the three primaries. Color television utilizes additive
Primaries fall into two general categories, subtractive and primaries (Section 4.1).
additive. In most colored materials, including color

5.2-5
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SECTION 5.2 COLOR

5.2.1.2 SUBECTIVE COLOR

I lii sectionu dec,-ithcs the kfiiuenioiiý of su(-jecii~te or popular geilp~p sy stem for quatia Il\ isg cohirts
peiCCe)Iii.II 0)101 i d ziiIIIodLicCS iillci 5.2-5 the Iilo~t hy vi~tial witichin tg, thle Mu usel color systl iii.

Figure 5.2-4. Subjective Dimensions of Color (Ref. 11).
LIGHT Color has three dimensions-hue, saturation, and bright-

(whole, dltzzirng) ness or l ightness- related as shown here by a color wheel .
on a shaft.

U, I~Brigltiiu'5, or lightness, refers to the ai :ibute of a cclor
w that locates it along an achromatic (gr~y) continuum from
Z C light to dark, or white to black. The term "!ightness" is

- generally applied to reflecting surfaces, and "brightness'
:i GRAY to self-luminous ones. The Munsell term for lightness o~r

~R E~brightness is "value."

SA~tIATIONsuch as red, yellow, grein, and blue. It L.'iresporids
BLUE approximately to dominant wavelength as defined in Fig-

ure 5.2-10. Th"_ Muns~tll term for hue is "hue."

Sateuratin refers to tha departure of a color from an
achromatic color, or gray, of the same lightness. For
example, the two colors known as pink and red would
have nearly the same hue, but red would have high satura-
tion while pink would have low saturation. Zero satura-
tion colors are black, gray, and white. Saturation cu.-res-
ponds a7iproximately to purity, as defined in Fit ut e

DARK 5.2-10. The Munsell term for saturation is "chro'ma."
(blacks



SECTION 5.2 COLOR

5.2.1.2 SUBJECTIVE COLOR (CONTINUED)

PLANE OF HUE

CONSTANT
VALUE 10GY

MUNSELL 5EG5

COLOR
SPACE SPACE108BG 10 YR

(1a)
HUE =

VAUE0y 58 5YIR

HU-ý108 10R

5R 5P 55P

10PB 100RP

SR 5 lop 5 RP

MUNSELL COLOR

5R 6/8

L HROMA - 8

VALUE =6
% E HUE = 5 R (red)

PAINT PIGMENT GAMUT FOR
PLANE OF CONSTANT HUE - 5 R

CYLINDER OF CONSTANT
CHROMA /10

HUE DESIGNATIONS:
/6 R-=RED

/10 . Y = YELLOW
G - GREEN

HUE= CHROMA BLUEI 10 PB (saturation)8 P BUE
i P = pU01PLE

Figure 5.2-5. The Munsell Color System. Perhaps the tifying surface colors. If necessary, it can be used for this
best known technique for specifying a colcor according to purpose with an imagery displI,°. F'owever, it has several
its appearance is the Munsell color system illustrated here problems (see Section 5.2.4,.
(Ref. 12). In this system, a color is assigned a number by
matching it against a standard series of paint chips. Matching two colors when ene is a surface or reflective

color such as a Munsell p3'tt chip and the other is a
Part (a) of this figure shows four planes of constant self-luminous color ,n an ,,-ngery display car he more
Munsell hue and a cylinder of constant Munsell chroma, in difficult than if both ire self-luminous.
Munsell color space. Part (b) is a cross section through this
space, showing the Mvlunsell hues in a olane of constant * Both the color of the Munsell paint chips and of the
munseH value. (Chroma and value are comparable to imagery will vary with the spectral distribution of the
saturation and 'ightness in Figure 5.2-4.) illuminant, making it necessary to view both under

standard sources.
The Munsell system has proven to be very useful for quan-

5.2-7



SECTION 5.2 COLOR

5.2.1.3 CIE CHROMATICITY SYSTEM

The Munsell color system described in tile previous was published in !931 (Ref. 13). It should be used
section allows a color to be described in terms of the whenever the color field is 4 degrees or smaller (Ref. 14).
member of a set of reference colors that provides the which will include most imagery display applications. A
best visual match. Another approach is to specify the minimum field size of 0.5 degree has been suggested, but
amnounts of three primaries thai must be mixed together in the absence of directly relevant test data, is only
to provide a visual match. All visual matchinF. echniques approximate (Ref. 15) (see Section 5.2.4.1). The
for measuring color suffer from the practical difficulty second, or supplementary ('IE standard observer, is based
of making such matches routinely. In addition, disagree- on a 10-degree color field and was published in 1964 (Ref.
mnents arise because observers vary in spectral sensitivity. 13).

Many of these diticulties are eliminated in a color system The CIE chromaticity system is based on three primar-
developed by the !nternational Commission on Illumina- ics. There is some recent evidence that, at least for areas
lton (Commission Internationale d'Eclairage, or CIE). larger than 5 to 10 degr-es, computations based or. four
Known as the CIE chrornticitv system, ii allows use of a primaries rather than three yield values that are more
physical measurement of the spectral energy distribution consistent with subjective color over a range of lumi-
in a color to calculate the amounts of three primaries nances (Ref. 9).
required by a standard observer to obtain a visual match
wkith the color. For convenience in comparing different It is important to remember that in many articles the
....lors. these amounts are usually expressed in relative chromaticity coordinates reported for a particular color
units known as chromaticity. The following six figures, are not the result of physical measurement of that color.
5.2-6 through 5.2-Il describe the development and use of Instead, they are the chromaticity coordinates of a

the CIE chromaticity system. second color matched visually to the first. In this case,
all the variables discussed in Section 5.2.4, plus measure-

Two standard observers have been defined for the CItE ment uncertainty as described in Section 5.2.1.5, may
chromaticity system. One, based on a 2-degree color field, have affected the reported value.

5.2-8



SECTION 5.2 COLOR

5.2.1.3 CIE CHROMATICITY SYSTEM (CONTINUED)

DEVELOPMENT APPLICATION OF THE SYSTEM
OF THE SYSTEM (Figure 5.2-81

SPECTRAL COLORS [SPECTRA DISTRIBUTION jCHROMATICITY,'
[OF RADIANT ENERGY Ix,.v AND:,I

OF COLOR A [OFCOLOR A

VISUAL MATCHING
BY STANDARD
OBSERVER

SPECTRAL TRISTIMULUS NORMALIZATION
VALUES FOR REALPRIMARIES R, G, AND 8

IMATHEMATICAL TRANSFORMATION

SPECTRAL TRISTIMULUS [RSUU AUS

VALUES t" TRISTIMULUS VALUES
,\ J AND i. )', ANDZFOR

FOR IMAGINARY PRIMARIES "COLOR A
X, Y, AND Z

Figure 5.2-6. Development and application of the CIE Spectral tristimulus values have the special property that
Chromaticity System (Ref. 16). One way to describe a they can be combined with the spectr3l distribution of
color quantitatively is to match it visually with a color radiant energy for a particular color to determine the tri-
produced by combining aopropriate amounts of three stimulus values for that color. This is normally dcne sepa-
primaries (Figure '-.2-3) and then to list the amount of rately for earh of the three primaries by multiplying the
each primary present. These quantities are known as tri- amount of radiant energy in the color at each 5, 10, or 20
stimulus 'ahtws and they are specific t;. that color and nm point along the spectrum by the spectral tristimulus
observer and to the set of primaries used. The tristimulus value of that primary at that particular wavelength and
values obtained when the color being matched is spectral, summing the products. The resulting tristimulus values, X,
or monochromatic, are known as spectral tristimu•ls Y, and Z, are identical to the amounts of the three imagi-
rau(es. The CIE chromaticity system is based on spectral nary primaries, X, Y, and Z that would provide a visual
tristimulus values measured for the entire range of spectral match to the color for the ClE standard observer.
colors, using several observers with normal color vision.

For convenience in comparing different colors, the tri-
Most of the spectral tristimulus values used to develop the stimulus values, X, Y, and Z are usually normalized to
CIE system were obtained using three monochromatic pri- obtain relative values, x, y, and z. These are known as
maries, red (R), green (G), and blue (B). Any colo, can be chromaticity and are usually presented graphictlly as in
matched using these three primaries, but in some cases, Figure 5.2-9.
o..e of the primaries must be added to the color being
matched rather than to the other two primaries. To make Computational details for the CIE chromaticity system
calculations with the CIE chromaticity system more con- are summarized in Figure 5.2-8.
venient, these negative values have been eliminated by a
mathematical transformation to spectral tristimulus values
for three imaginary, or physically impossible primaries, X,
Y, and Z (Ref. 17, Figure 5.2-7).

5.2-9
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SECTION 5.2 COLOR

5.2.1.3 CIE CHROMATICITY SYSTEM (CONTINUED)

WAVE- WAVE-
LENGTH(4) LENGTH'0( )

Ym).v\ lA nm) /' Z

380 0.0014 0.0000 0.0065 550,/ 0.4334 0.9950 0.0087

390 0.0042 0.0001 0.0201 560 0.5945 0.9950 0.0039

400 0.0143 0.0004 0.0679 570 0.7621 0.9520 0.0021

410 0.0435 0.0012 0.2074 $80 0.9163 0.8700 0.0017

420 0.1344 0.0040 0.6456 590 1.0263 0.7570 0.0011

430 0.2839 0.0116 1.3856 600 1.0622 0.6310 0.0008
440 0.3483 0.0230 1.7471 610 1.0026 0.5030 0.0003

450 0.3362 0.0380 1.7721 620 0.8544 0.3810 0.0002

460 0.2908 0.0600 1.6692 630 0.6424 0.2650 0.0000

470 0.1954 0.0910 1.2876 640 0.4479 0.1750 0.0000

480 0.0956 0.1390 0.8130 650 0.2835 0.1070 0.0000
490 0.0320 0.2080 0.4652 660 0.1649 0.0610 0.0000

500 0.0049 0.3230 0.2720 670 0.0874 0.0320 0.0000
680 0.0468 0.01 70 0.0000

510 0.0093 0.5030 0.1582 690 0.0227 0.00 0.0000

520 0.0633 0.7100 0.0782

530 0.1655 0.8620 0.0422 700 0.0114 0.0041 0.0000
540 0.2904 0.9540 0.0203 710 0.0058 0.0021 0.0000

720 0.0029 0.0010 0.0000

2.0•

1.8- - Figure 5.2-7. Spectral Tristimulus Values for the 1931
Standard Observer. Since the CIE primaries, X, Y. and Z,

1.6- do not exist physically, the easiest way to illustrate them
Uj is in terms of the amount of each required to provide a
... i 1.4- visual match to the spectral colors. These quantities are

referred to as spectral tristimuuhs vahues, or sometimes as
color matchingfunctions. The spectral tristimulus values

S1.2X for the CIE 1931, 2-degree standard observer are illus-

y trated here. Tables ar• also included in most texts on
_ 1.0P color (Ref. 1a).

0 o.3- The CIE Y primary was defined so that for the 1931
.j• standard observer it has a spectral tristimulus value that

0.6- mtches the photopic luminosity function of the eye.
-) That is, the curve labeled P in this figure is identifical to
"0 the solid curve in Figure 3.2-2. As a result, the wave-
in0.4- length t wavelength multiplication of spectral rarant

transmission by the spectral tristimulus value for the Y
0.2 primary,57,, yields a tristimulus value, Y, equal to lumi-

nous transmission. If radiant energy is used instead of
6 0 radiant transmission, Y will be equal to luminance. (This

400 500 6700 conversion is used in Section 6.8.1.3.)

WAVELENGTH (nm)

5.2-10
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SECTION 5.2 COLOR

5.2.1.3 CIE CHROMATICITY SYSTEM (CONTINUED)

Figure 5.2-8. Calculation of Chromaticity Coordinates.

RELATIVE SPECTRAL The computational procedures for determining the

RADIANT ENERGY chromaticity coordinates of a color are summarized here
OF DISPLAY WITH NO (Ref. 19). Specific details, including the necessary tables
IMAGERY (R ), I of spectral tristimulus values, are available in numerous

sources (Ref. 18). Note that tables for the 1931, 2-degree
400 700 observer are used for color areas smaller than 4 degrees

and tables for the 1964, 10-degree observer are used for
larger color areas.

IMAGERY
SPECTRAL The starting point for calculating chromaticity coordi-
TRANSMITTANCE IT , ) nates is the spectral distribution of radiant energy in the

color, which can be expressed in either absolute or relative
units. In this example, r.,itive values are obtained by mul-
tiplying the relative radiant energy of the display (RA) by
the transmittance of the imagery (TA) at each wavelength
across the visible spectrum. Eac'-' of the three tristimulu.
values, X', Y, or Z, is then calcuLated by multiplying tt.e
product, R,)-• T,ý, by the cot responding spectral tristimu-

RELATIVE SPECTRAL lus value, X, VX, or :N, and summing over wavelength, A;
RADIANT ENERGY OF this is equivalent to taking the area urder the curve in the
IMAGE IR •T I figure. The summation it usually carried out at wavelength

intervals of 5 or 10 nm (Ref. 20). Finally, the tristimulus
values X, Y, and Z are normalized, using the equations ;t
the bottom of the figure, so that the resulting chroma-
ticity coordinates, r. Y, and z sum to unity.

SPECTRAL TRISTIMULUS Since the three chromaticity coordiriates, x. y, and - sum
VALUE (Figure 5.2-7) to unity, only two are unique. it is common to state only

x and v and to plot them on a chromaticity diagram as
shown in Figure 5,2-9.

AREA = X TRSrIMULUS Note tha. ,he novmalization of X. Y, and Z into x, ', andSv •]VALUE

(red) z eliminates any information about the absolute value of
X, Y, and Z. A complete description of a color therefore
includes one of these three, usually )'.

- SPECTRAL TRISTIMULUS
VALUE (Figure 5.2-7)

AREA = TRISTIMULUS

"(green) VALUE

-• SPECTRAL TRISTIMULUS
- VALUE (Figure 5.2-7)

S AREA Z ITRISTIMULUS

"(blue) VALUE

X
X+ Y+Z

Y CHROMATICITY
X + Y+Z COORDINATES

Z 
J

X+Y+z I
5.2-11
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SECTION 5.2 COLOR

5.2.1.3 CIE CHROMATICITY SYSTEM (CONTINUED)

1.0I I I F
10 RIMARY 1931,2 ° CIE

STANDARD
OBSERVER

530

560

510 
LOCSONISPECTRALC

0.4 
0.LOR6 

0. 
1

5 2 0R 

D 2

m ny xan are gien pltE d as isae her onth

0.26• 

0

BLUE 

NONSECTRA 

COLOS 

LO

CiEgulreo .- 9 heC E hoaticity dDgri(R fa2) gTer amedun ant sz axi s Noeta t the senth chromaticity c odi nagrm es d f onerb theX
is sometimes thought of as projecting vertically up out of X, Y, and Z primaries, but that the chromaticity of a par-
the page. The two quantities,)•. and y, are usually known ticular color is calculated from spectral tristimulus values
as chromaticity' coordinates, 

for a particular standard observer. Hence, a single color
will usually have different chromaticity coordinates for

On the chromaticity diagram, the approximately tri~ngu- the 1931 and 1964 standard observers. Similarly, the
lar region of physically possible colors is bounded on two c olor triangle is somewhat different for the two observers.
sides by the horseshoe-shaped line defined by the chroma- Unless noted, only the 1931, 2 -degree observer is used inticity coordinates of the spectral colors and on the third this handbook.side by a line connecting the two ends of the horseshoe.

5.2-12
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SECTION 5.2 COLOR

5.2.1.3 CIE CHROMATICITY SYSTEM (CONTINUED)

Figure 5.2-10. Dominant Wavelength and Purity. The
chromaticity coordinates of a ,olor serve to def;;ie two 4

09 • ' " . 1 1 1 parameters, dominant wavelength and purity, which corre-
520 l spond loose,'j to the subjective parameters hue and satura-/ CO3MINANT j tion described in Figure 5.2-4. Dominant wavelength and

0.8 5 WAVELENGTH purity are defiocd, as is illustrated here, in terms of a rel-
54, nrn erence achromatic color (Ref. 22). This is usually one of

07 the standard illuminants, A, B, or C, described in Figuie

06 
560 

5.2-13.

'- The dominant wavelength of a color is determined by the
00 i OLOR intersection with the spectrum locus of a line passing

05 580 through the chromaticity coordinates of that color and of
r the re2er!nce co~or. In this figure, the dominant wa4e-

0.4- ACHROMATIC 600 length of Co!or 1 is •A0 n- I-or nonspectral colors, such

REFERENCE 1 as Color 2, the line is extended to determine the dominant
COLOR waveiength of the complementary color, which is usually

0.3 - qiven as a negative value or followed by a C. Hence, the
0 COLOR I dominant wavelength of Color 2 is -500 nm, or 500C nm.

"0.2 Purity is the relative location of a color along the solid
480•

COMPLEMENTARY line connecting the achromatic reference color to the
0.1 WAVELENGTH spectrum or nonspectrum locus. The purity of Color 1 in

400500C nm the figure is abo'ut 70 percent, and the purity of Color 2 is
0- about 30 pei cent.

0 0.1 02 03 04 05 06 07 08
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SECTION 5.2 COLOR

5.2.1.3 CIE CHROMATICITY SYSTEM (CONTINUED)

I I I I 
I 

I I I I I

04 520 "0 560
-. 580

LLU N6T0 620 6 6

026

500

480
02 . ' 

, 4,480x

-2x + 12 v 3
01 )( 470 4X

4601

420 400 nr

0 0.1 0.2 L.3 0.4 J 5 0.6

Figure 5.2-11. The 1960 CIE Uniform Chromaticity here was adopted by the CIE in 1960 as the best available
Spacing (UCS) Diagram. Ore of the difficulties with the compromise between accuracy and s~mplicity (Ref. 2A).
CIE chromaticity diagram, shown in Figure 5.2-10 to illus-
trate color space, is that the smtallest discriminable dif fer- P.though the u, r chromaticity diagram is appreciably
ence between two colors is much 'arger in some regions nonuniform in some regions, it is apparently as close to
than in others (Figure 5.2-27). For many purposes, such uniform as any two-dimensional representation can be,
as estimating the contribution of chromaticity to the con- and in view of the relatively large variation in color sensi-
trast between a target and its background, a more uniform tivity among color-normal individuals, it is sufficient for
representation ;s desirable. Numerous systems have been most situations (Ref. 25).
developed for this purpose (Ref. 23). The one illustrated
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SECTION 5.2 COLOR

5.2.1.4 CHROMATICITY OF TYPICAL COLORS

As+ an aid in und.'rsIaIndins flh II cliimaticit+,,m ++, te. I iL'r 5.2-12 aI lo ill,,, l'r ,, the need lo i hiclud•:

ili l 0I.rm I.lriir'% 0i,1rddlI1J .e l (0 iuiih~ t of ". lllll)In IiTltn \. or o lht lhlmiillmil+e fJachor. a.s p:ii! otf ile.

uia,.riaks aind ilhni .misi • are illtusnate in thi, ,-, i.. d,.riprih t of .n.1% ,'los.

(a)
1. RCA MONOGRAM

08 2. APPLE (Stehman)
540 3. ROSE (Epet Times)

4. DANDELION
5. BANANA"560 6. TOMATO JUICE

06 7. RED TRAFFIC LIGHT

500 J. AMBER TRAFFIC LIGHT
12 9. GREEN TRAFFIC LIGHT

9 516 V 610, U.S FLAG (red)
04 0o 11. U.S FLAG (blue)

\ t°- '2 18 12. GREEN CRASS

C.14 0 1 Io~o6 620 13. HERSHEY BAR15 10 1 14 LEATHE9 BRIEFCA'E
11 30 "' 15. LIPSTICK (clear red)

0.216 LEMON
17 .j1 R ORNGE

18. W uC A COLA
460J 19. LIGHT SOURCE (6000(K)

0 i C ILI.UMINANT C

0 02 0.4 06 08

(b) 520' 1 1 1 5 1 Figure 5.2-12. Chromaticiti of Common Materials. The
chromaticities of 'everal common materials and illumi-

0.8 nants are shown here (Ref. 26,X). Part (b) of the figure
also serves to illustrate the variation In chromaticity that
occurs from sanipe to snmple. This vriation should be
kept in mind when using chrom.ticity values from part

06560 (a), or from soine other source.0.6

FALL
500 FOLIAGE- Part (a) of this figure also serves to illustrate how describ-

580 ing co'ois only in terns of chromaticity, without includ-
Sing luminous reflectance or some comparable quantity,

0.4 LSU M MER -- 6 0 chrom aticity of the low -reflectance chocolate bar (113) is

% 620 to the chromaticity of red lipstick (15). Coca-cola (18)

BLUE SKY stands in a similar relationship to RCA red (1) and tomato

0.2 RED ROSE jie()

460

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
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SECTION 5.2 COLOR

5.2.1.4 CHROMATICITY OF TYPICAL COLORS (CONTINUED)

A ILLUMINANT A (mncndeScent IJMI))
B ILLUMINANT B (nj.o,i suniqhlti 0.8 520
C H. LUMINANT C (ave' iqeindirec idjylighll 540
E EQUAL ENERGY (X -vV:)

CWF COOL WHITE FLUORESCENT
WF WhiTE FLUORESCENT
WWF WARM WHITE FLUORES;CENT O 560

(a) 500

Wj 0.8 
I 0

4U.4

070

x 0.4 0,C - 0.2
U.

480
0. 2

-.
-J 460 400

01 0
400 500 600 700 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

x
WAVELENGTH (nm~

ld)
0.36 1 1 1

04 50580 600 620 640 0.34

-60 Ke6v0 1ý4 0.3

0. 0cy (cleg rees 8 0

0.2 1evo 0.21ý0CLR TEMPERATURE

480 0.0O/~ E 0 (degrees Kelvin)

460
00 ~ : 440 4900

0 01 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.18 0.20 0.22 0.24 0.26

Fig'zre 5.2-13. Chromat~city of Typical Illuminants. This One of the reasons that illuminant rhromat~city is impor-
figure illustrates the chromaticity, both x. ' I-and u, I', for tant in display design is that it determines the saturation
the CIE standard illuminanits A, B, and C, and for several range available for any particular hue in the material being
other commron illuminants (Ref. 27). Part (d) of the figure viewed (Figure 5.2-10). For example, (b), (c) and (d) illus-
is an enlargement of a portion of (c). Tlie temperature trate that illuminant C would provide more room for
scales are calibrated in colo'r te'I'Ipraturt', which provides discriminating different saturations of yellow than would
a very accurate method of characterizing incandescent illuminant A.
lamps and is use'ful but only approximate for sources such
as fluorescent lamps.



SECTION 5.2 COLOR

5.2.1.4 CHROMATICITY OF TYPICAL COLORS (CONTINUED)

Figure 5.2-14. Surface Color Limits. The range of colors

(a) ------ I that can be obtained with a particular set of primaries is

04 52 404 6o 5 frequently referre.d to as a ya,,rt.The gamut of surface, or
S80 600 ,, 70reflective, colors shown here includes all those available

500• with printing inks, plus all those included in three popular

0.3 0C- coloi notation systems, the Munsell, the Ostwald, and the
Textile Color Card Association (TCCA) (Ref. 28). This
figure was published *,o 1951. It is possible that currently

0.2 G available printing dyes, particularly fluorescent dyes,
exceed these limits slightly.

0.1 Although available surface colors can match only a por-
tion of the region on the chromaticity diagram bounded

"460 by the spectral colors, they include most colors that occur

0 45 in nature (Figure 5.2.12).
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 05 0.6

I'

G INK, PAINT, AND DYE COLOR GAMUT

(b)
' - i I ... I I

08 520 541

560
0.6

500
580

10A4 600

eC 620

700
0.2?

480

460

0 0.2 0.4 O6 0.8
X



SECTION 5.2 COLOR

5.2,1.4 CHROMATICITY OF TYPICAL COLORS (CONTINUED)

I C ILLUMINANTC

"1 REDDISH PURPLE

2 PURPI.E
3 BLUISH PURPLE08 4 PURPLISH BLUE
5 BLUE (B)
6 - GREENISH BLUE
7 BLUE GREEN
8 BLUISH GREEN
9 GREEN (G)
10 = YELLOWISH GREEN

u 6 ; 11 = YELLOW GREEN

12 - GREENISH YELLOW
9 (GI 10 13= - ELLOWIY)

12 14 YELLOWISH ORANGE
15 ORANGE

14 16 - REDDISH ORANGE
15 17 = RED (R)

0.4 8 18 PURPLISH RED
1210 RED PURPLE
"20 PURPLISH PINK
21 - PINK
22= ORANGE PINK

6 2 18

0.2 - ( )1

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
X

Figure 5.2-15. Color Names for Self-Luminous Sur- These names apply to high !ightness surfaces. A very low
faces. A set of color names pioposed in 1943 for self- lightness surface falling in area 22, for example, would
luminous surfaces, primarily signal lights, is illustrdted appear brown (see item 13 in part (a) of Figure 5.2-12).
here (Ref. 291. Although these names have not evolved
into a recognized standard, they provide another useful
means of illustrating the appearance of different areas on
the chromnaticity diagram.



SECTION 5.2 COLOR

5,2.1.5 COtLOR SPAC.S FOR ELECTRO-OPTICAL DISPL,,YS

In most color electro.optical displays, each coloi cise. (IE chromaticity plus luminance is an essential

produced by adding together tl,e required amount of method of describing the color of the display to

three primary colors. At some point in the display idividuals not working directly with the display; for

system, then, there must be three separate signals one example, in a scientific report or as pait of a contract

for each of the three primaries. specificatioi,. However, chromaticity plus luminance ae

not particularly con,.;enienk, .or is thei" relationship to

The designer needs a convenient and easily understood the three display primaries immediately u.vi,.sz. For

method of specifyi.; Ihlese signals and of visualizing the this purpose, a color space defined by the three display

color they will produce in the display. Subjective primaries, as is illustrated in Figure 5.2-16 below, is

techniques (Section 5.2.1.2) are inconvrnient and impre- likely to be the most appropriate.

Figure 5.2-16. Three-Dimensional Color Space for an
LOCUS OF ACHROMATIC Electro-Optica! Displiy. A color space convenient for use

GREEN (gray) COLORS with an electro-optical display is illustrated here. rhe
PRIMARY tilree arrows represent the nuantity of each of the tnree

YELLOW primary colors present (Ref. 30). These serv, to define a
three-dimensional color space similar in many ways to
those in Sections 5.2.1.2 and 5.2.1.3.

Distance in this color space can be used to represent any
one of three distinct ouantities:

LOW' Z WHITE

.. 0 The strength of the signal controlling the primary

"RE1 S The amount of rpdiant energy produced by each"•'s ]RED primary

PRIMARYprmy
BLACK 0 The perceptual strength of the radiant energy produced

by each primary, in a unit such as number of discrimin-
able steps

This color space has an advantage ,.ýver those in Sections

MAGENTA 5.2.1.2 and 5.2.1.3 because it gives the designer a more

'BLUE direct indication of the strength of each of the three pri-

PRIMARY maries. However, it suffers from the fact that it is unique

PRMARY to the particular display or laboratory, making it more
difficult to utilize published information on color.
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SECTION 5.2 COLOR

5.2.1.6 METAMERISM

Afetanzeric colors are identical in appearance but differ- different illuminant spectral distributiorf,'it is necessary

ent in bpectral distribution, while isomeric colors .'re to exercise strict control over the illumin~ant. Similarly,

identical both in appearan~ce and spectral distribution, individual differences in spectral sensitivity from one
Vlhen considering tther two colors are we:t~inefri, it observer to the next can result in disagreenent about

iý common for appc~-rance to be defined in te, t. of CiE whether two metameric colors match.

tiii.timulus values, X, Y, and Z (Ref. 31). (--t/ if i~o
wnatching colors are produced by materials huivi-'.q nearly Whenever possible, matches should be isomeric rather
,identical physical characteristics are thay ve~y likely to than metameric. For example, if the colors of targets on

be isomeric rather than metameric. color film are to be determined by visual matching
agaiost a set of reference colors, then isomerism could be

The impact of metamerism depends on the situation. achieved by prfdudwlng the reference colors on the same
Bei'ause surfaces that are me-tameric wiih one illumiriant I nd of color film as is used for the color imagery.
spectral distribution are unlikely to match with a

Figure 5.2-17. Metameric Spectral Distributions. This

ri 1 3 1 figure illustrates three hypothetical spectral transmnittance
Cj distributions that are ryvtamneric with resoect to illumi-

z 6 nant C and the 1931 :tuncard Observer (Fief. 312). With a
< 0.- 2different illuriniant or oltseravr, these would probably not

2 match. For example, changing te) an illumillant with a
U) ~radiant energy output concentrated at 570 nin would

< obviously affect the three distributions differently, with
x 0.- 3the result that they would no longer match.

Lou0.2 - 2 2
(n

400 500 60070

WAVELENGTH

Figure 5.2-18. Metameric Colors As Seen by Differint
+ 1931 OBSERVER CHROMATICITY Observerst. Colors that are metameric for one observer
*-1964 OBSERVER CHROMATICITY may noit match for a different observer. This is illustrated

I Ihere f o;, two CI E standard observers, the 1931 observer
0.34 definet, for the appearance of a 2-degree test field, and the

1984 observer based on a 10-degree test field (Ref. 33).

Twelve spectral distributi~ons were computed. Al! of these
0.33 **'apperired, to the 1931 observer, ais the color indi:zated by

the cross (+) in the chromaticity d~agramn. For the 1964
observer these same spectral distributions yielded 12 lif-

Y 0.32fere~it colors, indicated by the 12 dots (9).

0.31

0.30 0.30L( 0.31 0.32
(note the

X expanded scale)

r -)
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SECTION 5.2 COLOR

5.2.2 COLOR VISION TESTING

The infornotion summarized in this section (Ref. 34) areas and differences in background, the test should

leads to the conclusion that there is currently no test include at least some items that incorporate these kinds
available that can be used with confidence to determine of differences.

whether a particular individual has the color vision skills

required to make full use of color in an imagery display. Existing color vision tests fall into two general cate-

Much of this problem stems from the fact that color gories, each of which demands a different kind of

vision is not a single skil! but is made up of several ability; for the second category, color discrimination, a

partially independent dimensions. As a result, an individ- somewhat different skill is required for each specific

ual who performs well on one test of ability to test. The two categories, which are considered in detail

discriminate differences in color nay not perform well in Sections 5.2.2.1 and 5.2.2.2 below, are as follows:

on a test designed for the same purpose but constructed

differently. 0 Color defect, or "color blindness" tests, designed to
determnine if an individual perceives colors in the same

This is not to imply that there arc not a number of t2sts way as an average observer

available that can detect gross color defects, and it may

be sufficient in some instances that the display must be • Color discrimination tests that neasure ability to

usable by anyone who passes such a test. However, if the distinguish between different colors, usually by
d:sply user must make extremely precise color judg- requiring the subject to order, match, or name a series
me.ts (Section 5.2.2), then he should probably be of col.r ý::mples
selected from the population of potential users on the
basis of his ability to make such judgments. The tests Whin considering color vision requirements, it is impor-

described in Section 5.2.2.2 below can be used for this t.nt to note that many individuals with a color defect
purpose. batt the very limited data available for these can make color discriminations just as precisely as

tests suggests that the improvement over random selec- color-normal individuals (Ref. 36). Thert fore, they may

tion will not be great. be as suitable as color normals for m.:r'y image interpre-
tation tasks involving color, especially if the task and

Effective selection of display operators will require a test display are properly designed. A minimal requirement if

designed around the specific color discrimination tasks they are to perform color matching, for example, is that
to be performed (Ref. 35). Since it is likely that some the reference colors be isomeric relative to the color of
individuals are more sensitive than others to the variables the targets (Section 5.2.1.6). Also, they should be
described in Section 5.2.4 that interfere with making a r'quiied to demonstrate color matching skill with a test

color match, such as differences in size of the colored based on normal work activities.

5.2-21



SECTION 5.2 COLOR

5.2.2.1 COLOR DEFECT TESTING

A color-deficient individual is usually defined as one second method of uetecting a color defect. The test

who cannot pass a color defect test. These are tests items in a PIC are made up of dots of various colors that

designed to deterrinwe whether an individual perceives form one pattern for individuals with normal color

colors the same as an average individual perceives them. vision and a different pattern for individuals with a color

Color defect tests trace their origin to bLrd Rayleigh. defect.

who in I K1 lshowed that a nixture of red light I lithiumo

red. 671 mu)Cand green light (thallium green. 535 mu) Pseudo-isochromlatic Lolor tests appear to have been
could produce a light which matched yellow (sodium, developed as a substitute for anomaloscopes. They can

585 um) (Ref. 37). lie noted that different observers d(id be administered by less-skilled persons, in a shorter time,
not use the same proportions of'green and red to obtain and with less investment. The earliest test charts of this

yellow. Later, anl instrument known as an anmraloscope type were developed by Stilling. of Germany, and

was developed to determine an individual's "R.yleigh somewhat later were improved by Ishihara, of Japan.

equation," The way people perforimed on tlus test could When these sources were cut off during World War II, a
be grouped. and these groupings became the basis for version known as the 1l-R-R was developed in the United

categori/ing color defects. That is, people who match States (Ref. 40). Other tests of this type include the
yellow with the proportions of red and green that most Freem':, Illuminant Scale, tile Rahkin, the Bostrom, and

pcOple use are classified normal. Those who use other Dvorine.

proportions, or wlho call accept a wide range of

priportions as a match to yellow, are said to have a Pseudo-isochromatic tests are considered to be measur-
color defect. The different categories of color defect and ing color defects properly if they canl place a test subject

tile population incidence within each category are in the sane color defect category as the anomaloscope

suinniarized in Figure 5.2-19. (Ref. 41 ). Because of the way they are constructed, they

also prt,"ide some measure of color discrimination
Most color defect tests are limited to assessing percep- ability, but only an approximate indication and only for

tion of thie red-green continuum by matching a mixture a very limited range of colors. Even the most similar

of these two colors against a yellow standard. IHowever, colors used in pseudo-isochromatic tests differ by 18

some recent test. also measure yellow-blue perception National Bureau of Standards (NBS) units, which corre-

(Ref. 3,3). Defects in yellow-blue perception are sponds to about 9 times the just noticeable dif.•'rncn- in
extremely rare; according to Figure 5.2-19, they occur in hue or saturation (Ref. 36). Irregularities in the illumina-

only 0.07 percent of the color defective population. tion under which tile test charts arc viewed or in their

location relative to the illumination sourc! can make
In general, anomaloscopes are fairly consistent in placing these differences even larger.

color defectives in the sane categories. Although no

direct measurements of the reliability with which Reliability statistics for pseudo-isochromatic tests are
anomaloscopes discriminate among color normals are generally low and suggest that except possibly for
known, one report provides data than can be used to eliminating individuals with extreme color deficiencies,

obtain aui indirect estimate (Ref. 39). The measure used they are of limited use in selecting individuals 1fo0 tasks

to represent degrees of deviation from normal in the that require good color vision. In the opinion of some
proportion of red and green mired to make yellow is users, the Ishahara test is considerably nmore effective in
called the anomaly quotient (AQ). Tiie reliability of the detecting color defectives than is the lI-R-R test (Ref.

AQ for the Nagel anomaloscope was found to be 0.50 42). In some applications it may be most useful to

for color-normal individuals. administer both.

Psndo-isochromatic chart (PIC) color tests provide a

5.2-22



SECTICN 5.2 COLOR

5.2.2.1 COLOR DEFECT TESTING

PREFERRED DESIGNATION INCIDENCE IN
COLOR POPULATION

DISCRIMINATIONS (percent)
BY NUMBER POSSIBLE *
OF COMPONENTS BY TYPE MALE FEMALE

TRICHOMATISM k3; NORMAL L-[ Y-B, R G - -
(normdl or color wetk) PROTANOMALY (red weak) L-D, Y-B, VEAK R.G 1.0 0.02

DEUTERANOMALY (qreen weak) L-D. Y-R, WEAK R.G 4.9 0.38

DWCHROMATISM (2) PROTANOPIA (red blind) L-D, Y-B 1.0 0.02
(partial color blindnessl DEUTERANOPIA (green blind) L.D, Y-B 1.1 001

TRITANOPIA (blue-yellow ltnd) L.D, R G 0.002 0.001

MONOCHROMATISM (1) CONGENITAL TOTAL L-D 0.003 0.002
(total color blindness) COLOR BLINDNESS

(cone blindness)

"L-D LIGHT-DARK
YB- YELLOW-BLUE

RE OGD-REEN

Figure 5.2-19. Color Defect Categories. One c:z.sifica- afmlrlm/y is considered to involve green weakness because
tion of color defects, or color blindness, is illustrated here, more than a norm•.l amount of green is required.
along with congenital (as opposed to acquired) incidence
data (Ref. 43,X). illonrclhroitts have visual problems in addition to their

color defect, such as poor visual acuity (Ref. 44). As a
Prhotanntali is considered to involve red weakness result, they are extremely unlikely to appear in a popula-

because more than a normal amount of red light is tion required to perform visually difficult tasks.
required to match a yellow standard. Similarly, deutcr-
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SECTION 5.2 COLOR

5.2.2.2 COLOR DISCRIMINATION TESTING

Tests developed to measure color discrimination ability Inter-Society Color Council Color Aptitude Test (ISCC-
fall into two categories, according to their purpose. CAT). Like the FM100, it uses Munsell color chips that

Some, such as the Holngren Wool Sorting Test and the are all of the same lightness. This test requires the
New London Lantern Test, were designed !o determine subject to match a color chip of a given hue to a color

ability to pertorm a specific task. There are no Known patch on a panel containing various colors of that hue

color discrimination tests developed specifically for tasks which differ in saturation. Thus the test ostensibly
involved in interpreting color imagery. Perhaps the measures saturation discriminatiun. The total-score test-

c!osest approach is the Burnham-Clark Color Memory retest reliability of the ISCC-CAT is reported as only

Test (BCCMT), which was developed as a means of 0.53 (Ref. 45). The correlations among the four differ-
identifying individuals who could judge the quality of ent subtests (four hues) vary between 0.20 and 0.30
color in commercial photographic prints (Ref. 45). (Ref. 45), which suggests that the subtest scores by

themselves are virtually useless. Nevertheless, this test is

The Burnham-Clark Color Memory Test measures hue quite often used in industry, perhaps because it is so
discrimination as it is affected by memory. A subject is difficult for persons tested to achieve high scores.

given 20 test chips, one at a time, whose riratch he must
find from a set of 43 comparison chips arranged in a The correlation among different color discrimination
color wheel. The color wheel is covered so that only one tests is relatively low, indicating that each measures
comparison chip appears under an opening view at a different aspects of color discrimination ability. For
time. After viewing a standard chip for 5 seconds, it is example, in one study, the BCCMT correlated only 0.34

covered and a 5-second wait is enforced. The subject with the ISCC-CAT and 0.42 with a lesser known test,
then turns the color wheel to select the comparison chip the Woods Color Aptitude Test (Ref. 45). In another

most like the test chip. The test-retest reliability is study, the three color discrimination tests described
estimated to be only 0.64 (Ref. 45). above, the FMi00, the ISCC-CAT, and the BCCMT, plus

an anomaloscope, were administered along with tests of

The second category of color discrimination tests con- cognitive (mental) skills and personality to a group of
sists of general-purpose instruments such as the Farns- individuals with normal color vision (Ref. 36). The

worth-Munsell 100 Hue Test (FM 100); this test requires correlations among the four color tests were very low,
the subject to place in order a set of 85 Munsell color and a factor analysis indicated that they shared about as
chips (Section 5.2.1.2 , taken 20 or more at a time, into a much variance with the cognitive skills and personality

hue series (red to orangish-red to reddish-orange, etc.). tests as with each other.
Each chip has the same value of lightness (luminous

reflectance) and chroma (saturation). Thus, the test Although it is not normally used as a color discrimina-
ostensibly measures hue discrimination. The test-retest tion test, the repeatability of a subject's settings on the
reliability is a moderate 0.82, and with a second retest it anomaloscope provide an indication of his discrimina-
drops to a low 0.67. A considerable increase in s-ores tion ability, at least along the red-green dimension, and
occurs between successive administrations (Ref. 46). the blue-yellow if it is tested. A limited amount of this

type of data is available (Ref. 3'1).
Another general-purpose color discrimination test is the
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SECTION 5.2 COLOR

5.2.3 DETECTION OF COLORED TARGETS

It is assumed in this scction that the chromaticity of lamp with the phosphors selected to concentrate the
target objects and their surroundings differ and that radiant energy at the desired wavelength;.
these differences provide chromaticity contrast that add&
to the luminance contrast the targets would have in Second. a wide range of iliuminant chromaticities will
black and white imagery, thereby making them more appear white (Figure 5.2-13, Section 5.2.4.6), but some
likely to be found by tihe display user (see introduction may yie~d better chromaticity contrast than others. As
to Section 5.2). The display, therefo,,. should provide Figure 5.2-10 illustrates, the purity of a color in the
the maximum chromaticity contrast possible from the displayed image will range from zero, a: the chromatic-
imagery, and it should provide a viewing situation in ity of the illuminant, to a maximum set by the
which the user is as sensitive as possible to differences in combination of the illuminant and the spectral transmifs-
image chromaticity and luminance. sion of the imagery. When this range, expressed in

perceptual units such as those provided by the u. v
For imagery in thlv form of filin, the only way the diagram of Figure 5.2-11, is a maximum. the largest
designer can affect image chromaticity is by changing number of chromaticity steps can be discriminated by
illuminant spectral distribution. This topic is covered in the display user at that dominant wavelength. Assuming
Section 3.2.9 and is reviewed briefly here. For electronic that tairgel, and background chromaticities are randomly
imagery, the techniques for changing chromuaticity that distributed in the imagery, or that they are not known,
are available to the designer are considerably different, then it is most reasonable to choose an illuminant
but the goals are essentially the s.me. chromaticity near the center of the chromaticity gamut

thereby givirii all spectral regions an approximately
First, the chromaticity gamut of the displayed image equal number of discriminable steps. However, if colors
should be made as large as is compatible with achieving in some spectral regions are more important, it may be
the necessary image luminance. The use of an illuminait useful to shift the illuminant spectral distribution in this
consisting of three narrow spectral bands centered on region. (For an example, see Section 5.2.4.7.)
the peaks of the three film dye layers will yield the
maximum chromaticity gamut (Ref. 47), but the filter- An additional restriction on illuminant spectral distribu-
ing required may reduce the luminous efficiency to an tion is useful if the imagery spectral distribution of
unacceptable level. Whlether the improvement in chrorr.- important target objects and their typical backgrounds
ticity gamut over ordinary illuminants, with broader are known. As is discussed in Section 3.2.9, thids
spectral distributions, is of practical significance has not information can be used to select an illuminant that will
been tested. A good compromise might be a fluorescent yield maximum chromaticity and luminance contrasts.
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SECTION 5.2 COLOR

5.2.4 VISUAL COLOR MATCHING

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Design the color m.-tching viewing situation so that the foilowing features of the target and referencti
colors are as equivalent as possible:

* Size oi colored area

* Luminance of colored area

"* Luminance of surrounding aria

"* Hue and saturation of surrounding area

Make both the target and reference colored areas at least 1 degree in size.

Make it easy for the operator to shift his vision between the target and the reference colors. Ideally,
provide a split-field viewer so that the two colors can be seen next to each other.

Elimitiate highly luminous areas that might affect adaptation; this applies both to the visual field when
Icoking at one of the colors and while shifting from one to the other.

Allow Pach color to be viewed with both eyes, or at least, by the same eye, instead of presenting the target
to one eye and the reference colors to the other.

Control the spectral distribution of the illuminant used for both the target and the reference colors.

Tc reduce the impact of illuminant spectral distribution and of individual differences in spectral sensitivity
(Section 5.2.2), use reference colors on materials with the same spectral characteristics as the target color;
in most instances, this means they should be on coloe film. In particular, because of their different
appearance, avoid using reflective colors, such as paint chips to match colors in a film transparency.

Provide a neutral (gray) surround.

Use a high-color-temperature illuminant in order to facilitate d>scrimination among colors in the yellow
region. The preferred value is 75000 K, with a minimum of 50000 K.

It may be necessary to quantify the color of an object of presentation can affect the results obtained, or at
seen in an imagery disp!ay in order to include the color least the conclusions.
in a report or as an aid to identification. Color can be
quantified using physical measurements or by visual A third option, in addition to physical measurements or

matching against a set of reference colors. This section color matching, is for the display user to simply assign a

describes probable sources of error when using the latter name to the color from memory, without reference to

method. The potential for color errors because of the any standard color materials. Unless extensive training is

normal variations in imagery colleck:on and processing is provided, the number of colors that can be distinguished

not considered here. consistently in this fashion does not exceed a dozen or
so (Ref. 48), and borderline colors will often receive

It is common to report the results of visual color different names from different obserjers. If this level of

matches in terms of the principal quantitative color precision is adequate, then the size of the cc!or shifts

designation technique, the CIE chromaticity system, caused by many of the factors described in the remain-
that convention is generally used here. However, there is der of Section 5.2.4 will, by comparison, be

limited evidence (see Section 5.2.4.3) that this method insignificant.
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SECTION 5.2 COLOR

5.2.4 VISUAL COLOR MATCHING (CONTINUED)

It is common to think of the color of an area in terms of sensitivity to colors previously seen is reduced and
sone function of the spectral distribution of the radiant sensitivity to complementary colors :s enhanced
energy arriving at the eye from that area. While this is (Section <.2.4.6).
usually the predominant factor, color also varies with
the following tactors: 0 Variation among individuals: sensitivity to dilferent

regions of the spectrum varies among individuals
"* The si/e of the area being viewed- smaller are: (Section 52.3).

generallv appear less saturated Section 5.2.4.1 ).
0 Expectations; knowledge that an object should have a

" The luminance of the area heing viewed; darker areas certain color may influence ihe results of color

generally appear Iess saturated and there ,s a sihift in nuatching.
apparent hue with luminanlce (Sections 5.2.4.2 and5.2.4.4). In inost cast-, the test results summarized in the sections

listed above show only the direction and geneal size of

"* The luminance of the surrounding area; changing the shift in color caused by a change in a particular

from a light to a dark surround generally increases the parameter, such as surround luminance. They usually do
not allow selling quantitative limits on a viewing

lightness and decreases the saturation (S,:ctions ntalwstigqatttv iiso iwn5.2.4.ess and .2.4.4. tsituation that will ensure that the color shift does not
5.2.4.3 and 5.2.4.4 ). exceed some permissible value.

"* Th.- hue and saturation of the surrounding area, there The topics c(.;ered in Sections 3.2.8 and 3.2.9 are also
is a shift in color toward a color complementary to relevant to the p.roblems discussed here.
the surround (Section 5.2.4.5).

" Prior visual experience, both in terms of spectral
distribution and luminance; because of adaptation,
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SECTION 5.2 COLOR

5.2.4.1 TARGET SIZE

Smaller *taret% appear less satumrated and soineiiize 0 Saturation was iikicr ised slightly and there werf- somle
ýAppear %Ilijited inl hue rclatise to larger targets. Ability to sl,:Its ill hlue as field size increased froml 2 to 12)
discrinliiiate botweeii colors is also reduced. ixirticulark' degrees 11 Figure 5.2- 20).
along theW blci 'velh 1w C onlti 0111 di. It' tIe fCIied is too
small, this zahility imuy be lost entirely, a phiernonoon 0 1 e 1931 C'IL Standard Observer is based onl viewing
know-n as spnull-j irl tritanopia .1Figure 5. _-I 1 1). 3

n:of a 2-degree color hield. (lianges inl appearance of the
the r epor teo effccts I(Ref. 49) a[re: colorcd area as it increased to 10 degrees led ito the

establishmnent of the 1964 (IL' Supplementary Stand-
"* Ability to discriminate blue fiomi yellov, was gener- aid Observer for I 0-dgree fields (Ref. 13).

ally lost with field diameters smialler than 20 arc
miniiutes ( Ref. 50)., At least part of thle variation inl perceived color as lhe

colored area increases inl size beyond a few degre'-s is
"* Starting with a 5 arc minute square hield, size in..reases related to the decrease in tile density of the color

ito 7, 10, and 16 arc minutes cachi caused succes- receptors. the cones, and perhaps also ito the increase inl
sisely larger increases inl saturation and shifts inl hue the densýity of the rods outside the fovea (Figure 3.5-6).
I Ref. I'). Th sliifts wecre generally alonig the blue,'
yellow ontiituilli

SIZE Figure 5.2-20. Impar~t of Target Size on Color. The
arrows in this figure show the shift in apparent chromatic-

*- SURROUND ity of a test area as it was increased in size from 2 t(, 12
(apparent value) degrees (Ref. 52,C). Each arrow is based on 12 settings by
-22 cd/m2 16.3 fLl each of eight subjects.

0.4 ~ 3cd m2 10.8 fLi

CHROMATICI 1. SHIFT Although these shifts show consideroble randomness, the
(as field increaseti from tendlancy i; for the test area to move further from the
20 to 120) surround as it becomes larger.

0.3

0.2
0.2 0.3 0.4

______________________________'Figure 5.2-21. Impact of Target Size on Matching Pre-
I I cision. As this fir'ure illustrates, chromaticity matchingtI 2 N ie~e.5,) h cag sgets eo bu

2 12 -precision is improved considerably by increasing target

0c 0
cc 0 52

z
TAGTDAEE>dges

5.-2
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SECTION 5.2 COLOR t
L

5.2.4.2 TARGET LUMINANCE

(Canges in target U1lumn1n3ce CauLIe %lialngeS ill hoth the

saturation and the hue Mt the target. Represeim: ative ditd

are sumnmarnwed iln the next t%& o fzu res (Rel. 49)).

Figure 5.2-22. Impact of Target Luminance on Color.
In the study illustrated here, which is from the same

SURROUND dpprenr source is Figure 5.2-20, increasing target luminiance from

0.4URR120 NTARGET / ] 3 t' 22 cd/m 2 (01. to 6.3 fL) caused shifts in both hue

20 TARGET and saturation (Ref. 52,C). In many cases the shifts were
. slightly larger for the smaller ta lets.

-. CHROMATICITY SHIFT

(as luminance ncresed As with the size increase in Figure 5.2-20, the luminance
from 3 to 22 cJ'm2 increase tended to cause the apparent chromaticity of the

target area to move away from the apparent chromaticity
cf the surround.

0.3

0.2 I

0 15 0.2 03 0.4

Figure 5.2-23. Impact of Target Luminance on Hue.
This figure illustrates wavelengths perceive" as having con-
stant hue as the luminance was changed (Ref. 54,C). This

E 100 ]/•• I/ / • is often referred to as the BIkzold-IBrucke p•w/k'iItIomen. It
E 0 1 is larger for smaller target sizes (Ref. 55).

W 1 (The luminance scale in this figure is a conversion fromf 0f retinal illuminance, in trolands, and is therefore rot ex-<• actly logarithm ic .)

4.,0 500 550 600 650

WAVELEiV*"TH (nm)
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SECTION 5.2 COLOR

5.2.4.3 SURROUND LUMINANCE

In several studies, increasing the luminance of the area 5.2-5, rather than in terms of apparent location on the
iurrounding a target decreased the brightness and chrommaicity diagram (Ref. 57,X). Although this vvi.
increased the saturation of the target (Figures 5.2-24 arid dence is not conclusive, it suggests that the chromaticity
.25 and Ref. 50). In another study, changes in brightniss diagram mlust be used with came when describing tlhe
but not in saturation v,,ere observed, possibly because result of visual color matching.
color space was quantified perceptually, as in Figure

* - ILLUMINANT Figure 5.2-24. Impact of Surround Luminanr.. on
Color. The arrows in this figue illustrate the change in

DARK - LICHT appearance of 7- by 10-degree targets of constant spectral
SURROUND SURROUND radiance ag the surround changed from extremely dark to

250 cd/m2 (73 fL) (P ef. 58,B). The arrows are generally0A4/- r-- -i ,pointed directly away from tie chror,,aticity of tile illumi-
nant, indicatin'l that the increase in surround luminance
caused an increase in saturation but no shift in hue.
There was also a considerable decrease in tarjet bright-
ness with increasing surround luminance that is not
illustrated here.

0.3

0.2 1 1 L I I I I I I I I

0.2 0.3

R LFijure 5.2-25. Impact of Surround Luminance onDARK LIGHT Judged Color. In another study, the hue and saturationSURROUND SURROUND
of the targets in Figire 5.2-24 were not determined by

40o matching IRe!. 59,X). Instead, the saturation of each was
YELLOW judged against a mental scale that ranged from 0 for color-

30 less, or gray, to 100 for the maximum saturation the sub-

ject could imagine at each hue.

20 The result of increasing surround luminance was essen-

tially the same as in Figure 5.2-24.
10 •='l IRD

GREEN
40 30 20 10 10 20 30 40

1 SUBJECT 30

40[BLUE



SECTION 5.2 COLOR

5.2.4.4 TARGET AND SURROUND LUMINANCE

'le effect of clanging larpet ard surround luminance ca'ises large changes in chromnaticity -nid sonCe shift in

si nultlaneousl is siliiar to changing the luminance of Iuc.

cithcr one individually. As the next figure shows, it

X .- ILLUMINANT 8 SURROUND Figure 5.2-26. Impact of Target and Surround Luminance
on Judged Color. In this study, the 1-degree-diameter test

LUMINANCES cd/m2 0IL) color was viewed against an P'quiluminous neutral sur-
I - 1,075 (314) round provided by illuminant B, and the luminance was
2 = 65 19) set to one of the five values listed (Ref. 60,C). For each
3 - 8.1 (2.4) test scene luminance, the chromaticity of a 1 -degree-
4, 2.7 (0.8) diameter r.fetence color viewed ,-ainst an illrminant B

5 ý 0.3 10.09) surroun-4 with a fixed luminance of 8.1 cd/m (2.4 fL)

'LUMINANCE OF REFERENCE COLOR was adjurted tv mat.ch the test co;or. The single test sub-

06 1ject viewed *he test field with one eye and the reference
field with the other in order to elininate adaptation

0.5500/ effects. The resu!ting measurements show that each
0.5 / 580 decrease in the luminance of the test target and its sur-

round caused it to appear less saturated or, particul'rly at
0A -0low saturations, to shift in hue.

Y /The experiment described here is similar to the situation

03 490 a display user will face, in that thr luminance of the

5 unknown color and its surround w-ill change together.
5 However, because he wil! be loorng back and forth

0.2 between the unknown and the reference, he will proba-
bly adjust them to be much more equal in luminance

480 than most of the test conditions used here, with a corre-
0.1 sponding reduction in the chromaticity shift.

0 450

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7

5.2.4.5 SURROUND HUE AND SATURATION

Almost every text tha' treats die perceptual or artistic color, generally toward the complenient of the surround.

asvects of color includes a discussion, and often a There has been sonic cffort toward quantifying this

demonstration, of how the color of a small target is effect (Ref. 61).

shifted by tile saturation and hue of tile surrcunding
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SECTION 5.2 COLOR

5.2.4.6 ADAPTATION

"To a large extent, tile visual system responds to change (however, see Sections 5.2.4.7 and 5.2.1.6), but using
rather than to steady-state conditions. Hence, if a one to illuminate the reference colors and the other to
uniform, moderately satutated surface fills the visual illuntinate the unknown would likely result in a signifi-
field, the saturatitm of the initially perceived hue will cant error in the color match.
decrease and the surface will eventually be seen as
achromatic. This phenomenon. known as adaptation. Although adaptation to hue and saturation is generally
involves reduced sensitivity for colors w, ith lItes similar more important when mnaki'tg color matches, the visual
to the one being viewed, which makes them appear less system also a.'ipts to luminance (Section 3.2) and even
saturated. It also involves increased sensitivity Itr colors to certain image details such as the spatial frequency of a
of complementary hue, which makes tile latter appear grating (Ref. 63).
more saturated.

Adaptation occurs onl) in the eye being stimulated. One
Adaptation also occurs when viewing a ionunifonn way of demonstrating this is to place complementary
surface, but because tile eye is almost constantly color filters, such as red and green, over the two eyes for
moving, the effect of adaptation is usually noticed only a period of time. After removing the filters, striking
when an afterimage is produced by a particularly intense differences in the sensitivity of the two eyes to different
source or after deliberately staring at one point for a colors can be seen by alteri:taely opening one eye and
period of time. then the other. A simpler though less imptessive demon-

stration results from covering one eye and exposing the
Adaptation is also a primary reason why subjective other to a bright surface for a period of time.
colors tend to remain relatively constant over wide
changes in illuminant color and, hence, in physically The fact that adaptation occurs only in the eye receiving
measured color, the light is useful in experimental situations. For

example, to measure the impact of luminance on
For most situations an illuniinant should not appear to apparent chromaticity, the test subject matches a high
have any hue. Terms typically applied to this condition luminance color seen by one eye against a low Ilminance
are achromatic, neutral, gray. and. if the luminance is color seen by the other. Figure 5.2-26 illustrates a
sufficient, white. The viewing situation has a major typical study. This technique, of one color to each eye,
effect on the range of spectral distributions that will is not appropriate when the goal is to quantify a color
appear achromatic, with the result that authors have seen in an imagery display.
written at length on the questmons, "What is white?"
(Ref. 62). Because of color adaptation, a wide range of Several restrictions can help eliminate adaptatio,. as a
different spectral distributions will appear white if only source of error in color matching. First, both eyes, or
one is present in the visual tPeld. Typical examples are the same eye if only one eye can be used, shoolmd vkw
warm white and cool white fluorescent latmis (Figure both the target and the reference color. Second. to
5.2-13), both of which are generally considered white. ?nsure thmat the visual scene experienced during the
However, when viewed sidu by side, the warm white transition betweetm the target and the reference color
lani will appear slightly orange pink, and the cool white display does not affect adaptation and possibly influence
lamp slightly blue. Either by itself would generally be the match, it should have lo.' luminance and it should
acceptable for making many kinds of color judgments be achromatic.



SECTION 5.2 COLOR

5.2.4.7 ILLUMINANT SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION

Unlike the topics in the other parts of Section 5.2.4, mercial snapshots will have a pleasant appearance.
which only affect perceived or subjective colcr, a change Another ANSI standaJ0 hatended for appraising color
in illuminant spectral distribution can also change quality and uniformity in graphic arts materials may be
physically measured color. Whether this charge intro- mere relevant (Ref. 65). It requires a 5000 0 K illuminant
duces any error into the color match depends on the for comparing original artwork against first proof p ints,
spectral characteristics of the colored materials being but requires a much bluer light, with a color temperature
matched. of 7500"LK, in order to enhance discrimination of the

yellow ink when final production prints are being
The simp%'st situation occurs when the target and the compared with approved samples. Figure 5.2-13 illus-
reference colors are on !he same material, such as a trates how-higher color temperature illuminm,:,t. provide
particular kind of color film. Then, if both are illumi- more color space in %4hich to discriminate among
nated by the same source, changes in the illurninant different yellows.
spectral distribution will cause the same color change in
both. As a result, the designer has more freedc:ii to use An illuminant used to display color imagery in order to
an illuminant with a spe.tral distribution selected to make color matches should meet several criteria:
provide other benefits, such as maximum separation
among the colors of interest. (See the discussion of the 0 Lamps, and filters if reqvired, should be readily

color contrast discrimination index in Section 3.2.9). available commercially.

If the target and reference colors are on different * Consistency among units should be sufficient that the
materials, then colors that match visually are almost user would not need to make spectral output
certain to be metamcric (Section 5.2.1.6) and each must measurements on each new lamp.
be provided with the proper illunminant spectral distribu-
tion in order to obtain valid results. For example, 0 Output intensity should be sufficient to provide the
Munsell color chips are designcd for viewing under desired image luminance with standard displays (see
illuminant C, and an illuminant with any other spectral Sections 3.2.6 and 3.2.8).
distribution will shift the color of each chip. It is
unlikely that identical shifts would occur in as dissimilar * Color temperature should be at least 5000 0 K, with a
a material as color film. preferred value of 7500oK, in order to provide good

discriminations of colors in the yellow region.
There is as yet ro standard for illumination of colo
imagery when the goal is to determine the color of an • It should provide maximum discr, n'inahility between
area on tlhc imag 'ry bi' visual matching. The closest colors in the imagery, possibly b•, v; r.-entrat;ng the
thing to a stand::rd that exists is the American National energy Into three narrow bands centered on ihe
Standards Institute (ANSI) standard fot viewing coloh transmission peaks for the three c,,e layers in the
transparencies, which specifies an illuminant with a color color imagery (see Section 5.'. 3;. A high color
rendering index otf90 and a correlate,! color temperature rendering index (Section 3.2.9) is .n Alternative.
of 5000oK (Ref. 64). Although the specific basis for though not a good one, to selecting .,ni iik•miriant on
these values is not given in thc standard, they are the basis of discrhninability.
apparently intended to ensure that amateur and com-



SECTION 5.2 COLOR

5.2.4.8 COLOR MATCHING PRECISION

Any color matching situation involves a certaitt amount 5.2.5). However, they must be used with caution.
of error. The MacAdam ellipses covered in Figure 5.2-27 Among o':he- limitations, they are based on a single
provide one estimate of the minimum error achievable observer. While some observers are quite similar, others
under Id&al conditions. Any applied situation is bound differ widely (Ref. 66). MacAdam, itn fact, has suggested
to be less than ideal and to cause a corresponding that it is generally inappropriate to average responses
increase in measurement error. Whether this is significant from different observers (Ref. 67).
will depend on the importance of the color information
and on the amount of ertor introduced in other stages, When using the data in Figure 5.2-27 below, it is
such as the processing of the filin or the several stages of important to remember that they apply only to chroma-
signal processing in an electri" optical display. ticity. Similar data are available for application where it

is desirable to add the third color dimensic-ii, luminance
These ellipses provide a good estimate of the minimum (Ref. 68). In addition, an ex:cllent summary of the d-.ta
size chromaticity matching errors to be expected, and of in this a':ea published prior to 1967 is %wailable (Ref.
how large a chromaticity differ..tice is needed to provide 69), and several other studies have recently been
a discriminable step in a pseudocolor display (Section published (Ref. 70).



SECTION 5.2 COLOR

5.2,4.8 COLOR MATCHING PRECISION (CONTINUEDi

04 520

560
0.6

500 ~ ~ 580

AXES OF ELLIPSES ARh 10
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Figure 5.2-27. Chromaticiw Matching Under Ideal Con- MacAdam has estimated that the threshold, or mini-
ditions. The ellipses in these two figures, known as the mum detectable chromaticity difference, is three times
MacAdam ellipses, illustrate the adjustment precision the standard deviations (Ref. 72).
poss~ible when chromaticity matches are made by a
single observer under ideal conditions (Ref. 71.,B). The The reduction in the range of ellipse sizes when they are
split field containing the two colors to be matched was plotted in the i,. u as opposed to thle .\- y' chromaticity
2 degrees in diameter and had a luminance of 50 cd/in 2  diagram illustrates the considerable impro'ement in
(15 fL). It was surrounded by a 21-degree illuminant C Coloi space uniformity "Jhe former provi.•es. (However,
field at half this luminance. The axes of the ellipses are see the discussion with Figjure 5.2-11 .)
10 times the .sta,,cl~ar•/ d•'I'I/uin,t of the settings made.
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SECTION 5.2 COLOR

5.2.5 PSEUDOCOLOR

/-eudocoohr is tile use of variations in hue and saturation for an increase in display magnification and a cor-
to display inf ormiation not normally experiewed as responding reduction in the ground area visible at any
color, such as radar signal strength or the shades of gray one time. It should be noted that luminance differences
in achromatic imagery. Pseudocolor provides one means are very difficult to eliminate in this kind of test
of displaying nxre signal strength levels than would be situation and may have contributed to misleading results
discriminable on an achromatic, or blacK and white, in Some experiments.
display. The number of physically discriminable signal
strengths is, of course, a lu,iction of the signal.to-nwise Withlout tile object size limitation mentioned, ther.e is no
ratio and di'nantic range of the sensor system (Sections question that for an object yielding one signal streng
4.3.3 and 4.3.4). surrounded by a uniform background at a single slightly

different signal streng!t, more signal strength differences
Various estimates have been made of the number of will be discriminable if signal strength is encoded with
discriminable elements in chromatic as opposed to hue and saturation as well as luminance.
achromatic color space. For example, it has been
suggested that several million combinations of lutni- Unfortunately, for most real objects a range of signal
nance. hue, and saturation can be distinguished, while strengths is obtained across the object and another range
only a few hundred levels of luminance may be available is obtained across the background. If these are displayed
in a practical display situation (Ref. 73; also see as different luminances, they present no problem
Figure 4.4-19.) because luminance is a single dimension, easily inter-

preted by the visual system as such, and because single
Although the practical limits on chromatic displays objects typically include a range of luminances. As a
nmake the effective gain in discriminable levels less than result, an aircraft wing is seen as a single object, ever,,
this, there is no question that pseudocu-Ior can be used though the luminance ratio along the length of the wing
to increase the number of signal levels that can be may be several times as large as the luminance ratio
discriminated by the display user. If the user's only between the wing and the background.
concern is in determining signal strength, for example in
a narrow wavelength-band image of the sun, then When hue and saturation are added, the visual system
pseudocolor is probably useful and should be relatively must contend with three dimensions rather than only
easy to implement. For more common imagery inte-pre- one, and there is no assurance that the signal level
tation tasks such as search and target identification, gradient along the wing will be interpreted correctly. in
there are restraints on the effective use of pseudocolor particular, if the assignment of color to signal level is
which can make design of an effective display very such that the wing appears in several distinctly different
difficult, colors and the background also appears in several

distinctly different colors, then the observer may be less
Although pseudocolor displays are a perennial topic in able to perceive the wing as a single object. As a result,
electro-optical trade journals (Ref. 74), the only known the wing may be less visible than when it was displayed
published information on their usefulness consists of achromatically, even though the effective contrast of the
demonstration photos rather than user performance test edge of the wing to the background has been increased.
data. As a result, the discussion in this section is limited This problem is likely to be more severe in the presence
to general concepts. of quantization effects in digital electro-optical systems

than in analog systems.
The increase in number of discrimninable signal strengths
with pseudocolor display is not without penalties in To avoid this probletn, a basic requirement imposed on
other dimensions. Visual acuity is generally lower when the relationship between signal strength andi color for a
the target and background differ only in hue and pseudocolor display is that when any two colors, either
saturation and not in luminance (Ref. 75). Whether this representing adjacent or widely separated signal
increase in size of the smallest visible target when the strengths, are compared, it should be immediately
target is defined only by hue and saturation differences obvious which represents the higher and which the lower
is significant depends on how important it is ,o see small signal. (This idea is also treated in Figure 5.2-28 below).
details. In gereral, it means that the designer must allow Ideally, this goal should be reached for observers
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5.2.5 PSEUDOCOLOR (CONTINUED)

untamiliar with the color encoding scheme used; in map provides more detail, nor that it can be interpreted

practice, a certain amount of training may be both successfully by an experienced user. However, for most

necessary and acceptable. users, the shaded relief map makes general contours

more immediately obvious.

III a loose sense, the difference between a pseudoculor

and an achromatic display can be likened to the Color space for pseudocolor displays is discussed briefly

difference between a topographic map and a shaded in Section 5.2.1.5.

relief ,nap. There is no question that the topographi.:

Figure 5.2-28. Pseudocolor Display Color Mapping. A
LIGHTNESS pseudocolor display generally 'nvolves the mapping of a

A one-dimensional parameter into a three-dimensional
color space. The three color dimensions can be the per-

LIGHT ceptual dimensions brightness (lightness), hue, and

saturation-illustrated here as a double cone-or their
• PROBABLE approximate physical equivalents, luminance, dominant
MAXIMUM wavelength, and purity. Alternatively, the mapping can be

ACHROMATIC LENGTH carried out in the color space defined by three primaries,
PATH(A) PATH THAT as in Figure 5.2-16, or in the color space defined by the

MEETS ALL CIE chromaticity coordinates, x andy and luminance, Y
REQUIRE- (Secticn 5.2.1.3).

S Two requirements should be imposed on this mapping.
First, it should include as nany visually discriminahte
steps as possible within the dynamic range of the dis-
play (see Section 5.2.4.8). Second, the relative value of
different signal strengths should be obvious to an
observer with normal vision and minir,,3l training. This
applies both to adjacent and to widely separated signal
strengths. For example, a spiral pathi that makes several
"revolution; through the available hues in passing from
dark to light, such as path M in the illustration, might

TURATION , yield the maximum number of discriminable steps, each
of which stands in an obvious greater or lesser relation-
ship to its immediate neighbor. However, the relative
value of two widely separated signal levels that differed
in hue would probably not be obvious, making path M
a poor choice. The longest path that would meet all
these requirements might be something like R in the
illustration. One approach to determining path R is a

MAXIMUM computer-generated random walk through the color space.
LENGTH The rules to impose on such an approach must be chosen
PATH (M) with care.

The simplest path, of course, would be A, which follows
the aLhromatic portion of the color space.

DARK
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SECTION 5.2 COLOR

5.2.6 IMAGE DISPLACEMENT DUE TO COLOR

CAUTION:

Under some viewirg conditions, colored details in the image can appear displaced from their true location.
Variations in display interpupillary distance (IPD) adjustment can have a large effect on the amount and
direction of the displacement.

Under certain conditions, strongly colored details in an There is considerable variation among individuals in
image will be seen displaced laterally from their true chromostereopsis while viewing with the natural eye
locations. This effect is most easily seen with highly pupil, some reporting that red is nearer and others that
saturated colors that have dominant wavelengths near blue is nearer (Ref. 80). In one study, 61 subjects
the ends of the vistual spectrum, such as red and blue. yielded response., that were approximately normally

distributed around a mean of zero chromostereopsis
Although this phenomenon has been measured a number (Ref. 81 ). The direction of chromostereopsis for a single
of times (Ref. 76), the methanism involved is not yet inidividual can reverse with a large chang,• in size of the
fully understood. It is certainly related to the Lrge natural pupil, such as v.would occur with a large change in
chromatic aberration of the eye. As Figure 3.4-4 scene luminance (Ref. 82,B). Because of these variations,
illustrates, the refractive power of the eye is more than it is imnpossible to predict with certainty whether red
2.5 diopters greater at 400 nm (blue) than at 700 nmi near or blue near responses will predominate in any
(red); the difference is I diopter over a range of 470 to pa-ticular situation.
630 nm, which is easily obtainable with Wratten filters
and is sometimes used in experiments on this phenome- Thi amount of chromostereopsis when using the natural
non (Ref. 77). pupil can be quite large. In one study, the lateral

displacement for a red (650 nm) target relative to a blue
The rest of the explanation varies from author to author. (450 nm) target was about 2 arc minutes for each of
For example, the eye pupil is normally not quite four subjects (Ref. 79,C). Two saw red nearer and the
centered and it can be shown experimentally with the other two saw blue nearer. Other studies have reported
eye (Ref. 78) or by ray tracing through an optical much smaller values (Ref. 83). The available data aie not
system with chromatic aberration that a decentered adequate to provide a ýood estimate of the distribution
pupil will cause light of different wavelengths to arrive at of chromostereopsis in tht. population.
different locations on the retina. Other exl,' nations,
which m;-y be equally valid so long as the natural eye Chromostereopsis can be especially troublesome in
pupil is being used, involve the fact that the visual and binocular displays with small exit pupils, such as a
optical axes of the eye differ by several degrees (Figure typical microscope. The amount of imnage displacement
3.1-1), and this may have a direct impact or it may serve due to color increases rapidly as a small artificial pupil is
to effectively decenter the eye pupil (Ref. 79). moved away from the center of the eye pupil, as would

occur if the interpupillary distance of such a display was
When thle lateral displacement of an image is large not properly adjusted. Typical values, expressed in arc
enough, it can be observed with only one eye. It is minutes of lateral displacement per millime-ter of move-
easier, however, to use a binocular viewing situation ment of the artificial pupil across the eye pupil, are as
where the displacement is in opposite directions in the follows:
two cyes and is therefore perceived as a difference in
depth. The ust.u measurement procedure is to have the 0 4 to 5.5 arc minutes/mm, for a blue of 450 nm and a
subject move a vertical bar of one calor closer or farther red of 650 nm (Ref. 79,B)
away until it appears to be at the same distance a, a bar
of a different color. Any constant error is taken as the 9 2.6 to 3.2 arc minutes/mm, for a blue of 470 nm and
t,,al lateral displacement due to color in the two eyes a red of 633 nim (Ref. 77,B)
and is known as the color stereoscopic effect, or more
recently, as chromostereopsis.
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SECTION 5.2 COLOR

5.2.6 IMAGE DISPLACEMENT DUE TO COIOR (CONTINUED)

To put these values in context, the tlheshold for the the comparator user, if he understands the principles
perception of depth is less than 0.5 arc minute (Sections involved, can avoid such problems.
3.7.4.4, and 5.1.3).

For most other imagery display applications, this
A pair of artificial pupils, either those in a binoculir phenomenon should not contribute more than an
microscope or simply small holes cut into two cards, occasional interesting illusion, which may be very
provide an emsy means of'demonstrating chromnostereop- puzzling unless the display user understands what is
sis. As the two artificial pupils are moved closer causing ;t. A desctiption and demonstration of
together, blue objects will appear nearer, and as they are chromostereopsis should therefore be included in any
separated, red objects will appear nearer. This demon- color interpretation training. This training should
stration works best for objects viewed against a dark emiphasize the proper adjustment of eyepiece interpupil-
background, apparently because the low light level lary distance as a means of reducing chromostereopsis.

causes an increase in eye pupil size and allows greater
displacement of the aitilicial pupils. Because chromostereopsis will only be large when highly

saturated colors with large wavelength differences are
If image displacement due to color causes any serious involved, it is unlikely that it can effectively enhance the
imagery display problems, th-!y are likely to be in the visibility of colored targets. However, it is conceivable
area of color nienstsratioh, and particularly color stereo that this could occur for targets so small that the

mensuration. Section 5.3.7 suggests techniques by which sensation of color is nearly lost (Section 5.2.4.1).
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SECTION 5.3 COMPARATORS

In tle context of this document, a corlparator is a "rhis section covers features u:nique to displays that are

deice that combines all imagery display with a mecha- not includ!ed in Section 30 or 4.0 and describes some

nism for mea uring distances on the imagery ,wcing possible exceptions to the conclusions presented in those

displayed. Therefore, most of the design reco)nmnenda- sections. It is assumed in much of the discussion in this

tions for a Lompatato, are included in Section 3.0, on section that the comparator is used only for measuring

optical imagery displays, or in Section 4.0. on electro- tarets that have ahrady been located using a regular

eptical mnagery displayss. hI addition, Section 3.10, on imagery display, thereby eliminating the need to use the

ima.e translation, includes an analysis of translation comparator for ordinary image interpretation functions

requirements bý,,ed specifically on a comparator. such as search.

5.3.1 UNITS

The units commonly used when discussing dimensions in used. This makes it impossible t'i determine the visual

a comp:ýrator aic dc:'cribed in Figure 5.3-1 below, angle shibended by the reticle ,r by the object being
measured and soruetimes precludes meaningful compari-

It is unfortunately common in the literature on conpit- sons between studies or with data on visual performance

ator research for authors to report dimensions only in such as tha: contained in Section 3.1.

micrometers and to neglect to report the magnification

. a-1



SECTION 5.3 COMPARATORS

5.3.1 UNITS (CONTINUED) 1 Q(;0l
ai minutes):

040

100 . . .

2'-

wL° 4

S~Z .

w

0..

C0A

1 10 100 1000

MAGNIFYING POWER

Figure 5.3-1. Ilelationship of Object Size, Imp.ge Size, and In a microscope-type display the magnifying power for
Display Magnif eing Power (Ref. 1). Dimensions in a com- the imagery is usually the magnification engraved on the
parator are usually expressed as linear distance in micro- display by the manufacturer (Figure 3.6-1). The reticle,
meters (Im, formerly called microns). This figure shows however, is probably in the object plane of the eyepiece,
the conversion from this linear distance to visual angle in m.king the magnification of the eyepiece the "ip:ropriate
the displayed inage. value to use in this figure.



SECTION 5.3 COMPARATORS

5.3.2 POINTING PRECISION

The term "pointing" rofers to the action of a compara- which a particular op,.mtor using a particular compar-

tor operator, often called a photogranmmetrist. in align- ator call measure a dinmension on a piece of imagery,

ing the comparator reticle with an edge in the displayed it is necessary to know the true value of the

image. This section suonmmarizes inforinati (n on tlie dimension.

precision with which this task can be performed with

high-quality imagery and modern high-quality 0 "Precision" refers to the consistency within a set of

comparators. measurements. I" several measurements J;f a dimen-

sion yield the same value, they are very precise, even

Two terms used in an exact sense in this section are though they may contain a large constant error.
"accuracy" and "precision." These are defined as

follows: With artificial targets, considerable higher pointing pre-
cision than reported in Figure 5.3-2 below is possible.

* "A'curacy" refers to how closely a measurement, or For exampie, values on the order of 1 /im and 0.02 arc

the average value of several measurements, matches minute have been reported (Ref. 2,C).

the true value. In order to assess the a,:curacy with

Figure 5.3-2 (continued)

1000 11 1T- 'T'TTIIT 0 Within-operator variability-This was the variability
DISTANCE ON IMAGE within the set of values obtained by a single operator as

100 (arc minutes): he repeatedly measured a single target dimension. It
was assumed to rppresent the individual operator's
uncertainty about the location of the edge of the tar-

100 get, plus any pointing variability caused by the
comparator.

Lu
z

10 The study involved 12 operators experienced in using
a. comparators, three high-quality comparators and 18 linear

10 target dimensions such as building length, aircraft wing-
Lu 10 span and oil tank diameter. The 18 targets were distrib-
o uted across several types of aerial photography.0

,, The data were anal yed as follows:

Z< 0 Within-operator variability, 2.5 pm, was the average of
t• 1: the standard deviations calculated for each set of five

o measurements made by a single operator on a single

0.1 target with a single comparator.

0 Between-operator variability, 11 prm, was the average
0.1 . of the standard deviations calculated for the average

1 in 1oo 1000 lengths obtained by the 12 operators on a single target

MAGNIFYING POWER with a single comparator.

VARIABILITY: These values a:e shown here in a copy of Figure 5.3-1,
4--- = BETWEEN OPERATORS along w;rh the range of magnification used. The position

S= WITHiN OPERATORS of the lower arrow shows that the within-operator vari-
ability corresponded to a distance in the image of 1 to 2
arc minutes.

Figure 5.3-2 tiuizes of Pointirg Variability. Uhe pur-
pose of the study summarized here was to determine the These results imply that measurement precision, and pre.
relative contribution of two sources of error in a realistic sumably accuracy also, can be increased more by improv.
imagery mensuration situation (Ref. 3,B). These were: ing the ability of comparator operatols to decide where

the edges of a target are located than by improving the
* Between-operator variability-This w..s the variability capability of a comparator to repeat a pointing precisely.

among the average values obtained by the different
operators as tth*y each rnea.;ured a single target dimen- The three different comparators had little impact on the
sion. It was a;sumed to result primarily from differ- results, even though they differed widely in design. For
ences in what each operator defined as the edges of a example, two hid opaque reticles, and one had a luminous
target. (continued) dot reticle.



SECTION 5.3 COMPARATORS

5.3.3 MAGNIFICATION

The topic of magnification requirements for displays is There are no known studies in which operators were
discussed in Section 3.3.1. required to use specific magnifkations in order to assess

the effect on mensuration performance. (However, see
It is probable that just as excessive magnification of an Ref. 4.)
edge decreases the luminance gradient on the retina to
the point where the edge is less visible (see Figures In the study summarized in Figure 5.3-2, the magnifica.
3.1-34 and -36), it also reduces the comparator opera- tion chosen by the operators ranged generally from 33X
tor's ability to determine the true location of the edge to 60X. The effect of magniiication was not specifically
awl :#s a result, his accuracy. However, the operator may tested, but there was no effect that was sufficiently large
,iot he awa-e of this loss in accuracy because grain and that it was obvious to the experimenters as they
odih,- irregularities in the imagery will be greater, and if analyzed the data.
these help him to repeat his pointing, his precision may
actually increase with magnification. (The difference
between precision and accuracy is discussed in Section In a study that followed this one, accuracy of measuring
5.3.2.) With the exception of the studies discussed in targets on high-quality imagery was determined (Ref. 5).
this section, there is no knewn test data on this topic. The operators could use any magnification within the

available rane of 10 to ISOX. About 90 percent of the
The factors that affect the choice of a magnification measurements were made using a range of 30 to 8OX.
range for a comparator are generally the same as those The correlation between the accuracy achieved and the
descrbed in Section 3.3 for imagery disDlays. The magnification used was only 0.08, indicating that there
primary exception is that the comparator operator has vas no significant relationship.
less need to reduce magnification in order to increase the
area visible on the imagery.
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SECTION 5.3 COMPARATORS

5.3.4 FIELD SIZE

RECOMMENDATION:

Provide a minimum comparator image field size of 30 decrees, with a preferred value of 40 to 45 degrees.

Unlike the image interpreter, the comparator user has no for a more exte;,!ive discussion of the possible impact of
need for a large display field to aid him in searching an display field size and fur a summary of the units used to
extended area on the imagery or in placing some target describe field size.)
object in context with its surroundings. Instead, his goal
is simply to determine the true location on the imagery The best available recommendation is to incorporate as
of the edge of some object and to align this itwwery large a field as possible without significantly increasing
point with a reticle. A display field larger than the the cost of the comparator or reducing the image

minimum size necessary to avoid any unpleasant sensa- quality. Microscope eyepieces that provide an image
tion of turnnel vision may be of help to the operator in field of 40 to 45 degrees are routirn'ly available; this size
locating the target object he is to measure. Insofar as is is a good choice, though there is no evidence that it is
known, there are no data on the impact of display field significantly better than the more typical microscope
size on the performance of such a task. (See Section 3.5 field sizes of 20 to 35 degrees.

5.3.5 IMAGE TRANSLATION

RECOMMENDATION:

Refer to Section 3.10, and particularly Section 3.10.5, for recommendations on image translation.

The image translation control mechanism on a compara- control setting and stage velocity, can be as important as
tor must not limit the precision with which the imagery the type of control. (Also, see the brief discussion of this
can be aligned with the reticle, and it should allow the topic in the introduction to Section 6.2.)
operator to traverse the en~ire film stage in a reasonable
period of time. Following nn analysis based on these two Because of mechanical difficulties in providing tha entire
requirements in Section 3.10.5, it is concluded that the range of velocities that should be provided, iomparator
most suitable L.ontrol for most comparators is a displac- users are particularly likely to be dissatisfied with the
emnent joystick that controls stage velocity, preferably in maximum velocity available. This dissatisfaction will be
a nonlinear fashion (see Figure 3.10-14) combined with increased if the control configuration does not make it
a crank/handwheel that controls stage position. This also obvious when the maximum coitrol setting has been
happens to be the control configuration on many achieved. As is discussed in Section 3.10.4, force
commercially available comparators. )ysticks are less effective in providing such information

to the operator than are displacement joysticks. How-
Quantitative requirements for translation control param- ever, force joysticks that incorporate a small amount of
eters are also discussed in Section 3.10.5. When design- movement and thereby provide the user with this kind
ing any control mechanism, it is important to remember of feedback are available (Ref. 6).
that the control parameters, such as the ratio between
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SECTION 5.3 COMPARATORS

5.3.6 BACKLASH

RECOMMENDATION:

Limit backlash to the minimum amount possible.

Ideally, the device that converts comparator stage No quantitative data on the permissible amount of
position to a numerical value will have no backlash, or backlash are known. For a manually operated zrank-type
free play. Though some sophisticated optical devices translation system, some of the considerations included
may achieve this ideal, mechanical devices cannot, and in the analysis of focus controls in Section 3.8.2 may be
comparator operators have generally learned to always relevant.
approach the target from the same direction when
making a pointing. As a resuft, the primary impact of a
moderate amount of bac,.,ash is to increase operating
time and to increase training requirements.

5.3-6
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SECTION 5.3 COMPARATORS

5.3.7 COLOR

RECOMMENDATION:

Before incorporating a colored reticle in a comparator, evaluate the possibility that it will contribute to
mensuration errors.

Because display interpupillary distance (IPD) adjustment can contribute to measurement errors associated
with color, make a special effort to provide good IPD adjustment capability, a precise and accurate IPD
scale, and a means of locking the IPD so no change will occur during a series of measurements.

Co!or can have one important effect on comparator of the natural pupil. In this type of situation, target
operation. As is discussed in Section 5.2-6, the apparent displacements of 5 to 6 arc minutes per millimeter across
location of a colored object may be shifted laterally the eye pupil have been measured (Ref. 8). Referring to
from its true location. This occurs for some individuals Figure 5.3-1, 1 arc minute corresponds to 7.3 Xn at lOX
when they are using their natural pupil, and for most and 0.7 pm at IOX.
when they are using a small artificial pupil that is
displaced laterally from the center of the natural pupil. In order to reduce the chance of mensuration errors, the
The cause of this shift in location is apparently the peak of the spectral distribution of the light from a
chromatic aberration of the eye (Figure 3.4-4), which lumincus reticle should be approximately the same as
results in shorter wavelengths of light being refracted for the light used to illuminate the imagery. If a
more strongly than the longer ones, in combination with different reticle color is used, a check should be made to
the difference of several degrees between the optical and see if it might introduce any measurement error. To do
visual axes of the eye (Figure 3.1.2). this, the user simply watches for any shift in the relative

position of the image and the reticle as he shifts his head
If both eyes are in use and the direction of the shift is in laterally. If there is none, there is no problem.
opposite directions in the two eyes, as is the usual case,
then the result is a lateral disparity between objects of If it is the imagery that is colored, absence of relative
different colors that makes them appear to be at motion eliminates any impact on pointing precision but
different distances. The usual term for this phenomenon leaves the possibility of a consta ,error when measuring
is chromostereopsis. the distance between differently colored objects. That is,

a pair of objects might appear to be farther apart when
The amount of displacement due to color varies widely the one with shorter wavelength is on the left than when
amo. . individuals and can be quite large. Measurements it is on the right. This is also easy to check by simply
on four individuals using natural pupils yielded a rotating the imagery 180 degrees on the comparator
maximum of 1.0 arc minute in each eye over a spectral stage and measuring the distance between the two
range of 450 nm (blue) to 650 nm (red) (Ref. 7). objects a second time.
However, it is much larger if an artificial pupil, either a
physical aperture or the exit pupil of a microscope, Additional discussion of image displacement due to
causes the light to enter the eye through the periphery color appears in Section 5.2.6.
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SECTION 5.3 COMPARATORS

5.3.8 RETICLES

RECOMMENDATION:

Because they are easier to locate visually, self-luminous reticles are preferred.

I here must be no parallax.. or movement of the reticle relative to the displayed image, as the operator's

head is moved.

A reticle is a fixed reference mark that the comparator Th~e available test data on the minimum size of opaque
operator aligns with the edge being measured. It can be object that can be seen is not vary helpful in the design
located at any one of several different positions in the of an opaque reticle because it is all based on a
optical train of the comparator, but it must be at the uniformly luminous background. With such a uniform
same optical distance as the imagery so that both will be background and relatively high luminance, the minimum
seen in focus. width for detection of a line at least I degree in length is

less than 0.1 arc minute, and the minimum diameter for
The size and shape of an opaque reticle are necessarily a detection ef a dot is approximately 0.5 arc minute
compromise between making the reticle sufficiently (Ref. 11). Ho'.!evef, when an opaque disc is viewed
large that it is easy to find and sufficiently small that it against the density irregularities in imagery, plus the
does not obscure the edge of the target; the limited data inevitable dirt particles, it can be very difficult to find. A
available on these topics are summarized below. A minimum size for a simple opaque dot reticle cannot be
luminous reticle is much more complicated to build into established precisely, but in one case a 3-arc-minute
a comparator than an opaque reticle, but it can easily be reticle, six times th~e minimum detectable size, was
made both small enough to not obscure the target edge occasionally difficult to locate against a photograph
and bright enough to be found easily. (Ref. 12). Opaque dot reticles smaller than this should

probably be avoided.
For most applications involving measurements on
imagery of a ground scene, the reticle does not set the A frequent complaint about binocular comparators
limit on pointing precision, and the designer has consid- incorporating an opaque dot reticle, particularly stereo
erable latitude in his selection. For example, in the stui.y comparators, is that the dot is difficult to fuse vertically.
summarized in Figure 5.3-2, !here were no differences in Corr'-t vertical alignment of the reticle in each optical
pointing precision among the three comparators, even train to within the limits in Section 3.7.5.1 is essential to
though the ret~cle in one was a luminous dot while in the minimize this problem. In addition, it is likely that part
others it was a 5-W~ opaque dot centered in an opaque of the problem results from the fact that the dots are a
segmented cross. much weaker stimulus for fusion than the imagery. As a

result, no matter how well the two dots are aligned
Reticle size and style becomes more important as vertically, if one member of the stereo pair is shifted
imagery resolution increases, and it can be important for vertically relative to the other, the operator's eyes will
special kinds of 'argets. For example, precision in tend to follow the imagery and keep it fused rather than
aligning a dot with another dot is- two to three times the dots.
better than is possible when aligning a dot with an
X-shapedt reticle (Ref. 9, C). If the circular target is high One way to determine if this is the cause of complaints
quality and only slightly larger than the reticle-and if about reticle alignment is to observe which dot is higher
the positioning mechanism is adequate -precision of when they separate. Unless one is consistently higher,
0.02 arc minute is possible (Ref. 10,13). This is two changing reticle alignment will not correct the problem.
orders of magnitude better than in the study described Explaining this to the comparator operator may help
in Figure 5.3-2 and is several times better than p-ssible because he will then realize the importance of aligning
with either vernier or stereo acuity.
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SECTION 5.3 COMPARATORS

5.3.8 RETICLES (CONTINUED)

the imagery carefully. Once he understands the problem A final requirement for the reticle is that it not show
he should be able to fuse the two dots simply by moving any parallax relative to the image as the operator shifts
one piece of imagery vertically. Otherwise, it will be his head position relative to the comparator. It is also
necessary to strengthen the reticle as a fusional stimulus desirable that the reticle not move relative ti, the image
by making it larger or by adding horizontal lines. A third as focus or magnification is changed. Few designs
alternative is to add noncoincident horizontal lines, as in achieve this goal completely, so most experienced
the lower part of Figure 5.3-3, in order to provide the comparator users have learned not to change focus or
user with a means of checking vertical alignment, magnification within a series of measurements.

Figure 5.3-3. Addition of Lines To Make an Opaque Dot
Reticle More Visible. Thi' reticle most difficult to locate
is the simple opaque dot. A dot reticle will be much easier

I to locate if it is at the intersection of two lines or the
- - -center of a circle. Lines used for this purpose should be

at least 0.5 arc minute wide and 1 degree long. ForI I stereo instruments, locating the lines differently in the
two eyepieces, as is shown in the upper part of the

LEFT EYE RIGHT EYE COMBINED figure, would reduce the requirement imposed on instru-
VIEW VIEW VIEW ment alignment (see Section 3.7.5). but may be uncom-

fortable for some users.

The arrangement in the lower part of thie figure would
offer similar advantages plus allow the user to confirm

- - - - -- the adequacy of his vertical alignment of the imagery.
Optimum alignment and best depth perception ability
would occur when the lines in the combined view wereO(D 0___ see-i as exactly aligned Again, the difference in the

LEFT EYE RIGHT EYE COMBINED imaqe to the toeyes may cause problems for some
VIEW VIEW VIEW users. In general, complicated reticles such as the

ones described here should be evaluated by the anti-
cipated usrrs prior to permanent installation.

5.3.9 WARNING LABELS

Because of their greater sophistication, comparators are depends on the personnel who will be operating the
more susceptible than ordinary displays to operator comparator. If it is operated only by a small number of
errors that can cause equipment damage or an incorrect highly experiencedi individuals, each of whom uses it
output. As an example, on most comparators changing often enough to remain familiar with it, then labels of
magnification or f( *iis shifts the positiun of the reticle this kind are generally unniecessary. On the other hand,
relative to the imagery. If such a chasnge is made within a1 if many operators will be only occasional users, then
series of pointing,-, an error will resuit. warning labels should be provided, even if they detract

from the appearance of the device.
The need to provide labels warning of these hazards
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SECTION 5.4 SEARCH

I hie lei II sirir . it i used III III~ dc Ire . r-.1 lrs to arnd -1 2). Sliccesske tlixatijin points may he c~loscii at
tile All 'i III A. 4 na- 1, tile ptrrpo~e of idi randomi or ieccording~ to a piattern chosen by thre
t'l,,is2t 5 IOVc lklllot 1, 111;( kiossoM. 111 li U~illb . Nearcher. A )ostelilatlL patterin is generally molre successý-

tllourici r'ot ticessarily. lleansý plsirrslv tirmep,!ried 1tul thanir a ra'!rdoill onle MIR. 11.
targ~ets. .% t~pical Sequ~ene 0) ativte tvo'i

objects seen peripherallyý in general. the more similar lin
!tC deSreril te1a IIire% tha t Trioth he con1Side red ill a disl hay shape size, color, and' brightness anr object is to thle

to I uskjed tor searc:h are tessenrtiallý tire sainer as those target being sought, the inore likely it is to be tixated

cosered inl Sc, tron 3.0 arnd 4.0. hlln with increased (Ref 2.A).

IlIe anmount of' time expended in searching a 'given area
Mlost onacersCI collection svsnenrls ale Clijr.1ucrenrled by hie on the in'agery is increased 1w blurring or redu~cing thle
production ofl a lari!I quatntitv otl irnacerv anid searchim! contrast of' tlte imagery Ref'. 3), by increasing, the
this innrag.rv for tre%% targets is, lrkel% ito require many number of' objects (fian canl be contused with targets
Interpreter mnos.Iltleghor th IeicitA pl, e' ). b- am [lie background less unif"orm I(Ref'. 5

tile fair. titant Inl IrIrs Cases interesltirr irew tarftets will Atnd Sectiont 3.1.16). and by allowirre the searcher ninre

not occur trequerrtly. inrcreases fire nreed to proside a titnie ( Ref'. 0). It is likely that mnany of' these efflects are
display that will hielp keep) tire interpreter crirufortable unique to thre specific task. iimagery content, arid target

arid alert L'!,cr 11ra11v hours otf rise. 01We of tire potential lyr e.

advantages claimed f'or SL 'en attd largie exit pupil aerial
image displays over striall exit purpil 4t, plays. such as a Sacir naeyi tromgtrsl nmr aet
typical miciroscope. is that the f'irirer. by liirarg being Ihuird (but see Figures 4.3-10(, -17. -I18 arid Ret'. 15).
thre treed for thre u~er to maintain at fixed flead p)Uisirin. Because tmore inf~orrinatiurn is available to tire interpreter
are niure comtfortable to rise over art eXtended period of' in tlh, stereo iniact'. it is also nossible that search in
searclr. Tire opitnionis expressed by suome intrerpreters Whol stereo would be siorwer. Withr a stereor pair tn chip fo~rm
have used screen displays for search imply rlrat for thetin that contains little distort ion due to ohlli/ut * v, arid a
at least. screen displays are miore cotif'ortable. but there display with a good imiagery translation system. that
is no kniown test dlata run this quiestionr. allows easy movement 4f one member of tre stereo pair

relative to the other. small areas can be searched in
Topics that tequire special cornsideratiorn in an imagery stereo (Ref. 7, also see Section 5.1). However, search
display *intended for search are miagnification (Seetion over areas larger titan a few fields-of-view of thre display

5..1below and Section 3.3.1I1, techin iqutes for enrsu rinig will require a die.p1 ay thrat automatically mainrta ins thre
that all thre imigery is viewed during search ( Section re , istratiorn. or -correlationrr" of tite two members of' thre
5.4.2 below), display field size (Section 5.4 3 below arid stereo pair during imiagery mtranislatiorn. In thle ;absence of
Sectien 3.5). and tire orgarniz.ationr of the search task such a display. there is no w., ' vtot determine if stereo can
(Section 5.4.4 below). Also, because searchr usually make a significant contribution to searelt performnance.
involves looking at such a large alnumint of imagery. a
good imagery trarislaticti system is even moorz important
than in a display not intended for search. The discussion
and recommendations itt Section 3.10 are thre best
available on this topic. Because the techniques used for search arc so highly

individualized, it is unilikely that any siingle display
During search, thre eye is .fixaf'iI onnnine potint in tire dlesgn will be satisfactory for all interpreters. Therefore,
image for a few tenthis of a second and is then mroved a display intended for search should provide as many
rapidly to anothter fixation point. Thre effective visual different user options as are compatible withr tre treed to
field, at least for small details, extends otnly a , ouple keep tire display simple, easy to operate, and reliable.
degrees from each fixation point (Figutres 3.5- 10, -hI,
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SECTION 5.4 SEARCH

5.4.1 MAGNIFICATION

RECOMMEDAIONS

Provide higher magnification for close inspection of targetf than for search. Refer to Section 3.3.1 for the
best available discussion of specific value-.

Allow magnification rhanges to be made rapidly and with a minimum of effort.

A zoom device tor changing magnification is preferred.

Keep the same imagery area centered in the display field as magnification is changed.

' lite 11Jil .ietlicatlow sd duitifiw Ne.oclI I,, a "linplon.1Ws allowýs infinite control (it the mlapnification, elimninatitig

h"Mseell% .s tdC10is. Flirst. thle itl.e'te 11tos i% he~a tile piossibiht\ that lthe interpreter mi litn need a mnagnifi-

eniiidi thiat tlie kintId ot targets that 111.1 he i eclit %kil IIcatioti %,title niidwav between t wo of tile disc:rete sters.
be %isible. ( See Fionrte ;.4-1 anid tile data inl Sctiris Se-onld. it allows tile illterpreter ti) Conitnt le Viel%'igtil te

3.1.4 flirtnul.h 3.1.10.) Ilw hr ecauset tile dpliobet:'s thle maetij~ll_,aicalh is changilng. and this saves a

sor's eff ectise Osiaii fieldl hir seeltIIC 'llall detalis i, ,nl\ sila~ll auinunt of timie atid a potential source ofl

f'ew de,2rees, and b~ccatii'. ejch fi\.uitjn Ijsts hir a finiite contusioni. 1lie availalle tesýt data are nlot adequawte to

petmod of t imle. lower ii. iemiificaition mieans that tile deter~nine whelither ativ ofl tlic~c advantave% justifies thie

iinaeeorv Canl be sealci chd ijastr. usuial)% greater cost of a /oomi systemn. In thle one knowni
e\perriwnnt %sllich comlpared search perf'orman~ce usingil

In miost situations the interpreter %% ill us,,e li;,fimer thle mo~ techoiiques for chaniging mnagnitication. thiere

tialaeijtlcat ol ito inspect objects ill tile maccgr% that1 are %%a no sivnificant ads'antave to eitlier (Ret. 8.C. also see

suspected of beiniz targeis thaln lie %kill Ilse diurinig sacail. dkiiNussit of diim suvi etin 3.3.1). However,
Tlime result is thatt relatively lare-e chaimees in iianacittia- ileamie tiotos initerpreter% are itccustnined it- thle conven-

tion, by a fi-%-or ofl pLria~pS 2 to) 0 titnles. will occur ienci: of a /oomi %ý stemi. it should not he replaced by a
frequentlN. It itans! be pos.sible tor the displa , operator discrete sysltem %%ithiout strong justification.

to lmake these cliawtees in mlacnification eaily td

rapidly. There are io, dalta ott thle inaximumt allowoable It is essential thiat chiang~es in rniagniticat~on not displace

little to coniplete a toagimification hing.bl ntin an ob ject in tlile center (ill tie display field significantly
oiver 2 or 3 seconds is likely to mieet witih coinplaiints fionin its locationi. Iihis sliouild not be miuch of4a problemi

froni the user, InI ant utipblisimed evaluation ot a except in comiplex displays where mifferent optical

Prototype display. a duration of' 10 ,ecitids wais judged systencis provide thet different mla gni ificatIions. Xnol exalti-

miUCh '00 lonW byý Most mInterpreters Who0 used tile pie wouid he a display in sshicli a rear project ion screen

display for search . is used at hlow ma iiignfileationi for sea rcli . artd a inicic ueope

is used for Inspecting suspdc targets at hight

Chianginug miagn iflea t ionl with it arooini 55syte n. rathie r tha tn iin agn ific at i ii.

in discrete steps, is preferable for two reasons. First, it
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SECTION 5.4 SEARCH

5.4.1 MAGNIFICATION (CONTINUED)

Figure 5.4-1. Effect of Target Size on Search. In this
study, subjects s,:arched faor 1 of 24 target forms of the

type illustrated, in a scene made up of 184 similar high-
lYrICAL TARGET F~ORMS lre~rsed contrast) contrast forms vieved against a dark background (RdI.

9,C). In each case, the target form being sought was
shnwn in correct orientation above the display area, which
had a diameter of 4.C to 18.6 degrees. The forms were
viewed with various amounts of defocus, so that under
worst case conditions a single square cell looked much like
a circle.

The subjects were under considerable pressure to perform
both rapidly and accurately. Referring to the middle part
of the figure, pertofmance reached a maximum when the

-. 11.•-- SIZE OF ONE CELL square cells making up the forms reached a size of 2.9 arc
minutes. For the bottom graph, the results from the four
display sizes were pooled and then segregated according to
the distance across the largest dimension of the target. In
this situation, perfor,-nance reached a maximum with a
target of size of 12 to 20 arc minutes.

(11PLA' BACKGROUND DIAMETER idegrees) Normally, the orientation of the target form matched the
copy of the target displayed just ab.,ve the search area. In

4.6 9.3 13.9 18.6 a second study, when the two orientations did not match,
20 , search time doubled and the number of errors increased

U-by a factor of 5. It is unlikely tý3t such a large increase
U5 6 would appear with a well known target, such as an aircraft

wJ c
0 TIME or a ground vehicle.Z 0 1 0 - 4
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SECTION 5.4 SEARCH

5.4.2 TECHNIOUES FOR ENSURING COMPLETE SEARCH

RECOMMENDATION

Provide an optional, easily reo-ovable rectan~gular reticle as an to achiev~ng a uniform search pattern in
a display with a circular field.

Provide an automatic method of keeping track of what part of a frame has been searched and of
automatically moving the imagery past the display field, if these can bo p~ovirled economically and if they
meet all the rcquirements described in this section.

Ill itiist illiagery seateli Situations, it is dcsirable to Clfl"]iiletablc 'IC dtitioti il: the int:1'eery area visibla'.

ensutre that tile tinterpreter actulally lo oks at all oft thle Whethe~r this reductAion is ciitnpettSAted hy in fitprove.

tlttagery. 1 here are twon aspects to this proh~len ttient tin sarch perfotrntatice has not beetn teoted.

"* Does tile itnterpreter ahltallv. look at each point onl I he reduction in display field wkith an aperlture Call he
thle fimagery that passes thronugh the display field? avoided Iw uise of a rectanguilar reticle pat tern. Again,

tel~ee Is no known) test data to indicate that this will
"* Does all of, thle inlagery pass throughi tile display actually' reSu~lt in improved search1. In thle absentce of

fi elId? suich data. it is a desirable option for those search
displays xiiere it can he provided inexpensively.

Th e eye Ilove toenit pattie rn tisd duiring search h ias a
tmajo r effect on Ibow iniucl a rea is overlo oked . A randnot Whlien a framte ofinotagerv is large. rela tisve to the iniiage ry
patternt is likely to resuilt itt large areas heing Missed atid area co;vered by a sitigle display t-ild of* view, it mnay he
itt sorni areas being looked at marny timies (Wef'. I ). A difficult for the interpreter to k ep track of which
search pattern based noi regular eye itrivetitents will portiotns oft the framne hiave been searclied and whichi
resutlt itt it ore c otpl ete cove rage. Typical pat teros are have tot, It is coot moo to start front moe edgt d ild wtr-

uip attd dowvn, leff atid right. atid a spital. down, or across, the frattie. IHowever f the interpreter
ttitst hreak this pattern to itnspect a s, ecet target or to

Although training canl help ensure a reglilar eye mtove- followv a r )ad or trail, lie may lose track of where lie wyas.
mien t patt ertt dtiiring search, a notore certain a p proach is One a pp roac I is iii reducec t It- clia nec of' cionfiisio n by
to itlCteoporat" sonie device intto the display dhat essent- using a grease pentcil or nlarkingý peti to div ide tilie fratite
tially forces thte user to follow the desired pat tern. As into segmentts and to mtark eaclt as it is searched.
Figure 5.4-2 illutstrates. tlte Lise of a smnall aperture,
suibtetidirig ontly a few degrees. as a guide to ensure that A tniore sophiisticated. and expensive. approach is to add
the searcher looks at eacht aret itt tile display itttaev field a device to thle display that autott' itically keeps track of'
does not appear uisefuil. whtichi pýr ts of thlie fra me Itave apl ý1 red inl tilie LIispl ay

field and whlichn have tnot. To he efi~ctive. suich a device
A spiral pattern is efficieitt for a static display (Ref. 10). muist be easy to operate, it timist ttot slowv search activity.
bitt ftor sea rchtin g ttovinrg i rttage ry , eye mtovetenetts al mu g it init st be retliable. attd it outs t riot imitpose in reason altIc
straight lines perpetidiciular ito the directiotn of fimage detttands ott the search proceLlure used by the 6ihsplay
mitt it i are mttore itpprop ri ate. If thle dlispl ay Itas a opera it r. The re is tio test data available tot ittd icat e
ci rcul ar field. tlte usc r mitav fintd it difficutlt t i follow whie tIter siich a device will Itna ke a sign ifica nt cotit tib ii-

suich a pat ternt cnittststeltt t . One solutitIon is to adld art t iott toi sea rcht pe rfrin amtiee
apertutre that triakes the field rectantgular. thierebty
prnv:hittg the uiser with a gitide ftr Ldirectitni, his eve An extentsiont of thie contcept describeid in thle previous
inovenite nts. The ittser tion of a rec tattgitI ar aper tiire in to pa rag. i ph is tnt take tilie device auoittttat icall y nitt s tI ie
a display with a circular fielLd wviiild of course caitse :i imiagery across the display field. This is sonttetitttes



SECTION 5.4 SEARCH

5.4.2 TECHNIQUE3 FOR ENSURING COMPLETE SEARCH (CONTINUED)

known as "automatic scanning," or "autoscan." The consecutive paths across the frame, must be adjustable
requirements imposea on an auloscan dovice include all by the operator, In addition, it must be eCsy to override
those imposed on a L evice that just k. .s track of the the automatic dpvice in order to search m:,nually, and to
area searched, plus the velocity, and the overlap between then return to the point on the imagery w'ne-e automatic

search stopped.

Figure 5.4-2. Automatic Control of Eye Position During

u,0; • • •'" •1 1 'T ?'1 I Search. In the studv illustrated here, experienced subjects
80 searched a 27-degree-square aerial map display foi LandoltS801- ring targets (Ref. 11,D). In free search, subjects could use

FREESEARCH any search pattern they preferred. In the forced search
10- ARC-MINUTE TAIRGETS; condition, a different set of subjects searched a different

o 16 SUBJECTS set of aerial maps, using a 3-degree c,rcular ring of light as
"L 40a guide in directing their eyes. The ring moved across the
w FORCED LEARCH; display field in successively lower tows, jumping ahead or
(0 20 - 13-ARC-MINUTE TARGETS; down 2.5 degrees each second.

1 SUBJECTS
0 The results, as plotted here from the authors' summary
0.01 C'. I table, do not provide good evidence for any benefit from

TARGE1 CONI RAST, Cd forced search.

(Thb data shown here also appear in Figures 3.1-44 and
-45.)



SECTION 5.4 SEARCH

5.4,3 DISPLAY FIELD SIZE

RECOMMENDATION

Provide a display field with a diameter of at least 36 degrees, with a preferred minimum of 45 to 55
degrees; do not e), '-ed a diameter of 60 degrees.

The very limited data availjhle on image field size and least 9 degrees and ihe second suggests that it should be
search performance are summarized below. Thie first at least 34 degrees but probably need not be more than
igure suggests that the image-field diameter should he at 54 degrees.

Figure Z.4-3. Visua! Search Behavior with Small Display
Fields. With extreiwcly small fields, visual search effici-

80 I 1 I ency may suffe. because of time lost while looking out-
WJ side the display area. In the experiment illustrated, thiso 12 UNTRAINED SUBJECTS: effect occurred with fields smaller than 9 degrees (Ref.

S60 LANDOLT RING TARGE r
0.9 ON A MAP DISPLAY

o w 40.

20-
W a

010 4 8 12 16 20 24

DISPLAY DIAMETER tdey.:

Figure 5.4-4. Field Size and Search Performance. A high
quality experimental mickrosereoscopc with a 72-degree
image field was used to measure the impact of field size
on search performance (Ref. 13,C). Sixteen interpreters
searchod for a rancie of different sized targets, such as
electronic sites, transformer substations, active construc-
tion sites, missile s;tes, and air fields on small-scale, high-
resolution imagery. The imagery was not in stereo, so two
copies were made and mounted :n registry on the two film
stages in order to provide a binocuiar monoscopic viewing
situation.

As the graph illustrates, there was a large increase in target
0. detect'.)n success, from 27.6 to 42.8 percent, as the fieldS0.5 , ,Z was enlarged from 18 degrees to 36 degrees. This change
0 was statistically significant at P <.01. With a further

F- T - -I enlargement of the field to 54 degrees, performance
wU STANDARD increased to 44.2 percent, a change that was too small to
0x 0.3 -ERROR OF/ be statistically significant.
C MEAN 16 INTERPRETER

0.2 SUBJECTS The interpreters who served cs test subjects in this experi-0 0.2 ment were accustomed to a microscope with an image
0 field of approximately 45 degrees. It is possible that this

0•1 0.1 180 360 540 720 experience prevented their taking full advantage of the

0 t 1 a larger fields used in the test.
0 0,

0 20 40 60 80 The display used in this experiment incorporated an excel-
lent manual imagery translation system, at least for the

DISPI. AY FIELD SIZE (diameter in degrees) purposes of the test. Absence of an adequate imagery
translation capability would probably make a large image
field more important.

5.4-A

/

r/



SECTION 5.4 SEARCH

5.4.4 ORGANIZATION OF THE SEARCH OPERATION

Wilen typical imagery of a ground scene is being targets and fewer false targets will be reported if several

searched, the rate oft' reporting objects that Ire targets interpreters search the imagery and pool their results

does not change over time in the same timnner as thie (Ref. 14,(C). It has not been determined whether the

rate of reporting false objects, or objects that are not improvement justifies the increased administrative bur-

actually targets. As Figure 5.4-5 shows, the rate of den involved in distributing the imagery to additional

detecting new targets is highest shortly after starting to interpreters and in combining their reports. Also, it is

search a particular imagery area and this rate decreases not certain that these results would still occur in work

with titne. The rate of reporting- false targets typically situations where a single interpreter becomes familiar

snows a reverse trend. increasing with time. This has led with a specitl.' ground area through viewing it in

to -',dies showing that, for a given number of search successive coverage.

mlanhours oil aI particular imagery area, mlore correct

3 Figure 5.4-5. Re~ative Response Rates. When searching

, I I for targets in aerial imagery, success in reporting targets is

(Ref. 15) greatest in the early parts of the test session. As search
continues, the rate of correct target reports drops off but
the rate of reports for objects that are not targets, some-
times called inventive errors, or errors of commission,
remains relatively constant.

E INVENTIVE
ERRORS Both sets of data shown here are based on the perform-

Lii ance of 'maqe interpreters searching for realistic targets
in tests made up of aerial photograph-. To simplify

0 1summarizing and comparing the data, it has been normal-
Uized so that the total number of correct target3 rsported

cc CORRECT equals 1. This does not imnpiy that all the targets were
TARGET found. In any but the simplest search situation, there are
DETECTIONS always a few, and sometimes a large proportion of the

targets, that are missed.

0 10 30 The reversal in relative proportion of correct targets and

SEARCH TIME (miouý,.. inventive errors between these two studies is an excellent
examp!e of how heavily the results of such studies depend

1.0 _on specific aspects of the test situation such as target
type, imagery content, experience of the subjects, and

(Ref. 141 ET instructions to the subjects.
0.8 fDETECTIONS

o U.b
24 SUBJECTS

0,4
ULJ
Ln 0.4-
Z
0
Y)w 0.2 INVENTIVE

ERROPS

0
0 2 4 6 8

SEARCH TIME (minutes)
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SECTION 6.0 VIORKSTATION DESIGN

Many of the huniji engineering factors that should be are considered here aie the physical configuration of the
considered in the design of an imagery display are not workstation, the selection and use of controls and
unique to imagery displays, but instead apply to any secozdary displays, the effects of acoustic'ad noise,
work situation. Among the factors in this category that safety, and maintainability.

6.0-1



6.1 WORKSTATION CONFIGURATION
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6.1.2 Fixed Eyepoint Workstation Dimensions

6.1.3 Eyepiece Elevation Angle

6.1.4 Visual Work Area

6.1.5 Manual Work Area

6.1.6 Console Dimensions



SECTION 6.1 WORKSTATION CONFIGURATION

This section provides data and design recommendations Special attention is paid in Sec** .%.2 to iiaage
on workstation siLe and lhape. While these data can be interpretation workstations 0- , quire the user to keep
very helpful, they do not eliminate tlhe need for a his eyes positioned in :tively small area in front of
mockup in order to adequately evaluate a workstation the eyepiece.
design.

6.1.1 ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA

Proper layout of a workstation requires the designer to 95th percentile personnel, though other limits can be
consider the population that will be using it and which used. Section 6.1.1 includes Ist, 5th, 50th, 95th, and
physical body dimensions of that population are relevant 99th percentile values for the body dimensions of most
to the design. This section presents ani;,iopometric data importance in display design. Datd on other body
of special importance to the design of a workstation dimensions are summarized in several sources (Ref. 1).
involving a relativLly fixed eye position. It represents
only a small portion of the published data (Ref. 1). Whether the large or "-iall size limit for a particular

body dimension is th levant value depends on the
Use of this type of data in design situations is compli- application. Worksta',io.. dinier.sions such as clearances
cated by the fact that the correlation between many must be sized for the largest anticipated operator. Other
body dimensions is very low (Ref. 2,B). As an example, dimensions, such as reach distance to controls, and the
a very short person may have very thick thighs. When separation between the seat and a fixed eye position,
possible, therefore, the design should allow for the must be sized fo,' the smallest anticipated operator.
population extremes in each of the body dimensions Because of the very low correlation between many body
involved. dimensions (Ref. 2), it will often be necessary to allow

for a minimum value of .'ie dimension and a maximum
Workstations must accommodate an adequate range of value of another in the saune design. The result of stch a
operator body sizes. It is usual to design for 5th through requirement can be seen in Section 6.1.2.

Figure 6.1-1. Reference Point for Seated Operator
Dimensions. Anthropometric dimensions for a seated
operator are usually measured relative to the inter-
section of the seat bottom surface and backrest. This
location is known as the seut reference point (SRP).
Since a rigid, flat seat surface is normally used, mea-
surements on any chair for a workstation should be
made relative to the seat surface when compressed by
the weight of the operator.

SEAT
REF ER El'CE
POINT (SAP)

6.1-1



SECTIOt4u.I WORKSTATION CONFIGURATION

6.1.1 ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA (CONTINUED)

Original Percentile

Dimension a Group Source
S(Ref. 3,8) 1 5 50 95 99

I Standing Eveb male
Height, Relaxed AF Flight Personnel 1 148.3 152.4 162.3 172.2 1"6.5

Female
AF Nurses 3 135.6 139.2 148.1 168.2 162.8
(Estimated Values) DIMENSIONS

2 Seated Eye c Malee sN

Height, Relaxed AF Flight Personnel 1 68.3 70.9 75.9 81.0 83.3 CENTIMETERS

Aviators 2 - 69.6 - 82.0 - (inches on next page)
Ground Troops 2 - 68.6 - 80.5 -

Female
AF Nurses 3 64.0 66.5 71.6 76.2 79.0
Unspecified
Military Personnel 2 - 66.0 - 75.9 -

3 Elbow Rest M4J '
Height AF Flight Personnel 1 16.8 18.8 23.1 27.4 29.2

Aviators 2 - 18.8 - 29.5 -
Ground Troops 2 - 17.5 - 27.9 -

Female
Civilian (Age 25-34) 4 15.5 18.8 23.6 28.2 30.2

4 Thigh Clearance Male
Height AF Flight Personnel 1 11.4 '2.2 14.2 16.5 17.3

Aviators 2 - 12.4 - 18.8 -

Female
Civilian (Age 25-34) 4 10.2 10.7 13.7 17.5 19.6 1

5 Knee Height Male
AF Flight Personnel 1 49.5 51.1 55.1 59.2 61.0 2
Aviators - 49.0 - 59.9 -
Ground Troop, I - 49.8 - 58.7 -

Female
AF Nurses 3 45.0 46.0 49.5 52.8 54.6 3
UnspecifiedI
Military Personnel 2 - 43.7 - 51.6 -

6 Popliteal Height Malee 5
F FFlight Personnel 1 38.9 39.9 43.2 46.2 47.8 6

Aviators 2 - 38.4 - I47.8 -

Ground Troops 2 - 40.6 - 50.0

Fem-aleCivilians (Age 25-34) 4 33.5 35.8 40.1 44.4 46.2 '
7 Buttock-Heel Male Aviators 2 - 263.9 - 305.8 -

Length 
3

(Diagonal) I__S .L

aALL OF THESE DATA ARE BASED ON NUDE BODY
MEASUREMENTS AND SHOULD BE CORRECTED AS
REQUIRED FOR CLOTHING MEASUREMENTS.
PARTICULARLY FOR SHOE HEIGHT

bERECT DIM-NSION IS APPROXIMATELY 2.0 cm

GREATER

CERECT DIMENSION IS APPROXIMATELY 4.1 cm

GREATER

Figure 6.1-2. Selected Body Dimensions in Centimeters

6.1-2



SECTION 6.1 WORKSTATION CONFIGURATION

6.1.1 ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA (CONTINUED)

Ofigina; Percentile
Dimn•siona Group 3ource

(Ref. 3.B) 1 5 50 95 199

I Standing EyeL Male
Height, Relaxed AF Flight Personnel 1 58.4 60.0 63.9 67.8 69.5

Ftmale

AF Nurses 3 53.4 54.8 58.3 62.3 64.1

(Estimrated Values) I DIMENSIONS
T IN

2Seated EyeL Male 
I

Height, Relaxed AF-Flight Personnel 1 26.9 27.8 29.9 31.9 32.8 INCHES
Aviators 2 - 27.4 - 32.3 - lcentimeterýý on previous page)
Grcund Troops 2 - 27.0 - 31.7 -

Female
AF Nurses 3 25.2 262 28.2 30.0 31.1

Unspecified
Militar'v Personnel 2 - 26.0 - 29.9 -

3 Elbow Rest Male

Height AF Flight Personnel 1 6.6 7.4 9.1 10.8 11.5
Aviators 2 7.4 - ', I.C -
Ground Troops 2 - 6.9 - 11.0 -

Female

Civilian (Age 25-34) 4 6.1 7.4 9.3 11.1 11.9

4 Thigh Clearance Male

Height AF Flight Personnel 1 4.5 4.8 5.6 6.5 6.8
Aviators 2 - 4.9 - 7.4 -

Female
Civilian (Age 25-34) 4 4.0 4.2 5.4 5.9 7.7 1

5 Knee Height Male
AFFlight Personnel 1 19.5 20.1 21.7 23.3 24.0 2
Aviators 2 - 19.3 - 23.6 -

Ground Troops 2 - 19.6 - 23.1 -

Female
AF Nurses 3 18.1 19.5 20.8 21.5 3 4
Unspercified
Military Persor'nel 2 - 17.7 - 20.5 -

6 Popliteal Height Male 6_

AF Flight Personnel 1 15.3 15.7 17.0 18.2 18.8
Aviators 2 - 15.1 - 18.8 L
Ground Troops 2 - 16.0 - 19.7 -

Female - -

Civilians (Age 25-34) 4 13.2 14.1 15.8 17.5 18.21

Buttock-Heel Male Aviators 2 - 103.9 - 120.4 7

(Diagonal I-"••"

aALL OF THESE DATA ARE BASED ON NUDE BODY

MEASUREMENTS AND SHOULD c.1 CORRECTED AS
REQUIRED FOR CLOTHING MEASUREMENTS,
PARTICULARLY FOR SHOE HEIGHT

bERECT DIMENSION IS APPROXIMATELY 0.8 IN

GREATER

CERECT DIMENSION IS APPROXIMATELY 1.6 'N

GREATER

Figure 6.1-3. Selected Body Dimensions in Inches
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SECTION 6.1 WORKSTATION CONFIGURATION

6.1.2 FIXED EYEPOINTWORKSTATION D!MENSIONS

This sectiur, provi'des recommendations for dimensions :.ypical example is the common small-exit pupil micro-

in a display where the operator's ey•'pohlt is tlxed. A scope mounted on • light table.

EYEPOINT Figure 6.1-4. Critical Dimensions for Fixed Eyepoint

NTAL• Displays. Dimensions particularly important in fixed eve.
r"•..._ point displays are illustrated here.

SI The value for eye height (Dimension 1) is a maximum for

S2 a nonadjustable eyepiece, since it is easier for a tall opera-. I HORIZOEYEPOINT • tOr tO slump an extra few inches than fur a short operator

POSITION to stretch to reach an eyepiece that is too hlgll. It is based
on a horizontal eyepiece angle and mus'{ be reduced down-
ward if the eyepieces are tilted (Figure 6.1-5). Because of

EYE HEIGHT the variation in eye height (Dimension 2 in Figures 6.1-2
! and -3), adjustment of eye height should be possible. Sume

of this adjustment can be achieved by v•rying eyepiece ele-
WRITING OR vation angle (Figure 6.1-5).
LIGHT TABL
SURFACE Dimension 2 is the displacement of the eyepoint beyond

I (r ---. • • the first obstruction that limits forward movement of the

MA operator's body, u•,=ally the edge of a light table or desk.
THIGH There is little relevant data but if the 5 cm (2-in) value is
CLEARANCE not exceeded there should be no problems. Large• values

3 are feasible, but at some point they' will cause the opera-
SRP tor's eye height (Dimension 1) to drop as his trunk bends

::•:•.•:.•.•;•:•:•x••;•J•:i:•i:•:•.:::•.•.•i•:!:•i•:::::`•:•:"•/• around the obstruction. Spe,:ific values are not available

SEAT {Shown Compressed) FOOTREST and must be determinedby use of a mockup if the situation
DISTANCE is marginal. Also, see Figure 6.1-6.

4 5
KNEE The allowa•cJ for thigh c'.emance (Dimension 3) must be

CLEARANCl/ at least 18 cm (7 in). since thigh thickness is essentially
/////////////I} uncorrelated Wild eye he;gh, (Ref. 2,B). In other words,

short peopl• may have large thighs. Increasing this value
FOOTREST to 28 cm (11 in) increases freedom to position legs.
•Adjuttable)

Recommended A footrest (Dimension 4) allows the thigh £o be raised
Dimension Value(s) Comments slightly off the seat, thereby maintaining circulation and

.. reducing discomfort. To accommodate the necessary
I Eve Height Maximum is Reduce Maximum range of body sizes, either the chair or the footrest

for 66.5 cm (26.2 in) Height to Ac;ount should be adjustable over the range indicated. The ad-
Horizontal 5% Female of for Eyepiece Tilt justment must be simple to perform. A footrest deep
Eyepiece 69.8 cm (27.5 in) (Section 6.1.3) enough to allow fore and aft movement of the legs is pro-

5% Male and if Eyepoint ferred over a simple railing.
Moves More than ,5 cm
(2 i,') Beyond Edge of
Table Although it is not included in the figure, adequate space

for the user to stretch his legs (Dimension 7 in Figure
Horizontal See Text 6.1-2) iS highly recommended. Also, see the discussion of
Eyepoint chairs in Section 7.2.
Posit!on

S.... One aspect of viewing device use not illustrated in this
3 Thigh 11.8 cm (7 in) 28 cm (11 in) to figure is the tendency of most users to place their Iownr

Clearance cross knees arms on the light table/writing surface and to use it to

4 Footrest Adjustable from 2.5 um (1 in) Added carry Dart of the weight of their upper body. Good da;a
Distance 38 cm (15 in) for for Shoes-Modern On the best height are not available, but fo, some apol[ca-

5% Female to Shoe S,,tles May tions the 20 to 25 cm (8 to 10 in) armrest height recom-
63 cm (21 in) for Require a Greater mended in Figure 7.2-3 may provide useful guidance. A
95% Male Correction ,•,arface used for an elbow or armrest (an be considerably

6 Knee 63.5 cm (25 in) 2.5 cm [1 in) Added higher than this so long as it extends out beyond the sides
Clearanc• Minimum for for Shoes-Modern of the operator.

99% Male Shoe Styles May

Require a Greater

Correction .....
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SECTION 6.1 WORKSTATION CONFIGURATION

6.1.3 EYEPIECE ELEVATION ANGLE

A wide range of eyepiece elevation angles is in use. Some eyepieces are near horizontal, the user's weight is thrown
displays, particularly many older comparators, use hori- bick toward the rear of his chair and onto ihe chair
zontal eyepieces. The popular Bausch and Lomb Zoom backrest (see Section 7.3). If these are inadequate, e.g.,
70 and Zoom 240 microstereoscopes have eyepiece if he is using an executive style chair with armrests that
elevations approximately 600 Lbove horizontal, prevent moving th,; '. ckrest close enough to the display,

he will be unable to relax his trunk muscles while
The available data allow setting only very broad limits looking into the display and may therefore suffer
on eyepiece elevation angle. Elevation angle affects fatigue. As the eyepiece angle raises above horizontal the
workstation design in two ways. First, as the next figure user's head will drop forward, shifting his weight
illustrates, it affects the permissibi. eyepoin. location forward onto the front edge of his chair and onto his
envelope. arms if an armrest such as tIe surface of a light table is

available. Again, if the support surfaces are inadequate,
In addition, eyepiece elevation angle can have an impact the result may be exces~sive muscle tension and fatigue.
on the physical comfort of the display user. If the

HORIZONTAL DISPLACEMENT (inches) Figure 6.1-5. E'/epoint Displacement as Line of Sight
Drops. The e%,epoint location shown in the previous0 1 2 figure is for j horizontal line of sight. As the line of

-:3 sight dropý below horizontal, neck rotation moves the
eyes dov.n and forward by the amount illustrated (Ref.

- -4,C). When designing for an eyepiece angle above hori-
zontal. this figure should be used to determine the appro-
prikte reduction in Dimension 1, and increase in Dimen-

S6-sion 2, that is appropriate in Figure 6.1-4.

6 -

U 2S . U

5 /
Z Z0

I-

,=.,

wC 40
N

.0.

0 II
0 1 2 3 4

HORIZONTAL DISPLACEMENT (cm forward)

NOT NOT Figure 6.1-6. Eyepiece Elevation Angte Comfort Limits.
SUBJECT COMFORTABLE COMFORTABLE COMFORTABLEI Eyapiece elevation angle comfort limits w~re established

1 0 5-60 65 1 for six image interpreters Ps they used a mockup of a
binocular display that allowed free adjustment of both

2 5 10-55 60 vertical position and elevation angle (Ref. 5,D). the data
3 5 10-60 70 suggest that while an elevation angle of 10 to 600 will be
4 5 10-60 70 generally acceptable, a value between 20 and 550 is a safer
5 15 20-60 65 design choice.
6 5 10.60 65
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SECTION 6.1 WORKSTATION CONFIGURATION

6.1.3 EYEPIECE ELEVATION ANGLE (CONTINUl-'D)

+ 4- -I- - POSSIBLE EYEPOINT LOCATIONS

250

600 
48.5 c:m

5 1.8 cm (19.1 in)

(20.4 in)

114.0 cm LIGHT

14.0 crr LIGHT (5.5 in) TAtILE

(5.5 in) TABLE

THIGH CLEARANCE
STH;GH CLEARANCE (set by subject)

P (,.et by subject) SE PSRP4 250

S600 ELEVATION
ELEVATION DISPLAY
DISPLAY

SUBJECT EYE HEIGHT 2 5 5 5 8 15 95
(percentile)

THIGH THICKNESS 15.2 15.2 13.5 13.7 18.5 15.0 16.3
cm (inches) (6.0) (6.0) (5.3) (5.4) (7.3) (5.9) (6.4)

PREFERRED ELEVATION 250 250 EITHER 600 250 250 EITHER

TABLE TOO TABLE TOO MAKES NO'
SUBJECT COMMENTS CANNOT CANNOT TIGL T TABL T CANNOT CANNOT MAKESN

US 60ISE6T HIGH AT HIGH AT 0 DIFFER-USE 600 USE 60 250. 250. USE 60' USE 60 ENCE

-THE 25' ELEVATION MADE THE TABLE TOO HIGH TU SERVE AS A CONVENIENT ARMREST.
NOTE THAT THESE TWO SUBJECTS HAD SMAL THIGHS AN.) THEREFORE COULD REACH
THE EYEPOINT FOR THE 600 ELEVATION.

Figure 6.1-7. Preferences for 600 vs. 250 Eyepiece Eleva- teristics can interact and i!lustrater the desirability of
tion Angles. Several of the factors discussed above are using a mockup to evaluate complex designs.)
illustrated by a study conducted to compare two eyepiece
elevation angleý for use on one particular inicoscope/light These diffeicnces are reflected in the user preference data
table combination (Ref. 6,C). Tha upper part shows the at the lower part of the figure. Four of the six short sub-
two viewing situations. Reducing eyepiece elevation angle jects had difficulty reaching the 600 eyepieces and pre-
from 6L' to 250 reduced the microscope eypoint to thigh ferred the 250 version. Two other sho.t subjects, Loth of
distanr~a by over 3 cm. Figure 6.1-5 shows that it also whom had thin thighs and could therefore lower tie light
raised the, permissible operator's eye position above the tabl:! relative to their chair, were able to use the 600 eye-
SRP by art additional 4 cm. Thus the eyepoint is pieces and complained that the 250 angle placed the light
effectively 7 cm further above the seat for the 600 display table surface too high for convenient use as an armrest.
than for the 250 display. (This is a good ex3mple of how The single large subject found both angles acceptable.
the equipment design and the operator's physical charac-



SECTION 6.1 WORKSTATION CONFIGURATION

6.1.4 V7/SUAL WORK AREA

So long as the operator's position is not restrail ,d. b1)y a Distance to visual dirplays is treated in Section 3.6.

seat belt for example, he can change his head and b.dy If there are controls adjacent to a display that must be

position in order to look at a display in atr,,st any adjusted, the manual workspace limits in the next

location not physically obstructed, Some locati,'m section (6.1.5) apply.

however, are more convenient and are therefore likely to

he viewed more frequently and to result in a more rt:pid

response to the displayed information. This is particu-

larly true of locations close enough to the operator's

normal line of sight that he can look at thcm wJthout

turning his head. (See Section 3.5.)

"Figure 6.1-8. Preferred Visual Work Area (Ref. 7,X). The

normal line of sight is usually taken as 10 to 15 degrees
r _NOttp,•, LtNF_ below horizontal. Primary displays should generally be

/ OF SIGHT within 15 degrees of this line and secondary ones within

100 TO 150 BELOW 30 degrees. Although some head movement accom-
FHORIZONTAL O F panies nearly all eye movements, major head and neck

S .PRIMARY movements occur for viewing angles of more than 30

DISPLAYS degrees to each side. Eye elevations above the horizontal

are especially fatiguing and should be avoided except for

intermittent viewing. Viewing angle depressions to 45

degrees are acceptable, even though some head motion

witl occur.

+ 300 FOR SECONDARY
-DISPLAYS

Figure 6.1-9. Eye Height for Visual Work. Eye heights

for seated and standing 5tn percentile female and 95th

SEATED percentile male operators are from Figure 6.1-2, -3. The

66 cm 126 inl TO value for standing 3pe.-ators includes 2.5 cm 0 in) for

8f cm (32 inl shoes. Modern shoe styles may require a larger correction.

I I

STANDING
142 cm 156 in) TOI
175 cm (69 in)



SECTION 6.1 WORKSTATION CONFIGURATION

6.1.5 MANUAL WORK AREA

The must important and frequently used controls sholtd data are available (Ref. 8,B). In many situations,
be located where they can be operated with the greatesz however, there is no good alternative to a mockup

comfort and convenience, and :ill onttols must be evaluation utilitiig individuals with the extremes of
within easy reach. The data presented below provide a body dimensions that will occur in the user population.

guide to control placement, Many additional pages of

46-64 c-m
(18 -25 ini

28--38 cm ,... "
(11-15in)

VERTICAL SDIMENSIONS
1 8 - 2 8 c m . . . . . . ..- - , O P T I M UMr

18-mAREA
(7-11 in) (7-11 i

DISTANCE61-84 cm
UP 124-33 in)

33-41 cm - " I

5 t13-6 in) .,- /

I DISTANCE. "HORIzOr4TAL
DISTANCE DIMENSIONS /

I FORWARD

36-41 cm 56-76 cm
(14-16 in) (20-30 in)

Figure 6.1-10. Optimum Manual Work Area. The opzi- ranging in size from 5th percentile female to 95th per-
m,'m manual work area illustrated here results from the centile male,
need to provide a comfortable lower arm position and
elbow flex angle (Ref. 9,X). It is suitable for operators The width of this area is approximately 60 cm (24 in).

HEIGHT ABOVE ANGLE FROM STRAIGHT AHEAD REACH Figure 6.1-11. Functional F'nrward Reach for the Seated
SEAT REF. PT. (centimeters) Operator, Functional 3rm reaih (grasp distance) data for

(cm) .-. 5th percentile mate military personnel are shown (Ref.
c07 150° 300 450 60' 75' 900 10,X).

0 - .. - 40.6 45.5 4 .2. 47.0 These values are for a seated, restrained operator. They
15 15,2 - - 56.9 60.5 60.7 61.0 can be increased as follows:

30 4 9,3 54.6 59.7 63.2168.6 70.1 71.1 Shoulder extension, 10 cm (4 in) at 00 and 7.5 cm
46 54.1 58.2 64.5 68.3 71.4 74.4 76.2 (3 in) at 450

61 54.9 594 63.2 67.171.1 734 72 Shoulder extension plus trunk rotation, 15 cm (6 in)
76 51.1 55.9 60.2 67.1 69.6 71.9 74.4 at Oc and 10 cm (4 in) at 45o
91 44.2 47.5 51.3 56.9 60.7 63.8 65.8

107 32.3 33.5 -5 46 ! 6 1 5 - 6Complete freedom to bend forward, 40 cm (16 in)
107 32.3 3.5~ 3I 40. 4 53.6 at 00 , 30cm (12 in) at 450, and 20 cm (8 in) at 900

HEIGHT ABOVE ANGLE FROM STRAIGHT AHEAD REACH

SEAT REF. PT. (inches)
(in) 0o 150 300 450 600 75 900

0 - - - 16.0 17.9 17.4 18.5

6 17.0 - - 22.4 23.8 23.9 25.6
12 19.4 21.5 23.5 24.q 27.0 27.6 28.0
.8 21.3 22.9 25.4 26.9 2.8.1 29.3 30.0

24 21.6 23.4 24.9 26.4 28.0 28.9 30.0
30 20.1 22.1 23.7 26.4 27.4 28.3 29.3

36 17.4 1b.7 20.2 22.4 23.9 25.1 25.9

42 12.7 13.2 13.6 16.0 192 20.3 21.1

6.1-8



SECTION 6.1 WORKSTATION CONFIGURATION

6.1.6 CONSOLE DIMENSIONS

Workstation consoles must be designed to fit the vided, and Figure 6.1-13 shows dimensions for typical

operational requirements and space limitations of the consoles. Additional information on this topic can be

particular situation. found in Reference 1i.

As an aid to this design process, Figure 6.1-12 below

indicates the mininmum clearances that should be pro-

36-41 cmRr
(14-16 in)
REQUIRED FOR 61 cm (24 in)

WRITING SPACE MINIMUM:
76cm (30 in)

- PREFERRED -4

71 cm (28 in
63.5 cm PREFERRED;
(25 in I 76 cm (30 in) I25 cm

SI *SEAT ACCEPTABLE/5 n
II I REFERENCE /

7 I POINT (SRP) I _t
(4 1 in

4 - 56 cm • 15 cmý] 51 cm

(4 in 1 (typical) 61 cm

(24 In)

Figure 6.1-12. Minimum Leg and Foot Clearances for Consoles (Ref. 12,X).
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SECTION 6.1 WORKSTATION CONFIGURATION

6.1.6 CONSOLE DIMENSIONS (CONTINUED)

-100

- - - - 2 2cm
- 200 43 cm 300' 111 in)

- (17 in) o
~450-

45°, ~SECONDARY -... ,
." .- os.. o -°.. .

/ .250 j2DISLAY -- 1 o--
- 25° AREA - -- -

PRIMARY 152 c

DISPLAY i
, "•,,.AREA

122cm * 101C5 rm

14in) 10(65 in)

/ CONTROL 0-in,

0 n 76 cm 1

/ ~ 35AR (5 i::)c (66~ in)5(

SI.

33cm

(34 in)107c

4244 in)

~~~~~7 ""cm--3 c -

(l I 29 in)76c

! r

I I 33 c m15 30 O if c n e

S!~C~ (13 in) i 0 m

Figure 6.1-13. Typical Console Configurations (Ref. 12,X).
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6.2.1 Co;:tinuous Controls

6.2.2 Discrete Position Controls



SECTION 6.2 CONTROLS

Reconmendations for specific types of controls are Minimuni separation distances between controls usually
soummarized in this section. The i more general prob ems apply also it) the separatio'i between the control and the
of control arrangement and the association between nearest obstruction.
centrols and displays are treated in Section 6.3.

Increased use of integrated circuits has generated pres-
%nich of the material in this section was extracted from sure to reduce control panel size and to incorporate
design handbooks Ref. I). with |iodifications as special logic codes into control devices. The result has
required f6 personal experience in the deign and been miniaturized controls, multifunction controls
eva'uation of control panels. In those instances where whose effect depends on the setting of some other
research reports were also used, they have been control, and completely new types of controls fov which
referenced. there are no established design recommendations. In

some instances recommendations for more traditional
Recommended control resistances are to be measured types )t controls provide guidance, but in others there is
linearly unless they are referred to specifically as ,io good alternative to installing the new control in a
torques. To be correct. force in the metric system should panel and having operators try it. This topic is discussed
be specified in newtons or dynes. However, commonly briefly in Section 6.7.
available scales are calibrated in grains so this unit has
been used instead I Ref. 2).

6.2.1 CONTINUOUS CONTROLS

Continuous position controls, in contrast with controls
that have a limited number of discrete positions. can be
set to any position within the limits of control move-
nient.

TYPE FIGURE NUMBER COMMENTS

LEVER 6.2-2 ALLOWS LARGE FORCES; INDICATES SETTING; SUBJECT TO
ACCIDENTAL ACTIVATION

JOYSTICK 6.2-3 SPECIALIZED LEVER; USUALLY MOVES N TWO DIMENSIONS;
SUBJECT TO ACCIDENTAL ACTIVATION

TRACKBALL 6.2-4 EXCELLENT POSITION CONTROL WHEN A LARGE RAI'MGE
OF INPUT COMMANDS ARE NECESSARY

CRANK 6.2-5, -6, -7, -13 ALLOWS RAPID, MULTIPE TURNS; USEFUL TO OBTAIN
LARGE AMOUNTS OF WORK

KNOB 6.2-8 TO .14 ALIOWS PRECISE ADJUSTMENT; INDICATES SETTING

THUMB- 6.2-15 MINIMUM PANEL SPACE; POOR DISPLAY OF SETTING
WHEEL

LINEAR 6.2-16 WASTES PANEL SPACE; EXCELLENT INDICATION OF
SLIDE SETTING; SUBJECT TO ACCICENTAL MOVEMENT

FOOT 6.2-17 USED TO OBTAIN LARGE FORCES OR WHEN BOTH HANDS
PEDAL ARE OCCUPIED

Figure 6.2-1. Types of Contir.uous Position Controls

6.2-1



SECTION 6.2 CONTROLS

6.2.1 CONTINUOUS CONTROLS (CONTINUED)

Figure 6.2-2. Levers

Parameters:

Diameter 0D): 13 to 75 mm (0.5 to 3.0 in) for finger
grasp and 38 to 75 mm (1.5 to 3.0 in) for hand grasp.
( ;':, acement (A): Up to 350 mm (14 in) fore-aft and

If ,mm (38 in) laterally

Separation for one-hand use: 100 mm (4.0 in) preferred,
50 n,:.i (2.0 in) acceptable

Resistance for finger use: Up to 900g (32 oz)
Resistance for one-hand use: 1 to 14 kg (2 to 30 Ib) fore-
aft and 1 to 10 '.(g (2 to 20 Ib) laterally
Design Notes:

S0 For fine adjustments or continuous use, provide
support for the limb usedK)

Figure 6.2-3. Joysticks
Parameters:

Diameter 0D): 6 to 25 mm (0.25 to 1.0 in)
Length WL): 75 to 150 mm (3.0 to 6.0 in)

Displacoment: Up to + 450

Resistance (at tip): 340 to 900g (12 to 32 oz)
Design Notes:

1 '0 Provide support for the body part used to manipulate
the joystick. If the stick is held by the fingers, the

L (support should be at the wrist

0 Locate the pivot point below the support surface

• Isometric (force) joysticks offer performance and reli-
ability advantages for some applications, but should be
avoided for most image translation applications unless
they incorporate an indication to the user when he is
making a maximum input (Ref. 3). (See Section
3.10.4.)

* A position joystick can be set to with;n 1.5 steps in a
800-step display (RMS error) (Ref. 4).

0 If pushbutton is added to the center of the joystick to
obtain two output ranges, expect a reduction in joy-
stick positioning precision when the pushbutton is
depressed.

• See Section 3.10.5 fcr a discussion of a particular joy-
stick application.

6.2-2
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SECTION 6.2 CONTROLS

6.2.1 CONTINUOUS CONTROLS (CONTINUED)

Figure 6.2-4. Trackballs

Parameters (Ref. 5)
Diameter: No operator-imposed restrictions; 75 to 100
mm (3 to I in) typical.

Resistance: 35 gm (1.2 oz) works well and allows easy
stewing with a 30 mm (3.5 in) plastic ball; ir.creasing
resistdnce to 57 to 85 gm (2.0 to 3.0 oz) to eliminate
movement due to vibration is acceptable but will reduce
stewing and increase time to make large inputs.

Design Notes:

0 Setting precision depends on how precisely the
operator can position his hand .long the circum-
ference of the ball. With an adequate displa%, an
RMS error of 0.7 mm (0.03 in), which is equivalent to
1/400 revolution of an 8.9 cm (3.5 in) diameter ball, is
reasonable.

Figure 6.2-5. Cranks

CRANK OPERATING MODE

HIGH MEDIUM TO PRECISE

SSPEED HEAVY LOAD. POSITIONING,
LIGHT MULTIPLE LESS THAN

g " LOAD TURNS ONETURN
CRANK 13TO 125mrr 100TO500mm 13TO500nrmn

T RADIUS (0.5 to 5 in) (4 to 20 in) (0.5 to 20 inl
JR)

RESIST- 0.9 TO 2.3 kg 2.3 TO 4.5 kg 0.9 TO 3.6 kg
ANCE AT 12 to 5 Ib) (5 to 10 Ib) (2 to 8 IbI
-HANDLE

HA.NDLE 13mm 13 TO 25 mm 13 TO 25rmm
DIAMETER (0.5 min) (0.5 to 1.0 in) (0.5 to 1.0 in)

HAND LE 38 mm 95mm 95 mm
LENGTH (1.5 in) 13.8 in) 13.8 in)

Separation (S): At least 75 mm (3 in)

Design Notes:

* Uce a handle that rotates freely on its shaft.

* A (.rank handle can be combined with a knob to
CRANK RADIUS finches) allow rapid slewing with the crank and fine positioning

with the knob (see Figure 6.2-13).
300 1 , I For large resistances, orient the rotation axis parallel

MXIMUM 25 (2.2) to the frontal plene of the body (a vertical plane

TURNING 250 -/50 04 4) through the shoulders)

RATE (rpm) " RESISTANCE

200 -g-m (lb-in)

150 
,

0 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 Figure 6.2-6. Maximum CrankinG Speed (Ref. 6,X). With
a light load the maximum turn~ng rate is achieved with a

CRANK RADIUS (cm, crank radius of 3 to 5 cm. As crank resistance (expressed

as torque) increases, a slightly larger crank is required in
order to achieve maximum speed.

6.2-3
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SECTION 6.2 CONTROLS

6.2.1 CONTINUOUS CONTROLS (CONTINUED)

Figure 6.2-7. Work Output With Cranks. A crank may

CRAN.K RESISTANCE (Ob-in be used to enable an operator to perform work. The
amount of work that can be obtained increases witt, the

0 20 40 60 80 . 00 time available for the task. For infrequently performed

6 8125mm tasks that do not contribute directly to the interpretation
6 1 MINUTE 1 t 4 of imagery, suci. as elevating a display, a reasonable upper

4 6,J mmCa limit might be 2 minutes. In the absence of any test data
2 0ýý' 2on the user population, the designer may choose to usea

different value,

12 ' These curves illustrate the maximum amount of work
SMIUTE 8 that might be expected as a function of crank resistance

15 M(torque) after given intervals of time. They are all based
, 6 oa one-hand cranking at waist height by military person

6 4 nel, or the equivalent, and were colfected as follows:

4,-- Average scores; maximum constant speed
2 for maximum time (stopped at 10 minutesF 1 if still cranking; tree crank sizes) (Ref. 7,C).0 ...- Ii I I . .. I

o, -o Average scores; maximum speed for 410 . VI..TES 8 minutes; 11.5 cm (4.5 in) crank (Ref. 8,C).80 - 3 VI., 15 t Output by 85% of small (5 45 percentile) personnel;
8 6maximum speed for maximum time (subjects quit

.Y0mm 4 A after about 1 minute); 19 cm (7.5 in) crank (Ref. 9,C).
E These data appear only in the upper graph.

O 2 The 1-minute curves at the top are directly equivalentS07 I i to horsepower (0. 1 horsepower is equal to 450 m.kg
014 .'0 (3300 ft-lb) per minute.)

12 4 MINUTES ,-. Hevier crank resistances increased the rate of wcrk out-
se 8 s put, iut decreased the maximum 3mount of work that
o 6 U was ev'.ntually obtained. In order a'..:void the fatigue

a - 6 3 effects evident for the heavier crank resistanms in the
"" 100 mm lower sets of curves, crank resistance should no, ixceed

6 560 g-m (60 lb-in). This would be equivalent to. handle
4 •resistance of 5.4 ks !12 Ib) for a 100 cm (4 in),.rank and

2 3.2 kg (7 Ib) for P75 cm (7 in) crank.

o L.-_LI .I ' 0 Total work output of 550 m-kg (4000 ft-lb) over a
22 "is 16 period of 2 to 3 minutes is reasonable for male personnel

2-10 MINUTES 14of military age. Some reduction should be made for
14 female personnel; in the absence of any data, a reduction

18 of 30% is reasonable.

16 12

14 10

12 b2 8

10

8 6

, 100 mm 4

4
2

2

0 1 1 1 I I 0
0 200 400 600 830 1000 1200

CRANK RESISTANCE Ig-m)
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SECTION 6.2 CONTROLS

6.2.1 CONTINUOUS CONTROLS (CCNTINUED)

Figure 6.2-8. Continuous Position Knobs

Diameter (D): 13 to 75 nni (C 5 to 3 in); bO to 75 mm (2
to 3 in) for heaviest resistances.

Depth (H): 13 to 25mm (0.5 to 1 in)
S Separation 'S): For one hand oper,ý`n!, .. u less than 25

mm (1 in), with 50 mm (2 in) preferrciý For simu;taneous
- - __operation by two hands, no less li-i 75 mm (3 in), with

125 mm (5 in) preferred.

Resistance: Up to 4.2 g-rr. (6 oz-in) for small knobs or
many turns; up to 11.3 g-m (16 oz-in) for large knobs and
only 1 or 2 turns. (See Figure 6.2-12 and Ref. 10,D.)
rfesign Notes:

Operating time is a function of the required
revolutions (Figure 6.2-10) and adjustment precision
(Figure 6.2-11).

_ For minimum operating time, do not ruquire adjust.
ment to less than 1 or 20 (Figure 6.2-11). (Section
3.8 covers application of this data to focus controls.)

H - If more than four revolitions ar- frequently required.
reduce operating tirie by idd~ng a handle (Figure 6.2-13).

9 For a pointer at a normai reading distance. 25 to 75 mm
(1 to 3 in) of pointpr travel for each revolution of the
knob is reasonable Ref. 1 i,C).

0 For th! higher resistances, use a knob with a nonslip
surface. K:'.u I small knobs and flute the edges of large
ones.

* Use a bar-oiraped knob (Figure 6.2-19) if the operator
must know the control setting.

* Backlash of up to 200 in the control will have little
effect (Ref. 1 1,C) if:
- There is a good display of the .ontrol setting,

(Section 3.8.2 discusses a case where this is
not true.)

- Resistai ýe is not excessive,

- The display movement to control movement
ratio is good, and

- Re.uired setting precs;ion is not excessive and
does not require several reversals of the control.

• When centering a knob between stops separated by
from 20 to 16f0 , 3s might be required when focusing
a microscope (see Section 3.8), the expected average
error is 10 to 25% of the range, and the expected varia-
tion (one standard deviation) is 10 to 20% (Ref. 12,C).

6.2-5



SECTION 6.2 CONTROLS

6.2.1 CONTINUOUS CONTROLS (CONTINUED)

Figure 6.2-9. Display Conditions for the Knob Rotation
FINAL Studies Described in Figures 6.2-10, ,11. 12, and -13

"TRAVEL" "ADJUSTMENT" Several useful numbers ate availabl'- from two studies in
PHASE PHASE whici "travel" and "adjustment" timcs were measured as

I practiced subjects used a knob to position a pointer along

a scale located at a distance assumed to be between 25

POINTER POINTER and 75 cm (10 and 30 in) (Ref. 11).

START FINAL
POSITION POSITION Knob diameter was generally 70 mm (2.75 in); other

I . values, from 25 to 100 mm (1 to 4 in) did not affect the

7-5 mm (3 in) I 2.5mm (0. 1 in) e uls
A (approximately) B In the next four figures, "travel" time is the time to move

TOLERABLE POSITION ERROR, the pointer from A to B in the iiluitration, and "adjust-
0.2 mm (0.007 in)' ment" time is the time to move it from B to C. Total timeis the sum of these two.

DISPLAY CONDITIONS

Figure 6.2-10. Time Required to Rotate a Knob. In one
study with the disi,,' in Figure 6.2-9, different poiniter

. 1movement per knob luir ratios necessitated different
numbers of turns of the knob to compIcte the 75 mm (3

TIME 0.85 + 0.26 R + 0.0056 R2  in) of travel. After the first turn or so, "trd'ei' time
increased almost linearly with the number of tu~rns

N 4 • required (Ref. I1,C).

iLl

-J

0 1

0 2 4 6 8 10 12

REVOLUTIONS (R) OF KNOB REQUIRED

Figure 6.2-11. Time Required to Adjust a Knob. In one
3 _ study with the display in Figure 6.2-9, increasing the

pointer movement per knob turn ratio increased the knobS- adjustment precision necessary to place the pointer within
C ~the 0.2 mm (0.007 in) allowable area (Ref. I 1,C). Very

0 few incorrect settings were made, even when the knob had
S2 to be adjusted to within 0.150. Howev,,r, "adiustment" time

increased when the knob had to be set to better than 20.
The authors, on the basis of the results shown in this and
the previous figure, concluded that one revolution of a

zw knob should move a scale of this type 30 to 60 mm (1.2
to 2.4 in).

0

0.1 0.2 0.5 1 2 5 10

KNOB "ADJUSTMENT" PRECISION REQUIRED (degrees)
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SECTION 6.2 CONTROLS

6.2.1 CONTINUOUS CONTROLS (CONTINUED)

Figure 6.2-12. Influence of Knob Resistance on Adjust-
KNOBTORQE lo-in)ment Spe4.d. In one study with the display in Figure
KNOBTOAGE l~iflI6.2-9. operators required more time to turn knobs that

0 1 20 30 0 5 60offered more resistance. They acceptedc a torque of 14
0 10 20 30 40 b 0 g-m 419 oz-in), but comiplained that 24 gm (34 oz-in)

"TOO MUCH was excessive (Ret. 13,C).
C I~RESISTANCE"

w

2U t2 26U PN S

,0 5 TURN

0 10 20 30 40

KNOB TORQUE (g-m)

Figure 6.2-13. Addition of a Ciank Handle to a Knob.
In one study with the display ir, Figure 6.2-9, a knob was

8- turned more rapidly through fo-t. or more revolutions
K KNOBwhen a handle was added so that it could be used as a
ONLY crank (Ref. 1 1,C). Forcing subjects to use the handle

ONLY ASfor a small number of revolutions s~owcd performance.

BUT USE AS A KNOB
02 PERMITTED

0 2 4 6 a '10 12 14

REVOLUTIONS REQUIRED
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SECTION 6.2 CONTROLS

6.2.1 CONTINUOUS CONTROLS (CONTINUED)

Figure 6.2-14. Concentric Continuous Position Knobs

- - D 3  
Parameters (Ref.14 1:

Diameter (D1): 13rmm (0.5 in)

2- (D2 ): 44 mm (1.7 in.)

(D3 ): 75 mm (3.0 in.)

Depth (H1 ): 20mm (0.8 ir.)

5-(H2 ): 20 mm (0.8 in.)
(H3 ): At least 6 mm (0.25 in.)

H Design Notes:
H9 Difficult to use without occasionally activating the

wrong control
H2 0 Dif ficult to indicate to the user what is controlled

H 3 by each portion of the knob (see Section 6.3)

o Limited to round knobs, which do not provide a
good display of their position

ACCIDENTAL CONTACT POINTS ON
POORLY SIZED CONCENTRIC KNOBS

Figure 6.2-15. Continuous Thumbwheels

W ep• Parameters:
Wheel width (W): No less than 3 mm (0.12 in)

Separation (S): No less than 10 mm (0.38 in)

Resistance: 85 to 140-g (3 to 5 oz)

0, Design Notes:

* A detent is required if control has an OFF position

6%

% %
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SECTION 6.2 CONTROLS

6.2.1 CONTINUOUS CONTROLS (CONTINUED)

Figure 6.2-16. Linear Slides

Parameters:

None have been established. Resistance is a compromie
between prevention of inadvertent movement 3nd opera-
tor convenience.

Design Notes:
0 Smooth resistance with mction is essential (and is

provided by most commercially available units).

Figure 6.2-17. Foot Pedals
Parameters:
Height (H): No less than 25 mm (1.0 in)

Width (W): No less than 75 mm (3.0 in)
Displacement (A): Up to 63 mm (2.5 in) for ankle
flexion and 180 mm (7.0 in) for leg movement

Resistance: Minimum of 2 kg (4 Ib) if foot does not rest
on pedal and 4.5 kg (10 Ib) if it does; up to 4.5 kg (10 Ib)
for ankle flexion only and 9 kg (20 Ib) for leg movement;
if total leg can exert force against a secure backrest, 80 kg

_-• A (180 Ib) can be exerted (for male operators).
Separation (S): No less than 150 mm (6.0 in) for one-
foot random operation and 100 mm (4.0 in) for one-foot
sequential operations.
Slope (0): Up to 600

Design Notes:
" Pedals can serve to produce large amounts of force or

displacement.

* A secure seating arrangement is necessary to obtain
large forces.

* Use a heel support if the pedal is more than 200 above
horizontal.

0 Use non-slip surface.

6.2-9



SECTION 6.2 CONTROLS

6.2.2 DISCRETE POSITION CONTROLS

Discrete position controls can he set to any one ot' a knob or thiumhwheel. With a pushhutton the need for a
limited number of'exac: positionsi detent depends on the application. In general, the user

should be provi|'ed with some type of feedback to
A standard human engineering recommendation for indicate that he h',s ictuated the contijl. This might be
disciete controls is a snap action, or detent, so that the movement of the disila.v, illumination of the control, or
operator has tactual and auditory feedback to indicate a detent. With pushbuttons that are used at high rates, as
that the conirol has been actuated. Detents are clearly in a keyboard, a detent generally offers no advantage
required with a multiposition control, such as a rotary and may even reduce performance (Ref. 15,13).

TYPE FIGURE NUMBER NUMBER OF POSITIONS COMMENTS

KNOB 6.2-19 3-24" EASY TO ADJUST

THUMBWHEEL 6.2-20 3 OR MORE* MINIMUM PANEL SPACE;
LOW ERROR RATE (Ref. 16, B)

LEVER WHEEL 6.2-21 3 OR MORE MINIMUM PANEL SPACE;DIFFICULT
TO SET ACCURATELY WITHOUT
EXTENSIVE PRACTICE (Ref. 17)

PUSHBUTTON 6.2-22 3 OR MORE NO DATA AVAILABLE
WHEEL

TOGGLE SWITCH 6.2-23 2 (3 IF CENTER OFF) EASY TO USE; INDICATES SETTING;
EASY TO ACTIVATE BY ACCIDENT

ROCKER SWITCH 6.2-24 2 (3 IF CENTER OFF) SLIGHTLY HARDER TO USE THAN A
TOGGLE; ADDS INTERVAL ILLUMINATION
TO DISPLAY SYSTEM STATUS; GOOD IN
COMBINATION WITH LEGEND SWITCHES

PUSHBUTTON 6.2-25 2 FAST TO USE; EXCELLENT FOR MOMENTARY
INOUTS; EASY TO ACTIVATE BY ACCIDENT

LEGEND SWITCH 6.2-26 2 CONSISTS OF A PUSHBUTTON WITH INTERNAL
ILLUMINATION TO INDICATE SYSTEM STATUS

KEYBOARD 6.2-27 - CONSISTS OF A SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT OF
PUSHBUTTONS FOR FREQUENT INPUTS

FOOT 6.2-28 2 USE ONLY TO OBTAIN LARGE FORCES OR
PUSHBUTTON WHEN BOTH HANDS ARE OCCUPIED

*USE A 2-POSIrION KNOB OR THUMBWHEEL IF IT IS NECESSARY TO ELIMINATE THE "OSSIBILITY OF ACCIDENTALLY
ACTIVATING A TOGGLE OR PUSHBUTTON

Figure 6.2-18. Types of Discrete Position Controls

6.2-10
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SECTI;'! F.2 CONTROLS

6.2.2 DISCRETE POSITION CONTROLS (CnNTINUED)

Figure 6.2-19. Discrete Position Knobs (Rotary Selector
Switches)

Parameters:

Length (W): 25 to 100 mm (1.0 to 4.0 in)
Width (W): No more than 25 mm (1.0 in)
Depth (H): 15 to 75 mm (0.6 to 3.0 in)

Separation (S) for one-hand random operation: 50 mm
(2.0 in) preferred, half this is acceptable

Separation (S) for two-hand operation: 125 mm (5.0 in)I- -- preferred, half this is acceptable.

Angular displacement (A): 300 preferred, 15o to 900
acceptable; choice depends on number of positions

L required.
Index mark displacement (1): At least 6 mm (0.25 in)

WT Resistance: 11 to 69 g-m (1.0 to 6.0 lb-in)

. L" INDEX LINE Design Notes:
W ON KNOB H Use a knob that provides both visual and tactual indi-

cation of position. The bar shape shown is a good
choice.

* Do not leave any space between the index mark and
the end of the knob pointer.

* Make the knob, not the scale, move.

0 Include end stops to limit travel.

* If settings 1800 from each other must be used, choose
a knob shape that Nill avoid pointer end confusion.

* Increase the setting value with clockwise rotation.

e Avoid knobs with a raised pointer that will result in
parallax.

Figure 6.2-20. Discrete Position Thumbwheels

- - W Parameters:

Diameter (D): No less than 38 mm (1.5 in)

j-1 ~ Trough width (L: 11 to 19 mm (0.4 to 0.75 in)

Trough depth (H): 3 to 13 mm (0.12 to 0.5 in)E jWheel width (W): No less than 3 mm (0.12 in)
Separation (): No lees than 8 mm (0.31 in);U 10 mm (0.38 in) preferred

Resistance: 170 to 570 g (6 to 20 oz)HDesign Notes:
L 0 Adequateý lighting is particularly important because

numerals are partially recessed.

o Almost all thumbwheels are manufactured so that the'• . ... :••=• ..... setting increases with downward movement; see

Section 6.3.3.
- Avoid small sharp tahs that can cause operator

discomfort with repeated use.

6.2-11
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SECTION 6.2 CONTROLS

6.2.2 DISCRETE POSITION CONTROLS (CONTINUED)

Figure 6.2-21. L.verwheels. No design parameters have
been evablished. Because the lever must be positioned
very precisely, correct positioning by inexperienced users
will require sev-)ral attempts (Ref. 17). With considerable
experience and a good working environment, users may be
able to set this control blind by moving the lever to either
end stop and then moving it through the required number
of detents.

Figure 6.2-22. Pushbutton Wheels and Toggle Wheels.
No design parametershave been established. Figures
6.2-23 and -25 provide some guidance. An interesting
modification of this control is a version in which the
operator simply touches the surface of the control and an
electronic circuit causes the setting to change.

6.2-12
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SECTION 6.2 CONTROLS

6.2.2 DISCRETE POSITION CONTROLS (CONTINUED)

Figure 6.2-23. Toggle Switches
Parameters:

Arm length (L): 13 to 50mm (0.5 to 2.0 in.)

Tip diameter (D): 3 to 25 mm (0.125 to 1.0 in.)

Displacement (A): minimum of 300 between
potitions

Lateral separation (S): PREFERRED MINIMUM

Single finger operation 50 mm (2.0 in) 20 mm (0.7S in)
Single finger operation

S of lift-to-untock switch 50 mm (2.0 in) 25 mm (1.0 in)
HI Single finger sequenti3l

operation 25 mm (0.0 in) 13 mm (0.5 in)

Simultaneous operation
by aifferent finger, 20 mm (0.75 in) 15 mm (0.62 in)

Vertical separation: Depends on switch size and
displacement
Resistance: 280 g to 1.1 kg (10 to 40 oz

Design Notes:
* Orient for vertical lever arm travel unless horizontal

motion is required for compatibility with the
controlled functions.

• To reduce panel space requirements, arrange toggle
switches ;n rows perpendicular to the direction of
leve, arm travel.

* On power switches, place OFF in the down, left or
center position.

0 Except for center-off controls, do not u.i more than
two positions

Figure G.2-24. Rocker Switches

Parameters:
None have been established.

Design Notes:j Use internal illumination of the depressed half of the
control to make control setting more obvious.

6.2-13
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SECTION 6.2 CONTROLS

6.2.2 DISCRETE POSITION CONTROLS (CONTINUtD)

Figure 6.2.25. Puslbuttons
Parameters:

Diameter (D): No less than 13 mm (0.5 in), except for
miniature devices, 9 mmn (0.38 in) ;s acceptable
Displacement (A)- 3 to 13mm (0.12 to 0.5 in)

Separation (S): PREFERRED MINIMUM
Random operation: 50 mm (2.0 in) 13 mm (0.5 in)
Sequential operation: 25 mm (1.0 in) 6 mm 10.25 in)

SDeResistance: 140 to 565 g (5 to 20 oz)

I[I Design Notes:
0 Use a roughened or concave surface to minimize

finger slippage.

0 Experience with electronic keyboards is tending to
prejudice users toward lighter resistances and shorter
displacements. Values twice those listed are usable but
will probably cause unfavorable reactions by users.

* Provide a detent, or other immediate indication that
the pushbutton has been depressed.

* For keyboard applications, see parameters listed in
Figure 6.2-27.

Figure 6.2-26. Legend Pushbuttons
Parameters:
Width and height (W): 20 to 38 mm (0.75 to 1.5 in)

Barrier width (S): 3 to 6 mm (0.12 to 0.25 in)
"Barrier deptn (B): 5 to 6 mm (0.20 to 0.25 in)
Displacement (A): 3 to 6 mm (0.12 to 0.25 in), with a
minimum of 5 mm (0.20 in) for switches with two fixed
positions.

Resistance: 140 to 565 g (5 to 20 oz)S~Design Notes:

* Labeling must be legible when not illuminated (Labelsize and style is cove(ed in Section 6.5).

* In most applications, use the illumination to indicate
system status, not just control actuation.

* IntVrnal projection of one of several labels can be
used to make this a multifunction control (Ref. 18).

6.2-14



SECTION 6.2 CONTROLS

6.2.2 DISCRETE POSITION CONIROLS (CONTINUED)

Figure 6.2-27. Keyboards

Parameters (Ref. 19,X)

SiWidth (D): 10 to 19 mm (0.4 to 0.75 in). Specia! keys
can be wider and miniature devices can utilize smaller

-Q -_keys.
=3L i i T Displacement (A): Ito 5 mm (0.04 to 0.19 in)

C A Separation (S): No less than 6 mm (0.25 in) between
edges of 13 mm (0.5 in) wide keys; less with wider keys

Center-to-center distance (C): 19 mm (0.75 in) preferred,

0DGDC QDOQJ but 16 mm (0.625 in) is aicceptable

0 0 0 0 0 0 Resistance: 25 to 150 g (0.9 to 5.3 oz)
Slope: 100 to 350 prefirred, with up to 600 acceptable

0000 Design Notes:
L.LJ 0 CD Consistency in the key arrangement of the several key.

CALCULATOR TELEPHONE boards used by a single operator is important. (See the
discussion in Reference 12 of Section 6.3.)

_2 3 ,,Arra ogements illustrated here should be used where
possible. Standards should be consulted for location

E -0Q 0),CDQ -LQDQD.DO OO of control and function keys (Ref. 20).

* Labels on interchangeable overlays can be used to
obtain a multifunction keyboard.

Ei.)0 QDGDI 000 * Feedback to inform the operator of control actuation
is essential. This can be a det"nt, or a display action.TYPEWRITER AND PREDOMINANTLY ALPHA

INPUT TO COMPUTER * Keyboard switches are usec frequently. Therefore, if a
detent is included to provide feedback, it mist be very

O Q0 0 0OOOOOOOOQ ,iqht. Also, operating force must be kept low (Ref. 15).

* The operator can more easily establish his finger loca-

tion if the "home" keys, 4-5-6 on a calculator key-
board and A-S.D- F-J-K-L-; on a typewriter, have a
distinctive surface. This can be provided by a different

G D0ý0 0 0 0 0 concavity or a small raised spot in the center of each

key.
Note: This section can be

displaced to the right The arrangement of the alphabetic kcvs shown here is

PREDOMINANTLY NUMERiC INPUT TO COMPUTER sometimes identified as the QWERTY format.

6.2-15
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SECTION 6.2 CONTROLS

6.2.2 DISCRETE POSITION CONTROLS (CONTINUED)

Figure 6.2-28. Foot Pushbuttons

Parameters:

Diameter (0): No less than 13 mm (0.5 in)

Displacement (A): 13 to 63 mm (0.5 to 2.5 in) for
ankle flexion, 13 to 100 mm (0.5 to 4.0 in) for leg
movement

Center-to-center separation: 225 mm (9 in) for random
operation and 175 mm (7 in) for sequential operation

Edge-to-edge separation: 150 mm (6 in) for random
operation and 100 mm (4 in) for sequential operation
Resistance: 1.8 to 9.0 kg (4 to 20 Ib) if foot does not
rest on control, 4.5 tn 9.0 kg (10 to 20 Ib) if foo, does
rest on control

Design Notes:

o Because operator will have difficulty locating this
type of control, use it only if both hands are occupied.

- A foot gtde is a useful aid in locating the control.

* Wide separation is necessary if there is more than one
control.

* Use a nonslip surface on the control.

* The foot is relatively insensitive, so good indication of
control activation is essential.

6.2-16
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SECTION 6.3 CONTROL/DISPLAY LAYOUT

NOTE: Because this entire section consists of recommendations, they are not listed separately here.

There are nearly as many ways to lay out most The starting point for laying out the controls for a new
control/display systems as there are designers and critics display device is recognition that the designer and the
availahle. Even if these ignore the numerous formalized future user have different points of view. The operator's
design techniques available (Ref. I), many will be easy interest is limited to using the device as a tool to
to operate. The goal of this section is to outline some of perform some task. Unlike the designer, he does not
the more basic approaches that will help make the know and will seldom care about its internal workings.
system easy to use. If a formal systematic approach to The control panel should, therefore, make operation of
the design is desired, the aforementioned ref,!:ence the device obvious and straightforward to the user.
should be consulted. Minimal dependence should be placed on manuals or

special training.
A more complete treatment of the many !echniques and
guidelines for layout of controlb and secondary displays
is also available (Ref. 2).

6.3.1 LOCATION

Operating controls and their associated displays should 0 Function--Controls related to a single function go in
be located within the manual and visual work areas a group, not intermixed with controls for ether
described in Section 6.1. The figures in Section 6.2 list functions. Panic controls, such as an emergency
the clearances aeeded between two controls of the same shutdown, should be isolated and easily accessitle.
type, al'd these values are the best available for
estimating the clearance required between dissimilar * Sequence of Use-Controls norrmally used in sequence
controls. should be arranged in a pattern, preferably ordered

from left to right and top to bottom.
The position of each control relative to an associated
display should be consistent within a piece of equip- 0 Consistency-Sets of similar controls should have a
ment. The controls should be placed where they do not :onsistent arrangement. If there are two sets, one to
interfere with the operator's view of the display. The each side of the operator, and they contain only a
normally accepted location for a control is immediately few controls, minor symmetry is as acceptable as
below its associated display. identical arrangement.

Proper control placement within the work area depends * Logical Pattern-If there is a logical pattern that can
on several principles: be imposed on the controls to make their locations

more meaningful to the operator, it should be
* Frequency of Use-The most frequently used controls followed. Possibilities include the geometri.,al

go in the most convenient locations. Large groups of arrangement of the controlled elements and the
important but infrequently used controls, such as positioning of computer setup controls according to
those for setting up a computer, can be placed on mathematical value.
panels that slide down into the control console when
not in use. Controls used for maintenance should not € Visual Access-If the display user must visually check
be accessible during normal operation. the control setting, it should be conveniently visible

from the user's normal head position.
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SECTION 6.3 CONTROL/DISPLAY LAYOUT

6.3.1 LOCATION (CONTINUED)

0 I.0
L. 00

COLOR OR SHADING LINE BORDER AROUND GROUP SPACING BETWEEN GROUPS

"(9

ADDED PANEL RELIEF INSERT PANEL ALTERNATING SLOPES MODULAR SUPPLEMENT

Figure 6.3-1. Examples of Ways to Accentuate Control Groupings (Ref. 3)

POOR (9O
GOOD

SPOOR 2
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40 2 GOD 1O 50

Figure'6.3-2. Examples of Poor and Good Control/Display

Arrangements (Raf. 3)
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SECTION 6.3 CONTROL/DISPLAY LAYOUT

0.3.2 IDENTIFICATION

Ideally, controls will be identified adequately so that the where imagery displays are used. As the operator
user will know the purpose of each control before he becomes familiar with the display, he depends less on
activates it. While learning to operate the device, he will vision to deturmine which control he is about to operate.
depend primarily on the labeling to establish the Single-color coding should be limited to red, orange,
function of each control. After becoming familiar with yellow, green, and blue (Ref. 5). Red is classically
the device, however, he will reaLh for each control more associated with danger and in most applications should
or less automatically, relying oi his memory of its be reserved for this use.
location and shape.

Any control that may be used while the operator is
Because individuals differ in how they associ2te controls looking at the image in the display, rather than at the
with tlhc elements they control, redundant identification control, should be selected and positioned for blind use.
of controls is desirable. In one prototype instrument, the The most important consideration is to place the control
association was indicated three different ways, by where it is not likely to be confused with any other
relative location, by color, and by a number code. control. A separation of 125 mm (5 in) is generally
Among the several operators of the equipment, all three considered adequate (Ref. 5), but if use of the wrong
methods were used (Ref. 4). control might have serious consequences, a larger separa-

tion is desirable. Shape coding, as is described in Figure
Labels as a means of identifying a conlrol are covered in 6.3-3 below, is a very desirable- technique for reducing
Section 6.4. The use of control location for this purpose confusion between controls. Unfortunately, it is often
is tr•tcd in Secton 6.3.1. Other methods include shape rejected on aesthetic grounds just when it is most
and colo;, needed. Probably the most common example is the

automobile dashboard, where headlight and windshield
Color i. much less effective than location or shape as a wiper controls are usually identical in shape and very
means of identifying controls. This is particularly true at close together.
the low ambient illumination le,.els typical in areas

Figure 6.3-3. Shape-Coded Knobs. Optimum shapes to
facilitate identification of knobs by touch have been
determined experimentally (Ref. 6). Although most are
not made corrnercially, these shapes can be used as a
guide when selecting from among available designs. If
operation without visual reference to the controls is neces-
sary, separate adjacent controls by 125 nm- (5 in).

FOR MULTIPLE TURNS

FOR ONE TURN OR LESS

WHEN KNOB POSITION IS IMPORTANT
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SECTION 6.3 CONTROL/DISPLAY LAYOUT

6.3.3 DIRECTION OF MOTION STEREOTYPES

An operator will gecrally expect a particular control one control/imagery motion relationship over the other,
action to produce a particular kind of change in the either is acceptable. Where more than one display is used
controlled element. For example, clockwise rotation of by an operator, however, consisiency is important.
the steering wheel normally causes a turn to the right.
Equipment designcd in accordance with these expecta- In m,,y other control/display situations, but not in all,
tions will be operated faster and with fewer errors, population stereotypes have been established. These are
particularly as operators are learmnit,g. However, these considered below. Where no stereotype exists, or when a
expectations are based on experience and are therefore stereotype cann it be followed, and an incorrect control
subject to change as a result of new experiences. movement could have an undesirable effect, the control

trust be labeled to indicate the type of response that will
Probably the most important element that moves in an occur. This would apply, for example, to a machine
imagery display is the imagery itself. With a lever-type screw with a left-hand thread.

cotitrol, the designer must choose between "with" and
"against" motion of the image. Actually this distinction Direction of motion stereotypes vary among countries.
is arbitrary, since i'ers seem to be able to think in terms In England, for example, a toggle switch would be

of moving eithei the imagery or tbi viewing device. In turned on by moving it downward, rather than upward

the absence of tet data demonstrating the superiority of as illustrated in Figure 6.3-4.

Figure 6.3-4. Typical Control Response Stereotypes. The
response generally expected from the illustrated control
actions is for the equipment to turn on, the output to
increase, or motion forward, clockwise, up or to the right

+ (Ref. 7).

ROTARY ROCKER TOGGLE LEVER OR SLIDE

PUISHBUITTON
(NON MOMENTARY)

Figure 6.3-5. Moving Scalo/Fixed Pointer Displays. There
(a) (b) 110 is no consistent stereotype for this style of device. The

military standard for human engineering requires clockwise
rotation to increase the scale value, but this is achieved by
scale motion in the direction opposite to knob rotation in
(a) and (b) (Ref. 8). Test subjects preferred and made
fewer errors with design (c), in which the scale setting
decreased with clockwise rotation (Ref. 9). Design (d) is
the only moving scale knob available from cne major elec-
tronic equipment supplier (Ref. 10). NMost thumbwheals

MIL-STD MIL-STD EXPERIMENTAL are ,rranged as in (e). Wth 'he exception of .humbwheels,
which may be required be :a-,se of the~ir 5pecial features,

(d) (and design (d), in which the relationship between the con-
"trol and the display is obvious, moving scale-fixed pointer
desians should be avoided.

COMMERCIALLY
AVAILABLE THUMBWHEEL
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SECTION 6.3 CONTROL/DISPLAY LAYOUT

6.3.3 DIRECTION OF MOTION STEREOTYPES (CONTINUED)

MOVING-POINTER FIXED-SCALE DISPLAYS

Figure 6.3-6. Control/D*:play Configur:tions for Which
Stereotypes Exist. Experimental evidpnce indicates that
the illustrated control/display relationships will be
expected by most users (Ref. 11).
Many other configurations involving knobs and levers,
and almost all push-pull controls, failed to yield any
consistent stereotype.

Figure 6,3-7. Common Controls That Do Not Match the
Population Stereotype. Through usage, devices with a
control/display relationship contrary to the stereotype

ON observed in the laboratory can become accepted. In a
sense, the pushbutton telephone-calculator keyboard con-
flict (Figure 6.2-27) is a similar situation (Ref. 12).

FAUCET
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SECTION 6.3 CONTROL/DISPLAY LAYOUT

CA., CONTROL SETTING INDICATION

The setting of a control should be ebvious either from and scale by using a knob shape that places the pointer
the status of the display or from the appearance of the in nearly the same plane as the scale marks.
control. Avoid parallax between a rotary control pointer

6.3.5 SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS

Several special features of controls sometimes require - Recess the control or provide a guard.
consideration. - Provide a cover.

- Use an interlock, such as a lift-to-throw toggle.
Damage --Controls in certain locations are particularly - Use a different control type, such as a rotary knob
susceptible to damage and should be protected by instead of a pushbutton.
recessing or guards. Examples are controls located where
they would be struck by the armrest on an operator's Operator Comfort--Use controls with rounded edges to
chair or devices moved frequently from room to room prevent operator discomfort. The most frequent
which might be struck against the edge of a door. offenders are small, sharp tabs on thumbwheels and

sharp-edged teardrop-shaped rotary knobs.
Accidental Activation-A control may be actuated by
mistake because it is close to a frequently used control Display Response-The response to a control input, such
of similar shape, or simply because it is where the as a change in focus or zoom magnification, should
operator rested his elbow. Nume:ous methods can be occur as rapidly as possible after the control input
used to prevent this: occurs. This is primarily a problem in servomechanisms.
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SECTION 6.4 SECONDARY DISPLAYS

A-, used here, the term "secondary display" applies to with, imagery displays. Information on the design of the
any display not used for viewing imagery. Secondary displays such as the following can be found in the
visual displays -ire used primarily to present hiforniation indicated references:
in alphanumeric or graphic form, as on a CRT, a
microfiche projector, or a di~crete alphanumeric device. * Mechanical counters (Ref. 1).
or to present information about discrete events, as in the
case of an indicator lamp. 0 Scales, as used on meters and dials (Ref. 2).

In a sense, thle collateral or reference materials used by In some cases, it will be more reasonable for the designer
thle imnage interpreter, such as maps, target keys, and of an imagery display to select from among the many
printed reports, also constitute secondary disp!ays. In commercially available secondary displays, rather than
most cases, however, the display designer is concerned design one himself. Therefore Section 6.4.1 includes a
with these materials only to the extent of integrating a discussion of techniques for evaluating seco ... ary dis-
location for viewing them into the display workstation. plays used to present symbolic information. Although

these appear in the section discussing CRT's, they apply
The emphasis in this section is on the kinds of secondary equally to discrete alphanumeric displays (Section
displays most commonly found on, or in association 6.4.2).
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SECTION 6.4 SECONDARY DISPLAYS

6.4.1 CATHODE RAY TUBES (CRT's)

RECOMMENDATIONS:

Use the Lincoln/Mitre font, or one proven equally legible in tests. Keep in mind that even a good font can
be poorly implemented within a particular device, making a legibility evaluation of the final design very
important.

For short messages or when ch,-racters must be identified out of context, use only uppercase alphanumeric
characters. For extended passages of text, add lowercase characters.

For alphanumeric and a small number cf special symbols, a 5 by 7 dot matrix is adequate. If more than a
half dozen special symbols are required, if symbols are printed over each other, if extreme accuracy is
required under a heavy workload, or if both uppercase and lowercase letters are required, increase the dot
matrix size to at least 7 by 9 or go to a random-position stroke technique.

For closed-circuit television viewing of hard-copy alphanumeric characters, provide at least 10 raster lines
across each character and position the display, so that each character subtends at least 12 and preferably
15 arc mirutes. If special symbols are involved or if extremely high reading accuracy is necessary, each
parameter should be increased by 20 to 40 percent. Requirements for low-contrast symbols, as will occur
on some maps, should H3 determined experimentally.

Symbols 6!splayed on CRT's fall into two categories, 0 A stroke width of 7 to 20 percent of charactir height;
alphanumeric and special. The latter rante from simple values less than 13 percent may be less tolerant to
punctuation marks to complex symbi,;s used only in very difficult viewing conditions (Ref. 5). These

particular applications (Ref. 3). As symbols become values are based on hard-copy displays.

more complex. the number of display resolution ele-
ments necessary to make them legible increases. 0 A character width of 50 to 100 percent of character

height has generally been found acceptable (Ref. 6).
The emphasis in this section is on the impact of Again, these values are based on tests with hard-copy
alphanumeric character style, or font, on legibility. displays. V
Althouig' a few sets of special-purpose symbols have
been published (Ref. 3), symbol reading errors depend 0 Horizonta! space between characters ecual to 20 to
so heavily on what other potentially confusing symbols 35 percent of character height and vertical spacing
are in the set of symbols in use that legibility testing of between lines equal to 50 to 100 percent of character
the selected set is uw.ually necessary. height, with a minimum value of 30. percent, is

suggested (Ref. 7). These values are typical and
Uppercase alphanumeric characters can be read more pleasing in appearance. Fairly large deviations are
accurately under marginal conditions than lowercase unlikely to have much effect on performance.
characters (Ref. 4,C), probably because they are larger.
As a result, they Ahould be used whenever characters A line length of 60 to 80 characters for text and 20 to
must be recognized with extreme accuracy or when they 40 characters for data entry has been suggested (Ref.
must be read out of context. The combination of 8). These values are based on experience in developing
uppercase and lowercase characters provides information computer-controlled alphanumeric displays. No relevant
about the structure of text material. This combination experimentation is known.
should b. retained in displays when large quantities of
text material must be read and when the display The symbol characteristics necessary to ensure legibility
resolutio is adequate for lowercase characters, on a CRT display depend in part on which of two basic

methods is used to generate tha symbols. One method is

Within ard between characters, the dimensions generally to use closed-circuit television with a hard-copy image
found acceptable are a.s follows: such as printed text or a map. This is the technique
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SECTION 6.4 SECONDARY DISPLAYS

6.4.1 CATHODE RAY TUBES (CRT's) (CONTINUED)

represented in Figure 6.4-1. When the information to be 0 Using thie Lincoln/Mitre font, random-position
displayed exists in digital form, the symbols can be strokes drawn within a 5 by 7 or 9 by 9 matrix were
generated electronicaily within tl'e display. Because it read more accurately and fas'et than a 7 by II dot
eliminate. ,nisregistration between raster lines and sym- matrix when the alphanumeric symbols were printed
bol elements, the latter approach makes more efficient over one another (Ref. 13,X). There was no perform-
use of the disolay. ance difference when they were nut overprinted.

For well-shaped uppercase alphanumeric cfharacters 0 Using a different font and different viewing condi.
viewed on closed-circuit television, 10 raster lines acr,'ss tions, a 7 by 9 dot matrix was read more accurately
each character have generally resulted in acceptable and faster than a 5 by 7 dot matrix (Ref. 14,C). It
legibility (Ref. 9). Adequate visual size is also necessary, was also faster and more accurate than a 7 by 9 dot
as is illustrated in Figure 6.4-1. A reasonable iniinimum matrix in which the dots were stretched horizontally.
size would appear to be at least 12 arc minutes, with a
preferred value of at lest 15 arc minutes. (Uppercase Reference 14 also included a comparison bet veen dot
characters (n this page subtend an angle of 15 arc matrix and stroke written characters. Unfortunately, a
minutes at adistance of about 45 cm, or 18 in.) For different font was used with each construction tech-
special symnils, more r-ster lines have been found nique, making it impossible to draw any conclusions
necessary. In one study 16 raster lines and 16 arc from the results.
minutes across each symbol yielded maximum perform-
ance (Ref. 10). A less adequate alphanumeric character The most thoroughly studied CRT alphanumeric font is
font may also require more raster lines. M:iximum the Lincoln/Mitre (Figure 6.4-2). Sevcral others have
legibility of typewritten characters of 'inspecified font, also been de,,eloped (Ref. 15) but there is no known
for example, requited 14 to IS raster Ines and 18 to 21 direct experimental comp.'rison between any of them
arc minutes (Ret. , I,D). and the Lincoln/Mitre design. In the absence of such

data, the Lincoln/Mitre is recommended because:
Electroni"c-character generation techniques fall into three
categories, dot matrix, stroke matrix, and random 0 Even when it is displayed in a simple 5 by 7 dot
position stroke. Each category can be further subdivided matrix, it is essentially 100 percent recognizable
according to the size or the matrix or the number of under good viewing conditions (Ref. 16,X).
random position strokes. Common dot-matrix sizes, for
example, are'5 by 7, 7 by 9, and 7 by 1I. Odd numbers 9 Two competing fonts are those de',,loped by the
are usually used to allow character symmetry and to Royal Aircraft Establishment (RAE) and Varta-
atiow character elements to be centered. bedian. An experimental comparison of the RAE and

Vartabedian fonts indicated the RAE was superior
The different character generation techniques and (Ref. 17,C), and visual inspection of the RAE font
matrix sizes have been compared in several studies of suggests that several possible confusions, such as C/O
alphanumeric character legibility. The results are: and 2/Z, are more likely with it than with the

Lincoln/Mitre (Ref. 18).
* A 3 by 5 dot matrix produced only marginally legible

characters (Ref. 12,X) 0 Fonis utilizing grossly distorted letters and numerals,
such as the Lansdell and Foley fonts (Ref. 19), can

• Using the Lincoln/Mitre font, a 5 by 7 dot matrix was reduce confusion between character3. However, these
read as accurately and was almost as fast as a 7 by 11 are more difficult to learn, they are dift.ult to
dot matrix (Ref. 12,X). This result held for the two reproduce electronically, and they are unlikely to
displayed character sizes tested, 6 and 22 arc minutes. retain any advantage when cornbired with a large
Comparing the two sizes, 6-arc-minute characters number r^ special symbols.
yielded a drop in accuracy from about 98 to 94
percent, and a drop in speed from about 170 to 70 Although the Lincoln/Mitre font is recommended here,
characters per minute. any other font is also acceptable if it is demonstrated to
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SECTION 6.4 SECONDARY DISPLAYS

6.4.1 CATHODE RAY TUBES (CRT's) (CONTINUED)

be either adequately legible for the intended task. or as In many in~tances it may be more appropriate to

legible as the Lincoln,'Mitre font. It is also important to purchase a commercially avai!able CRT display instead

remember that the Lincoln/Mitre font illustrated in of designing one. In this situation, it may be necersary to
Figure 6.4-2 must be modified to fit within the symbol perform tests to estbhlish that the displayed characters

generation capability of the dispLy. and this can have are adequitely legible. The remainder of section 6.4.1 is

considerable impact on legibility. It would not be devoted to this topic.
difficult, for example, to fit the Lincoln/Mitre folnt into

a 5 by 7 dot matrix in a manner that would increase the First, the in.•, ided d`,play function must be studied to
chauce of reading mistakes. determine what level of legibility is required. The least

legibility is required for reading text because potential

Most alphanumeric character reading errors involve uncertainty about a particular symbol is usually elimi-

confusions between only a few of the characters in the nated by viewing it in context. The most stringent

set. Some of the more common confusions are lis.ed legibility requirement is imposed when individual sym-

below. hols must be identifie, with near total certainty. Most
military command and control display tasks, and many

(Xletter)/0% numeral) nonmilitary tasks, fall into the latter category.

I(letter)/l(numeral) Repetitive tasks, such as reading characters from a

B/8 display during a test or routine work situation, almost
S/5 always result in a few errors. Therefore, a legibility test
A/4 criterion of zero errors is unlikely to be obtained in any
C/D/G/Q/O test situation, no matter how good the display. A
U/V/W reasonable success criterion must therefore allow a few

errors. One organization active in designing and cvalu-
ating military displays has proposed the following

High symbol contrast is important for good legibility, legibility criteria for experienced subjects reading charac-
The largest problem is usually not with the contrast of ters on displays intended for military applications (Ref.
the display, but with the amount of contrast reduct;on 22):

because of reflected ambient light. The principal ways of
controlling this loss are as follows: 4 At least 97 percent of responses must be correct.

"• Instal! an antireflection screen over the CRT face 0 Nc more than 0.3 percent of total respon-es can be in
(Ref. 20 and Section 4.4.3). error because of confusion between any particular

pair of symbols, nor more than 0.45 percent because
"* Use a transpaient phosphor in the CRT. of confusions with any single symbol.

"* Shield the CRT face from ambient light. 0 The reading speed must be at least 150 alphanumeric

chL.acters or 50 special-purpose sy'nbols per minute.
"* Reduce the level of ambient light in the weik area.

A completely realistic evaluation of display legibility is
"• Increase the display luminance so that the contrast not possible because there is no way to recreate worst

loss is less. case conditions of room illumination, distravtion from

'ar tasks and, perhaps, boredom. One approach,
Most CRT legibility test data have been collected on instead of attempting to predict performance in a work

symbols displayed near the center of ;he display. situation, is to selecd the display that is most resistant to

Resolutio" :. ss near the periphery of most CRT's and a reduction in legibility when viewing conditions are
an allo,•"•, : should be made for this reduction when degraded. For example, the test subject can be placed

setting , 'i- urcment criteria. One study s.. sts a size farther than normal from the display, or each symbol

increase u! .0 percent is required (Ref. 21). Ihis value is can be exposed for only a small fraction ofa second. In
highly dependent on the particular display used. theory at least, whichever display is best under these
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"SECTION 6.4 SECONDARY DISPLAYS

6.4.1 CATHODE RAY TUBES (CRTs) (CONTINUED)

degraded conditions will also be least likely to be tead m llow the subjects time to become familiar with the

incorrectly during regular use. font. Otherwise they won't kaow whether a circlc

with a slash through it indicates a zero or the letter 0

A crude evaluation of this type can be conducted by (Ref. 23).

displaying selected symbols and having a subject attempt

to identify them as he moves closer to the display. lis 0 Provide training if special symbols are involved and

errors, and the maximum viewing distance at which each test to establish that the training was successful.

character can be read correctly, will provide a good basis

lot comparing different symbol sets and different 0 Test near the periphery of the display, as well as near

displays. Using these data to decide whether a particular the center.

display is suffiswiently legible is difficult because it

requires a largely arbitrary selection of a specific 0 Test under worst case lighting conditions.

criterion. In the absence of any accepted standard, it is

suggested that on a good display, subjects who are not 0 Unless it is not relevant to the expected display

pressured by time requirements should be ahle to iead application, test with individual characters so that

symbols with ,aear perfect accuracy at a viewing distance context cues are eliminated.

at least twice that used during normal operation.
When evaluating the legibility of a set of characters, it is

The following guidelines should be used when testing the important to remember that judgments of relative

legibility of a group of displays: legibility may not match the results of performance tests.

0 Use test subjects with normal vision.
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SECTION 6.4 SECONDARY DISPLAYS

6.4.1 CATHODE RAY TUBES (CRT's) (CONTINUED)

Figure 6.4-1. Interaction Between Raster Lines Across
a Symbol and Symbol Size. When symbols are dis-

16 1 ' 1 1 1 1 1 played on closed-circuit television, there is a limited
o 95X interaction between -,he number of raster lines across theSCORRECPOS symbol and the visual size of the symbol. The upper

12 80 S part of this figure illustrates results combined from three
9g90 different studies. The plotted points indicate the nurn-

O ber of raster lines and the symbol height necessary to
0 obtain 95-percent correct responses in each of the three
U)8 studies. These were obtained by interpolation1 between

2 0 _ c.urves fit to the original observed data points (Ref.
".j 24,X). The upper (95 percent) curve shown here wasm 4- DATA POINTS -then fit to these plotted points (Ref. 24,X). The 90 and

w SHOW 95%
CORRECT FROM 3 STUDIES - 80 percent curves were developed in the same fashion.

c 0 I I I I The lower pait of the figure is from a single study and is
0 4 8 12 16 20 presumably based on a similar manipulation of the testSYMBOL SIZE (arc minutes) data (Ref. 25,X). The solid and dashed curves refer to

I I two different character fonts.

10 CORRECT 1 Depending on the accuracy required and on the relative
. RESPONSES availability of raster lines and display visual size, these

0 - 98% two figures suggest the need for providing at least 8 to
10 raster lines across each symbol and of displayingeach symbol dt angular sizes of at least 12 to 15 arc

1 minutes. To provide a safety margin, these figures
0 should be increased somewhat.

cc

Z

.j

ItI

0 10 20 30 40
Sv'MBOL SIZE (arc minutes)

Figure 6.4-2. The Lincoln/Mitre Font. This figure
illustrates the Lincoln/Mitre font developed for use on
electronic displays (Ref. 26). Although it has not beendemonstrated to be the best font in existenc,4 for this
purpose, no other font has been demonstrated to be
superior; furthermore, it has the advantage of having
been extensively tested on electronic displays.G H _T Y Z I Note that this font will change shape considerab;y,
depending on the characteristics of the display and on
how it is adapted to thc display. As a result one version ona 7 by 9 dot matrix, for example, may be more legible

J K L 2 J 4 than a different version on the same matrix.

MNO 567
PqR U VO
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SECTION 6.4 SECONDARY DISPLAYS

6.4.2 DISCRETE ALPHANUMERIC DISPLAYS

RECOMMENDATIONS:

Provide a visual angle of at least 15 and preferably 45 arc minutes across the vertical dimension of discrete
o.:phanumeric displays.

Use a display device that has a high contrast under all expected lighting conditions.

Use displays in which the numerals are made up from a matrix of seven straight segments only where these
offer an advantage over more traditionally shaped numerals. This advantage need not be larg(3..

Considering the popularity of discrete alphanumeric tions to obtain the numerals 0 through 9. In one study,
displays, particularly the light emitting diode (LED) and numerals made up of from two to seven of the seven
the liquid crystal display (LCD), there is a surprising lack straight segments in a matrix were compared with
of test data on the conditions under which these displays traditionally shaped numerals drawn with both strigf:t
are legible and on the relative legibility of different and curved lines (Ref. 28,B). The segmented numerals
"designs. The few studies known are summarized below were more difficult to read under time pressure, but
They are limited, unfortunately, to numeric rather than when the time pressure was relaxed, there were no
alphanumeric displays. If letters must also be displayed differences. Whether the differences observed would
and the complexity of a CRT is not warranted, then persist with practice was not evaluated. In any case, they
selection of a character style should depend on the same were not sufficiently large to preclude use of seven-
factors as are discussed in Section 6.4.1. segment numerals whenever they offer some significant

benefit, such as cost reduction or increased reliability. In
A well-shaped, high-contrast discrete alphanumeric sym- addition, it is likely that their extensive use in calcu-
bol should be legible at about the same height at which a lators and digital watches will soon make them as
CRT character is legible, about 15 arc minutes (Section familiar to most users as the more traditional numeral
6.4.1). However, the very small amount of data available shapes.
on such devices, which unfortunately are based on an
obsolete design, indicates that under time pressure, Two other studies in which numeric displays were
symbols subtending 30 arc minutes are considerably compared serve to demonstrate the importance of
more legible than those subtending 15 arc minutes (Ref. maintaining contrast in self-luminous displays. Of the
27,X). three display: tested in one study, the one that proved

most difficult to read was that in which each of the 10
There are application differences which suggest that a numerals was engraved on a separate plastic plate, in a
discrete alphanumeric character probably should be stack of 10, and the plate containing the numeral to bt
larger than one displayed on a CRT. CRT displays are displayed was illuminated fr;.rn the side (Ref. 29,B).
generally used for large quantities of information, and in This display was more difficult to read apparently
order to display as much as possible at one time, there is because of light reflected from intervening plates.
a need to use the smallest characters that are adequately Because there are so many good alternatives, this type of
legible. Discrete alphanumeric displays, howevei, are display should be avoided.
usually used for much smaller messag.s, eliminating
much of the advantage of extremely small characters. The second study was considrerably more ambitious in
Therefore, sach characters should generally be made that it compared nine different numeric displays, many
easier to read by making them at least 30 and preferably of which are currently popular (ef. 30). Both reading
45 arc minutes higih. An ideal display size, for a panel time and accuracy were measured. The results, unfor-
viewed from 70 cm (28 in), is 9.5 mm (0.375 in), which tunately, are somewhat difficult to interpret. The two
results in a visual size of 46 arc mirut~s. best displays both consisted of a pattern of dots

arranged much like a seven-segment display, but with the
Many modern numeric displays consist of seven seg- individual dots controllable so that slightly better shaped
ments that can be illuminated in appropriate combina- characters could be obtained. The better of these two
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SECTION 6.4 SECONDARY DISPLAYS

6.4.2 DISCRETE ALPKANUMERIC DISPLAYS (CONTINUED)

was a red LED with a reported luminance that was Certain types of color-deiective individuals, specifically
lower, by a factor of 15, than any of the other eight prctanonalous and protanopic individuals (Figure
displays. It is not clear why this did not cause any 5.2.19), may have difficulty with red LED displays.
reduction in legibility. There was some indication the Because of their reduced sensitiviy in the red region, the
authors intended to discuss this problem further after effective luminance and hence the contrast of a red LED
making more luminance measurements. display is much reduced for these individuals (Ref. 33).

This problem can be expected in periaps 2 percent of
"nfit worst of the nine displays was another seven- the male population and 0.04 percent of the female
segment LED, the popular MAN-I made by Monsanto. population. It will not occur with green LED's, and
The seven segments were straight lines, which may have probably not with yellow ones.
made the numerals more difficult to read. Much more
important was the fact that this display did not include There is some indication, thus far without empirical
the red flter normally included to prevent ambient light substantiation, that some individuals with apparently
from being reflected from unlit segments to the viewer's normal color vision have difficulty viewing red LED
eye. As a result, all seven segments were always slightly displays (Ref. 34). It is not obvious why this should
visible. occur, nor is it possible to predict whether it will

eventually result in any limitations on the use of red
The visibility of segmented alphanumeric displays that LED's. Increasing the size of the display slightly is
radiate in certain narrow spectral regions can be apparently an adequate solution (Ref. 35).
enhanced by the addition of a filter that transmits only
in the same spectral region. When successful, this reduces The display evaluation techniques described in Section
the amount of light reflected from unlit segments of the 6.4.1 for CRT's can also be used with discrete numeric
display, and from the area surrounding each segment. displays.
This technique works well with red LED's and is
standard on them. It is not very successful with green
and orange LED's. An analysis of the probable reasons is
available (Ref. 32).

6-"
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SECTION 6.4 SECONDARY DISLAYS

6.4.3 INDICATOR LIGHTS

Indicator lights are useful for displaying display status 0 Red is used to indicate that a portion of the display is
inform.-'ion. They are effectively limiled to tw' or inoperable or that a condition exists that is undesir-
perh.':is thee states. If associated with an operatut- able. It generally means that some action or special
(-ntrolled funvctioi. thz.y hhouid show equipment status caution on the part of tile operator will be required.

not control positi,..o. Legend lights are generally pre-
ferable to ordinary indicator lights becaus, the label and 0 Yellow is used to indicate that a marginal condition
the light can share tile same panel area. exists. In a sense, it is like a red signal but less severe

or critical.
To ensure that they can be easily seen, indicator light
luminance should bc at least 50 percent above the * Green is used to indicate that satisfactory conditions
highest expected surround !uminance. exist and it is appropriate to proceed.

Some means of checking to see whether an indicator will • White is used to indicate conditions that have no right
not light because it is burned out should be provided, or wrong connotation.

The following color code for indicator lights should 1, * Blue is used like white, as an advisory light. Use of
followed (Ref. 36): blue should be kept to a minimum.

0 Flashing red is used to indicate that a potential Flashing lights of any color sl'ould be used only when it
hazard to personnel, equipment, or imagery exists is necessary to attiact the operator's immediate atten-
and immedw,,te corrective action by the operator is tion. A rate of 3 to 5 Hz is satisfactory.
required.

6.4.4 AUDITORY DISPLAYS

Auditory signal provide a convenient n,.ans of display- Extremely important auditory signals should be at least
ing status information to a display user without increas- 10 dB above the--embient noise level. They should last
irtg his visual load. They are particularly useful for onlyk, rI0 seconds, but should then repeat until rhe

warning of hazardous conditions or of situations that required operator response occurs. Operator shutoff
require some response from the operator. A particularly should not disable the signal so that it will not sound in
successful nondisplay application has been the use of a response to a new hazard. The volume control should
set of prerecorded messages to provide a pilot with generally be accessible to maintenance personnel and not
specific information about a potentially hazardous con- to the operator.
dition on his airplane.

6.4-9
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SECTION 6.5 LABELS

NOTE: Because this entire section consists of recommendations, they are not listed separately here.

Labels on equipment may range from the few letters or suggestions in several sources (Ref. I), with modifica-
numbers required to identify a control or display to tile (ions where appropriate based on experience with
several paragraphs required to describe critical operator imagery displays. Also, see the discussion of character
or maintenance procedures. The recomtmendations for style in Section 6.4.1.
labels summarized hefe are from a compilation of

6.5.1 PURPOSF

Labels serve a number of different functions: equipment. Two factors make this goal difficult to

achieve. First, the designer already knows tile function
"* Identify tile function of a control, a display, or an of every control and therefore has "lifficulty appreciating

item of equipment. the problems of the new user.
"* Indicate tile setting of a control or tile value of a

display indication. Second, the assumption is often made that all u,,ers will
" Instruct personnel in correct procedures. have access to and will study the instruction manual
"* Warn personnel of potential liazards to themselves or before operating tile equipment. Few work environ-

to the equipment. ments are structured with enough rigidity to ensure that
this will occur. Therefore, the labels should be at least

Ideally, labels should allow an operator with minimal marginally adequate by themselves, and in particular,
instruction to operate a new piece of equipment should alert the user of any potential dangers.
successfully and without danger to himself or the

6.5.2 LOCATION

Each label should be placed in unambiguous association out the equipment. Labels containing information irrele-
with the control or display element to which it refers. vant to equipment operation, such as manufacturer's
The preferred location is immediately above the control part numbers, trade names, maintenance instructions,
or display. However, the most important requirement is etc., should be placed outside of the operator's central
that the label be easy to read and visible to the user at all field of view.
times. Also, label location should be consistent through-

6.5.3 CONTENT

Labels should consist of common words that are readily Labels should be consistent and unambiguous. More
understood atid ordinarily used by the expected opera- than one term should not be applied to the same thing.
tors of the equipment. Brevity is important, but use of For example, if two rolls of film are to be placed on a
abbreviations and symbols should be minimized. When light table, the one closest could be referred to as the
used, abbreviations and symbols should be well known Forward, Front, or even the Primary roll, but no more
and conform to accepted standards, than one term should be used. In this example, Front is

best because Forward could be confused with the filn
Controls and displays should be labeled according to obtained from the forward camera of a two-camera
function. The operator needs to know the action nr collecticn system, and this might actually be the film
operating mode that will result from control use, not the that the user would choose to place at the back of the
mechanism involved. light table.
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SECTION 6.5 LABELS

6.5.4 DEPENDENCE ON LIGHTING

L.Abels must be readable under all anticipated illumina- adjustable brightness on a dark panel will reduce the

tion conditions. If the illumination is at least I I lux ( 1.0 amount of light reaching the user's eyes. If the "on"

foot candle), black characters on a light panel are state of a pushbutton is indicated by illuminating it, the

appropriate. If operator adaptation to low light levels is pushbutton legend should be visible even though it is

necess-ry, use of white or self-luminous characters of off.

6.5.5 CHARACTER DESIGN

The legibility of a label depends on several factors: percent as wide as they are high. The letters M, W,

and I and numerals I and 4 are exceptions. Some
4 Character size Recommendations are in Figure 6.5-1 situations, such as a curved surface, may require an

below. increase in width up to 100 percent of height.

* Stroke width and gap width-These two dimensions

are usually made nearly equal and are e",pressed as a Uppercase letters are easier to read thin lowercase (Ref.

proportion of character height in Figure 6.5-2 below. 2) and should be used exclusively except in extended

• Character width- Most charatcrs should be 65 to 80 labels such as detailed instructions.

"NOMINAL Figure 6.5-1. Pref`Lrred Character Dimensions. The
LABEL SIZE CHARACTER POINT character dimensions listed here are based on a nominal
CATEGORY APPLICATION HEIGHT SIZE viewing distance of 71 cm (28 in). Sizes for other view-

MAJOR CONTROL 5.6 mm
GROUP OR (0.22 in) 2? ing distances should be scaled to yield the same visual
PANEL angle.

INTERMEDIATE CONTROL OR 4.0mrm 18
DISPLAY (1).16 in)

MINOR CONTROL 3.2 mm 14
POSITION (0.12 in)

MINIMUM INSTRUCTIONS 2.4 mm -

(0.09 in)

PREFERRED Figure 6.5-2. Type Style and Stroke Width. Appropriate
RATIO OF type styles for and relative stroke widths for dark and

TYPICAL HEIGHT-TO- light characters are listed ,ere. Research with dark letter-
TYPE OF LABEL TYPE STYLE STROKE WIDTH ing indicates that if the illumination levei and reading time

HIGH CONTRAST ALTERNATE are adequate, height to stroke width ratios between 3:1
DARK LETTERING GOTHIC, FUTURA 6:1 TO 8:1 and 15:1 are equally readable (Ref. 3,X).
ON A LIGHT MEDIUM, OR
PANEL COPPERPLATE For the special case of highly luminous characters viewed

in near or total darkness, light lines will appear wider than
BACK LIGHTED FUTURA LIGHT 10:1 TO 12: 1 they are arnd stroke width should be reduced so that the
LETTERING ON
DARK PANEL (see text) height to stroke width ratio falls between 12:1 and 70:1.

6.5.6 SPACING

The following guidelines should be followed in label All of these clearances should be doubled if adequate

spacing: space is available.

• One stroke width between characters

* One character width between words

* One-half the character height between lines

6.5-2
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SECTION 6.6 ACOUSTIC NOISE

Three kinds of limits must be imposed on the amount of reduce tile display noise level much below thL p')int
acoustic noise produced by a display. Each of these is where it has no impact on the total room noise. The
considered ir. detail in the following sections. graph in Figure 6.6-3 provides a convenient means of

making the iicessary decibel computations.
"* Noise exposure-The display must not expose tile

us,.r t:i a noise level that might cause a loss of hearing; The noise level at the operator's work location depends
very few displays even approach this nojie level. not only on the amount of noise the display produces

but also on the amount that is reflected back from
"* Commu nication -The display user must be able to se~faces in tile room. This topic is treated in Section

communicate adequately with nearby individuals and 6.6.7 and must be considered when specifyinig the
over the telephone. measurement conditions that will be used to establish

whether the noise design limit has been met.
"* Comfort-In order to function effectively, the noise

must not be disruptive nor should it cause the display There are many resources available to the designer facd
user to become dissatisfied with h".s work situation. with a requirement to measure or reduce noise. An

extensive reference literature exists (Ref. 1), and there
When establishing a noise design limit for a display, the are several periodicals that provide information on
ambient noise environment in which it will be used must recent developments, particularly in the area of noise
be considered. On the one hand, if the environment is exposure limits. These same periodicals provide access to
already too noisy care must be taken to ensure that the noise measurement and reduction equipment and infor-
new display does not aggravate the problem. On the mation on consultants (Ref. 2).
other hand, there is no point in paying a high price to
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SECTION 6.6 ACOUSTIC NOISE

6.6.1 TERMINOLOGY AND ACRONYMS

Acoustic technology utilizes numerous terms and acro-" Many authors have attempted to limit certain terms,
nyms. The ones that appear in this document are particularly level, sound level, and sound pressure lcvel, -:'' .
summarized here. More complete definitions appear in to very specific meanings (Ref. ?. Judging by the recent
the rest of Section 6.6 and in the Glossary. acoustic literature, these attempts have not been very

successful.

dB - DECIBEL; 10 TIMES THE LOG TO THE BASE 10 OF THE RATIO OF TWO POWERS
dBA - A-WEIGHTED SOUND LEVEL
LEVEL - THE RATIO OF TWO QUANTITIES; EXPRESSED IN dB

N/m
2  

- PRESSURE IV NEWTONS PER SQUARE METER -
PW - SOUND POWER
PWL - SOUND POWER LEVEL
re - RELATIVE TO THE GIVEN REFERENCE VALUE
SP - SOUND PRESSURE
SPL - SOUND PRESSURE ,.EVEL
SL - SOUND LFVEL; USUALLY MEASURED OVER THE ENTIRE AUDIO SPECTRUM
SIL - SPEECH INTERFERENCE LEVEL
PSIL - PREFERRED-FREQUENCY SPEECH INTERFERENCE LEVEL
NC - NOISE CRITERION CURVE
NCA - ALTERNATE NOISE CRITERION CURVE
PNL - PERCEIVED NOISE LEVEL I"
PNdB - A PNL VALUE IN dB
OCTAVE - A BAND OF FREQUENCIES WITH LIMITS IN THE RATIO OF 2:1

Figure 6.6-1 Acoustic Terms and Acronyms /
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SECTION 6.6 ACOUSTIC NOISE

6.6.2 UNITS AND CALCULATIONS

Sound power measuremnenis arc usually expressed in lated from one or more sound pressure measurements

decibels (d0). The decibel is defined as 10 times the (Ref. 6). Therefore, sound is usually treated in terms of

logarithm of the ratio of two powers (Ref. 4): pressure, rather than power.

I'W
PWL (in dB) = 10 log.M . where Sound power is equal to the square of sound pressure,

ref multiplied by a constant (Ref. 7). Because"decibel" refers

PWL = the sound power level--of a particular sound in to the ratio of two powers, it also refers to the square of

dB. the ratio of two sound pressures:

PW = the sound power of tile sound, and SP- SP ,

SPL= lOlog -- = 20log- ,Swhere

PWref = a reference sound power, usually 10,12 watts ref

I Ref. 5).
SPL = the sound pressure leve! of a particular sound,

Four features of this definition deserve special ii, dB,

coniment:
SP = the sound pressure of the sound, and

0 Th, term !wvel mans a ratio relaiive to a reference
quantity is involved; levels are properly expressed in S~ref = the reference sound pressure, which is 2xlO 5

dB. N/m 2 throughout this document and in most others
(Ref. 8).

* The ratio is between two powers. 
(ef )

The reference pressure for a sound pressure level (SPL)

* The reference power must be specified. should always be stated, particularly on test data forms
or in a design specification. However, the use of 2x]0 5

Both the ear and the microphone respond to sound newton/square meter (N/mn2 ) as a reference has become

pressure, not souna power. The sound power of a source so universal that some authors no longer bother to cite it

cannot even be measured directly, but must be calcu- in research reports.

DECIBELS POWER RATIO PRESSURE RATIO Figure 6.6-2: Typical Decibel Values. This list of sound
(dB) lpower and sound pressure ratios corresponding to selected

110 Oog( - t20 log Tr) decibel values illustrates several characteristics of these
units. For example, because sound power, but iot sound
pressure, is additive, two equally powerful sound sources

-20 0.010 0.100 will yield twice as rr,,ach sound power as one, an increase
-10 0.100 0.316 of approximately 3.01 dB, but the sound pressure only
-6 0.251 0.501 'ncreases by a factor of F, or 1.414. Similarly, to cut
-3 0.501 0.708 sound pressure by a factor of 2 requires a reduction in
-2 0.631 0.794 sound power of 22, or 4, which corresponds to -6.02 dB.
-1 0.794 0.891
0 1.000 1.000
1 1.259 1.122
2 1.585 1.259
3 1.995 1.413
6 3.981 1.995

10 10.000 3.162
20 100.00 10.000

6.3-3
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SECTION 6.6 ACOUSTIC NOISE

6.6.2 UNITS AND CALCULATIONS (CONTINUED)
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ADDITION
ssl 50 dB +55dB =56.2 dB

Figure 6.6-3: Computations with Decibels. Decibel values

55.0 can be combined by workirng back through the equations

51.2 / shown above, or by the use of this graph (Reference 9).

56.2 To add two decibel values, enter the upper scale with the
-- - , difference between them and read down to find the

amount to add to the smaller, or read to the left to find
3 , •, ,, ,1 1 ,, the amount to add to the larger. The first example shows

these two methods of adding 50 dB and 55 dB to obtain
50 +6.2 56.2 56.2 dB.

' SUBTRACTION (>3)
73 d7.dThe technique for subtraction depends on whether the
/ 73 d8 -64dB = 72.4dB difference between the total and the number being sub-

tracted is larger or smaller than 3. If larger, enter from
S.,/below and go up to find the amount to add to the smaller/ > ~ ) number, or go up and then continue left to find the value

-P A? o" to subtract from the larger number. The middle example
73.0 _./ /illustrates these two methods of obtaining 73 dB-64 dB=

73.0 /724 dB.
-3.6

72.4 For subtraction when the difference is less than 3, enter
0 L from the left and go right to find the amount to subtract

e. 73-6; 1 ' 4 from the smaller number, or go right and then continue

" " ".& down to find the imount to subtract from the larger num-
t 14 ber. The bottom example illustrates these two methods of

68.0 61 SUBTRACTION (<3) obtaining 68 dB-65.8 dB 64 dB.
-65.8.0 , 68dB -65.8dB =64dB

2.2 The most common situation requiring subtraction of
decibel values occurs when the noise level of a display0 must be measured in the presence of background noise.

Referring again to the middle example, the noise level
1, with the display running would be 73 dB imd the back-

S / / ,ground with it off would be 64 dB. Subtracting the
background from the total measurement shows that

03 - the noise level of the display alone is 72.4 dB.

68-4 64

6.6-4
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SECTION 6.6 ACOUSTIC NOISE

6.6.3 FREQUENCY SPECTRUM

The frequency range over which noise measurements are To compare sound pressure kvel values between bands
usually made covers the range of hearing for most adults, of different widths, a correction for bandwidth is
nominally 20 to 12,000 Hz. Sound pressure level may be necessary. So long as the sound is more or less
measured over this entire spectrum or only over a distributed over the range of frequencies involved, the
pottion of it. For full spectrum measurements the following relationship holds:
statement of the resulting sound level must indicate the
relative weighting given the different parts of the SPLB = SPLA - 10 log A/B, where A and B are the
spectrum. The commonly used weightings are summa- relative widths of the two bands. For example, the
rized in Figore 6.6-4. conversion from third octave to full octave bands is:

113 =PI3SB
A better understanding of a noise problem can be SPL1 = SPLI/ 3 - 100log - = T PLI] 3 + 5 dB.
obtained from separate measurements along small por-
tions of the spectrum. This is most commonly done by
measuring in octave or third-octave bands as described in
Figujre 6.6-5 below.

Figure 6.6-4: Frequency Weighting Curves. The three
standard frequency weighting curves, A, B, and C, are

.:2< illustrated (Ref. 10). An overall, or flat frequency
i- - response, is also included on most sound-level meters. A
> •fourth weighting curve, D, is coming into use for measur-"W C F - ing aircraft noise.

cc Originally the A curve was intended to match the response
10 - -/ of the meter to the ear at relatively low sound levels,

W while the B and C curves were intended for successively
C2 - higher sound levels. At present, almost all sound-level (fullspectrum) measurements are made with the A curve, and

O 3C /the B and C curves are used primarily to obtain informa-- tion on the spectral distribution of the :ound energy when
> an octave band analyzer is not available.
f-

A. Sound-level measurements must include a statement of
a -- -the weighting curve used. Measurements made with the A

50 0 200 1,000 5,000 20, 00 carve are generally given as dBA or dBIA).
FREQUENJCY (Hz)

6.6-5
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SECTION 6.6 ACOUSTIC NOISE

6.6.3 FREQUENCY SPECTRUM (CONTINUED)

Figure 6.6-5: Octave and Third-Octave Band Frequen-
cies. An octave band covers a frequency range 3f 2 tol,OLD (ANSI NEW (ANSI while a third octave band covers a range of 2 / to 1.

STANDARD) PREFERRED)
FREQUENCY FREQUENCY Two sets of octave bands are in usp, the American

National Standards Institute (ANSI) Preferred Frequen-
CENTER CENTER CENTER OF cies and the older ANSI Standard Frequencies (Raf. 11).
OF BAND BAND OF THIRD Whenever possible, the new frequencies should be used.
BAND LIMIT LIMIT BAND OCTAVE The center and limiting frequencies for both sets of octave
(Hz) (Hz) IH,| (Hz) BANDS (Hz) bands are illustrated, along with center frequencies for the

10,000- - 11,250 Lrae..J , •ztcve bands Octave bands in the new set
10,000 are designated h-. their center frequency, 2bU, 600, i..=,

6,800- -8,000 8,000 etc., and those in the old set by their limiting frequencies,
- 5,600 300-600, 600-1200, etc.

4,800- 6,300
- 4,000 4,000

3,4o00- 3,150-- 2,800
2,400 - 2 2,500

- 2,000 2,000
1,70o-- 1,600--1,400

1,200-- 1,250
- 1,000 1,000

850- 800-710
600- 630

-500 500
425- 400

- 355
300- 315

- 250 250
212-180 200

150 160
1- 125 125

106-9 100-90
75 80

-63 63
53- 50

45
37.5 40

- 31.5 31.5
26.5-2 25--22.4 2

19 t

N
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SECTION 6.6 ACOUSTIC NOISE

6.6.4 NOISE EXPOSURE (INJURY) LIMITS

RECOMMENDATION:

Limit the daily noise dose, as defined in Figure 6.6-6, to 1.0. This will permit 8-hour exposure to a no-se
level of 90 dBA. Higher noise levels or a longer work day require use of the figure.

Do not expose personnel to a noise level in excess of 115 dBA.

If the daily noise dose, as defined in Figure 6.6-6, exceeds 0.5, provide au'd tric testing of personnel
in order to determine if hearing loss is occurring.

NOTE- These raco;nmendations are required by law in many situations.

Excessive exposure to noise is harmful to hearing, to a maximum of 115 dBA, permitted for shorter
Establishment of exposure limits is complicated by their durations, Noise level and duration in combination
economic i, ipact and by the fact that the exact determine the daily noise dose, as outlined in Figure
occupational noise exposure at which hearing loss begins 6.6-6 below. The daily noise dose must not exceed a
is still controversial (Ref. 12). In the limited data that value of 1.0 which is equivalent to an 8-hour exposure to
are available, hearing loss due to occupational noise is 90 dBA. If the daily noise dose exceeds 0.5, which is
often hard to di;Ainguish from loss due to other rtoises equivalent to an 8-hour exposure to 85 dBA,
(Ref. 13) and from the loss normally associated with audiomnetric monitoring of the employee is required in
aging. order to determine if any hearing loss is occurring. There

are some hints that limitation of the daily noise dose to
In most occupational situations, noise exposure is 0.5 will eventually be required (Ref. 15).
limited by Federal regulations issued by the U.S.
Department of Labor's Occupational S.1fety and Health Test equipment used to establish that a noise level does
Administration (OSHA) (Ref. 14). Although the legal not exceed the exposure limit must conform to appli-
status of these regulations for Federal and military cable standards (Ref. 16). As the A in dBA indicates, the
personnel is not exactly certain (to this writer), they A-weighted frequency response (Figure 6.6-4) must be
provide the best available guidance for the display used. The "slow" setting should be used in order to
designer. average the noise level over small fluctuations.

The new OSHA noise exposure standards limit 8-hour
exposure to 90 dBA, with exposure to higher levels, up

6.6-7
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SECTION 6.6 ACOUSTIC NOISE

6.6.4 NOISE EXPOSURE (INJUFk f) LIMITS (CONTINUED)

Figure 6.6-6: Determination of Daily Noise Dose. Under
new OSHA regulations, occupational noise exposure is

16 limited in terms of a daily noise dose, ND, where Nfl is
12 the sum of the ratios, R1 .. R, one of which is 1.,cu.

" 10 - lated for each of the noise levels to which the individual is
8 \ exposed during a single day. The R for each noise level, L,

•- 6 is the actual duration of exposure to that noise level,
2F divided by the permitted daily exposure duration, T. The

4 vw!ue of T for any L can be obtained from either the curve•. 4
-< or the equation shown here.

cr 3
a For example, suppose that an individual is exposed during
L 2 a workday to 95 dBA for 1 hour, to 90 dBA for 2 hours,
D and to 85 dBA for 6 hours. This yields a daily noise dose,

ND = 0.25 +0.25 +0.375 = 0.875, calculated as follows:
X 1
W - - L(dBA) T'hours) R
o 0.8

0.6 95 4 0.25
6 90 8 0.25

0.4 -T - 1 6  85 16 0.375
2 [(L-85)/5)

0e.26 :. N As is described on the previous page, a value of ND in

85 90 95 100 105 11C 115 excess of 0.5 requires monitoring of employees for hear-
ing loss. Values in excess of 1.0 are not permitted

NOICS LEVEL, L ldBA, slow)

6.6-8
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SECTION 6.6 ACOUSTIC NOISE

6.6.5 COMMUNICATION

RECOMMENDATION:

In order to ensure convenient voice communication over a distance of 2 meters, limit the preferred
frequency speech in.erference level (PSIL) to 52 dB. Limits for other distances can be estimated from
Figure 6.6-7.

Excessive noise interferes with voice communication. Many other methods of describing the speech inlerfering
The amount of noise that can be tolerated depends on properties of a noise have been tried, ranging front the
the type of information being interchanged and on the simple A-weighted sound level, dBA, to units that art;
level of communication success required. This document relatively complicated to measure and calculate, such as
is limited to normal, face-to-face conversation as would perceived nois- level (PNL) (Ref. 20). Most of these
occur between display users within a single room or via a mcthods are about equally effective in describing the
telephone. Special techniques, not treated here, are -ffects of most noises on conmmunication, probably
available to evaluate conmmunicatitn stccess with spc- because most noises in a particular environment, for
cialized electronic communication systems or when a example an office, have very similar spectral distribu-
limited message set is utilized, as between pilots and air tions. Sound level, measured as dBA, is therefore
traffic controllers (Ref. 17). effective because, unless there is a preponderance of

noise in the octaves above 2,000 Hlz, a situation not
One of the earliest methods of evaluating the impact of found in most office or industrial noises, it provides a
noise on voice communication was the speech interfer- very good estimate of PSIL. For typical noises, dBA has
ence level (SIL) developed by Beranek in the late 1940's a value 7 dB greater than PSIL (Ref. 20).
(Ref. 18) and later refined by him (Ref. 19). The SIL of
a noise is the arithmetic average of the sound pressure In tests with a wide range of noise types, PSI L predicted
level (SPL) in the three standard octave bands centered the amount of speech interference as welt as any other
at 850, 1,700 and 3,400 Hz- if the 425-Hz octave has a measure for noises with iormal spectra and better than
SPL. more than 10 dB above the 850-l1z octave, it is also any of the others tested for noises with diverse spectra
included in the average. With the establishment of new (Ref. 21). Therefore, PSIL appears to be the best
octave band frequencies (Figure 6.6-4), the SIL became currently available, simple measure of the effect of noise
the PSIL, or preferred [frequency] speech interference on speech communication.
level. The PSIL is the arithmetic average of the three
oct,,e bands centered at 500, 1,000 and 2,000 Hz. For
typical noises, SIL is 3 dB less titan PSIL (Ref. 20).

6.6-9
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SECTION 6.6 ACOUSTIC NOISE

6.6.5 COMMUNICATION (CONTINUED)

NORMAL VOICE 465dil

RAISED VOICE

VERY LOULD VOICE

SWILIT 183 d8I
MAXIP~MUM 

VOCAL EFFORT

4IV - VIII . 0

U 8Z 2 C 4..4 ,

\ VII 4 cr

01 20
0 06 0

S 0.4 -V

I ! II

PSIL. 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120

dBA: I I I I I I a I I I a
50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120

NOISE LEVEL Ida)

I PREFERRED ENVIRONMENT; COMMUNICATION CATION WILL PROBABLY BE POOR (THIS

POSSIBLE WITH NORMAL VOICE REGION WAS NOT TESTED IN THE ORIGINAL

II ACCEPTABLE; THE NORMAL INCREASE IN VOICE SIL-PSIL EXPERIMENTAI ION).

LEVEL EXPECTED IN NOISE IS ADEQUATE TO VVI NOT ACCEPTABLE; LI41TED COMMUNICATION
MAINTAIN COMMUNICATION POSSIBLE BUT ONLY BY SHOUTING; VOICE IS

III ACCEPTABLE BUT UNOESIRABLE; COMMUNICA- DIFFICULT TO UNDERSTAND AT THIS LEVEL.

TION POSSIBLE BUT CONSCIOUS EFFORT TO VII UNAIDED COMMUNICATION IMPOSSIBLE
INCREASE VOICE LEVEL IS NECESSARY VIII COMMUNICATION WITH AMPLIFIED SPEECH

IV NOT ACCEPTABLE FOR MOST APPLICATIONS; IMPOSSIBLE

EVEN WITH CONSCIOUS EFFORT. COMMUNI-

Figure 6.6-7. Relationship of PSIL to Effective Communi- If the speaker is aware of the noise, his voice level will
cation Distance. The preferred frequency speech intel- increase by approximately 3 dB for each 10 dB increase
ference level (PSI L) is the recommended method for in noise level above 50 dB PSI L; this is his "expected
specifying the limiting noise level that will allow adequate voice level." If, in addition, the speaker is ilware that
communication. The impact of noise, as measured by PSIL, the listener is having difficulty underst-inding him, he
on the distance over which individuals can communicate Ly will increase his voice level by 5 dB rather than 3 d8,
voice is illustrated here. This figure is based largely on the resulting in his "communicating voice level."
original Beranek data (Ref. 18), but has been replotted by
one of the researchers responsible for the comparison of As the speaker's voicc increases from a shout at 83 dB to
different methods of measuring noise (Ref. 20). his maximum vocal effort, there is little if any improve-

ment in the listener's ability to distirrnuish what is being
The dBA scale is included because it provides a quick said.
estimate of PSI L so long as the noise energy is both
regularly distributed across the frequency range and is As an illustration of how to use this figuie, consider a
not concentrated at frequencies above 2000 Hz. However, conference room where individuals separated by up to
dBA should not be used for specifying communication 5m (16 ft) expect to communic3te with a normal
noise limits. voice level. The maximum noise level is 45 dB PSIL.

For an imagery interpretation work station where brief
The straight mne plots of voice levels show what wi, conferences of two to four persons are common, com-
occur if the speik'r is not aware of the noise level. This munication over 2m (6 ft) should probably be possible,
might occur becau;iý the listener but not the speaker is without the need to exceed a normal voice level. This
in the sound field of th2 noise source. An extreme but leads to an upper limit 6n the noise level of 52 dB PSIL.
commun example is attempting to hear someone speak-
ing in a normal voice in an adjacent room while you
are shaving with 3n electric razor.

6.6-10
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SECTION 6.6 ACOUSTIC NOISE

6.6.6 COMFORT

RECOMMENDATION:

To ensure a comfortable work environment at an imagery display, dn not allow the noise level to exceed
the NC-45 curve in Figure 6.6-9.

If economy dictates a compromise aid the restrictions listed in Figure 6.6-10 are met, an NCA-45 curve as

defined in that figure can be substituted.

Eliminate low frequency variations in noise level.

Simply limiting noise to a level that allows voice more comprehensive measures of loudness such as
communication between individuals does not ensure that perceived noise leve! (PNL). In fact, given the current
the noise will not be disruptive to their work nor that iK sophistication of such methods of calculating loudness
will not cause dissatisfaction with work conditions. For ther-, is some question whether NC curves would ever
example, in the series of studies that led to the have been developed (Ref. 23).
development of speech interference level (SIL), a consid-
erable amount of opinion data was collected (Ref. 19). Becau;e the NC curves represent appro::imately equal
In an engineering and drafting office that had a SIL of loudness contours, they provide the designer with a
55 d8 and an estimated PSIL of 58 dB, a noise level just useful indication of how much the energy in each octave
at the limit for reasonable communication according to band S contributing to the loudness of his device.
Figure 6.6-7, the user commer.ts as summarized by the
author were: "Noise situation terrible. Complaints of Some noises that contain pure tones, or high concentra-
fatigue and irritation." (Ref. 22). A reduction in noise tions of eaergy in a narrow band, sound louder .
level of 8 dB, to an SIL of 47 dB (an estimated PSIL of overall measure of their sound level would il.A w.. This
50 dB) was considered to be acceptable. Because this phenomenon has been amply demonst.:.ue (Ref. 24)
kind of data is so sensitive to numerous uncontrolled and is included as a correction ternt in the standard
variables, such as general job satisfaction and prior method for computing aircraft loudness used by the
experience with noise, drawing conclusions from it is Federal Aviation Agency (Ref. 25). However, recent
difficult. However, in the absence of anything better, the research indicates that measures of loudness that include
available Beranek data, collected from the occupants of a correction for pure tones were no better than those
many different offices, are summarized in the next without a correction, so the matter has not yet been
figure. resolved (Ref. 26). If a correction does prove to be

necessary, it will apply only to unitary measures of
In the course of these studies, Beranek observed thdt SIL loudness like dBA or perceived noise level (PNL). There
predicted communication success, but that other aspects is no evidence of the need for such a correction with NC
of the noise, particularly the low frequency energy level, curves nor for PSIL or dBA as they are used in the
had a strong effect on the noise ratings he obtained, previous two sections.
After an involved analysis he developed a set of curves
intended to establish whether a satisfactory noise The voice level data in Figure 6.6-7 illustrate how, if the
environment exists. Thes." are known as noise criterion noise distribution in a room is uneven, a noisy piece of
(NC) curves. equipment can cause annoyance for workers who are not

annoyed directly. Consider, for example, a speaker
When the noise level of a piece of equipment is limited attempting to communicate with nearby listeners in a
by an NC curve, none of the octave bands may exceed sound field of 80 dB PSIL. He would raise his voice level
that curve. This works well with most noises, which have so that lie would be heard by a possibly unwilling
relatively continuous spcctra. However, because noises listener 6m (20 ft) away in a sound field of 55 dB PSIL.
with peaked spectra are generally not as loud a, their
corresponding NC curves (Ref. 23), these curves some- Although such large irregularities in noise distribution
times yield a conservative design limit. This problem has are not frequent, this phenomenon has been observed
also limited their usefulness as a research tool in favor of with cne prototype imagery display (Ref. 27). This
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SECTION 6.6 ACOUSTIC NOISE

6.C..6 COMFORT (CONTINUED)

device had a high flow of air at the film gate, resulting in result of cyclic variation in the behavior of the noise
considerable high frequency noise. Possibly because high source.
frequenc, sound tends to travel in straight lines while
low frequencies pass around obstacles, or perhaps simply Although these kinds of sounds are universally acknow-
because the two frequency ranges were absorbed differ- kedged to be very disturbing for the listener, there is at
ently throughout the room, the region close to the new present no objective method for specifying design limits.
display was very noisy whilc the fai end of the room was
very quiet, and speakers at the display sometimes were Noise at very high frequencies, well above the hearing
di.lurbing to individuals attempting to concentrate on range for most individuals, is another potential problem
their work at the far end of the room. not covered specifically by ordinary noise specifications.

Under certain conditions, such noise can apparently
Slow variations in noise level are a special problem. cause serious physical discomfort in susceptible individ-
These occur because of beats between strong noise uals (Ref. 28).
frequencie; that differ by less than a few cycles or as a

Figure 6.6-8: Effect ,)f Noise Level on Noise Ratings.
This curve summarizes average noise ratings made by

INTOLEkA.BLY about 200 office workers surveyed in the scries of studies
NOISY' that led to the deve.opment of NC curves (Ref. 29).

VERY NOISY About 24 different rooms, at an Air Force base and in
commercial buildings, are represented. The workers,

NOISY approximately in order of their frequency in the sample,
were stenographers and clerks, engineers, foremen,

MODERATELY -executive secretaries, and executives.
NOISY

QUIET

VERY QUIET
3k3 40 50 60 70 80

NOISE LEVEL (PSIL dB)
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SECTION 6.6 ACOUSTIC NOISE 1;.

6.6.6 COMFORT (CCNTINUED) -'"•

OLD OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREQUENCY (Hz)
26,
53 106 212 425 850 1,700 3,400 6,800

90 -90

SCTAVES USED IN PSIL . --7 :-N..70, .. 0
z

x

-C-J oo

Lu

I-
0

-APPROXIMATE • "--"THRESHOLD OF
-HEARING (REF. 31)-J",:•:tZ-,' - -_--

10 10
32, 125 250 500 1.000 2,000 4,000 8,000
63

PREFERRED OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREQUENCY (Hz)

Figure 6.6-9: Noise Criterion (NC) Curves (Ref. 30). The SI L for each curve is the same as its NC number and
Noise criterion (NC) curves were developed by Beranek as the PSIL is 1 dB higher. This contrasts with the 3 dB
a basis for specif'/ing office noise limits (Ref. 22). When difference between SIL and PSIL found for typical noises.
used in this way, none of the eight octave bands can The overall sound level of an NC curve, in dBA, is 10 dB
excead its level on the specified NC curve. Note that the higher than the curve number. Because most noise spectra
lowest of these bands is not a true octave, but is actually are irregular, a difference between dBA and NC number
the average of two octaves, of 5 dB is more typical. Measuring dBA is not an adequate

method of estimating an NC number.
The number assigned to each curve is determined by its mb
sound level in the (old) octave band centered at 1700 Hz.
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SECTION 6.G ACOUSTIC NOISE

6.6.6 COMFORT (CONTINUED)

OLD OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREQUENCY (Hz)

26.
53 106 212 425 850 1,700 3,400 6,800

90 90

OCTAVES US-ED IN PSI L

800

z o I - I : I ;; --- NC - 0
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,., •.• = • . _ _-_ -r",,.,- ...... - w _ 3

_ !"4114

0

'I,

440

10

32, 125 250 500 1,000 2,000 4,000 8,000
63

PREFERRED OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREQUENCY (Hz)

'ligure 6.6-10: Alternate Noise Criterion (AiCA) Curves be used in place of NC curves only in instances where the
(Ref. 30). Alternate noise criterion (NCA) curves allow an need for extreme economy makes it impossible to achieve
increase in the noise level of the lower frequency octave the desired NC curve. In addition, the noise must be
bands and therefore an increase in loudness with no steady and free of beats.
change in speech interference level. They are intended to
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SECTION 6.6 ACOUSTIC NOISE

6.6.6 COMFORT (CONTINUED)

CONVERSATION
NOISE DISTANCE MAXIMUM

CRITERION CONFERENCE TELEPHONE SUGGESTED
(NC) HAISED SIZE USE APPLICATION COMMENTS

NORMAL VOICE

20-30 - - 50 PEOPLE EXECUTIVE OFFICES VERY QUIET

30-35 3.0-9.1 m - 20 PEOPLE - SEMIPRIVATE OFFICES, -

(10-30 1t1 RECEPTION ROOMS

3540 1.8-3.7m - 1.8-2.4 m - MEDIUM SIZED
(6-12 ft) (6-8 It) TABLE OFFICES

4050 0.9-1.8m 1.8-3.7 m 0 9-1.8 m OCCASIONALLY ENGINEERING AND
(3-6 it) (6-12 It) (3-6 ft)TABLE SLIGHTLY DRAFTING ROOMS

DIFFICULT

50-55 0.3-0.7m 0.9-1.8 m 2-3 PF'O3 1E SLIGHTLY TYPING AND BUSINESS
(1-2 ft) 13-6 ft) CIFFICULT MACHINE USE

55 + - - DIFFICULT NOT SUITABLE FOR VERY NOISY
OFFICE

Figure 6.6-11. Noise Criterion (NC) Curve Applications. The maximum conference size was unfortunately defined
The best available recommendations for application of in this study in terms of the number of people in some
NC curves to work situations are those developed by cases, and in terms of the size of conference table in use in
Beranek and summa~ized here (Ref. 19). Makidng the other cases. .//

/" 7
assumption that imagery displays would fit most appro-
priately into an engineering and drafting room type of

* noise environment, these data imply that the noise should
Hiot exceed NC curves 40 to 50.

J
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SECTION 6.6 ACOUSTIC NOISE

6.6.7 ROOM REVERBERATION AND ABSORPTION

RECOMMENDATIONS:

lii areas where display users must communicate by voice, provide a room reverheration time of
approximately 0.5 second.

Measure display noilo level in an area with reverberation time and sound reflections typical of those found
in the area where it will be used.

The sound reflected from room surfaces is known as materials. The effect on communication was net evalh-
reverhcration. if tile delay relative to the origira! sound ated in this study, but there is no reason to believe that
is small, the reflections and the original will fuse and be the acoustical treatment would help.

heard singly by tile listener. If the delay is long he will
hear a separate sound, called all echo. Because of its impact on noise level, the reverheration

time of the test room must be considurd when
As a sound makes successive reflections it will die out lmeasuring noise, ,articularly if a contract specdfication is
because of absorption at tile reflecting surfaces and in involved. A test area with a very sho-t reverberation time

the medium through which it is passing. A room ,', be iesults in thie best measuremcnt of the display noise, but
characterized by its re'erheratim time, T6 0. which is may underestimate the noise it the display operator's
tie time required for the sound pressure level (SPL) to workstation when it is used in a iiormally reverberant

decay 60dB(Ref. 32). work room. Extensive data on the magnitude of this

effect are not available, bu' in one study the effect of 1
If the reverberation time is long. the room is termed room reverberation time for 250-1tP noise 2m (6 ft)
"live" and a spoken word is heard first diirctly and from the acoustic center of a machine was as follow-
then as a series of reflections. A certain amount of rever- (Ref. 34):
beration is desirable because it make!s speech sound
alive and natural. Too much reverbervtion is utidesir- RELATIVE
able because reflections arrive at the same time as a REVERBERATION NOISE
subseque.nt word and interfere with its perception. TIME I,EVEL

If the reverberation time is short, the room is termed 0.05 second 0
"dead." There is less interference between words, but 0.11 second +2.0 dB
because the sound of the word decays before it can 0.22 second +3.2 dB"
propagate through the room, communication may be
reduced. The limited data available on reverberation
time requirements are summarized in Figure 6.6-12. The contributio-' of reflected sound to a noise nieasuce-

ment can be estimated by measuring the noise at more
Limited data (Ref. 33) suggest workers can tolerute distant points (Ref. 35). If the level at these points is at
more noise, perhaps 5 to 10 dB more on the set of noise least 6 to 8 dB lower, the contribution of reflections is
criterion (NC) curves in Figure 6.6-9 if the noise is less than I dB (see Figure 6.6-3) und can safely b!
produced by several equally noisy machines and if the ignored.
room is made very dead by the use of sownd absorbing
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SECTION 6.6 ACOUSTIC NOISE

6,6.7 ROOM REVERBERATION AND ABSORPTION (CONTINUED)

Figure 6.6-12: Preferred Reverberation Time. The origins
ROOM VOLUME 00 of reverberation time design recommendations are hot well

documented, but they appear to be due primarily to archi-
1.000 10,000 100,000 tectural experience. One set of -ecommendations (Ref.

2 4 6 8 2 4 6 8 36) is illustrated here and indicates that larger rooms2.0 t 1 T_ require lG,.ger reverberation times. Other sources give

"generally •imilar numbers:

S1.6 Rfrne3AUDITORIUMS -- ,--t-Rfrne3uJ - ASpeech studio - 0 to 0.7 second2; Classroom, conference room - 0.3 to 1.2 seconds

P 1.2 -- --- Auditorium - 0.7 to 1.5 seconds
z /-GENEFRAL
0 PURPOSE Reference 32
S0.8 Office - 0.5 second
Mr Large conference room, small auditorium - 0.8
W R CONVERSATIONAL secondcr SPEECH -
w 0.4 SP>

0 JJ I I 'I II l ,

4 68 2 4 68 2 4
100 1,000

ROOM VOLUME (m3 )

SOUND ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS Figure 6.5-13. Absorption Coefficients and ReverberationTime. If a particular work environment i,. too live, it is

FREQUENCY (Hz) possible to reduce the reverberation time by the addition
MATERIAL 125 500 2,000 oi materials that will absorb more of the sound, either on

the walls or as freestanding or ceiling-hung panels. The
BRICK WALL, PAINTED 0.01 0.02 0.02 absorption coefficients of several standard materials at

different frequencies are listed here (Ref. 32). In general,
PLASTER, GYPSUM 0.02 0.02 0.02 if the average absorption coefficient of a room is greater

MARBLE 0.01 0.01 0.02 than 0.2 the reverberation time is sufficiently small that
the room can bp considered dead, while if it is less than

WOOD PANELING 0.10 0.10 0.08 0.2 the room is considered liv3 (Ref. 32).

DRAPERIES. LIGHT 0.04 0.11 0.30 For simple room shapes, the sound absorption coefficients

DRAPERIES, HEAVY 0.10 0.50 0.82 for the wall surfaces can be used to calculate reverberation
time (Ref. 32). In most situations, the geometry is so

CARPET, WOOL 0.09 0.21 0.27 irregular that such computations are nearly impossible, If

CARPET AND PAD 0.20 0.35 0.50 the proper instrumentation is available, the reverberation
time of a room can be measured (Ref. 34).

CHAIR, UPHOLSTERED 3.50 3.50 3.50

PEOPLE, STANDING 2.00 4.7U 5.00

PEOPLE, SITTING 0.70 0.50 1.60
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SECTION 6.6 ACOUSTIC NOISE

6.6.8 NOISE MEASUREMENT

This section is intended as a review of the factors that available in standard ýources (Ref. 38, and is usually also
must tie considered in order to obtain correct noise found in the instruction manuals provided by thhe -

nicaso remnen t s. Lx tensive in f rnmatiot on this topic is equipm ent manufacttuier.

6.6.8.1 INSTRvUMENTATION

The basic equipinen riquircd tot sound level measure- A set of good quality headphones is a very useful item of
ments includes a microphone. an analyzer to allow auxiliary equipment. When inserted in the output jack of
measuring a small portion of the frequency spectrum, a the sound level meter or analyzer they enable the
meter to indicate the sound level, and a field c.:.ibrator. operatxr to listen to the portion of the sound spectrum
To detern'ine if noise level criteria based on frequency being measured. In addition to aiding in checkout of the
has been met (Sections 6.6.5 and 6.6.6). an analyzer measu:ing system, they provide a means of judging
which allows measurement of octase hands is essential; if directionality and identifying components of the sound.
the cause or correction of the noise is a concern or ift
some deviation from the criteria is to he considered, Instrumentation used to make acoustic measurements "

one-third octave hand analysis is preferred. must meet the appropriate standards (Ref. 16).

6.6.8.2 CALIBRATION

Calibration of the entire measurenient systetn by feeding Most field calibration sources are limited to a single
a known acoustic energy into the microphone is essential frequency. Calibration over a range of faequ,.acies
before making measurements. This process should be should be performed at regular iptervals and whenever
carried out according io the mnanufacturer's directions, there is any indication the measuring system is not
The electrical-response calibration included in most performing properly.
instruments is not adequate since it does not include a
test of the microphone.

6.6.8.3 TEST PROCEDURE

Only a few of the many reqt..,,ments for obtaining good personnel. Reflected sound can be ignored if the noise
noise nieasurements are considered here. A thccough level at the measurement point is 6.8 dB above the level
understanding of the instructional material provided by at more distant points, indicating a contribution of less
the mnanufacturer of the test instrumentation is obvi. than I DB to the measurement (Ref. 35). Otherwise the
ously essential. Considerable material on iieasuretnent reflectivity should be reduced. (See Section 6.6.7.) Test
techniques is also available in the various handbooks on personnel should avoid standing near the microphone,
a,:oustics (Ref. 38). since reflection and absorption by the body can change

the measured sound pressure level at certain frequencies
Measurements should be made with the microphone in by more thin 5 dB (Ref. 39).
the approximate head locaticn of each operator of tile
equipment under test, and of each operator who would If strong narrow frequency components are piesent,
normally be stationed nearby. The noise produced in standing waves may occur. If they are present the sound
each operating mode of the equipment should he pressure level will vary cyclically as the microphone is
measured separately. moved av ay from the noise source. The correct noise

level may be taken as the arithmetic verage of the
Measurement on equipment should indicate the sound maximum and minimum levels observed; if the differ-
generated by the device under test without contamina- ence is greater than 6 dB, the correct value may be
tion by so ind reflected from walls, (tIler equipment or considered as 3 dB below the naximumi level.
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SECTION 6.6 ACOUStiC NOISE

6.6.8.3 TEST PROCEDURE (CONTINUED)

Whien ineasouements are beinm, taken in the operational 'lite background noise in the test room should be
setting to determine the noise ievel to which an operator measured and its ,-:,;tribution to the other measure-
is being exposed, no corrective procedures ftr reflected ments assessed. If the difference between background
and background noise should be used. noise level and the value measured when the equipment

under test is operating is less than 10 dB. the correction
If octave band data are recorded ..:anually, two quick procedure described in Figure 6.6-3 should be used. If
check. are recommended to preclude gross errors. such the difference is less than 3 dB, the measurements will
as the common mistake oC misreading tile dB attenu:,tor. not accurately reflect the noise from tile equipment and,
The first is to add the band sound pressure leveiz, and unless the noise criterion has obviously been met, a
verify the total is within 3 dB of the overall sound level. different test environment will be required.
The second is to plot the data on graph paper as it is
collected.

6.6.8.4 SUPPORTING DATA

Adequate records are essential to interpretation of the numbers and operating modes for which noise was
data. A standard form should be prepared and used measured
regularly (Ref. 40). The following types of ;nformation
should be included: 0 Test room configuration, size, and location ol equip-

ment, with special emphasis on microphone locations
"* Date and location of the test (photographs and sketches should be provi led)

"* Test personnel 0 Background noise data

"* Test instrumentation, including model and serial & Observations of noise characteristics by test personnel
numbers

* Test data
* Calibration procedure and data

* Corrected test data

"* Equipment under test, including model and serial
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SECTION 6.7 COMPUTER INTERFACE

The interfacz between hurrans and computers has many * The mouse is very fast, accurate, and easy to learn to
different aspects. This section treats one, the input of use (Ref. 4,B). On the negative side, it requires a
information or commands by the human to the com- relatively large unobstructed space for operation.
puter. A second, the display of information by the
computer to the human, is treated in Section 6.4. Both * The knee control is fast and reasonably accurate (Ref.
of these topics, plus more general ones such as the 4,B). It frees both hands for use on the keyboard, but
philosophy of human/comnputer system design, are it places a restriction on leg position that may be
treated extensively in other sources (Ref. I ). fatiguing over time.

When a real-time display such as a cathode ray tube * The light pen is fast and accurate (Ref. 4,B). It also
(CRT) is in use, it is oftcn necessary for the operator to presents certain problems, which are covered in some
designate a particular lo'.ation on the dispiay screen, detail in Section 6.7.3.
This is usually done with a cursor, which consists of
so)me symbol such as a bar under the location on the Is The graphics tablet produces a signal on the CRT
display where a change will occur if commanded by the wherever it is touched with a stylus. It offers many of
operator. Mlany devices have been used to control the the advantages of the light pen. In addition, because
position of the cursor, including an array of four it can be placed in any convenient location, it does
pushbuttons, a track ball, a finger-operated joystick, a not require the user to hold his arm in an uncomfort-
knee-operated joystick, a small movable device with two able position nor does the stylus obscure the display.
rollers underneath-one for the X-axis and one for the
Y-axis signal-called a mouse, and even one that partially The most popular means of inputting information or
eliminates the need for the cursor-the light pen. commands to a computer is the keyboard. It 's discussed
Esoteric devices such as the eyeball tracker (Ref. 2) can in Section 6.7.2 below. Devices that recognize hand-
also be used for this purpose, but their complexity and printed alphanumeric characters directly have been
cost make them appropriate only for very special developed (Ref. 5) also, but these are technically
situations. complex and usually place restrictions on the operator.

As Figure 6.7-1 below illustrates, constrained handprint-
"* The set of four pushbuttons, one for each direction ing is slower than even unskilled typewriting, so for most

of cursor movement, is simple, and it blends in well applications this input technique offers no advantage
with the other pushbuttons when it is used on a over an ordinary keyboard.
keyboard. Because it can command only one cursor
velocity, it is necessarily slower than many other
controls.

"* The finger-operated joystick is fast and accurate if
well designed (Ref. 3,B), it takes little space, and it is
commercially available. If poorly designed, however,
it will not perform well (Ref. 4). (Also see Sections
6.2.1 and 3.10.4.)
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SECTION 6.7 COMPUTER iNTERFACE

ENTRY RATE
(strokes per minute)

900 •-i-- TOP KEYING

700 4 -TOP TYPIST

600 .
500 GOOD TYPIST

400

300- TYPING TEXT

Jr--TYPING RANDOM WORDS

200 "-_ GOGOOD STENOTYPIST

_ KEYPUNCHING

HANDPRINTING NUMBERS --- __. •-i TYPING R N O E T RTPN RANDOM LETTERS

HANDWRITING TEXT 100- KEYING NUMBERS, 5 x 5 MATRIX
KEYING NUMBERSýýý 90 -CHORD ENTRY DEVICES

HANDPRINTING LETTERS- 80 TYPING CODED ORDERS
MARK-SENSE NUMBERS• 70 KEYING NUMBERS, 10 BUTTONS

HANDPRINTING TEXTý-- 60-
UNSKILLED TYPING TEXT- 50 KEYING NUMBERS, 10 x 10 MATRIX

40•
CONSTRAINED HANDPRINTING- -

30 -- MARKING
- CODED KEYBOARD MATRIX

STYLUS PUNCHING
20 - HANDPUNCHING

10-

NOTES: Keying generally refers to the operation of card
punch devices.

Chord entry involves the simultaneous depression
of several keys (as on a musiral instrument).

Mark-sense is a hand-marked version of the com-
puter punch card.

Figure 6.7-1. Representative Manual Entry Rates (Ref. - the minimum average stroke interval for a skilled typist
6,X). This figure summarizes data entry rates for differ- illustrated here is about 60/830, or 0.07 second, between
ent devices, work situations, and operator skill levels stroke times of 0.05 or even 0.02 second will occur, par-
obtained in approximately 11 different studies. Although ticularly when typing common words like "the" (Ref. 7).
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SECTION 6.7 COMPUTER INTERFACE

6.7.1 ORGANIZATION

For most computer interface tasks, such as information slightly more sophisticated hardware, the pushbutton
retrieval or the entering of the des('ription of a target options available to the operator at a particular step in
into a data bank, there are many different kinds of the sequence can be illuminated. If there are more input
hardware that can be used satisfactorily. Much more options than there is space for pushbuttons, legend
important will be the extent to which the operator's task pushbjttons capable of displaying 10 to 12 different
is integral,:d into the hardware and computer software. labels are available so that each pushbutton can be used

to control several diff.erent functions. If the task is
When the task sequence is structured, there are several structured but there are ima:;y different options, or if the
ways of teducing the demand on the operator. If thee structure is likely to change, the computer software can

are only a few options, the input controls can be be used to indicate to the operator on a CRT the control
designed to reflect this sequence. That is, the operator o1 tions available or the input information required at
might work from left tc; right across a matrix of each step.
pushbuttons, selecting one from each column. With

6.7.2 KEYBOARDS

This section considers keyboard features of particular Function keys provide more rapid control of particular
importance in the preparation of reports and in the functions, but they limit the number of controlled
control of computers and computer-driven displays. The functions to the num, "r of keys available. Free response
term "keyboard" is generally limited to an array of keys impose no such limit on the number of functions,
pushbutton-type controls, or keys, but many of the but they provide much slower access to each function.
comments made here also apply to comparable arrays of
other controls such as toggle switches. Specific details of If functions are used only in certain sets, the number of

keyboard design, such as key resistance and key spacing, functions can be increased by providing a master control
are covered in Section 6.2.2. that assigns one of the possible sets to a single set of

keys. Some method of changing the key labels so that

The keys on a keyboard can be divided into two the operator will remain aware of the functions in use
categories. Keys representing each category are often must be provided. For tasks that follow a fixed or
included on a single keyboard. programmable sequence of sets of functions, automatic

reassignment of functions to keys, with appropriate
automatic changes in labeling, can result in a consider-

"* Function keys control a single action or function. able simplification of a complex task.
Typicad function keys are those controlling erase and
cursor movement. A special-purpose function key The most common keyboard layout is the so-called
might record the information that a specific class of QWERTY arrangement used on typewriters and illus-
target was present in the imagery. trated in Figure 6.2-27. Although it is generally recog-

nized that other key arrangemen.s such as that devel-
"* Free response keys control individual symbols, pri- oped by Dvorak are more effici nt, the differences in

marly alphanumeric characters, that represent infor- performance that have been meas ired are not considered
mation or which can be combined to command a sufficient to compensate for the disruption that would
particular function. result from a change to a new configuration (Ref. 8).
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SECTION 6.7 COMPUTER INTERFACE

6.7.3 LiGHT PENS

A light pen is a device, often pencil shaped, that is held 0The cable connecting thle light pen to the display can
against the face of a C'RT to indicate the location of a interfere with positioning the pen; it terds to obscure
desired display change. For m~any applications, the light parts of the display, and if heavy, it can increase arm
pen is mud,. more convenient and faster than an fatigue.
alternative such as a joystick -con trolled cursor (Ref. 9).
The potential difficulties to be considered when evalu- 0The positioning accuracy of the pen may be mnade-
ating a light pen are listed below. Other summaries of quate, particularly with thle large parallax introduced
this topic are available (Ref. 10). by a thick CRT faceplate. This problem can be

reduced by providing an indication of the display
0 Most CRT's are located so that the light pen user change about to be made, with thle change becoming

must keep his arm extended and nearly horizontal. permanent only after a confirming control input by
Without some type of support, which would probably the user.
interfere with pen positioning, this arm position is
quickly fatiguing.

6.7.4 VOICE INPUT

There are two ways thle display operator can use his obvious imtagery display applications at present.
voice as a means of inputting information or commands. Increased operator fatigue, at least with older voice
The first, which is largely limited to information such as recognition devices, is also a potential problem (Ref.
the report of a target seen in the display, is to record the 13).
report on tape for later transcription into typed or
keypunched form. The transcription can be made either Computer queries to the operator to indicate what
by the display user or by a clerk. The transcription tim., information is required next, much as is described in
is about the same with either approach (Ref. 11), but Section 6.7.1, would probably make oral reporting
the use of a clerk frees the display operator to spend easier, more efficient and more error free. The hardware
more time looking at imagery. Whether a significant and software required are not insignificant.
amount of time could be saved depends on the individ-
ual work situation. One problem, no matter who does Voice displzys are discussed very briefly in Section
the transcription, is that some operators will probably 6.4.4. It is intriguing to consider applications of voice
find it difficult to compose a report orally, rather than displays that allow the display user to listen to the
in written form. report generated from previ.ous coverage of a target

while be views it on new coverages. Although this might
A second way to use voice input is with an electronic have some applications in tasks such as the detection of
device that recognizes words directly. The technology in changes in target status, implementation of a workable
this area is improving, with claims in trade journals (Ref. system is a formidable task. One of the disadvantages
12) of devices with vocabularies of 150 or even 1,000 associated with a voice display-the fact that speech is
words, and a requirement for each operator to repeat mu( a slower than reading-can be partially overcome by
each word only about ten times before the device can the recent development of electronic devices that allow
.ecognize it consistently. This kind of device can make a tape-recorded speech to be played at up to three times
large contribution in a situation where an operator must normal speed (Ref. 14). Other disadvantages remain,
keep both hands free, or where he is already overbur- such as the greater difficulty in accessing a specific
dened with too many controls. Because such situations portion of a report and in scanning an entire report at
do not usually occur with imagery displays, and because very high speed to find a particular part of interest.
of the very high cost of such devices, there are no
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SECTION 6.7 COMPUTER INTERFACE

6.7.5 SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME

RECOMMENDATIONS:

Keep display user waiting times as short as p:ossible. The suggested limit for a new page to appear is 5
seconds, and for a page to scroll, or move vertically by a single line, the suggested limit is 1 second.

If longer delays are necessary, inform the u-;er of the anticipated duration of the delay, and why it is
occurring.

Inform the user of a control input error immadiately. I

User tolerance to the time lag between an input seconds for a machine response, only to learn that the

command and the display response depends cn many command was in error, will only add to the frustration

factors. Delays of more than a few seconds, if they occur due to the error.

frequently, may seriously reduce work time and disrupt
the operator's thought process. The acLeptability of such Based on experiene in developing alphanumeric CRT

waiting periods is likely to depend heavily on the user's displays, but not on any test data, the following general

intellectual and emotional commitment to the display guidelines have been suggested. No relev]rt controlled
system. That is, the user will be more tolerant of system experimentation on any of these topics is known.

delays that he regards as essential or helpful than of
those he considers a waste of money or as interfering 0 Small changes, such as the insertion or deletion of a /

with getting a job completed. character or the movement of a cursor, should occur
almost instantly after the input command (Ref. 15).

The acceptability of waiting periods of more than a few
sec-ids can be increased by p;'oviciing the user with an 0 Waiting times for a new page of a display should not
indication of how much waiting time remains, and of exceed a few seconds, and the time required for a

why the delay is occurring. Also, it is very important to display page to scroll, or move up or down by a single
inform the operator of errors rapidly. Waiting many line, should not exceed I second (Ref. 15).

67
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SECTION 6.8 SAFETY

It i, essential that e\poslie of petsolnnel to datlgelotis 1"iced by display operating and mlaintenance pvrsonnel
situations be kept to an absolute minimum. I,,sign Cre discuse,,d in this section.
recon inendationts for the principal h a/ards Ihat itight be

6.8.1 NONIONIZING RADIATION
/

CAUTION:

Because of new test data and experiments still in pro-." ss, safety limits for nonionizing radiation are in a
state of flux. Lower limits are likely, particularly in the 300 nm to 500-nm region.

RECOMMENDATION:

In spectral regions where the effect of radiant energy is to heat the surface of the body, which generally
means wavelengths from 315 nm to about 106 nm, limit exposure of more than a few tens of square
centimeters of body surface to a radiant energy level of less than 0.025 W/cm 2 (Ref. 1). (This limit is in
addition to those in Sections 6.8.1.1 through 6.8.1.4.)

The display user can see the displayed image best if it such as the skin, will cause discomfort and sweating
has a hItighl Iuinance (Section 3.2.6). However, this high or. in some cases, a drying of the skin. The
luminance nuist not result in sufficient radiant energy Illhuminating Engineering Society (IES) hatdbook
icaching the user's eye or skin that there is any chance (Ref. I ) sugg.sts a radiant energy limit of 0.025
of injury. Because the effect of nonionizing radiant W/cm-.2.
energy is so dependent on wavelnigth, different safety
limits are necessary in different parts of tl'h, electromnag- Figure 6.8-1 shows the generally accepted node. and
netic spectrumi. These are presented in Sections 6.8.1.1 location, of the action of radiant energy at different
through 6.8.1.5 below, wavelengths. Very recent data suggest that there is also

direct biological damage to the retina in the blue, or
Radiant energy that reaches body tissue is ei:her short-wavelength region of the visible spectrum (Ref. 2).
reflected, transmitted, or absorbed. Energy that is This is discussed further in Section 6.8.1.3).
absorbed can affect body tissue in two ways:

The radiant energy exposure limits given in this section

"* If the radiant energy has the proper wavelength, it are the most realistic possible given the present state of
can have a direct biological, or biochemical, effect knowledge. It is likely that within a few years more
The best known exan-ples are certain wavelengths in realistic limits will be possible in some spectral regions
the ultraviolet region, which cause tanning, or. if the and in muany cases these will be lower and more
exposure is excessive, surnburn, and wavelengths itn restrictive. Aniong the reasons for these clhanges are the
the 400- to 700-nm region which, if they reach the following:
retina in sufficient quantity, yield the sensation of
light. (Radiant energy that has a direct biochemical * Techniques fo, assessing biological damage are
effect is known as actinic. This termi is generally used becoming more sensitive.
for ultraviolet but not for ,visible radiant energy.)

* Additional data on corneal injury dthe to radiant
eneigy with wavelengths of 300 nin and longer Zm e

"* All absorbed radiant energy not stored in chemtical being collected, in order to derive a more correct
form as a result of a direct !-' ological reaction remains actiotn spectrumt iin this region (Figure 6.8-3)(Ref. 3).
as heat. which, unless it is radiated or conducted It is anticipated that these tests will include niore
away front the hody tissue, causes a temiperatire rise. trials iivolving lengthy exposure to low energy levels,
If the temperature rise is excessive, injury to the reducing the current need to derive criteria for sutch
tissue results. Smaller temlperature rises, itt body areas situations front data on brief, intense exposures.

6.8-1
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SECTION 6.8 SAFETY

6.8.1 NONIONIZING RADIATION (CONTINUED)

" 1The recent repoiting otit a direct hIJologicll. rathier tie tissueC is inporiant, it is more applopriate to Ise
than thermnal. ieffc of radt~int eniergy ini the short 1~iltS that1 indlicate powei. or tire rite at which iadianti
%avelengtli. or blue. region of' the visibie spectrumn is energy is being absorbed. Thewe are watts (WI or joules
likely to rcsiilt in lower limits tin this spectral tegioli per second 0J se:J *1 These arc discussea further in Figure
I Ref'. 2). 6.8-2 and tin Section 0.8. 1-3. Energy is generally

expressed as ei- rgy per uinit ai ea. or eniergy denisity.
"* There is a suspicion thiat for wavelenigth Iiegions inl

whinc the daitage itiechanisin is biochiemiical rather Accurate mneasuiremtent of radiant energy levels ili sonle

thain thermial. cx p stirc to1 rad i an ncie rgy a, onite oif tir e spectral r,ýgi liis discussed it, thiis sect ion is se ry
wavelengthI may lowser thle d amiage thIiresh ol d at otiter difflicult. TIhiis is pa tictiul dr true in thec spectral regioni
wavelengths. helow 400 niti. where the perimissible amount of radiantt

energy is many timies lItwer thtan the antount of' radiant
Many di fferetnt sets of tiluits are in uise. Whent a direct entergy ini thre 400. to 700.itit rgiolt required to provide
hioulogical daminage mtechanitismi is involved. oir whenci the adequate imwage hit imiitatce ( Ref. 4). Thle Attiericani

durationi of exposure is so brief' that the rate :,t which Natiottal Statndards Inistitulte (ANSI) standard for hwsr

heat is cottdutc ted away fromtt thIe t isso e whte re thle safety suggests that mtea suremenitts sho,,ld he accutrate
rad iatilt is hcitt e absorbed is i rrel evant t. thenci it is itiost withliin ± 20 pe rceitt. at least witeitever thle avail able
appropriate to spek. inl termis of the total enlerlgy if ii uit; tcchitology permiits this level oit accuracy ( Ref. 5).
such as jouties 0J or watt secontds (W sec). W~ieni the
datn;Ige vicciiattis ii is p'ninariiy tliermitl, aiid tire expto. Several cteXItISiVe Stutititt1irieS 0It the effects ot' tt1lii~flli/-

sure is hlong enioughi that conductioni lft heat away froitt ing rtdiatilln are avodlabie ( Ret'. 6).

Figure 6.8-1. Impact of Radiant Energy on the Eye. The
200 TO 315 nm, FAR ULTRAVIOLET portions of the eyr, most affected by radiant energy in the
SECTION 6.8.1.1 various parts of the etectromagnetic spectrum are illus-
INJURY DUE TO DIRECT trated here, &tonq with the section tnumbers where each is
BIOLOGICAL ACTION treated in detail (Ref. 61. Not included in this illustration

is mnicrowave race'ation (Section 6.8.1.5), which is gene~-
CONJUNCTIVA atly absorbedi by alt body tissue.
CORNEA
AQUEOUS HUMOR
LENS

RETINA

400 TO 1400 rim,
VISIBLE AND NEAR
INFRARED,
SECTION 6.8.1.3 INJURY

315 TO400 nm PRIMARILY
NEAR ULTRAVIOLET, DUE TO
SECTION 6.8.1.2 HEAT (but

see texit)
1400 TO 1900 .iml FAR !NF'RARED,

SECTION 6.8.1.4

1900 TO 106 nrn
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SECTION 6.8 SAFETY

6.8.1 NONIONIZING RADIATION (CONTINUED)

ENERGY Figure 6.842. Units Used in Specifying Radiant Energy
DEFINITION: ENERGY IS THE CAPACITY TO DO WORK' Limits. Depending on the duration of the exposure, it

may be most useful to give limits on radiant energy in
UNITS: 1 JOULE (J) 1 NEWTON METER 107 ERGS tcrms of energy units, such as joules (J), or in terms of

107 DYNE CENTIMETERS the rate of flow of radiant energy (power) units, such as
0.24 (GRAM) CALORIES watts (WM. The relationship betwcen these units is sum-

POWER marized here.

DEFINITION:POVvER IS THE RATE AT WHICH WORK
IS DONE; IT IS ALSO THE TIME RATE OF When radiant energy in the visible region of the spectrum,
FLOW OF ENERGY nominally 400 to 700 nm, is involved, it is helpful also to

UNI1 S: WATTS (W) use units that indicate the visual effectiveness of the radi-
ant energy. The standard unit, the lumen, is related to
radiant power as is shown here. Wavelengths other than

DEFINITION: RADIANT POWER, WEIGHTED ACCORDING 555 nm receive a smaller weight, as is defined by the himn-
TO LUMINOSITY CURVE OF EYE il.)itosi curv'e for the eye in Figures 3.2-2 and 5.2- 7. For
(Figurp 3.2-2 and 5.2-7) example, 1 watt at 650 nm yields only 73 lumens. For

UNITS: LUMENS 0Im) some purposes, it is also useful to know that 1 lumen per
CONVERSIONS square meter steradian (1 Im/m sr) equals 1 cd/m 2 (0.3

1 JOULE = 1 WATT SECOND fL).
I JOULE/SECOND ý 1 WATT
1 WATT (at 555 nrn) - 680 LUMENS The relationship between lumens and watts varies as a

function of lamp type, and of course as a result of any
NOTE: THE PREFIX m MEANS 10'3; HENCE filters in use. For example, a typical 500-watt incindes-

1W M 0.001W. cent lamp yields approximately 50 lumens for each watt
of radiant energy. with the latter measured over the wave-
length range of 400 to 1400 nm (Ref. 7). The comparable
value for a cool vwhite flu-)rescent lamp is 300 lumens.

//

/
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SECTION 6.8 SAFETY

6.8.1.1 ULTRAVIOLET RADIANT ENERGY (200 to 315 nm)

RECOMMENDATION:

Limit daily radiat.t anergy exposure to an effective value of 0.003 J/cm2 , measured as described in Figure
6.8.4. (For exposure of large skin areas, also see the recommendation at the beginning of Section 6.8.1.)

Most rauiant energy absorbed by the body is converted lamp filament can produce a biologically ,ignificant
to heat. Radiant energy in the actinic. or active, amnount of ridiant energy below 315 nm (Ref. 11).
ultraviolet region of the spectrum, with a wavelength of Typical optical materials, such as most kinds of glass
approximately 200 to 315 nm, has an additional direct (Ref. 12) and plastic, have very lo~v transmission in the
biological effect on the skin and eyes. The skin responds region below 315 nm and this usual]," serves to eliminate
by en increase in pigmentation (tanning), or if the any hazard. However, because the amoutt of ultraviolet

exposure is excessive, wilh ervthjema or reddening. as in energy rcquired for injury is so low and because an
sunburn. injury is potttfially so serious, all oaew displays should

be ,:hecked.

In the eye. energy in this spectral region is absorbed by
the cornea and conjunctiva (Figure 3.1-1). If the Because the radiant energy in the visible region of thc
exposure is excessive, a very painful condition known as spectrum is so much geater in an imagery display than is
photokeratitis, or keratoconjunctivitis results. The syrup- the permissible ultraviolet radiant energy, measurements
toms, which typically appear about a halt day after to establish whethe" ultravioi,, • mits are being exceeded
exposure, include the sensation that a foreign body, like are difficult to obtain. Unless the spectnil cutoff of the
sand, is in the eye, an aversion to bright lights, tears, and spectroradiometer is extremely sharp, a major portion of
spasms of the eyelid (Ref. 8). The symptoms usually last the reading obtained may be due to radiant energy with
6 to 24 hours (Ref. 8) and except in extieme cvses, are a wavelength longer than 315 nm. If an adequate
not permanent (Ref. 9). ",ae mr,.'t frequeiýt causes of instrument is not available, it may still be possible to
photokeratitis are excessive exposure to a welding arc or demonstrate that a particular display does not exceed
sun lamp. permissible ultraviolet limits. This can be done by using

a filter with known, extremely low, transmission in the
The ultraviolet radiant energy from the sun is also hazardous ultraviolet region and high trvnsmission in tile
sufficient to cause photokeratitis, at least around noon longer wavelenrth region to obhmli t an estimate of the
in certain areas such as the tropic!, (Ret. 10). For several minimum contribution of the longer wavelengths to the
reasons, including the shielding of the eyes from most reading (Ref. 10). Many types of readily available glass
direct rays uf tile sun by the face and because most rays should be suitable.
that do strike the eye arrive vt an oblique angle and

glance off, photokeratitis fiom the sun is very rare. The NOTE:
principal exception is when die ultraviolet rays are In most imagery displays. the presence between the
reflected into the eyes by snow, which is the only illumination source and the eye of a sheet of glass with
commonly occurring natural material that reflects in thisspecralregin (ef. 0).near 7ero transmittance in the spectral region close to
spectral region (Ref. 10). and below 315 mn should eliminate the risk of corneal

injury. The data in this section. plus a spectral output
Although most of the radiant energy from the light curve for the illumination source in use, should allow
sources used in imagery displays is at wavelengths longer calculation of how close to zero the transmittance miust
than 315 nm, even a typical low wattage incandescent be.
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SECTION 6.8 SAFETY

6.8.1.1 ULTRAVIOLET RADIANT ENERGY (200 to 315 nm) (Continued)

Figure 6.8-3. Ultraviolet Action Spectrum. The best
1,000 available action spectrutm, or relative spectral effectiveness

of radiant energv in causing undesirable effects in the
cornea, is illustrated here (Ref. 13). This curve was fit by
Sliney to several sets of test data (Ref. 10) and is used in

the recommendations of two major safety organizations
(Ref. 14). The current laser exposure limit uses a similar
maximum energy value, 3 mJ/cm 2 , but differs in that it

100 gives equal weight to the entire spectral region from 200

67 to 302 nm (Ref. 15).

Data collected by Pitts et a. (Ref. 8), and which were
-a E 

used by Sliney in developing this curve, suggest that

-J radiant energy with a wavelength longer than 290 nm has
F5 

n-ore effect than is indicated hdre (Ref. 16). Although the
differences between this curve and Pitt's curve are small,

0the impact on the effective irradiance value will be large if
uJ X the amount of radiant energy is decreasing rapidly in the

10 "'290- 

to 31 5-nm region. This is the situat'on for sunlight

n-.

and for certain combinations of artificial illumination and
glass (Ref. 17).

It is understood that experiments are in progress to refine
this curve, particularly in the region above 300 nm (Ref.

WAVELENGTH (nm) 3).
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SECTION 6.8 SAFETY

6.8.1.1 ULTRAVIOLET RADIANT ENERGY (200 to 315 nm) (Continued)

Eeff E N SA. WHERE:

Eelf = EFFECTIVE IRRADIANCE IN THE 200-nm TO 315-nm
SPECTRAL REGION, IN mW/cm

2

E A MEASURED SPECTRAL IRRADIANCE IN mWlcm
2 nm

S RELATIVE SPECTRAL EFFECTIVENESS Idimensionless) (see below)

/ ,- BANDWIDTH IN NANOMETERS inm)

RELATIVE
SPECTRAL DAILY
EFFECTIVE- EXPOSURE EFFECTIVE MAXIMUM

WAVELENGTH NESS LIMIT 2 IRRADIANCE, EXPOSURE
(nm) (S,,l (mJ/cmI Eeff (mW/cm

2
) PER DAY*

200 0.03 100 0.0001 8 HR
210 0.075 40 0.0002 4 HR220 0.12 25 0.0C04 2 HR

230 0.19 16 00008 1 HR
240 0,30 10 0.0017 30 MIN
250 0.43 7.0 0.0033 15 MIN
254 0.5 6.0 0.005 10 MIN
260 0.65 4.6 0.01 5 MIN
270 1.0 3.0 0.05 1 MIN
280 0.88 3.4 0.1 30 SEC
290 0.64 4.7 0.3 10 SEC
300 0.30 10 3.0 1 SEC
305 0.06 50 6.0 0.5 SEC
310 0,015 200 30.0 0.1 SEC
315 0.003 1000

"THESE VALUES ASSUME THAT NO OTHER
OCCUPATION *,L EXPOSURE OCCURS

Figure 6.8-4. Exposure Limit for Actinic (200- to 315- exposure is repeated on many consecutive days. The
nm) Ultraviolet Radiant Energy. The best available limit implication drawn from documents containing t'iis limit is
for occupational exposure of the eye or skin to radiant that it need not be reduced. Recent reviews are contra-
energy in the spectral region of 200 to 315 nm is illus- dictory in tmat they indicate either that no reduction is
trated here. This limit is based on the action spectra in required (Ref. 20) or that the available data are inade-
Figure 6.8-3 and has been recommended by the American quate to draw any conclusion (Ref. 10). In neither review
Conference of Government and Industrial Hygienists was any test data cited. In the only known study in which
(ACGIH) (Ref. 18) and by the National Institute for the effect of repeated exposures was tested (Ref. 21), it
Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) (Ref. 19). was concluded that-

* Exposures of one-third threshold, given daily, resulted
The maximum daily exposure permitted is an effective in peiceptible injury after six exposures.
irradiance of 3 mill[ioules (3 milliwatt seconds) per square
centimeter (mJ/cm2 ). The equations and tables shown * Exposures of one-sixth threshold, given daily over a
can be used to convert irradiance measured in each part of long period, produced no effect except perhaps a
the spectrum to total effective irradiance. Alternatively, if slight immunity against greater exposures.
sensors with a spectral sensitivity like Figure 6.8-3 become
available, only a single measuremen, will be required. The threshold data from this particular study are not

directly comparable to the 3-mJ/cm 2 figure because a
For corneal exposure, the irradiance must be measured broadband source was used. The best available modern
over an area no larger than about 1 mm (Ref. 15). data suggest that the single-exposure threshold is an effec-

tive irradiance of 4 mJ/cm2 . If the repeated-exposure data
There is some uncertainty whether the 3-mJ/cm 2 effective are correct, this value would imply that a 3-mJ/cm2 limit
irradiance limit should be reduced in situations where is too hi 0 h for some work situations.

6.8-6
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SECTION 6.8 SAFETY

6.8.1.2 NEAR ULTRAVIOLET RADIANT ENERGY(315 to 400 nm)

RECOMMENDATION:

Limit eye and skin radiant energy exposure in the 315- to 400-nm region to 0.001 W/cm 2 for exposure
durations longer than 1,000 seconds and for shorter durations, to no mure than 1 J/cm2 within a
1,000-second period, measured with a maximum aperture of 1 mm. (For exposure of large skin areas, also
see the recommendation at the beginning of Section 6.8.1.)

Radiant energy in the 315- to 400-nm region is absorbed The best available limits, for the eye or the skin, are
primarily in the lens of the eye, and to a lesser extent in 0.001 W/cm2 for exposures longer than 1,000 seconds.
the cornea and aqueous humor (Figure 3.1-1) (Ref. 22). For shorter expozures,the limit is I J/cm2 (I W sec/cm2)
There is some suggestion that excessive exposure in this in any 1,000-second period (Ref. 24), The appropriate
spectral region can cause cataracts to form in the lens. measurement area is 1 mm or less in diameter:
For example, in one test 16-minute exposure to a
1.5-mm-diameter, 325-nm laser beam with a corneal As is discussed in Section 3.2.7.2. radiant energy in the
irradiance of 0.85 W/cm 2 (a total power of 0.01 W) 315- to 400-nm region should also be minimized because
resulted in a cataract in the eye of a rabbit (Ref. 23). it causes the eye to fluoresce and the resulting veiling
However, considerably more data is necessary in order to luminance reduces image contrast.
set reliable design limits.

/
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SECTION 6.8 SAFETY

6.8.1.3 VISIBLE AND NEAR-INFRARED RADIANT ENERGY (400 to 1400 nm)

RECOMMENDATIONS:

Limit eye exposure to surfaces larger than about 1 degree to the effective radiance values in Figure 6.8-6.

For any source that might come within a factor of about 1,000 of reaching the limits of Figure 6.8-6,
reduce the proportion of radiant energy at wavelengths shorter than 560 nm. (For achromatic displays,
this will be easy, but when color must be displayed, the requirements of Sections 3.2.7 and 5.2 must also
be corsidered.)

Preferably, prevent eye exposure to intense point sources. If this is not possible, consult Reference 25 for
the appropriate limits.

Limit long duration skin exposure to 0.2W/cm2 , measured with a maximum aperture of 1 mm (Ref. 26).
(For exposure of large skin areas, also see the recommendation at the beginning of Section 6.8.1).

This section covers the prevention of eye damage as a Retinal damage due to an excessive amount of radiant

result of radiant energy with a wavelength of 400 to energy has generally been assumed to be due to a

1400 nm from a source that subtends a visual angle thermal mechanismi. However. recent evidence indicotes

greater than about i degree. It does not treat the that damage also occurs through direct biochemical

potential hazard from the following two kin'ds of point action, at least in the short-wavelength (blue) end of the

sources in this same spectral region because it is assumed visual spectrum (Ref. 2). For a I,000-second ,xposure

that display operation and maintenance personnel will on a monkey rc';na, if the absorbed energy required to

not be ,xposed to such sources. If a potential for such cause damage at 550 nm is assigned a value of I. the

exposure exists, the referenced documents should be relative amount of absorbed energy required at 400 ,n

consulted. was only 0.005, while at 700 nm it had increased to a
value of 7 (these values, in addition to being relative, are

"* Viewing 'f a laser beam. This is potentially very only approximate).
dangerous. A starndard is available (Ref. 5).

"Two factors that have an impact on whether a particular
* Viewing of point sources such as high-wattage lamp retinal energy density will cause damage are retinal

arcs and filaments. These are also potentially danger- image size and exposure time. c eat is more easily

ous, and shields and electrical interlocks should be iaesz n xouetm.Ieti oeesl
ousd shipreveldsnd telectriingviewed.Theaser sh bet conducted away from a small area, which reduces the
used to prevent their being viewed. Thie laser safety tepruerieadhneheamg.Tsefcts

stanard(Re. 5 is usfulguie toappoprate temperature rise and hence the damage. T"his effect is
standard (Ref. 5) is a useful guide to appropriate relatively unimportant for image sizes greater than a few\

limits, but application of these limits may require use re es (R p r. for is'

of computational techniques described in other degrees (Ref. 28).

sources (Ref. 25).
Brief exposuies cause less retinal temperature rise and

Visible and near-infrared radiant energy, with a wave- hence less damage than long exposures. Exposure to

length of 400 to approximately 1400 nm, is largely extremely intense sources, such as the sun or an

transmitted by the ocular media of the eye and absorbed incandescent lamp filament, are usually brief and are

at the retina (Figure 6.8-5). Unlike corneal injury from usually limited to the duration of the blink reflex, or

ultraviolet, injury to the retina is generally permanent about 0.2 second (Ref. 28). hlowever, individuals can

(Ref. 27). As a result, special care must be taken to overcome this reflex and stare at such sources. In the

avoid retinal damage. case of an eclipse of the sun, the result can be serious.

6.8-8
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SECTION 6.8 SAFETY

6.8.1.3 VISIBLE AND NEAR-INFRARED RADIANT ENFRGY (400 to 1400 nm) (Continued)

The best available exposure limits for imagery displays laser energy such as these may be conservative for
are described iii Figure 6.8-6. These limits were devel- display applications, where the radiant energy is not
oped for laser .ovrcos. Because locali/ed retinal heatlig ,o.herent. ('onversely, since these limits do not yet

can result from the speckle pattern produced by the reflect the data collected in the last couple years, they
coherent radiant energy from a laser, limits based on may he too generous.

, Figure 6.8-5. Retinal Absorption of Energy Incident on
_> the Cornea. This figure illustrates the relative amount ofS1.0 , I radiant energy incident on the cornea that actually reaches

the retina and is absorbed there (Ref. 29). For purposes of
c < 0.8- computing exposure limits, this curve is estimated by the

SjW more uniform curve shown in Figure 6.8-6.
02
-P"c 0.6

The results of most experiments on retinal damage are

0Z0.4- reported in terms of radiant energy per unit area absorbed
c. >by the retina. Since the energy used in the experiment is
0 0.2 actually measured at the cornea, the reported retinal value
W ,must be calculated by use of a curve such as the onePz 0 shown here, plus of course, a meaburement of pupil

Lu 0 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 diameter.

WAVELENGTH (nm)

MAXIMUM PERMISSLE_ -Figure 6.8-6. Maximum Safe Exposure to 400- to
MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE 1400-nm Radiant Energy. The best available limits for

TEME, t ENERGY POWER exposure of the eye to radiant energy with a wavelength

(seconds) 1J/cm
2

sr) lW/cm
2

sr) of 400 to 1400 nm are the values from ANSI Standard
Z136.1 illustrated here (Ref. 15). These apply to any

<10 lot 1/3 K l t -2/3 K source larger than about 1 degree; smaller sources are

10 TO 104  20 K 20 K t"1 more properly described by different units (Ref. 30). No
correction for pupil size, such as that described in Sect~on

> 104 - 0.002 K 3.2.4, is used here.

5 0.2 • Note that for wavelengths longer than 700 nm, a correc-
;• ,,tion factor, K, is required to compensate for the increase

SZ in absorption in the ocular media and the decrease in

_Z 3absorption by the retina in this spectral region (Figure
< ,tu 6.8-5) (Ref. 15).

; o, LL

0.6 L>u

U 0.8 u --

400 700 1000 1300
WAVELENGTH (nm)
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SECTION 6.8 SAFETY

6.8.1.3 VISIBLE AND NEAR-INFRARED RADIANT ENERGY (400 to 1400 nm) (Continued)

(a) (b) (c)
1 EFFECT.iV" WATT

O 0 ~1.84 WATTS 133 LUMENS
cr I1WATT 680 LUMEN3S M 1 WATT 242 LUMENS r --

z a
i- I I

Sz z
- 1 WATT 73 LUMENS

Cr•I L I I I I j cr
555 400 10C 400 1,400

WAVELENGTH (rim) WAVELENGTH (nm) WAVELENGTH (nm)

LUMENS IMAGE LUMiNANCE AT
LUMENS PER MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE
PER EFFECTIVE IMAGE RADIANCE
WATT OF WATT OF cd/m

2 UfL)
WAVELENGTH RADIANT RADIANT
RANGE (nm) ENERGY ENERGY 1 SEC 100 SEC 104 SEC

(a) 555 680 680 68,000,000 1.400.000 14,000
(20,000,000) (410,000) (4,100)

(b) 400 TO 700 242 242 24,200,000 480,000 4,800
(7,000,000) (140,000) (1,400)

Wc) 400 TO 1,400 73 133 13,300,000 270,000 2,700
(3,900,000) (78,000) (780)

Figure 6.8-7. Estimation of Permissible Image Luminan:e. infrared are readily available, and these would likely be
The permissible exposure limits in Figure 6.8-6 are used with any very strong source in order to protect the
increased in inverse proportion to the effectiveness, or film as well ,.s the eye from unnecessary heat. Hence, any
relative spectral retinal absorption, of the image radiance. well designed high-luminance display should at least
When appropriate image spectral radiance data are not approach the 242 lumens per watt figure of the 400- to
immediately available, it may be helpful to be able to 700-nm source used here.
estimate whether a particular image luminance exceeds
permissible exposure limits, the relationship between The two most important exposure durations are the brief
luminance and radiance has been published for typical glance when the operator accidentally looks into the
lamps (Ref. 7) but these values cannot be used directly display while the !uminance is turned up and no film is in
because radiant energy with a wavelength greater than 700 place, and his exposure for several hours during a normal
nm is less effective in heating the retina. viorkday. A typical blink response to an intense and

unexpected light is about 0.2 second (Ref. 28), but even
If the spectral distribution of radiant energy in the dis- assuming that the operator briefly overcomes this response
played image is known, the luminosity function for the and looks for a full second, the calculations shown here
eye (Figure 3.2-2) can be used to calculate the ratio suggest that he will still be safe with an image luminance
between luminance and effective radiance and hence, the of 24,200,000 cd/mr2 (7,000,000 fL) for a 400- to 700-
permissible luminance. This process is illustrated here for nm equal-energy source. These calculations also show that
three hypothetical equal-enerqy-per -,avelennth sour ces an exposure for several hours to a source with the same
that differ in wavelength range. Since the monochro- spectral characteristics and a luminance of 4,800 cd/m2

matic source (a) falls at the peak cf the lumirnosity curve, (1,400 fL), is safe.
555 nm, it has by far the largest ratio of the three and, by
the definition of luminance, the largest possible for any Although the spectral distributions are not the same, it is

source. The next largest ratio is for the 400- to 700-nm instructive to compare these values with lum;nances for

source (b), followed by the source that includes the full typical surfaces (Ref. 7).
400 to 1400 range (c). Note that because radiant energy
with a wavelength longer than 700 nm is less efficient in e 40W fluorescent larap: 7,000 cd/m 2 (2,000 fL)
heating the retina, the total permissible energy for this
latter source is increased by a factor of about 1.8 over a Bright clear sky: 3,000 cd/m 2 (1,000 fL)
that permitted for the other two sources. Source (c) also
happens to be the equal energy souice identified as E in * Candle flame: 10,000 cd/m 2 (3,000 fL)
Figure 5.2-13. Note that the lumen per watt values shown here involve
In the absence of test data it is not possible to say how radiant energy over a limited bandwidth, not input energy.
close any specific display comes to either of the broad- Output lumens per watt of energy used by a typical elec-
band sources used here. However, filters to remove tric lamp range from 10 to 100 (Ref. 31).
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SECTION 6.8 SAFETY

6.8.1.4 FAR-INFRARED RADIANT ENERGY (1400 to 106nm)

RECOMMENDATION:

Limit chronic eye and skin radiant energy exposure in the 1400- to 106 -nm region to 0.01 W/cm 2 . For
brief exposure, on the order of a few minutes, the limit is 0.1 W/cm 2 . Use a measurement aperture of 1
mm for wavelengths shorter than 105 irn, and an aperture of 11 mm for longer wavelengths. (For
exposure of large skin areas, also see the recommendation at the beginning of Section 6.8.1.)

Radiant energy with a wavelength of 1400 to 1900 nm is It has been suggested that although an exposure of 0.1
absorbed by tile cornea and aqueous, and beyond 1900 W/cmn2 for a few hours or even days will uot cause any

mu it is largely absorbed by the cornea. The ANSI Z 136 injury, the limited evidence of eye damage in a few glass
limit for eye or skin exposures of 10 seconds or more, in and steel workers exposed for 10 to 15 years to inl'ared
the wavelength region from 1400 to 106 nm. is 0.1 irradiances of 0.08 to 0.4 W/cmn2 mak*.s a limnit of 0.01
W/cm 12. withi the measuremnent being made with a I-amm W/c,112 a more appropriate choice fov situations involv-.
aperture for wavelengths tip to 10 nmn, and an aperture ing long-term exposure (Ref. 32).
of II mm for longer wavelengths (Ref. 15).

6.8.1.5 MICROWAVE RADIANT ENERGY

RECOMMENDATION:

Limit microwave radiation, over the frequency range of 10 7 to 1011 Hz, to 0.01 W/cm 2 , averaged over a
0.1-hour period.

Microwave energy is largely absorbed by the body. 3x 101 Iz, which corresponds to wavelengths of Ilmn to
Although there is limited evidence of direct biological Inun (Ref. 34). The Occupational Safety and Itealth
action at certain frequencies, the only well established Administration (OSIIA) exposure limit, which covers a
hiazrd from microwave radiation is direct heating of slightly different frequency range. 107 to l011 Hz, is
body tissue to an excessive temperature (Ref. 33). 0.01 W/cm 2 , averaged over a 0.1-hour period (Ref, 35).

Microwave radiation is usually defined as covering the
region of the electroinagnetic spectrum from 3x108 tb

/
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SECTION 6.8 SAi--ETY

6.8.? IONIZING RADIATION1.

I onlitiin rad iatio ',; very d atgetiu s and pierIson nel Oil the sai me dlate. mla xi inuil all wahi e X-r ay out put

exposure must he kept to a iminuimum. loni/itie tad jAtoi~ from a television monitor. W ef'. 37). was 0.5 miilli-

fromt imagery displays is generally fimited to low- roentgen per hour. measured 5 cm fronm thle lmonitor

intensity X-ray s fromt anl occ asionial telev isioin ulln in It. hiousi ng un dci worst case co n'l itionis of both control

setting% and ciiomponent failure.

There are two persoinnel categories for expiosure to

ioniz~ing radiation. i'tkupi- ma!' n i n'l 'mInotoccupa- Regulation of' exposure toii oni/ing radiation is shared

tiotial.- "Occupationtal- exposure Iflmits apply only to aniotg sev i al government agencies. Tlic display diesigner

personnel working in a special restricted area. Such is most likely toi he involved with two, or possibly thre-

individuals must wear a radiation monitoring device and

must receive periodic tmedical examinations toi check for 0The Bureau of Radiological l~alth ( BRIDI) part of thle

radiation injury. It is uoilikelIy th at thtese restric i tios Food a iid Drug Ad minitist ration, which in tuLint is part

would be necessary for the manufactuLre, repair, or LIsL of the D~eparttment iif I leallth. Educationi. and Welfare.

of imagery displays. All otlier ra diation ex piosu re falls The BR 11 sets liminits onl radialtion front elect roinic

into the "nonioccu pat iotial- category. products (See Ref'. 37.)

Limits (in exposure to ioniiiitg radiationt are Subject to 0The Occupat iuitA Safety and IHealth Administration

change. The cuirrent 1I 975) litmits for "tionoccupa. (OSI IA ). which is pait of thle Department of Labhor.

tional" exposure are t Ref. 36): OSIIA sets limits onl worker exposure Ito polerntial

Iia/a rd s.

0 500 mirem over I calendar year

0 100 nirem over 7 consecutive days 0 rhe Nuclca;- Regulatory Comumissioni (NRC).

0 2 mlretn over I hour fornmcrly the Atomic Energy Coimmission (AEC).
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SECTION 6.8 SAFETY

6.8.3 ELECTRICAL

NOTE: Because electrical safety stindards are subject to change, the values given here are suitable
primarily for general guidance. For 'current standards, consult the :atest version of MIL-STD-454,
Standard General Requirements fo/Electronic Equipment (Ref. 38).

With an electrical potential of 30 ýolts, or even displav equipment shoild be designed to protect opera-
somie what less, conditions leading to Iov.i body resistance tors and maintenance peronlnel froui: accidental contact
such as relatively large skin area (arm br hand) contact with voltages in excess of 30 volts root mean squaret
with a wet metal surface can result in lufhicient current, (rmns) or direct current (d.c.).
more than 10 ma at 00 II,. to be fatal tRef. 39). Hence,I
6.8.3.1 PHYSICAL BARRIERS

To reduce the risk of accidental coirtaot when connec, nel. Holes in the barrier may be provided for wainte-
tors are separated, electrical potentials/should be present nance testing. Assemblies operating at potentials in
only on female pins. excess of 500 volts rmis or d.c. should be completely

enclosed from the remainder of the assembly. The
All contacts. ter i!nals, and like devices having voltages barrier, guard, or enclosure should be marked to indicate

between 70 and 500 volt., rms or d.c. with respect to the approximate highest normal voltage (nearest round
ground should have brriers or guards to minimize number that may be encountered upon its removal.
accidental conlac! by operating ur maintenance person-

6.8.3.2 TEST POINT VOLTAGE REDUCTION

When the operation or maintenance of equipment techniques, such as the use of safety-type panel meters
employing potentials in excess of 300 volts peak could and multipliers. If a voltage divider is used, the voltage
require that these voltages be measured, the equipment divider resistance between the test point and ground
should be provided with test points so that all high must consist of at least two equal value resistors in
voltages can be measured at relatively low potential parallel. Full det:ils shall be given in the maintenance
level, but in no case should the potential exceed 300 manual as to the method used in the equipment to
volts peak relative to ground. This may be accomplished obtain the voltages at the test points.

through the application of voltage dividers or other

6.8.3.3 DIS'CHARGING DEVICES

Dischirging deviccs should be provided to discharge and be actuated automatically when the case or rack is
high-voltage circuits and capacitors unless they discharge opened. When resistive bleeder networks are used to dis-
to 30 volts within 2 seconds or less. These protec- charge capacitors, tie bleeder ne:twork should consist of
tive devices should be positive acting. highly reliable, at least two equal valued resistors in parallel.

6.8.3.4 LEAKAGE CURRENT

All equipment, with the exception of that specifically Appliances" IRef. 40). This standard prescribes a maxi-
intended for use in a hazardous electrical environment mum leakage current for 120V, 60-Htz appliances of 0.5
by personnel who are trained and skilled in electrical ma for 2-wire and 3-wire cord-connected portable
maintenance, should comply with the provisions of appliances. and 0.75 ma for 3-wire cord-connected
"American National Standard for Leakage Current for appliances that are not portable.

6.8-13
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SECTION 6.8 SAFETY

6.8.3.5 WARNING LABELS

Personnel .,hlould not be dependent on opera:ing or Tlie let tering should be clearly legible, white or alumi-
maintenance manuals to become aware of' potentia! num on a red backgrounJ. The klbel should be as
hazards. ,VI clntacts. terminals, and like' devices having permanent as the life expectancy of Pine equipment. It
potent ilMs in exess of 500 voh rinns or d.c. should be should be permanently placed as close as possible to the
clearly marked sith a label like the Ioll.Owing tI]at point of danger. Tifs cmn 'be on a unit or terminal block
indicates the voltage: basis and is not intended to apply to individual tie

points.
DANGER HIGH VOLTAGE

VOLTS

6.8.3.6 GROUNDING

Equipment should be designed so that all external parts 0 Have ample current-carrying capacity to conduct
are at ground potential. Antenna and transtmission liue safely any operating or fault currents th:!t may be
terminals should also be at ground potential, except fJmr imposed upon it.
radio frequency energy on their external surfaces. " [lave sufficiently low impedance to limit the poten-

tial above grounJ and to faciliiate time operation ofA point on the electrically conductive chassis or equip-
ment frame should serve as time comnmon tie point fomr the

in long conduits or cables should be grounded tos t a t i c g r o u n d a n d p o w e r g r o u n d . T h e p a t h f r o m| t i h e a l w f r s r y o t t c e e t i i y d s h r e
equipment tie point to ground zhould allow for stray or static electricity discharge.

"* Have sufficient mechanical strength to minimize
0 Be continuous and permanent. possibility of ground disconmection.

6.8.3.7 GROUNDING TO CHASSIS

Grountd connection to an electrically conductive chassis steel, the aetal around the screw hole should be plated
or frame should be mechanically secc-ed by soldering to or tinned tc provide a corrosion-rLsistant connection. If
a spotwelded terminal lug or by using a terminal on the alloys ot aluminum or aluminum with a corrosion-
ground wire that may be secured with a screw, nut, and 1c';V:tant ourface finish are used, time metal around the
lockwasher. The screw should fit in a tapped hole in screw heo!, does not require masking itf resistance of :ess , .
the chassis or frame or it should be held in a through- than 0.002 ohm is measured through the coating.
hole by a nut. When the chassis or frame is made of

G.8-14
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SECTION 6.8 SAFETY

6.8.4 HEAT

Limit direct contact with hot surfaces as follows (Ref. * 49 to 600C` (120 to 140(F)- Provide a guard if this
41): srface must be handled.

0 43 to 49( 1(110 to 120t1:) Accidental bare skin 0 Above 60 0 C (140()F)-Provide a guard to prevent
contact is acceptable, but contact should not be a contac', with surface.
normal part of display operation.

!'-

6.8.5 MECHANICAL HAZARDS

Guards should be provided on all moving parts of operation automatically without remaining under the

machinery and equipment, such as pulleys, hehls, gears, operator's direct control increase the hazard. An exam-

and blades, on which persnnel may * -come injured or ple of such a device might be a light table that translates
entangled. Nominal openings in a guard should not toward the operator after lie momentarily depresses a"

exceed 1.2 cit (0.5 in) (Ref. 41). Guards should resist puslhbutton, and stops moving only when it contacts a

deformation while in normal use. limit switch.

Eqntpment design should be reviewed to ensure thiat tlhe Exposed edges should be rounded to a minimum radius
operator cannot inadvertently pinch or catch his fingers of I mm (0.04 in), and exposed cormers to 13 mm (0.5
in some mechanism. Power-driven mechanisms in which in) (Ref. 41).
there is a chance of injury and which cycle through an

6.8.6 TOXIC SUBSTANCES

SEye baths, showers, and other first aid equipment
Toxic substances will seldom be encountered in displays.
The nost likely exceptions are materials used for cooling should be readily available in areas where toxic materials

will be handled. Provision should also be made for 4or cleaning the display or the imagery. neutralization or flushing of harmful materials spilled on i

Personnel should not be exposed to toxic substances in equipment or personnel.
excess of the threshold limit values in accepted stand-
ards, such as those published by the American Confer-
ence of Governmental and Industrial Hygienists (Ref.
42). In many cases, lini s imposed by the Occupational ,
Health and Safety Administration (OSHA) will also
apply, as will the appropriate military standards.
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SECTION 6.8 SAFETY

6.8.7 CATHODE RAY TUBES

'fhe h:utldling and use of a cathode ray tube (CI4T) mhust ligh sttltages such as ihose used in color monitois are

be undertata en with co nsiderahle care. as it is construc- involv'd. If there is any change of radiatio n, nmeasure-

ted primarily of glass enclo ilng an evacuiated space. mnents should be made to determine if there is a

Impact or scratching may cause tube iinplosion and potential ha/ard !fronm proloi ged exposure (see discus-

serious hliarn to personnel. When not installed in sion of tadiation limits in Section 6.8.2). If there is. it

equipment. ('RT's should be stoicd in shipping cartons must be corrected with shielding or by modilying the

withi covers closed (see Section (0.9.8). set.

Under certain condditiotns, a television ionitor call emii

low-intensity X-rays This occurs most frequently when

6.8.8 HIGH-ENERGY LIGHT SOURCES

Certain high-energy light sources, such as short-arc 18-gauge sheet steel. Lxtreme caution must be exercised

xenon or mercury lamps, involve special hazards. Danger in handling ttiese lamps. Protective cases are provided

of injury from radiant energy (Section 6.8.1 )or di. ,ct and should be removed only after installation and should

contact with a hot lamp should be eliminated by be replaced before removal. Only trained, authori/ed
pioviding adequate ventilation and a secure enclosure personnel should have access to these lamps.
with an electrical interlock so that the lamp cannot be

operated unless it is shielded from personnel. Additional hazards may result from contact with auxil-
iary cooling systems or coolants and toxic gases such as

Because of the high pressures generated in operation. mercury-krypton, mercury-zinc, and hydrogen-cyanide

adequate enclosures are essentital for protection in event (see Section 6.8.6).

of explosive lamp failure. General Electric recommends

it

/
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SECTION 6.9 MAINTAINABILITY

NOTE: Because this entire section consists of recommendations, they are not listed separately here.

Although a well designed display wil! seldom require 0 Is this information conveniently available to mainte-
maintenance, occasional failures are inevithble, particu- nance personnel?
larly when light sources are invo!ved. Thetcfore, it is
essential to design a display so that the necessary 0 How will maintenance personnel become aware of the
maintenance can be performed rapidly and efficiently, need to seek this information?
by a minimum of personnel, using a minimum of tools
and equipment. The modern term for this characteristic 0 Is there adequate access to test, remove, replace, and
is maintainability, adjust components?

A brief summary of the techniques and features that will 0 What provision has been made for lifting or moving
increase the maintainability of a display appears in this each componen.
section, and more extensive treatment is available
ýRef. I). However useful such lists of design techniques 0 Have fasteners been selected for maximum mainte-
are, the only way to ensure that a display will be easy to nance efficiency?
maintain is for the designer to think through each
possible maintenance operation early enough in the 0 Would it be easier to place a part in the .r
design phase to make improvements where they are location if guide pins were added?
required. As a part of this process, he should ask the
following kinds of questions about each possible failure: 0 Are any of maintenance procedures likely to be

beyond the capability of typical maintenance person-
"* Will the maintenance operation involve potential nel using easily available tools and equipment?

hazards to personnel or equipment?
0 Has every effort been made to minimize the need to

"* Do prominent labels provide a warning about each depend on the maintenance manual?
hazard?

"* What information on equipment status will be requir-
ed t" di.,gnose this failure?

6.9.1 MAINTENANCE INFORMATION

The two primary sources of maintenance information 0 Warning, and if possible a description, of any required
are manuals and labels on the equipmnent. Manuals are preventive maintenance.

covered in Section 6.10. The following lab.Is should be
provided; where code numbers are mentioned, they must 0 A code number at each test point, and if possible, the

correspond to usage within the maintenance manual. name and correct value of the test point signal.

"* Warnings of snfety hazards * A code number on each socket and plup, (Section

6.9.7).
"• Warnings of maintenance actions, such as the use of a

certain kind of solvent for cleaning, that could cause 0 A code number on each cable and pipe if the display
equipment damage is sufficiently complex that these might help in

identification. -

"• Warnings of unusual components that would not be
obvious, such as a screw with a left-hand thread 0 If space is available on inside panels, circuit diagrams

and other important maintenance information.
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SECTiON 6.9 MAINTAINABILITY

6.9.2 TEST PO!NTS

Test points should be provided to facilitate measurement Test points should be easily accessible so that test leads

of information required for calibration and trouble- inseited in them do not block essential controls or

shooting. At a minimum, test points must be labeled displays.
with a code number keyed to the maintenance manual.
The name and correct value of the signal at the test
point is also very useful ;nd should be included where
space permits.

6.9.3 DISASSEMBLY AND REASSEMBLY

Maintenance usually requires disassembly and reassem- 0 Ensure that no component can be installed in the
bly of at least part of the display. The following wrong position. For example, if several similar

practices will speed this activity: printed-circuit.card sockets are used, notches can be
cut at different locations in each type of card and

"* Minimize blocking of one component by another. plastic inserts can be added to each socket to prevent
Where space constraints require some Components to improper insertion.
be blocked, provide easy access to these most likely
to fail. 0 Label each removable component and its position on

the display with corresponding numbers.
" Simplify replacement of components that may fail by

mounting them on plug-in modules. 0 Unless absolutely unavoidable, require only standard

hand tools.
" For special components that cannot be plugged in,

make the replacement procedure as obvious and 0 Provide for the easy replacement of components that
simple as possible. For example, wiring might be fad frequently, such as lamps and fuses.

precut to length and, if several wires are involved, tied
into a bundle with the end of each wire in its proper

relative position.

6.9-2
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SECTION 6.9 MAINTAINABILITY

6.9.4 ACCESS

Access into the display is required for visual inspection, 0 Test points used for adjustment or troubleshooting

for connecting test leads, and for adjusting, remnoving, or

replacing components. The openings needed to aliieve 0 Components that require the most frequent

manual access of varying degrees are summarized in maintenance
Figures 6.9-1 through 6.9-4, and whole body clearances

and optimum work areas for various work positiomis are 0 Components that should seldom require maintenance

summarized in Figures 6.9-5 and -6. The values in these
six figures are intended to accommodate 90 to 95 If access covers are hinged, they should be stable in the

percent of male maintenance personnel. These figures open position so that maintenance personnel need not

include only a small part of the data of this type that are waste time holding them open.

available (Ref. 2 and Section 6.1. 1).
Clearance around subassemblies should be adequate for

Blocking of access to one component by another easy removal (see Section 6.9-5). For large or heavy

compot.ent should he avoided. If this is not possible, subassemblies, it is preferable that the case be designed

then the relative accessibility of different areas, from to be removed from around the subassembly, rather than

most accessible to least, should be as follows: the subassembly from the case.

0 Preventive maintenance points, such as oil holes

DISTANCE

POSITION CENTIMETERS INCHES

__-"__"____'"_ A B C 0 A B C D
STANDING, FORWARD

REACH, BOTH ARMS 48 50 176 132 19 20 69 52

STANDING, FORWARD
REACH, PREFERRED ARM 51 31 176 132 20 12 69 52

STANDING, LATERAL
REACH, PREFERRED ARM 55 26 176 132 22 10 69 52

SEATED ON CHAIR,
C D FORWARD REACH,

BOTH ARMS 38 47 119 86 15 19 47 34

SEATED CROSSLEGGED
ON FLOOR, FORWARD
REACH, BOTH ARMS 34 46 72 43 13 18 28 17

A DEPTH OF REACH FOR SHORT-ARMED PERSON

B WIDTH OF APERTURE TO CLEAR ARMS OF LARGE PERSON

C HEIGHT OF APERTURE TOP TO ALLOW VISUAL ACCESS
FOR TALL PERSON

D - HEIGHT OF APERTURE BOTTOM TO CLEAR ARM OF SHORT PERSON

Figure 6.9-1. Access Panel Dimensions (Ref., 3, X)
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SECTION 6.9 MAINTAINABILITY

6.9.4 ACCESS (CONTINUED)

ACCESS CLEARANCE REQUIRED

BOTH HANDS TO DEPTH OF WIDTH-DEPTH OF REACH
150 TO 490 mm (6 to 19 in) [minimum of 200 mm (8 in) I

HEIGHT 125mm Sin)

BOTH H4ANDS, FULL ARM'S LENGTH WIDTH 500 mm (19.5 in)

I o shoulders) HEIGHT - 125 mm (5 in)

INSERTING BOX HELD BY HANDLES WIDTH = BOX + 25 mm 0 in)
HEIGHT = BOX + 25 mm (I in)

[minimum of 125 mm (5Sin))

Figure 6.9-2. Opening Required for Two-Hand Ac'mds (Ref. 4,X)
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SECTION 6.9 MAINTAINABILITY

6.9.4 ACCESS (CONTINUED)

ROLLED HAND DIAMETER =95 mm
(3.75 in)

FLAT HAND HEIG.HT - 55 mm (2.25 in)
WIDTH = 100 mm (4 in)

CLENCHED HAND HEIGHT - 95 mm (3.75 in)
WIDTH -125 mm (5 in)

HAND PLUS 25 mm (1 in) DIAMETER =95 mm (3.75 in)
DIAMETER OBJECT

HAND PLUS OBJECT OVER .~7Z Z1HEIGHT AND WIDTH=
25 mm (0 in) DI 4METER OBJECT PLUS 90 mm (3.5 in)

ARM TO ELBOW HEIGHT -100 mm (4 in)
WIDTH -115 mm (4.5 in)
(or, 115 mm diameter)

ARM TO SHOULDER DIAMETER 125 mm (S in)

Flgtje 6.9-3. Opening Required for One-Hand Access (Ref. 4,X
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SECTION 6.9 MAINTAINABILITY

6.9.4 ACCESS (CONTINUED) /

PRESS PUSHBUTTON DIAMETER= 30 mm (1.25in I

TWO-FINGER TWIST DIAMETER - OBJECT
PLUS 50 mm (2 in)

Figuis 6.9-4 Opening Required for Finger Access (Ref. 4, X)

MAXIMUM OVERHEAD REACH,
A - 195 cm (77 in)

D 'F

C MINIMUM

CLEARANCE

cm Iin

B 192 76

A B C 48 19 E
D 43 17

E 145 57
F 51 20

STANDING BENDING

Figure 6.9-5. Clearances and Optimum Work Heights for Typical Work Positions (Ref. 5,X) (Cont-nued or. next page)
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SECTION 6.9 MAINTAINABILITY

6.9.4 ACCESS (CONTINUED) -

~ TC-'

D
A

SQUATTING STOOPING KNEELING

MINIMUM

CLEARANCE

... cm in
A 122 48

B 69 27

C 91 36
Li 107 42 F

E 142 56

F 79 31

G 150 59

H 43 17

I 244 96

CRAWLING

HEIGHT OF HEIGHT OF
POSITION VISUAL MANUAL

WORK AREA WORK AREA

cm in CM in

SQUAT 68-110 27-43 48-86 19-34
STOOP 81-120 32-48 61-100 24-39
KNEE'. 71-112 28-44 51 -9 20 -35] -

PRONE

Figure 6.9-6. Clearances and Optimum Work Heights for Typical Work Positions (Ref. 5,X)
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SECTION 6.9 MAINTAINABILITY

6.9.5 HANDLING OF EQUIPMENT

Equipment intended for carrying should be provided labeled to show weight ,nd over 40 kg (90 lb) to s'ow
with handles or other suitable means for grasping. lift points. If the ccnter ot graity is not obvious from
Nininum internal dimensions for a handle :,re 5 cm (2 the external appearance of the unit, it should be clearly

in) deep by I I cm (4.5 in) wide, marked.

Equipment units up to 20 kg (45 Ib) are suitable for If an equipment unit i. 'arger than 75 cm (30 in) in two
handling by one man. From 20 to 40 kg (45 to 90 Ib), or more dimensions, it is too bulky for handling by one
provision should be made for handling by two men. man, ev'n though it may weigh less than 20 kg (45 Ib),
Beyond 40 kg (90 Ib). provision should be made for and provision should be made for carrying by two men.
mechanical lift. Units over 20 kg (45 Ib) should be

6.9.6 FASTENERS

Fasteners used to hold access covers, panels, or com- 0 To pr.'vent fastener head damage in high torque
ponents in plac;e should be selected according to the applications, use allen or hex head styles. A slotted
following goals: screwariver style is acceptable for moderate torques,

but should be combined with a hex or allen head for
"* To reduce maintenance time, use the minimum high torque applications. Phillips head screws are

number ef fasteners and the minimum number of easily damaged and should be avoided, except per-
turns per fastener commensurmte with strength haps for low torque applications where there is no
requirements. chance the screw will freeze in place over time

" To reduce maintenance time, use finger-operated To reduce maintenance time, and fastener resupply
fasteners in locations where the fa.'. ::nr must be problems, use a minimum jumbei of fastener types.
removed frequently and where there is both sufficient In particular, do not use fastener., that are so similar
space and no need for high torque. in appearar.-e that an attempt might be made to

insert one in th wrong location. For example, small
I Use captive fasteners wherever a dropped fastener differences in screw length or diameter, and different

might be difficult or dangerous to retrieve or where it thread spacings on sinilarly sized screws, should be
might cause equipment damage. avoided.

* To reduce tool requirements, use a minininm number

of fastener head styles.
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SECTION 6.9 MAINTAINABILITY

6.9.7 CONNECTORS

Connectors are essential to the assembly and disassembly socket. If there is a need for similar connectors, ui
of equipment, both during the construction and check- keying pins to prevent incorrect positioning, an(
out phase and later during maintenance. Unfortunately, improve the labeling or even add a color code ti
connectors are less than totally reliable, and most are make correct plug location more obvious.
susceptible to damage. Hence, connectors should be used
only where needed. 0 Use guide pins to aid piug insertion if there is an,

chance that misalignment will lead to pin damage.
Connectors should be selected and mounted to facilitate
rapid removal and replacement-without any need for * Multi-pin plugs must be rotated to the prope
excessive force-in the correct location and with no orientation before being inserted. Plugs and socket
damage to the connector, the display, or personnel. The that providc a visual indication of orientation ar
following practices will help achieve these goals: preferred. To reduce confusion, mount all sockets ih

the same orientation. It is usually preferred to plac

* Where a locking mechanism is necessary to ensure the index mnark toward the'top, or away from th
positive seating of the plug in the socket and to operator.
ensure that tho plug does not come loose, select an

easily operated style. For example, a locking ring 0 Provide sufficient space around each connector fc
should not require more than part of a tv'rn. hand access. A nominal minimum value is a clearanc

of 2.5 cm (I in). For specific applications, refer t
* To indicate where each plug belongs, place a code the figures in Section 6.9.5 or conduct an evaluatio

number on it and on the corresponding socket. For on a mockup.
example, plug P73 would mate with socket S73.

0 To reduce potential hazards to personnel and equi
* Where several connectors are in use, obviously differ- ment install connectors so that separated, all-elect

ent styles will avoid placement of plugs in the wrong cal potentials are on female, rather than male, pins.

6.3.8 CIRCUIT PROTECTIVE DEVICES

Circuit breakers are preferable to fuses as a means of power-on indicator lamp may provide a sufficient hi,
protecting electrical circuits because they eliminate the that a fuse may be blown.
need to find a replacem ;nt fuse and they reduce the
chance of equipment damage from use of too heavy a Circuit breakers and fuse holders should be readi
fuse. accessible for resetting or fuse replacement.

A circuit breaker must provide positive indication that it The correct fuse rating should be included on a lab
has tripped. Indication that a fuse has blown is also next to each fuse holder. Holders for spare fuses are al
desirable but less easily achieved. The loss of the desirable.
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SECTION 6.9 MAINTAINABILITY

6.9.9 HAZARDS

Safety hlards are discussed in Section 0.8. Although tion or removal, the weight of the tube should be
these correctly apply both to operation and maintenance supported at the heavy faceplate, with the neck held
of tile display, it is inevitable that maintenance person- only for guiding the base pins into and out of the socket.
nel will on occasion be more directly exposed to certaiin Work tables or benches used for CRT servicing should be
hatards. For example. it may be impossible to design the provided with siderails, boards, or guards to prevent
display so that personnel performing troubleshooting CRT's from rolling off, striking other objects, or being
will be always unable to make physical contact with a inadvertently damaged by falling cquipment, materials,

haizardous electrical potential. However, exposure to or tools. Whenever the tubes must be placed in direct
such hatards should be kept to an absolute minimum, contact with the work surfaces, felt or other soft
Increasing the number of test points, for example, will material (either fitted or permanently attached to the

reduce the need to probe directly within a circuit. work surface), should be provided to reduce the possibil-
Extremely dangerous circuits should be mounted in their ity of scratching the glass surface of the tube. Scratches
own enclosure. An interlock to remove power from a weaken the glass and increase the chance of implosion.
particularly dangerous circuit when it is uncovered is

very important. However, the interlock will inevitably be Removal of one or several subassemblies from the
bypassed if that is the only way maintenance persornnel display, or 4,iding them out if they are supported like

can obtain the information necessary to determine if the drawers, should not unbalance the display to the point
circuit is operating properly. Hence, it is essential to where it might tip over.
provide safe access to this information.

Because mishandling can result in implosion, cathode ray
tubes (CRT's) are particularly dangerous. During installa-

6.9.10 CALIBRATION AND ADJUSTMENT

In order for maintenance personnel to adjust and status. This might be the signal on a servo motor, or
calibrate display equipment, they must be provided the height of a guide rail.
with:

"* Information on the procedures to use (Section 8.0). 0 The equipment necessary to perform the adjustment.

This should be limited to standard tools and measur-
"* Access to information on equipment adjustment ing devices.

6.9.11 PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

Preventive maintenance includes lubrication and adjust- maintenance procedure is described. Ideally, each will
ments required to increase the useful life of the display. also describe the tools and materials required, such as
Because preventive maintenance will not necessarily be type of lubricant, and the procedure. If extremely
performed properly or on schedule, the designer should critical maintenance must be performed on an exact
depend on it only where no other approach is feasible. schedule, the label should include space for the person

performing the maintenance to record the date.

If preventive maintenance is required, the display user
must be made aware of this fact by prominent labels on Preventive maintenance must be descibel in the main-
the equipment. At a minimum, each label should tenance manual (Section 8.0) provided with the equip-
indicate when maintenance is required and where the ment, as well as on a label.
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SECTION 6.10 MANUALS

NOTE: Because this entire section consists of recommendations, they are not listed separately her

Manuals provide personnel with the information neces- ity, hie also has difficulty appreciating the pxr
sary to operate and maintain equipment. The most facing the individual who must use the manual. Fi
important requirement imposed an a manual is that it user lacks the designer's technical background i
impart the required information in a reliable and experience with the equipment. Second, if it
efficient manner. opcrating manual, the user's interest in the equipi

not likely to extend beyond its usefulness as a
Manuals must be accurate and must reflect thý! latest help him in carrying out his work. As a result,
modifications to equipment. Users will lose trust in any have a low tolerance for lengthy descriptions
manual in which they rind errors. equipment that make no obvious contribution

actually using it.
When a manual is being prepared, the equipment
designer is often the only individual with enough Most of the material in this section is derive
familiarity with the equipment to correctly describe how Reference 1.
it should be operated. However, because of this familiar-

6&1O.1 CONTENT

To the extent possible, each manual should be complete When a particular operation or sequence of op
within itself, thereby eliminating the need to refer to must be performed in exactly the manner de
more than one document in order to perform a these should be preceded by a warning note sta
particular task. A limited amount of redundancy fact. The manual user will be much more likely
between manuals is an acceptable penalty for achieving this warning if he is also told why it is necessary.
this goal.

&10.1.1 ALL MANUALS

All equipment manuals should include the following 0 A summary list of equipment specifications,
material: size, light level, magnification range, and

requirements
* Table of con tents 0 A nontechnical description of the equipment
* Lists of figures and tables functions, and how it is operated
* Cross references to other manuals covering the same 41 A summary of the operating procedure, pref(

equipment tabular form, at a level appropriate for revie
* A very brief general description of the equipment and already trained operator

its purpose, with a picture or drawing included as an 0 An index
aid in quickly identifying the equipment

&10.1.2 OPERATING MANUALS

Specific items that should appear in an operating * A list of unscheduled events and a descri'
manual, in addition to the items in Section 6. 10. 1.1 what to do when they occur

4above, include the following: 0 A description of any potentially hazardous si:
each prominently identified with a "WARN

*Detailed, step-by-step operating procedures; a sum- "CAUTION" label
mary should appear at the beginning of any lengthy 0 A description of any operator maintenance I
procedure so that the partially trained operator need
not lose time reading the entire procedure again
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SECTION 6.10 MANUALS

6&10.1.3 MAINTENANCE MANUALS

"There are two common approaches to maintenance. One 0 A detailed description of the equipment, including
is to simply follow a prepared procedure, step by step, drawings and photos that identify the equipment
until the failed component is determined and repaired. components
The second requires the technician to use his knowledge 0 Circuit diagrams that identify the individual circuit
of how the equipment functions to decide what action elements
to take in response to a particular set of symp;.oms. The 0 A detailed description of how the equipment
first approach requires less technician training and can functions
be faster if the procedures are well prepared. However, 0 Normal test point values, such as voltage, current,
since it is impossible to predict every possible failure resistance or signal waveform, with at least some
mode, the maintenance manual must, at a minimum, indication of tolerance or allowable variation around
include complet,: information on how the equipment these values

functions. In ordr to reduce maintenance time, step- 0 A troubleshooting guide containing a list of symp-
by-step procedures, or at least a troubleshooting guide, toms, with each symptom followed by probable

should also be included for the most likely failure causes and corrective action

modes. 0 Step-by-step test procedures in sufficient detail to
determine what component must be repaired or

Specific items that should appear in the maintenance replaced
manual, in addition to the items in Section 6.10.1.1 0 Repair/replacement procedures
above, are: 0 A parts list with sufficient detail to allow the new

part to "e procured

6.10.2 FORMAT AND STYLE

The first requirement imposed on manual format and than a few pages long, the user is therefore heavily
style is to communicate effectively with the user. The dependent on manual section titles, the table of con-
second, which contributes indirectly to communication, teats, and the index in order to find the information he
is consistency with the manuals for other items of needs.
equipment used by the same organization. For equip-
ment procured by a number of organizations with Attempts have been made to us. audiovisual devices to
different style standards, revision of the manual to improve the presentation of the information normally
match the style in use by each organization may not be found in a maintenance manual. The results indicate that
worth the cost. the mode of presenting this information is much less

important than zhe content, organization, and accessibil-
An operator or maintenance technician will rely on a ity (Ref. 2,X).

manual only to the extent that it is helpful in accom-
plishing his task. As soon as he understands the task Text material that must be used with a particular figure
sufficiently that the manual is not contributing, it will should be visible to the user at the same time as the
be discarded. Therefore, the format of the manual figure. If not too long, this text can be on the same or
should be designed to provide quick access to needed the facing page. Otherwise, the figure should be printed
ýnformation. Tabular or outline format is usually better on oversize paper so that when unfolded it lies outside
.or this purpose than a paragraph by paragraph narrative, the manual, where it can be viewed while reading the

text. The portion of the figure page that remains inside
ne of the most important features of a manual is the the manual should be blank.

-J ese with which the user can locate information on a
slecific topic. Texts on how to study emphasize the Space can contribute to making the manual easier to use.
nred to read technical material several times in order to For example, in tables containing long columns, a space
urýderstand it. However, most manual users, particularly between every five is helpful. For columns in a table that

users of operating manuals, will read the entire manual are not separated by a vertical line, a separation of at
no more than once, if that often. For any manual more least 4 mm (0.17 in) is recommended. Text material that
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SECTION 6.10 MANUALS

6,10.2 FORMAT AND STYLE (CONTINUED)

must be used with a particular figure should he Numb-. pages, figures, and tables in a consistent
positioned so that both are visible without turning pages, manner. Preferred location for page numbers is the lower
even if t:,' means leaving a large amount of blank space outside corner or lower center.
in the manual.

Present all quantitative information in immediately
The complexity of the Writing should be on a par with usable units, thereby eliminating the need for mathe-
the background and the interest of the manual user. Use matical conversions. In most cases,, use metric units
short sentences and short words. Where technical terms followed by English units in parentheses. Always indi-
are necessary, choose ones that are shortest and best cate the units.
known by the user populations. These are not necessar-
ily the terms used by the designer. Avoid acronyms and abbreviations wherever possible. If

they must be used in order to keep the length of the
Consistency in terminology is essential. The same term manual within reason, define them when they are first
should always be used to refer to a pat~icular equipment int, -duced and in a list at the beginning of the manual.
item or function. Where a term must be used that may
not be well known, or where several terms in addition to To the extent possible, show components in data flow
the one used in the manual are common, this should be diagrams and test setups in their true relative positions.
explained in a footnote, or, preferably, in a glossary.
Terms and symbols in the manual should also match Standard 216. by 279-mmn (8.5- by IlI-in) format is
those used in equipment labels, preferred, with the following exrceptions:

The binding method for manuals should permit fully 0 Pocket-size summary manuals
opened manuals to lie flat a,.d should facilitate revisions. * Duplicate, oversize copies of Frequently used charts

intended for wall mounting
Use photographs and drawings to illustrate equipment 0 Foldout charts
features and operating and maintenance procedures. To
emphasize certain features, add annotations and print Manuals should be printed on material that will tolerate
less important features with less resolution or contrast. anticipated abuse. Fcr example, figures that will be used

frequently at a workbench, such as circuit diagrams
To show the relationship between two or three variables, required for repairing equipment, should be printed on
use a graph. To provide the user with discrete values, use sturdy, crease-resistant stock.
a table.

&.10.3 TYPICAL MANUAL DEFICIENCIE~S

The difficulties reported by technicians using U.S. Air 0 Troubleshooting lists were too incomplete to be
Force maintenance manuals provide an indication of the worth using.
most likely pot'mtial problems to watch for when 0 Figures, particularly circuit diagrams, contained so
preparing a new manual (Ref. 3). many small details that they were difficult to use;

tracing a single conductor across a circuit diagram was
* Manuals were out of date because of modifications to a particular problem.

the equipment, or because the manual incorporated * Frequently used diagrams were soon damaged.
modifications that had not yet. been made. 0 Locating needed information was time consuming; on

* The manuals contained errors. an average 30 percent of total job time was spent
* Critical information was ambiguous, difficult to find, looking for information (Ref. 4).

or missing. 0 Terms in the manuals were unfamiliar and were not
* The normal condition, such as a voltage on a test clearly defined.

point, was given without any indication of the 0 Illustrations were often several -.ýdges from associated
allowable variation; as a result, the user could not text material.
decide when a small deviation was significant.
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SECTION 6.10 MANUALS

610.3 TYPICAL MANUAL DEFICIENCIES (CONTINUED)

, Several manuals were required to do a single jo•h 0 The manual was too heavy and bulky to use
cross-referencing between manuals wasted time. effectively in the available workspace.

* Procedural guides were too complicated.
* Procedures called for were not realistic and had

obviously been prepared by personnel who were not
familiar with maintenance procedures.

6.10.4 MANUAL DEVELOPMENT

The following procedure is suggested for development of a Examine each step of each task, and the task as a
manuals. whole, to determine what information should be

provided to the manual user prior to and during the
"* Prepare a complete list of tasks to be performed by performance of each task.

the individual on the job for which the manual is 0 Prepare a draft of the manual.
being prepared. • Conduct a small-scale tryout of the manual with

"* Prepare a step-by-step procedure for each of the tasks individuals comparable to the user population.
listed. 0 Revise the manual as necessary.
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SECTION 7.0 FACILITIES

Mainy characteristics of the wvck facility, though not The treatment of furniture here is limited to the display
under the direct control of the display designer, can have operator's chair. Other aspects of furniture design, such
a considerable impact on how effectively the display will as work surface heights, appear in Section 6.1.
be operated. A ie- of the more important ones are
summarized briefly ii nins section. A miore complete Excessive ambient noisc can severely interfere with
treatment can be fourn! in the references cited and in display use. In general, the same considerations discussed
standard architectural --0 interior design sources. in Section 6.6 for a single display also apply to the

ambient environ~ment.
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SECTION 7.1 INTERPRETATION FACILITY LAYOUT

This section summarizes some of the principles involved organization of the work fluw through the facilit
in increasing the utilization and efficiency of the Finally, they include providing adequate space so th
imagery interpretation facility. These involve proper the interpreter (1) has access to each item of equipme-
positioning of workstations and individual items of he must use and (2) can move freely from his individu
equipment within the workstation as well as proper workstation to obtain work materials and information.

7.1.1 GENERAL PRINCIPLES

A number of formal techniques ;ire available to aid in 0 Use these flow diagrams as an aid in reducing p:
organizing an imagery interpretation workstation and to lengths, and to identify points that may becot
help integrate it into ar entire imagery interpretation overloaded and thereby limit the output of the ent
system (Ref. I,X). Most of these involve diagramming system. Changes requiired may include relocatf
some aspect of system, such as the flow of work workstations to reduce time lost in moving matel
materials or information the movement of personnel, or between them, rerouting the work through
even the shifts in the interpreter's visual attention as he existing workstations, increasing the number or
carries out his task. capacity of overloaded workstations, and chang

the function of under-utilized workstations.
For individual interpreter workstations, these types of
techniques generally involve developing a work flow that Applying this sort of technique to an individual inter
show- the frequency and sequence of use for the several ter's workstation might involve the following steps:
items of equipment and for the individual controls and
displays on each item. This information is then used to 0 Identify the material and information required
position the most frequently used items in the most perform each work task. This ircludes an estimat
acc:ssible locations. If certein items of equipment are the frequency and sequence in which each is requ-
often used in sequence, then these can be positioned so
that a minimum amount of time is lost in moving from 0 If thew are not to be deliverd to the interpr
one to the other. determine where he must go to obtain them, and

long each trip will require.
A'. comparable technique can be applied to a facility.. or
part of a facility, containing several interpreters and 0 Diagram the path followed by the interpreter du
support personnel; it involves the following steps: some work interval.

* identify the materials and information that must 0 Relocate the interpreter or the materials he requ
move through the system. or redesign the work task, in order to reduce the

path length (expressed as time, rather than li
0 Determine the frequency of occurrence for each, and extent).

the amount of time each must spend at a particular
workstation.

* Draw the flow path th.se materials and information
must follow in moving through the system.

7.1...
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SECTION 7.1 INTERPRETATION FACILITY LAYOUT

7.1.2 INDIVIDUAL WORKSTATIONS

The workspace requirements shown in Figure 7.1-I are of operator movement from one portion of the work-
the best available general recommendations. The require- space to another, and with the seating provided.
ient for a specific situation will vary with the frequency

Figure 7.1-1. Working Space and Clearance at Display
33-cm t13-An N Workstation (Ref. 2.X). This figure shows the amount of
MINIMUM CLEARANCE clear space required to allow the display user to move
TO REACH FILM REEL •freely from one item of equipment to another. An actual

workstation would be likely to contain additional items,
such as a map holder and a microfiche viewer for collat-
eral, or reference, material.

U (48.60 in)
SCLEARANCE

,105 cm D S

CLEARANCE BIE
IN FRONT-1OF DR AV. .ii

7.1.3 PASSAGES

Minimum passage dimensions depend on the frequency organization is essential to ensure that the layout will

with which they are used and on whether the user will result in the most efficient personnel movement
be carrying or moving bulky equipment. A door, for patterns. See Section 7.1-1.
example, must be sized to clear the maximum size
equipment anticipated, regardless of how many individ. Display users generally spend much more time working
uals will be using it. at their display than in walking from one area to

another. Therefore, ,mless a passage is used quite
Adequate layout of passages is nearly as important as frequently, it is better to reduce passage space to a
their size. Detailed knowledge of work requirements and minimum in order to provide adequate workspace.
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SECTION 7.1 INTERPRETATION FACILITY LAYOUT

7.1.3 PASSAGES (CONTINUED)

U U'
7A

LB

Vw

MINIMUM RECOMMENDED

cm fin) cm (in)
..... ..... -ONF PERSON 51 (20) 61 (24)

B ONE PERSON PASSING;
ONE AGAINST WALL 76 (30) 91 (36)

C TWO PERSONS PASSING
OR ABREAST 112 (44) 137 154)

D THREE PERSONS PASSING
OR ABREAST 152 IBM 183 (72)

Figure 7.1-2. Aisle Dimensions (Ref. 2,X'
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SECTION 7.1 INTERPRETATION FACILITY LAYOUT

7.1.3 PASSAGES (CONTINUED)

137 cm (54 in)
t--RECOMMENDED

0196 cm (77 in)
r) MINIMUM

(32 TO 34 in)
RECOMMENDED

Figure 7.1-3. Doorway Dimensions (Ref. 2,X)

EQUIPMENT IN FRONT
OF DOOR

EQUIPMENT
10-30 cm
(4.12 in)

(72 in) Figure 7.1-4. Clearance Around Doors (Ref. 2,X)
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SECTION 7.2 CHAIR DESIGN

RECOMMENDATIONS:

Provide seiveral chair styles so that the one most suitable for a particular body size and work habits can
chosen by each display user.

Use chairs des'Igned generally to the dinensions of Figure 7.2-3.

Provide a chair containing the following features:

0 A backrest that provides lower back support,

* Porous upholstery,

* A height adjustment that is easy to use, and

* An adjustable footrest if the user's feet may not rest on the floor.

Provide a chair that will accommodate different operator work positions.

Few portions of a workstation have a greater impact on trouble, will be uncomfortable unless the desigi
comfort than the operator's chair. It has been suggested, exactly right.
for example, that the proper positions for man are
standing up or lying down, and anything in between, Chairs are so inexpensive, relative to the cost
primarily sitting, is by necessity a compromise (Ref. 1). manpower and modern displays, that there is no ext
Nearly half the adult male population will at some time for reducing the efficiency of a display operator
suffer from lower back pain, and this almost certainly is forcing him to use a poorly designed chair. In partici
aggravated by the amount of time spent in a sitting when several chairs are being procured, it is possib;
position (Ref. 2). make piovision for variations among operators

obtaining several different designs and allowing t
This section summarizes a number of the factors that operator to chose the one best for him. Unfortunat
should be considered when designing or selecting a chair this benefit is usually lost because of the desires of
for use with an imagery display. Since in most instances logistics department to simplify the procurement I
it will be necessary to select frorn available designs, it is cess, and of management to establish a uniform decc
likely that some compromise will be required. Evalua- each work area.
tion by individuals typical of the user population is
desirable; these evaluations, however, make a significant Two of the principal ways a chair can contributt
contribution only if sufficiently extreme body sizes are discomfort are excessive compression of soft portion
considered. Similarly, the responses of individuals the body and inadequate support for the lower b;
known to have mild back trouble or to be especially These are sunmarized in Figures 7.2-1 and 7.2-2 be]
sensitive to chair design for some other reason, such as A number of other factors are also important but are
poor circulation, are more important than those of covered in detail here. For example:
young, athletic individuals, who can tolerate almost any
design. In addition, proper evaluation of a chair requires 0 Too long a seat, relative to the length of the ul
it to be used for several hours, not just a few minutes. leg, forces the back forward off the back rest.

Design, or selection, of a chair is complicated by several 0 Too soft and deep a seat, or too rounded a
factors. Users vary widely in body size and in work places part of the support on the outer part of
habits. They also vary in their sensitivity to a poor chair thigh;, this tends to rotate the thighs upward, pla,
design. Some individuals can sit in almost any style of an uncomfortable load on the hip joints (Ref. I).
chaiF. Other individuals, particularly those with back
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SECTION 7.2 CHAIR DESIGN

The chair adjustment mechanism must be easy to use, needs. Unfortunately, in practice the spring tension is
even by the sinallest, weakest operator. This applies usually inadequate, with the result that the spring-
particularly to the vertical adjustment on chairs used loading causes more muscular tension and discomfort
with a fixed eyepoint display, where compensation for than it eliminates. Spring-loading should generally be
differences in trunk length must be made with the chair avoided unlE ; it includes adequate adjustment capa-
rather than with the display. Observation indicates that bilhty, and even then it should incorporate a backrest
when a ciair is difficult to adjust, users will tend to travel linit of 2 to 3 cm (I in).
suffer in n uncomfortable position rather than struggle
to at.Ius, t. The chair should be designed to accommodate th,:

several different positions the typical display operator
It is essential that the chair seat be upholstered with a may assume over a period of time. Some of these will be
porous material in order to avoid problems with perspi- due to variations in work activity and others simply to
ration during prolonged use. his search for comfort. Four typical positions are given

below.
The mobility of the chair is important. In most work
situations, the operator must frequently move from one 0 The operator is bent forward at the waist and is
display to another or move to text material lying on a looking straight down, as when using a tube naagni-
nearby desk. This usually involves rotation of 90 to 180 fier. The lumbar pad provides little if any back
degrees, plus some chair translation. Casters and a support. A significant portion of upper body weight
rotatable chair are therefore essential. The casters should is supported by the arms.
not be too freewheeling or the chair will tend to roll
back from the display whenever the operator rests his The operator is bent forward slightly, with his eyes
elbows on some portion of the display structure. perhaps 30 to 60 degrees below horizontal, as when

using a typical rrin.roscope, reading tezt, or writing.
The chair base should extend toward the rear far enough The lumbar pad helps maintain spinal curvature
to eliminate any possibility that the chair will tip over (Figure 7.2-1).
when the user leans back.

0 The operator is erect and looking approximately
If the seat is too high for some user's feet to reach the horizontal, as when using a microscope with hori-
floor, as with a display that incorporates a fixed zontal eyepieces or looking at a typical screen
eyepoint to floor distance (Section 6.1.2), the operator display. If an upper back support is provided on the
must be provided with a footrest to support his feet. chair, it can be used to support a portion of the
Footrest height is determined by the seat-to-floor operator's weight.
distance limit (K) in Figure 7.2-3. Proper size and
horizontal positioning of the footrest has not been well 0 The operator is leaning back in his chair to read
documented. It should be large enough to prevent material held in his hands, to converse with other
pressure points on the user's feet, and ideally it should personnel, or simply to think. The upper back
allow some shifting in foot position. The possibility of support and arm rests contribute significantly both to
shot or stocking damage will be important to some suppo-ting body weight and to maintaining a com-
users. The footrest must be convenient to use and not fortable position.
interfere with the free movemeat of the chair.

Many useful articles on chair design have been published
In theory, it seems desirable to spring-load a lumbar pad in addition to those discussed in this section (Ref. 3).
backrest and allow its position to vary to suit the user's
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SECTION 7.2 CHAIR DESIGN

LUMBOSACRAL II
REGION

U 0 0

ERECT POSITION LUMBOSACRAL LUMBAR PAD
RESULTS IN NORMAL CURVATURE IS HELPS RE-ESTABLISH
LUMBOSACRAL LOST WHEN LUMBOSACRAL
CURVATURE SITTING IN A CURVATURE

STRAIGHT-
BACK CHAIR

"Figure 7.2-1: Curvature of the Lumbosacral Spine (Ref. damage, in the lower back (Ref. 5). A back support in
4). For most individuals, the lumbosacral portion of this region, sometimes referred to a iumbar pad, helpi
their spine has a slight forward curvature when they to maintain proper curvature. I n also carry a slight
stand erect. Excessive deviation from this curvature, in portion of the body wei
either direction, can cause discomfort and pain, or even

Figure 7.2-2: Excessive Compression by Seat Surface.
When the pressure between the seat surface and the
body exceeds the blood pressure, the blood vessels col-
lapse and blood flow into that region ceases. This causes
discomfort and, if prolonged, pain. With a flat, rigid seat
pressures in the buttocks region of approxinmately 60
times blood pressure have beer, measured (Ref. 6). Addi.
tion of padding reduces maxinmum pressure by distributi
the load over a greater area.

A similar problem occurs in the lower thigh. If the seat

-__ too high above the foot support surface, excessive pres-
sure on the thigh anywhere from the knee to the middli
of the upper leg can compress blood vessels or even the
nerves to the lower leg. Again the result is discomfort Ol
pain, or the sensation that the lower leg is "asleep."

-COMPRESSION CAN AFFECT
"WHOLE LOWER LEG.

COMPRESSION CUTS OFF BLOOD FLOW
TO LOCAL AREA.

7.2-3
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SECTION 7.2 CHAIR DESIGN

UPPER BACKREST E - The region below the lunbar pad should be
open, or at least curved back sha:oly. to leave
room for the portion of the body bt!nw the lum-
bar vertebrae (sacrum) when the lumbar region
comes in contact with the backrest. This open or
recessed region should extend 12 to 15 cm (5 to

LMBAR PAD 6 in) above the compressed seat, with a minimum
[F ~-ARMESTvalue of 10 cm (4 in).

LF - The minimum vertical length of the lumbar pad
GE e~is 12 to 15 cm (5 to 6 in).

G - The forward point of the lumbar pad should be
c 18 to 20 cm (7 to B in) above thi compressed

D seat surface; adjustment over a range of 15 to 25
cm (6 to 10 in) is preferable.

K H - The upper backrest should extend at least 46 to
50 cm (18 to 20 in) above the compressed seat

I- surface.

,.,FLOOR In order to maintain proper back curvature, the

UPPER BACKREST angle of approximately 105 degrees with the seat
LUMBAR PAD surface; a pivot behind the pad is a useful though

not absolutely necessary method of adjustment.

T ~J - The u.pper portion of the backreat should tilt
SEA back 105 to 115 degrees; a value approaching theT I maximum tiit is best for the present application,
SEA 0 since it will increase the operator's ability to

ARMREST mak use of the lurntar support in the lower
M poto of the backrest while keeping his arms
J PL j-ý shoulders free to work at the light table.

AK - Although most fixed height seats are 43 to 46 cm
(17 to 18 in) above the floor, a better dimension
is 38 to 41 cm (15 to 16 in), since it is easier to
accommodate to a seat that ;- tu.o low than toFigure 7.2-3: Chair Dimensions. The bcst available oeta stohg;weeeepstoigi

recommendations for the dimensions ofachair to be used oneithcat, idjstmeto hih;ver eyane posi36tionngis
by maeadfemale imagery dslyoperators are sum- ciiaajsmn vrarneo 6t 0c

mrzdhr.They are based on nine sources, (Ref. 7), (14 to 20 in) in increments no larger than 2 cm
some ofwhich describe original research and some of (1 in) should be possible.

whih ae smmaiesof ublshe reeat~h.L - The armrest height above the compressed seat

A - Seat depth, measured from the forward limit of surface should be adjustable from 20 to 25 cm (8
the lumbar pad to the front edge of the seat to 10 in); if armrest height muist be fixed, the
should not exceed 43 cm (17 in), with a pre- preferred value is 25 cm (10 in) (Ref. 8).
ferred I irnt of 41 cm (16 in); a longer seat mayM- Thupebakstholbetlat50c(2
prevent some users from sliding back against theM- Thupebakstholbetlat50c(2
backrest. in) wide; it should have little or no lateral curva-

ture; the minimum radius of curvature is 41 CM
8 - The front edge of the seat rhould be rounded to (16 in).

reduce pressure on the thighs; unless the seat isN- Thlubrpdsodbealat30c(1in
thin, the front edge should taper underneath soN- Thlubrpdsodbealat30c(1in
that the user's lower legs can be swung back wide; it should have little or no lateral curvature;
beneath the seat; the seat surface should be flat the minimum radius of curvature is 19 cm (7 in).
or only very slightly contoured (for a padded0- Tesashudbatlst4c (1inwd,
seat). 0 h etsol ea es 3c 1 n ie

with a preferred value of 46 to 48 cm (18 to 19
C - The seat should be horizontal or slanted back a, in).

nnximrnmof 5 degrees. P - If the armrest does not extend more than 19 cm
(7.5 in) in front of the forward limit of the lum-

D - The seat should be padded so that it cormpresses bar pad, it will not interfere with moving the
2 to 5 cm (1 to 2 in) when used by an average chair close to the display for any user with a

sizeindvidul; levaionneasremnts re ostwaist thickness greater than that of a 5th per-
properly made from the compressed seat surface. centile male.
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1953, pp. 589-603. This article contains numerous tracings from X-rays of the spines of individuals in different posi-
tions, and good diagrams iilustrating the mechanics of spinal disc displacement. Chair design recommendations,
based on the spinal X-rays, are provided.

6. Hertzberg, H. T. E. The human buttocks in sitting: Pressures, patterns and palliatives. Paper 72005, Society of Auto-
motive Engr. (SAE) Automotive Engr. rong., Detroit, 1972. (Also available as Report AMRL-TR-71-107, Aerospace
Med. Res. Lab.)

7. Akerblom, B. Chairs and sitting. Proc. of the Ergononics Research Society SImposium on Human Factors in Equip-
ment Design, Vol. 2, 1954, pp. 29-35.

Ayoub, M. M. Posture in Industry Unnumbered report, Texas Tech. Univ., 1970.

-.Burandt, U. and Grandjean, E. Sitting habits of office employees. Ergonomics, Vol. 6, 1963, pp. 217-228.
/"

Damon, A., Stroudt, H. W. and McFarland, R. A. The tturnn Body in Equipment Design. Harvard Univ. Press,
Cambridge, Mass., 1966.

Dreyfuss, IL The Measure of 1a3'. Whitney Library of Design, New York, 1960.

Grandjean, E., Hunting, W., Wotzka, G. and Scharer, R. An eigonomic investigation of mult: putpose chairs. Human
Factors, Vol. 15, 1973, pp. 247-255.

Keegan, J. J. Evaluation and improvement of seats. Industrial Medicine and Surgery, Vol. 30, 1962, pp. 137-148.

Kroemer, K. H. E. and Robinette, J. C. Ergonomics in the Design of Office Furniture-A Review of European Litera-
ture. Report AMRL-TR-68-80, Aerospace Med. Res. Lab., 1968. (Also available as AD 848621.)

Also, see Ref. 5.

The recommendations in these ,ine studies were seldom in complete agreement. The dimensions in Figure 7.2-3 are
based on a rough P ssessment of the validity and relevance of the data supporting each author's recommendations.

I
8. A fixed armrest height of 20 to 23 cm (8 to 9 in) has been recommended by some authorities but the test data to

support this value are not reported and anthropometric data for male and female civilian and military personnel sug-
gest that 10 inches is a better choice. This would require some users to slide their arms forward or to sit with their
shoulders somewhat raised, but it should allow nearly everyone to reach the armrest.
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SECTION 7.3 AMBIENT ILLUMINATION

Mhe term ianmbient illumination' includes all sources of soza3 ,ciween colors in the imagery being interpreted am
illumination except those used to display imagery or as colors in reference samples on the same type of film. It
signals. In) most cases this mneans ceiling-mounted light this case, the imagery illumination spectral distributioi
fixtures and desk lamps. The two major requirements recommendations of Section 3.2.9 apply. If reflectiv.
imposed on ambient illumination, quantity and spatial m?trials are used as color references, they should b
distribution, are summarized in Sections 7.3.2 and 7.3.3 illuminated by a special limited-area source that meet
below, these same requirements, rather than by the ambien

illumination.
The spectral ar.,! temporal distribution of the ambient
illuminatiorta are also important. For most applications, Temporal variation in ambient illumination must n(
any common illumination source with a spectral distri- resu!t in the sensation of flicker. The factors involved at
bution that yields nominally white light is acceptable. essentilly the same as for display illumination and at
Most critical color discrimination will involve compari- discussed in Section 3.2. 10.

7.3.1 UNITS

Two terms are used in this section to refer to the reflectance, yields the luminance in candelas per squar
quantity of light, luninance and illhmintince. As is meter (cd/m 2, or nits). In the more common Englisý
discussed in Section 3.2.1, illuminance refers to the ".inits, illuminance in footcandles (fc) multiplied by )
quantity of light falling on a given surface area and yieids the luminance in footlamberts (fL). The Englis
luminance refers to the quantity of light reflected from to metric conversion factors are:
or passing through a given surface area and traveling in a
given direction. * 1 footcandle (fc) = 10.76 lux

0 I footlambert (fL) = 3.426 cd/m2
For surfaces that are nonspecular and diffuse incident
light evenly in all directions rather than reflecting it in The term "illumination" was formerly used to refer I
one direction like a mirror, luminance is determined by the quantity now known as iliuminance. The preferri
the illuminance and the reflectance of the surface. In the usage, which is followed in this document insofar
preferred International System (SI) units, illuminance in possible, is to use the term "illumination" to refer to
lux multiplied by R/tr, or 0.318 R, where R is the process, rather than a quantity (Ref. 1).

7
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SECTION 7.3 AMBIENT ILLUMiNATION

7.3.2 QUANTITATIVE REQUIREMENTS

RECOMMENDATIONS:
In rooms where imagery displays are used, provide general iliuminance of approximately 330 lux (30 fc);
the preferred value is 55 to 550 lux (5 to 50 fc), adjustable by the user.

On areas such as a desk, wheie the display user reads printed material or writes reports, provide an
illuminance of approximately 550 lux (50 fc); preferred value is 110 to 1100 lux (10 to 100 fc),
adjustable by the user.

Do not allow the luminance resulting from these two recommendations to exceed the maximum display
image luminance available when imageiy of typical density is being viewed.

On areas used for viewing paper prints that serve as reference material, provide an illuminance of
approximately 2750 lux (250 fc); the preferred value is 550 to 5500 lux (50 to 500 fe), adjustable by the
user.

Unlike the situation with imagery displays discussed in 0 The illuminance lecessary for maximum visual per-
Section 3.2.6, there is no shortage of highly authorita- formance increases with task difficulty; for example.
tive recommendations ror the illuminance that should be maximum performance in reading large, high-contrast
provided in almost any work environment (Ref. 2). printed text will occur at a much lower illuminance
Some of these are summarized in Figures 7.3-1 and -2. than will maximum performance reading the same
These recommendations have on occasion been thal- text if it is small and has very low contrast.
ler•.-d as excessive (Ref. 3), perhaps more because they
have usually been made by individuals and organizations It is important to keep these facts in mind when
supported by the lighting industry than because good designing a lighting environment, and to remember that
test data exist to refute them (Ref. 4). Giver, the the spatial distribution of the light can be as impotant
available test data, they are probably as reasonable as as the amount. Spati. distribution is discussed in
any such general recommendations can be. Section '7.3.

The quantitative requirements imposed on ambient If the luminance viewed by the display user near the
illumination have been developed from much of the display differs considerably from the display image
same data that is summarized in Section 3.2.6.1. and the luminance, the display user will require a brief interval
summary statements made at the beginning of that to adapt to the new luminance each time he shifts to or
section apply here also: away from the display. (See the two paragraphs imme-

diately preceding Figure 3.2.52.) Therefore, the ambient
* Over a limited range, visual performance increases illuminance should yield a luminance in this area

with the illuminance provided, approximately equal to the display image luminance
* After a certain point, each successive increase in when imagery of typical density is being displayed. In

illuminance on the visual task yields a successively practice, it is usually necessary to reduce the luminance
smaller increment in visual performanc.; once an of most areas near the display well below this level in
adequate performance level is achieved, the cost of order to eliminate reflections (Sections 7.3.3 ard 4.4.2).
sufficient light to improve perforn,---e further may
not be justified.
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SECTION 7.3 AMBIENT ILLUMINATION

7.3,2 OUANTITATIVE RrFUIREMENTS (CONTINUED)

IES
RECOMMENDED
LUMINANCE

AREA lux 'c

DRAFTING ROOMS
DETAILED DRAFTING AND DESIGNING, 2200 200
CARTOGRAPHY 1600 150

ROUGH I AYOUT DRAFTING 1600 150

ACCOUNTING OFFICE"
AUDITING TABULATING, BOOKKEEPING,
BUSINESS MACHINE OPERATION,
COMPUTER OPERATION 1600 150

OFFICES
READINJG POOR REPRODUCTIONS, BUSINESS
MACHINE OPERATION 1600 150

READING HANDWRITING IN HARD PENCIL
OR ON POOR PAPER, READING FAIR
REPRODUCTIONS 1100 1C0

READING HANDWRITING IN INK OR
MEDIUM PENCIL ON GOOD OUALITY PAPER 750 70

READING HIGH-CONTRAST OR WELL-
PRINTED MATERIALS 330 30

CONFERRING AND INTERVIEWING 330 30

CONFERENCE ROOMS
CRITICAL SEEING TASKS 1100 100

CONFERRING 330 30

NOTE-TAKING DURING PROJECTION
(VARIABLE) 330 30

CORRIDORS 220' 20"

*ILLUMINANCE IN CORRIDORS SHOULD BE AT LEAST
20 PERCENT OF THE ILLUMINANCE IN ADJOINING AREAS

Figure 73-1: IES Recommended Office Illuminance.
This chart summarizes the current (1973) Illuminating
Engineering Society (IES) recommendations for ambient
illuminance in offices (Ref. 5). The numbers given here

are intended to be increased if there is sufficient glare or
veiling luminance piesent to reduce visibility (Ref. 6).
This should not occur in a well-designed imagery display
work area. (See Section 7.3.3.)
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SECTION 7.3 AMBIENT ILLUMINATION

7.3,2 QUANTITATIVE REQUIREMENTS (CONTINUED)

ARE FINAL
TSTANDARD REF LECTANCES WILL ERRORS ILLUMINANCF

TASK GROUP AND ILLUMINANCE OR CONTRASTS HAVE SERIOUS IS THE AREA
TYPICAL TASK OR INTERIOR (lux) UNUSUALLY LOW' CONSEQUENCES WINDOWLESS

STORAGE
STORAGE AREAS AND PLANT
ROOMS WITH NO CONITINUOUS 150 150 (14)
WORK

ROUGH WORK

ROUGH MACHINING AND NO. 300---m NO-300-- TNO 300 (2B)
ASSEMBLY EYES Y S YES
ROUTINE WORK
OFFICES, CONTROL ROOMS,
MEDIUM MACHINING AND 500-- NO -5007-"-NO - 500 500 (46)
ASSEMBLY
DEMANDING WORK LYES

DEEP-PLAN, DRAWING OR
BUSINESS MACHINE OFFICES, 50 NO -750
INSPECTION OF MEDIUM --- N)_\ 5 NO750 (70)
MACHINING YES Y[E

FINE WORK
COLOR DISCRIMINATION, 100_00___00_ 00_(_

TEXTILE PROCESSING, 1000 NO-1°°-TNO-1000 1000 (93)
FINE MACHINING, AND LYYES YES
ASSEMBLY

VERY FINE WORK
HAND ENGRAVING, INSPECTION 1500-1NO 1500 NO 1500 1500 (140)
OF FINE MACHINING OR 0 "--T
AS ;;EMBLY YES -YES--,

MINUTE WORK

INSPECTION OF VER FINE 3000 , 3000 (280)

ASSEMBLY ADD LOCALIZED LIGHTING IF NECESSARY

rigure 7.3.2: Impact of Working Conditions on This chart is included here to show relative effects, not

Required Illuminance. This flow chart shows one pub- as a set of specific design recommendations.
lished scheme for using work conditions to determine
ambient illuminance requirements (Ref. 7). Many of the
concepts embodied in this chart were used to derive the
values in Figure 7.3-1.
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SECTION 7.3 AMBIENT ILLUMINATION

7.3.3 SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION

RECOMMENDATIONS:

Provide the maximum illuminance in the primary visual work area. Make the remainder of the visual en-
vironment slightly darker and fairly uniform. The following actions are helpful in eliminating extremely
bright and dark areas:

* Direct the light from any luminaire within the visual field of the display user downward onto the wor
surface where it is required, rather than into his eyes (Figures 7.3-4 and -6).

* If light from a luminaire strikes a wall or similar surface, reduce the reflectance of the wall to the point
where the wall luminance is not objectionable.

* Eliminate specular surfaces that might provide an image of a high luminance area such as a luminaire c
illuminated wall; or, if this is not possible, eliminate the high luminance area (Figures 7.3-4, -5, and -6;

0 Eliminate large, extremely dark areas close to the immediate visual work area; for example, replace a
dark surfaced desk with one that has a reflectance slightly less than is typical for white paper.

The spatial distribution of light in tile work environment glare effect is a function of the product of the luminan,
can be a!most as important as the quantity. As tile and the apparent area of the intense source; this produ
recommendations in this section indicate, the goal is to is equivalent to the photometric quantity hlmino
eliminate extremely bright and extremely dark areas that intensity and provides a measure of the quantity of lig
can act as a source of glare or produce a distracting reaching the eye. The glare effect of a smal source
contrast close to the visual work area. also directly related to the proximity of the source

the visual work area. A limiting distance from the vis?
Typical recommendations for the reflectance surfaces in axis of 30 to 45 degrees is sometimes given (Ref. 10).
offices and similar work spaces are as follows (Ref. 8):

"* Ceiling finish-80 to 92 percent (Gntegrated reflec- These recommendations are intended to provide a fail
tance may be somewhat lower for acoustic materials). -niform luminous environment. If specular surfac,

"* Walls--40 to 60 percent such as directly viewed film, the front surface of a re
projection screen, or a cathode ray tube are present,

"* Furniture and equipment-26 to 44 percent may be more important to reduce reflections by maki

"* Floors-21 to 39 percent the room quite dark, rather than just a little darker th
the image in the imagery display. If printed mater

Excessively dark areas can be as troublesome as exces- must also be viewed, limited area illumination sour(
sively bright ones. At one time, dark tops were common such as desk lamps or highly directional ceiling lui
on office desks. The resulting high contrast at the edge naires such as those described in Figures 7.3-5 and
of the white paper that contained the user's visual task must be provided.
was distracting and led to the use of much lighter
surfaces. Desk surfaces with reflectances equal to that of A considerable amount of mate;ial has been written
white paper were also evaluated, but were found to be making the luminous environment uniform. One use
less desirable, apparently because they tended to obscure source, the IES Hlandbook (Ref. 11) also includes
the edge of the sheet of paper being viewed (Ref. 9). quantitative approach developed by that group.

addition to being more than sli3htly complicated, i
As was discussed in Section 3.2.12, glare results both not obvious exactly how this technique should
from a large surround area that has a much different applied in a work environmtnt involving imagery
luminance than the visual work area and from a small plays, where one of the most important consideratior
area that is extremely intense. In the latter situation, the elimination of reflections.
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SECTION 7.3 AM31ENT ILLUMINATION

7.3.3 SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION (CONTINUED)

LIGHT REFLECTS LIGHT STRIKES
OFF FILM EYES DIRECTLY
AND INTO EYES

Figure 7.3-3: Glare From Ceilinj Luminaires. Light constitutes a veiling luminance that reduces the luminance
from ceiling luminaires can strike the display user's eyes of the image being viewed (Section 3.2.13).
directly or after reflection from a specular surface such
as film, a rear projection screen, or a cathode ray tube. If Although it is not included in this illustration, light
this light reaches the eye from within 30 to 45 degrees reflected from walls or from other surfaces in the work
of the line of sight, it acts as glare and it can be annoying area can cause the same problems as light coming
and reduce visual performance (Section 3.2.12, Ref. 10) directly from a luminaire.
If it is from a reflection located on the line of sight, it al!

"LUMINAIRE ,"TH
NO CEILING DIRECTIONAL
LUMINAIRES DIFFUSER OVER
DIRECTLY OVER DESK
LIGHT TABLE

DESK

Figure 7.3-4: Elimination of Glare by Use of Collimated limated luminaires over desks and similar areas where
Luminaires in Selected Locations. One approach to printed material must be viewed. An alternative is to elim-
reducing both direct and reflected glare is to eliminate inate all ceiling luminaires and provide desk lamps where
ceiling luminaires over the light table and use highly col- they are needed.
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SECTION 7.3 AMBIENT ILLUMINATION

7.3.3 SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION (CONTINUED)

Figure 7.3-5: Light Distribution for Four Diffusers.
LUMINAIRE Diffusers used with common 40-watt fluorescent lamp

0 0 DIFFUSER: luminaires vary widely in the extent to which they

BLACK spread light or direct it downward. Relative luminous
EGGCRATE intensity measurements made on four diffusers are
kPRISMATIC shown here in polar coordinate form, much as they

.0.2 SPECULAR appear in the ItSl/andbook (Ref. 12) or a manufac-
Z PARAHEX turer's data sheet (Ref. 13,C). The four diffusers are

BLACK (Ref. 14):
-0.4 PARAHEX

* Prismatic-A typical translucent plastic diffuser with
a raised prismatic pattern on the lower surface

0 Specular Parahex-A hexagonal grating with a mirrot
0 finish; the inner surface of each hexagonal opening i!

curved to limit spreading of the light
0 Black Parahex-Specular Parahex painted flat black

" 080 Black Eggcrate-A 12-mm (0.5-in) square, 12-mm
(G.5-in) thick grid, painted flat black

20' As the figure illustrates, the best diffusers for limiting
0° light to a small area such as a desk are the two

painted black; the specular Parahex is the next best
choice. All three provide considerable improvement ov,
the prismatic diffuser.

If it is essential to minimize luminaire energy consump
tion, the specular Parahex may be the better choice. T
maximum luminous intensity for this diffuser, relative
the maximum for the prismatic diffuser, was 0.90, ven
only 0.55 for the black Parahex and 0.65 for the black
eggcrate.
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SECTION 7.3 AMBIENT ILLUMINATION

7.3.3 SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION (CONTINUED)

(a) (b)

HORIZONTAL DISTANCE W. LUMINAIRE (It) HORIZONTAL DISTANCE TO LUMINAIRE ift)

0 10 20 30 40 0 10 20 30 40
LU 1.0 1.0

U) DIFFUSER:

I PRISMATIC

LU
- 0 .1 z 0 .1

V) ~DIFFUSER 
: 

P

z z
Z

03
Z 

IIC
PRLACMATICRAT

BLABLAC EGGCRAE cJ"'BLACK 
PARAHEX_>IL

< I- SPECULAR PARAHEX

cr 0.001 _..-p_... J._ 0.001 j
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 0 2 4 6 8 10 12

HORIZONTAl. DISTANCE TO LUMINAIRE (mW HORIZONTAL DISTANCE TO LUMINAIRE Wm)
ilIIII I I IIII I I I I

90 30 20 10 90 30 20

LUMINAIRE POSITION RELATWVE TO EYE LUMINAIRE POSITION RELATIVE TO EYE

(degrees above horizontal) (degrees above horizontal)

Figure 7.3-6: Glare and Luminance for Four Diffus-
ers. The relative amount of glare caused by each of the matic diffuser causes at least 10 times as much glare as
four diffusers described in the previous figure is shown any of the other three. If this comparison is made at 45
here as a function of the horizontal odistance to the lumi- degrees, the specular Parahex is only slightly better than
naire. The luminaire is assumed to be 2m (6 ft) above the prismatic diffuser.
eye level and the luminaire is assumed to be 0.6m (2 ft)
wide. Another way of comparing the four diffusers is to

assume that the display user looks directly at the lumi-
The bottom scale shows luminaire position expressed as naire. In this case, his eyes adapt to the luminance of the
angular distance above horizontal. Assuming a horizontal luminaire, which should not be much greater than the
line of sight, and that a glare source is significant within luminance of the image in his display (see the discussion
30 to 45 degrees of the line of sight, the luminaire would of glare in Section 3.2.12). Pait (b) of this figure shows
be a potential soutce of glare when it was further than 2 the relative luminance of the luminaire. The luminance of
to 4m (6 to 12 ft) away. a typical fluorescent lamp luminaire, viewed from directly

below, might be from 1700 to 5000 cd/m 2 (500 to 1500

Part (a) of this figure shows relative hlintin us inh'nsi .I' fL), and a desirable valuE for the display user to view
and therefore provides the best indication of the glare might be 1 to 2 percent of this. Again the black eggcrate is
caused by the luminaire. Comparing the four diffusers at the most effective diffuser, with the black Parahex and
an angle of 30 degrees or less above horizontal, the pris- specular Parahex following in that order.
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14. The four diffusers were:

Prismatic - Stock No. 12478U2, Lightolier, Inc., Jersey City, New Jersey. A solid sheet of plastic, approxi-
mately 0.7 by 1.3m (2 by 4 ft) in size. Probably similar to the diffusers on Luminaires 3 and 7,
Figure 9-4 in the fourth edition of Ref. 2.

Specular Parahex - Stock No. PHS 6844SRS, Globe Illumination Co., Gardenia, Calif. A plastic mirror-finish grid.
The hexagonal grid openings are smaller at the top than at the bottom, and are vertically curved
to limit the angular area illuminated, much as the following article: Dobras, Q. D. and Phillips,
D. R., Designing low brightness luminaires for higher lighting levels. Ilium. Engr., Vol. 54,
October 1959, pp. 627-633.

Black Parahex - Specular Parahex, painted flat black, paint No. TT-E-527B, on inner surfaces and on the bottom,
but not on the top surface.

Black Eggcrate - Part No. 8351, Plastic Louver Suspended Ceiling Panel, Sears, Roebuck and Co. A plastic grid,
13 mm (0.5 in) thick, with 13 mm (0.5 in) square openings. Painted flat black, paint No. TT-E-
527B, on all surfaces.
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SECTION 7.4 AIR CONDITIONING

NOTE: Because this entire section consists of recommendations, they are not listed separately here.

Air conditioning is required to remove objectionable on thermal comfort (Ref. 2). More complete treatment
impurities from the air and to maintain the temperature, of thermal comfort is available (Ref. 3), and more

humidity, and airflow rate within acceptable limits. The extensive standards are available in the publications of
values given here are based primarily on military human the American Society of Heating, Refrigeration and
engineering standards (Ref. I), and one summary paper Air Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) (Ref. 4).

7.4.1 VENTILATION

The amount of air introduced to a work area depends on Air velocity past individuals should be between 3 and
the number of persons present and on their work 20m (10 and 65 ft) per minute. Higher velocities may
activity. The recommended amount of air for adults cause personnel to feel a draft, and lower ones may
engaged in moderate physical activity ranges from 0.14 cause complaints o; stuffiness (Ref. 2).
to 0.85 m3 (5 to 30 ft3 ) per minute per person, with
approximately two-thirds of this consisting of new,
outside air (Ref. 5).

7.4.2 TEMPERATURE

The preferred temperature varies with relative humidity, In home buildings, a reduction in the energy required for
so it is common to combine the two into an effective summer cooling can be achieved by using cool night air
temperature, ET. To be even more precise, one can also to remove some of the heat from the interior of the
,iclude airflow velocity and wall temperature in the building and by allowing the temperature to rise several
determination of effective temperature (Ref. 2). degrees throughout the day. It is not known if personnel

tolerance limits for temperature variations of this kind
Preferred temperature apparently does not vary from have been published.
summer to winter, so long as the insulation value of the

clothing worn by the individuals being tested is held The temperature should be relatively uniform through-
constant (Ref. 2). However, since individuals tend to out the work area. A maximum variation, measured
wear lighter clothing during hot summe, weather, higher from floor to head level, of 5.50 C (100 F) has been
temperatures are acceptable. The desire to reduce energy suggested (Ref. 1,X).
consumption may also make temperatures closer to
outdoor temperatures more acceptable, but there are no
known test data available.

As Figure 7.4-1 illustrates, the preferred effective tem-
perature is 18.3 to 21.1°C (65 to 70 0 F) in the winter
and 18.9 to 23.90C (66 to 750) in the summer (Ref.
l,X).
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SECTION 7.4 AIR CONDITIONING

7.4.2 TEMPERATURE (CONTINUED)

/

70 -160 EFFECTIVE
TEMPERATURE

150 oC 0oF

i 39.4 103
60 -o 140 37.8 100

35.0 95

130 32.2 90

29.4 85
50 •2

23.9 
75

S•21.1 70
1104 18.9 s

S40 c
No 112 HR I17.2 63

SH 15.0 59
90 .a S 11.1 52-;... •=30 700 6.1 43

L T D .a 0.0 32
,o 660/ TOLERANCE -

> - SUMMER HOT ZONE>
65 Et COMFORT ZONE 7 ASSUMPTIONS:

20 60E ITRCMOTZN

Sitting person dressed in
E60 conventional clothing

(insulation value = 1 clo)
doing liqht manual work

10 5

Air motion equals 60 m/min
(200 ft/min) for toleraneg zones

T-40 and 6 m/min (20 ft/min) for
comfort zones.

0 11 RI 130

"0 10 20 30 40 51 RH = Relative humidity
T Temperature

VAPOR PRESSURE (mm Hg) ET = Effective temperature (oF)
CONVERSION OF-. C Centrigade (Celsius)
FAHRENHEIT TO 5 ( Fahrenheit
CENTRIGRADE: TC= (TF - 32) HR Hour
(Celsius) 9

Figure 7.4-1: Thermal Comfort and Tolerance Zones performing light manual work. Air velocity in the corn-
"(Ref. 1,X). This figure illustrates the region of thermal fort zone is 6m (20 ft) per minute. In the tolerance
comfort, and the tolerance times outside this zone, for a zones it is 60m (200 ft) per minute.
seated person wearing conventional office clothing and

K 7.4.3 RELATIVE HUMIDITY
N

The preferred value for relative humidity is 45 to 50 eyes, skin, and respiratory tract sufficiently to cause
percent; the acceptable range is 35 to 65 percent (Ref. I, discomfort, while values over 70 percent can lead to
2,X). A relative humidity below 15 percent will dry the mold growth and ccndensation on cool surfaces.
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SECTION 8.0 GLOSSARY

This section contain, detinitions of many of the terms used in the handbook. In some instances, more cornphte treatment
of a term appears where it is defined or explained in the text of the handbook, or in the references following each section.
Figure 8.0-1 summarizes the conversion factors us.ed in the text. Rounding errors will occasionally cause small deviations
from the values shown here. Figures 8.0-2 and -3 list the symbols, a.ronymns and abbreviations that appear in thle text
separated from their definitions.

DISTANCE:

1 meter (m) = 102 centimeters (cm) = 103 millimeters (mm)
1 106 micrometers (pim) = 109 nanometers (nm)
1010 Angstrom (AO)

1 inch (in) = 2.54 centimeters (cm) = 25.4 millimeters (mm)

FORCE:

1 gram (g) = 0.0352 ounce (oz) = 0.0022 pound (Ib)
lib = 169z - 453.6g
I dyne = 10. newtons = 0.00102 gram (or more correctly, giam weight)

TORQUE:

1 gram-meter (g-m) = 1.39 ounce-inches (oz-in) = 0.087 pound-inch (lb-in)
1 kilogram-meter (kg-m) = 7.23 pound-feet (Ib-ft)

POWER:

1 watt (W) -__ 1joupe-(- t--id
-. .... ttrTr-ep-ver(hp•) = 550 foot-pounds per second = approximately 745.7 watts

P = VI = V2 /R = 12 R, where P =power in watts,

V = potential in volts. I = current in amps and R = impedance in ohms.

ILLUMINANCE:

1 lux = 0.0929 footcandle (fc)
1 tc = 10.76 lux
E = AL, where E is retinal illuminance in trol ands (Td),

A is pupil area in square millim-ters (mm ) and L
is scene luminance in candela per square meter (cd/m 2 )
(See Section 3.2.2.)

LUMINANCE:

1 cd/m 2  = 0.292 fL = 0.314 mL
1 fL - 3.426 cd/m 2 = 1.076mL
1 mL = 0.929 fL = 3.183 cd/m2

(cd/m 2 = candela per square meter, or nits;

fL = footlambert; mL = millilambert)

TYPE SIZE:

1 point = 0.35 mm = 0.0138 in

Figure 8.i1. Conversion Factors



A, B, C, D, X = (when following a reference) a reference rating; described in Section 1.4

Cm. Cl, Cd = contrast as defined in Figure 3.1-10

cd/m 2  - candelas per square meter

cm = centimeter

. =diopter

dB = decibel

dBA = sound pressure level in decibels weighted according to curve A in Figure 6.6-4

E = illuminance

fc = footcandle

fL = footlambert

ft-lb = foot pound (work)

g = gram

g-m = gram meter (torque)

Hz = Hertz

= intensity

in-oz = inch ounces (work)

J = joule

OK = degrees Kelvin

KHz = kilohe,;.z

kV = kilovolts

m = meter

mW = milliampere

mg = milligram

MHz = megahertz

Figure 8.0-2. Symbols
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min = minutes

mJ = millijoule

m-Kg - meter kilogram (work)

mm = millimeter

mW = mil:iwatt

n = index of retraction

nits = candelas per square meter

nm = nanometer

N/m 2  
- newtons per square meter

nsec - nanosecond

oz-in = ou.nce inches (torque)

R - megabaud; reflectance; numerator of remainder from an arithmetical division

Rx, - spectral reflectance

Sinc sin x
X

T = transmittance

TX - spectral transmittance

Td = troland

W = watts

X, Y, Z = CIE primaries

X, Y, Z = tristimulus values for X, Y, and Z primaries

x,. ,, z = spectral tristimulus values

"9A, YA' ZA = spectral tristimulus values for a specfic wavelength, X

x,y, z = chromaticity coordinates

?, = wavelength

pA = microamperes

Pm = micrometers

psec - microseconds

j.Iwatt - microwatts

a - standard deviation

NOTE: This list includes only those symbols not defined on the page where they are used.

Figure 8.0-2. Symbols (Continued)
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ANSI = American National Standarus Institute

bit = Binary digct

CCDI = Color contrast discrimination index

CFF = Critical flicker frequency, citical fusion frequency, cr;tical frequency for fusion.

" CR -= Color r'enderin'f+nex .

CRT = Cathode ray tube

DPCM = Differential encoded pulse code modulation

IEEE = Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc.

IPD = Interpupillary distance

LBR = Laser beam recorder

LCD = Liquid Crystal Display

LED = Light emitting diode

M = Magnification

MAN-1 = Trade name for a seven-segment LED

MTF = Modulation transfer function

NA = Numerical aperture

NC = Noise criterion curves

NCA = Noise criterion curves, alternate

NTSC = National Television Standards Committee

OSHA = Occupational Safety and Health Administration

PCM = Pulse code modulation

PNL = Perceived noise level

PSIL = Preferred-frequency speech interference level

RETMA = Radio-Electronics-Television Manufacturers Association

rms = root mean square

RPA = Resting point of accommodation

SIL = Speech interference level

SNR = Signal-to-noise ratio

SPL = Sound pressure level

SPref = Reference sound pressure level

TV = Television

UCS = Uniform chromaticity scale

NOTE: This lisi includes only those acronyms and abbreviations not defined on the page where they are used.

Figure 8.0-3. Acronyms and Abbreviations
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Aberration: A:l) deviation from perfect reproduction so that a point is not imaged as a point, a straight line as straight, or

an angle as aim equal angle.

Absorption coefficient: The fraction of the incident intensity absorbed per unit thickness of a transmitting medium.

Accommodation (visual): Spccifically. the dioptric adjustment of the eye to attain maximal sharpness of the retinal image
for an, object of regard. '-OcUsing of the eye.
Accommodative amplitude: The difference, expressed in diopters, between the farthest point and the nearest point of

accommodation with respect to the spectacle p~ane, tile entrance pupil, or some other reference point of the eye.

Accuracy: The degree to which the average of a set of measurements agrees with the true value.

Achromatic color: Sensary or perceptual components possessing a brightness level but no hue; white, gray, and black.

Achromaticness: Brightness or lightness (see achromatic color).

Actinic: Pertaining to wavelengths of radiant energy which produce chemical changes, especially those beyond the violet
end of the visual spectrum.

Action spectrum: A curve showing the relative spectral effectiveness of radiant energy in causing undesirable effects.

Active portion (TV line): The portion of the time allu-ted to a single active TV line which is not devoted to horizontal
retrace; approximately 83 percent for most current displays.

Active TV lines: I he number of lines actually scanned on the photosensitive element of the camera or the CRT phosphor
in a single frame, in distinction to the total number of scan periods per frame, including those needed for vertical retrace.
Adaptation (to light or dark): The adjustment, occurring under changes in illumination, in which the sensitivity to light (or

light threshold) is increased or reduced.

Additive color: Superposition or other nondestructive combination of light of different chromaticities.

Aeri! image displays: An image, especially a real image, formed by an optical system but perceived by alignment of the
viewing eye with the path of light emerging from the optical system, instead of being focused first as an image on a receiv-
ing screen. Typical aerial image displays are the microscope, or a screen viewed with a magnifier.

Airy disc: The bright diffuse spot of light, surrounded by a series of concentric dark and light rings, that makes up the
image of a point source of light in a diffraction limited display.

Aliasing: In communications theory, the generation of spurious signals caused by sampling a signal at a rate lower than
twice its frequency. In electro-optical imaging devices, the sampling rates refer to the spatial frequencies of the scene on
the photosensor. Aliasing in these systems can result in the creation of artificial spots. gradients, or patterns in the
imagery.

Alignment (of images): The positioning of images one to the other in binocular viewing, expressed in units of visual angle.

Alternate noise criterion (NCA) curve: A set of curves which specify noise limits at each of eight octave bands (illustrated
in Figure 6.6-10). These curves differ from noise criterion (NC) curves in that an increase in the noise leve! of the lower
frequency octaves is allowed.

Ambient illumination: Light from the surroundings, as opposed to light from the display itself.

Anaglyph: Two related photographs or drawines, superimposed and laterally displaced, each outlined in a color comple-
mentary to that of the other (usually in red atr.. blue-green) to be viewed through filters of the same colors, one to each
eye. If the corresponding parts of the drawings have been properly displaced, or the photographs are of a single scene
taker, from two directions, when properly fused the anaolyph will give rise to the percept of relief or stereopsis.

Analog signal: A signal that is solely dependent upon magnitude to express information content. Generally continuously
variable in strength between specified limits, as opposed to a digital signal which can only assume discrete values.

8.0-5
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Anamorphic magnification: Magnification in a single direction perpendicular to tile optical axis, so that the image appears

to stretch in one dimension.

Angular subtense: The angle formed by the linear extent of some dimension of an object with the eye at the vertex.

Aniseikonia: A relative difference in size and/or shape of the ocular images. It can bc measured by using an instrument to
present a different object to each eye and measuring the relative difference in the visual angles which causes the objects to
appear equal in size, or equal in distance from the point of binocular fixation.

Anisometropia: A condition of unequal refractive state for the two eyes, one eye requiring a different lens correction from
the other.

Anode potential: In TV cameras and CRT's tile difference in voltage between the electron gun and the scanned element
(camera target or phosphor surface).

Anomaloscope:. An instrument to test the color sense. It usually consists of a viewing tube with a circular bipartite field,
one-half of which is illuminated with yellow, tile other with a mixture of green and red. The yellow half is not variable
except for brightness, while the other may be varied continuously from red to green. The color sense is tested by mixing
tile colors of the variable color field until it subjectively matches the yellow field. A certain combination in the variable
field is considered normal, and specific variations indicate the type or the degree of anomalous color vision present.
Anomaly quotient (AQ): A measure used to represent degrees of deviation from normal in the proportion of red and green

mixed to make yellow in the anomaloscope.

Aperiodic interlace: A staggered interlace system in which different times are allotted each field.

Aperture: An opening that permits light, electrons, or other forms of radiation to pass through. In an electron gun, the
aperture determines the size, and has an effect upon the shape, of the electron beam.

Aperture equalization (television): Electrical compensation for the signal distortion introduced by the size of the scanning
aperture.

Aperture grill (CRT): A grill used as a physical barrier to the electron beams in color CRT's in order to avoid excitation of
any one color phosphor by the electron beams not associated with that color.

Aperture mask (CRT): A metal plate with accurately formed openings, placed closely behind the phosphor in a tricolor
picture tube. It insures that each of the three electron beams excites only the desired color phosphor.

AQ (see anomaly quotient)

Aqueous humor: The clear, watery fluid which fills the portion of the eye between the cornea and the lens. This region is
also known as the anterior (forward) chamber.

Artificial eye photometer: See Figure 3.2-20.

Artificial pupil: A perforation in a diaphragm or disk to be held or mounted in front of the eye to effect a small or con-
K /stant pupil size.

Aspect ratio of a raster: The ratio of the frame width to the frame height.

Astigmatism: 1. A condition of refraction in which rays emanating from a single luminous point are not focused at a single
point by ar. )ptical system, but instead are focused as two line images at different distances from the system, generally at
right angles - each other. In the eye, a refractive anomaly due to unequal refraction of the incident light in different
meridians. It is generally caused by a cylindrical component in the anterior (front) surface of the cornea or, of less degree,
by other oc.lar refracting surfaces, or by the obliquity of incidence of the light entering the cornea or the crystalline lens.
2. A monochromatic aberration in which light rays from a point located off the optical axis come to focus as a line radial
to the optic d axis at one distance along the axis and as a segment of an arc circumferential to the axis at another distance.

Audiometric monitoring: Measurement of hearing acuity on a continuing basis to ensure that hearing loss is not occurring
(due to noise exposure).

Average spot luminance (CRT): The luminance of a spot (CRT) averaged over the area of the spot. Spot size (area) must
be defined.

Backlash: The range of control movement after reversing direction that does not result in a system response. In micro-
scopes, the maximum focus control rotation that will not cause the stage to move.
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Badal principle: An optical technique for obtaining an iniage of constant angular size but adjustable vergence (viewing
distance). It involves viewing a target object through a positive lens positioned with its focal point at the eye (properly, at
the anterior nodal point of the eye). The angular si/e of the target is the satne as if the target was located in the plane of
the lens, and the vergence in diopters varies linearly with the distance of the object from the lens.

Banding: A periodic anomaly in the image generated on a CRT or optical line scan printer caused by uneven spacing of the
scan lines. It gives the visual appearance of stripes or hands in the image.

Bandwidth: The range of frequencies over which the performance of a device is within specified limits. In this handbook
the term refers to the performance of the electronics associated with electro-optical displays and is expressed in megahert
(MIlz).

Baudrate: A unit of signaling speed equal to the number of discrete conditions or signal events per second expressed as bits
per second.

Beam current: The current emerging from the final aperture of the electron gun.

3eam modulation (in CRT's): I. The ratio of the highlight signal current to the dark current. 2. The variation in beam
current corresponding to variations in the signal voltage.

Bezold-Bricke phenomenon: A change in perceived hue of some. but not all. spectral colors with change in intensity.

Bifocals: Spectacles containing lenses which are divided to provide two focal points (points of focus).

Binary data: A numbering system using the base 2 (instead of the base 10 in the common decimal system).

Binocular: I. Pertaining to both eyes: 2. The use of both eyes simultaneously in such a manner that each retinal image
contributes to the final image.

Biocular: A binocular optical system in which both eyes share an optC:al element with a single axis of s:mnumetry. See
Figure 3.7-1.

Bit: An abbreviation of binary digit; one element in a binary number, where only the digits 0 and I are allowed.

Blackbody (see Planckian radiator)

Blanking (in CRT's): The process of cutting off the electron beamn during retrace.

Blemish: Nonsystetnatic variations in screen luminance caused by a CRT defect.

Blind spot: A portion of the visual field where nothing is seen because the corresponding retinal area is without receptors.
This occurs at the point where the optic nerve exits the eye.

Bracketing: A technique for obtaining the optimum setting of a continuously adjustable control oy moving it back and
forth through the optimum to a point on either side where setting is apparently worse. A position midway between these
settings is then selected as optimum. Bracketing is frequently used for microscope focusing.

Break-even voltage: Anode potential at which the luminescence produced 'y a CRT is equal for aluminized and non
aluminized screens.

Brightness: Tile subjective attribute of any light sensation giving rise to the perception of luminous intensity, including the
whole scale of qualities of being bright, light, brilliant, dim, or dark. More popularly, brightness implies the higher intensi-
ties, dimness the lower. At one time the term brightness was also used for the quantity luminance: this usage is no longer
correct.

Broad-band noise: In electronic circuits, noise covering a range of frequencies equal to, or substantially equal to the band-
width of the circuit.

Buffer: In data processing and computation, a storage device used to compensate for a difference in the rate of flow of
information or time of occurrence of events when transmitting information from one device to another.

Candela: The unit of luminous intensity in the CIE photometric system. It is 1/60 of tine luminous intensity of I cm 2 of a
blackbody radiator at the temperature of solidification of platinum. The term is intended by the CIE to be used in place
of candle, international candle, and new candle.

Cathode luminescent (phosphor) (see cath'mdoluminescence)

Cathode ray charge-storage tube: A charge-storage tube in which the information is written by means of a cathode ray. In
charge-storage tubes, the information is retained on the storage surface in the form of a pattern of electric charges.
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/ Cathode ray tube (CRT): A tube in which the electrons emitted by a heated cathode are focused into a beam and directed
toward a phosphor-coated surface that becomes luminescent at the point where the electron beam strikes it.

Cathodoluminescence: The property of emitting light when bombarded by electrons.

CDI (see color discrimination index)

CFF (critical flicker frequency, critical fusion frequency, critical fi.:,uency for fusion): The rate of presentatioo of inter-
.nittent, alternate, or discontinuous photic stimuli thit just gives ri.k to a fully uniform and continuous sensation obliterat-
ing the flicker.
Chip: An individual piece or fragment. For photographic imagery, "rame or portion of a frame, as distinct from a roll.

Color chips are individual samples of selected colors.

Chroma: The dimension of the Munsell system of color which corresponds most closely to saturation.

Chromatic aberration: Aberration produced by unequal refraction of different wavelengths or colors. The typical mani-
festation of chromatic aberration in a simple optical system is a colored fringe on the border of an image.

Chromaticity coordinates: The ratios of each of the tristimulus values to the sum of the three. Symbols: x, y, and z.
Defined in Figure 5.2-8.

Chromaticity diagram: A plane diagram formed by plotting two of the three chromaticity coordinates against one another,
thus constituting a graphical representation of stimulus characteristics derived from color mixture data. Illustrated in
Figure 5.2-9.

Chromaticness: The attributes of chromatic color sensation, hue and saturation collectively, as distinguished from
intensity.

Chrominance: A color term defining the hue and saturation of a color. Does not refer to brightness.

Chromostereopsis: Stereopsis resulting from the lateral displacement of retinal images of objects of different wavelengths.
Discussed in Section 5.2.6.

CIE (Commission Internationale de I'Eclairage): An international organization devoted to studying and advancing the art
and science of illumination. It is variously refe:rred to as C.I.E., or I.C.I. from the English translation, International Coln-
mission on Illumination.

CIE chromaticity diagram (See chromaticity diagram or Figure 5.2-9)

CIE chromaticity syster,.: Described in Section 5.2.1.3.

Clipping: The loss oi elimination of signals greater or less than a defined a"mplitude, or the display (at a single level) of
amplitude above 'Jr below a defined amplitude.

Cm, CI, Cd, Cr: See Figure 3.1-10.

Coherent illumination: Electromagnetic radiation in which all the propagated energy is in phase, the maxima and minima
of all waves being coincident; the energy being propagated from each point at the emitter is in phase with every other
point.

Collateral m aterial: In photointerpretation work, materials other than the latest photographic coverage, which aid the Pi
to report out the contents of the imagery.

Collimate: I. To render a bundle of rays parallel. 2. To adjust an optical instrument so that its mechanical and optical axes
are coincident or parallel.

Collimated luminaire: A lumindire (light fixture) in which the direction of light is restricted or modified to produce nearly
parallel rays.

Color: 1. A sensory or perceptual component of visual experience, characterized by the attributes of hne, brightness, and
saturation, anq usually arising from, or in response to, stimulation of tle retina by radiation of wavelengths between about
380 and 760 rimi. Sensory components. such as white, gray, and black, which have neither hue nor saturation are properly,
but are not always, included with colors. Variously synonymous with hue, tint, or shade. 2. A stimulus or a visual object
which evokes a chromatic response.
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Color adaptation: An altered sensitivity to color which produces apparent changes in hu,- or saturation. It nmry be induced.

for exan.ple, by varying levels of illunination or by prolonhd exposure to a specific color.

Color blindness: A common but misleadimrg synonyin for color defect.

Color defect: A variation fromi tile normal response on a test that measures luminosity and cliromaticness in various parts
of the visual spectrum, such as the anonialoscope. Discussed in Section 5.2.2. .

Color discrimination index (CDI): A measure of the average perceived difference between the colors in a standard set when
viewed utnder a test illuminant.

Color fields: The portion of t.he visual field within which color call be perceived, the field for any given color being smaller
than, and roughly concentric with. the visual field for white. The field for each color varies greatly with variation in soch
fNtors :,s target site. saturation, brightness. and contrast.

Color frame: In sequential color TV systems. the completion of one scanning cycle through the three primaries (three
scanning fields).

Color matching function: The energy fluxes of the three chosen primary wavelengths required to match the unit energy
flux of a given onmochlromlatic test wavelenth. AlsI known as "spectral tristimulus values."

Color picture: In sequential color TV systems, the completion of two color frames (six scanning tields). See also, color
frame.

Color preference index (CPI l: An indication of the degree to which a set of colors in a standard set viewed under a test
illuminant provide their preferred appearances; i.e., red "looks" red.

Color rendering index (CRI): A measure of tile degree to which. under specified conditions, the perceived colors of objects
illuminated by the source conform to those of the same objects illumiina.ed by a standard source.

Color temperature: The temperature of a blackbody radiator. For an ilhuninant that is not a blackbody radiator, the
"correlated" color temperature is the temperature of a blackbody radmator that yields the same chromaticity.

Color wheel: A system of hues represented on a circle; the spectral colors in their original order arr',nged on a circle, with
the purple hues connecting the extremes of the visible spectrum.
Coma: An oblique mont :hromatic aberration of an optical system in which the image of a point off the optical axis

appears comet-shaped.

Comparator: A device used to measure distance on imagery.

Complementary wavelength: The wavelength of the color that is on the opposite side of the white point in the chromatic-
ity diagram.

Composite video signal: A TV signal that results from combinIng a picture signal with the synchronizing signal. the TV
] signal as transmitted from a TV station.

-I-/

Conductance: The inverse of the measure of resistance to the flaw of electricity.

Cone: A type of photoreceptor cell in the retina of the eye involved in color vision, high visual acuity, and photopic (day-
light) vision. There are about 6 or 7 million in each retina, the greatest proportion of which are located in the fovea.

Cone blindness (see congenital total color biindness)

Congenital total color blindness: A rare form of defective vision characterized by total inability to discriminate any of the
ordinarily differentiated hues. Presumably, all hues are seen as varying shades of gray, black, or white.

Conjunctiva: The delicate membrane lining the eyelids and covering the anterior (forward) portion of the eyeball.

Contrast: 1. The difference in brightness between two areas. 2. Any one of several ways of mathematically expressing the
difference in luminance of two areas; the more common ways are defined in Figure 3.1-10.

Contrast ratio: See Figure .•-10.

Contrast threshold: The contrast associated with the nhmiiniutn luminance difftrence between two areas which carn be per-
ceived as having different brightnesses.

Convergence vngle (eye): The angle between the two visual axes.

Convergence angle (in co!or CRT's): The angle at which electron beanis from separate color guns of a color CRT display
come together at the phosphor.
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Convergent stereo photography: Stereo photography collected with the camera axes tilted to intersect approximately at
tile object being photographed.

Converging disparity: Disparity associated with an object nearer than some reference object. Also known as "crossed

disparity.' lliustrated in Figure 5.1-2.

Cornea: Tile transparent anterior (front) portion of the fibrous coat of the eye.

Correlation: A number which describes the closeness of association of two variables; the range is from -I (an exact inverse
relationship) to +I (an exact relationship). (More properly, the ' coefficient of correlation.") The most frequently used
coefficient of correlation is the Pearsonian, or product-moment.

CPI (see color preference index)

CR1 (see color rendering index)

Critical angle: Itt optics, that angle of incidence which results in the refraction of a ray passing from one medium to
another at an angle which causes the ray to travel along the surface between tl~e two media. Any ati•lc greater than the
critical angle results in total reflection.

Critical flicker frequency (see CFF)

Critical fusion frequency (see CFF)

Crossed disparity (see converging disparity)

CRT (see cathode ray tube)

Crystalline lens: A semi-elastic lens located between the aqueous and vitreous humors and just behind the iris. Through the
action of the ciliary muscle, this lens changes curvature and thus refractive power in bringing the image to a focus on the
retina as viewing distance changes.

Cyclic banding: Cyclic variation in line spacing in CRT's or in transparencies generated by optical line scan printers.

Daily noise dose: A recommended limit on the level and duration of exposure to noise.

dB (see decibel)

Dead voltage: Anode potential below which no luminescence is produced in a CRT phosphor.

Decibel (dB): Ten times the logarithm to the bas.& 10 of the ratio of two powe-s. Defined also in Section 6.6.2. With PI
and P2 designating two amounts of power and n the number of decibels denoting their ratio, n = 10 log1  (P1 /P-). When
the conditions are such that ratios of currents or ratios of voltages (or analogous quantities in other fields are the square
roots of the corresponding power ratios, the number of decibels by which the corresponding powers differ is expressed by
the following equations:

n = 20loglO(ll/I2)
n = 20loglO(V./V 2)

where I1 /12 and VI/V-) are the given current and voltage ratios respectively. By extension, these relations between num-
bers of decibels and ratios of curret,,s or voltages are sometimes applied where these ratios are not the square roots of the
corresponding power ratios; to avoid confusion, such usa.-e should be accompanied by a specific statement of this
application.

Deflection angle: In a CRT, the angle between the electron beam and a line between the last element of the electron optics
and the center of the CRT screen.

Density: The logarithm of the ratio of incident to transmitted light. Stated anotber way, density (D) is the logarithm of
the reciprocal of the transmittance (T):

D = log I/T=-log T
10 10

Depth of field: The variation in the object distance of a lens or an optical system which can be tolerated without incuirring
an objectionable lack of sharpness in focus. The greatest distance through which an object can be moved and still produce
a satisfactory image.

r)epth of focus: Same as depth of field but in image space.

Detent: In a conirel, a mechanism that causes a noticeable change in required actuation force, or which tends to keep a
control in a fixed position.
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Deuteranomaly: A form of anomalous trihhromatismn in which an abnormally Irge pioportion of green is required in a
mixture of red and green light to match a given yellow. In the green to red region of the spectrum. hue discrimination is
poor, and colors appear relatively more desaturated to the deuteranomal than they do to the normal trichromat. leading to
confusion of light tints or of very dark shades of these colors. The degree of the defect covers a range from nearly normal
to nearly deuteranopic. A sex-linked hereditary defect, it is thet most common of all color vision deficiencies, occurring in
about 5 percent of all males and 0.25 percent of all females.

Deuteranopia: A form of dichromatism in which relative spectral luminosity does not Ciffer noticeably from normal, but
in which all colors can be matched by mixtures of only two prima:ry colors, one from the long wavelength portion of the
spectrum (yellow, orange. or red), the other from the short wavelength portion (blue or violet). A neutral point (colorless
or white) occurs at a wavelength of about 497 rnm, and it is in this region that hue discrimination is best. Light of shorter
wavelengths appears blue" of longer wavelengths, yellow, with saturation increasing toward the ends of the spectrum. Thus,
red, orange, yellow, and green cannot be differentiated when their brightness and saturations are made equal. Similarly,
blue, violet, and blue-purple differ only in brightness and saturation, but not in hue. It is a sex-linked hereditary defect and
occurs in about I percent of all males and only rarely in females.

Dichroic: Producing two different colors: associated with different directions of transmission of light. different directions
of viewing, different thicknesses or concentrations of the transmitting substance, differences between color of transmitted
and reflected ;ight.

•,•chromatism: A form of defective color vision requiring only two primary colors, mixed in various proportions, to match
all othei colors. The spectrum is seen as comprised of only two regions of different hue separated by an achromatic band.
Dichromnatism may occur as protanopia, deuteranopia, tritanopia, or sonie irregular form such as tetartattopia.

Differenti-, encoded PCIM: A tec'nique of digital transmission in which the change in signal level, and not the level itself is
transmitted. (See also pulse code ntodulation.)

Differential gain (TV): The difference between the ratio of the output amplitudes of a small high-frequency sine-wave
signal and unity at two stated levels of a low frequency signal on which it is superimposed. In this definition, level means a
specified position on an amplitude scale applied to a signal wavefortn.

Differential phase (TV): The difference in output phase of a small high-frequency sine-wave signal at the two stated levels

of a low-frequency signal ont which it is superimposed.

Differential pulse code modulation (see differential encoded PCM)

Diffraction: The tendency of light to deviate from a straight line path in an isotropic medium. In complete wavefronts.
this tendency is canceled through muttial effects of the neighboring points on the wavefront. At the edge of a wavefrotit,
as when a wavefront passes by an edge or through a s[r., the canceling effects are eliminated on one side and tile wavefront
at that point bends in the direction of the removed portion of t(te wavefront.

Diffraction limited display: A display in which the image quality is not reduced beyond the limit set by diffraction. This
limit is considered in Section 3.3.2.

Digital system: A system that operates on the basis of discrete numerical techniques in which the variables are represetted
by coded pulses or discrete states.

Diopter: 1. A unit expressing two equivalent (ar.i identical) quantities for a bundle oi'light rays. These are first, the verg-
ence. or angular relationship between the rays, with diopters being the reciprocal of the distance to tlte point of inter-
section of the rays, the distance being in meters: and second, the reciprocal of the radius of curvature of the wavefront,
with the radius being in meters. (For diverging light rays, vergence in diopters will be positive, and for converging rays it is
negative.) When used in this sense, the diopter is a useful unit for expressing the distance to an object being viewed because
it indicates the amount of eye accommodation required to focus the object on the retina. Also see the discussion in Figure
3.6-1. 2. The refractive power of a lens, expressed as the reciprocal of the lens focal length in meters. 3. See pristtt
diopter.

Dioptric power: Tite vergence power of ar, optical system.

Diplopia: The condition in which a single object, or the haploscopically presented equivalent of a single object, is per-
ceived as two objects rather than as one; double vision.

Discontinuous phosphor: A CRT tube coating where the phosphor is applied to the faceplate in stripes or in a matrix
rather than in a continuous coat.

Disparity: Defined in Section 3.7.1.
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Displacement joystick: A joystick control in wMuch the output sign:ti varies with the position of' the controil. (('ompare

with , isometric joystick."'

Display Contrast Ratio (see contrast ratio)

Display field: The field of view, measured in terms of visual angle, as defined by the edges or limits of an image display.

Distortion: I. An aberration resulting from unequal magnification of object points not on the optical axis of a line
system. Barrel distortion is produced by decreasing magnification with increasing distance of object points from the
axis of an op'ical system. With this distortion, the corners of the image of a square are closer to the center than ex-
pected, with a resulting barrel-shaped appearance. Pincushion distortion results from increasing magnification with
increasing distance of object points from tiLe axisý of an optical system. With this distortion, the corners of the inmage
ot a square are farther trom the center than expected. with a resulting pincushion appearance. 2. Any change in which
the image does not conformtr It) the shape of the object, such as when viewed through a cylindrical lens.

Dither: The addition of a high frequenc . low amplitude noise or square wave pulse to a signal being quantized. The effect
is to "blur" edges and, for low levels of quantization, to improve the subjective quality of the image.

Diverging disparity: Disparity associated with an object farther away than some reference object. Also known as

"uvcrossed disparity." Illustrated in Figure 5.1-2.

Dominant wavelength: The spectral wavelength which, on proper mixing with white, will match a given sample of color.

Dot interlacing: A method of placing dots on a television screen to form the complete picture. During the first scanning of
each line, the dots are separated by one or more dot widths, and on the following scans of the line, the dots are placed to
fill the spaces in between.

Dot pattern: The pattern of locations (dots) exposed or energized in tIme display or printing of all image formed by a two-
dimensional sampling system.

Dwell time: In a TV camera or (RT, the time the electron beam spends on a given screen location.

Dynamic convergence: A means whereby the three beams in a color telev>;. picture tube are caused to maintain correct
convergence over the entire face of the tube by use of electromagnetic fields modulated by waveforms occurring at the
horizontal and vertical rates.

Dynamic focusing: The process of varying the focusing electrode voltage for a color picture tube automatically so the
electron-beam spots remain in focus as they sweep over the flat surface of tile screen.

Dynamic range: The difference, in decibels, between thie overload level and the minimum acceptable signal level in a sys-
tem or transducer. This minimum is ordinarily fixed by one or more of the following: noise level. low level distortion,
interference, or resolution level.

Dynamic visual acuity: Visual acuity measured with a moving taiget.

Echo: A reflection of a transmitted television picture, appearing as a "ghost" on the screen of a monitor or receiver.

Edge sharpening: An image manipulation technlique'in which edges and lines are narrowed or made more distinct.

Effective temperature (ET): A measure which combines temperature with relative humidity and other factors related to
comfort. Used in Section 7.4.

Effectivity ratio: An expression for the ratio between effective pupil area and true pupil area, effective pupil are-j being a
figure which takes into account the Stiles-Crawford phenometnon.

Electromagnetic spectrum: The total range of frequencies or wavelengths of electromagnetic radiant energy, extending
from the longe~t radio waves to the shortest known cosmic rays.

Electron beam: A narrow stream of electrons moving in the same direction under the influence of an electric or magnetic
field.

Electron gun: An electrode structure that produces, and may control, focus, deflect, and converge one or inore electron
beams in an electron tule.

Electro-optical imagery display: A display in which information in the form of an electronic signal is converted, by elec-
tronic and optical means, to an image.

Emmetropia: The visual condition wherein, at minimum eye accommodation (minimum eye refractive power) an object
at infinity is in focus on the retina. Also called "normal vision."
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Empty magnification: *lypically, any value in excess of 1000 times the numerical aperture (NA). In a more general sense,

any increase in magnification which does not result in an increase in what the user can see. Discussed in Section 3.3.2.

Entrance pupil: The image of the aperture sop formed by the portion of an optical system on the object side of the stop.

Errors of commission: Reports of targets where they do not exist or, in some studies, misidentifying one type of targe!t for
another.

Errors of omission: Failure to report existing targets.

Erythema: Redness of the skin (congestive or exudative) caused by hyperemia (excess of blood in a part). Typically seen,
for example, in response to excessive exposure of the skin io ultraviolet radiant energy.

Esophoria: The inwaid turning, or the amount of inward turning, of the two eyes relative to each other as manifested in
the absence of a fusion stimulus, or when fusion is made impossible, such that the lines of sight cross at a point in I'ront of
and nearer to the eyes than a given point of reference, this poiit of reference usually being the point of binocular fixation
prior to the phoria test or, more arbitrarily, at an infinite distance. Also see Figure 3 30.

ET (see effective temperature)

Exit pupil: The image of the aperture stop formed by the portion of an optical system on the image side of the stop. Illus-
trated for one type of optical system in Figure 3.6-1.

Exophoria: The divergent turning, or the amount of divergent turning, of the two eyes relative to each other as manifested
in the absence of a fusion stimulus, or when fusion is made impossible. such that the lines of sight cross at a point behind
the eyes or at a point in front of the eyes beyond a given point of reference, this point of reference usually being the point
of binocular fixation prior to the phoria test or, more arbitrarily, at an infinite distance. Also see Figure 3.7-30.

Eyepiece: The lens or a combination of lenses in a telescope, microscope, or other optical instrulnent to which the human
eye is applied in order to view the image formed by the objective system.

Eye pupil: The aperture formed by the iris of the eye. See Figures 3.1-1 and -7.

Eye relief: The distance between the last mechanical surface and the exit pupil in an optical instrument.

Faceplate: The front transparent elements of a CRT.

Far point (of the eye): Image distance for which the eye is focused when accommodation (refractive power of the eye) is
at a minimum. In an etnmetrope, the far point is at infinity.

fc (see footcandle)

Field (in CRT displays): One of the equal parts into which a television frame is divided in an interlaced system of scanning.
One vertical scan, containing many horizontal scanning lines, is generally termed a field.

Field curvature: An aberration of refractive and reflective optics wherein a curved image surface results from a plane
object, due to each object point being a different distance from the refracting or reflecting surface.

Fixation point: The point in space to which one or both eyes are consciously directed. In normal vision its image is on the

fovea.

fI : (see footlambert)

Flash (in phosphors): A high level of luminance associated with the fluotescence of a phosphor during excitation.

Flat field (luminance): A CRT display in which all lines (or spots) are driven by an equal o, constant signal strength elec-
tron beam or beams.

Flat field ripple modulation (CRT): The variations in luminance caus,;d by overlapping of the line spread functions when
the frames are scanned with a beam of uniform current The variations approximate a sinc wave distribution for most com-
mon line spacings.

Flicker: Perceptible temporal variation in luminance.

Fluoresce (in CRT's): Emitting light as the result of the excitation of the phosphor by the electron beam.
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Fluoresce (in the eye): The emitting of light hb potls of' the eve, suchl as the aqueous humlor or lens. as a result of excit a-
tioji bv radiiant! energy of, a 0ifteren't wase!ell1!rir. Tile most commillon excitatiry %vaselengrli region is thle rear uIii aviolet.

Fluorescence: Lm issiot o: elect roi agneIi.: radia tioin th at is caused by thle flow ot some foirm of energy into the emittIinrg
body antd which ceases Lbrupdlv when tie excittation ceawes. In (RT~s, fluorescence is iii the formn of lighit generated by~an
elect ron heati striking a pilosp:or-coated surtace.

Flying spot: A mloil i ugSpot of ligh11 used ito ,canl an inta ge o r transparency. fihe int.'nsity of the transmitted or reflected
light being sensed by a pliitiielec.trrc t ransdUicCr

Focus control: Ani adji stinent f- ir bittring tile electrion beam of' a camnera Pickup tube or picture tube to a tin;,imnunt si/.e
spo1 t, priod ucin fil te sita rpestr itoage. Al so thie Controml used to vary thle piosi tion of lenses itt anl optical dev ice relative to tile
object.

Focusing coils: Ani assembly producing a miagnetic field for focusing anl c'ectron beami.

Focal point: The poinit of intersectiont on tie axis of art optical systern of those light rays that either enter or exit tile svs-
etit parallel to fitle a xis. The art e ri or (f'cal poitnt is the point of ittre rse, Iii it for those rays tI at exit tire system parallel.
In ridl~e pos terior r focal poinitt is t(lie point of' intersect ion for tire rays liat enter parallel.

Footcandle ( fc): A untit oifill upnina non equal to UniifO rtnfy dist rib uted fluox of I I omen1 per ft 2 OthIer urtits artd conver-
shirt factors: I hoc Uooimc'n~t- )0.0929 tc; I inctrc'rwdl(' 0 09U29 fc-: I pitot = 921 fc.

Footlambert ('Llf: A unit of luminance equal to I jr candela per tt- or to the average lumitinance of a surface etitittirig or
re flectitng ligh t at the rat re of one lumient per f't 2. The ave rage I u to itt ance oif any reflecct iing surface in footlaroh1erts is tire
p rodutc t of rthe ill urinait~iion int f~ootcartdles arid t i e re fiec tarise of'thle siurface . Symrbol : I'L. Pthe r units arid convsersrorn
factorv: I tniflilathert tJ.')29 fL: I .stilh (cantdela per cm-) =2')1I9 fL, I candela per ft- = 3A142 11; I nit (c:andela
per to-) = 0 29191)1f; I apostilh = 0.0929) 11.

Fo%'!a: .A srnill pit in tile cernter of the retina in whiicht the derisitý of pltoto~eceptors is greatest and which controls percep-
tiont of' fine detail.

Foveal vision: Visionr achieved by looking directly at objects so that tlre i nage falls oit or near tile fovea.
Frame (CRT): One comiplete scan of tlte imiage area by thne electron beatr. A frarine may consist of several fields.

Frame rate (CRT): The number itf frarites produced per seond: expressed irt lert/ (lit).

Gamut (color): Tte~rarige of colors that cart be obtained with a particuilar set of primaries or materials.

Gaussian distribution (see normial frequency distribution)

Ghost image ICRT): A Spurious irriage resulting front art echo in tlie transmtissiort of a vi'Ieo sigrnal.

Glare: Relatively bri Ldit light, or the dar~tirg sensation of relatively brighit light. which produces unpleasanttress or discorol-
fort,* or wshicht intte rfe res % vitlt opt imial vision.

Glossirness (as a dimentsion of color): Art attribute of tile appearance of a surface dependent upon the type and the amiount
of reflectron. Low gl~ossintess rs clraractoristrc of rough diffusting surfaces arid hirgh glossritess of'stiootht surfaces that give a
shiny or lustrous effect
Grain: The developed silver particles in a phiotoigraphtic image.
Grating: A set of parallel bars, risually of equal width: illustrated in Figure 3. 1-11. (A grating can also consist of two sets of
parallel bars arranged crosswise to each, other to form a latticework. Such a configuration is seldom used in visualI sciertce.)
Gray: A color that is achtromnatic, or without liue, arid whlicht ranges fronti white to black.

Gray scale: A series of achtromnatic tones having varying proportiorns of white and black to give a frill range of grays
between white art.. black. These are usually regularly spaced wvitht regard to reflectantce or transmittance, and cati be itt
either linear or log steps.

Gray scale color coding: Assigning colors to selected tranismiittanice levels in black-and-white imagery to improve file
detection ef contrast levels. Also called pseudocolor encoding.

Ground distance per line pair: The distance oin the ground corresponding to a line pair (bar and space) of a resolution tar-
get oitt the image. Ground distance per line Pair Cequtals Scale fac~or ( I/scale) tirmes line pair imiage d*tiension.

Halation (CRT): Art annular area suriouriditig a spot titat is dute to the lightt emanating front the spot being reflected front
fire front arid rear sides of a CRT faceplate.

Head-up display (HUD): A display wvhicht permiits tire observer to view it withourt restricting his viesv of the rest of thle
visual field. Art example would be the projection of inforniation ott a comubininig glass with collimated light to art airplane
pilot who warts to maintain his view out of rue wirndow.

High order (CRT interlace systemi: Art interlace systemr itt which miore thtan two fields are employed-, e.g.. 3:1. 4: 1
interla:e.
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Horizontal aperture equalization (see apertulre ekiialiia ion)

Horizontal resalution (CRT ): The number ofl individ ual picture elements that call he distinguishled in a huni/on tz scanning
line withini a distance equal to tile picture height. See I-igure 4.1 -0.

Horizontal retrace (CRT I. Re'turn of the clect ron beam to thle start of tile next line of the field being writken in tile CR].

HUD (see head-up display)9

Hue: The attribute of color sensajoli ordinanly coirelated %kith %kieMen-,tl or comnbinationis of wavelenizths of the visual
stittiu'us and distitigukhled troiii the attributeS brightness indatrtii

Hyperopia: The ýisual conidit ion wheieini. at uiiiiiitnuii eye accomm1nodation (minimium eve refractive power)an object at
infinuity is focused behind thle retina. Somec indkisduals With this ,indition will accommodate iii order to 1`0cusOi onibjfects
at infinity while others will require a positive corrective lens. Also known as faisighledness or hypernnetropia.

Hyperphoria: Synonymous with vertical plmoria.

IES I sce Ilhlumtinat ing [iigiiieeriiig Society)

Ill uminancc : The ph notometric termi for thle in ten sive p ropert v of' [lie lum inoui s fluix passing through a cross sect ioin of a
beamt or f'ailinig oii a surface: the detisity of' lutiniiius flux inicideint oil a surface. It is the quotienit of the luminous flux
divided hv the area of' thle surface wheni thle tlux is uttifotninl distribuied. (ounnton uthit., are lumiet per 1'12 ( "ootcaimdle)
or per m2 flux, tuetercandle ).

Ill'uminance sensor: Itirited itt Stctioti 3.2.1.

Illuminants A, B, or C: I ighit sources havinv. speci fied spect ral dist r'lhtit ons, adopted by ~lie CIE inl 193 1 as in ternational
standards in culoiri met rv. A is a CLtugsi en lamlp operated at a color temiperatiure of 28 34o K and approximates a blackbod
operating at that color tetmperature. Is is illtiniimaii; A iii conibinafioii with a specified filter aiid approiximiates noonm sunt-
light, having a CO~or temperature of 40O0o K~ r a hlackbodý operatinig at that color temipera(ture. C is illuminant A it coin-
binatioti with a specified filter and approximates day liht provided hl a cominimation of direct sunlighit aund clear sky.
having a color temperature of ai~proxiinate1\ 05tJ)' K.

Illuminating Engineering Society: A technical associztion dedicated to the collection and dissemnitation of information onl
good lighting practices.

Image: I . [In general, a lil-eness. a copy. a replica, a symbol. or a menlaf representation of an object. 2. The optical
emitt1terp,.rt of an Object produced by a lens, a mirro;r, or other optical sy stemi. 3. The perceived counterpart of a viewed
object subjectively' projected in visual -pace. ( [or a disc uSsion Of hiow tile termn image is used in this handbook, see t'te
introduction to Section 3.0.)

Image curvature: 1. The apparetnt curvature of thle itimage seen in a display. In Section 3.4.5 it, is sug!gested thit in many
cases the image appe;irs curved because of distortions. 2. lImage curvature is sometimes used syrtonymnously with field
curvature.

Image defects (CRT): Degradation in imiage quality caused by- improper operation of eqluptnieit or by tranismnission
difficulties.

Image distance: Thme distance to the image as sceet by' the display user. Defined it tile introduction to Sectiotn 3.6 ank! inl
Figure 3.6-1. linage distance is frequently expressed in diopters (tile reciprocal of the dis*,ance in meters).

Image orthicon: A caimmera tube in whticl; an vlectron ini.ige is produced by' a phct u-emlitting surface and focused onl a
separate storage target, which is scatnned oti its opposite side by a low-velocity electron beamn

Image qttality (of a display).' The extent to which a displayed imiage duplicates thle infornmation contained in thme finagery
(object) in a form suitable for viewinig by the interpreter.

Image space: Tile space occupied by the imiage. For explamnationi of its importance in optical systems; see Figure 3.6-I.

Imagery (reconnaissance): A representation. usually in the formn of a permanent record onl a material such- as filmn or tmag-
netic tape, of somec aspect such as reflectance of a ground sceie. (For a discussion of how thle tein imagery is used itt this
handbook, see the introduictiotn to Section 3.0.)

Imagery scale (see photographic scale)
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Index of refraction, relative and absolute: rhe index ol refraction is the ratio of the -,peed of light in vacumn, air, or other
inediim of iefererice, to the speed of light in a given niednnit, obtained by Snell's law as the ratio of thle sine of the angle
of incidence to tile silne of the angle of refraction, and usually designated by the letter ri. The index of relative refractlion is
the ratio of tfie speed of light in a vnediumn of reference other than vacnium to the speed of liohit in a given medium. The
index ot abskolute ret'ract'ihon is the ratio of the speed of light in va.'cutum to the speed of light tit a given iredium.

Infrared: Radiant energy in the wavelength range of ahout 760 rim to I 0) nmn (Iuni). The wavelength region between

visible and microwase radiant energy.

Instrument myopia: A tendency to focus air image in a microscope at a distanrce considerably closer than infirnity.

Interlace ICRT): A scanning process in which the distance from center to center (of successively scanned lines is two or
more titrles tfie 11no1inal line width, and in which the intervening lines are scanned during subseqoten fields,

Interline flicker (see siiall field flicker)

Interlock: . device or arrangement by means of which the functioning of one part is controiied by tire functioning of
another, as for safety.

Intermediate image: An image before tire final image perceived by tire display user. In a compound microscope, the image
of the object (imagery) formed by the objective lens approximately at tire focal point of the eyepiece.

Interpupillary distance: Tire distance between the centers of the pupils of the eyes. Unless otherwise specified, it refers to
tile distance when the eyes are fixated on an object at infinity, so that the eye convergence ingle is zero.

Inverted stereo: The image obtained when the two photos in a stereo pair are interchanged, or rotated 180 degrees, so that
the direction of thie disparity is reversed. Discussed in Figure 5.1-6.

IPD (see interpupillary distance)

Iris: The circular pigmented membrane located on the anterior (front) surface of the lens of the eye and which forms tile
eye pupil.

Isomeric colors: Colors of identical spectrophotometric composition and chromnaticity. Contrasted with mentatieric colors
in Section 5.2.1.6.

Isometric joystick: A joystick control which is essentially fixed in position and in which the output signal varies with the
force exerted on the joystict. by the operator. Also known as a "force joystick." (Compare with "displacement joystick.")

Jitter: Small deviations in the size or position of the elements of a repetitive display. Fregprently caused by faulty mechani-
cal and electronic systems. Generally continuous, but may be random or periodic.

j.n d. (see just noticeable difference)

Judged image quality: A subjective assessment of image quality performed by human observers in terms of some pre-
established criterion. Objective measures of image quality employ physical measures or measure performance on a
relevant task; e.g., target identification.

Jump scan (CRT): A scanning method whereby the electron lean "jumps" from one phosphor point to another point as
opposed to continuously sweeping on a line by line basis.

Just noticeable difference: The least difference in value between two stimuli which, in a given individual, gives rise to two
different sensations; or which gives rise (statistically) to a perceived difference as often as it does not.

Just perceptible difference (see just noticeable difference)

Kell factor: The factor by which the number of active TV lines are multiplied to give an estimate tf the actual vertical
resolution. It can be applied to other one-dimensional sampling systems as well. The factor is always less than I due to the
effect of the sampling process.

Kelvin scale: A temperature scale in which the triple point (freezing point) of water is 273 degrees and the boiling point of

water is 373 degrees.

Keratoconjunctivitis (see photokeratitis)

Lag (TV cameras): In TV carner;, tubes, a persistence of the electrical charge image for a small number of framies.

Lambertian radiator: A radiator in which the intensity of emitted light is a function of the cosine of the angle a given ray
makes with a line perpendicular to the surface of tfie radiator.
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Landoll ring: An incomplete ring. similar to the letter C in apoeaiaiice. used as a test object for visual acuity. The width (it
the ring and the break in its continuity aie each one litlbh of its over-all diamneter. Thec break- or gap is placed in different
mneridional positions with its location ito be identified hy the observer as evidence of its perception. The visual angle is
represented by the' subtenst. of tlie gap at the eyo. Illuistrated in Figure 3.1-1).

Large F~eld flicker (CRT): Flicker appearinF over all or substantially all porl ions of' the CRT tube face.

Laser beam recorder: A variety of line-scan iniage generator using a laser beam to expose the filin.

Lateral alignment: The convergence angle or angle between the visuial a\eS. nCCeSsaiy for thle display User to fixate onl
corresponding points in tihe two fimages.

Lateral disparity: lDefited in Section 3.7.4.4.

LBR (see laser beami recorder)

Lens (of the eye) I see crystalline lens)

Light: 1 . Radiant entergy,. app ro~inimately bet ween it80X and 700 i inn thItat gives rise lto the senisa tion of vision on st imulIatIing

thle ret inia. 2. The sensat ion of visi on produrced by st imiuLlat ing filie retina.

Light tpen: A tilly pitot ocellI or pliot ornttltiplieir. mountiled with Iitr withoIt o fitbe cr or plastic Ilighit pipe in a peti-shaped IiouLs-
ingý itI is held againist a cathItode ray sc reeni to mta ke ineaStlure tetnts fromi the sc reen or to chianige the stlatus oft flie display.

Lightnes~s: An att ribuite of object colors whereby they can be rated otit an achromatic scale fromt black to white for surface
colors, or from black to colorless for transparent spatial colors. It implies a direct ion ott the scale opposite to that iimplied
by d:irkness. Also see Figure 5.2-I1.

Limiting aperture: The apertuLre ~in a systemn which serves to define citter thie diffract iont limit and/or the field size.

Line crawl (CRT): A suibjective effect in which interlaced raster lites appeari ton mot~ve eithier tip or down the imiage frame.
lit addition to tlte necessary influence of ati interlaced raster structure. the occuirrentce of lite crawl also depeitds iuponi line
lutminance attd the visual antgle suibleided by adjacent lites.

Line frequency (TV): Thte numtber of timies per secontd that a fixed vertical line in tIme Picture is crossed in oite directioni by
tlte scanning spot. ýcannimtg durintg vertical returnt intervals is counited.

Line luminance (CRT): Thme lumittnance of a scan line averaged over its area.

Line number (TV): I. Thte total number of line scait periods per TV fraitie. Not all of tltese periods are Lused to scan tite
intage (ut lthe camtera) or tlte phiosphtor (inl the CRT), a poirtioni are used itt vertical retrace. 2. The sequeittial nuitberintg of
lthe active TV lines on thme sensor or phosphor suirface.

Line pairing (TV): lIt television, imperfect spatial interlace of lthe lites coitposing tlte two fields of one fralitt of tlte pic-
lure. The lines front one field do not lie precisely between the lites front tlte secoitd field.

Line raiter system: Ait electro-optical systemt where the imitage onr sceite is scanited oii a line by line basis (oite-dirtineisioital
sanlipliitg).

Line scan period: The length of time between tlte start of writing for two stuccessive TV lines in a Field; i.e., tlte active por-
tion plus horizontal retrace time.

Line-scan transparency: A film transparency (imiage) produiced by successive exposure on a lute by line basis.

Line spread function: A mathematical description of the distribuitioit of light acrotss the imtage o~f an imtfinitesintally narrow
brighit-line object. In TV caiteras arid t. RT's. the imathemetatical descriptiont of the distribution of currentt across a scait lute.
or for CRT's tlte distribution of luitinance across a scait lite.

Linear interpolation: A mathtematical function used Ito calculate the sigital level at a point between two knowvi pointts
uiider the assunmptiotn tltat (lhe three points lie on a straight line.

Long-pre.sistemice phosphor: A phosphor whichet imits light for a relatively long tinitt due to phosphorescence (persisteitcy
of 100 nmsec to I sec). Very long persistence phtosphors arc thtose havinig emiltaitee tinitis of I secoitd or greater.

Luminance: L.umtinrous flux per unit of projected area per uiiit solid angle eithter leaviitg or arriviitg at a Surface at1 a givenl
point.,and it a givent diiectioit. Foriterly knowit also as brightniess. Coititon Lunitis are nits (candela Per squiare ite ter. ort
ed/itt'). footlamiberts (fL) artd inillilamiberts. (Conversioit factors appear in Figure 3.2-14.)

Luminance gradient: A chantge in Ilutminance over distance. Thte rate of chattge in lumtinance over distance.
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Luminance sensor: A device for measuring luminance. Illustrated in Section 3.2.1.
Luminosity curve (see luminosity function I

Luminosity fuaction: The relative brightness-producing capacity of light of differen! wavelengths measured by the recipro-
cals of the amounts of radiant flux required at each wavelength region to prouuce the same brightness. Illustrated ill Figure
3.2-2.

Luminous efficiency (of phosphors): The ratio of the energy emitted by a phosphor (in the formn of ultraviolet, visible and
infrared radiation I to the energy in the exciting beam. Also defined, in a more restricted sense, as t(te ratio of the energy (if
the visible light output, weighted for the luminosity curve, to the electron energy of tihe Input.

Luminous flux: The tine rate of transfer of radiant energy, evaluated spectrally according to its ability to produce a visual
sensation (using the luminosity tunctioit for the eye illustrated in Figure 3.2-2). The common unit is lumens. Also called
luminous power.

Luminous intensity: In a given direction, the rati.I of the luminous flux emitted by a source, or by anl element ofa source,
in an infinitesimal cone containing this direction, to the solid angle of this cone. Lumrinous flvx per unit solid angle in a
given direction.

Luminous power (see luninous flux)

Magnification: ( I ) The ratio of iniage to object size. (Discussed in Figure 3.3-1.) (2) Enlargement.

Magnifying power: The ratio of retinal inmage size oi .n, bject in a particular viewing situation to its retinal image size
when located at a standard or reference disiance from the eye (normally 250 mm11 or 10 in). (Discussed in Figure 3.3-1.)

Mark-sense: A method of interfacioig with a computer using sheets or cards i. arked by hand with a (usually) special pencil.

Mean (arithmetic): An average, or measure of central tendency, obtained by summing the values and dividing by the num-
ber of cases.

Median: An average, or measure of central tendency, specifically, the value of that item in a set for which there are an
equal number of items of greater and of lesser magnitude.

Median frequency (TV): The middle frequency of a specific range of frequencies.

Megabaud: One inillion bauds, designated by the symbol R.

Megahertz: One million cycles per second.

Mensuration: The act or process of obtaining measurements of length, width, height, orientation or distance from imagery.

Mesopic: Pertaining to vision at a luminance ranige in which both rods and cones function.

Metameric colors: Colors of different spectrophotometric composition which appear the same under given conditions.
Appearance is often defined in terms of chromaticity. Metameric colors are compared with isomeric color in Section
5.2.1.6.

MHz (see megahertz)

Microstereoscope: A binocular microscope which provides fur viewing pairs of stereoscopic photographs.

Misregistration (see registration)

Mode: The most frequently occurring value in a defined set.

Modulatioti. Mathematically, the absolute value of the difference between two quantities. such as voltage or luminance at
two times or at two locations, divided by their sum. Strictly speaking the variation in the value of the quantity should be
sinusoidal, in which case the maximum and minimum value are used to calculate modulation. Modulation is one of several
ways of expressing luminance contrast, and is identified as Cm in Figure 3.1-10 and in many other figures in this
handbook,

Modulation sensitivity: A statement of ability to distinguish differences in luminance, with these luminance differences

expressed as modulation.

Modulation transfer factor: The ratio of output to input modulation at a given spatial or temporal frequency.

Modulation transfer function (MTF): The curve or the mathematical expression describing the curve generated by a series
of modulation transfer fators taken over a range of frequencies; usually from a frequency of zero to the frequency at
which the modulation transfer factor drops to zero.

Monitor: A television display connected to the output of caniera or otlher image generating device.
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Monochromatism: The condition of being unable to differen'liate between the hues of the visible spectrum and in which all

parts of the visible spectrum supposedly produce varying shades of gray.

Monocular: I. Pertaining to or affecting one eye. 2. Pertaining to any optical instrument which is used with only one eye.

Monocopic (see monocular)

mrem: Abbreviation for milliroentgcn equivalent man., a mcasure of iadiation dosage corrected for absorpt on citaracteris-
tics of body tissue. A dosage of any ionizing radiation whose absorption effects are equivalent to 1/100[) of a roentgen ef
X rays.

MTF (see modulation transfer function)

Munsell color system: A series of about one thousand standard color samiples, each designated by a letter-number system.
The series represents various combinations of hue. saturation, and brightness and includes variations of brightness of the
achromatic colors which have neither hue nor saturation. Illustrated in Figure 5.2-5.

Myopia: The visual condition wherein, at minininum eye accommodation (minimnum ey,ý refra. ye power) an object at
infinity is in focus in front of the retina because the eye has too much refractive power. Indi. duals with this condition
ate unable to focus on distant objects and Ilieoce are known as nearsighted. Myopia is cormlted with a negative lens.

Nanosecond: One-billion th of a second, also 10.9 second.

Narrow-band noise: in electronic circuits, noise covering a small range of frequencies relative to the bandwidth of the
circuit.

National Television Systems Committee (NTSC): A group impaneled to set standards for commercial television in the
United States.

Natural pupil: The pupil formed by the iris of the eye, as opposed to aii artificial pupil.

NC (see noise criterion curve)

NCA (see alternate noise criterion curve)

Near point (of the eye): Image distance for which the eye is focused when accommodation (refractive power of tile eye)
is at a maxinmum. Typically measured by moving a test target closer to the eye until it cannot be kept in focus. For most
individuals the near point is much more variable than the far point.

Neutral density filter: A filter which transmits all visible wavelengths in approximately equal but reduced amounts.

Nit: A unit of luminance equal to I candela per m2 (cd/m 2). Also see "footlanibert."

Nodal points: A pair of points on the axis of an optical system which have the property that any incident ray directed
toward the first, the anterior nodal point, leaves the system as though fiom the second, the posterior nodal point. and with
its direction unchanged; i.e., parallel to the incident ray.

Noise: Unwanted disturbances superposed upon a signal that tend to obscure its information content.

Noise criterion curve (NC): A set of curves that specify noise limits at each of eight octave bands. Illustrated in Figure
6.6.9.

Nonspectral color: A color such as purple that is not visible in the spectrum.

Normal frequency distribution: A continuous frequency distribution often encountered in biological or other data. It is
symmetrical, the central classes are the most numerous, and a decrease in frequency is obtained toward both larger and
smaller class values according to a relatively simple mathematical law. Also known as Gaussian frequency distribution.

NTSC (see National Television Systems Committee)

Numerical aperture: An expression designating the light-gathering power of microscope objectives: the product of the
index of refraction of the object space and the sine of tire half-angle of the incident cone.

Object (in an optical display): Typically the imagery of which the display is to provide an image..

Object space: The space occupied by the object. For explanation of its importance in optical systems. see Figure 3.6-1.

Objective lens: The lens in a telescopic or microscopic system nearest the object.

Obliquity: An oblique aerial photograph is one taken with the camera axis directed between the horizontal and the
vertical.
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Octave: '1 he interval between two frequencies having a ratio of 2:1.

Ocular: I. An eyepiece: 2. Pertaining to or about the eye.

One-dimensional sampling: In electro-optical imaging systems, generating a colttinuous signal representing one dimension
of the imagery and a discontinuous signal representing the other dimension. A conventional TV system is an example of a
one-dimensional sampling system.

OPS (see optical powei spectrum)

Optic axis (of the eye): An imnaginary straight line that, in theory, passes perpendicularly through the midpoint of the
refracting surfaces of the eye. Because of irregularities in the structure of the eye, the optic axis can only be approximated.
Also known as the optical axis.

Optic disc: The portion of the eptic nerve which is forned by the meeting of all the retinal nerve fibers. It is insensitive to
light, corresponds to the physiological blind spot, is pinkish in color, due to its many capillaries, and, normally, has a cen-
tral depression, the physiological cup.

Optical line-scan image generator (see optical line-scan printer)

Optical line-scan printer: A device used to expose film on a line by line basis. See Figure 4.1-16.

Optical path: The path followed by light in an optical device, normally representgd by the chief ray.

Optical power spectrum (OPS): A description of imagery content. The spectrum represents relative image modulation
contrast as a function of spatial frequency. Also known as Wiener spectrum.

Optometer: A device for measuring the refractive state of the eye.

Orthicon (see image orthicon)

Orthophoria: Tle condition in which the line? of sight. in the absence of an adequate fusion stimulus, intersect at a given
point of reference. This point of reference is usually the point of binocular fixation prior to the phoria test.

Paired (pair) comparison: A method used in judgment of affective preference of colors, etc., in which each member of a
series is compared individually with every other member in respect to a given quality, the judge indicating the member lie
prefers in each pair so that a graded scale of the entire series is obtained.

Parallax: The apparent change in direction or lateral displacement of a viewed object when the eye is moved from one

position to another, or when the object is viewed first with one eye and then with the other.

Parfocal: An optical system in which magnification can be changed without varying the focus of the instrument.

Partial color blindness (see dichronlatism)

PCM (see pulse code modulation)

Peak luminance (CRT): The luminance at the center of the scanning spot where the current density is greatest in the
impinging electron beam.

Peak signal strength: Expression of the maximum instantaneous signal powe. or voltage as measured at any point in a
system.

Peak-to-trough voltage: The difference in signal voltage between the maximum and minimum points of a cyclical signal.

Perceived noise level (PNL): The level in decibels assigned to a noise by means of a calculation procedure that is based on
an approximation to subjective evaluations of "noisiness."

Periodic staggered interlace: Staggered interlace in which the time allotted for each field is the same.

Periphery (visual field): Noncentral portions of the field.

Phase (of a periodic phenomenon f(t), for a particular value of f): The fractional part t/P of the period P through which t
has advanced relative to an arbitrary origin. Note: The origin is usually taken at the last previous passage through zero
from the negal~ve to the positive direction.
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Phoria: The direction or orientation of one eye, its line of sight, or sonic other reference axis or meridian, in relation to
the other eye, manifested in the absence of all adequate fusion stimulus, and variously specified with reference to parallel-
isin of the lines of sight or with reference to the relative directions assumned by tile eyes during binocular fixation of a
given object.

Phosphor: Any substance that becomes luminous as a result of exposure to radiant energy or bombardment by atomic
particles. This may cease with the exciting stimulus (fluorescence) or may persist (phosphorescence). In electro-optical
systems, the term is used most commonly to (',,note those cathodolunminescent substances used for the coating of cathode
ray tube screens.

Phosphor persistence: The length of time iequired after tile removal of excitation for the luminance of an excited phos-
phor to drop to 10 percent of its peAk value.

Phosphorescence: Emission of radiation as a result of previous absorption of radiation of other wavelengths. The emission
may continue for a considerable time after the excitation has ceased, in contrast to fluorescence which stops within
approximately 10-8 seconds after tile removal of the excitation.

Photoconductivity: Electrical conductivity of certain insulators and semiconductors, such as selenium, induced by radia-
tion of suitable wavelength.

/ / ~~Photogralnmetry: Tile science or art of obtainling nmeasurements of objects by nmeans of photography.

Photographic scale: The ratio of the size of a feature in a photograph to the size of this same feature on the ground. A
"large scale" photograph shows less ground area and hence smaller details on the ground than a "small scale" photograph
of tile same size.

Photokeratitis: Inflammation of the conjunctiva and cornea caused by exposure to ultraviolet radiant energy.

Photometry: The measurement of light, contrasted with radiometry, which is the measurement of radiant energy.

Photopic: Pertaining to vision at a sufficiently high luminance that cone receptors are involved. An opposite meaning word
is scotopic, for right seeing.

Photosensor: The element of an electro-optical camera which changes its electrical characteristics in response to variations
in incident illumination. The photodetector.

PIC (see pseudc-isochromazic chart)

Picture (CRT): The CRT image produced by complete scanning of all fields (and frames in a sequential color system).

Pitch (of a raster): In line-scan imaging syrtems the ratio of the line spacing to the standard tmeviation of the line spread
function.

Pixel: The smallest d'screte subsection of a digital image matrix.

Planckian radiator: A surface from which the spectral distribution of emitted radiant energy varies with temperature
according to Planck's radiation formula. The standard material is carbon, but the tungsten filament of all incandescent
lamp provides a good approximation. Also known as blackbody radiator.

PNL (see perceived noise level)

Point raster system: A system in which sampling is two dimnensional.

Point scan: A technique of scanning whereby points rather than lines are illuminated; sampling is in two dimensions.

Point spread function: 1. A mathematical description of the distribution of light in a cross section of the image of an
infinitesimally small, bright, point object, hence a description of the point-imaging characteristics of an optical system.
2. In CRT's, the mathematical expression describing the distribution of current in a longitudinal section of tile electron
beam. The distribution is most commonly Gaussian.

Position joystick (see displacement joystick)

Power (see dioptric power)

Preferred-frequency speech interference level (PSIL): See speech interference *-vel (SIL). The PSIL differs froim the SI L
only in that the three-octa.e bands are centered at 500, 1000. all,! 2600 Flz. )r typical noises. PSIL is 3 dB greater than
SI L.
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Presbyopia: A reduction in accommodative ability occurring normally with-age and necessitating a plus lens addition for
satisfactory seeing at near distances. sometimes quantitatively identified by the recession of the near point of accommoda-
tion beyond 20 cm.

Primary colors: Any set of colors, such as red, green, and blue, from which other color sensations can be produced by
additive mixing. Although it is most common to speak of three primaries, some theorists contend that there are no fewer
than four.

Primary flash (in CRT's): Term sometimes used to describe the very bright fluorescence of a cathodoluminescent phosphor
7s when it is being bombarded by the electron beam of a CRT.

Principal plane: A plane in an optical system, perpendicular to the optical axis, at which refraction of the incident or

emergent light may be considered to take place.

Principal ray: The line connecting the principal point of an image and the perspective center of the imaging lens.

Prism diopter: A measure of the deviation, or bending of light by a prism, equal to 100 times the tangent of tile angle of
deviation. Thus, a prism of I prism diopter will deviaie light 1 cm at a distance of I m.

Prismatic: Produced by, pert:ining to, or resembling, a prism or its action or effect.

Protanomaly: A condition characterized by relatively lowered luminosity for long wavelength lights and, concomitantly,
by abnormal color matching mixtures in which an excess of the red primary is necessary.

Protanopia: A form of dichromatism characterized by decreased luminosity for long wavelengths and an inability to differ-
entiate the hues of red, orange, yellow, and green, or blue and violet, or blue-green and a neutral gray. A sex-linked, heredi-
tary form of color blindness occurring in about 1 percent of the male population.

Prototype: The first of a kind-normally one that serves as a model for later issues.

/ Pseudocolor: Defined in Section 5.2.5.

Pseudo-isochromatic chart (PIC) color test: A color vision test which requires the discrimination of hues for a "normal"
response and which permits differential diagnosis of color defect on the basis of responses which are not "normal."

/

PSIL (see preferred frequency speech interference level)

Pulse code modulation (PCM): In digital systems, a set of techniques for encoding quantized signal strength as a series of
discrete pulses. These techniques are especially resistive to noise-induced errors.

Pupil (of the eye): The aperture in the iris, normally circular and contractile, through which the image-forming light enters
the eye.

Purity (color): A measure of the degree of freedom of a color from achromatic content; or, the degree to which a color
approaches the condition required for maximum saturation. Various purity scales are used, all of which can be expressed
as some mathematical function of the ratio of the spectral to the achromatic components of a color mixture. One is illus-
trated in Figure 5.2-10.

PW (see sound power)

Qundratic interpolator: A spot-spread function which produces interpolated values which follow a be~t-fit parabola
between three successive image samples.

Quantize: To subdivide the range of values of a variable into a finite number of nonoverlapping subranges o: intervals, each
of which is represented by an assigned value within the subrange.

Quantizing errors: The difference between the actual value of a variable and the level assigned to it in tihe quantizing
process.

Radian: The angle subtended by an arc of a circle equal in length to the radius of the circle. One radian is equal to 57.3
degrees.

Radiant energy (electromagnetic): Energy associated with electro-magnetic waves, which are characteriz d by temporal
variations of electrical and magnetic fields.

Radiant flux: Time rate of transfer of radiant energy. The most common unit is the watt. Also called radiant power.
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Radiant power (see radiant flux)

Radiometry: The measurement of radiant energy.

Raster ITV camera or CRT): A predetermined pat tern of scanning lines that provides substantially uniform coverage of an
area.

Raster crawl (see line crawl)

Raster luminance (CRT): the luminance of an extended area on the face of the CRT.

Rayleigh criterion: A distance equal to the radius of the first dark ring in the Airy disc.

Real image: Aln optical image that can he received on a screen; one formed by the meeting of converging rays of liht.

Real pupil (of the eye): The pupil of the eye formed by the iris, as opposed to the two images of the real pupil, the
entrance and exit pupils of the eye. Illustrated in Figure 3.1-7.

Recognition: In image interpretation, the assignment of an object (as seen on a display) to a class of objects; e.g., tank.

Recognition latency: The period of time elapsing between the first appearance of a target in an invigery disp'ay and a
response by the observer (interpreter) indicating he has located and recognized it.

Red-green color blindness (see dichromnatism)

Reflectance: Tihe ratio of reflected flux to incident flux.

Refraction: I. The altering of the pathway of light from its original direction as a result of p;assing obliquely from one
medium to another of different index of refraction. 2. The refractive and muscular state of the eyes. or tile act or process
of determining and/or correcting it.

Refractive difference (between the two eyes) (see anisometropid)

Refractive error: The dioptric power of the correcting lens which, together with the dioptric system of the eye, converges
parallel rays to focus on the retina, with accommodation fully relaxed. Hence, if the eye has too much refractive power,
the refractive error is negative.

Refresh rate: The frequency with which the electron beam of a CRT display returns to a given phosphor spot. Nominally
assumed equal to the frame rate.

Registration: Any of several measures of the degree to which two images on binocular display are c, ncident. See also
alignment, disparity.

Relative luminosity: The ratio of the luminous efficiency for a given wavelength to the value at the wavelength of miaxi-
mum luminous efficiency.

Resolution ',TV): A measure of ability io delineate picture detail. Resolution in cathode ray tubes is usually expressed as
the number of scan lines in the vertical dimension of the raster (i.e., the direction perpendicular to the scan lines). A line
of TV resolution is either the light or dark portion of a periodic target, as opposed to the d~signation of resolution as the
number of line pairs (both the light and dark portions of a periodic target) used in optics, Two lines of TV resolution are
required to equal one line pair of optical resolution.

Response latency: The lapse of time between the presentation of the stimulus and the occurrence of the response.

Resting position (of accommodation): Tihe refractive ,.tate of the eye when there is no stimulus to focus at any given dis-
tance. Traditionally .poken of as being zero diopter (accommodation to infinity), it is now more often placed nearer at
about 0.5 to 2 diopters (2 to 0.5 meters)- this is presumed to be the bis for night or empty field myopia. See Section
3.6.2.

Reticle: A very small, transparent scale, gratelike pattern, or system of lines in the front focal plane of the eyepiece of an

optical instrument, for direct observation of the apparent image size or position in thie field of view.

Retina: The portion of the eye which contains the photoreceptors.

Retinal illuminance: The luminous flux incident per unit are-' on the retina.

Reliability: The coefficient of correlation obtained from two applications of the same test. (Properly, the coefficient of
reliability.)
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Retrace (in CRT's): Return of the beam on the cathode ray tube to its starting point after thl completion of a line or a
field-: also that portion of the sweep waveform that returns the spot to its starting point.

Reverberation: I. Reverberation is the persistence of sound in anl enclosed space as a result of multiple reflections after the
sound source has stopped. 2. The sound resulting from reverberation.

Reverberation time: The reverberation time of a room is the time that would be required for the mean squared sound pres-
sure level therein, originally in a steady state, to decrease 60 dl3 after the source is stopped.

Ripple modulation (CRT): The variations in luminance in a flat field caused by the line spread function of the overlapping

of scan lines. Ripple modulation generally approximates a sine-wave function for normal line spacing.

rms noise: The square root of the average of the squared values of nonsystematic variations about a mean signal level.

Rod: In contrast with the cones, the rods function at lower light levels, are located more in tile periphery of the eye, and
are more sensitive to movement. About 130 ,nillion rod cells exist in a human retina.

Sampling: Process of obtaining a sequence of instantaneous values of a wave at regular or intermittent intervals.

Saturation: 1. The quality of visual perception which permits a judgment of different purities of any one dominant wave-
length: the degree to which a chromatic color differs from a gray of the same brightness. 2. In CRT's the level of excita-
tion of the phosphor where further excitation does not produce an increase in luminance.

Scale (see photographic scale)

Scale number: Reciprocal of scale or photographic scale. Also called scale factor.

Scan line (TV camera and CRT): A single continuous narrow strip that is determinec by the process of scanning (tile
process of directing a beam of energy successively over the elements of a given region, e.g., a CRT tube).

Scanning field: a cycle defined by a complete (top ,o bottom) sweep of one electron beam over the display. Two or more
* sweeps may be reqiiired to produce a picture.

Schematic eye: A simple schematic system designed to have the same optical properties as the average human eye. Also
known as the reduced eye. Usually given for a condition of relaxed accommodation.

Scintillation: A subjective visua! sensation of sparks or quivering flashes of light.

Scotopic: Pertaining to vision at relatively low luminance so that only rod receptors are involved.

Screen display: An image display in which the optical element closest to tile eye is a diffusing surface or screen on which
the image is formed. Also see aerial image display.

Screen image (see screen display)

Second derivative: Th., derivative is the slope of the curve y = f(x) at a given point, C. The second derivative is
the rate at which the slope of that curve changes. The second derivative of the original video signal was subtracted
from that video signal to give tile edge sharpened signal.

__ Self-scanning: In philuodetectors, which consist of atrays of small, single photosensitive elements from which tile signal is
taken by means of individual connections to each element, the process of obtaining the signal through systematically
switching from one element to another in a manner progran'med in the electronic circuitry of the device. No electron
beam is employed.

Sequential interlace (T'ý cameras and CRT's): A scanning process in which the lines from successive fields are written
immediately adjacent to the those of the preceding field.

Shading: In electro-optical images, a large area brightness gradient in the reproduced picture not present in the original
scene.

Shadow mask: A thin, perforated metal mask mounted just back of the phosphor-dot faceplate in a three-gun color picture
tube; the holes in the mask are positioned to ensure that each of the three electron beams strikes only the phosphor dot of
the correct color.

SI (Systeme Internationale): A system of physical units given official status and recommended for universal use by the
General Conference on Weigl-ts and Measures. Known in French as Systeme International d'Unites, abbreviated as SI.
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Signal mixing (TV cameras): -rrors in a television camera signal for mlovin, images caused by tire time between the scans
of a particular spot. During file tline bet ween scans tire illuiniillatiotn from several spots in tire scene falls oin a single spot on
the pliotodetector. resulting in a signal which is some weighted average of die signals for each spot in tile scene. Analogous
It) the snmcar caused by uncompens.ted image motion in conventional cameras.

Signal strength: Amplitude of a signal, generally expressed in volts.

Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR): In electro-optical systems. tile ratio of ile val ue of thle signal to that of tie noit . Tlie mnetIod
used t; measure the signal and the noise must be defined. A common definition iii television systems is tile peak sig al
voltage divided by the rms noise voltage. Root-tnean-square signal voltages are sometimes used, as %re amperages in lien ofvoltL:gei.

SIL (see speech interference level)

Sine: Term designating thln mathematical expression sin X/X.

Sine modulation: Variation in signal amplitude according to a sine func:ion.

Sinusoidal grating: A target of alternating dark and light bars where some characteristic suich as luiminance varies according
to the sin-, function.

SL (see sound level)

Small field flicker: Variation in perceived brightness of elements in single lines or small groups of lines having a vistual antgle
approximately that of foveal vision (a solid angle of about 3 degrees).

Small field tritanopia: A normal reduction color dicrimination for blue wavelengths for small color fields (nominally
smaller than about 20 arc minutes). with the result that all colors can be mhatched by a mixturc of two primaries, and
purplish blues and greenish yellows are confused with neutral and with each other.

Snellen visual acuity: Measured by the ability to correctly read a standard set of letters of graduated size. Expressed as a
comparison of the distance at which a given set of letters were correctly read to the distance at which tIle letters would be
read by someone with clinically normal eyesight. A value of 20/80 indicates that an individual read at 20 feet the letters
"normally read at 80 feet. Also defined in Figure 3.1-12.

Snow (in CRT displays): A varying, speckled background, caused by noise.

SNR (see signal-to-noise ratio)

Sound level (SL): A ineasure of the overall loudness of sounds based on approximations of equal loudness of pure tones. It
is a weighted measure, expressed in decibels, obtaiiied by the use of a meter with specific weightings across the sound fre-
quency spectrum.

Sound pressure (SP): The extent of the variation in atmospheric pressure produced by a sound wave. Measured in
newtons/square meter (N/tn2) and normally osed to mean the effective root-mean-square sound pressure.

Sound pressure level (SPL): The root-mean-square sound pressure expressed in decibels relative to a standard reference
pressure (normally 2xi0- N/m 2 ). See Section 6.6.2.

Spatial acuity: A general term referring to the visual ability to discrituhiate between targets ott the basis of their relation-
,hips in space.

Spatial distribution: Allocation or apportionment of a quantity throughout a linear, areal or spatial extent. such as cycles
per millimeter or ciindlas per squ.ire meter. In distinction to temporal dist ribution, which is the apportionment of a quan-
tity over a time period, such as cyc!es per second (l1z).

Spatial frequency: A measure af the number of cycles in a grating or target of alternating light and dark bars as ,, function
of their linear extent. Normally measured in terms of cycles/millimeter or cycles/degree of visual angle. Used in distinction
to temporal frequency (usually designated simply frequency) which is expressed in units such as cycles per second (Ilz).

Specific resolution: Smallest resolvable !arget size times the area of the pupil. Used in atnalyses such as the one in Section
3.3.2.

Spectral color: I. A color corresponding to light of a s-ngle wavelength. Mottochromatic color. (The spectral colors are
listed in Figure 5.2-2.) 2. A color represented by a pi'nt on a straight line it tihe chroitaticity diagram connectintg the
,chromatic point 'usually, the illumninant) and a spectial color as defined in ( I ) above.

Spectral distribution (of radiant energy): The relative or absolute anmount of radiant energy at each wavelengtlt along sotieportion of the electrontagnetic spectrumn. Portrayed as a cotntinuous curve where the Y axis represents percenltae, propor-
tion, or absolute amount of energy and the X axis represents wavelength.
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Spectral locus (see spectrum locus)

Spectral tristimulus values: Tristimulus values obtained when a (monochromatic) spectral color is matchcd to the three
primaries. Usually identified as x, y and z and listed or illustrated as in Figure 5.2-7 for a series of wavelengths along the
visible spectrum.

Spectrum, electromagnetic, visible (see electromagnetic spectrum' visible spectrum)

Spectrum locus: Curve connecting points in chromaticity diagram that represent various (monochromatic) wavelengths of
the spectrum.

Specular reflection: Reflection of electromagnetic waves wheie the direction of the incident atnd reflected waves makes
equal angles with a line perpendicuiar to the reflecting surface and lies in the same plane with it.

Specular surface: A surface which provides a specular reflection, a shiny surface.

Speech interference level (SIL): The average in decibels of the sound pressure levels of the noise in three octave hands of
center frequency 850. 1700, and 3400 i1z; if the 425-Hz octave has an SPL of more than 10 dB above the 850-Hz octave.
it is also included in the average. See also preferred speech interference level (PSIL).

Spherical aberration: A monochromatic aberration occurring in simple refraction at a spherical surface, characterized b%,
peripheral and paraxial rays focusing at different points along the axis. In the Gaussian theory, the focus of the system is
identified with tile paraxial rays. the peripheral rays being regarded as aberrant when they fail to intersect at the focal
point of th- paraxial rays.

Spot: In television cameras, CRT's, and optical line scan printers, the area covered by the electron or light beam or, a sur-
face such as the photodetector, phosphor or film. Also tile area of luminance or film density caused by such a spot.

Spot shape: The geometric shape of a spot (see definition for spot). Also used to refer to the distribution of current.
intensity or energy within a spot, this latter however is more properly called the spot spread function.

Spot size: The size of a spot defined in terms of a proportion of its maximum intensity level. Spot size is frequently

expressed as the diameter in millimeteis or inches of the spot at its 50 percent intensity level (see Figure 4.1-9).

Spot spread function: Distribution (in two dimensions) of current or light within the spot (see definition for spot).

Spot wobble: A process whereby a scanning spot is given a small peri.•dic motion transverse to the scanning lines at a fre-
quency above the picti re signal spectrum.

Spread: See line spread function, point spread function or spot spread function.

Square-wave grating: A grating or target of alternating dark and light bars. The luminance (and color) across each bar is
constant.

Stage (for i aerial image display): That portion of a microscope or similar aerial image display which holds the film
being vieý,,

Staggered imte ace: An interlace technique whereby lines in zucceeding fields are intermixed rather than being contiguous
as in the sequential interlace system.

Standard deviation: In statistics, the degree of deviation of scores from the mean, computed by taking the quadratic mean
of the individual deviations from the arithmetic mean of these values, thus the root-mean-square of the deviations from the
arithmetic mean. It is denoted by a and the formula for its computation is:

= (~2~)1/2

where a= standard deviation
x = deviation from arithmetic mean
N total number of items

Standard observer (data): A set of color vision data obtained from a group of "normal" color vision subjects. A single aver-
age set of values based on the performance of this group was defined by the CIE as the standard observer.
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Stereo acuity: The ability it) perceive depth by the faculty of stereopsis. represented as a function of the threshold of"

stereopsis.

Stereo photogrammetry: The science or art of obtaining measurements of objects using stereoscopic inlagery.

Stereopsis: I. Binoclar visual perception of thiree-dimensional space based on retinal lateral disp'jrity: 2. Visual perception
of depth or three-dimensional space.

Stereoscopic: Pertaining to or producing stereopsis.

Stiles-Crawford effect: 1 he difference in stimulus effectiveness (brightness) of two pencils of light incident oil the same
retinal point, one passing through the center of the pupil and the other throiugii an eccentric part of the pupil, the central
pencil producing a more intense response.

Subcarrier: A carrier wave of constant anmlitude and phase frequency used to generate a modulated wave that is applied,
in turn, to modulate another carrier.

Subtractive color: Color produced by dyes or pigments that selectively absorb the radiant energ) in a portion of thle
spectrum.

Surface color: Color perceived as belonging to a surface of a stimulus object as opposed to transparency or volunme color.

Sweep circuit: A circuit that produces. at regular intervals, linear, circu;ar. or other specified movement of the beatii itt a
TV camera or CRT. Most commonly the beam movement is linear, and in a horizontal direction in systems used for iruage
interpretation.

Temporal modulation: Time varying instead of spatially varying modulation.

Thick lens: A lens that is so thick that it tiust he represented in a ray trace diagram as having two nodal points and two
principal planes.

SThin lens: A lens that is sufficiently thin that it can be represented in a ray trace diagram by a s.tgle nod'.] point and a
single principal plane.

Third-field decay lag: The signal strength left on the scanned element of a television camera after the third scan subse-
quent to the removal of a specified illumination divided by the signal strength obtained during thle illumination (also
called third field lag).

Thv'e-dimensional color space (for CRT's): A three-dimensional space defined by thie amount of each of the three primary
"colors (red, blue. green) present on the display.
Threshold: The statistically determined point on the stimulus scale at which occurs a transition in a series of sensations or
judgements.

Threshold contrast (see contrast threshold)

Total color blindness (see monochromatistn)

Trackball: A continuous positio- ,nntrol used to command the nsition of a cursor on a display. The control consists of a
ball or sphere, normally of 3-4 inchus ri ', -- ter, which is rotated about its center.

Transmission: T. .passing of radiant energy through a 'iediumn or space. See transmittance.

Transmittance: The ratio of radiant flux trat,.m;*-. through a body to that incident on tWe body.

Transmittance histogram: A graphical representation of a frequency distribution of tr:nsmittance values by a Pri-- 4
rectangles which have, for one dimension, a distance proportional to a definite range of transmittance val.t-. .. .tr the
other dimension, a distance proportional to the number of times the transmittance values in each range appear in an iriage.

Transparency (as dimension of color): Attribute of appearance that permits perception of object or space througlh or

beyond a surface.

Triad (in color CRT's): A grouping of three colored phosphor dots (red-. blue- and green-emitting) on the face of a ('RT.

Tri-bar test target: A target consisting of three equal-sized bars of defined leneth and .vidth. Spacing between the bars is
usually equal to bar width. The most frequently used tri-bar target is illustrated in Figure 3.1-11.

Trichromatism: Color vision in which mixtures of three independently adjustable primaries (e.g., red. green, and blue) are
required to match all perceived hues.
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Trinitron: A type of coli (CRT %kith the aperture mas.k in the Ilrin of a grill.

Tristimulus values: 1le amounts of each of three primaries required to match a color. Symbols: X; Y: Z. See Section
5.2.1.3.

Tritanopia: A forin of d ichromatistn ili which all colors call he matched by suitable mixtures of .,ily a red primary and a
green (or blue) primary. Brightness (ltu mi ii .ity) of all colors is within nornial limits. Sensitivity ti dIitferences inI hue of
blues, blue-greens, and greens is greatly reduced. but discrimination of short wavelength violets appears to be superior to
that of nornmal observers.

Troland: A unit of retinal illuminance eqtual to that produced by vie, ing, a surface having a luminance (photnometric
brivlitness) of I candle per sq. ir. through a pupil having aii area of I Sq. 1m1. Originally called photon by rTroihtd and
later renamed ini his honor to differentiate it fromn a phnton of light energy. The relationship between scene luminance and
retinal illuminance with a natural pupil is shown in Figures 3.2-14. -15 and - 16.

TV line number: 1The number of scan periods per complete intage scan 1525 for U.S. corirnercial broadcast TV). The
actual number of lines scanned on fie camera itage or (RT phosphor surface are less than the number of scan periods
bec.u'se of vertical retrace requirements. 1he lines actually scanned arc referred to as the active lines.

Two-dimensional sampling: Sampling iii both the hori/ontal and vertical directions.

Ultraviolet: Any radiant energy within the wavelength range about I10 to 3801 rim.

IJncrossed disparity (see diverging disparity)

Uniform chromaticity scale IUCS): A (IF chromaticity diagram designed to provide a more uniform representation of
smallest discrinminable color diffctences. Illustrated in Figure 5.2-11.

Value (in the Munsell color system): A color dimension in the Mursell system corresponding to lightness or darkness.

Variance: A measure of the variability in a set of observations. Equal to the mean of tfie square of the difft ,rices between
tire observations of a random variable and tfie mean of tfie observations of that random variable. Eq ual it) the standard
deviation squared.

Veiling luminance: A non-patterned addition of light to the image such as to occlude the scene or diminish the contrast in
the image. This could arise, for example. in situations where a bright light to one side precludes the perception of detail in
the remaining portion ,f tfie field, or through the diffuse reflection of ambient illumination fronr the phosphor surface of
a CRT.

Vergence: I. TIhe angular relationship between the rays of light frorti a single object point. Usually expressed in diopters
SI/apparent distance. in meters, to tile souroc of tfie light rays). 2. In some sources, tfie angle between tre visual axes of
the two eyes. In this handbook, this angle is referred to as the "eye convergence angle." not as vergence.

Vernier acuity: Visuil acuity based on the ability to detect the alignment or the nonalignment of two lines, as in the read-
ing of a vernier scale.

Vertex: The point of intersection of the optical axis with :a refracting or reflecting surface.

Vertical alignment: The vertical position of two images relative to each other. Vertical alignment is usually expressed as
misalignment, or the deviatiqn from a coidition of perfect alignment (see Section 3.7.1).

Vertical aperture equalization (see aperture equali,ation)

Vertical disparity (defined in 3.7.4.3)

Vertical phoria: The relationship, in tfie vertical direction, between the visual axes of the two eyes in the absence of a
binocularly viewed fixation object.

Vertical resolution: I. The number of active TV lines. 2. The number of distinct horizontal lines. alternatelv black and
white, that can be seen in the (kT image of a television test pattern; it is primarily fixed by the number of horirontal lines
used in scanning and by tfie Kell factor (see Figure 4.1-6).

Vertical retrace: The return of the electron beam to the top of the picture tube screen or the camera tube target at the
completion of the field scan.

Vidicon: A camera tube in which a charge-density pattern is fornied by plhotoconduction arid sttired ot thie surface of the
photoconductor which is scanned by an electron beam, usually of low-velocity electrons.

Viewing distance: The distarrce to the image being viewed. Same as image distance in a display. Delrined for aerial image
displays in Figure 3.6-1. Usually expressed in this handbook as the vergence of tihe light rays entering the eye. in diopters.
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Vignetting. I . A graduated reduction in illuituiation at the edges of an image due to a series of stops in the lens systeut
selectively blocking obliquely iiicident light. 2. 'file ph otographic process of gradually blending the picture with the stir-
rounding ground.

Virtual image: Au optical imiage that cannot be received on a screen: one forlned by the backward prolongation of diverg-
ing rays to tihe point (if apparent origin. 'I lie image seen by the user of an aerial imnage display is usually virtual.

Visible spectrum: The portion of the elect roniagne!ic spectrum which cortains wavelengths capable of stimulating thle
retina, approximately betw:en 3N() and 700 nnv.

Visual acuity: I. Ability to resolve or separate detail in a small high contrast target. 2. A unit equal to the reciprocal of the
smallest resolvable target detail in arc minuies (see Figure 3.1-12).

Visual angle: The angle subtended by the ec tremities of an object at the entrance pupil or other point of reference of the
eye.

Visual axis: 1. The line joining the point of fixation and the anterior (front) nodal point of the eye. 2. The line connecting
the fovea to the point of fixati,,n and passing through t(he nodal po ints of tile eye. Since it connects both nodal points, it is
a broken, not a single, straight line. In practice, the two nodal points ae regarucd as coincident, in which case it is a
straight line. 3. In practice. the visual axis is often approximated by a line connecting the fixation point to the center of
the eye entrance pupil.

Visual field: The area or extent of physical space visible to an eye in a given position.

Visual spectrum:(se, visible spectrum)

Vitreous humor: The g.l.atinous. colorless, transparent stibstance filling the portion of the eyeball behind tile lens. Illus-
trated in Figure 3.1-1.

Wavelength: The distance in tihe line of advance of a wave from any one point to the next point at which, at tire same
instant, the phase is the same.

White: (I) An achromnat~c color of maximtumn lightness. representing one limit of a series of grays. (2) 1 w visual sentation
typically evoked by radiant energy with the spectral distribution approximating normal daylighrt. (Note- Spectral distri-
butions of radiant energy that appear whirte when viewed singly can appear to have a distinct hue when viewed in a side-by-
side situation. Similarly, a surface that appears to have a low saturatitn hue when first seen may appear white after a
period of continuous viewing.)

White noise: In electronics, unwanted variations in signal strength (noise) which have equal power for eaci, frequency over
a specified range of frequencies. Also called rat noise.

Working distance: 1. In the use of microscopes and other optical devices, the distance fromn thie objective lens to the object
viewed; 2. The distance at which a display operator deaires or is required to read or perform other essential functions.

Writing speed (CRT): Lineal scanning rate of the beam across tire phosphor surface of a CRT.

Zoom (magnification): Continuously variable magnification, as opposed to ma:gnification varialile only in discrete steps.
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A noise measurement: 6.6-18

calibration: 6.6-18
Aberration: 3.4-1, N•.0 instrunkrntation. 6.6.18

astigmaticm: 3.4-3.58. supporting data: 6.6-19
as cause (it poor peripheral vision: 3.5-1) test procedure: 6.6.18
in displays: 3.4-3 octave bands: 6.6-6. 6.6-13

chronatic: 3.4-5 reverberation znd absorption: 6.6-16
typical values in eye: 3.4-5 safety limits: 6.6-7
as cause of image displacement: S. 1-1). 5.2-38. units and calculations: 6.6-3
5.3-7
as cue to eye when changing accommodation: Actinic: 6.8-1. 8.0
3.2-33
when viewing anaglyphic stereo: 5.1-13 Action spectrum: 8.0

coma: 3.4-3
distortion: 3.4-4. 8.0 Active portion (ofTV line): 4.1-10, 8.0

-as cause o)f inmage curvature: 3.4-4
ele.tron beam: h.0 Active TV line: 4.1-10, 8.0

as a function of deflection: 4.1-18 and Kell factor: 4.1-10, 8.0
field curvature: 3.4-3. 8.0
spherical: 3.4-1 Adaptation: 5.2.-32., 7.3-2, 8.0

in eye: 3.4-2
wavefront Additive color: 5.2-5. 8.0

and display image quali y: 3.3-15
Aerial image display (definition): 3.0-1, 3.6-2, 8.0

Absorption coefficient: 6.6-17, 8.0
Age

Accommodation: 8.0 and accommodative amplitude: 3.6-4
amplitude and ilhlmination requirements: 3.2-31

-and age: 3.64
-and display depth of focus: 3.8-5 Air conditioning
-and spectacle use: 3.6-5. 3.9-3 relative humidity: 7.4-2
-limited by eye convergence: 3.7-11 temperature: 7.4-1

and automatic focusing devices: 3.8-9 ventilation: 7.4-1
and image distance: 3.1-3, 3.6-2
normal temporal variation: 3.8-13 Airy disc: 8.0
relationship to convergence angle: 3.7-10, 3.8.15 and Rayleigh criterion: 3.3.7
response to change in image distance: 3.8-14 defined: 3.3-7
resting state: 3.6-6 in relation to visual performance: 3.3-9

-and instrument myopia: 3.6-8
-and visual performance: 3.6-10 Alignment (see image registration): 8.0

similarity in the two eyes: 3.8-14
Alphanumeric symbols

Accommodative amplitude (and age): 3.6-4, 8.0 discrete displays: 6.4-7
for cathode ray tubes (CRT's): 6.4-2

Accuracy (contrasted with precision): 5.3-3, 8.0 Lincoln/Mitre font: 6.4-2, 6.4-6
Vartabedian font: 6.4-3

Achromatic color (definition): 5.2-3, 8.0
Alternate noise criterion curve (NCA): 6.t. 14, 8.0

Achromaticness: 5.2-3, 8.0
Ambient illumination: 7.3-1, 8.0

Acoustic noise and display contrast ratio: 4.4-33, 4.1-35
acronyms and abbreviations: 6.6-2 as a source of glare and veiling luminance: 7.3-6
comfort limits: 6.6-11 quantitative requirements: 7.3-2
communication limits: 6.6-8 spatial distribution: 7.3-5
computational techniques: 6.6-3 units: 7.3-1
frequency spectrum: 6.6-5, 6.6-13
frequency weighting curves: 6.6-5, 6.6-13 Anaglyph (for stereopsis): 5.1-13, 8.0
measurement band-width correction: 6.6-5
noise exposure (safety) limits: 6.6-7
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4.nalog signal: 8.0 Auditory displays (see secondary displays)

Anamorphic magnification (for stereo): 5.1-13.8.0 B
Angular subtense: 8.0 Backlash: 8.0

defined: 3.8-6
Aniseikonia: 3.7-17, 8.0 impact on performance: 6.2-5

in focus mechanisms: 3.8-6
Anisometropia: 3.8-3, 8.0

Badal principle: 3.8-10, 8.0
Anode potential (CRT): 4.1-4. 8.0

and scan line luminance: 4.4.5 Bandwidth: 4.1-11, 4.4-16, 8.0
and spot luminance: 4.4-7, 4.4-l1. 4.4-12 and horizontal resolution" 4,4-16, 4.4-20
and spot size: 4.4-5 and interlace: 4.1-14, 4.2-9), 4.3-21,4.3-23
generation of X-rays: 4.4-7 and image movement: 4.4-20

-judged image quality: 4.3.58
Anomaloscope: 5.2-22, 8.0 and modulation transfer: 4.4-20

and quantizing levels
Anomaly quotient (AQI: 5.2-22, 8.0 - judged image quality: 4.3-52

and spot wobble: 4.3-23
Anthropometry: 8.0 and target detection: 4.3-II

chair design: 7.2.' and target recognition: 4.3,8, 4.3-9, 4.3-10
data: 6.1-2, 6.1-8. 6.9-3. 3.7-5
workstation: 6.1-1 Bearm current (CRT)

and modulation transfer in a shadow mask CRT:
Aperiodic interface: 8.0 4.4.27, 8.0

and scan line luminance: 4.4-4
Aperture (see also numerical aperture. pupil): 8.0 and scan line width: 4.4-4

equalization in TV: 4.4-28
-and signal modulation: 4.4-28 Beam diameter
-and signal-to-noise ratio: 4.4-28 and beam current: 4.4-11
-horizontal: 4.4-28 see also spot diameter: 4.1-16
-vertical: 4.4-28

Baudrate: 4.3-35, 8.0
Aperture grill (CRT): 8.0 and quantizing levels

-judged image quality 4.3-52
Aperture mask: 4.1-22, 8,0 and signal-to-noise ratio

and CRT luminance: 4.4-9 -judged image quality: 4.3-35
and horizontal resolution: 4.4-22
and vertical resolution: 4.4-22 Blanking (CRT and TV camera): 4.1-2

-shadow mask: 4.4-22
-slotted: 4.4-22 Bezold-Brucke phenomenon: 5.2-29, 8.0
-trinitron (aperture grill): 4.4-22

Bifocals: 8.0
Aqueous humor: 8.0

location in eye: 3.1-2 Binocular displays: 8.0
refractive index: 3.1-5 image distance match: 3.7-23

image luminance match: 3.7-24
Artificial eye photometer: 3.2-16, 8.0 image quality match: 3.7-23

image registration: 3.7-6
Aspect ratio (CRT or TV camera): 4.1-10, 8.0 -convergence angle (lateral alignment): 3.7-10

and horizontal resolution: 4.1-10, 4.4-16 -- lateral disparity: 3.7-14, 3.7.20
-rotation difference: 3.7-15

Astigmatism: 8.0 --size diffetence: 3.7.17
as a cause of poor peripheral vision: 3.5-9 -terminology: 3.7-2
as an aberration: 3.1-3 -v-rtical alignment: 3.7-8. 3.7-19
as different than an aberration: 3.4-3 -ve,:ical disparity: 3.7-12, 3.7-20

interpupillary distance (IPD): 3.7-5
Audiometric monitoring: 8.0
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microscope focus adjustment data: 3.6-8 CIE (Commission Internationale de I'Eclairage): 8.0
superiority over mnonocular viewing: 3.7-4
terminology: 3.7-2 CIE chromaticity system (see chromaticity): 8.0

Biocular displays: 8.0 Classification (interpreter performance)
defined: 3.7-2 military vehicles (transparency): 4.3-16, 43.18
distortion limits: 3.4-4 obliquity (transparency): 4.3-16

photo vs scanned transparency: 4.3-18
Blanking: 8.0 resolution (transparency)

- ground distance per line pair: 4.3-18
Blemish: 8.0 scan lines per target (transparency): 4.3-16

self-propelled guns (transparency): 4.3-16
Blind spot (of eye): 3.5-8. 8.0 stereo vs mono (transparency): 4.3-18

support vehicles (transparency): 4.3-16
Bracketing: 8.0 tanks (transparency): 4.3-16

trucks (transparency): 4.3-16
Break-even voltage: 8.0

Cobb 2-bar test target: 3.1-13
Brightness (see luminance): 8.0

Coherent illumination: 3.2-49, 8.0

C
Collateral traterial: 8.0

Cathode ray tubes: 8.0 need for integration into the display: 7.1-2
as secondary displays: 6.4-2, 6.7-1
cathode ray storage tubes: 8.0 Collimation (in terms of divergence of the light from a
light scattering, internal: 4.4-30, 4.4-31 source): 3.2-49, 8.0
operating principles, black anO white: 4.1-4
operating principles, color: .' I--2. 4.4-9 Collimated luminaire: 7.3-7, 8.0
safety hazards: 6.8-12,6.8-1c. C.9-10

Coior: 8.0
CFF (critical flicker frequency, critical fusion frequency): adaptation: 5.2-32, 8.0
3.2-42,8.0 additive mixture: 5.2-5

in CRT displays; see flicker: 8.0 and electromagnetic spectrum: 5.24, 8.0
and illuminant spectral distribution: 3.2-39, 5.2-25,

"Chair design: 7.2-1 5.2-33
Bezold-Brucke phenomenon: 5.2-29, 8.0

Character style (see alphanumeric symbols) blindness (see color defect): 8.0
cathode ray tube: 4.1-22, 4.4-22, 8.

Checkerboard acuity target: 3.1-13 cathede ray tube imagery
-and dither: 8.0

Chroma (as a color dimension): 5.2-3, 8.0 judged image quality: 4.3-53
-and black and white compared

Chromatic aberration (see aberration): 8.0 judged image quality: 4.3-53, 4.3-64
-and quantizing

Chromaticity judged image quality: 4.3-53
CIE diagram: 5.2-12, 8.0 change with viewing conditions: 5.2-27
coordinates: 8.0 chromaticity of typical colors: 5.2-15, 5.2-18
defined: 5. 9 CIE chromaticity: 5.2-8, 8.0
of typical colors: 5.2-15, 5.2-18 color matching precision: 5.2-26, 5.2-34, 8.0
shifts with viewing conditions: 5.2-27 contrast: 3.240
uniform chromaticity scale (UCS): 5.2-14 color matching precision: 5.2-26, 5.2-34, 8.0

contrast: 3.2-40
Chrominance signal (color TV): 4.1-20, 8.0 defect: 5.2-22, 8.0

effect of differential luminance-chrominance signal -and secondary display visibility: 6.4-8
delay on judged image quality: 4.3-78 -testing: 5.2-22

discrimination index (CDI): 3.2-38, 8.0
Chromostereopsis: 8.0 discrimination testing: 5.2-24

effect of pupil displacement: 5.2-38 field size: 3.5-8, 8.0
in photogrammetry (mensuration): 5.1-9, 5.3-7, 8.0 hue: 5.2-4
typical values: 5.2-38
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in identifying controls: 6.3-3 Computer interface: 6.7-1
in photogrammetry (mensuration) (see keyboards: 6.2-15, 6.7-3
chromostereopsis) light pens: 6.7-1,6.7-4
metamerism: 5.2-20 system response time: 6.7-5
Munsell system: 5.2-7 voice input: 6.7-4
names for self-luninous colors: 5.2-18
observer differences in color matches: 5.2-34 Conductance: 8.0
optimum luminance for viewing: 3.2-36, 5.2-29
perception and luminance: 3.2-36, 5.2-29 Cone: 3.1-2, 3.5-7, 8.0
picture: 8.0
preference index (CPi): 3.2-38, 8.0 Cone blindness (see congenital total color blindness)
primaries: 5.2-5
purity: 5.2-13 Congenital total color blindness: 5.2-23, 8.0
rendering index (CR1): 3.2-38, 8.0
space Conjunctiva (injury from ultraviolet radiant energy):

-CIE chromaticity: 5.2-8 6.8-4,8.0
-for elect rn-optical displays: 5.2-19
-subjective: 5.2-6 Contrast: 8.0

subtractive mixture: 5.2.5 cathode ray tube display: 8.0
surface color limits (gamut): 5.2-17 -and ambient illumination: 4.4-33, 4.4-34, 8.0
surround hue and saturation: 5.2-31 -and reflected light: 4.4-33, 4.4-34
surround luminance: 5.2-30 -and color phosphor matrix: 4.4-9
target and surround luminance: 5.2-31 -and scattered light: 4.4-30, 4.4-31
target detection: 5.2-25 -and visual detection thresholds for cyclical
target luminance: 5.2-29 targets: 4.3-49
target size: 5.2-28 -number of steps visible as a function of
temperature of illuminant: 3.2-38, 3.2-41, 5.2-16, 8.0 luminance: 4.4-25
television -visibility and quantizing levels: 4.4-25

-cameras: 4.1-20 -visual thresholds for adjacent rectangles as a
-cathode ray tube: 4.1-22, 4.4-9, 8.0 function of luminance: 4.3-50
-chrominance signal: 4.1-20,4.3-78 -visual thresholds for cyclic targets as a function
-interpreter performance (see under specific type) of luminance: 4.3-49
-luminance signal: 4.1-20, 4.3-78 defined and units used: 3.1-10
-sequential .- stems: 4.1-24 effect on acuity: 3.1-19

terms and basic c, icepts: 5.2-3 ratio: 8.0
use in anaglyphi, tereco" 5.1-13 -and ambient illumination: 4.4-33, 4.4-35
variability in coloi , ," 5.2-35 -and reflected light: 4.4-33, 4.4-35
vision testing: 5.2-21 -and scattered light: 4.4-30, 4.4-31
visual field: 3.5-8 -and target recognition: 4.341,4.3-44
visual matching: 5.2-26
wheels: 5.2-6, 8.0 Contrast threshold: 8.0

and a nonuniform background: 3.1-35
Coma (see aberration): 8.0 and age: 3.2-31

and eye pupil size: 3.1-33
Comparator and illumination: 3.2-21, 8.0

backlash: 5.3-6 and quantizinglevels: 4.4-19
effect of color: 3._-7 awid target orientation: 3.1-32
field size: 5.3-5 for cathode ray tube displays: 4.349, 4.3-50
image translation: 3.10-1, 5.3-5 for cyclical targets: 3.1.19
magnification: 5.3-3 for noncyclical targets: 3.1-15, 3.1-17
pointing precision: 5.3-3 for special target shapes: 3.1-29
precise image positioning: 3.10-12
reticle: 5.3-8 Control/display layout: 6.3-1
units; 5.3-1 control setting indication: 6.34
warning labels: 5.3-9 direction of motion stereotypes: 6.3.4

identification: 6.3-3
Complementary wavelength: 5.2-13 location: 6.1-7 through 6.1-10, 6.3-1

time lag between control input and display output:
Composite video signal: 8.0 6.3-6, 6.7-5
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Controls Decibel (defined): 6.6-3, 8.0
accidental activation: 1.0-9, 6.3-6
cranks: 6.2-3 Deflection angle (electron beam): 8.0

-velocity: 6.2-3 and aberrations in the electron beam: 4.1-18
work output: 6.2-4 defined: 4.1-2,4.1-4

damage: 1.0-10, 6.3.6 effect on spot shape: 4.1-18
foot pedal: 6.2-9 resolution (TV camera and CRT): 4.1-18
foot pushbutton (discrete): 6.2-16
joystick: 3.10-9, 3.10-12, 6.2-2 Demand modulation of film: 3.3-16
keyboard: 6.2-15, 6.7.3
knob (continuous): 6.2-5 Density: 8.0
knob (discrete): 6.2-11 of black and white film: 3.2-19
legend switch (pushbutton): 6.2-14 of color film: 3.2-19
ever: 6.2-2 impact on image luminance: 3.2-13

lever wheel: 6.2-12
linear slide: 6.2.9 Depth of field: 8.0
pushbtton: 6.2-14 of display: 3.8-5
pushbut.rn wheel: 6.2-12 of eye: 3.8-11
rocker switch: 6.2-13
thumbwlheel (continuous): 6.2.8 Depth of focus (defined): 3.8-1, 8.0
thumbwheel (discrete): 6.2-11
toggle switch: 6.2-13 Depth perception (see stereo)
trackball: 3.10 12. 6.2-3

Detection (interpreter performance)
Convergence (eye) bandwidth: 4.3-11

and accommodation: 3.7-11, 3.8-15 color vs black and white (CRT): 4.3-64
in stereopsis: 5.1-6, 5-1-7 contrast, target/background (CRT): 4.3-48, 4.3-64,
in unaided stereo: 5.1-13 4.3-67
not required for stereopsis: 5.1-1 height, relative (transparencies): 4.3-19

military vehicles (CRT): 4.3-12,4.3-13,4.3-64
Convergence (CRT beam): 8.0 orientation of military vehicles (transparency): 4.3-18

resolution (CRT): 4.3-48
Convergent stereo photography: 8.0 -horizontal: 4.3-11

-vertical: 4.3-11
Converging disparity: 3.7-14, 5.1-3, 8.0 response time

-display dynamic range (CRT): 4.3-44
Cornea: 3.1-2, 6.8-4, 8.0 -display size (CRT): 4.3-67

-resolution (CRT): 4.3-11,4.3-12
Critical angle: 4.4-30, 8.0 --scale of image on TV camera: 4.3-13

-scan lines per target (CRT): 4.3-13
Critical flicker frequency (see CFF, flicker): 8.0 -target size: 4.3-67

tank (CRT): 4.3-11
Critical fusion frequency: 8.0

Deuteranomaly: 5.2-23, 8.0
CRT (see cathode ray tube): 8.0

Deuteranopia: 5.2-23, 8.0
Crystalline lens: 3.1-2, 6.8-7, 8.0

Dichroic mirror in color television camera: 4.1-20, 8.0
Cyclic banding: 4.3-74, 8.0

Dichromatism: 5.2-23, 8.0
D

Differential delay
dB (see decibel): 8.0 luminance and chrominance signals (TV)

-effect on judged image quality: 4.3-78
Dead vo!tage (CRT): 4.4-5, 8.0

Differential encoded pulse code modulation: 4.4-19, 8.0
Decay (phosphors): 4.1-26 and judged image quality: 4.3-52

time: 4.1-26
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Differential gaia (TV) Diverging disparity (see uncrossed lateral disparity)
and differential phase

- effect on image quality judgments: 4.3-79, S.0 Dominant wavelength: 5.2-13, 8.0

Differential phase: 8.0 Dot interlacing (CRT's and Television cameras): 8.0
and differential gain and flicker: 4.2-8, 4.2-18

-effect cn image quality judgments: 4.3-79 defined: 4.2-2

Differential pulse code modulation (see differential Dwell time (CRT) defined: 4.4-6, 8.0
encoded PCi) and line luminance: 4.4-6

Diffraction: 8.0 Dynamic convergence (color CRT): 4.1-22, 8.0
Ai.y disc: 3.3-7, 8.0 and color purity: 4.1-22
and visual performance: 3.2-34
limit: 3.3-5, 8.0 Dynamic focusing: 8.0

Digital system (electro-optical): 4.4-19, 8.0 Dynamic range: 8.0
and modulation transfer and resolution: 4.4-19 E

Diopter (defined): 3.1-3, 8.0
Echo (TV): 8.0

Diplopia: 3.7-8, 3.7-10, 8.0 effect on judged image quality: 4.3-77

Disparity (double vision): 8.0 Edge sharpening (CRT image): 8.0
lateral and signal-to-noise ratio: 8.0

-as a cause of the sensation of depth: 3.4-4, 5.1-3 -target recognition: 4.3-65
-crossed (converging) and uncrossed (diverging):

3.7-12, 5.1-3 Effective temperature: 7.4-1,8.0
-lateral: 3.4-4
-limits: 3.7-14.5.1-11 Effectivity ratio (of eye pupil): 3.2-7, 8.0
-related to object height: 5.1-7, 5.1-8
-related to parallax: 5.1-3 Electromagnetic spectrum (in relation to visible

vertical: 3.7-12 spectrum): 5.24,8,0

Display field: 8.0 Electron beam: 4.1-2, 4.14, 8.0
curvature: 3.4-3 effect of beam current on diameter: 4.4-11
size: 3.5-1, 3,5-3, 5.3-5, 5.4.6

-and eye rotation: 3.5-12 Electron gur.: 4.1-2, 4.1-4,8.0
-and search performance: 3.5-15
-and vision: 3.5-14 Emmetropia ("normal vision"): 8.0

assumed of display user: 1.0-1
Display size (CRT) defined: 3.8-2, 8.0

and target size
-response time: 4.3-67 Entrance pupil (of the eye): 8.0
-target detection: 4.3-68 and vignetting of image: 3.5-12, 8.0
-vehicle detection: 4.3-67 compared with real pupil: 3.1-7, 8.0

and contrast location: 3.1-7
-response time: 4,3-67 size
-vehicle detection: 4.3-67 -and depth of field: 3.8-11,3.8-12, 8.0

and scan lines per target -and eye accommodation variation: 3.8-13, 8.0
-target detection: 4.3-68 -and display image luminance: 3.2-13

-and retinal illuminance: 3.2-5, 3.2-10
Displiy system bandwidth (see bandwidth) -and vision: 3.1-31, 3.2-34, 3.3-8

-changed by luminance: 3.2-5
Distortion: 3.4-1, 8.0 -changed by other factors: 3.2-6

and image curvature: 3.4-4 -effective (due to Stiles-Crawford effect): 3.2-7,
8.0

Dither: 4.3-54, 8.0 -rate of change: 3.2-6
and quantizing levels

-judged image quality: 4.3-54
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Errors of commission: 8.0 Field
curvature: 3.4-3, 8.0

Errors of omission: 8.0 depth of: 8.0
-defined: 3.8-1

Esophoria: 8.0 -display: 3.8-5
-eye: 3.8-11

Exit pupil (of display) (also see entrance pupil of eye): size (see display field, visual field)
8.0 television

location in aerial image display: 3.6-2 -dot interlace: 4.2-2, 8.0
size -dot-line interlace: 4.2-2, 8.0

- and ability to resolve details in image: 3.3-9 -for 2:1 interlace: 4.1-14, 8.0
arid diffraction limit on resolution: 3.3-7 -high order interlace: 4.2-2, 8.0

-and image luminance: 3.2.13, 8.0 - scanning (sequential color system): 4.1-24, 8.0
- and size of Airy disc: 3.3-7, 8.0
-in relation to magnification and numerical Fixation point (defined): 3.1-2, 8.0

aperture: 3.3-5
--in typical displays: 3.3-6 Filters, light

use of to increase display contrast: 4.4-35

Exophoria (see pldria): 8.0
Flash (see primary flash): 8.0

Eye
point (location in space): 6.1-4, 6.1-7, 6.1-10 Flicker (CRT) (see also CFF): 3.2-42, 8.0

-anthropometric limits: 6.1-4 and beam modulation: 4.2.15, 8.0

pupil (see entrance pupil of eye) -frequency: 4.2-13, 4.2-15

relief: 3.9-2, 8.0 and field rate: 4.2-7

rotation and flah (phosphor): 4.2-11, 8.0

-and field size: 3.5-12 and frame rate: 4.2-7, 8.0

-arid vignetting of image: 3.5-12 and ij (lace, general: 4.2-2, 8.0

-comfort limits: 3.5-13 -line-dot: 4.2-8, 4.2-19 to 4.2-24
-geometry: 3.1-7 -NTSC 2:1: 4.2-7

structure: 3.1-2 -sequential: 4.2-17
-center of rotation: 3.1-7 -staggered: 4.2-17
-dimensions: 3.1-5, 3.1-7 -high order line: 4.2-17
-reduced schematic: 3.1-6 and luminance (phosphor): 4.2-7, 4.2-11, 4.2-12, 8.0

-refractive indices: 3.1-5 and phosphor persistence: 4.2-8, 4.2-11,4.2-13, 8.0
-schematic: 3.1-5 and phosphor type: 4.2-8, 4.2-11,4.2-13

and refresh rate: 4.2-9, 4.2-11,8.0
Eyepiece: 3.9-, 8.0 interline: 4.2-1, 8.0

elevation angle: 6.1-4, 6.1-5, 8.0 large field: 4.2-1, 8.0
-effect on eyepoint: 6.1-5 sequential color systems: 4.1-24
-preferences: 6.1-5, 6.1-6 small field: 4.2-1

eye relief: 3.9-2, 8.0
face clearance: 3.9-5 Fluorescence: 8.0
focusing of eye in ultraviolet: 3.2-35

-range: 3.8-2 of phosphors (CRT): 4.1-26
-mechanism: 3.8-7

limits on size: 3.9-2, 3.9-5 Focus
surface finish: 3.9-1 automatic: 3.8-9

control: 3.8-1, 8.0
F -backlash: 3.8-6

-differential: 3.8-7
Face clear-nce (see eyepiece) -primary: 3.8-4

-range: 3.8-2
Facilities voltage (CRT)

air conditioning: 7.4-1 -effect on MTF: 4.4-28
chair design: 7.2-1 depth of(defined): 3.8-1, 8.0
illumination: 7.3-1
layout: 7.1-2 Font (see alphanumeric symbols)
passage dimensions: 7.1-2
relative humidity: 7.4-2
temperature: 7.4-1
ventilation: 7.4-1
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Fovea: 3.1.2.8.0 Hue: 5.2-4, 8.0
defined: 3.1-2 and lumiranlce: 5.2-29)
receptors: 3.5-7 and wavelength: 5.2-4
vision: 3.5-10, 8.0 as a dimension of color: 5.2-3

Foveal vision: 8.0 HUD (see head-up display): 8.0

Frame (TV): 8.0 Hyperopia (defined): 3.8-2, 8.0
color (sequentially interlaced color system): 4.1-24
dot scan systenms: 4.2-2 Hyperphoria (see phoria, vertical): 8.0
NTSC TV systenm: 4.1-14

G
Identification (interpreter performance)

Gamut: 8.0 aircraft (CRT): 4.3-5
effet on visual performance: 3.2-39 -orientation (CRT): 4.3-5
of colors: 5.2-17 military vehicles (CRT): 4.3-62

military vehicles (transparency): 4.3-16
Gaussian distribution: 8.0 obliquity (transparency): 4.3-16

scan lines per target (CRT): 4.3-5
Glare: 8.0 scan lines per target (transparency): 4.3-16

sources: 3.2-50, 7.3-6 self propelled guns (transparency): 4.3-16
effect on visual performance: 3.2-52 signal-to-noise ratio: 4.3-26

support vehicles (transparency): 4.3-16
Glossiness: 8.0 tanks (transparency): 4.3-16

trucks (transparency): 4.3-16
Grain visual angle subtended by target (CRT): 4.3-5

in film: 3.3-16
not included in estimates of useful magnification: IES (see Illuminating Engineering Society): 8.0
3.3-2

Illuminance: 8.0
Grating test target (illustrated): 3.1-13 retinal

-conversion graphs: 3.2-10
Gray scale: 8.0 -determinants: 3.2-5, 3.2-13

sensor: 3.2-4
Gray shades (CRT): 8.0 units: 3.2-5, 7.3-1

and display contrast ratio: 4.343
and signal-to-noise ratio: 4.343 Illuminance sensor: 8.0

Ground distance shown op imagery: 3.5-6, 8,0 Illuminants A, B, or C: 8.0

H illuminating Engineering Society: 8.0

Height detection (interpreter performance) Illumination: 3.2-1
photo vs line scan (transparency): 4.3-19 ambient: 7.3-1, 8.0
resolution -effect on CRT image contrast: 4.4-35

-ground distance per line pair (transparency): and age: 3.2-31
4.3-19 and search performance: 3.2-29

stereo vs mono (transparency): 4.3-19 and visual performance: 3.1-37, 3.2-22
area illuminated: 3.247

Height liscrimination (see stereo depth perception): 8.0 divergence and coherence: 3.249
glare: 3.2-50, 7.3-6, 8.0

Horizontal resolution (CRT): 8 0 -on CRT faceplate: 4.3-33
and bandwidth: 4.1-14, 4.4-16, 8.0 interaction with task difficulty: 3.2-28

interpreter preferences: 3.2-30
Horizontal retrace: 8.0 light table area to be illuminated: 3.247

defined: 4.1-2 preferred in microscope: 3.2-30
time: 4.1-14 spatial variation: 3.247

spectral distribution
-and color vision: 3.2-36, 5.2-26, 5.2-33
-and visual performance: 3.2-33
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1:whd source A, B. C: 5.2-16 Imagery scale (see photographic scale): 8.0
trorpjl variation: 3.242
vcwhim luminance: 3.2.54, 7.3-3 Index of refraction: 8.0

on ('RT faceplate: 4.4-33, 4.4-35 of eye: 3.1-5
visual performance: 3.1-37, 3.2-22 relative and absolute defined: 8.0

Image: 8.0 Indicator lights (as secondary displays): 6.4-9
curvature and distortion: 3.4-4, 4.1-18, 8.0
defects: 8.0 Infrared safety limits: 6.8-8, 6.8-1 1
distance: 3.6-1, 8.0
field size: 3.5-1 Instrument myopia: 3.6-8, 8.0
luminance

- level: 3.2-21 Interlace: 8.0
.spatial uniformity: 3.2-48 and bandwidth: 4.1-14,4.3-21,4.3-23
temlp:ral unifolmity: 3.2-42 and contrast ratio, Cr: 4.3-21

movement (see image movement) and field rate: 4.3-21
quality: 3.3-7, 3.3-.9 3.3-10. 3.3-15 and flicker: 4.2-2. 4.2-7. 4.2-9. 4.2-17 through 4.2-24
registration in monoscopic displays: 3.7-6.8.0 and line crawl: 4.2-1

lateral alignmenew: 3.7-10 and scintillation: 4.2-1,4.2-2
lateral disparity: 3.7-14, 3.7-20 and snow: 4.2-1,4.2-2

and spot wobble: 4.3-23
Image movement (CRT) aperiodic: 4.2-2

and bandwidth combined vertical and horizontal: 4.1-14
-judged image quality: 4.3-58 defined: 4.1-14

across raster lines dot: 4.2-2. 8.0
---detect grating orientation: 4.3-62 high order: 4.1-14, 4.2.2 through 4.2-24

identify military vehicles: 4.3-62 line-dot: 4.2-5
along raster lines NTSC 2:1: 4.2-3

detect LUndolt ring orientation: 4.3-60 periodic: 4.2-2
--detect grating orientation: 4.3-62 sequential: 4.2-2

image unsteadiness staggered: 4.2-2
--judged image quality: 4.3-63

speed of movement Interline flicker (see small field flicker): 8.0
-detect landolt ring orientation: 4.3-60
-detect target: 4.3-63 Interlocks: 8.0
-identify military vehicles: 4.3-62
-rotation difference: 3.7-15 lItermediate image: 3.6-2, 8.0
-size difference: 3.7-17
-terminology: 3.7-2 Internal reflection
-vertical alignment: 3.7-8, 3.7-19 in CRT faceplates: 4.4-30,4.4-31
-vertical disparity: 3.7-12, 3.7-20 in optical displays: 3.2-54

registration in stereoscopic displays: 3.7-19
retinal size: 3.1-6 Interpreter performance
size units: 3.1-8, 3.1-9. 3.5-3 see the following index entries:
space: 8.0 -classification
translation and rotation: 3.10-1 -detection

-controls: 3.10-9, 3.10-12, 3.10-16 --height detection
-geometry: 3.10-2 -identification
-linear and angular velocity conversion: 3.10-2 -recognition
--mo!ion and vision: 3.10-3 --response time
-motion direction control: 3.10-16 -search
-precise positioning: 3.10-12
-rotation and interchange: 3.10-iA Interpupillary distance (IPD): 8.0
-translation in comparator: 3.10-12, 5.3-5 population range: 3.7-5

unsteadiness and eyepiece size limit: 3.9-2
-judged image quality: 4.3-63

velocity requirements: 3.10-6 IPD (see interpupillary distance)

Image orthicon: 8.0 Iris: 3.1-2, 8.0
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Isomeric color: 5.2-20 Lens (of the eye): 3.1-2. 8.0
dimensions: 3.1-5

J] function: 3.1-3
relf.active index: 3.1-5

Jitter: 8.0
optical line scan printer: 4.3-74, 8.0 Light (defined): 3.2-1, 8.0
effect on judged image quality: 4.3-74, 4,3-76

Light emitting diode: 6.4-7
Jump scan: 4.2-8, 8.0

Light pen: 6.7-1, 6.7-4, 8.0
Just noticeable difference: 8.0

Lightness (defined): 5.2-3, 5.2-6, 5.2-7, 8.0
Just perceptible difference (see just noticeable
difference: 8.0 Lincoln/Mitre font (see alphanumeric symbols): 6.4-2,

6.4-6

K
Line crawl: 4.2-1, 8.0

Kell factor: 8.0 and interlace: 4.2-2, 8.0
and horizontal resolution: 4.1-5, 4.1-10

Line frequency: 8.0
Kelvin scale (for color temperature): 8.0

Line luminance: 4.4-1,44-6, 4.4-7, 8.0
Keratoconjunctivitis (see photokeratitis): 8.0

"Line number (TV) (see TV lines): 8.0
Keyboard (see controls)

for computer interface: 6.7-3 Line pairing: 4.4-23, 8.0
format: 6.2-15, 6.3-5 effect on vertical resolution aA.d modulation transfer:
manual data entry rate: 6.7-2 4.4-23

L Line raster: 4.1-2, 8.0

Labels: 6.5-1, 6.9-1 Line-scan image generator: 4.1-30
character design: 6.5-2
content: 6.5-1 Line-scan period: 4.1-10
dependence on lighting: 6.5-2
electrical hazards: 6.8-14 Line-scan system: 4.1-2
for maintenance: 6.9-1
location: 6.5-1 Line-scan transparencies: 4.3-17, 8.0
purpose: 6.5-1 and vehicle classification and identification: 4.3-17,
spacing: 6.5-2 4.3-18
warning for comparators: 5.3-9 and height discrimination: 4.3-19

Lag (see third field lag): 5.3-9 Linear interpolation: 8.0

Lambertian radiator: 8.0 Line-spread function: 8.0

Landolt ring (defined): 3.1-9, 3. 1-13, 8.0 Long-persistence phosphor: 8.0
detection of gap orientation in moving CRT display:
4.3-60 Line width (see scan line width)

Large field flicker: 4.2-2, 8.0 Luminaires (to produce ambient illumination): 7.3-5

Laser beam recorder: 4.1-30, 8.0 Luminance: 8.0
and colo- perception: 3.2-36, 5.2-26

Lateral alignment (see image registration): 8.C and color target detection: 5.2-25
and depth of field of the eye: 3.8-11

Lateral disparity (see image registration): 8.0 and visual performance: 3.1-37, 3.2-22
calculated from illuminance: 7.3-1

LBR (see laser beam recorder): 8.0
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cathode ray tube Magnifying power: 8.0
and apertipre mtasks: 4.4-0. 8.0 defined 3.3-3
and beam curreit: 4.4-4. 4.4-1 1.4.4-12 relationship to screen viewing distance: 3.5-5
and electron beam Iocus: 4.4-1 1,4.4-12
and phosphor thickncss: 4.4-7 Maintainability: 6.9•1
and phosphor type: 4.4-6. 4.4-7, 4.4-11, 4.4-12 access: 6.9-3
and refresh rate: 4.4-7, 8.0 calibration and adjustment: 6.9-10
and scan ine spacing: 4.4-3 cihcuit protective devices: 6.9-9
and writing speed: 4.4-0, 8.0 connectors: 6.9.9
line luminance: 4.4-4, 4.4-5, 4.4-6, 4.4-7, 8.0 disassembly and reassembly. 6.9-2
nonmniftormities: 4.4-13 fasteners: 6.9-8
raster luminance: 4.4-11. 4.4-12.8.0 handling of equipment: 6.9-8
spot luminance: 4.4-11. 4.4-12 hazards: 6.9-1 , 6.9-10

display image: 3.2-13 information: 6.9-I
distribution in a diffraction-limited image: 3.3-7 preventive maintenance: 6.9-10, 6.9-3
fa,:tor in description of color: 5.2-3 test points: 0.9-2
sensor: 3.2-4, 3.2-16, .0
signal (color TV): 4.1-20 Manuals: 6.10-I

Seffect of differential luminance-chrominance signal content: 6.10-1
delay on judged image quality: 4.3-78 all manuals: 6.10-1

spatial variation: 3.247 maintenance manuals: 6.10-2
spectral distribution operating manuals: 6.10-1

and color vision: 3.2-30, 5.2-26, 5.2-33 development: 6.104
and visual performance: 3.2-33 format and style: 6.10-2

target and surround, effect on color: 5.2-29 typical manual deficiencies: 6.10-3

Luminescence (phosphor): 4.1-26 Ma3k-sense input (data rate): 6.7-2. 8.0

Luminosity Mean (arithmetic): 8.0
function (of eye): 3.2-2. 5.2-10. 8.0
related to spectral tristimulus value: 5.2-10 Median: 8.0

Luminous efficiency (of phosphors): 4.1-26, 8.0 Megahertz: 8.0

Luminous energy Mtnsuration: 5.3-1, 8.0
various sources: 3.2-3, 6.8-3, 6.8-10

Mesopic vision: 3.2-2, 8.0
Luminous flux: 8.0

Metameric color: 5.2-20, 8.0
Luminous intensity: 8.0

Microscope (see parameter desired, such as display field
Luminous power: 8.0 sue, image distance, image quality, luminance,

magnification)
M alternatives in differential focus adjustment: 3.8-7

as an aerial image display: 3.0-1
Magnification path followed by light rays in: 3.6-2

and Airy disc size: 3.3-7
and diffraction limit: 3.3-5 Microstereoscope: 8.0
and magnifying power: 3.3-3
definition: 3.3-4 Mode: 8.0
effect on modulation sensitivity for the eye/display
combination: 3.3-12 Modulation
empty: 3.3-5 as a type of contrast, Cm: 3.1-10
for search: 6.4-2 conversions: 3.1-10
for viewing imagery: 3.3-2 defined: 3.1-10
in comparators: 5.3-3 in electronic signals: 4.1-12
required foi specific object contrast and spatial ripple (CRT): 4.4-3, 4.4-21, 8.0
frequency: 3.3-14 sensitivity of the eye (as a function of spatial
useful magnification: 3.3-5, 3.3-9 frequenLy): 3.1-19
zoom system versus discret, steps: 3.3-2
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temporal: 3.244 signal-to-noise ratio (also see as signal-to-noise ratio):
threshold (of the eye): 3.1-17, 3.1-1') 4. 1-28. 4.3-25 duough 4.3-31)
transter fact% ir: 3.3-10, 4.1-12 visual (discussion of grain ): 3.1-1. 3.3-1.3.3-16

-and bandwidth (TV): 4.1-12, 8.0
and beam current: 8.0 Noise criterion curve (NC): 6.6-Il, 6.6- 13, 8.0

transfer function (MIF): 8.0
and bandwidth (TV): 4.1-12 Nonspecoral color: 5.2-12, 80
and beam current ((RT): 4.4-27

-and focus voltage: 4.4-28 Numerical aperture: 3.3-5
--defined: 3.3-10. 4.1-12. 8.0 defaioed: 3.2-14, 3.3-5. 8.0

effect of magnification on: 3.3-12 in luminance measurement: 3.2-14, 3.2 18
values for typical displays: 3.3.1 I relation to other display par-oneters: 3 3 5

Monitor (CRT): 4.1-20. 8.0 0

Monochromatism: 5.2-23, 8.0 Object: 8.0

Monocular Object space (defined): 3.8-1. 8.0
defined: 3.7-2. 8.0
inferior to binocular: 3.7-4 Objective lens (illustrated): 3.6-2, 8.0

Monoscopic (defined): 3.7-2 Obliquity: 8.0

Monoscopic versus stereoscopic vicwing using line-scan Octave: 6.6-6, 8.0
transparencies: 4.3-19)

Ocular (see eyepiece or eye): 6,.0
MLnsell color system: 5.2-7. 8.0

One-dimensionml sampling system: 4.1-2, 8.0
Myopia

defined: 3.8-2, 8.0 Optic
instrument: 3.6-8 axis: 3.1.2, 8.0
maximum image distance: 3.8-2 disc: 3.1-2, 8.0
visual performance loss: 3.6-3 nerve: 3.1-2, 3.5-8

N Optical axis (see optic axis)

Nanosecond: 8.0 Optical line-scan image generator (see optical line-scan
printer): 8.0

Narrow band noise: 8.0
Optical line-scan printer: 4.1-30, 8.0

National Television Systems Committee (NTSC)
Optical path: 8.0

Near point
accommodative amplitude: 3.6-4 Optical power spectruntm (OPS): 3.1-8, 8.0
defined: 8.0
importance in differential focus adjustment: 3.8-7 Optometer: 8.0

Neutral density filter: 8.0 Orthophoria (see phoria): 8.0

Nodal points P
defined: 8.0
of eye: 3.1-5 Paired (pair) comparison: 8.0

Noise Parallax
acoustic (see acoustic noise) defined: 5.1-3. 5.14, 8.0
criterion curve (NC): 6.6-11, 6.6-13, 8.0 in comparators: 5.3-8
electronic in controls and lisplays: 6.3-6

-defined: 4.1-28 in stereo imagery: 5.1.3
-special distribution: 4.1-28
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Parfocality: 3.8-I,8.9 Photometry! 8.0
concepts: 3.2-1

Partial color blindness Isee dichroniatismI of imagery displays: 3.2-16

Peak luminance (CRT): 4.4-1, 8.0 Photopic: 8.0
vision: 3.2-2

Peak signal strength: 8.0 luminosity function: 3.2-2, 5.2-10

Peak-to-trough voltage: 8.0 Photoreceptors (of eye): 3.1-2, 3.5-7

Perceived noise level (PNLI: 6.6-9, 8.0 Photosensor: 8.0

Performance, visual (see visual performance) Picture (TV)
color sequential system: 4.1-24

Periodic staggered interlace: 8.0

Pitch (of a raster): 8.0
Periphery (see visual field): -.0

Pixel: 4.1-8, 8.0
Phase, in or out of: 4, 1-5, 8.0

Planckian radiator: 8.0
Phoria: 3.7-21

adjustment in display: 3.7.21 Point raster system: 4.1-8, 8.0
defined: 3.7-21, 3.7-22, 8.0
distribution of lateral: 3.7-22 Point scan: 8.0
lateral: 3.7-22
measurement of lateral: 3.7-21 Point spread function: 4.1-18, 8.0
eso- and exo-: 3.7-22
ortho-: 3.7-21 Power (see diopter): 8.0
vertical: 3.7-22

Precision
Phosphor: 8.0 as different than accuracy: 5.3-3

defined (CRT): 4.1-26, 8.0 operator ability: 5.3-3
fluorescence in: 4.1-26
luminance Preferred frequency speech interference level (PSIL):

-anode potential: 4.4-5, 4.4-7 6.6-9.8.0
-beam current: 4.4-4, 4.4-7, 4.4-11,.4.4-12
-matrix: 4.4-) Presbyopia: 3.6-4, 8.0
- phosph,,r thickness: 4.4.7
-phosphor type: 4.4-6, 4.4-7, 4.4-11, 4.4-12 Primary colors: 5.2-5, 8.0
-writing speed: 4.4-6, 4.4-7. 8.0

luminous efficiency: 4.1-26 Primary flash (phosphor): 4.2-11, 8.0
persistence: 4.1-26, 8.0 and flicker: 4.2-11

-and flicker: 4.2-1,4.2-8.4.2-11 4.2-13,4.2-15, see also flash: 4.1-26
4.2-17

triads (in color CRT's): 4.1-22 Principal plane
defined: 8.0

Phosphorescence: 4.1-26, 8.0 of the eye: 3.1-5

Photoconductivity: 4.1-2, 8.0 Prismatic: 8.0

Photogrammetry (mensuration): 5.3-1, 8.0 Protanomaly: 5.2-23, 6.4-8, 8.0

Photographic scale: 8.0 Protanopia: 5.2-23, 6.4-8, 8.0
and ground area covered: 3.5-6
and lateral disparity of raised objects: 5.1-7 Protc:ype displays

evaluation guidelines: 1.0-Il
Photokeratitis: 6.8-4, 8.0 access to data on use: 3.10-1

typical problems: 1.0-9
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Pseudocolor: 5.2.3o), 8.0 contrast ratio, display: A.3-41
military vehicles (CRT): 4.3-2, 4.3-3

Pseudo-iso-hromatic chart (PIC) color test: 5.2-22, 8.0 military vehicles (transparency): 4.3-17
photo vs ('RT: 4.3-3

Pulse code modulation (PCM): 4.4.1), 8.0 photo vs scanned transparency: 4.3-17
resolution (CRT)

Pupil (of the eye) (see entrance pup-l) horizontal: 4.3-14
resolution (transparency)

Purity (color) (defined): 5.2-3, 5.2-13, 8.0 -ground distance per line p;ir: 4.3-17
scale of image on TV camera: 4.3-14Q scan lines per target (CRT): 4.3-2, 4.3-3, 4.3-14
stereo vs mono (transparency): 4.3-I 7

Quantize: 8.0 visual angle subtended by target (CR U): 4.3-2, 4.3-3

Quantizing error: 4.1.9, 4.4-19. 8.0 Red-green color blindness (see dichromatism): 8.0
and differential encoded PCNI: 4.4-19
and pulse code modulation (PCM): 4.4-19 Reference achromatic color (neutral point on CIE chro-
as a function of quantizing level: 4 1-26 maticity diagram): 5.2-13
as noise: 4.4-26

Reflectance
Quantized signal: 4.1-5, 4.4-19 as a color dimension: 5.2.3

and bandwidth (CRT) in conversion of illuminance to luminance: 7.3-1
- judged image quality: 4.3-52

and baudrate (CRT): 4.3-35, 4.3-52 Refractive error
and differential encoJed PCM: 4.4.19 difference between the two eyes: 3.8-3
and dither (CR I) distribuion in the population: 3.8-3

-judged image quality: 4,3-53
and signal-to-noise ratio (CRT): 4.1-5, 4.4-26 Refresh rate : 4.2-1

--judged image quality: 4.3-35 and CRT luminance: 4.2-1 through 4.2-24. 4.4-7
and number of scan lines (transparency): 4.3-56 and flicker suppression: 4.2-11, 4.2-13
and number of visible contrast steps: 4.4-25
and pulse code modulation (P0I1): 4.4-19 Registration (see binocular image registration)

R Relative humidity (see air conditioning)

Radiant energy (see radiation): 8.0 Relative luminosity: 3.2-2, 5.2.10

Radiant flux: 8.0 Resolution (TV): 8.0
and aperture equalization: 4.4-28

Radiant power (see radiant flux) and bandwidth ir. CRT displays: 4.4-16, 4.4-20
effect on target detection and response time it CR1

Radiation (radiant energy) safety (see safety) displays: 4.3-48

Radiometry: S..9 Resolving power: 3.3-17

Raster: 4.1.2, 8.0 Response latency: 8.0
crawl: 4.2-1, 8.0
luminance: 4.4-1 Response time (interpreter performance)

-effect of beam current: 4.4-11 display contrast ratio (CRT)
-target detection: 4.3-46

Rayleigh criterion: 3-3-7, 8.0 -target recognition: 4.3-44
resolution (CRT)

Real image: 8.0 .-target detection: 4.3-11,4.3-12, 4.3-14
scale of image on TV camera

Real pupil: 8.0 -taiget detection: 4.3-13, 43-14, 4.3-46
scan lines per target (CRT)

Recognition (interpreter performance) -target detection: 4.3-13, 43-14, 4.3-45, 4.3-4
and search (CRT): 4.3-4, 4.3-7, 4.3-8, 4.3.9 signa!-to-noise ratio
background of target (CRT): 4.3-2, 4.3-3 -target recognition (CRT): 4.3-28

signal-to-noise ratio (CRT): 4-3-28
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Resting position of accommodation (RPA): 3.6-6, 8.0 Saturation (color): 8.0
conditions causing shift: 5.2-27

Reticle: 5.3-8. 8.0 perceptual dimension: 5.2-3, 5.2-6
related to purity: 5.2-3

Retina: 3.1-2, 8.0
Scale factor (see photographic scale): 8.0

Retinal
illuminance: 3.2-5, 3.2-10 Scale number: 8.0
image siz e: 3. 1-6

Scan lines: 8.0
Retrace (CRT): 4.1-I, 4.1-2. 8.0 and height detection (transparency): 4.3-19

and quantizing levels
Reverberation : 6.6-16, 8.0 -vehicle identification: 4.3-56

and target clasrification (transparency): 4.3-16,
Reverberation time: 6.6.16, 8.0 4.3-18

preferred value: 6.6-16 and target detection (CRT): 4.3-4
-display contrast ratio: 4.3-45

Ripp'e: 8.0 - gray shades: 4.3-45
--target size: 4.3-68

Ripple modulation: 4.4-3, 4.4-21, 8.0 and target detection (transparency): 4.3-18
and target identification

rms noise (see also signal-to-noise ratio): 4.1-28, 8.0 -CRT: 4.3-6
-transparency: 4.3-16

Rod (receptor of eye): 8.0 and target orientation detection (transparency):
luminance level of function: 3.2-2 4.3-13
distribution on retina: 3.5-7 and target recognition (CRT): 4.3-2 4.3-3, 4.3-4,

4.3-17
Rotation of the eye

geometry: 3.1-7 Scan line width
and vignetting with the microscope: 3.5-12 and beam current: 4.4-4

Royal Aircraft Establishment (RAE) font (see alphanu- Scanning field (see field, television): 8.0
meric symbols): 6.4-3

Scatter of light in CqT's: 4.4-30, 4.4-33

S in optical displays: 3.2-54

Safety Schematic eye: 3.1-5, 8.0
cathode ray tubes (CRT's): 6.8-16
during maintenance: 6.9-10 Scintillation: 4.2-1, 8.0
electrical: 6.8-13 and interlace: 4.2-2, 8.0
heat: 6.8-15
high-energy light sources: 6.8-16 Scotopic: 8.0
ionizing radiation: 6.8-12 luminance level: 3,2-2
me-hanical hazards: 6.8-15
nonionizing radiation: 6.8-1 Screen display

-far infrared (1400-106 nm): 6.8-11 defined: 3.0-1, 8.0
-effect on eye (summary): 6.8-2
-microwave: 6.8-11 Screen image (see screen display)
-ncar ultraviolet (315-400 nm): 6.8-7
-toxic substances: 6.8-15 Script letters as test target : 3.1-15
-ultraviolet (200-215 nm): 6.84
-units: 6.9-3 Search
-visible and near infrared: 6.8-8 also see

-search performance
Sampling: 8.0 -search (reconnaissance with forward looking TV)

electro-optical signal -search (scanning a frame)
-one dimensional: 4.1-2, 4.1-5 magnification: 5.4-2
-two dimensional: 4.1-8 techniques for ensuring that all of imagery is viewed:

5.4-4
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St-"rch performance narrow band noise
and automatic control of eye position: 5.4-5 -sine wave target recognition: 4.3-31
and display field size: 5.4.- -judged image quality: 4.3-38
and target size: 5.4-3 noise spectrum
correct versus incorrect response rates: 5.4-7 --sine wave target detection: 4.3-32

factors that interfere with vision: 3.1-35 - judged image quality: 4.3-36, 4.3-38
noise strength

Search (reconnaissance with forward looking TV) -sine wave target detection: 4.3-33
aircraft detection: 4.3-4
bandwidth: 4.3-7, 4.3-8. 4.3-9, 4.3-10 Sinc: 8.0
bridge detection: 4.3-4
building recognition: 4.3-4 Sine modulation: 8.0
contrast ( Cm) and target/background: 4.3-4, 4.3-10
oil storage (l'OL) tanks: 4.3-4 Sinusoidal grating "illustration): 3.1-13, 8.0
resolution (( RT): 4.3-7
scan lines per target: 4.3-4 Small field flicker: 4.2-1, 8.0
size ofttarget: 4.3-9
TV lines: 4.3.7.4.3-8, 4.3-9,4.3-10 Snellen
visual angle subtended by target: 4.3-4 acuity: 3.1.14

letter: 3.1-13
Search (scanning of a frame)

mono vs stereo (transparency): 4.3-17 SNR (see signal-to-noise ratio)
military trucks. recognitiol in transparency: 4.3-17
resolution (transparency) Snow (in CRT displays): 4.2-2, 8.0

-ground distance per line pair: 4.3-17
Sound (see acoustic noise)

Secondary displays: 6.4-1
auditory displays: 6.4-9 Sound level (SL)
cathode ray tube (CRT) symbel dimrnsions: 6.4-2
discrete alphanumeric displays: 6.4-7 Sound pressure level (SPL)
indicator lights: 6.4-9

--color code: 6.4-9 Spatial
relation to controls: (see .ontrol/display layout): acuity: 8.0
6.3-1 distribution: 8.0

frequency: 8.0
Self-scanning: 4.1-8, 8.0 -units: 3.1-9

Sequential interlace: 4.2-2, 8.0 Specific resolution (coefficient of): 3.1-33, 8.0

Sequentially scanned (high-order interlace systems): 4.2-2, Spectral
8.0 colors: 5.2-4, 5.2-12, 8.0

locus (see spectrum locus)
Shadow mask: 4.1-22. 8.0 sensitivity of retinal receptors: 3.2-2

and CRT resolution: 4.4-22 transmission of color film: 3.2-41,8.0
tristimulus values (color matching functions): 5.2-10,

Signal-to-noise ratio: 4.1-28, 8.0 8.0
addition of two independent: 4.4-26
and edge sharpending (CRT) Spectrum

-target recognition: 4.3-65 electromagnetic: 5.2-4, 8.0
and quantizing levels locus: 5.2-12

--judged image quality: 4.3-36
and target size Specular

--target recognition: 4.3-27 reflection: 8.0
-response time: 4.3-28 surface: 8.0

and target spatial frequency
-sine wave target: 4.3-31, 4.3-32, 4.3-33, 4.3-34 Speech interference level (SIL): 6.6-9. 8.0
-square wave target: 4.3-30

as an expression of quantizing error: 4.4-26 Spherical aberration (see aberration): 8.0
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Spot (CRT): 8.() Stiles Crawford effect: 3.2-7, 8.0
current distribution in: 4.1.I( and relative brightness: 3.2-7
luminance correcti(n for: 3,2-7

anode potential: 4.4-7 effect on retinal illuminance: 3.2-1 I
beam current: 4.4-4, 4.4-11, 4.4-12 effectivity ratio: 3.2-7

shape: 4.1-16.4.1-18
. etfect of detlection on: 4.1.18 Stroke width (see alphanumeric symbols)

size: 4.1-16
-anode potential: 4.4-5 Subcarrier- 8.0

horitontal resolution: 4.1-5, 4.1-20
vertical resolution: 4.1-5 Subtractive color: 5.2-5. 8.0

-writing speed: 4.4-6
wobble (CRT): 4.3-24, 8.0 Surface color: 8.0

--effect on judged quality of CRT image: 4.3-24
Sweep circuit: 4.1-2, 8.0

Spot spread function: 4. 1 -16. 4.1-18, 8.0
and banding (transparencies) Symbols (see alphanumeric symbols)

Seffect on judged interpretability: 4.3-74, 4.3-76
and jitter (transparencies) System iesponse time (user tolerance): 6.7-5

--effect on judged interpretability: 4.3-74, 4.3-76
effect on judged interpretability: 4.3-71 T

Square-wave grating (illustration): 3.1-13, 8.0 Target
visual test (types): 3.1-13

Stage (with microscopes): 3.8-1, 8.0 -and impact of performance criteria on measured
performance: 3.1-12

Stage movement: 3.8-1
Temperature, ambient air (see air conditioning)

Staggered interlace (TV): 4.2-2, 8.0
Temporal variation (modulation) in illumination (see

Standard deviation: 8.0 CFF)

Standard observer (CIE): 5.2-9, 8.0 Third-field lag (also lag): 4.4-29
effect on resolution of moving images: 4.4-29

Stereo: 5.1-1
acuity: 5.3-8, 8.0 Three-diniensional color space (for CRT's): 5.2-19, 8.0
acuity and field size: 3.5-14
acuity and illumination: 3.2-24 Threshold contrast (see contrast threshold)
acuity and viewing distance: 3.6-9
anaglyphic viewing: 5.1-13 Total color blindness (see monochromatism)
contribution to height discrimination: 5.1-1, 5.1-12
definitions and terms: 5.1-1,5.1-3 Trackball (see controls): 8.0
correct viewing: 5.1-4
crossed (converging) and uncrossed (diverging) disparity: Transmission (of light): 8.0
3.7-14, 5.1-3
reversed (inverted) viewing: 5.1-5 Transmittance: 8.0
depth perception ability: 5.1-8 of film: 1.2-19
image rotation and interchange: 3.10-14 as a color dimension: 5.2-3
limits of depth perception: 3.7-14, 5-1-11
parametric relationships: 5.1-6 Transparency (as dimension of color): 8.0
photogrammetry (mensuration): 5.3-8, 8.0
test with realistic confusion cues: 5.1-9 Triad (in color CRT's): 4.1-22, 8.0
unaided stereogram vieiwng: 5.1-13
versus mono with line-scan transparencies: 4.3-19 Tri-bar test target (USAF): 3.1-13. 8.0

Stereopsis (see stereo): 8.0 Trichromatism: 5.2-23. 8.0

Stereoscopic (displays): 5.1-1,8.0 Trinitron: 4.1-22, 8.0
resolution with: 4.4-22
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Tristimulus values (in CIE chromaticity system): 5.2-9, Vignetting: 8.0
8.0

Virtual image: 8.0
Tritanopia: 5.2-23. 8.0

Visible spectrum: 3.-.-I, 8.0
Troland

defincd: 3.2-5, 8.0 Visual acuity: 8.0
conversion graphs: 3.2-10, 3.2.1 I and refractive error: 3.6.3

defined: 3.1-14
TV line: 4.1-10, 8.0

Visual

Two-dimensional sampling: 4.1-8, 8.0 acuity
-and refractive error: 3.6-3

U -defined: 3.1-14, 8.0
angle (defined): 3.1-8, 8.0

Ultraviolet: 8.0 - and target recognition (CRT): 4.3-2, 4.3-3, 4.3-4
and fluorescence in eye: 3.2-35 axis: 3.1.2, 8.0
exposure limits (see safety) field

-defined: 3.5-2
Uniform chromaticity scale IUCS): 5.2-14, 8.0 -limits (with no obstructions): 3.5.8

--variation of visual performance across: 3.5-9

V performance and
-average performance curve: 3.1-19

Value (in the Munsell color system): 5.2-3, 5.2-7, 8.0 -cyclical targets: 3.1-19
-eye accommodation/convergence match: 3.7-11

Variance: 8.0 -eye pupil size: 3.1-33
-factors that reduce performance: 3.1-35

Vartabedian font (for CRT's) (see alphanumeric symbols) -illuminant spectral distribution: 3.2-33
-location in visual field: 3.5-9

Veiling luminance: 3.2-54, 7.3-5, 8.0 -luminance: 3.2-21
in CRT's: 4.4-35 -noncyclical targets: 3.1-17

-number of cycles visible: 3.1-26
Ventilation (see air conditioning) -refractive error: 3.6-3

-special luminance distributions: 3.1-29
Vergence (of light rays): 3.6-2, 8.0 -target exposure time: 3.1-37

-target shape: 3.1-16
Vernier acuity: 8.0 -target orientation: 3.1-32

and illumination: 3.1-14, 3.2-24 -target velocity: 3.10-3
defined: 3.1-13 -test target type: 3.1-13, 3.1-15, 5.1-9

-units that describe target size: 3.1-8, 3.1-9, 3.1-14
Vertical alignment (see binocular image registration): 8.0 -units that describe target contrast: 3.1-10

-variability between subjects: 3.1-18
Vertical disparity (see binocular image registration): 8.0 -viewing distance: 3.6-9

Vertical resolution: 8.0 Vitreous humor- 3.1-2, 8.0
and Kcll factor: 4.1-5, 4.1-!0 refractive index: 3.1-5

Vertical retrace: 4.1-2, 4.1-3, 8.0 W
number of scan periods taken: 4.1-10

Wavelength 8.0
Viewing distance (image distance) and acuity: 3.2-34

adjustment range (focus control): 3.8-2 and hue names: 5.2-4
and visual performance: 3.6-9 dominant wavelength in description of color: 5.2-13
cathode ray tube of colors in anglyphic stereo: 5.1-13

-effect of number of TV lines: 4.3-66 of illuminant with color film: 3.2-38
defined for aerial image displays: 3.6-2
focusing (accommodative) ability of eyes: 3.6-4 White noise: 8.0
in screen displays: 3.6-10
preferred microscope focus distance: 3.6-8 Working distance: .0-10, 8.0
resting position of accommodation (RPA): 3.6-6
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Workspace
access fur mainlenancc: 6.9-3
individual workstations: 6.1-1
passages: 7.1-2

Workstation configuration: 0.1-I 6.1-5
anthropometric data: 6.1.1
console dimensions: 6. 1-)
eyepiece elevation angle: 6.1-5
eyepoint elevation: 6.1-4
fixed eyepoini displays: 6.1-4
manual work area: 0.1-8
visual work area: 6.1-7

Writing speed (CRT): 8.0
.nd luminance: 4.4-6
and spot diameter: 4.4-6

x
X-ray (see safety - ionizing radiation)

z
Zoom magnification (advantages): 3.3-2, 5.4-2
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